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PART I.

CHAPTER I.

THE STATUTES.

The first requisite for a proper understanding of the Manitoba

School Case is familiarity with the Statutes.

These are : <1) The British North America Act, (Canada's Con-

stitutional Act); ("_'; The Manitoba Act, (Manitoba's Constitutional

Act); (3) The Manitoba School Acts; and (4) The Act authorizing

the Governor-General in Council to obtain the opinion of the

Supreme Court.

The provisions of the B. N. A. Act, and the Manitoba Act, may
best In- understood; and appreciated, by being placed in parallel

columns, the differences being indicated by italics :

British North America Act.

In ami for the Province the Legis-

lature may exclusively make laws in

relation to education, subject ami
according to the following provisions :

(1) Nothing in any such law shall

prejudicially atlect any right or privi-

lege with respect to denominational
schools which any class of persons

have by law in the Province at the

Union.

(2) All powers, privileges and duties

at the Ijnion, by law conferred and
imposed in Upper Canada on the

Beparate schools and school trustees

of the Queen's Roman Catholic sub-

jects, shall be and the same are here-

by extended to the dissentient schools

of the Queen's Protestant and Roman
Catholic subjects in Quebec.

(3) 11'//. r< in any Province a sysL m
of separate or dissentient schools exists

hi/ In ir ill the Union, nr is tin ri alii r

established by tin Legislator* of the

Province, an appeal shall lie to the
i lovernor-< reneral in Council from any
act or decision of any Provincial

authority affecting any right or privi-

Manitoba Act.

In and for the Province the said

Legislature may exclusively make
laws in relation to education, subject

and according to the following pro-

visions :

(1) Nothing in any such law shall

prejudicially affect any right or privi-

lege with respect to denominational

schools which any class of persons

have by law or practice in the Pro-

vince at the Union.

(2) An appeal shall lie to the Gov-
ernor-General m Council from any
\.-i or decision of tlu Legislator* of
tin Province, or of any Provincial

[1]
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of the Protestant or Roman
' ;it In die minority of the Queen's sul>-

in relation to education.

authority, affecting any right or privi

of the Protestant or Roman
I 'atholic minority of the Queen's sub-

in relation to education.

I I; tse any such Provincial law
as from time to time seems to the

Governor-General in Council requisite

for the <hu' execution of the provisions

of this section is not made, or in case

any decision of the Governor-G< ueral

in Council, on any appeal under this

section, is uot duly executed by the

proper Provincial authority in that

behalf, then, and in every such case,

and as far only as tin- circumstances
hi each case require, the Parliament

of Canada may make remedial laws

for the due execution of the provisions

of tin- >iM nun, and of any decision of

th< < Sovernor-* reneral in Council under
this section.

(3) In case any such Provincial law
as from time to time seems to the
i rovei uor-< reneral in < 'ouncil requisite

for the due execution of the provisions

of this section is not made, or in case

any decision of the Governor-General
in Council on any appeal under this

section is not duly executed by the

proper Provincial authority in that

behalf then, and in every such i

and as far only as the circumstances
oi each ease may require, the Parlia-

ment of < !anada may make remedial

laws for the due execution of the pro-

visions of this section, and of any
decision of the Governor-General in

Council under this section.

Application of B. N. A. Act.

Do the provisions of the B. X. A. Act just quoted apply to

Manitoba, or is Manitoba governed solely by the corresponding

provisions in its own Act? This question depends upon the

construction of section two of the Manitoba Act, which is as follows :

" The provisions of the B.N. A. Act, 1867, shall, except those parts thereof

which are in terms made. or. by reasonable intendment, may be held to be

specially applicable to, or only to affeel one or more, but not the whole of the

Provinces now composing the Dominion, and except in so far as tJu same may
b( varied by this Act, he applicable to the Province of Manitoba in the same
way, and to the like extent, as they apply to the several Provinces of Canada,
and as if the Province of Manitoba had been one of the Provinces originally

united by the said Act."

Manitoba School Acts Prior to 1890.

The following is a summary of the Provincial legislation prior to

the passing of the statutes of 1890—those which gave rise to the

controversy. It is taken from the judgment of Mr. Justice Uubuc
in the case of Barrett vs. Winnipeg.

" Under the said provisions of our constitution, the Provincial Legislature.
at its first session, in 1871, passed an ' Act to establish a system of Education
in this Province.' By the said Act, the Lieutenant-Governor in Council was
empowered to appoint not less than ten, nor more than fourteen persons, to be
a Board of Education for the province, of whom one-half were to be Protes-
tants, and the other half Catholics

;
also one superintendent of Protestant

schools and one superintendent of Catholic schools, who were joint secretaries
of the board.
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"The duties of the Board were described as follows :
' 1st. To make from

tun.- bo tunc Buch regulations as they may think lit for the general organization

of the common schools ; 2nd. T<> select book*, maps ami globes to be used in

the com i schools, due regard being had in Buch selection to the choice of

English books, maps and globes for the English schools, and French for the

French Bchools, bu1 the authority hereby given is not to extend to I he Bele<

of books having reference to religion or morals, the selection of such hung
regulated by a subsequent clause of this Art; 3rd. To alter and subdivide,

with the sanction of the Lieutenant-Governor in Council, any school district

established by this Act.'
" The general board was divided into two sections, and among the duties

of each section we tind the following: ' Bach section shall have under its con-

trol and management the discipline of the schools of the section ;
it shall

make rules and regulations for the examination, grading ami licensing of

teachers, and for the withdrawal of licenses on sufficient cause ; it shall pre-

scribe Such of the books to he used in the schools of the section as have

reference to religion or morals.'

"By section 13, the moneys appropriated to education by the Legislature

were to be divided equally, one moiety thereof to the support of Protestant

schools, the other moiety to the support of Catholic schools.

"The lirst hoard appointed by the Lieutenant-Governor in Council was
composed of the Bishop of St. Boniface, the Bishop of Rupert's hand, several

Catholic priests, several Protestant clergymen of various denominations, and a

couple of laymen for each section.
" The said statute was amended from time to time, as the country was be-

coming more settled, and new exigencies arose. But the same system prevailed

until the Act of last session ; the only substantial amendments were that, in

187~>, the board was increased to twenty-one, twelve Protestants and nine

Roman I latholics, and the moneys voted by the legislature were to he divided

between Protestants and Catholics in proportion to the number of children of

school age in the respective Protestant and ( 'atholic districts.

" The more noticeable change in the system was that the denominational

distinction between the Catholics and Protestants, and the independent work-

ing of the two sections became more and more pronounced under the different

statutes afterwards passed. Section '27 of the Act of 187"), c. 27, says, that-

the establishment of a school district of one denomination shall not prevent,

the establishment of a school district of the other denomination in the same
place.

" The same principle is carried out and somewhat extended by sections.

39, 40, and 41 of the Act of 1S7(5, c. 1.

"In 1877, by c. 12, s. 10, it was enacted that in 'no case a Protestant

ratepayer shall be obliged to pay for a ('atholic school, and a Catholic ratepayer

for a Protestant school.

'

" So it is manifest that, until the Act of last session, the school system

created by the Provincial Legislature, under the provisions of the constitu-

tional Act, was entirely based and carried on. on denominational principles as-

divided between Protestant and Romas Catholic schools."

Manitoba Statutes of 1890.

The following is a summary of the Statutes of 1890, taken from

the same judgment

:

At the last session of the legislature, two Acts were passed in respect to

education. The lirst one, c. 37, abolished the Board of Education heretofore

existing, and the office of Superintendent of Education, and creates a Depart-

ment of Education which is to consist of the Executive Council or a committee.
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thereof, appointed by the Lieutenant-Governor in Council, and also an advisory

board composed oi seven members, four of whom are to be appointed by the

Department of Education, two by the teachers of the province, and one by
. I Council. Among the duties of the advisory board is the power

"To examiue and authorize text books and hooks of reference for the use of

the pupils and Bchool libraries ; to determine the qualifications of teachers and

!tors for high and public schools ; to appoint examiners for the purpose of

ireparing examination papers ; to prescribe the form of religious exercises to

m used in bi hools.

The next Act is. the Public Schools Act, c. 38. It repeals all former

statutes relating to education. It enacts, amongst other things, as tollows :

d :;. "All Protestant and Catholic school districts, together with all

selections and appointments to office, all agreements, contracts, assessments an

rate bills heretofore duly made in relation to Protestant or Catholic schools,

and existing when this Act comes into force, shall be subject to the provisions

of this Act." Section 4, "The term for which each school trustee holds office

at the time his Act takes effect shall continue as if such term had been created

by virtue of an election under this Act." Section 5, " All public schools shall

lie tree schools, and every person in rural municipalities between the age of live

and sixteen years, and in cities, towns and villages between the age of six and
n Bhall have the right to attend some school." Section (i, " Religious

exercises in puUie schools shall be conducted according to the regulations of

the advisory board. The time for such religious exercises shall be just before

the closing hour in the afternoon. In case the parent or guardian of any pupil

notilies the teacher that he does not wish such pupil to attend such religious

exercises, then such pupil shall be dismissed before such religious exercises take

place." Section 7, " Religious exercises shall he held in a public school

entirely at the optiou of the school trustees for the district, and upon receiving

written authority from the trustees, it shall be the duty of the teacher to hold

such religious exercises." Section 8, "The public schools shall be entirely

non-sectarian, and no religious exercises shall be allowed therein except as

above provided."

It provides for the formation, alteration and union of school districts in

rural manicipalities and in cities, towns and villages, the election of school

trustees and for levying a rate on the taxable property in each school district

for school purposi b.

Section 92 enacts that " the municipal council of every city, town and
village shall levy and collect upon the taxable property within the municipality

in the manner provided in this Act and in the Municipal and Assessment Acts,

Buch Bums as may be required by the public school trustees for school pur-

Section H»s. which provides for the legislative grant to schools, has the

following Bub-Bection: "(3) Any school not conducted according to all the

provisions of this or any Act in force for the time being, or the regulations of

the Department of Education, or the advisory hoard, shall not be deemed a

public school within the meaning of the law, and shall not participate in the

lative grant.' By section 148, " Xo teacher shall use Or permit to be

used as text hooks, any books in a model or public school, except such as are

authorized by the advisory board, and no portion of the legislative grant

shall be paid to any scl 1 in which unauthorized hooks are used." By section

17!'. " In cases where, before the coining into force of this Act, Catholic school

districts have been established as in the next preceding section mentioned [thai

mering the sanu territory as any Protectant district), such Catholic school

district Bhall, upon the coming into force of this Act, cease to exist, and all the
: s of such ( 'atholic school district shall belong to, and all the liabilities there-

of be paid by the public school district."
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Act Regulating Reference to Supreme Court.

The Act under which the reference \v;is in;i«t<- by the Governor-

Genera] in Council (infra) is 54, 55 Vic, Cap. 25, sec. -i.

Section 'M oJ I lii Baid Act is hereby repealed and the following Bubstituted

therefor :

.ST. Important questions of law, or fact, touching provincial legislation, or

the appellate jurisdiction as to Educational matters vested in the < iovernor-in-

Couneil by " The British North America Act, 1S67," or l>y any other Act or

law, or touching the constitutionality of any legislation of the Parliament of

Canada, or touching any other matter with reference to which he sees lit to

exercise this power, may he referred by the < rOvernor-in-Council to the Supreme
Court for hearing or consideration ; and the Court shall thereupon hear and
consider the same.

2. The Court shall certify to the Governor-in-Council for his inform ition,

its opinion on questions so referred, with the reasons therefor, which shall he

given in like manner as in the case of a judgment upon an appeal to the said

Court, and any judge who differs from the opinion of the majority shall in like

manner certify his opinion and his reasons.

3. In case any such question relates to the constitutional validity of any
Act which has heretofore been, or shall hereafter be passed by the legislature

of any Province, or of any provision in any such Act, or in case for any reason

the Covernment of any Province has any special interest in any such question,

the Attorney-General of such Province, or in the case of the North-West Ter-

ritories, the Lieutenant-Governor thereof, shall be notified of the hearing, in

order that he may be heard if he thinks fit.

4. The Court shall have power to direct that any person interested, or where
there is a class of persons interested, any one or more persons as representatives

of such class, shall be notified of the hearing upon any reference under this

section, and such persons shall be entitled to be heard thereon.

5. The Court may in its discretion request any counsel to argue the case as

to any interest which is affected, aud as to which counsel does not appear ; and
the reasonable expenses thereby occasioned may be paid by the Minister of

Finance and Receiver General out of the moneys appropriated by Parliament
for expenses of litigation.

6. The opinion of the Court upon any such reference although advisory
only, shall, for all purposes of appeal to Her Majesty in Council, be treated as

a final judgment of the said Court between parties.

7. General rules and orders with respect to matters coming within the
jurisdiction of the Court under this section may be made in the same manner,
and to the same extent, as is provided by this Act with respect to other matters
within its jurisdiction ; and, in particular, such rules and orders as to the
judges making them seem best for the investigation of questions of fact

involved in any reference thereunder.
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CHAPTER. II.

BARRETT v. THE CITY OF "WINNIPEG.

In November, 1890, proceedings were taken to test the validity of

the Provincial Statutes above summarized. The form which the

assumed was an application by l>r. Barrett (a Catholic

ratepayer) to quash a by-law of the City of Winnipeg passed under

the authority of the statutes. The following affidavits were filed

upon that application.

Dr. Barrett's Affidavit.

I. John Kelly Barrett, of the city of Winnipeg, in the county of Selkirk

anil province of Manitoba, make oath and say :

1. That I am a ratepayer and resident of the city of Winnipeg aforesaid

and have resided in the said city continuously for the past five years, and am a

member of the Roman Catholic Church.
•J. On and prior to the thirtieth day of April last a school distrct (having

Borne \<ars hefore been established) existed in the city of Winnipeg, and such

Bchool district was under the direction and management of the corporation

known as "The School Trustees for the Catholic School District for Winnipeg,
No. 1. in lie province of Manitoba."

3. The said corporation has established and in operation a number of

schools in Winnipeg, under the provisions of the various provincial statutes

relating to schools, to one of which, namely, St. Mary's school, situate on
Hargrave street, I have for three years past sent my children for instrution,

which children are aged respectively ten, eight and five years.

4. That the said St. Mary's school is still in existence and the same
ling and religious exer ises are continued as before the passing of the said

Act. and my children still attend said school.

o. The paper writing now shown to me marked with the letter " A " is a
copy of By-law No. 480, passed by tne Council of the city of Winnipeg,

on the fourteenth day of July last, and the same is certified under the hand of

the clerk of the said city and under the corporate seal thereof.

ti The Baid paper writing so certified as aforesaid was recieved by me
from said clerk.

7. The paper writing now shown to me marked with the letter " B" is a

true copy ol By-law No. 483, passed by the Council of the City of Winnipeg
on the twenty-eighth day of duly last, and certified under the hand of the
< llerk of the < !ity and under the corporate seal thereof, and such paper writing

was received by me from the said Clerk.

8. 1 am interested in the said By-law by virtue of being a resident and
ratepayer of Baid city.

9. The paper writing now shown to me marked with the letter "C" is a

copy of a requisition sent to the Clerk of the said city by the School
for the Protestant school district of Winnipeg, No. 1, on the twenty-

Mi daj of April last.

10. The paper writing now shown to me marked with the letter " D" is

a true 'ops of the requisition sent to the Clerk of the said City by the School
Trustees for the Catholic School district of Winnipeg, No. 1, in the Province

oi Manitoba, <>n the twenty-ninth day of April last.

11. That the estimate of all sums for the lawful purposes of the City of

Winnipeg for the present year, as required to be made by section 283 of the
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Municipal Act, passed in the fifty third year of the reign of Eler Majesty

Queen Victoria, chapter 31, were based upon the two requisitions above

I to, copies of which are marked with the letters "C ' and "D,

aforesaid, which requisitions were presented to the Council of said city on the

fifth day of May Lasl

12. That the amounts of $75,000 and $2,650, mentioned in the said

exhibits " C " and " L>," respectively, form part of the sum |377,744.43 men-

tioned in said exhibit " A."

L3. The effect qf the said by-laws is that one rate is levied upon all

Protestants and Roman Catholic ratepayers in order bo raise the amount m sn-

bioned in said exhibits "('"and "D, and the result to individual ratepayers

is that each Protestant will have to pay less than if he were assessed for

Protestant schools alone, and each Roman Catholic will have to pay more

than if he wen; assessed for Roman Catholic schools alone.

I 1. I have read the affidavit sworn to in this matter on the third day of

October instant, by the Most Reverend Alexander Tache, and I say that so

far as the same lies within my personal knowledge the same is true ; as to the

rest, I believe the same to be true.

Archbishop Tache's Affidavit.

I, Alexander Tache, of the town of St. Boniface, in the County of Selkirk,

iml Province of Manitoba, Archbishop of t he Roman Catholic ecclesiastical

Province of St. Boniface, make oath and say :

1. That I have been a resident continuously of this country since eighteen

hundred and forty-live as a priest in the Roman Catholic Church, and as

Bishop thereof since the year eighteen hundred and fifty, and now am the

Archbishop and Metropolitan of the said Church, and I am personally aware

of the truth of the matters herein alleged.

•2. Trior to the passage of the Act of the Dominion of Canada, passed in

the thirty-third year of the reign of Her Majesty Queen Victoria, chapter

three, known as the .Manitoba Act, and prior to the Order in Council issued in

pursuance thereof there existed in the territory now constituting the Province

of Manitoba, a number of effective schools for children.

3. These schools were denominational schools, some of them being regu-

lated and controlled by the Roman Catholic Church, and others by van.. us

Protestant denominations.
•4. The means necessary for the support of the Roman Catholic schools

were supplied to some extent by school fees paid by some of the parents of the

children who attended the schools and the rest was paid out of the funds of

the Church, contributed by its members.
.">. During the period referred to, Roman Catholics had no interest in or

control over the schools of the Protestant denominations, and the members of

the Protestant de ninations had no interest in or control over the schools of

Roman < latholics. There were no public schools in the sense of State schools.

The members of the Roman Catholic Church supported the schools of their

own Church for the benelit of Roman Catholic children and were not under

obligation to, and did not contribute to the support of any other schools.

6, In the matter of education, therefore, during the period referred to,

Roman Catholics were, as a matter of custom ami practice, separate from the

rest of the community, and their schools were all conducted according to the

distinctive views and beliefs of Roman Catholics as herein set forth.

7. Roman Catholic schools have always formed an integral part of the

work of the Roman Catholic Church. That Church has always considered the

education of the children of Roman Catholic parents as coming peculiarly

within its jurisdiction. The school, in the view of the Roman Catholics, is in

a large measure the "children's church," and wholly incomplete ami largely

abortive if religious exercises be excluded from it. The church has always
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insisted upon its children receiving their education in schools conducted under
tin supervision of the church, and upon them being trained in the doctrines

and faith of the church In education the Roman Catholic Church attaches

very great importance to the spiritual culture of the child, and regards all

education unaccompanied by instruction in its religious aspects as possibly

detrimental and not beneficial to children. With this regard the church
requires that all teachers of children shall not only be members of the church,

hut shall be thoroughly imbued with its principles and faith ; shall recognize

its spiritual authority and conform to its directions. It also requires that

such hooks be used in the schools, with regard to certain subjects, as shall

combine religious instruction with those subjects, and this applies peculiarly

to all history and philosophy.

B, The Church regards the schools provided for by "The Public Schools
Act," and being chapter 3S of the Statutes passed in the reign of Her Majesty
Queen Victoria, in the fifty-third year of her reign, as unfit for the purpose of

educating their children, and the children of Roman Catholic parents will not
attend such schools. Rather than countenance such schools, Roman Catholics

will revert to the system of operation previous to the Manitoba Act, ami will

establish, support and maintain schools in accordance with their principles and
faith as aforementioned.

it. Protestants are satisfied with the system of education provided for by
the said Act, "The Public Schools Act," and are perfectly willing to send
their children to the schools established and provided for by the said Act.
Such schools are, in fact, similar in all respects to the schools maintained by
the Protestants under the legislation in force immediately prior to the passage
of the said Act. The main and fundamental difference between Protestants
and Catholics, with reference to education, is that while many Protestants
would like education to be of a more distinctly religious character than that
provided for by the said Act, yet they are content with that which is so pro-
vided ami have no conscientious scruples against such a system ; the Catholics,

on the other hand, insist and have always insisted upon education being
thoroughly permeated with religion and religious aspects ; that causes and
effects in science, history, philosophy and aught else should be constantly
attributed to the Deity and not taught merely as causes and effects.

10. The effect of " The Public Schools Act " will be to establish public
schools in every part of Manitoba where the population is sufficient for the
purpose of a school, and to supply in this manner education to children free of

charge to them or their parents further than their share, in common with
other members of the community, of the amounts levied under ami by virtue
of the provisions contained in the Act.

11. In case Roman Catholics revert to the system in operation previous to
the Manitoba Act, they will be brought in direct competition with the said
public schools. Owing to the fact that the public schools will be maintained
at public expense, and the Roman Catholic schools by school fees and private
subscription, the latter will labor under serious disadvantage. They will be
unable to afford inducements and benefits to children to attend such schools
equal to those afforded by public schools, although they would be perfectly
able to compete with any or all schools unaided by law-enforced support.

12. When in the foregoing paragraphs 1 speak of the faith or belief of the
Roman Catholic Church, I speak not only for myself and the church in its

corporate capacity, but for its members.

Rev. Dr. Bbyce's Affidavit.

I, Oeorge Bryce, of the City of Winnipeg, in the County of Selkirk, in the
Province of Manitoba, Professor in Manitoba College, make oath and say :

1, That I have been a resident of the Province of Manitoba since the year
1^71

; that I am the minister of the Presbyterian Church, longest resident in
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the province ; that I have been in constant communication with the officers

ami councils of the church, having Keen the first Moderator of the Synod of

Manitoba ami the North-west Territories of the Presbyterian < Ihurch in < lanada,

and I am personally aware of the truth of the matters herein alleged.

•_'. That I am familiar with opinions of the Presbyterians of the province in

the years immediately succeeding the entrance of Manitoba into Confederation
iii 1870, ami am aware that the. Presbyterians of this province did not claim

to have the church schools, which had been previously voluntarily maintained
by them or by the church for them, continued to them at cost to the general

public.

3. That in founding Manitoba College, in November 1SS1, I took over the

highest class of Kildonan school as the beginning of the college, which had thus

far continued a purely church institution, and for which I never heard the
claim advanced that we were entitled to any consideration under the Manitoba
Act; indeed, I have always considered the Government schools as entirely

different and, up to 1871, unknown in the country, and for several years we
did take younger students into our church college who might have been educated
in the Government schools alongside.

4. That about the year 1876 a strong agitation took plac? in the province

to have one public school system established, but this agitation failed to obtain

effect in legislation.

5. The Presbyterian synod of Manitoba and the North-west Territories,

which represented the largest religious body in Manitoba, passed in May, 1890,

a resolution heartily approving of the Public School Act of this year, and I

believe that it is approved of by the great majority of the Presbyterians of

Manitoba.

6. That the Presbyterian Church is most solicitous for the religious educa-

tion of all its children. It takes great care in the vows required of parents at

the baptism of their children, and in urging its ministers to teach from the pulpit

the duty of giving moral and religious training in the family. It is most en-

ergetic in maintaining efficient Sunday schools, which have been called the

"children's church," and in requiring the attendance of the children at the

church services, which is made a great means of instruction. I think it is our
firm belief that this system joined with the public school system has pro-

duced, and will produce, a moral, religious and intelligent people.

7. That the Presbyterians are thus able to unite with their fellow Christians

of other churches in having taught in the public schools (which they desire to

be taught by Christian teachers) the subjects of a secular education, and 1

cannot see that there should be any conscientious objection on the part of the

Koman Catholics to attend such schools, provided adequate means be provided
of giving elsewhere such moral and religious training as may be desired ?

but on the other hand there should be many social and national advantages.

8. I believe all Presbyterians are anxious to have science, history and
philosophy taught in such a manner as will intelligently recognize the divine

purpose and influence in human affairs, but certainly I cannot desire to teach,

as would be covered by the plea sometimes advanced that the instrumentality

of evil and the deeds of bad men should be " constantly attributed to the

Deity," nor do 1 believe the tendency of the public school as established in

Manitoba at present to be toward any atheistic or irreligious goal, but that

it will follow the current opinions of the settlers of Manitoba, a remarkably
large number of whom are religious and intelligent.

it. That instead of it being a detriment that public schools will be "establish-

ed in every part of Manitoba where the population is sufficient for the purpose of

a school," it will be a benefit, as up to the present time large numbers of

Koman Catholic children scattered through the general population have been
able to get no education, and are in danger of growing up an illiterate class.
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10. That when in the foregoing paragraphs I apeak of the l>elief of Pres-

byterians, I Bpeak simply of what I consider their belief to be, and I speak
only for myself, as it is a privilege for every Presbyterian to think for himself,

and to be directly responsible to God, and in my opinion the general feeling of

what are known as the Protestant denominations is as I have indicated ab ive.

Mr. Qespeler's Affidavit.

I. \Vm. Hespeler, of the County of Selkirk, in the Province of Manitoba,
financial agent, make oath and say :

!. That for the last seventeen years I have been a resident in the Province
of Manitoba.

That for upwards of seven years I was a member of the Board of

Education for the said province.

3. To my knowledge, His Grace Archbishop Tache, Archbishop of the
Roman Catholic ecclesiastical province of Manitoba, has been a member and
chairman of the Catholic section of the late Board of Education for four years.

and I believe for a great deal longer.

4. That priests and leading laymen of the Roman Catholic Church were
members of the Catholic section of said board, and a number of priests of said

Roman < 'atholic < 'hnrch were inspectors of schools under said board.

5. 1 am satisfied that the School Acts in force in this province prior to the
first day of May last, were acceptable to the Roman Catholic Church.

Mr. Polson's Affidavit.

I, Alexander Poison, of the City of Winnipeg, in the County of Selkirk, in

the Province of Manitoba, health inspector, make oath and say :

1. That for a period of lifty years I have been a resident in the Province
of Manitoba.

2. That schools which existed prior to the Province of Manitoba entering
' confederation were purely private schools and were not in any way subject to

public control nor did they in any way receive public support.

3. No school taxes were collected by any authority prior to the Province
of Manitoba entering Confederation, and there were no means by which any
]" reon could be forced by law to support any of said private schools. 1 think
the only public revenue of any kind then collected was the customs duty,
usually four per cent.

Mi:. Scthf.rland's Affidavit.

I, John Sutherland, of the pa7'ish of Kildonan, in the County of Selkirk,
in the Province of Manitoba, farmer, make oath ami say :

1. That for the period of fifty-three years I have been a resident in the
Province' of Manitoba.

'J Thai x'hoiils which existed prior to the Province of Manitoba entering
< lonfederation were purely private schools, ami were not in any way subject to

public control, nor did they in any way receive public support.

3. No Bchool taxes were collected by any authority prior to the Province
of Manitoba entering Confederation, and there were no means by which any

• ii could be forced by law to support any of said private schools. J think
only public revenue of any kind then collected was the customs duty,

usually four per cent.
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Judgments in Barrett v. Winnipeg.

The application to quash the By-laws was made to Mr. Justice

Kill.iin, who, on the 21th November, 1890, dismissed the application

— in effect deciding thai the Manitoba Statutes wore valid.

An appeal w.is taken to the full Court, but without success. On
the 2nd February, 18 {JI, the appeal was dismissed, the Chief Justice

and Mr. Justice Bain holding that the legislation was valid. Mr.

Justice Dubuc, however, dissented, Ins opinion being that the

st.u ufces were ultra vires.

A further appeal was taken to the Supreme Court of Canada, and

on ilif 28th October, 1891, the Court (comprising five judges) unani-

mously held the Acts to be ultra tires.

A further appeal was taken to the Privy Council, and on the

30th day of July. L 892, judgment was given reversing the decision

of the Supreme Court, and holding that the legislation was

valid. Six judges heard the appeal, viz.: Lord Watson. Lord Mac-

Nasrbten, Lord Morris, Lord Hannen, Lord Couch and Lord

Shand. (The judgment is given in full below, just after the state-

ment of the Logan v. Winnipeg case.

)

CHAPTER III.

LOGAN v. THE CITY OF WINNIPEG.

In December, 1891, proceedings similar to those instituted by

Dr. Barrett were taken by Mr. Alex. Logan, an Episcopalian. Upon
this application the following affidavits were read :

Affidavit of Mr. Logan.

1. I was born in the year eighteen hundred and forty-one, at Point

Douglass, in the Red River settlement in Rupert's Land, and I have always

resided at the saiil Point Douglass, ami still reside there.

2. The said Point Douglass is in the parish of St. John, in the Province

of Manitoba, and is within the territorial limits of the City of Winnipeg, and I

am a resident of the said city of Winnipeg anil a ratepayer thereol to a large

amount.
.'->. I am, and always have been, a member of the Church of England.

4. At the time of the union of the Province of Manitoba with Canada I

was married and had two children.
">. At and for many years prior to the said union, there was a parochial

denominational school of the Church of Kngland within the said parish of St.

John, and within the territory now comprised in the City of Winnipeg, and
the said school was a day school conducted by teachers appointed by the

Church of England Bishop of Ruperts Land, in which, and in addition to the
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ordinary Bubjecta taught in schools, the catechism of the Church of England
aught, an<t the papils in said school were instructed in religious subjects

according to the tenets of the Church of England.

6. I be said scho ontinued an to, and for some time after, the union
of the said Province with Canada, and the same school still exists in a modified

form, and I attended said school as a pupil before said union and received my
primary education therein.

7. I was well acquainted with the said Red River settlement before and
after said union, and 1 say that at the time of said union there was established
in each parish of the Church of England throughout said settlement a parochial

denominational school, and in some parishes more than one of such schools,

and m all such schools teachings in religious subjects according to the Church
of England faith were conducted in a manner similar to the said school in the
parish of St. John, and the children of English church parents attended said

schools and no other schools.

B. Rave and except the said English church parochial school of the parish

of St. John and St. John's College, which also belonged to the Church of

England, and except a private school kept by the Nuns on the property of the
late William Drever, there was not at the time of said union any school or
educational institution in existence within said territory now included in the
city of Winnipeg.

9. The territory comprised in the City of Winnipeg covers an area of about
twenty square miles.

1<>. The paper writing hereunto annexed and. marked with the letter "A"
is a certified copy of the above-mentioned by-law of the City of Winnipeg. No.
514, ami said copy was received from the City clerk of the City of Winnipeg.

11. In and by said by-law a rate is levied for school purposes of four and
two-tenths mills in the dollar upon all ratepayers alike, and upon persons of

all religious denominations alike, and the moneys so raised are intended to be
used in the support of public non-sectarian schools pursuant to the provisions

of the Public Schools Act.

12. I have not yet paid my taxes for the year one thousand eight hundred
and ninety-one imposed under said by-law.

13. 1 have at the present time three children of school age, namely, one
of the age of fourteen years, one of the age of eleven years, and one of the age
of f.ve years, and I claim the right to have my children taught religious exer-

cises in school according to the tenets of the Church of England, and I claim
that such right was secured to me and other members of the Church of

England, at the time of said union, by the provisions of the Manitoba Act.
14. I do not approve of the manner in which religious exercises are taught

in schools where they are so taught under the provisions of the Public Schools
Act, and 1 claim that the tax for the support of schools imposed upon me by
said by-law, and pursuant to said Public Schools Act or by any other Act of

the Legislature by which I am compelled to contribute for the support of

Bchools not under the control of the Church of England, prejudicially affects

my rights as a member of the Church of England, and if compelled to pay
such tax I and other members of the I hurch of England are less able to

support schools in which religious exercises and teachings in accordance with
our form of worship could be conducted.

Affidavit of Bishop Machray.

I, the Most Reverend Robert Machray, Doctor of Divinity, of the City of

Winnipeg, in the Province of Manitoba, the Bishop of Rupert's Laud, make
oath and Bay :

I. In the year 186S I w^s appointed by the Crown, on the recommenda-
tion of the Archbishop of Canterbury, under the sign manual of the Queen,
Bishop of Rupert's Laud.
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2. The diocese of Rupert's Land, in 1865, covered the whole of the North-

West Territories of Canada, the district of Keewatin, the present Province of

Manitoba, and that portion of the westerly part of the Province <>f Ontario

lying westerly of the height of land and running between ll.it Portage and

Port Arthur.

,

-

i. Subsequently the diocese was subdivided into eight bishoprics, one of

which, still known as Rupert's Land, consists of the Province of Manitoba and
that portion of the Province of Ontario referred to above. The whole of the

saul original diocese of Rupert's Laud is now called the ecclesiastical province

of Rupert's Land, of which 1 ana the Metropolitan, and I am also Bishop of

the smaller diocese of I Jn

j

m it's Land last above described.

4. I have continued to be Bishop of the old diocese of Rupert's Land lirst

above described, and of the smaller diocese last above described, ever since my
appointment in 1865.

5. Upon my arrival in the diocese in 1865 I found there existed a great

want of schools for the education of the youth, and I at once set about
reorganizing St. John's College, and in LSlilj I opened it for higher education,

and it has so continued ever since, and I commenced as soon as I could the
reorganization of the system of primary schools, of which I found most vacant.

6. I endeavored to start at least one parochial school in each parish where
there was a missionary of the Church of England, and I so far succeeded in

this work that with the assistance of the Church Missionary Society of the
Church of England there were under my care in 18(57 fourteen common
parochial schools within the Red River settlement, as well as schools at the
missions in Manitoba outside the settlement and missions in the interior.

7. In the year 1SG9 there were sixteen schools regularly organized for the
teaching of boys and juris in the different parishes in the said Red River
settlement, inclusive of Westbourne and Scanterbury.

8. I find that in my address to the synod of Rupert's Land, delivered on
the 29th day of May, 1867, I used the following language with reference to

the schools, viz. :
" Passing now from the college to the common schools, I

rejoice to say that there has been, during the past half year, a full opportunity
for learning the elements of education—reading, writing and arithmetic—from
the extreme end of the Indian settlement up to Westbourne, with the single

exception of the small parish of St. Margaret's at the High Bluff, and in that
parish a very creditable subscription was promised towards the salary of a
master, so that I trust by another year even that blank may be supplied. .And

I believe the distances to be travelled to these schools are not greater than are
frequently performed in our home parishes in England and Scotland. Exclud-
ing the school at Westbourne, which remains on the Church Missionary list,

being about thirty-live miles beyond the settlement, we must look to the
maintenance of fourteen schools. Of these, eight have hitherto been supported
by the Church Missionary Society at a cost of £285 a year. The society said
some time ago that this help must at once cease."

And in my charge to the synod of Rupert's Land on the 24th day of
February, 1SG9, I used the following language: "Schools have been estab-
lished in every parish, but the effort to maintain them has been a difficult one,
from the larger amount now required to obtain the services of a schoolmaster
and from frequent resignations. The whole question must, however, soon be
grappled with. There must be some distinct regulations laid down defining
the conditions under which grants from the diocesan fund are to be given, and
some plan of diocesan inspection will be necessary. But before we can obtain
all we could wish with our schools, I feel we must be able to provide still

larger salaries and have trained teachers. How to secure such a training has
been a good deal in my mind, but I do not yet see the wav to the accomplish-
ment of what I wish." And the statements therein made by me on those two
occasions are, I believe, true in substance and in fact, and are given in the
reports of the synod published at the time.
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'.». The schools which were established as above set forth continued until

the establishment of public Bchools by the laws of Manitoba hereinafter

referred t".

in. The teacher in each of these Bchools was under the control of the

v and the clergyman "t each parish, and in some cases there were two
and even three parochial schools in one parish. The schools were opened and

i with forms of prayer, ami the teacher of each of these schools was

required to instruct tin- school every day in the Holy Scriptures, ami he was
required to teach the children the English Church catechism. The missionary

i
h parish was expected to look after such religious training ami to I

the children or Bee that tin- children were taught according to the tenets of the

Church of England, ami the said schools were denominational schools belong-

to and supported by the religious denomination of the Church of England.

11. The teachers were paid a salary, part of which was paid through me
to the parish clergyman, as I was treasurer of the synod, and specially looked

after the funds for the support and maintenance of these various schools.

12. The money for the payment of the school teachers ami for the main-
tenance of the schools was procured partly from the funds of the church, partly

from voluntary subscriptions and partly from fees charged the parents of the

children attending the parochial schools ; hut as far as my knowledge goes, no
child of any English Church parents Mas prevented from attending these

ols by reason of poverty.

13. The schools above described were purely denominational schools ; the

teachers were members of the Church of England. I do not remember in my
time any instance of a teacher who was not a member of our church, with one

exception.

14. At the time of the union of this Province with Canada there were
estimated to he, and I believe there were, about 12,000 Christians residing in

this Erovince < »f these over 6,000 were Roman Catholic and nearly 5,000

were members of the Church of England, the rest were chiefly Presbyterians,

with a few of other denominations.

15. The Christians residing in this Province, as above set forth, resided in

what was known as the Red River settlement, and would practically be
included in an area not exceeding sixty miles from the city of Winnipeg.

16. In the year 1871, when the first Public School Act of Manitoba was
i. I joined heartily with the Provincial Executive in endeavouring to

carry into effect the school law then enacted, believing that under that Act
public schools could be carried on giving such religious instruction as would
be satisfactory to the members of the Church of England and to myself.

17. But many of the members of the Protestant section of the Board of

Education did not hold the same views as myself as regards, for example, the

necessity of not only reading but teaching the Bible, so that the religious

instruction given in the schools was never satisfactory to me ; but there was
nothing in the Act preventing a more satisfactory amount of religious teaching

when the members of the section became favorable to this, so 1 always looked
forward to securing some day more satisfactory provision. With the great

majority of the bishops and clergy of the Church of England, I believe that

tha education of the young is incomplete, ami may even be hurtful if religious

instruction is excluded from it.

18. The Public Schools Act passed by this Province in the year 1890 has
so Limited religious exercises that it is doubtful if under it there can be any
religious teaching given in the schools, so that the public schools to-day are

not. a- regards religious teaching, as I hoped and expected they would be

when the lirst Act was passed.

19. The religious and moral training given to children in the public-

schools of this Province, under sanction of the laws of this Province, is not in

rdance with my views or wishes, and is not in accordance with the views
of the Church of England; and consequently the present law, in taxing alL
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members of the Church of England, and giving no aid from the state to

denominational Bchools, prejudioially affeota the rights and privileges of the

people belonging to the Church of England with respect t«> the denominational
schools which they bad by practice, and were lawfully exercising, before and
at the union of this Province with Canada.

20. Before the union I, with the advice of my synod, controlled the

religious training of children of persons belonging to the Church of England,
in their education in the parochial schools.

21. When the first School A.c1 was passed above mentioned, and when the

first Bchoole under thai \et were established, the various parish vestries, with
my sanction, permitted schools to be established and to be carried on under
thai Act In most, if not all, the school-houses in which the I Ihurch of England
parish scl Is had previously been carried on, and my sanction wat given in

t be hop • and belief that at least those public schools would still give a religious

and moral training such as I thought it necessary lor children to reeeive ; hut

it I had known then that the public schools law would permit and allow

schools under that Act to he carried on without, or with as little, religious

training as is now given in the public schools of this Province, I should have
done what I could to resist it, and, it' unable iii our peculiar circumstances to

continue those parochial schools, I should have encouraged tie- opening of such
schools and the increasing of them as soon as it was permitted ; and 1 have na
doubt that if religious training is excluded from the public schools, as is

threatened, this will he the policy in future of the Church of England and of

myself. There-establishment of our parish schools is merely a question of

means and time.

22. If separate schools are granted to any body of Christians because of

rights secured owing to practice existing prior to the union, then I claim that
the Church of England is peculiarly entitled to such separate schools.

23. As far as I have had any influence, I have always endeavoured to

influence public opinion and the Legislature as much as I could to have pro-
vision made for the religious training of youth, and by the Public .Schools Act
of 1890 I was deeply disappointed ; and 1 believe that by that Act, if separate

schools do not receive state aid as well as the schools under the Act, the

children of parents of the Church of England have been prejudicially affected.

24. Before the Act of 1890 was passed, I expressed my views on the
schools question, and on the rights of the people of the Church of England,
under the Manitoba Act, in my charge to the synod, given on the 29th day of

October, 1889, in which I used the following language : "Though we have not
now any primary schools, it is not because, in view of the church, such schools

are of small importance. The day was when we had a church primary school
wherever we had a clergyman. That was our position when this Province was
transferred to Canada, and it seems probable that the Dominion intended to

recognize such efforts in the past and to protect the school interests that then
existed. But our church saw such advantages in a national system of schools,
and such reason to have confidence in the administration of it, that it went
heartily into it, trusting that the schools would be worthy of a Christian

1 pie and give an education in which the first, namely, the religious interests

of the children, would not be lost sight of. And I may say that the only
reason which has led me for so many years to give up time that I could ill

spare to be a member of the Board of Kducatipn has been the hope that, by
conciliatory action, I might help in securing a measure of religious instruction

reasonably satisfactory at once to ourselves and the other religious bodies."

25. One of the schools conducted by the Church of England as herein-

before mentioned, was situate in the pariah of St. John's, which parish now
forms a part of the City of Winnipeg, and said school was situate at the time
of the union of this Province with < 'anada in a territory which now forms part
of the territory of the < !ity of Winnipeg.
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26 - - thoole of the Church of England were supported in part by funds

of the church, in part by voluntary subscriptions, ami in part by fees volun-

tarily paid by members of the Church of England and by the parents ami

guardians of children attending Buch sch<>,i]s. ami were in no way supported or

aided l.y fumls raised by general rates or taxation.

The above affidavit was made on the 3rd of December, 1S91. On
the I8tb of the same month the following letter appeared in a

Winnipeg newspaper, written by the. gentleman who usually acted

for the Bishop, and who was engaged upon the Logan application :

To tJu Editor of The Tribune.

Sn . good deal of controversy has been going on in reference to the

attitude >>f the Bishop of Rupert's Land on the motion to quash the city by-law.

That application was not made by or on behalf of the * Ihurch of England.

It was not promoted or fostered in any way by the Bishop, and the affidavit

made by him was merely a voluntary statement of facts and views which could

have been forced from him under a supiena.

The judgments by the Supreme court judges in Barrett vs. Winnipeg point

to the probable conclusion that the other denominations having schools here at

the time of the transfer have equal rights with the Roman ( latholics to denom-

inational schools. If this is a good law, then at any time hereafter any member
of the < luirch of England or any Presbyterian might quash any by-law here-

after passed, which imposed rates upon all Protestants in support of one system

of schools in which religious teachings were carried on, materially different

from the religious teachings carried on in the schools of the denomination at

the time of the transfer.

Should this be held to be the law, then any act passed by the Local Legis-

lature interfering with these rights would be ultra virt s.

When our constitution makers gave the Local Legislature power to legislate

as to schools, was that power made (1) subject to the rights of each of the above

named three denominations to teach their peculiar religious doctrines in the

>ls, or was it simply limited (2) to Protestant as distinguished from

Roman Catholic or (3) were there really no rights reserved to religious teach-

ings in the public state-aided schools?

It is certainly important to settle these principles at as early a date as

possible. Only a portion can be settled by Barrett vs. Winnipeg, but all can

be settled by the two cases being at once carried to the Privy Council.

If rights were reserved in the Manitoba act to denominations these rights

are the rights of each individual ratepayer belonging to that denomination

rather than the rights of the denomination, and it is as difficult to understand

bow a denomination or a church could set the law in motion as it is to under-

stand how a denomination or the head of a church by any acts or omissions

could deprive a ratepayer of a right conferred upon him by a statute.

Yours truly,

H. M. Howell.

Affidavit of Mr. Hayward.

I. Robert Henry Hayward. of the City of Winnipeg, in the Province of

Manitoba, accountant, make oath and say :

1. I am now and have been for the past ten years a resident of the < it\ of

W'inni]'

•J. I am and have been for a number of years past a ratepayer of said city.

3. I am a member of the Church of England.
4. The religious exercises conducted in the public schools of the City of

Winnipeg at the present time are those prescribed by the advisory board of the
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Department of Education, pursuant to the provisions of the Public Schools A<i,

ana such exercises consist of reading, without uote or c ment, of certain
selections from the authorized English version of the Bible, oi the Douay
version of the Bible, and the use of ;i form of prayer.

."). The said selections from the Scriptures are not taught, hut are simply
read without comment, and neither the catechism of the Church of England
nor any other catechism is taught inaaid Bchools, nor is any religious instruc-

tion given in said Bchools beyond the reading of said selections from the Bible,

and the reading of said praj er.

6. I lie printed pamphlet now produced and shown to me and marked as
exhibit "B" to this my affidavit, is a printed copy of the regulations of the
said advisory hoard regarding religious exercises in public schools, and the s;ii<l

pamphlet was received from the Department of Education for the province of

Manitoba.
7. 1 have read over the certified copy of the above mentioned by-law,

which is annexed to the affidavit of Alexander Logan, .sworn to herein on the
3rd day of this present month of December, and which certified copy is now
produced and shown to me at the time of making this affidavit, and is marked
as exhibit " A " to this affidavit.

8. In and l>y the said by-law a rate is levied for school purposes of 4^ mills

in the dollar upon all ratepayers of the City of Winnipeg alike, and upon mem-
bers of the Church of England as well as upon members of all other religious

denominations, no distinction being made in respect of religious denominations,
and tlie moneys so raised are intended to be used in the support of public non-
sectarian schools established pursuant to the provisions of the Public .Schools

Act.

9. The effect of said by-law is that members of the Church of England are
compelled to pay a tax for the support of public non-sectariau schools
in which there is not religious teaching according to the tenets of the Church
of England.

10. I have one boy of school age, namely, the age of 1.3 years, and although
I am compelled by the said by-law and by the Public Schools Act to contribute
to the support of said public schools established under said Public Schools Act,
I send him to a school established by the rector of the English church parish of

All Saints, in the said City of Winnipeg, and under control and management of

the said lector, where he receives religious instruction according to the tenets
of the said Church of England in addition to ordinary school instruction, and
1 voluntarily pay fees for his tuition at said school, and I do not send him to

any of the said public schools.

1 1. There are many other boys in the said City of Winnipeg sent by their

parents, who are resident ratepayers of the City of Winnipeg and members of

the Church of England, to the said All Saints' School, for reasons which I verily

believe are similar to my own.

Affidavit of Mr. Polson.

I. Alexander Poison, of the City of Winnipeg, in the County of Selkirk,

in the Province of Manitoba, License Inspector, make oath and say :

I. That for a period of fifty years I have been a resident of the Province
of Manitoba.

'2. That schools which existed prior to the Province of Manitoba entering

Confederation were, so far as tlie people were concerned, purely private
schools, and were not in any way subject to public control, nor did they in any
way receive public support. Attendance at such schools was voluntary, and
only the parents or guardians who had children attending school paid any I

There was no law or statute as to schools. The schools were under the direc-

tion of tlie clergy or the governing bodies of one of the three churches, the
Etonian Catholic, the Church of England and the Presbyterian.
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:;. Kb school taxes or rates were collected by any authority prior to the

ince of Manitoba entering < onfederation, and there were no means 1>\

which any person could be forced by law to support any <>f said private schools.

4 I think the only public revenue of any kind then collected was the

customs duty of lour per cent., hut none of this was for schools. There were
no municipal or school rates, and no direct taxes of any kind levied, whether

by assi ssment on property, income tax, or otherwise.

Affidavit of Rev. Dr. Bryce.

I, George Bryce, of the City of Winnipeg, in the County of Selkirk, in the

Province of Manitoba, Professor in Manitoba College, make oath and say :

1. That I have been a resident of the Province of Manitoba since the year

1>7). That I am the minister of the Presbyterian Church longest resident in

the Province ; that 1 have been in constant communication with the officers

and councils of the church, having been the first Moderator of the Synod of

Manitoba and the North-west Territories of the Presbyterian (lunch in

Canada, and 1 am personally aware of the truth of the matters herein alleged.

•J. That I am familiar with the opinions of the Presbyterians of the

Province in the years immediately succeeding the entrance of Manitoba into

Confederation in 1S70, and am aware that the Presbyterians of this Province

did not claim to have the church schools, which had been previously volun-

tarily maintained by them or by the church for them, continued to them at

cost to the general public, but were williug to support a public school system.

3. That in founding Manitoba College, in November, 1871, I took over

the highest class of Kildonan school as the beginning of the college, which had
thus far continued a purely church institution, and for which I never heard

the claim advanced that we were entitled to any consideration under the

Manitoba Act ; indeed, I always considered the Government schools as entirely

different, and, up to 1871, unknown in the country, and for several years we
did take younger students into our church college, who might have been
educated in the Government schools alongside.

4. That about the year 1876 a strong agitation took place in the Province

to have one public school system established, but this agitation failed to obtain

effect in legislation.

5. The Presbyterian Synod of Manitoba and the Xorth-west Territories,.

which represents the largest religious body in Manitoba, passed in May. 1890,

a resolution heartily approving of the Public School Act of this year, and I

believe it is approved of by the great majority of the Presbyterians of

Manitoba.
6. That the Presbyterian Church is most solicitous for the religious

education of all its children. It takes great care in the vows required of parents

at the baptism of their children, and in urging its ministers to teach from the

pulpit the duty of giving moral and religious training in the family. It is

most energetic in maintaining efficient Sunday schools, which have been called

the "children's church/' and in requiring the attendance of the children at

lunch services, which are made a great means of instruction. ] think it

is our firm belief that this system, joined with the public school system, has

produced and will produce a moral, religious and intelligent people.

7. I believe that the views of a large number of the Presbyterians in this

Province are represented by the following extracts from a public address
delivered by the Rev. J. M. King, I >.D., Principal of Manitoba College, on
the 31st day of October, 1S89. After giving reasons in opposition to purely
secular schools, Dr. King proceeds:—"At the opposite extreme there is a
system of separate or denominational schools, such as to some extent now
obtains in this Province, a system under which not only is religious instruction

given, but the distinctive doctrines and practices of individual churches are
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taught. Does the continuance and extension of this system promise a solution
of toeeduoat al difficulty! By uo means. Lees injurious probably in itsoperation, it is even more indefensible in principle than the one which lias beenso freely criticised. First, i1 is in direct violation of the principle of the
separation oi church and state. It, is unnecessary, indeed it woulS be quite
irrelevant to argue tins principle here. It is that on which, rightly or wronclv
the state with us ,a constituted. I ,1,, not understand it to mean that thestate may not have regard to religious considerations, such as it shows when
it enforces the observance of the Sabbath rest, or that itmay not employ religioussanctions as it does when in its courts of law it administers an oath in thename of (rod: but [do aoi understand it to mean that the state is neither togive material aid o the operations of t ihurch in any of its branches, uor tomterfere with its liberties. Each, while necessarily influencing the other, hasts ..wn a.st.nct.ve sphere, and must hear all the responsibilities of actionWithin that sphere

.
See I, the system of separate or sectarian

schools operates injuriously on the well-being of the state. However useful itmaybe to the church or churches adopting it, enabling then, to keep th eiryouth well in hand and to preserve then, from any danger to faith and moralswhich might result fromtoady contact with those of a different creed, it is inthat measure hurtful to the unity and therefore to the strength of the state It
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Affidavit of Mr. Wood.
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**^ ° f W^^' ^ the Province of Mani-cooa, £.s<juiie, make oatli and say :

1. I am an officer employed by the Government of Manitoba, and occupy
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the position of chief clerk in the Department of Municipal Commissioner, and
am also employ< d in the Public Winks Department, and know the facts herein

deposed t<> be t rue.

J Pursuant to chapter 'J.') of the statutes passed in this Province in the

fifty-second year of Her Maji eign, the Government of the Province of

Manitoba erected a building to be used as the Manitoba Deaf and Dumb Insti-

tution, the erection and completion of which building with its furniture cost

over S| s.l Mill.

3. The Government of the Province of Manitoba have for several years

pa -t carried on at public expense a school for the teaching of the deaf and

dumb, and that school is now being carried on at an annual cost of about

$7,500.00.

4. This money is paid out of the general funds of the Province, and the

school is open to all classes of people of every creed and belief.

5. The school is purely non-sectarian, and is for the education in a purely

secular way of all classes of children.

Affidavit of Mr. Cumberland.

I. Thomas Dickey Cumberland, of the City of Winnipeg, in the Pi-ovince

of Manitoba, Barrister, make oath and say :

1. I have examined the Dominion Government census returns of the

census of the Province of Manitoba taken during the year 1S86, and I find

that the population of the said Province shown by said census was 108,640.

2. From the said returns I find that the five leading religious denomina-
tions in the said Province were according to the said census in number as

follows, namely :— Roman Catholic, 14,651 ; Church of England, 23,206
;

Presbyterian, 2*8,406
; Methodist, 18,648 ; and Baptist, 3,296.

3. I have been a resident of the Province of Manitoba since the year 1881*

4. I believe no material change has taken place in the relative numbers of

the different denominations aforesaid since the year 1886 in Manitoba.

Affidavit of Mr. Howell.

I. Hector Mansfield Howell, of the City of Winnipeg, in the Province of

Manitoba, Esquire, make oath and say :

1. 1 have resided in this province continuously for the last twelve years.

I have travelled over large portions of this province, and am familiar with the

general state of its settlement and the distribution of its population.

2. The chief city of the province is the City of Winnipeg, with a present

population of about 25,000 people. There are two other towns with population

of about 4,000 each, and there is a large number of villages with population
ranging from 'JnO or 300 to 1,000 people.

3. According to the last census taken in this year, there is reported to be
about 155,000 residents in the whole province, and in my opinion at least

50,000 of these reside in villages and in the towns and in the City of Winnipeg.
The remainder of the population reside upon farms pretty evenly distributed

over an area of country exceeding 23,000 square miles.

4. From my knowledge of the sparse settlement of this country, I verily

believe that it separate schools are granted to the English Church people and to

the Roman Catholics it will be very difficult to support any system of public

schools except in the centres of population like towns and cities, and I verily

ve that if three systems of schools were established, each system would be
very defective and would be of little use towards general education.
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Judgment in Logan v. Winnipeg.

On 19th December, 1891, judgment was given by the Court of
Queen's Bench of Manitoba. Prior to that time the Supreme Court
of Canada liad held that the Provincial Statutes were ultra vires.

The Court of the Queen's Bench held itself bound by that decision.
It declared that the Acts were invalid; and further that not only were
Catholics a "class of persons'

1 whose rights were, by the Manitoba
Act, conserved; but that Episcopalians were also a •'class of persons."

CHAPTER IV.

PRIVY COUNCIL JUDGMENTS-BOTH CASES.

Both cases (Barrett v. Winnipeg, and Logan v. Winnipeg)
were carried to the J mperial Privy Council. On the 30th day of
July, 1892, judgment was given reversing the order of ' the
Supreme Court in Barrett v. Winnipeg, and of the Manitoba Court
in Logan v. Winnipeg.

Lord Macnaghten delivered the judgment as follows :—These two
appeals were heard together. In the one case the City of Winnipeg
appeals from a judgment of the Supreme Court of Canada reversing
a judgment of the Court of Queen's Bencli for Manitoba ; in the
other from a subsequent judgment of the Court of Queen's Bench
for Manitoba, following the judgment of the Supreme Court. Tho
judgments under appeal quashed certain bydaws of the City of
Winnipeg, which authorized assessments for school purposes in pur-
suance of the Public Schools Act, 1*90, a statute of Manitoba to
which Roman Catholics and members of the Church of England
alike take exception. The views of the Roman Catholic Church
were maintained by Mr. Barrett ; the case of the Church of England
was put forward by Mr. Logan. Mr. Logan was content to rely on
the arguments advanced on behalf of Mr. Barrett, while Mr.
Barrett's advisers were not prepared to make common cause with
Mr. Logan, and naturally would have been better pleased to stand
alone. The controversy which has given rise to the present litigation
is, no doubt, beset with difficulties. The result of the controversy
is of serious moment to the Province of Manitoba, and a matter
apparently of deep interest throughout the Dominion. But in its
legal aspect the question lies in a very narrow compass. The duty
of this board is simply to determine as a matter of law whether,
according to the true construction of the Manitoba Act, 1870 havin«

E3
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d to the state of things which existed in Manitoba at the time

of the union, the Provincial Legislature has or has not exceeded its

powers in passing the PuUic Schools Act, 1890. Manitoba became

one of the provinces of the Dominion of Canada under r lie Manitoba

Act, L870. which was afterwards confirmed by an Imperial statute

known as the British North America Act, 1.S7I. Before the union

it was not an independent Province, with a constitution and a legis-

lature of its own. It formed part of the vast territories which

belonged to the Hudson's Bay Company, and were administered by

their officers or agents. The Manitoba Act, 1870. declared that the

provisions of the British North America Act, 1867, with certain

exceptions not material to the present question, should be applicable

to the Province of Manitoba, as if Manitoba had been one of the

provinces originally united by the Act. It established a legislature

for Manitoba, consisting of a Legislative Council and a Legislative

Assembly, and proceeded, in section 22, to re-enact with some modi-

fications the provisions with regard to education which are to be

found in section 93 of the British North America Act, 1867.

Section 22 of the Manitoba Act, so far as it is material, is in the

following terms :

— " In and for the Province the said Legislature

may exclusively make laws in relation to education, subject and

according to the following provisions :

—

(1) Nothing in any such law

shall prejudicially affect any right or privilege with respect to

denominational schools which any class of persons have by law or

practice in the Province at the union." Then follow two otlier sub-

sections. Sub-section 2 gives an "appeal," as it is termed in the

Act, to the Governor-General in Council from any Act or decision of

the Legislature of the Province, or of any provincial authority
" affecting any right or privilege of the Protestant or Roman
Catholic minority of the Queen's subjects in relation to education."

Subsection 3 reserves certain limited powers to the Dominion Par-

liament in the event of the Provincial Legislature failing to comply

with the requirements of the section or the decision of the Governor-

General in Council. At the commencement of the argument a

doubt was suggested as to the competency of the present appeal in

consequence of the so-called appeal to the Governor-General in

Council provided by the Act. But their Lordships are satisfied that

the provisions of sub-sections 2 and 3 do not operate to withdraw

such a question as that involved in the present case from the juris-

diction of the ordinary tribunals of the country. Sub-sections 1, 2

and 3 of section 22 of the Manitoba Act, 1870, differ but slightly

from the corresponding sub-sections of section 93 of the British

North America Act, 1867. The only important difference is that in

the Manitoba Act, in sub-section 1, the words "by law" are fol-

lowed by the words "or practice," which do not occur in the corres-

ponding passage in the British North America Act. These words

were no doubt introduced to meet the special case of a country which
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had nol ms vi'i enjoyed the security of laws properly so called. It is

nol perhaps verj easy to define precisely the meaning of such an

expression us "having a righl or privilege by practice." lint the

objecl of the enactment is tolerably clear. Evidently the word
"practice" is not to be construed as equivalent to "custom having

the force of law." Their Lordships are convinced that it must h

1 n the intention of the Legislature to preserve every Legal light or

privilege, and every benefit or advantage in the nature of a

right or privilege, with respect to denominational schools which

any class of persons practically enjoyed, at the time of the union.

What, then, was the state of things when Manitoba was admitted

to the union? On this point their is no dispute. It is agreed that

t here was no law, or regulation, or ordinance with respect to edlicat ion

in force at that time. There were, therefore no rights or privileges

with respect to denominational schools existing by law. The practice

which prevailed in Manitoba before the union is also a matter on
which all parties are agreed. The statement on the subject by Arch-

bishop Tache, the Roman Catholic Archbishop of St. Boniface, who
has given evidence; in Barrett's case, has been accepted, as accurate and.

complete. "There existed," he says, "in the territory now constitu-

ting the Province of Manitoba a number of effective schools for child-

ren. These schools were denominational schools, some of them being

regulated and controlled by the Roman Catholic Church, and others

by various Protestant denominations. The means necessary for the

support of Roman Catholic schools were supplied, to some extent, by
school fees, paid by some of the parents of the children who attended

the schools, and the rest were paid out of the funds of the church,

contributed by its members. During the period referred to, Roman
Catholics had no interest in. or control over, the schools of the

Protestant denominations, and the members of the Protestant denom-
inations had no interest in, or control over, the schools of the Roman
•Catholics. There were no public schools in the sense of state schools.

The members of the Roman Catholic Church supported the schools of

their own church for the benefit of the Roman Catholic children, and
were not under obligation to and did not contribute to the support of

any other schools. Now, if the state of things which the Archbishop
describes as existing before the union had been a system established

by law, what would have been the rights and privileges of the Roman
Catholics with respect to denominational schools! They would have
had by law the right to establish schools at their own expense, to

maintain their schools by school fees or voluntary contributions, and
to conduct them in accordance with their own religious tenets. Every
other religious body which was engaged in a similar work at the time

of the union would have had precisely the same right with respect to

their denominational schools. Possibly this right, if it had been

defined or recognized by positive enactment, might have had attached

to it, as a necessary or appropriate incident, the right of exemption
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from any contribution under any circumstances to schools of a different

denomination. But, in their Lordships' opinion, it would be going

much too far to hold that the establishment of a national system of

education upon an unsectarian basis is so inconsistent with the right

to set up and maintain denominational schools that the two things

cannot exist together, or that the existence of one necessarily implies

or involves immunity from taxation for the purpose of the other. It

has been objected that if the rights of Roman Catholics, and of other

religious bodies, in respect of their denominational schools, are to be

itrictly measured and limited by the practice which actually

prevailed at the time of the union, they will be reduced to the condition,

of a ''natural right'' "which does not want any legislation to

protect it." Such a right, it was said, cannot be called a privilege in

anv proper sense of the word. If that be so, the only result is that

the protection which the Act purports to extend to rights and privileges

existing '' by practice" has no more operation than the protection

which it purports to afford to rights and privileges existing "by
law." It can hardly be contended that, in order to give

a substantial operation and effect to a saving clause expressed

in general terms, it is incumbent upon the court to discover

privileges which are not apparent of themselves, or to ascribe dis-

tinctive and peculiar features to rights which seem to be of such a

common tvpe as not to deserve special notice or require special pro-

tection. Manitoba having been constituted a province of the

Dominion in 1870, the Provincial Legislature lost no time in dealing

with the question of education. In 1871 a law was passed which

established a system of denominational education in the common
schools, as they were then called. A Board of Education was

formed, which was to be divided into two sections, Protestant and

Roman Catholic. Each section was to have under its control and

management the discipline of the schools of the section. Under the

Manitoba Act the province had been divided into 24 electoral

divisions, for the purpose of electing members to serve in the Legis-

lative Assembly. By the Act of 1871 each electoral division was
constituted a school district, in the first instance. Twelve electoral

divisions, " comprising mainly a Protestant population," were to be

considered Protestant school districts ; twelve, " comprising mainly a

Roman Catholic population," were to be considered Roman Catholic

school districts. Without the special sanction of the section there-

was not to be more than one school in any school district. The male
inhabitants of each school district, assembled at an annual meeting,

were to decide in what manner they should raise their contributions

towards the support of the school, in addition to what was derived

from public funds. It is perhaps not out of place to observe that

one ot the modes prescribed was "assessment on the property of the

School district,"' which must have involved, in some cases at any rate,

an assessment on Roman Catholics for the support of a Protestant
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school, and an assessment on Protestants for the support of a Roman
Catholic school. In the event of an assessmeni there was no pro-

vision for exemption, except in the case of ;i father or guardian of ;i

school child, a Protestant in a Roman Catholic school district, or a

Roman Catholic in :i Protestant school district—who might escape

by sending the child to the school of the nearest district of the other

section and contributing to it an amount equal to what he would

have paid it'he had belonged to that district. The laws relating to

education were modified from time to time, l>nt the system of

denominational education was maintained in lull vigor until 1890.

An Act passed in 1881, following an Act of 1875, provided among
other things that the establishment of a school district of one denomi-

nation should not prevent the establishment of a school district of

the other denomination in the same place, and that a Protestant and
a Roman Catholic district might include the same territory in whole
or in part. From the year 187(5 until 1890 enactments were in

force declaring that in no case should a Protestant ratepayer he

obliged to pay for a Roman Catholic school, or a Roman Catholic

ratepayer for a Protestant school. In 1890 the policy of the past

nineteen years was reversed; the denominational system of public

education was entirely swept away. Two Acts in relation to educa-

tion were passed. The first (53 Vic, c. 37; established a Department
of Education and a board consisting of seven members known as the

"Advisory Board." Four members of the board were to be appointed

by the Department of Education, two were to be elected by the

public and high school teachers, and the seventh member was to be
appointed by the University Council. One of the powers
of the Advisory Board was to prescribe the forms of religious

exercises to be used in the schools. The Public Schools Act,

1890 '53 Vic, c. 38;, enacted that all Protestant and Roman
Catholic school districts should be subject to the provisions of the

Act, and that all public schools should be free schools. The
provisions ot the Act with regard to religious exercises are as

follows :

— " 6. Religious exercises in the public schools shall be con-

ducted according to the regulations of the Advisory Board. The time
for such religious exercises shall be just before the closing hour in the

afternoon. In case the parent or guardian of any pupil notifies the

teacher that he does not wish such pupil to attend such religious

exercises, then such pupil shall be dismissed before such religious

exercises take place. 7. Religious exercises shall be held in a public

school entirely at the option of the school trustees for the district, and
upon receiving written authority from the trustees, it shall Ik; the

dutv of the teachers to hold such religious exercises. 8. The public

schools shall be entirely non-sectarian, and no religious exercises shall

be allowed therein except as above provided." The Act then provides

for the formation, alteration and union of school districts, for the

election of school trustees, and for levying a rate on the taxable
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property iu each school districl for school purposes. In cities the

municipal council is required to levy and collect upon the taxable

property within the municipality such sums as the school trnsteesmay

require for school purposes. A portion of the legislative grant for

educational purposes is allotted to public schools; but it is provided

that any school not conducted according to all the provisions of the

\ i, or any Act in force for the, time being, or the regulations of the

Department of Education, or the Advisory Board, shall nobbe deemed

a public school within the meaning of the law and shall not partici-

pate in the legislative grant. Section 141 provides that no teacher

shall use or permit to be used as text books any books except such as

are authorized by the Advisory Board, and that no portion of the

legislative grant shall be paid to any school in which unauthorized

books are used. Then there are two sections (178 and 179) which

call tor a passing notice, because, owing apparently to some misappre-

hension, they are spoken of in one of the judgments under appeal as

if their effect was to confiscate Roman Catholic property. They

apply to cases where the same territory was covered by a Protestant

school district and by a Roman Catholic school district. In such a

ease Roman Catholics were really placed in a better position than

Protestants. Certain exemptions were to be made in their favour if

the assets of their district exceeded its liabilities, or if the liabilities

of the Protestant school district exceeded its assets. But no corres-

ponding exemptions were to be made in the case of Protestants.

Such being the main provisions of the Public Schools Act. 1890, their

Lordships have to determine whether that Act prejudicially affects

any right or privilege with respect to denominational schools which

any class of persons had by law or practice in the province at the

union. Notwithstanding the Public Schools Act, 1890, Roman
Catholics and members of every other i-eligious body in Manitoba are

free to establish schools throughout the province; they are free to

maintain their schools by school fees or voluntary subscriptions; they

are free to conduct their schools according to their own religious

tenets without molestation or interference. No child is compelled to

attend a public school. No special advantage other than the advan-

tage of a free education in schools conducted under public management

is held out to those who do attend. But then it is said that it is

impossible for Roman Catholics, or for members of the Church of

England (if their views are correctly represented by the Bishop of

Rupert's Land, who has given evidence in Logan's case), to send their

children to public schools where the education is not superintended

and directed by the authorities of their church, and that, therefore,

Roman Catholics and members of the Church of England who are

taxed for public schools, and at the same time feel themselves com-

pelled to support their own schools, are in a less favorable position

than those who can take advantage of the free education provided by

the Act of 1890. That may be so. But what right or privilege is
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violated or prejudicially affected by the law? It is not the law that

is in fault ; it is owing to religious convictions, which everybody must

respect, and to the teaching of theirchurch, thai Roman Catholicsand

the members of the Church of England find themselves unable to par-

take of advantages which the law offers to all alike. 'I heir Lordships

are sensible of the weight which must attach to the unanimous

decision of the Supreme Court. They have anxiously considered the

able and elaborate judgments by which that decision has been sup-

ported. But they are unable to agree with the opinion which the

learned judges of the Supreme Court have expressed as to the rights

and privileges of Roman Catholics in Manitoba at the time of the

union. They doubt whether it is permissible to refer to the course of

legislation between 1871 and 1890, as a means of throwing light on

the previous practice or on the construction of the saving clause in the

Manitoba Act. They cannot assent to the view, which seems to be

indicated by one of the members of the Supreme Court, that

public schools under the Act of 1890 are in reality Protestant schools.

The legislature has declared in so many words that the public schools

shall be entirely unsectarian, and that principle is carried out

throughout the Act. With the policy of the Act of 1890 then-

Lordships are not concerned. But they cannot help observing that, if

the views of the respondents were to prevail, it would be extremely

difficult for the Provincial Legislature, which has been entrusted with

the exclusive power of making laws relating to education, to provide

for the educational wants of the more sparsely inhabited districts of

a country almost as large as Great Britain, and that the powers of

the legislature, which on the face of the Act appear so large, would be

limited to the useful but somewhat humble office of making regula-

tions for the sanitary conditions of school-houses, imposing rates for

the support of denominational schools, enforcing the compulsory

attendance of scholars, and matters of that sort. In the result their

Lordships will humbly advise Her Majesty that these appeals ought

to be allowed, with costs. In the City of Winnipeg v. Bareett, it will

be proper to reverse the order of the Supreme Court with costs and to

restore the judgment of the Court of Queen's Bench for Manitoba.

In the City of Winnipeg v. Logan, the order will be to reverse the

judgment of the Court of Queen's Bench and to dismiss Mr. Logan's

application and dischage the rule nisi and the rule absolute, with

costs.
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CHAPTER V.

PETITIONS TO DOMINION GOVERNMENT ; AND
ACTIONS OF GOVERNMENT THEREON.

Reference to the provisions of the B.N. A. Act and the Manitoba

A.c( (see page 1) will show that under certain circumstances a

religious minority has a right to appeal to the Governor-General in

Council from certain Acts or decisions. In pursuance of these pro-

visions the following petitions, amongst others, were presented, and

the following proceedings were thereon taken :

Petition of August, 1890.

To His Excellency the Governor-General in Council :

The humble petition of the undersigned members of the Roman
Catholic Church, in the Province of Manitoba, presented on behalf of

themselves and their co-religionists in the said province, sheweth as

follows :

1. Prior to the passage of the Act of the Dominion of Canada,

passed in the thirty-third year of the reign of Her Majesty Queen
Victoria, chapter three, known as " The Manitoba Act," and prior to

the Order in Council issued in pursuance thereof, there existed in

the territory now constituting the Province of Manitoba a number of

effective schools for children.

2. These schools were denominational schools, some of them
being regulated and controlled by the Roman Catholic Church, and

others by various Protestant denominations.

3. The means necessary for the support of the Roman Catholic

schools were supplied to s.me extent by school fees paid by some of

the parents of the children who attended the schools and the rest was

paid out of the funds of the church contributed by its members.

4. During the period referred to Roman Catholics had no interest

in or control over the schools of the Protestant denominations, and

the Protestant denominations had no interest in or control over the

schools of the Roman Catholics. There were no public schools in the

sense of State schools. The members of the Roman Catholic Church

supported the schools of their own church for the benefit of the

Roman Catholic children and were not under obligation to and did

not contribute to the support of any other schools.

5. Tn the matter of education, therefore, during the period

referred to, Roman Catholics were, as a matter of custom and prac-

tice, separate from the rest of the community.
6. Under the provisions of the Manitoba Act it was provided that

ili'- Legislative Assembly of the province should have the exclusive

right to make laws in regard to education, subject to the following

pio\ isions :
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(1) Nothing in any such law shall prejudicially affect any right

or privilege with respect to denominational schools which any '-lass

of persons have by law or practice in the province at the union.

(2) A.n appeal shall lie to the Governor-General in Council from

any Act or decision of the Legislature of the province, or of any

provincial authority affecting any right or privilege of the Protestanl

or Roman Catholic minority of the Queen's subjects in relation to

education.

(3) In case any such provincial law as from time to time seems

to the Governor-General in Council requisite for the due execution of

the provisions of this section is not made, or in case any decision of

the Governor-General in Council, on any appeal under this section is

not duly executed by the proper provincial authority in that behalf,

then, and in every such case, and as far only as the circumstances of

each case require, the Parliament of Canada may make remedial laws

for the due execution of the provisions of this section, and of any

decision of the Governor-General under this section.

7. During the first session of the Legislative Assembly of the

Province of Manitoba, an Act was passed relating to education, the

effect of which was to continue to the Roman Catholics that separate

condition with reference to education which they had enjoyed

previous to the erection of the province.

8. The effect of the statute, so far as the Roman Catholics were

concerned, was merely to organize the efforts which the Roman
Catholics had previously voluntarily made for the education of their

own children. It provided for the continuance of schools under the

sole control and management of Roman Catholics, and of the educa-

tion of their children according to the methods by which alone they

believe children should be instructed.

9. Ever since the said legislation, and until the last session of the

Legislative Assembly, no attempt was made to encroach upon the

rights of the Roman Catholics so confirmed to them as above men-

tioned, but during said session statutes were passed (53 Vic, chaps.

37 and 38) the effect of which was to deprive the Roman Catholics

altogether of their separate condition in regard to education ; to

merge their schools with those of the Protestant denominations ;
and

to require all members of the community, whether Roman Catholic

or Protestant, to contribute, through taxation, to the support, of what

are therein called Public schools, but which are in reality a continua-

tion of the Protestant schools.

10. There is a provision in the said Act for the appointment and

election of an advisory board, and also for the election in each muni-

cipality of school trustees. There is also a provision that the said

advisory board may prescribe religious exercises for use in schools.

and that the said school trustees may, if they think fit, direct such

religious exercises to be adopted in the schools in their i-espective
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districts. No further or other provision is made with reference to

religions exercises, and there is none with reference to religious

training.

11. Roman Catholics regard such schools as unfit for the purposes

of education, and the children of Roman Catholic parents cannot and

will not attend any such schools. Rather than countenance such

schools. Roman Catholics will revert to the voluntary system in

operation previous to the Manitoba Act. and will at their own private

expense establish, support and maintain schools in accordance with

their principles and their faith, although by so doing they will have

in addition thereto to contribute to the expense of the so-called

Public Schools.

12. Your petitioners submit that the said Act of the Legislative

Assembly of Manitoba is subversive of the rights of Roman
Catholics guaranteed and confirmed to them bv the statute erecting

the Province of .Manitoba, and prejudicially affects the rights and
privileges with respect to Roman Catholic Schools which Roman
Catholics had in the Province at the time of its union with the

Dominion of < !anada.

13. The Roman Catholics are in the minority in said Province.

14. The Roman Catholics of the Province of Manitoba therefore

appeal from the said Act of the Legislative Assembly of Manitoba.

Yolk petitioners therefore pray—
1. That your Excellency the Governor-General in Council may

entertain the said appeal, and may consider the same, and may make
such provisions and give such directions for the hearing and consid-

eration of the said appeal as may be thought proper.

"_'. That it may be declared that such Provincial law does preju-

dicially affect the lights and privileges with regard to denominational

schools which Roman Catholics had by law or practice in the Pro-

vince at the union.

3. That such directions may be given and provisions made for the

relief of the Roman Catholics of the Province of Manitoba as to

Your Excellency in Council may seem tit.

And your petitioners will ever pray.

tALEX., Arch, of St. Boniface.

Henri F., Ev. d'Anemour.
JOSEPH Messier, P.P. of St. Boniface.

T. A. Beunier.

J. Dubuc.
L. A. Prud'homme.
M. A. Girard.
A. A. LaRivieke, M.P.
James E. Prendergast, M.P. P.

ROGER Marion, M.P.P., and 4,257 more mimes.
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()KI>Kl; IN ('(•I'M'll., iTH Al'UIJ., 1891.

That "ii the consideration of the Privy Council of Canada of the

two Acts aforesaid, the following reporl of Llic Eonourable the

Minister of Justice, dated 21sl March, 1891, was approved by His

Excellenov the Governor-General in Council on the 4th <l;iy of

April. 1891, viz.:—

Department of Justice, Canada, 21st March, 1891.

To His Excellency the Governor-General in Council:

The undersigned has the honour to report upon the two Acts of

the following titles passed by the Legislature of the Province of

Manitoba at its session held in the yqar lS'JO, which Acts were re-

ceived by the Honourable the Secretary of State on the 11th April,

1890 :—
Chapter 37, " An Act respecting the Department of Education.'

and Chapter 38, " An Act respecting the Public Schools."

The first of these Acts creates a Department of Education, con-

sisting of the Executive Council or a committee thereof appointed

by the Lieutenant-Governor in Council, and defines its powers. It

also creates an Advisory Board, partly appointed by the Department

of Education and partly elected by teachers, and defines its powers.

The "Act respecting Public Schools" is a consolidation and

amendment of all previous legislation in respect to Public schools.

It repeals all legislation which created and authorized a system of

separate schools for Protestants and Roman Catholics. By the Acts

previously in force either Protestants or Roman Catholics could

establish a school in any school district, and Protestant ratepayers

were exempted from contribution for the Catholic schools, and

Catholic ratepayers were exempted from contribution for Protestant

schools.

The two Acts now under review purport to abolish these dis-

tinctions as to the schools, and these exemptions as to ratepayers,

and to establish instead a system under which Public Schools are to

be organized in all the school districts, without regard to the religious

views of the ratepayers.

The right of the Province of Manitoba to legislate on the subject

of education is conferred by the Act which created the Province, viz.,

32-33 Vic, chap. 3 (The Manitoba Act), section 22, which is as

follows :

—

" 22. In and for the Province of Manitoba the said Legislature

may exclusively make laws in relation to education, subject to the

following provisions :

—

" il.) Nothing in any such law shall prejudicially affect any right

or privilege with respect to denominational schools which any class of

persons have by law or practice in the Province at the union.
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"(2.) Aii appeal shall lie to the Governor-General in Council

from any An or decision of the Legislature of the Province, or of

any Provincial authority affecting any right or privilege of the

•stain .'i- Roman Catholic minority of tin' Queen's subjects in

relation to education.

••(.'».) In case any such Provincial law as from tine- to time seems

to tie- Governor-General in Council requisite for the due execution of

the provisions of tins section is not made, or in case any decision of

the Governor in Council, on any appeal under this section, is not duly

iied by the proper Provincial authority in that behalf, then, ami

in every such case, and as far only as the circumstances of each case

require, the Parliament may make remedial laws for the due execu-

tion of the provisions of this section, and of any decision of the

Governor-General in Council under this section."

In the year I87<>, when the "Manitoba Act" was passed, there

existed no system of education established or authorized by law, but

at the first session of the Provincial Legislature in 1871 an " Act to

establish a system of education in the Province " was passed. By
that Act the Lieutenant-Governor in Council was empowered to

appoint not less than ten nor more than fourteen to be a Board of

Education for the Province, of whom one-half were to be Protestants

and the other half Catholics, with one Superintendent of Protectant,

and one Superintendent of Catholic schools. The Board was divided

into two sections, Protestant and Catholic, each section to have under

its control and management the discipline of the schools of its faith,

and to prescribe the hooks to be used in the schools under its care

which had reference to religion or morals.

The moneys appropriated for education by the Legislature were

to be divided equally, ona moiety thereof to the support of Protestant

schools, and the other moiety to the support of Catholic schools.

By an Act passed in 1875, the Board was increased to twenty-

one, twelve Protestant and nine Roman Catholics ; the moneys voted

by the Legislature were to be divided between the Protestant and

Catholic schools in proportion to the number of children of school

ace in the schools under the care of Protestant and Catholic sections

of the Board respectively.

The Act of 1875 also provided that the establishment in a school

district of a school of one denomination should not prevent the

establishment of a school of another denomination in the same district.

Several questions have arisen as to the validity and effect of the

two statutes now under review; among these are, the following: —
It being admitted that ''no class of persons" (to use the expres-

sion of the Manitoba Act), had " by law," at the time the province

was established, "any light or privilege with respect to denomina-

tional (or any other) school," had "any class of persons" any such

righl or pri\ Qege with respect to denominational schools " by practice"

;.t that timel Did the existence of separate schools for Roman
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Catholic children, supported by Roman Catholic voluntary contribu-

tions, m which their religion might be taught and in which texl books

suitable for Roman Catholic schools were used, and the nun existence

of any system by which Roman Catholics or any other, could be com-
pelled to contribute for thesupportof schools, constitutea"rightor privi-

lege" tin- llotn.-iii ( 'at. holies "by practice" within the meaning of the

Manitoba Ac! i The former of these, as will at once l>e seem, was a

question of lad, ami the latter a question of law, based on the assump-
tion w bich lias since been proved to be well founded, that the existence

of separate schools at the time of the " union " was the fact on which

Che Catholic population of Manitoba must rely as establishing their

"right or privilege" "by practice." The remaining question was

whether, assuming the foregoing questions, or either of them, to

require an affirmative answer, the enactments now under review, or

either of them, affected any such " right or privilege?"

It becomes apparent at the outset that these questions required

the decision of the judicial tribunals, more especially as an investi-

gation of facts was necessary to their determination. Proceedings
were instituted with a view to obtaining such a decision in the Court
of Queen's Bench of Manitoba several months ago, and in course of

these proceedings the facts have been easily ascertained, and the two
latter of the three questions above stated were presented for the

judgment of that court with the arguments of counsel for the Roman
Catholics of Manitoba on the one side, and of counsel for the

Provincial Government on the other.

The court has practically decided, with one dissentient opinion,

that the Acts now under review do not " prejudicially affect any right

or privilege with respect to denominational schools " which Roman
Catholics had by " practice at the time of the Union," or, in brief,

that the non-existence, at that time, of a system of public schools and
the consequent exemption from taxation for the support of public

schools and the consequent freedom to establish and support separate

or " denominational " schools did not constitute a " right or privilege
"

" by practice " which these Acts took away.
An appeal has been asserted, and the case is now before the

Supreme Court of Canada, where it will in all probability, be heard
in the course of next month.

If the appeal should be successful, these Acts will be annulled by
judicial decision; the Roman Catholic minority of Manitoba will

receive protection and redress. The Acts purporting to be repealed

will remain in operation, and those whose views have been represented

by a majority of the Legislature cannot but recognize that the matter
has been disposed of with due regard to the constitutional rights of the

province.

If the legal controversy should result in the decision of the Court
of Queen's Bench being sustained, the time will come for Your
Excellency to consider the petitions which have been presented by

3
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and on behalf of the Roman Catholics of Manitoba for redress under
sab-sections 2 and 3 of a tction 22 of the '• Manitoba Act," quoted iu

v part of this report, and which are analogous to the pro-

visions made by the British North America Act, in relation to the

other provino

sub-sections contain, in effect, the provisions which have-

been made as to all the provinces, and are obviously those under

which the constitution intended that the Government of the Dominion
.should proceed, if it should at any time become necessary that the

Federal powers should be resorted to for the protection of a Protestant

or Roman Catholic minority, against any Act or decision of the

dature of the province, or of any provincial authority, affecting

any "right or privilege" of any such minority "in relation to^

education."

Respectfully submitted,

John S. D. Thompson,
Minister of Justice.

Petition 20th September, 1892.

Prior to the date of the following petition judgment had been

given in the Privy Council in the cases of Barrett v. Winnipeg and

Logan v. Winnipeg, as set out at page 21 :

To //is Excellency the Governor-General in Council :

The humble petition of the undersigned members of the Roman
Catholic Church, in the Province of Manitoba, and dutiful subjects

of Her Most Gracious Majesty, doth hereby respectfully represent

that

:

The seventh Legislature of the Province of Manitoba, in its third

session assembled, did pass in the year eighteen hundred and ninety

an Act intituled "An Act respecting the Department of Education,"

and also an Act respecting public schools, which deprive the Roman
Catholic minority in the said Province of Manitoba of the rights and
privileges they enjoyed with regard to education previous to and at

the time of the union, and since that time up to the passing of the

Acts aforesaid.

That subsequent to the passing of said Acts, and on behalf of the

members of said Roman Catholic Church, the following petition has

been laid before Your Excellency in Couucil (Set out at page 28)

:

That on the consideration of the Privy Council of Canada of the

two Acts afoi-esaid, the following report of the Honorable the Minis-

ter of Justice, dated 21st March, 1891, was approved by His
Excellency the Governor-General in Council on the 4th April, 1891,.

viz. : (Set out at page 31.)
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That a recent decision of the Judicial Committee of the Privy

C unci! in England having sustained the judgment of the Courl of

Queen's Bench of Manitoba, upholding the validity of the Acts afore-

Baid, vom- petitioners most respectfully represent thajb, as intimated in

said report of tin- Honorable the Minister of Justice, the time has now
come f01 Your Excellency to consider the petitions which have been

presented by and on behalf of the Roman Oath •' Manitoba for
redress under sub-sections 2 and 8 <>/' section 22 <f the " Manitoba
Act."

That your petitioners, notwithstanding such decision of the

Judicial Committee of the Privy Council in England, still believe

that thoir rights and privileges in relation to education have been

prejudicially affected by said Acts of the Provincial Legislature.

Therefore, your petitioners most respectfully and must, earnestly

pray that it may please Your Excellency in Council to take into

consideration the petitions above referred to, and to grant the con-

clusions of said petitions and the relief and protection sought for by

the same.

And your petitioners will ever pray.

Saint Boniface, 20th September, 1892.

Members of the Executive Committee of the National Congress.

T. A. Bern ier, Acting President. H. F. Despars.
A. A. C. LaRiviere. M. A. Cervalk.
Joseph Lecomte. Telesphore Pelletier.

James E. P. Prendergast. Dr J. H. Oct. Lambert.
• I. Ernest Cyr. Joseph Z. C. Auger.
Theo. Bertrand. A. F. Martin.

A. E. Versailles.c . ( A. E. Versa i li
Secretaries, < t> ~ T

'
( R. Goulet, Jr.

Petition 22nd September, 1892.

To His Excellency the Governor-General in Council:

The humble petition of the undersigned. Archbishop of the Roman
Catholic Church in the Province of Manitoba, respectfully sheweth:

—

1. That two statutes, 53 Vic, chap. 37 and 38, were passed in the

Legislative Assembly of Manitoba to merge the Roman Catholic

Schools with those of the Protestant denominations, and to require all

members of the community, whether Roman Catholic or Protestant.

to contribute, through taxation, to the support of what are therein

called Public Schools, but which are in reality a continuation of the

Pi'otestant Schools.
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2. That on the 4th of April, IS 0, James E. P. Pendergast,

M.P.P. for Woodlands, transmitted to the Honourable the Secretary

of State f. >r Canada a petition, signed by eight members of the Legis-

lativi Assembly of Manitoba, to make known to His Excellency the

ernor-General the grievances under which Her Majesty's Roman
Catholic subjects of the Province of Manitoba were suffering by the

passation of the two said Acts, respectively intituled: "An Act

respecting the Department of Education." and " An Act respecting

Public Schools," (53 Vic. chap. 37 and 38). The said petition ended by

thefollowingwords: Your petitioners, therefore, humbly pray that Your
Excellency may he pleased to take Mich action "and grant such relief

and remedy as to Your Excellency may seem meet and just."

3. That on the 7th of April, the same year, 1890, the Catholic

section of the Board of Education- in a petition signed by its Presi-

dent, the Archbishop of St. Boniface, and its Secretary, T.A. Bernier,

•'most respectfully and earnestly prayed His Excellency the

Governor-General in Council that said last mentioned Acts (53 Yic,

chap. 37 and . 8) be disallowed to all intents and purposes."

4. That on the 12th of April, 1890, the undersigned brought

before His Excellency some of the facts concerning the outbreak

which occurred at Red River during the winter of 1869-70; the part

that the undersigned was invited, by Imperial and Federal authori-

ties, to take in the pacification of the country ; the promise intrusted

to the undersigned in an autograph letter from the then Governor-

General that the people of Red River " may rely that respect and

attention will be extended to the different religious persuasions
;

" the

furnishing the undersigned with a proclamation to be made known
to the dissatified population, in which proclamation the then Governor-

General declared: "Her Majesty commands me to state to you that

she will be always ready, through me as Her representative, to vedress

all well-founded grievances." By Her Majesty's authority I do there-

fore assure you that on your union with Canada " all your civil and

religious rights and privileges will be respected." In the strength

of such assurance, the people of Red River consented to their union

with Canada and the Act of Manitoba was passed, giving guarantees

to the minority that their rights and privileges, acquired by law or

practice, with regard to education, would be protected. The cited

Acts, 53 Vic, chap, 37 and 38, being a violation of the assurances

given to the Red River population, through the Manitoba Act, the

undersigned ended his petition of the 12th April, 1890, by the follow-

ing words:

—

" I therefore most respectfully and most earnestly pray that Your
Excellency, as the representative of our most beloved Queen, should

take such steps that in your wisdom would seem the best remedy

against the evils that the above mentioned and recently enacted laws

-are preparing in this part of Her Majesty's domain."
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5. Thai later on, working under the above mentioned disadvan-

tage and wishing for a remedy against laws which affected their rights

and privileges in the matter of education, 1,267 members of the

Roman Catholic Church, in the Province of Manitoba, on behalf of

themselves and their co-religionists, appealed to the Governor-

General iii Council from the said Acts of the Legislature of the

Province of Manitoba, the prayer of their petition being as follows :

—

"(1) That Your Excellency the Governor-General in Council may
entertain the said appeal, and may consider the same, and may make

such provisions and give such directions for the hearing ami con-

sideration of the said appeal as may be thought proper.

"(2) That it may be declared that such Provincial law does pre-

judicially affect the rights and privileges with regard to denomina-

tional schools which Roman Catholics had by law or practice in the

province at the union.
" (3) That such directions may be given and provisions made for

the relief of the Roman Catholics of the Province of Manitoba as to

Your Excellency in Council may seem tit."

6. That in the month of March, 1891, the Cardinal Archbishop

of Quebec and the Archbishops and Bishops of the Roman Catholic

Church in Canada, in a petition to His Excellency the Governor-

General in Council, sheweth that the 7th Legislature of the Province

of Manitoba, in its third session assembled, had passed an Act

intituled, "An Act respecting the Department of Education," and

another Act to be cited, "The Public School Act," which deprived

the Catholic minority of the province of the rights and privileges

they enjoyed with regard to education, and the venerable prelates

added :
" Therefore, your petitioners humbly pray Your Excellency

in Council to afford a remedy to the pernicious legislation above

mentioned, and that in the most efficacious and just way."

7. That on the 21st March, 1891, the Honorable the Minister of

Justice reported on the two Acts alluded to above, chap. 37, " An
Act respecting the Department of Education," and chap. 38, " An
Act respecting Public Schools," and here are the conclusions of his

report :
" If the legal controversy should result in the decision of the

Court of Queen's Bench (adverse to Catholic views) being sustained,

the time will come for Your Excellency to consider the petitions

which have been presented by and on behalf of the Roman Catholics

of Manitoba for redress under sub-sections 2 and 3 of section 22 of

the Manitoba Act, quoted in the early part of this report, and which

are analogous to the provisions made by the British North America

Act in relation to the other provinces. Those sub-sections contain

in effect the provisions which have been made as to all the

provinces, and are obviously those under which the constitution

intended that the Government of the Dominion should proceed

if it should at any time become necessary that the Federal
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powers should be resorted to for the protection of a Protestant

or Roman Catholic minority against any Act or decision of the Legis-

lature of the province, or ol any provincial authority, affecting any
c right or privi s any such minority ' in relation to education.'

*

milliner of the II rable the Privy Council having had under

consfderati in the above report, submitted the same for approval, and

it was approved by His Excellency the Governor-General in Council

on the 4 1 It of April, 1891.

B. That the Judicial Committee of Her Majesty's Privy Council

lias sustained the decision of the Court of Queen's Bench.

9. That your petitioner believes that the time lias now "come
for Your Excellency to consider the petitions which Lave been pre-

sented by and on behalf of the Roman Catholics of Manitoba for

redress, under subsections 2 and 3 of section 22 of the .Manitoba

Act," as it Las "become uecessary that the Federal power should be

resorted to for the protection of the Roman Catholic minority."

Your petitioner therefore prays

—

1. That Your Excellency the Governor-General in Council may
entertain the appeal of the Roman Catholics of Manitoba, and may
consider the same, and may make such provisions and give such

directions for the hearing and consideration of the said appeal as may
be thought proper.

2. That such directions may be given^and provisions made for the

relief of the Roman Catholics of the Province of Manitoba as to

Your Excellency in Council may seem fit.

And your petitioner will ever pray.

i Alex. Tache,

Arch, of St. Boniface.

St. Boniface. 22nd September, 1892.

Petition, November, 1892.

To His Excellency the Governor-General in Conm-U.

The humble petition of the members of the Roman Catholic

Church residing in the Province of Manitoba sheweth as follows :

—

1. Prior to the passage of the Act of the Dominion of Canada*

• d in the 33rd year of the reign of Her Majesty Queen Victoria,

chap. 3, known as the Manitoba Act, and prior to the Order in

Council issued in pursuance thereof, there existed in the territory

now constituting the Province of Manitoba, a number of effective

schools for children.
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2. These schools were denominational schools, some of them being

regulated and controlled by the Roman Catholic Church, and others

fcn various Protestant denominations.

3. The means nece'ssary for the Bupport of the Roman Catholic

schools were supplied bo some extent by school fees paid by Borne of

the pai-erits of the children who attended the schools, and the rest

was paid out of the funds of '1 hurch contributed by its members.

I During the period referred to, Roman Catholics had no interest

in or control over the schools of the Protestant denominations, and

the members of the Protestant denominations had no interest in or

control over the schools of the Roman Catholics. There were no

Public schools in the sense of State schools. The tnbers of the

Roman Catholic Church supported the schools of their own church

for the benefit of Roman Catholic children and were no! under obli-

gation to. and did not contribute to the support of, any other schools.

5. In the matter of education, therefore, during the period referred

to, Roman Catholics were as a matter of custom and practice separate

from the rest of the community.

f>. Under the provisions of the Manitoba Act, it was provided that

•the Legislative Assembly of the Province should have the exclusive

right To make laws in regard to education, subject, however, and

according to the following provisions :

—

"(I.) Nothing in any such law shall prejudicially affect any right

or privilege with respect to denominational schools, which any class

•of persons have by law or practice in the Province at the union.

"(•_'.) An appeal shall lie to the Governor-General in Council

from any Act or decision of the Legislature of the Province, or of

any Provincial authority affecting any right or privilege of the Pro-

Liant or Roman Catholic minority of the Queen's subjects m
relation to education.

••
(,;.) In case any such Provincial law as from time to time seems

xo the Governor-General in Council requisite for the due execution of

the provisions of this section is not made, or in case any decision of

the Governor-General in Council, or any appeal under this section is

not duly executed by the proper Provincial authority in that behalf,

then, and in every such ease, and as far only as the circumstances of

each case require," the Parliament of Canada may make remedial laws

for the due execution of the provisions of this section, and of any

decision of the Governor-General under this section."

7. During the first session of the Legislative Assembly of the

Province of Manitoba an Act was passed relating to education, the

effect of which was to continue to the Roman Catholics that separate

•condition with reference to education which they had enjoyed previous

to the erection of the province.

8. The effect of this statute, so far as the Roman Catholics were

•concerned, was merely to organize the efforts which Roman Catholics
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had previously voluntarily made for the education of their own
children. It provided for the continuance of schools under the sole

control and management of Roman Catholics, and of the education of

their children according to the methods by which alone they believe

children should be instructed. Between the time of the passage of,

the Baid Act and prior to the statute next hereinafter referred to,

various Acts were passed amending and consolidating the said Act,

but in and by all such later Acts the rights and privileges of the

Roman Catholics were acknowledged and conserved and their separate

condition in respect to education continued.

9. Until the session of the Legislative Assembly held in the year

1890, no attempt was made to encroach upon the rights of the

Roman Catholics so continued to them as above mentioned, but during
said session statutes were passed (53 Vic, chaps. 37 and 38) the effect

of which was to repeal all the previous Acts; to deprive the Roman.
Catholics altogether of their separate condition in regard to education;

to merge their schools with those of the Protestant denominations;,

and to require all members of the community, whether Roman
Catholic or Protestant, to contribute, through taxation, to the support

of what are therein called public schools, but which are in reality a.

continuation of Protestant schools.

10. There is a provision in the said Act for the appointment and
election of an advisory board, and also for the election in each district

of school trustees. There is aiso a provision that the said advisory

board may prescribe religions exercises for use in schools, and that

the said school trustees may, if they think fit, direct such religious

exercises to be adopted in the schools in their respective districts..

No further or other provision is made with reference to religious-

training.

11. Roman Catholics regard such schools as unfit for the purposes-

of education, and the children of Roman Catholic parents cannot and
will not attend any such schools. Rather than countenance such
schools, Roman Catholics will revert to the voluntary system in

operation previous to the Manitoba Act, and will at their own private-

expense establish, support and maintain schools in accordance with'

their principles and their faith, although by so doing they will have-

in addition thereto to contribute to the expense of the so-called public

schools.

12. Your petitioners submit that the said Acts of the Legislative-

mbly of Manitoba are subversive of the rights of Roman
Catholics guaranteed and confirmed to them by the statute erecting

the Province of Manitoba, and prejudicially affect the rights and
privileges with respect to Roman Catholic schools which Roman
Catholics had in the province at the time of its union with the-

J >' minion of < 'anada.

1
•">. Your petitioners further submit that the said Acts of the-
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Legislative Assembly of Manitoba are subversive of the rights and

privileges of Roman Catholics provided for bj the various .statutes of

the said Legislative Assembly prior to the passing of the said Arts,

and affect the rights and privileges of the Roman Catholic minority

of tin Qi n's subjects in the said province in relation to education,

so provided for as aforesaid, thereby offending both against the

British North America Act and the Manitoba Act.

14. Roman Catholics are in a minority in the s;iid province, and

have been so for the lust fifteen years.

15. The Roman Catholics of the Province of Manitoba, therefore,

appeal from the said Acts of the Legislative Assembly of the Province-

of Manitoba.

Your petitioners therefore pray —
1. That Your Excellency the Governor-General in Council may

entertain the said appeal and may consider the same, and may make
such provisions and give such directions for the hearing and consider-

ation of the said appeal as may be thought proper.

2. That it may be declared that the said Acts (53 Vic, chaps. 37

and 38) do prejudicially affect the rights and privileges with regard

to denominational schools which Roman Catholics had by law or

practice in the province at the union.

3. That it may be declared that the said last mentioned Acts do-

affect the rights and privileges of the Roman Catholic minority of

the Queen's subjects in relation to education.

4. That it may be declared that to Your Excellency the Governor-

General in Council, it seems requisite that the provisions of the

statutes in force in the Province of Manitoba prior to the passage of

the said Acts, should be re-enacted in so far at least as may be

necessary to secure to the Roman Catholics in the said province the

right to build, maintain, equip, manage, conduct and support these

schools in the manner provided for by the said statutes, to secure to

them their proportionate share of any grant made out of the public

funds for the purposes of education, and to relieve such members of

the Roman Catholic Church as contribute to such Roman Catholic

schools from all payment or contribution to the support of any other

schools; or that the said Acts of 18'jO should be so modified or

amended as to effect such purposes.

5. And that such further or other declaration or order may be

made as to Your Excellency the Governor-General in Council shall,

under the circumstances, seem proper, and that such directions may
be given, provisions made and all things done in the premises for the

purpose of affording relief to the said Roman Catholic minority in

the said province as to Your Excellency in Council may seem
meet.
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And your petitioners will ever pray.

fAiix.. Arch, of St. Boniface, O.M.I.

T. A. Bernier, President of the National Congress.

James E P. Prendergast, Marie de la Ville de St. Boniface

I. Allard, O.M.I., V.G., and about 137 others.

JOHS S. EWART,

Counsel for the Roman Catholic minority in the

I'mrinc* of Manitoba.

PRESENTATION 'OF THE PETITIONS.

The petitions were referred by the Governor-General in Council

to a sub-committee of the Council. The sub committee sat on the

26th November. 1892, when Mr. Ewart, Q.C., on behalf of the

petitioners, orally presented the petitions. The members of the sub-

committee present were: The Hon. Sir John Thompson (presiding),

the Hon. Mr. Bowell, and the Hon. Mr. Chapleau. The Hon. Mr.

Ouimet was also present by invitation to hear the argument. As
Mi". Ewart's address was repeated in more extended form when he

appeared before the full Council it is not thought proper to insert

it here.

Order in Council, 29th December, 1892.

The Committee of the Privy Council have had under consideration

si report, hereto annexed, from a sub-committee of Council, to whom
were referred certain memorials to Your Excellency, complaining of

two statutes of the Legislature of Manitoba, relating to education,

passed in the session of 1890.

The Committee, concurring in the report of the sub-committee,

submit the same for Your Excellency's approval, and recommend that

Saturday, the 21st day of January, 1893, at the chamber of the

Privy Council, at Ottawa, be fixed as the day on which the parties

concerned shall be heard with regard to the appeal in the matter of

the said statutes.

The Committee further advise that a copy of this minute, if

approved, together with a copy of the report of the sub-committee of

('••lined, lie transmitted to the Lieutenant-Governor of Manitoba.

John J. McGee,

Clerk of the Privy Council.
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Report of Sub < Iommittei .

To His Excellency tin Governor-General in Council:

The sub-committee to whom were referred certain memorials,

addressed to Your Excellency in Council, complaining of two

Btatutes of the Legislature of Manitoba, relating to education, pa

in the session of 1890, have the honour to make the following

report :

—

The tirsi of these memorials is from the officers and executive

eommittee of the " National Congress," an organization which seems

to have been established in June, 1890, in Manitoba.

This memorial sets forth that two A. Ms of the Legislature of

Manitoba, passed in 1890, intituled respectively, " An An respecting

the Department of Education" and "An Act respecting Public

Schools." deprive the Roman Catholic minority in Manitoba of rights

and privileges which they enjoyed with regard to education previous

to the establishment of the province, and since that time down to the

passage of the Acts aforesaid, of 1890.

The memorial calls attention to the fact that soon after the

passing of those Acts, (and in the year 1891) a petition was

presented to Your Excellency, signed by a large number of the

Roman Catholic inhabitants of Manitoba, praying that Your

Excellency might entertain an appeal on behalf of the Roman
•Catholic minority against the said Acts, and that it might be declared

"that such Acts' had a prejudicial effect on the rights and privileges,

with regard to denominational schools, which the Roman Catholics

bad, by law or practice, in the province, at the union;" also that

directions might be given and provision made in the premises for the

relief of the Roman Catholics of the province of Manitoba.

The memorial of the " National Congress " recites, at length, the

allegations of the petition last hereinbefore referred to, as having been

laid before Your Excellency in 1891. The substance of those

allegations seem to be the following: That, before the passage of the

Act constituting the province of Manitoba, known as tl Manitoba

Act," there existed, in the territory no'w constituting the province, a

number of effective schools for children, which schools were

denominational, some of them being erected and controlled by the

authorities of the Roman Catholic Church, and others by the

authorities of various Protestant denominations ; that those schools

were supported, to some extent by fees, and also by assistance from

the funds contributed by the members of the church or denomination

under whose care the school was established ; that at that period the

Roman Catholics had no interest in or control over the schools of

Protestant denominations, nor had Protestants any interest in or

-control over the schools of Roman Catholics: that there were no
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public schools in the province, In the sense of State schools ; that

members of tin- Roman Catholic Church supported schools for their

own children and for the benefit of Roman Catholic children, and

were not under obligations to contribute to the support of any other

schools.

The petition then asserted that, in consequence of this state of

affairs, the Roman Catholics were separate from the rest of the

community, in the matter of education, at the time of the passage

of the Manitoba Act.

Reference is then made to the provisions of the Manitoba Act by
which the legislature was restricted from making any law on the

subject of education which should have a prejudical effect on the

rights and privileges, with respect to denominational schools, " which

any cla^s of persons had, by law or practice, in the province at the-

1 union.'

"

The petition then set forth that, during the first session of the

Legislative Assembly of the province of Manitoba, an Act was
passed relating to education, the effect of which was to continue to

the Roman Catholics the separate condition, with reference to

education, which they had enjoyed previous to the union ; and that

ever since that time, until the session of 1890, no attempt was made-

to encroach upon the rights of the Roman Catholics in that regard ;.

but that the two statutes referred to, passed in the session of 1890,

had the effect of depriving the Roman Catholics altogether of their

separate condition with regard to education, and merged their schools^

with those of the Protestant denominations, as they required all

members of the community, whether Roman Catholic or Protestant,

to contribute to the support of what was therein called " Public-

Schools," but what would be, the petitioners alleged, in reality a
continuation of the Protestant schools.

After setting forth the objections which Roman Catholics entertain

to such a system of education as was established by the acts- of 1890,.

the petitioners declared that they appealed from the Acts complained

of and they presented the prayer for redress which is hereinbefore

recited.

The petition of the "Congress" then sets forth the minute of

Council, approved by Your Excellency on the 14th April, 1891,

adopting a report of the Minister of Justice, which sets out the scope

and effect of the legislation complained of, and also the provisions of

the Manitoba Act with reference to education. That report stated

that a question had arisen as to the validity and effect of the two
statutes of 1890, referred to as the subject of ' the appeal, and
intimated that those statutes would probably be held to be ultra vires-

of the Legislature of Manitoba if they were found to have

prejudicially affected "any right or privilege with respect to-

denominational schools which any class of persons had, by law or
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practice, in the province, a1 bhe union." The report suggested that

.questions of fad seemed t<> be raised by the petitions, which were

then under consideration, as to the practice in Manitoba with regard

to schools, in the time <>f the union, and also questions of law as to

whether tin' state <>f facts then existing constituted a "right or

privilege" of the Roman Catholics, within the meaning of the saving

clauses in the Manitoba Act, and as to whether the Ads complained

of (of 1890) had " prejudicially affected " such "righl or privili

The report sets forth that these were obviously questions to be

decided by a legal tribunal, before the appeal asserted by the

petitioners could he taken up and dealt with, and that if the

allegations of the petitioners and their contentions as to the law,

were well founded, there would be no occasion for Your Excellency to

entertain or act upon the appeal, as the courts would decide the Acts

to be ultra vires. The report and the minute adopting it, were

clearly hased on the view that consideration of the complaints and

appeal of the Roman Catholic minority, as set forth in the petitions,

should be deferred until the legal controversy should be determined,

as it would then be ascertained whether the appellants should find it

•necessary to press for consideration of their application for redress

under the saving clauses of the British North America Act and the

Manitoba Act, which seemed, by their view of the law, to provide for

protection of the rights of a minority against legislation (within the

competence of the legislature), which might interfere with rights

which had been conferred on the minority, after the union.

The memorial of the " Congress " goes on to state that the

Judicial Committee of the Privy Council, in England, has upheld the

validity ot the Acts complained of and the " memorial " asserts that

the time has now come for Your Excellency to consider the petitions

which have been presented by and on behalf of the Roman Catholics

•of Manitoba for redress under sub-sections 2 and 3 of section 22 of the

Manitoba Act.

There was also referred to the sub-committee a memorial from the

Archbishop of Saint Boniface, complaining of the two Acts of 1890,

^before mentioned, and calling attention to former petitions on the

same subject, from members of the Roman Catholic minority in the

province. His Grace made reference, in this memorial, to assurances

which were given by one of Your Excellency's predecessors before the

passage of the Manitoba Act, to redress all well founded grievances

and to respect the civil and religious rights and privileges of the

•people of the Red River Territory. His Grace then prayed that Your
Excellency should entertain the appeal of the Roman Catholics of

Manitoba and might consider the same, and might make such

directions for the hearing and consideration of the appeal as might be

thought proper and also give directions for the relief of the Roman
Catholics in Manitoba.
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The Bub-committee also had before them a memorandum made by

the " Conservative League " of Montreal remonstrating against the

(alleged) unfairness of the Aets of 1890, before referred to.

- ..in after the reference was made to the sub-committee of the

memorial of the "National Congress" and of the other memorials

just referred t<>. intimation was conveyed to the sub-committee, by

Mr. John S. Ewart, Counsel for the Roman Catholic minority in

Manitoba, that, in his opinion, it was desirable that a further

memorial, on behalf of that minority, should be presented, before

the pending application should be dealt with, and action on the

part of the sub-committee was therefore delayed until the further

petition should come in.

Late in November this supplementary memorial was received and

referred to the sub-committee. It is signed by the Archbishop of

Saint Boniface, and by the President of the "National Congress"

the Mayor of Saint Boniface, and about 137 others, and is presented

in the name of the " Members of the Roman Catholic Church resident

in the Province of Manitoba."

Its allegations are very similar to those hereinbefore recited, as

being contained in the memorial of the Congress, but there is a further

contention that the two Acts of the Legislative Assembly of

Manitoba, passed in 1890, on the subject of education, were

"subversive of the rights and privileges of the Roman Catholic

minority provided for by the statutes of Manitoba prior to the pass-

in- of the said Acts of 1890, thereby violating both the British

North America Act and the Manitoba Act."

This last mentioned memorial urged :

—

(1.) That Your Excellency might entertain the appeal and give

directions for its proper consideration.

(2.) That Your Excellency should declare that the two Acts of

1890 (chapters 37 and 38), do prejudicially affect the rights and

privileges of the minority, with regard to denominational schools,

which they had by law or practice, in the province, at the union.

(3.) That it may be declared that the said Acts affect the rights

and privileges of Roman Catholics in relation to education.

(4.) That a re-enactment may be ordered by Your Excellency, of

the statutes in force in Manitoba, prior to these Acts of 1890, in so

far, at least, as may be necessary to secure for Roman Cotholics in

the province the right to build, maintain, <kc, their schools, in the

manner provided by such statutes, and to secure to them their pro-

portionate share of any grant made out of public funds of the province

for education, or to relieve such members of the Roman Catholic

Church as contribute to such Roman Catholic schools from payment

or contribution to the support of any other schools ; or that these

Acts of 1890 should be so amended as to effect that purpose.

Then follows a general prayer for relief.
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In making their report the sub-committee will comment only upon

the last memorial presented, as il seems to contain, in effect, all the

allegations embraced in the former petitions which '•ill for their

consideration and is more specific as to the relief which is sought.

As to the request which the petitioners make in tin; second

paragraph of their prayer, viz. : "Thai it maybe declared that the

said Acts (53 Vic, 37 and 38) do prejudicially affect the rights and

privileges with regard to denominational scbjpols which the Roman
Catholics had by law or practice in the province of Manitoba at the

time of the union." the sub-committee are of opinion that the

judgment of the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council is con-

clusive as to the rights with regard to denominational schools which

the Roman Catholics had at the time of the union, and as to the

healing thereon of the statutes complained of, and Your Excellency is

not, therefore, in the opinion of the sub-committee, properly called upon

to hear an appeal based on those grounds. That judgment is as binding

on Your Excellency as it is on any of the parties to the litigation,

and, therefore, if redress is sought on account of the state of affairs

existing in the province at the time of the union, it must be sought

elsewhere and by other means than by way of appeal under the

sections of the British North America Act and of the Manitoba

Act, which are relied on by the petitioners as sustaining this appeal.

The two Acts of 1S90, which are complained of, must, according

to the opinion of the sub-committee, be regarded as within the powers

of the Legislature of Manitoba, but it remains to be considered

whether the appeal should be entertained and heard as an appeal

against statutes which are alleged to have encroached on rights and

privileges with regard to denominational schools which were acquired

by any class of persons in Manitoba, not at the time of the union but

after the union.

The subcommittee were addressed by counsel for the petitioners as

to the right to have the appeal heard, and from his argument, as well

as from the documents, it would seem that the following are the

grounds of the appeal :

—

A complete system of separate and denominational schools, i.e., a

Bystem providing for Public Schools and for Separate Catholic

Schools, was, it is alleged, established by Statute of Manitoba in 1871

and by a series of subsequent Acts. This system was in operation

until the two Acts of 1890 (chapters 37 and 38) were passed.

The 93rd section of the British North America Act, in

conferring power on the provincial legislatures, exclusively, to make

laws in relation to education, imposed on that power certain

restrictions, one of which was (sub-section 1 ) to preserve the right

with respect to denominational schools which any class of persons had

in the province at the union. As to this restriction it seems to

impose a condition on the validity of any Act relating to education,
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and the Bub-eommittee have already observed that no question, it

ms t<> them, can arise, since the decision of the Judicial Committee

of the Privy Council.

The third sub-section, however, is as follows :

—
"When in any province a system of separate or dissentient

achooh by law at the union, or is thereafter established by the

shuure of the province, an appeal shall lie to the Govemor-

LeraJ in Council, f'Pom any Act or decision of any provincial

authority, affecting any right or privilege of the Protestant or Roman

Catholic minority of the Queen's subjects in relation to education."

The Manitoba Act passed in 1870, by which the Province of

Monitoba was constituted, contains the following provisions, as regards

that province :

—

Bv section 22 the power is conferred on the legislature, exclusively,

to make laws in relation to education, but subject to the -following

restrictions

:

(1.) "Nothing in any law shall prejudicially affect any right or

privilege with respect to denominational schools which any class of

persons have, by law or practice, in the province, at the union."

This restriction, the sub-committee again observe, has been dealt

with by the judgment of the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council.

Then follows :

(2.) "An appeal shall lie to the Governor-General in Council

from any Act or decision of the Legislature of the province, or of any

provincial authority, affecting any right or privilege of the Protestant

or Roman Catholic minority of the Queen's subjects in relation to

education.
'

It will be observed that the restriction contained in sub-section 2

is not identical with the restriction of sub-section 3 of the 93rd section

of the British North America Act, and questions are suggested, in

view of this difference, as to whether sub-section 3 of section 93 of

the British North America Act applies to Manitoba, and, if not,

whether sub-section 2 of section 22 of the Manitoba Act is sufficient

to sustain the case of the appellants ; or, in other words, whether, in

•regard to Manitoba, the minority has the same protection against laws

which the legislature of the province has power to pass, as the

minorities in other provinces have, under the sub-section before

quoted from the British North America Act, as to separate or

denominational schools established after the union.

The argument presented by counsel on behalf of the petitioners

was, that the present appeal comes before Your Excellency in Canada,

not as a request to review the decision of the Judicial Committee of

the Privy Council, but as a logical consequence and result of that

decision/inasmuch as the remedy now sought is provided by the

JBritish North America Act, and the Manitoba Act, not as a remedy
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to the minority against statutes which interfere with the rights

which tin- minority bad at the time of the union, but as a remedy
against statutes which interfere with rights acquired by the minority
after the union. The remedy, therefore, which La Bought, is against
Acts which are intra vires of the Provincial Legislature, His argu-

ment is also that the appeal iloes not ask Your Excellency to interfere

with any rights or powers of the Legislature of Manitoba, Lnasmach
as the power to legislate on the subject of education has only been

conferred on that legislature with the distinct reservation that Your
Excellency in Council shall have power to make remedial orders
against any such legislation which infringes on rights acquired after

the union by any Protestant or Roman Catholic minority in relation

to separate or dissentient schools.

Upon the various questions which arise on these petitions the
sub-committee do not feel called upon to express an opinion, and so

far as they are aware, no opinion has been expressed on any previous
-occasion in this case or any other of a like kind, by Your
Excellency's Government or any other Government of Canada.
Indeed, no application of a parallel character has been made since the

•establishment of the Dominion.

The application comes before Your Excellency in a manner
•differing from applications which are ordinarily made, under the
•constitution, to Your Excellency in Council. In the opinion of the

sub-committee, the application is not to be dealt with at present as a
matter of a political character or involving political action on the part

-of Your Excellency's advisers. It is to be dealt with by Your
Excellency in Council, regardless of the personal views which Your
Excellency's advisers may hold with regard to denominational schools

and without the political action of any of the members of Your
Excellency's Council being considered as pledged by the fact of the

appeal being entertained and heard. If the contention of the

petitioners be correct, that such an appeal can be sustained, the

inquiry will be rather of a judicial than a political character. The
sub-committee have so treated it in hearing counsel, and in permitting
their only meeting to be open to the public. It is apparent that

several other questions will arise, in addition to those which were
discussed by counsel at that meeting, and the sub-committee advises

that a date be fixed, at which the petitioners, or their counsel,

may be heird with regard to the appeal, according to their first

request.

The sub-committee think it proper that the Government of

Manitoba should have an opportunity to be represented at the hear-

ing, and they further recommend, with that view, that if this report

should be approved, a copy of any minute approving it, and of any
minute fixing the date of the hearing with regard to the appeal, be

forwarded, together with copies of all the petitions referred to, to

4
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His Honour the Lieutenant-Governor of Manitoba, for the in-

formation of His Honour's advisers.

In the opinion of the sub-eoniiuittee, the attention of any person

who may attend on behalf of the petitioners, or on behalf of the

Provincial Government, should be called to certain preliminary

questions which seem to arise with regard to the appeal.

Among the questions which the sub-committee regard as

preliminary arc the following:-—

(1). Whether this appeal is such an appeal as is contemplated

by sub-section 3 of section 93 of the British North America
Act, or by sub-section 2 of section 22 of the Manitoba Act.

(2). Whether the ground set forth in the petitions are such as-

may be the subject of appeal under either of the sub-sections above-

referred to.

(3). Whether the decision of the Judicial Committee of the

Privy Council in any way bears on the application for redress based

on the contention that the rights of the Roman Catholic minority

•which accrued to them after the union have been interfered with by
the two statutes of 1890 before referred to.

(4). Whether sub-committee 3 of section 93 of the British North
America Act applies to Manitoba.

(5). Whether Your Excellency in Council has power to grant

such orders as are asked for by the petitioner, assuming the

material facts to be as stated in the petition.

(6). Whether the Acts of Manitoba, passed before the session

of 1890, conferred on the minority a "right or privilege with

respect to education," within the meaning of sub-section 2 of section

22 of the Manitoba Act, or established "a system of separate or

dissentient schools," within the meaning of sub-section 3 of section

93 of the British North America Act, and if so, whether the two
Acts of 1890, complained of, affect " the right or privilege" of the

minority in such a manner as to warrant the present appeal.

Other questions of like character may be suggested at the hearing,

and it may be desirable that arguments should be heard upon such

preliminary points before any hearing shall take place on the merits-

of the appeal

Respectfully submitted,

Jno. S. D. Thompson.

M. Bowell.

J. A. Chapleau.

T. Mayne Daly.
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ARGUMENT UPON APPEAL TO THE GOVERNOR-
GENERAL IN COUNCIL.

Notice having been given to the Province and to tho repte-

Bentative of the Roman Catholics, the Governor-General in Council

sat to hear argument on the 21st day of January, 1893. The following

is a very accurate account of the proceedings taken from 7'he

Empire

:

—
Ottawa, Jan. 22.— It was an historic scene which was enacted

yesterday in the Privy Council ohamber here—historic because for

the fust time in the history of the Dominion an appeal was being

heard 1 • \- the (iovernor in Council under the provisions of section 93

of the Confederation Act. Following the precedent set by the sub-

committee of the Privy Council, which heard the preliminary argu-

ment, the proceedings yesterday were open to the public. Every
leading newspaper in the Dominion had its representative present,

while about a dozen gentlemen represented the great Canadian public.

A mong the more notable outsiders present were Rev. Father Lacombe,

the famous N.W. missionary; Mr. Lariviere, M.P for Provencher;

Mr. Bernier, the new Senator from Manitoba, and ex-Aid. John
Heney, of Ottawa. Solicitor General Curran also dropped in to hear

what was going on.

Hon. Mr. Ives governed the meeting in his capacity as President

of the Privy Council. Seated at his right hand was the first minister,

Sir John Thompson, and on his Left Hon Mr. Bowell, the senior Privy

Councillor. Then ranged about the round table, commencing at Sir

John Thompson's right according to seniority, were :
Sir A. P. Caron,

Hon. John Costigan, Hon. Mr. Foster, Hon. Mr. Haggart, Hon. Mr.

Patterson and Hon. Mr. Daly. To the left of Hon. Mr. Bowell were

Hon. Messrs. Tapper, Ouimet and Angers, the latter being the junior

Privy Councillor. As previously intimated would be the case, there

was no representative present on behalf of the Manitoba Government.

Mr. J. S. Ewart, Q.C. of Winnipeg, appeared for Archbishop Tache"

and the Roman Catholic minority of Manitoba, and was accorded a

position at the round table for his convenience, between Hon. Messrs.

Bowell and Tupper.

The president, in opening the proceedings, stated that the object

was to hear counsel on the points suggested by the sub-committee

in their report to Council, based on the argument heard on

November 26th last.

Points for Consideration.

The committee in its report recommended that in any future

argument which took place on the schools question, the following
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points might be considered, and they are quoted here in order that

the trend of Mr. Ewart's argument maybe the better understood:

" 1. Whether this appeal is such an appeal as is contemplated

by Bub-section 3 of section 'J3 of the B.N. A. Act, or by sub-section 2

of section 22 of the Manitoba Act.

•1'. Whether the grounds set forth in the petitions are such as

may be the subject of appeal under either of the sub-sections above

referred to.

•• 3. Whether the decision of the Judicial Committee of the

Privy Council in any way bears on the application for redress based

on the contention that the rights of the Roman Catholic minority

which accrued to them after the union have been interfered with by

the two statutes of 1890, before referred to.

"4. Whether sub-section 3 of section 93 of the B.N. A. Act

applies to Manitoba.

" 5. Whether the Governor in Council has power to grant such

orders as are asked for by the petitioners, assuming the material

facts to be stated in the petition.

" 6. Whether the Acts of Manitoba passed before the session of

1890, conferred on the minority a 'right or privilege with respect

to education ' within the meaning of sub-section 2 of section 22 of

the Manitoba Act, or established ' a system of separate or dissentient

schools ' within the meaning of sub-section 3 of section 93 of the

B.N. A. Act, and if so, whether the two Acts of 1890 complained of

affect the right or privilege of the minority in such a manner as to

warrant the present appeal."

Mr. Ewart's Address.

Mr. Ewart addressed the Council as follows : Honorable

Oentlemen of the Privy Council,—It is suggested by the Order in

Council, in pursuance of which I have now the honour of addressing

you, that the argument should be confined to those questions which

may properly be termed preliminary or technical, and that all

argument upon the merits of the appeal should be postponed until

another occasion. In my address I shall, as far as possible,

conform to this suggestion, but I may find it necessary for the

clear statement of my argument, to exceed in some slight degree

the proposed limit. Although I shall base most strongly my case

upon the Manitoba Act, }
ret believing that that statute can best be

approached after a perfect understanding of the British North
America Act, I shall crave the indulgence of the Council while, for

a few moments, I discuss the Act of Confederation, and the

conditions existing in the various provinces which demanded the

peculiar provisions that it contained. Among all the questions

which have divided and distracted Canadian politics, I suppose there
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has been none which has given rise to greater difference of opinion

than the Bubject of education. That difference of opinion was not

only natural, but inevitable. So Ion- as accepted theories of

government determined thai the Btate had nothing to do with

education, so long as each church educated or left uneducated its

own people, there was no difficulty. But when the state finally and
in recent years determined to educate its citizens, it was inevitable

that the question of how to educate should give rise to conflicting

opinion. And the question is an exceedingly difficult one. First of

all we must determine whether there is to be one kind of school or
moiv kinds than one. A great many assert that if the state is to

teach it must have but one method of doing it—there can be only

one right way, and therefore there should be only one way. In
former days this was almost the universal belief with reference to
religion. There must be a Btate church ; there ran only lie one true

church; therefore establish that kind and suppress all others. Acts
of Uniformity, Test Acts and all other apparatus—the whole power of

the state was employed, time and again, to compel people to think

alike. But men were made dissimilar and will remain so until they

cease to be men and become angels. All efforts to compel them
to worship in one church failed. The advocates of uniformity in

education have to face such difficulties as these : 1. Can the state

teach morality ? 2. If so, can morality be taught without revealing

that upon which it is based? Can a teacher say, This is right, and bo

denied the power to answer the question, Why is it right 1 3. If

morality and its basis are to be taught, what is that basis 1 Is it

religion 1 If so, is religion dogmatic theology ] If so, whose dogmas
constitute religion 1 Or is the basis an enlightened utility, evolved
by experience, and hardened by practice into habit and reality 1

4. In short, can education be separated from morality, and can
morality be separated from religion 1 If a unanimous answer can be
given to all these questions then a case is made for uniformity.

On the other hand a great many contend that the state,

disi-egarding mere eccentric opinion, should provide schools upon
different models, in order that in this way the solution, and the

compulsory adoption of the solution, of all these questions may be
obviated. Tins may be somewhat more expensive than the uniformity
method, but it is urged more effective, because by it you can get the

children to go to the schools, which after all seems to be of some
importance.

In Canada prior to confederation these differences were accentuated

by the fact that a very large proportion of the inhabitants were
Roman Catholics, and that by the dogmas of their church it was
impossible for them to approve of the only kind of schools that

those of other denominations would attend. Prior to 1863 a larsp

number of Protestants in Upper Canada belonged to the uniformity
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party
;
were determined that there should be only one kind of schools;

that that kind should of course be their kind ; and that Roman
Catholics >honld either (1) abandon education altogether, or (2)
abandon their religion, or (3) provide private schools for themselves

besides providing public schools for others. A spirit of tolerance and
of good sense, however, finally prevailed and the great leaders of the
uniformity party, the Hon. George Brown and Hon. Alex. Mackenzie,
lived to extend their sympathy and support to the Roman Catholics

in their struggle for the right to educate their children as they thought
proper. The result of this prolonged and better conflict made two
things tolerably clear :

—

(1) That Protestants and Roman Catholics
were wholly irreconcilable upon this question of education, and (2)
that from time to time as one generation exceeded another, we
might expect a recrudesence of attempts by religious majorities to
coerce the minorities into their way of thinking.

It was under these circumstances, and with a Protestant minority
in Lower Canada, and a Roman Catholic minority in all the other
provinces, that the framers of the Confederation Act proceeded to deal

with the question of education. They had to proportion legislative

jurisdiction between the Federal and the Provincial Legislatures.

"What has to be done with education ? Was it tu be assigned to the
Dominion or the provinces 1 It was a matter of local concern and
would be most naturally assigned to the provinces ; but that would
be to leave the Protestant minority in Qubec, and the Roman Catholic
minority in the other provinces at the mercy of opposing majorities.

A compromise was adopted— a compromise so essential that without it

confederation could never have taken place (as Sir Oliver Mowat tells

us) and the compromise was this, that the provinces should have
jurisdiction over education, but should in the exercise of that jurisdic-

tion be subject to certain restrictions and limitations for the protection

of minorities. These restrictions and limitations were of two kinds
— first, the provinces were to have no power to prejudicially affect any
right or privilege with respect to denominational schools which any
class of persons had by law at the date of the union, and second an
appeal should lie to the Governor-General in council whenever any
right or privilege of the religious minority was affected in any province
in which separate schools had been once established, whether before or
after the union : and the Governor General could call upon the legisla-

tures to pass laws for the purpose of carrying out his award. That
was the compromise agreed upon; the province in the matter of

education shall not be omnipotent ; as to some matters they shall have
no power at all—they must not prejudicially affect rights existing at

the union
;

as to other matters their power shall be subject to

appeal, and theii work subject to revision, by the Governor-General in

Council.

Now let me point out that the Confederation Act speaks of two
classes of rights and privileges ; first, those which existed at the union,
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and Becond, those which came into existence after the union. A
province is absolutely powerless to prejudice the rights which existed

at the union, but as to those which came into existence afterwards —
those created by the province itself—the province gave, and the

province can take away, subject only to supervision by the Governor-

General in Council and by the Federal Parliament. The distinction

between the two classes of cases is, in the Confederation Act, perfectly

clear. The third sub-section in terms applies to cases in which there

was no separate school system prior to the union; it applied only to

cases where such a sysGem was subsequently erected. The rights and

privileges, therefore, to which it refers must include those created

after the union. Such is the Confederation Act, and such was the

system of checks and balances by which the framers of that statute

endeavoured to safegaurd the interests of the minorities in all the

provinces, whether Protestant or Catholic ; a system under which the

provinces were not left to contend with ono another, with reciprocity

of intolerance ; but one under which the central power, basing its

authority not upon provincial majorities, but upon all the majorities,

and therefore being more certain to be unaffected by local and evan-

escent passion, would exercise a controlling power over local legisla-

tion.

Manitoba entered the union in 1870. At that time Protestants

and Pvoman Catholics were then in about equal numbers. The
question of education was certain to be one of the first things dealt

with by the Legislature which should there be erected, and it

became the duty of the Dominion Parliament to formulate such a

constitution as would best serve the interests of the future inhabitants.

Again came the question, what power is to be given with reference

to education ? The people are at present about equally divided, but it

is inevitable that one side or the other (we cannot now tell which)

will in years to come be in the majority. Shall we leave them to

fi<dit it out, letting the more numerous win
1

? Or shall we provide

for the future minority 1 Following the precedent of the Confeder-

ation Act, ami the dictates of all experience, the latter course was

adopted. Power was given to the Legislature to make laws with

regard to education, but no plenary power was accorded. There are

again two limitations : first that the Legislature should have no

power prejudicially to affect rights which existed at the union; and,

second, that there should be an appeal to the Governor-General in

Council whenever any right or privilege should be affected.

Now. I am well aware that it will l>e urged that there are not

two limitations here, but then- is a limitation and a remedy for its

breach— that the limitation prohibits violation of rights a< the union,

and that the appeal is in case of the violation of such rights. I say

thai 1 am aware of this, because last July I heard it argued at great

length before the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council in England.

Sir Horace Davy and .Mr. Dalton McCarthy did their best to get the
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Committee to take that view of the matter. They argued that the

proceedings in the action were wrongly taken; that the courts had no
jurisdiction : that if the Act was ultra vires there was a remedy-

given by the statute, viz., an appeal to the Governor-General in

Council : and that that being the remedy provided by statute, there

could be no remedy by appeal to the courts. At first their Lordships

were much taken with this view, and interrupted the argument upon

the merits to hear what counsel for Mr. Barrett had to say npon the

point. The result was the complete overthrow of the idea, and the

argument upon the merits proceeded. In order that the point debated

may clearly appear, perhaps I may be allowed to quote from the

remarks of judges and counsel made during the argument :

The Attorney-General (counsel for Mr. Barrett)—" I contend that

sub-sections 2 and 3 do not depend on ultra vires at all. Sub-sections

2 and 3 depend on the Protestant or Catholic minority being able to-

make a case, before the Governor-General on petition, that other

legislation is required. It does not suggest that the Act which the

Governor is going to consider is an ultra vires Act. It might be
perfectly legitimate and lawful, passed by the Provincial Legislature

within its narrowest powers."

Sir Horace Davey (counsel for Manitoba Government)—"My
Lords, the difference between my learned friend the Attorney-

General's view and the view which I presented to your Lordships

appears to me to turn upon the construction and effect which he puts-

upon sub-sections 2 and 3. Now, there at once I must take issue

with him. I do not agree that sub-section 2 does relate to anything

but what is ultra vires. I cannot for myself frame the proposition

which would lead to the inference that sub-section 2 was intended to-

deal with cases which were ultra vires."

Mr. McCarthy—" Now, the ordinary rule is that when in a

matter of this kind a particular remedy is pointed out in the statute

which confers the right, of course that special remedy must be

followed.

Lord Watson--" Assuming that they have done what they have

power to do—under the constitution of Manitoba, I mean—if they

were establishing separate und dissentient schools, a system of separ-

ate or dissentient schools, then their acts with regard to these schools

might come under section 3."

Mr. McCarthy—"That is what I was venturing to contend could

not be done."

Lord Watson—"The right to determine whether the province has

exceeded its powers or not is one thing, but undoubtedly what is con-

templated here is not cases of excess of power by the Provincial

I. jid.it ure. but cases where, acting within their power, they have not

pone what the minority thought justice. Sub-section 2 would suggest

this: that the Dominion Legislature were under the impression that

that there might be provisions within the power of the Provincial
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Legislature which would affect the rights of these persons without

affecting the minority prejudicially in the sense of sub-section 1 bo u

to make them ultra vires.
'

Mr McCarthy at one place having intimated his intention of con-

tinuing the argument, Lord Shand Baid :
"After the intimation you

have heard it will not be a very hopeful argument, to say the least

of it."

I refer to the proceedings of the Judicial Committee for two

purposes: (1) to show thai the Committee decided that these two sub-

sections did not stand in the relation of limitation and remedy; and

(•_') to show that, according to Lord Watson, "undoubtedly what is-

con tern plated" in the second sub-section "is not cases of excess of

power by the Provincial Legislature, but cases where, acting within

their power, they have not done what the minority thought justice.

And, indeed, the matter seems to me, with all deference to those who

argued otherwise, to be not open to question. Of what possible utility

is a power to appeal from an ultra vires statute, and what remedial

legislation (it is that we seek) would be necessitated by an ultra vires

Act] An ultra vires statute, ex vi termini, is nothing at all. How-

can we appeal from nothing at all ? How can we ask for remedial

legislation if there is nothing to remedy? Surely the first requisite

of a remedial action is a living subject. You don't apply remedies to

dead people. On the contrary, you bury them, being as they are

actually defunct and not properly amenable to medical skill. Sup-

pose that the Manitoba School Act had been held to be ultra vires,

and therefore dead, stillborn, never any vitality in it, would we be

here to-day appealing from it? And, if we were, would we not be

told that we were taking altogether too much trouble over a mere

corpse? And yet it is said that we cannot appeal because the Act is

alive, because it is not mere dead lumber, in which case also we could

not appeal. If it were ultra vires, it is admitted that we could appeal,

but only to be laughed at. As it is not, we cannot appeal at all. In

order to found an appeal there must be a good Act, and a good Act

cannot be appealed from. Such are the absurdities which are finding

some currency—even in the newspapers. Again, we can only appeal

from a statute which affects rights or privileges. We must be able

to show that we are hurt. But how can an ultra vires Act affect

rights, privileges or anything else? How could we possibly say that

ixnu/tr,? rir.s Act had injured us? The statute gives an appeal m
some ease or another. Clearly it must be from a statute, a real.

veritable statute, and not from a form, figure or simulacrum of a

statute.

Allow me to answer this argument in another way. Let us sup-

pose that the draftsman of the Manitoba Act desired to prohibit the

Legislature from passing en-tain laws, and to proi ide a remedy in ease

the° prohibition were disregarded, how would he have proceedde 1
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The first sub-section would, no doubt, have been drawn as it appears,

but the second would clearly have been in this fashion: An appeal

shall lie to the Governor-General in Council from any Act of the

Legislature prejudicially affecting such rights or privileges. But,

instead, as I shall proceed to show, that sub-section is in no way

connected with the preceding clause, but, on the contrary, provides

for a totally different set of circumstances. In my address before a

committee of your Honorable Council, on the 26th November last,

I entered into a more minute comparison of the language of the two

sub-sections for the purpose of showing their dissimilarity, of showing

how impossible it is to contend that they stand in the relation of

prohibition and remedy than I intend to undertake to-day. My
remarks upon that occasion were very fully reported, and have been,

thanks to the enterprise of the press, widely circulated. An official

report also, I am informed, is in the possession of the Council.

I shall, therefore, abstain from a repetition of the argument to be

derived from such a comparison, contenting myself by pointing out

in a few words that there is nothing in common between the two

sub-sections :

1. Under sub-section 1 an Episcopalian or Presbyterian, as such,

could complain (it was so held in the Logan case); while under sub-

section 2 they could only complain, if at all, as belonging to the body

of Protestants.

2. Under sub-section 1 any Protestant could complain ; while

under sub-section 2 no Protestant could complain unless Protestants

wire in a minority in the province. As a concrete example, Mr.

Logan, as an Episcopalian, had a sufficient locus standi before the

Judicial Committee of the Privy Council ; but he never could appeal

under sub-section 2, because the Roman Catholics, and not the Pro-

testants, are in the minority in Manitoba.

3. Under sub-section 1 an Act is ultra vires, and there can be no

appeal from it, there being nothing to appeal from ;
while under sub-

section 2 an appeal is given from Legislative Acts, which must be

intra rires, in order to be Legislative Acts.

4. Under sub-section 1 the rights preserved are those " with respect

to denominational schools"; while under sub-section 2 those referred

to are " in relation to education." The distinction between these

expressions is the very ground-work of the decision of the Judicial

Committee of the Council.

5. Under sub-section 1 there must be a prejudicial affecting of a

right : while under sub-section 2 there need be no prejudice. Plainly,

the two sub-sections have nothing in common between them. But it

is argued that if my view of the statute be correct then the Act is

wholly unprecedented, that there is nothing anywhere at all an-

alogous to the position I assign to the Local Legislatures. Was
there ever any such thing heard of as an appeal from a Legislative
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Assembly! In the first place, I would not be disconcerted could I

dis.-ov.-r no precedent or analogy. Show me a precedent for the

British North America Act. li recites that the intention is to

model confederation upon the constitution of the United Kingdom.

Prof. Bryce (now a member of the Imperial Cabinet) terms tliis ;i

piece of " official mendacity," and books have been written to prove

what it really 'is modelled upon. The truth of the matter is that it

is an original production, and we mighl as well search for the proto-

type of the American, as for that of the Canadian constitution.

In an original production we necessarily find some original things,

but we never on that account refuse to give language its true

meaning and insist that every original thing is in reality old and

stale, arriving at this conclusion by eliminating all that is new,

because there is no precedent for it.

But for those who insist upon precedent and analogy let me say

this: What have we here? An Act of a Local Legislature with

-an appeal to the Governor in council 1 Yes, but that is not all
;

the Governor in council can do nothing without the Canadian

Parliament. So that in reality it is an Act of the Local Legislature,

with an appeal to the Federal Parliament. Some years ago

Parliament, in one short paragraph, transferred jurisdiction over

almost every local railway in Canada from the provinces to the

Dominion. Railways that had been built largely by provincial

subsidies were swept beyond provincial jurisdiction. How was that

done ? The answer is simple. Parliament has by the constitution

power to transfer local works to its own jurisdiction. And what is

the power of disallowance] A Local Legislature desires to build

railways in certain directions, and so enacts. The Governor-General

thinks otherwise and disallows the legislation. Here are two cases

in which there is something very like an appeal, and in one of them

an appeal, not to Parliament, but to the Governor-General in Council

merely.

Other examples can easily be given in which provincial

jurisdiction is subordinated to Dominion Acts of Parliament. The

Assemblies may enact certain legislation with reference to insolvency

and other matters, which will be valid in the absence of Dominion

legislation, but the Dominion may at any time supersede the

provincial statutes. This, although well known to lawyers, may not

be easily accepted by laymen, and for those I offer a reference to

•section 95 of the British North America Act. There surely is

something startling for those who declaim about provincial rights, as

though there was no such thing as federal jurisdiction, as though

the highest provincial patriotism consisted in the repudiation of

those parts of our constitution which assign to the federal authorities

those powers which seem for the moment to stand in their way.

Tins is the section :
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" In each province the Legislature may make laws in relation to-

agriculture in the province, and to immigration into the province
;

and it is hereby declared that the Parliament of Canada may from

time to time make laws in relation to agriculture in all or any of the

provinces, and to immigration into all or any of the provinces ; and

any law of the legislature of a province relative to agriculture, or to

immigration, shall have effect, in and for the province, as long and as

far only as it is not repugnant to any act of the Parliament of

( lanada."

This seems also to be something very like an appeal. Manitoba

declares that the matter of cutting thistles shall be attended to by

each individual owner of land, with a penalty merely for neglect.

The Dominion chooses to ordain that some public official is to see

that thistles are cut and that the owner shall pay for the work.

Even in the matter of cutting thistles the Local Legislature must

bow to the Dominion Parliament ; and are we surprised that with

reference to education—perhaps the most important subject in the

whole field of legislative action, an appeal should, under well defined'

circumstances, be vested in the Federal Parliament? Let no one

hereafter say that the present appeal is without precedent or

analogy.

And let me say, in passing from this part of my argument,

that it is as idle to talk of interference with provincial rights, should

the appeal in this case be allowed, as it would be to complain of the

interference of the Supreme Court with a decision of the Manitoba.

Court of the Queen's Bench. We have our own court, why cannot

we make its decisions final and conclusive ? Shall not a province be

permitted to regulate its own afi'airs ? No, tinder our constitution it

cannot do so. The province cannot evade the appeal which the

Dominion Parliament has provided shall lie from all final judgments

of the Manitoba Court, nor should the province complain if any

other kind of appeal provided for by the constitution be prosecuted.

Another question must be answered. Assuming that an appeal lies

from some intra vires Acts, does an appeal lie from this particular

Act 1

? The answer to this question depends upon whether or not the

Act affects any right or privilege of Roman Catholics in relation to

education Two points are usually urged against the present appeal.

(

1

) That the Privy Council having held the Act to be intra vires-

there can be no appeal, and (2) that the Privy Council having held

that no right or privilege has been affected, therefore there can be no-

appeal. The former of these arguments I have already answered.

Let me reply to the hitter.

Rights of Roman Catholics: How can Roman Catholics or

anybody else acquire rights in relation to education 1 There is only

one way bo tar as sub-section 2 is concerned, and that is by statute.

The Act, therefore, means that if any right or privilege which has

been acquired under any statute has been affected an appeal shall
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lie. The Act means this or nothing, for no right or privilege could

otherwise be acquired. No appeal is given in respect of rights

acquired by practice It' iliis be conceded, as it probably will, the

only point for debate is, whether tin- statutes giving the rights and

privileges must bave been passed prior to the union ; or, is there an

appeal from a .statute passed after the union? Clearly, I say, the

latter, and for several reasons

:

Firstly—There was no statute relating to education in Manitoba

prior to the union; and to confine the appeal to tlie violation of

Such statutes is again to argue that we must appeal from nothing

at all : and even worse this time, that we must not have a word to

say for ourselves when we do appeal.

Secondly—There is nothing in the statute which limits the

appeal to the case of rights acquired before the union. The

difference in the language in the sub-sections cannot fail to be

observed. One speaks of rights existing at the time of the union

—violation of these is ultra vires; the other speaks of rights and

privileges in relation to education, without any limit as to date.

Violation of these gives a right of appeal.

Thirdly—But even had we not this difference in the language of

the sub-sections to aid us in their interpretation, yet under the

ordinary rules for the construction of statutes there could be no dim-

culty in assigning the meaning for which I contend. Suppose a

.statute provided that if one man destroyed another man's property

he should be imprisoned, would any one argue that the Act only

referred to property which was owned at the time of the passing of

the Act] Suppose a statute provided that if one man interferes

with another man's right to any of his property he should be fined,

would any judge limit the Act to rights which existed when the

statute was passed? And suppose a statute provides that if a Legis-

lature (instead of an individual) interferes with the rights of certain

people, there shall be an appeal, is there, in the change from indi-

vidual to Legislature, to be found any good reason for changing the

scope of the word " rights " 1

Fourthly—As I have already shown, there can be no doubt that

under the third section of the I ritish North America Act there may
be an appeal when rights acquired after the union have been affected.

Whatever else may be put forward, it can never be pretended that

the minority in Manitoba is in worse plight than are the minorities

in the other provinces. It would be a strange interpretation that

would except Manitoba from the principle which applies to the other

provinces, viz., that whenever there are separate schools there is a

right of appeal in respect of rights acquired after the union.

It really seems to be wasting breath to argue against such

possible pretensions, but let me, in addition to the reasons which I

have given, refer to one or two authorities illustrative of the rule
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which I have invoked. (1 > The statute 8 Anne. c. 7. provided that " if

any prohibited goods whatsoever shall be imported into any part of

Great Britain then" the goods shall be forfeited. A subsequent
statute prohibited the importation of foreign leather gloves. Chief
Baron Thompson said :

" Then the question arises whether this

statute (of Anne) applies to goods subsequently prohibited by other
.Vis ; and we are of opinion that the statute is not so confined in its-

operation, but that whenever a subsequent Act prohibits the importa-

tion of goods the provisions of the 8th Anne immediately attach, as
much as if they had been prohibited at the time of making the
statute." (Attorney-General v. Saggers, I. Price 182). (2) Lord
Holt lavs it down as a general rule that "when an Act of Parliament

creates a new interest, it shall be governed by the same law that like

interests have been governed before." (Lane v. Cotton, 12 Mod.

486). (3) Our own Supreme Court Act provides that "an appeal

shall lie to the Supreme Court from all final judgments of the

highest " Provincial Court. Is that provision limited to judgments

theretofore rendered, or to judgments rendered under statutes which

then existed I Clearly not. It would apply to all judgments affect-

ing the rights of any person, whether the judgments or the rights of

the persons existed at the time of passing the Supreme Court Act, or

whether they came into existence 15 years afterwards.

And the broad good sense of the matter is abundantly apparent.

The Legislature is constitutionally prohibited from diminishing rights

which existed prior to its own existence. It may. however, accord

further and other rights if it sees fit so to do. and having done so, and

the people having accepted and lived and worked in the enjoyment

of these rights and privileges, the rights become, as it were, ves

rights, which may not be affected, should the Governor-General in

Council think the proceedings inequitable or unfair.

My argument is not complete without showing that some rights or

privileges conferred by Manitoba legislation have 1 n affected : and

yet the facts necessary to prove that are so well known that I shall

but lightly refer to them. Prior to the union, Roman Catholics had

established and were supporting schools for the children of their own
faith. The Episcopalians and Presbyterians were similarly engaged.

During the first session of the Manitoba Legislature a School Act was

passed. It provided for Protestant schools and Roman Catholic

schools. The former were handed over to the Protestants for manage
meat and the latter to the Roman Catholics. Each body had complete

control over their own schools, could teach what they liked and how
they liked. Each proceeded in the way we should have anticipated

;

the Protestants made their schools secular, or nearly so, and the

Roman Catholics pursued their accustomed policy. With some alter-

ations this law continued for twenty years. Under it the Roman
Catholics built and equipped a very large number of schools, and
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there never was any well founded complaint as to the method they

employed, save only that the schools were too Catholic.

The Act of is. mi professed t" abolish both the Protestanl and
and (lif Roman Catholic bc] Is and to erect pul>lic schools. In

effect, il abolished the Kmn.111 Catholic schools, left the Protestant

ones standing, and handed over all the Roman Catholic schools and
property to the Protestants. The name "Protestant" was changed
to " Public." In other respects the schools to-day are the same as

when they were called Protestant and were shaped and fashioned by
Protestants, many of whom were Protestant divines. It is one of

the errors which (with all due respect to them) the Judicial Com-
mittee of the Privy Council fell into, to suppose that the statute did

not work any confiscation of Roman Catholic property. Special

provision is made by the statute for the relief of Roman Catholics in

Districts where there were schools of both kinds, and to this the
Privy Council makes special allusion, but of these districts there
wen- very tew. No similar provision is made for their protection in

the great majoiity of cases. In over 70 districts the Roman
Catholic schools are by the statute to become public schools, which
means that Roman Catholics are to walk out of them and thai educa-

tion is to be carried on there upon an almost purely secular footing.

That the Roman Catholics have not been so far compelled to hand
over their school apparatus and materials in those districts is on this

account alone—there are no Protestants in these districts to use
them.

And this leads me to point out not only the injury inflicted by
the statute, but the utterly wanton character of the injury. At the
time of the passing of the School Act of 18U0 there were 80 Roman
Catholic School districts in the province. In 68 of these it may be
said that there was, comparatively, hardly a single Protestant. The
residents were almost entirely Roman Catholic. In eight of the
remainder—those principally within the limits of cities or towns

—

there were both Protestant and Roman Catholic schools, and
population enough for each. In only four districts could it be
said that the population was not only mixed, but so sparse that

the separate school system created the slightest difficulty. Now,
what reason can be urged for attempting to close the schools in the

68 districts? The people there are homogeneous, all desire one sort

of school and are anxious to tax themselves to support that kind of

school. What kind of statesmanship is it that would deny that

simple right to so large a section of the people i And what more
can be said for interference with the schools in the cities and towns ?

In Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, where there is no separate

school system by law, the people are so tolerant, and I shall add
so sensible, in the administration of the statutes, that for all practical

purposes Roman Catholics are, in cities, really in the enjoyment of
almost all they can desire. Their schools are called public schools,
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and are supported as the others, but a judicious eye is tightly closed

to the religious portion of the education there imparted. In

Manitoba it is different, Roman Catholics have to pay their taxes

to support the Protestant schools, and have to support their own out

of tbeir private purses Were there any disposition on the part of

the Manitoba Government to act fairly with the Roman Catholics, I

say that their schools in the 68 districts and in the eight would

never in any way have been interfered with ; and as to the other

four the resources of civilization need not be largely drawn upon in

order to find some easy solution of the circumstances there existing.

The absence of four good men from a city might afford ground for

the destruction of the whole population, but surely the presence of

four bad ones would not be thought to supply satisfactory reason

for the same comprehensive action.

So far I have been endeavoring to prove that power to deal

with the present appeal exists. Before closing, however, I desire,

with all deference and respect, to contend that not only has His

Excellency in council this power, but that it is his bounden duty to

hear the appeal, and to adjudicate thereon as its merits may require;

-that the constitution has given to the Catholic minority of the Queen's

subjects in Manitoba, as a right, an appeal from Acts of the Legislative

Assembly ; that His Excellency in Council cannot decline to hear

such an appeal, and cannot refuse, whether out of regard for the

Legislature, or for any other reason, to deliver a judgment upon the

merits of the case when brought before him. It is a well-known

rule for the construction of statutes that where functions of a public

nature are bestowed upon individuals, such persons have no right to

refuse to exercise their powers. The rule includes cases in which

jurisdiction of a judicial character is given. Even when the

language of a statute is permissive— the judge may do so and so

—

yet that is always held to mean that if a proper case is made out he

shall do so and so. Allow me to quote a passage from Maxwell on

Statutes (pages 295-6): "It is a legal, or rather a constitutional

principle, that powers given to public functionaries or others, for

public purposes or the public benefit, were always to be exercised

when the occasion arises." And again : " But as regards the

imperative character of the duty, it was laid down by the King's

Bench (R. v. Hastings, 1 D. and R., 48), that words of permission in

an Act of Parliament when tending to promote the general benefit,

are always held to be compulsory; and as regards courts and

judicial functionaries, who act only when appealed to, the same

rule was in substance re-stated by the Common Pleas in laying down

that whenever a statute confers an authority to do a judicial act (the

word ''judicial" being used evidently in its widest sense), in a

•certain case, it is imperative on those so authorized to exercise the

authority when the case arises, and its exercise is duly applied for by

.a party interested and having a right to make the application ;
and
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that the exercise depends, not on the discretion of the courts or judges,

but upon proof of the particular case out of which the power arises."

Our Supreme Courl Act (as I have said) provides thai "An
appeal shall lie to the Supreme Court lrom all final judgments" of

provincial courts. The Manitoba Act, in similar terms, provides

thai " An appeal shall lie to the Governor-General in Council from

: niv Act or decision of the Legislature of the provim What

would we sav of the Supreme Court, <li<l it refuse to hear an appeal,

or to deal with it as justice required, merely because the case involved

some political or otherwise troublesome question 1 With all proper

respect, and for identical reasons, I say that His Excellency ill

Council cannot decline to exercise the important powers by the

Manitoba Act conferred upon him for the protection of the Roman
Catholic minority in that province; and I humbly claim as a right

that the petitions shall be heard and adjudicated upon. The recent

order in council is beyond doubt correct, if I may be permitted to

say so, in asserting that if His Excellency has jurisdiction "the

enquiry will he rather of a judicial than of a political chai-acter."

If then I have shown that there is power to entertain the appeal, it

appears to be indubitable that there is a constitutional duty to enter-

tain it, and to dispose of it as justice and the right of the minority

shall require.

Should it be thought that I am, in' this contention, putting my
-claim to a hearing on the merits upon too high ground, let me urge

this further reason why such a hearing should be accorded us.

Although His Excellency in Council can make a remedial order, that

order has no binding effect upon anyone. It is the Parliament of

Canada, and that body only, that has the right to interfere with the

legislation of the provinces. It is, however, a necessary pre-requisite

of parliamentary jurisdiction that the initiative should come from

His Excellency in Council. This body is, as it were, a grand jury

having power to put a matter in train for the trial, but having no

final judicative function. The question which a grand jury has to

answer is not, Is the prisoner guilty 1 but, Is there a fair prospect that

a petit jury will find him so] And in much the same way, although

I freely admit that the cases are far from being rigorously parallel, I

contend, that if His Excellency in Council shall find that there is a

fair case for the exercise of parliamentary jurisdiction, then the

initiating order ought to be made, so that Parliament may debate

and dispose of the matter.

And in considering whether there is a reasonable prospect of

Parliament granting relief to the Roman Catholic minority in

Manitoba, we must not forget, for it is an extremely important

consideration, the action of Parliament in former years. Passing

over other instances of its action, with the mere assertion that

-during the last thirty years there has been no break in the steadfast

consistency with which both political parties have adhered to the

5
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principle of separate schools, allow me for a moment to recall

in brief outline some of the salient features of the New Bruns-

wick school case In 1871 the Legislature of New Brunswick

passed a School Act. There had not been prior to that time, and

there never has been by law, a system of separate schools in that

province. There was, therefore, no right of appeal to His Excellency

in Council, and Parliament had no more jurisdiction in the matter

than it had with reference to home rule in Ireland. It could, if it

wished, express sympathy one way or another, but it had no legislative

power. In 1872 the Hon. Mr. Costigan moved an address to His
Excellency in Council praying that the statute should be disallowed.

The following amendment was moved on behalf of the Government

:

" That this House regrets that the School Act recently passed in

New Brunswick is unsatisfactory to a portion of the inhabitants of

that province, and hopes that it may be so modified at the next

session of the Legislature of New Brunswick as to remove any just

grounds of discontent that now exist."

This amendment was carried by the large majority of 117 to 52,

which figures, however, do not adequately show the full significance

of the vote, because in the minority was a large number who desired

to vote for the main motion which was a very much stronger

declaration in favor of the Catholic minority. The Legislature of

New Brunswick, not having modified the Act, the Hon. Mr. Costigan

again (in 187.T) brought the matter before Parliament. He then

proposed an amendment to the Confedertion Act in order that in that

way the Roman Catholic minority in New Brunswick might obtain

relief. An amendment was moved as follows :

" That on the 29th May, 1872, the House of Commons adopted

the following resolution (as I have quoted it); that this House regrets

that the hope expressed in said resolution has not been realized : and

that a humble address be presented to Her Most Gracious Majesty the

Queen embodying this resolution, and praying that Her Majesty will

be graciously pleased to use her influence with the Legislature of
New Brunswick to secure such a modification of the said Act as shall

remove such grounds of discontent."

The amendment was carried by 114 to 73, but again in the

minority, for the same reason as befoi^e, was a large number who were

opposed to the amendment only because it did not go far enough in

favor of the Roman Catholics. Here is a case in which, although

Parliament had no jurisdiction whatever, yet by overwhelming votes,

and in unmistakable language, it indicated its adherence to the policy

of fair play to minorities. Can there be a shadow of a doubt as

to the action of Parliament in the present case, in which, by the action

of this Council, I trust it will have jurisdiction. If anyone has a

doubt I refer him to the vote of last session with reference to the-

separate schools in the North West territories.
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[ humbly submit, therefore, thai for this reason, also, in order

that Parliament may have power to deal with the matter, that the

remedial order should be made

Various questions are proposed in the recent order in council. 1

have thought it best to answer them altogether by the argument

winch I have now completed. I trusl that in what. 1 have said I

have made it clear that the replies to those questions ought to be as

follows :

1. This is an appeal contemplated by subsection 3 of section 93

oftlieB.N.A. Act and Bub-section 2 of section 22 of the Manitoba

Act.

2. The cn-ounds set forth in the petition are such as may be the

subject of an appeal.

3. The decision of the .Judicial Committee of the Privy Council

has no bearing upon th > appeal for redress so far as it, is ba

upon rights acquired after the union, further than that decision

finally disposes of the contention that the second sub-section of the

Manitoba Act furnishes a remedy merely against ultra vires statutes.

1. Sub-section 3 of section 93 of the B.N.A. Act applies to

Manitoba unless it is varied by the Manitoba Act, If it is not varied

ii applies, and if it is, the variation has widened and not narrowed its

scope. It is immaterial to the petitioners which alternative is

.adopted.

5. His Excellency the Governor-General in Council has power to

grant the orders asked for by the petitioners.

6. The Acts of Manitoba, passed prior to the session of 1890,

conferred on the minority a right or privilege with respect to

education within the meaning of sub-section 2 of section 22 of the

Manitoba Act; and established a system of separate or dissentient

schools within the meaning of sub-section 3 of section 93 of the

B.N.A. Act ; and the two Acts of 1890 affected, beyond question, such

rights and privileges, in such manner as to warrant the presenl

appeals. I have, therefore, to ask that your honourable body may

be pleased to appoint some early day for the hearing of the appeal

upon its merits. And I have to thank you for the kind attention

with which you have listened to my argument upon this most

important question.

Manitoba Not Represented.

On the conclusion of Mr. Ewart's argument, Hon. Mr. Ives

announced that a communication had been received from the

Leiutenant-Governor of Manitoba enclosing a copy of a letter from

the Provincial Secretary in which he stated that the copies of petitions

presented by the Governor-General in council complaining of the

two statutes" of Manitoba, relating to education, passed in the session
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of 1890. with accompanying documents, had been duly received from

the Privy Council at Ottawa. The Provincial Secretary concludes

his letter as follows: "I am instructed to say that Your Honor's

Government has decided that it is not necessary to be represented at

the hearing of the appeal on the 21st inst."

Hon. Mr. Ives then asked if anyone else desired to be heard.

There was no response, whereupon the President of the Privy Council

remarked " We will consult upon the subject if the public will

kindly retire."

Whereupon the public retired and the proceedings terminated."

Order in Council, 22nd February, 1893.

The Committee of the Privy Council, having considered the

arguments advanced by Mr. Ewart on behalf of the petitioners in

Manitoba who have requested redress from Your Excellency with

respect to certain statutes of that province relating to education, are

of opinion that the important questions of law which were suggested

in the report of the sub-committee to whom said petitions were re-

ferred should be authoritatively settled before the appeal which has

been asserted by said petitions be further proceeded with.

The committee, therefore, advise that a case be prepared on this

subject, in accordance with the provisions of the Act, 54-55 Vict.,

chapter 25, and they recommend that if this report be approved a

copy thereof be transmitted by telegraph to His Honor the Lieut-

enant-Governor of Manitoba and to John S. Ewart, counsel for the

petitioners, in order that, if they be so disposed, the Government of

Manitoba and the said counsel may offer suggestions as to the pre-

paration of such a case, and as to the questions which should be

embraced therein.

John J. McGee,

Clerk of the Privy Council.

Order in Council, 22nd April, 1893.

On a report dated 20th April, 1893, from the Acting Minister

of Justice, submitting in conformity with the order of Your Excel •

lency in Council, dated 22nd February, 1893, and under the pro-

visions of the Act 54-55 Vict, cap. 25, a draft which he has had
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prepared of a case for reference to the Supreme Court of Canada for

hearing and consideration touching certain statutes of the Province
of Manitoba relating to education, and the memorials of certain

petitioners in Manitoba complaining thereof.

The committee, on the recomendation of the Acting Minister of

Justice, advise thai certified copies of the drafl be transmitted,

respectively, to the Lieutenant-Governor of Manitoba and to Mr.
John S. Ewart, counsel for the petitioners, in order that, it' they be

so disposed, the Government of Manitoba and the said counsel for the
petitioners may offer any suggestions or observations which they may
desire to make with respecl to such case, and the questions which
should be embraced therein.

All of which is respectfully submitted for Your Excellency's

approval,

John J. McGee,

Clerk of the Privy Council.

Order in Council, 8th July, 1893.

On a report dated 7th July, 1893, from the Acting Minister of

Justice, submitting that in conformity with an order of Your Excel-

lency in Council, dated 22nd April, 1893, a draft case prepared for

reference to the Supreme Court of Canada, touching certain statutes of

the Province of Manitoba relating to education, and the memorials of

certain petitioners in Manitoba complaining thereof, was communicated
to the Lieutenant-Governor of Manitoba, and to Mr. John S. Ewart-
Q.C., counsel for the petitioners, for such suggestions and observa,

tions as they might respectively desire to make in relation to such
case, and the questions which should be embraced therein. No reply

has been received from the Lieutenant-Governor of Manitoba. Mr.
Ewart, under date, 4th May, 1893, has made certain observations

and suggestions which he (the Minister) has had under consideration.

The Minister upon such consideration has made some amendments to

the draft case which he submits for your Excellency's approval.

The Minister recommends that the case as amended, copy of
which is herewith submitted, be approved by Your Excellency, and
that copies thereof be submitted to the Lieutenant-Governor of

Manitoba and to Mr. Ewart, with the information that the same is

the case which it is proposed to refer to the Supreme Court of
Canada touching the statutes and memorials above referred to.

The committee submit the same for Your Excellency's approval.

John J. McGee,

Clerk of the Privy Council.
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Order in Council, 31st July, 1893.

On a report dated 20th of July, 1893, from the Acting Minister

of Justice, submitting with reference to his report of the 7th July,

inst., which was approved on the 8th July, 1893, submitting a

case for reference to the Supreme Court of Canada touching certain

statutes of the Province of Manitoba relating to education, and the

memorials of certain persons complaining thereof,

The Minister recommends that the case, a copy of which is ap-

pended to the above-mentioned Order in Council, be referred to the

Supreme Court of Canada for hearing and consideration, pursuant to

the provisions of an Act respecting the Supreme and Exchequer

Courts, Revised Statutes, Canada, chapter 135, as amended by 54

and 55 Victoria, chapter 25, section 4.

The committee submit the same for Your Excellency's approval.

John J. McGee,

Clerk of the Privy Council.

Case.

Ottawa, 7th July, 1893.

Case submitted to the Supreme Court of Canada by His Excellency

the Governor-General in Council, pursuant to the authority of

the Revised Statutes of Canada, chapter 135, intituled : "An Act

respecting the Supreme and Exchequer Courts," as amended by

section 4 of chapter 25 of the Acts of the Parliament of Canada,

passed in the 54th and 55th years of Her Majesty's reign,

intituled: "An Act to amend chapter 135 of the Revised

Statutes, intituled :
' An Act respecting the Supreme and

Exchequer Courts.'

"

Annexed hereto is an order of His Excellency the Governor-

General in Council, made on the 29th December, 1S92, (a) approving

of a report of a sub-committee of Council thereto annexed (b) upon

certain memorials complaining of two statutes of the Legislature of

Manitoba relating to education, passed in the session of 1S90. The

memorials therein referred to. and all correspondence in connection

therewith, are hereby made part of this case, together with all

statutes, whether Provincial, Dominion, or Imperial, in any wise

dealing with, or affecting, the subject of education in Manitoba, and

all proceedings bad or taken before the Court of Queen's Bench,

Manitoba, the Supreme Court of Canada, and the Judicial Committee

of tli" Privy Council, in the causes of Barrett v. The City of Winni-

(a) & e page 42. (JA See pagi
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peg, ami Logan v. The City of Winnipeg; and all decisions or judg-

ments in such oases are to be considered as part of this case and are

to be referred to accordingly.

Tlif questions Cor hearing and consideration by the .Supreme Court

of Canada, being the same as those indicated in the report of the sub-

committee of Council above referred to, are as follows:

1. Is the appeal referred to in the said memorials and petitions,

and asserted thereby, such an appeal as is admissible by sub-section 3

of section 93 of the British North America Act, 1*67, or by Bub-

section 2 of section 22 of the Manitoba Act, 33 Victoria (1870),

•chapter 3, Canada >

2. Are the grounds set forth in the petitions and memorials

such as may be the subject of appeal under the authority of the sub-

sections above referred to, or either of them ?

3. Does the decision of the Judicial Committee of the Privy

Council in the cases of Barrett v. the City of Winnipeg, and Logan v.

the City of Winnipeg, dispose of, or conclude, the application for

redress based on the contention that the rights of the Roman
Catholic minority which accrued to them, after the union, under the

statutes of the province, have been interfered with by the two statutes

of 1890, complained of in the said petitions and memorials]

4. Does sub-section 3 of section 93 of the British North America
Act, 1867, apply to Manitoba?

5. Has His Excellency the Governor-General in Council power to

make the declarations or remedial orders which are asked for in the

said memorials and petitions, assuming the material facts to be as

stated therein, or has His Excellency the Governor-General in Council

any other jurisdiction in the premises'?

C. Did the Acts of Manitoba relating to education, passed prior

to the session of 1890, confer on or continue, to the minority, a " right

or privilege in relation to education," within the meaning of sub-

section 2 of section 22 of the Manitoba Act, or establish a system of

"separate or dissentient schools within the meaning of sub-section 3

of section 93 of the British North America Act, 1867, if said section

93 be found to be applicable to Manitoba ; and, if so, did the two
Acts of 1 890 complained of, or either of them, affect any right or

privilege of the minority in such a manner that an appeal will lie

thereunder to the Governor-General in Council 1

Order in Council, 15th August, 1893.

The committee on the recommendation of the acting Minister of

Justice ail vise that pursuant to the provisions of the Act 54-05

Victoria, chapter 25, the Attorney-General of the Province of
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Manitoba be notified that in accordance with an Order of His

illency the GovernorrGeneral in Council dated the 31st day of

July, 1893, a case touching certain statutes of the said provinca

relating to education, and the memorials of certain petitioners com-

plaining thereof, was referred to the Supreme Court of Canada for

hearing and consideration, and that such case will be heard at the

next ensuing sittings of the said court, to wit, on the third day of

October next, or so soon thereafter as may be. The committee further

advise that a like notice be sent to Mr. John 8. Ewart, Q.C., of

Winnipeg, counsel for the petitioners.

The committee advise that the Attorney-General for the Province

of Manitoba and Mr. Ewart be requested to acknowledge the receipt

of such notice respectively.

The committee submit the same for Your Excellency's approval.

John J. McGee,

Clerk of the Privy Council.

JUDGMENTS OF THE SUPREME COURT.

The Chief Justice :—This case has been referred to the court

for its ..pinion by His Excellency the Governor-General in

Council, pursuant to the provisions of "An Act respecting the

Supreme and Exchequer Courts," Revised Statutes of Canada,

chapter 135 as amended by 54 and 55 Victoria, ch. 25, sec. 4.

Six questions are propounded which are as follows :

(Here follow the questions. See page 71).

To put it in a concise form, the questions which we are called

upon to answer are whether an appeal lies to the Governor-General

in Council either under the British North America Act, 1867, or

under the Dominion Act establishing the Province of Manitoba,

againsl an Act or Acts of the Legislature of Manitoba passed in

1890, whereby certain Acts or parts of Acts of the same Legislate

previously passed, which had conferred certain rights on the Roman

Catholic minority in Manitoba in respect of separate or de-

nominational schools, were repealed.

The matter was brought before the court by the Solicitor-

General, on behalf of the crown, but was not argued by him. On
behalf of the petitioners and memorialists who had sought the

intervention of the Governor-General Mr. Ewart Q.C. appeared.

Mr. Wade Q.C. appeared as Counsel on behalf of the Province of

Manitoba when the matter first came on, but declined to argue the
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ease, and the court then, in exercise of the powers conferred by ">
I

and 55 Vic, chapter 25, section 1 (substituted for the Revi ed

Statutes of Canada, chapter L35, section 37), requested Mr.

Christopher Robinson Q.C., the senior member of the bar practising

before this court, to argue the case in the interest of the Province

of Manitoba, and on a subsequenl day the matter was fully and

ably argued l>\ Mr. Ewarl and Mr. Robinson,

The proper answer- to be given to the questions propounded

depended principally on the meaning to be attached to the words

"any righl or privilege of the Protestanl or Roman Catholic

minority of the Queen's subjects in relation to education" in sub-

section 2 of section 22 of the Manitoba Act. Do these words

include rights and privileges in relation to education which did not

exisl ai the union, bul (in words of section 93, sub-section 3 of the

British North America AcU) have been " thereafter established by

the legislature of the province," or is tins righl or privilege

mentioned in sub-section 2 of section 22 of the Manitoba Act, the

same right "i- privilege which is previously referred to in sub-section

1 of section 22 of the Manitoba Act, viz.: one which any class of

persons had by law or practice in the province at the union, or a

righl or privilege other than one which the Legislature of .Manitoba

itself created .'

(The learned Chief Justice here quoted sec. 93 of the B.KA,
Act, sul» sees. 1 and .">

: and sec. 22 of the .Manitoba Act, sub-sees.

1 and 2. See page 1
)

It is important to contrast these two clauses of the Act- in c

(

ues-

tion, inasmuch as there is intrinsic evidence in the later Act that, it

was generally modelled on the Imperial statute, the original Con-

federation Act ; and the divergence in the language of the two

statutes is therefore significant of an intention to make some change

as regards Manitoba by the provisions of the later Act.

It will be observed that the British North America Act, section

93, sub-section 3, contains the words, "or is thereafter established

by the Legislature of the Province," which words are entirely

omitted in the corresponding section (section 22, sub-section 2) of

the Manitoba, Act. Again, the same sub-section of the .Manitoba

Act gives a right of appeal to the Governor-General in Council from

the Legislature of the province, as well as from any provincial

authority, whilst by the British North America Act the right of

appeal to the Governor-General is only to be from the Act or de-

cision of a provincial authority. T can \ri>'V this difference of

expression in the two Acts to nothing but to a deliberate intention

to make some change in the operation of the respective clauses.

I do not see whv there should have 1 n any departure in the Mani-

toba Act from the language of the British North America Act unless
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it was intended that the meaning should be different. On the other

hand, it may well be urged that there was no reason why the pro-

vinces admitted to confederation should have been treated differ-

ent ly : why a different rule should prevail as regards Manitoba from
that which, by express words, applied to the other provinces. On
the ether hand, there is, it seems to me, much force in the considera-

tion, that whilst it was reasonable that the organic law should

preserve vested rights existing at the union from spoliation and
interference, yet every presumption must he made in favor of the

constitutional right of a legislative body to repeal the laws which it

has itself enacted. No doubt this right may be controlled by a

written constitution which confers legislative powers, and which
may restrict those powers and make them subject to any condition

which the constituent legislators may think tit to impose. A notable

instance of this is, as my brother King has pointed out, afforded by
the constitution of the United States, according to the construction

which the Supreme Court, in the well-known "Dartmouth College

case," put upon the provision prohibiting the State Legislatures from
passing laws impairing the obligation of contracts. It was there

held, with a result that has been found most inconvenient, that a

Legislature which had created a private corporation could not repeal

its own enactment granting the franchise, the reason assigned being
that the grant of a franchise of a corporation was a contract. This

has in practice been got over by inserting in such Acts an express
reservation of the right of the Legislature to repeal its own Act.

But, as it is a primd facie presumption that every legislative enact-

ment is subject to repeal by the same body which enacts it, every
statute may he said to contain an implied provision that it may be
revoked by the authority which has passed it, unless the right of

repeal is taken away by the fundamental law, the over-riding con-

stitution which has created the Legislature itself. The point is a

new one. but having regard to tin- strength and universality of the

presumption that every legislative body has power to repeal its own
laws, and that this power is almost indispensable to the useful

exercise of legislative authority since a greal deal of legislation is

of necessity tentative and experimental, would it be arbitrary or

unreasonable, or altogether unsupported by analogy, to hold, as a
canon of constitutional construction, that such an inherent right
to repeal its own Acts cannot be deemed to be withheld from a

legislative body having its origin in a written constitution, unless

the constitution itself, by express words, takes away the right?

1 am of opinion that in construing the .Manitoba Act we ought to

proceed upon this principle, ami hold the Legislature of that province
to Lave absolute powers over its own legislation, untrammelled by
any appeal to federal authority, unless we find some restriction

of its rights in this respect in express terms in the constitutional

Acl .'
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Then, keeping this rule of construction just adverted to in riew,

is there anything in the terms of sub-section 2 of section 22 oi the

Manitoba Act by which the righl of appeal is enlarged, and an appeal

from the Legislature is expressly added to that from any provincial

authority, whilst in the British North America A.ct, section 93, sub-

section 3, tli" appeal is confined to one from provincial authority

only, which expressly or necessarily implies that it was the intention

of those who framed the constitution of Manitoba to impose upon its

Legislature any disability to exercise theordinary powers of a Legis-

lature to repeal its own enact incuts ( 1 cannot see that it does, and

I will endeavor to demonstrate the correctness of this opinion.

It mighl well have been considered by the Parliament of the

Dominion in passing the Manitoba Act that the words "any provin-

cial authority" did not include the Legislature. Then, assuming it

to have been intended to conserve all vested rights -"rights or

privileges existing by law, or practice, at the time of the union"

—

and to exclude, or subject to federal control, even legislative inter-

ference with such pre-exdstent rights or privileges, this prohibition or

•control would be provided for by making an Act or decision of the

Legislature, so interfering, the subject of appeal to the Governor-

General in Council.

If, however, the words of section 93, sub-section 3, "or is here-

after established by the Legislature" had been repeated in section 22,

the Legislature would have been in express and unequivocal terms

restrained from repealing laws of the kind in question, which they

had themselves enacted except upon the conditions of a right to

appeal to the Governor-General. If it was intended not to do this,

but onlv to restrain the Legislature of Manitoba from interfering

with "rights and privileges" of the kind in question existing at the

union, this end would have been attained by just omitting altogether

from the clause the words "or shall have been thereafter estab-

lished by the Legislature of the province." This was done.

Next, it is clear that in interpreting the Manitoba Act the words

"any provincial authority" do not include the Legislature, for that

expression is there used as an alternative to the "Legislature of the

province."

It is not to be presumed that Manitoba was intended to be ad-

mitted to the union upon any different terms from the other provinces,

oi w ith rights of any greater or lesser degree than the other provinces.

Some difference may haw been inevitable owing to the difference in

the pre-existing conditions of the several provinces. It would be

reasonable to attribute any difference in the terms of union, and in

the rights of the province, to this, and as far as possible, by inter-

pretation, to confine any variation in legislative, powers and other

matters, to such requirements as were rendered necessary by the

circumstances and conditions of Manitoba at the time of the union.
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Now, let as Bee what would be the effect of the construction

which I have suggested of both Arts— the British North America
Act, section 93, and the Manitoba Act, section 22, —in their prac-

tical application to the different provinces as regards the right of

Provincial Legislatures to interfere with separate or denominational

schools to the prejudice of a Roman Catholic or Protestant minority.

First, then, let us consider the cases of Ontario and Quebec, the

two provinces which had bylaw denominational schools at the union.

In these provinces any law passed by a Provincial Legislature im-

pairing any right or privilege in respecl of such denominational

schools wouM, by force of the prohibition contained in sub-section 1

of section 93 of the British North America Act, be ultra vires of

the Legislature and of ao constitutional validity.

Should the Legislatures of these provinces (Ontario and Quebec)
after confederation have conferred increased rights or privileges in

relation to education or minorities, I see aothing to hinder them
from repealing .such Acts to the extent of doing away with the

additional rights and privileges SO conferred by their own legislation

without being subject to any condition of appeal to federal authority.

What is meant by the term "provincial authority"? The Par-

liament of the Dominion, as shown by the Manitoba Act, hold that

it does not include the Legislature, for in sub-section :.' of section 22

they u^e it as an alternative expression and so expressly distinguish

it from the Legislature. It is true the British North America Act

did not emanate from the Dominion Parliament, but nevertheless the

construction which that Parliament has put on the British North
America Act, if not binding on judicial interpreters, is at least

entitled to the highest respect and consideration. Secondly, the

words "provincial authority'' are not apt words to describe the

Legislature, and in order that a Provincial Legislature should be
subjected to an appeal, when it merely attempts to recall its own
Acts, the terms used should be apt, clear and unambiguous. To
return, then, to the cases of Ontario and Quebec, should any
"provincial authority," not including in these words the Legisla-

ture, but interpreting the expression as restricted to administrative

authorities (without at present going so far as to say it included

courts of justice), by any act or decision affect any right or privi-

whether derived under a law or practice existing at the time

of confederation, <>r conferred bv a provincial statute since the union,

still remaining unrepealed and in force, that would be subject to an
appeal to the < rovernor-< reneral.

Secondly—As regards the provinces of Nova Scotia and New
Brunswick, those provinces not having had any denominational

schools at the time of the union, there is nothing in their case for

sub-section 1 of section 93 to operate upon. Should either of these

provinces by after confederation legislation create rights and
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privileges in favor of Protestant or Catholic minoritiea in relation to

education, then so long as these statutes remained unrepealed and in

force an appeal would lie to the Governor-General from any Act or

decision of a provincial administrative authority, affecting any of

such rights or privileges of a minority, but there would be nothing

to prevent the legislatures of the provinces now under consideration

from repealing anj lav which they had themselves enacted

conferring such rights and privileges, nor would any Act bo

repealing their own enactments be subject to appeal to the ' lovernor-

( leneral in council.

Thirdly We have the case of the Pro\ ince of Manitoba. Here,

applying the construction before mentioned, the provincial powers
in relation i<> education would be not further restricted but
somewhat enlarged in comparison with those of tl ther provinces.

A.cting upon the presumption that in the absence of express words
in the Ait of the Dominion Parliament, which embodies the

constitution of the province, withholding from tin- Legislature of

the province the nominal right of altering or repealing its own Arts.

we must hold that it was not the intention of Parliament so to

limit the Legislature by the organic law of the'province. What,
then, is the result of the legislation of the Dominion as regards

Manitoba ? What affect is to be given to section 22 of the Manitoha
Act? By the first sub-section any law of the province prejudicing

any right or privilege with respect to denominational schools in the

province existing at the union is ultra vires and void. This clause

was the subject, and the only subject, of interpretation in Barrett v.

Winnipeg (1) and the point there decided was that there was no
such right or privilege, as was claimed in that case, existing at the

time of the admission of the province into the union. Had any
such right or privilege bee*n found to exist there is nothing in the
judgment of the Privy Council against the inference that legislation

imparting it would have been unconstitutional and void. That
decision has, in my opinion, but a very remote application to the
present case. The second sub-section of section 22 of the Manitoba
Act is as follows :

—

An appeal shall lie to the Governor General in Council from any Act or
decision of the Legislature of the province or any other Provincial authority
aflecting any right or privilege of the Protestant or Roman Catholic minority
of the Queeu's subjects in relation to education.

I put aside as entirely irrevelant here the question whether it

was, or was not, intended by this sub-section 2 to confer on the

Privy Council of the Dominion appellate jurisdiction from the
provincial judiciary, a question the decision of which, 1 may say in

passing, might well be influenced by the consideration that the

(1) [1892] A 0. it:..
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power given to Parliament by the British North America Act to

create Federal courts had not at the time of the passage of the

Manitoba Act been exercised.

The firsl subject of appeal is, then, any Art or decision of the

Legislature of the province affecting any right or privilege of the

minority in respect of the matters in question. Now if we art' to hold,

as I am of opinion we must hold, that it was not the intention of

Parliament by these words so to circumscribe the Legislative rights,

conferred by them on Manitoba as to incapacitate that Legislature*

from absolutely, and without any subjection to federal control,

repealing its own enactments, and thus taking away rights which

it had itself conferred, the right of appeal to the Governor-General

against legislative Acts must be limited to a particular class of

such Acts, viz.: to such as might prejudice rights and privileges

not conferred by the Legislature itself, but rights and privileges,

which could only have arisen before confederation, being those

described in the first sub-section of section 22. That we must

assume, in the absence of express words that, it was not the

intention of Parliament to impose upon the Manitoba Legislature a

disability so anomalous as an incapacity to repeal its own enactments,

except subject to an appeal to the Governor-General in Council, and

possibly the intervention of the Dominion Parliament as a

paramount Legislature, is a proposition I have before stated.

Therefore, the right of appeal to the Governor-General in

Council must be confined to Acts of the Legislature affecting such

rights and privileges as are mentioned in the first sub-section, viz.:

those existing at the union when belonging to a minority, either

Protestant or Catholic. Then there would also be the right of

appeal from any provincial authority. I will assume that the

description "provincial authority'' does not apply to courts of

justice. Then these words "provincial authority" could not. as

used in this sub-section 2 of section 22 of the Manitoba Act, have

been intended to include the Provincial Legislature, for it is

expressly distinguished from it, being mentioned alternately with

the Legislature. " An appeal shall lie from any Ad or decision of

the Legislature or of any "provincial authority.'' is the language of

the section. It must then apply to the provincial executive or

administrative authorities. No doubt, an appeal would lie from

their Acts or decisions, upon the ground that some right or

privilege existing at the date of the admission of the province to the

Federal Union was thereby prejudiced. In this respect Manitoba

would be in the same position as Ontario and Quebec. Unlike the

cases of those provinces, and also unlike the case of the two

maritime provinces, Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, there would

not, however, in the case of Manitoba, be an appeal to the Governor-

General in Council from the Actor decision of any "provincial
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authority," upon the ground thai some righl or privilege not existent

at the time of the union, but conferred subsequently by Legislation,

had been violated. This construction must necessarily result from

the right of appeal against Acts or decisions of pro* Lncia] authorit ies,

and against Acts or decisions of the Legislature, being limited to

such as prejudiced the same class of rights or privileges. The
wording of this sub-section 2 shows clearly that only one class of

rights or privileges could have been meant, and that the right of

appeal was therefore to arise upon an invasion of these, either by

the Legislature or by a provincial authority. Then, as the

impossibility of holding that it could have been intended to impose

fetters on the Legislature and to incapacitate it from absolutely

repealing its own Acts, requires us to limit the appeal against its

enactments to Acts affecting rights ami privileges existing at the

union, it must follow that the right of appeal must be in like

manner limited as regards Acts or decisions of provincial

authorities. This, however, although it makes a difference between
Manitoba and the other provinces, is not a very material one.

The provincial authorities would of course he under the control of

the courts: they could therefore be compelled, by the exercise of

judicial authority, t.» conform themselves to the law. .Much greater

would have been the difference between Manitoba and the other

provinces it' we were to hold that whilst, as regards the provinces of

No\a Scotia and New Brunswick, their Legislatures could enact a

separate school law one session and repeal it the next, without

having their repealing legislation called in question by appeal, and
whilst, as regards Ontario and Quebec, although rights and
privileges existing at confederation were made intangible by their

Legislatures, yet any increase or addition to such rights and
privileges which these Legislatures might grant could be withdrawn

by them at their own pleasure, subject to no federal revision, yet

that the Legislation of Manitoba, on the same subject, should be

only revocable subject to the revisory power of the Governor-

General in Council.

I have thus endeavored to show that the construction I adopt

has the affect of placing all the provinces virtually in the same
position, with an immaterial exception in favor of Manitoba, and it

is for the purpose of demonstrating this that I have referred to

appeals from the Acts and decisions of provincial authorities, which
are not otherwise in question in the case before us.

That the words " any provincial authority" in the third sub-

section of section 93 of the British North America Act do not

include the Legislature is a conclusion which I have reached not

without difficulty. In intrepreting the .Manitoba Act, however,

what we have to do is to ascertain in what sense the Dominion
Parliament in adopting the same expression in the .Manitoba Act
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understood it to have been used in the British North America

Thai they understood these words not to include the Provincial

Legislatures is apparent from section 22, sub-section i' of the

Manitoba Act, wherein the two expressions "provincial authority"

and •• Legislature of the province" are used in the alternative, thus

indicating that in the intendment of Parliament they meant

different subjects of appeal.

Again, why were the words contained in the third sub-section <>f

section 93 of the British North America Act "or thereafter

established by the Legislature of the Province" omitted, when that

section was in other respects transcribed in the Manitoba Act? The

reason it appears to me is plain. So long as these words stood with

the context they had in the British North America Act they did not

in any way tie the hands of the Provincial Legislatures as regards

the undoing, alteration or amendment of their own work, for the

words " any provincial authority " did not include the Legislature.

But when in the Manitoba Act the Dominion Parliament thought

it advisable for the better protection of vested rights—" rights and

privileges" existing at the union—to give a right of appeal from

the Legislature to the Governor-General in Council, it omitted the

words "or is thereafter established by the Legislature of the

province," with the intent to avoid placing the Provincial Legislature

under any disability or subjecting it to any appeal as regards the

repeal of its own legislation, which would have been the effect if

the third sub-section of section 93 of the British North America

Act had been literally re-enacted in the Manitoba Act with the

words " of the Legislature of the province " interpolated as we now
find them in sub-section 2 of the latter Act. This seems to me to

show conclusively that the words " rights or privileges " in sub-

section 2 of section 22 were not intended to include rights and

privileges originating under Provincial Legislation since the union,

and that the Legislature of Manitoba is not debarred from exercising

the common legislative right of abrogating laws which it has itself

passed relating to denominational or separate schools or educational

privileges, nor is such repealing legislation made subject to any

appeal to the Governor-General in Council.

In my opinion all the questions propounded for our opinion must

be answered in the negative.

Fournier, J.—By the statute 33 Vic, ch. 3, sec. 2 (D), the

Manitoba Act, the provisions of the British North America Act,

except so far as the same may be varied by the said Act, are made
applicable to the Province of Manitoba, in the same way, and to the

like extent, as they apply to the several provinces of Canada, and as

if the Province of Manitoba had been one of the provinces united by
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the British tjorth America Ad. This Act was imperialized, so to

speak, by ''>
I Vic, ch, 38 (Imp.), which declares that 32 and ">"

\ ic, ch. .'!
( I ) ). shall lie i Ice n km I to hase hern \ alii I ami effectual for

all purposes whal soe^ it.

[f we are now called upon to construe certain provisions of this

statute, it seems to me that the same considerations will apply as

it' the provisions appeared in the British North America Art itself

under the heading " Manitoba," and therefore as stated by the late

Chief Justice of this court, Sir \V. Richards, in the case of

Severn u. The Queen (1), "in deciding important questions arising

under the Acl passed by the [mperial Parliament for federally unit-

ing the provinces of Canada, Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, we
must consider the circumstances under which that statute was

passed, the condition of the different provinces, their relations to

one another, as well as the system of government which prevailed

ill those provinces ami countries." For convenience, therefore, T

will place in parallel columns the sections of the Manitoba Act ami
the corresponding sections of the liritish North America Act, in

relation to education, upon which we are required to give an answer.

(Here follow the sections arranged as at page 1.)

What was the existing state of things in the territory then being
formed into the Province of Manitoba 1 Rebellion, as I have already
stated in the case of Barrett v. Winnipeg, (2), had thrown the people
into a strong and fierce agitation, inflamed religious and national

passions and caused the greatest disorder, which rendered neces-

sary the intervention of the Federal Government ; and as matters
then stood, on the 2nd March, 1870, the Government of Assiniboia,

in order to pacify the inhabitants, appointed the Rev. Mr.
Ritchot and Messrs. Black and Scott as joint delegates to confer
with the Government of Ottawa, and negotiate the terms and
conditions upon which the inhabitants of Assiniboia would consent
to enter confederation with the provinces of Canada.

Mr. Ritchot was instructed to immediately leave with Messrs.

Black and Scott for Ottawa, in view of opening negotiations on the

subjects of their mission with the Government at Ottawa.

When they arrived at Ottawa, the three delegates, Messrs.

Ritchot, Black and Scott, received on the 25th April, 1S70, from
the Hon. Mr. Howe, the then Secretary of State for the Dominion of

Canada, a letter informing them that the Hon. Sir John A. Macdonald
ami Sir George Cartier had been authorized by the Government of

Canada to confer with them on the subject of their mission, and
that they were ready to meet them.

(1) 2 Can. 8.C.R. 70 (2) 19 Can. S.C. K. 374.
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The Rev. Mr. Ritchot was the bearer of the conditions upon
which they were authorized to consent for the inhabitants of Assini-

boia to enter confederation as a separate province.

These facts appear in exhibit L, Sessional Papers of Canada,

1893, 33 I>.. and in exhibit N of the same Sessional Papers we see

that the following conditions, arts. 5 and 7, read as follows:

"(5.) That all properties, all rights and privileges possessed, be
respected, and the establishing and settlement of the customs, usages.

and privileges be left for the sole decision of the local Legislature."

" (7.) That the schools shall be separate, and that the moneys for

schools shall be divided between the several denominations pro rata

of their respective populations."

Now, after negotiations had been going on, and despatches and
instructions from the Imperial Government to the Government of

Canada on the subject of the entrance of the Province of Manitoba
into the confederation had been received, the Manitoba Constitu-

tional Act was prepared, and section 22 inserted as a satisfactory

guarantee for their rights and privileges in relation to matters of

education, as claimed by the above articles 5 and 7. And until

1890 the inhabitants of the Province of Manitoba enjoyed these

rights and privileges under the authority of this section and local

statutes passed in conformity therewith.

However, it seems by the decision of the Judicial Committee of

of the Privy Council in the case of Barrett v. Winnipeg ( 1 ) that the

delegates of the North-west and the Parliament of Canada, although

believing that the inhabitants of Assiniboia had before the union

"by law or practice," certain rights and privileges with respect to

denominational schools—for the words used in sub-section 1 of this

section 32 are, " which any class have by law or practice in the

province at the union"—had in point of fact no such right or

privilege by law or practice with respect to denominational schools,

and therefore that sub-section 1 is, so to speak, wiped out of the

Manitoba Constitutional Act, having nothing to operate upon.

But if the parties agreeing to these terms of union, were in error

in supposing they had by law or practice prior to the union certain

rights or privileges, they certainly were not in error in trusting

that the Provincial Legislature (as the Legislature of Quebec did.'

after the union of the Protestanl minority) which was being created

would forthwith settle and establish their usagesand privileges and

secure by law, and in accordance with arts. 5 and 7 of the bill of rights,

separate schools for the Catholics of Manitoba and would make
provisions so that the moneys would be divided between the

Protestant and Catholic denominations pro raid to their respect i\e

populations. These once established and secured by their own local

Legislature in accordance with the terms of the union, is not the

minority perfectly within the spirit, and the words, of the Constitu-
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tiona] Act, in contending that rights and privileges so secured by an

Act of the Legislature are at leasl in the sa position as rights

Becured to minorities in 1 1 1

«

- Provinces of Quebec and Ontario under

section 93 of the British North America Ad, and that Bub-sections

2 and 3 were inserted in the A.t so thai fchey might be protected by

the Governor-General against any subsequent legislation, by either

a Protectant <>v Catholic majority in after years '

In the present reference, being again called upon to construe this

same section 22, but as if suh section 1 was repealed or wiped out

by judicial authority, we must, I think, take into consideration the

historical fact that the Manitoba Act of 1870 was the result of the

negotiations with parties who agreed to join and form part of the

Confederation as if they were inhabitants of one of the provinces

originally united by the British North America Act, and we must

credit the Parliament of Canada with having intended that the

words "an appeal shall lie to the Governor-General in Council from

any act or decision of the Legislature of the province, of of any

provincial authority, affecting any right or privilege of the Protestant

or Roman Catholic minority of the Queen's subjects in relation to

education," (which are also the words used in the 93 section of the

British North America Act) should have some effect. The only

meaning and effect T can give them is that they were intended as

an additional guarantee or protection to the minority, either

Protestant or Catholic, whichever it might happen to be, that the

laws which they knew would be enacted immediately after the union

by their own Legislature in reference to education, would be in

accordance with the terms and conditions upon which they were

entering the union ; this guarantee was given so as to prevent, later

on, interference with their rights and privileges by subsequent legis-

lation without being subject to an appeal to the Governor-Genera]

in Council, should such subsequent Act of the Legislature affect any

right or privilege tints secured to the Protestant or Catholic

minority by their own Legislature.

In my opinion the words used in sub-section 2 : "an appeal shall

lie from any Act of the Legislature," necessarily mean an appeal

from any statute which the Legislature has power to pass in relation

to education if at the time of the passing of such statute there exists

Itv law any right or privilege enjoyed by the minority. There is no

necessity of appealing from statutes which are ultra vires, for the

assumption of any unauthorized power hy any local Legislature

under our system of government is not remedied by appeal to the

Governor-General in Council hut by courts of justice.

Then, as to the words "right or privilege" in this sub-section,

they refer to some right or privilege in relation to education to he

created by the Legislature which was being brought int.' existence,

and which, once established, might thereafter he interfered with at
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the hand of a local majority so as bo affect the Protestant or Catholic

minority in relation bo education.

It is clear, therefore, that bhe Governor-General in Council has

the right of entertaining an appeal by bhe British North America

Act, as well as by sub section 2 of section 22 of bhe Manitoba Act.

He has also the power of considering bhe application upon its merits.

When the application has been considered by him upon its merits,

if bhe Local Legislature refuses bo execute any decision bo which

the Governor-General in Council has arrived in the premises, the

Dominion Government may then, under sub-section 3 of section 22

of the Manitoba Act, pass remedial legislation for the execution of

his decision.

In construing, as I have done, the words of sub-section 2 of the

22nd section of the Manitoba Constitutional Act, which is, as

regards an appeal to the Governor-General in Council, but a repro-

duction of sub-section 3 of section 93 of the British North America

Act, except that the clear, unequivocal and comprehensive words

"from any Act or decision of the Legislature of the province" are

added, I am pleased to see that I am but concurring in the view ex-

pressed by Lord Carnarvon on the 19th February, 1867, when
speaking of this right of appeal to be granted to minorities when a

local Act might affect rights or privileges in matters of education,

as the following extracts from Hansard's Parliamentary Debates,

3rd series, February 19th, 1867, show:
" Lord Carnarvon—" Lastly in the 93rd clause, which contains the

exceptional provisions to which I referred, your Lordships will ob-

serve some rather complicated arrangements in reference to educa-

tion. I need hardly say that this great question gives rise to nearly

as much earnestness and division of opinion on that, as on this, side of

the Atlantic. This clause has been framed after long and anxious

controversy in which all parties have been represented, and on con-

ditions to which all have given their consent. It is an understanding

which, as it only concerns the local interests affected, is not one that

Parliament would be willing to disturb, even if in the opinion of

Parliament it were susceptible of amendment ; but I am bound to

add, as the expresssion of my own opinion, that the terms of the

agreement appear to me to be equitable and judicious. For the

object of the clause is to secure to the religious minority of one

province the same rights and privileges and protection which the

religious minority of another province may enjoy. The Roman
Catholic minority of Upper Canada, the Protestant minority of the

Province of Quebec, and the Roman Catholic minority of the

Maritime Provinces, will thus stand on a footing of entire equality.

But in the event of any wrong at bhe hand of the local majority, the

minority have a right bo appeal to the Governor-General in Council,

and may claim the application of any remedial laws that may be

necessary from the central Parliament of the confederation."
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This being so, the aexl poinl of inquiry is whether the Acts of

1890 of Manitoba affect any righl or privilege secured to the Catholic

minority in matters of education after the union, for we have now

nothing to do with the inquiry whether the Catholic minority had

at the time of the union any righl by law or practice, thai point, >-

I have already stated, having been decided adversely to their con-

tention by the decision of the Privy Council in the case of Barrett v.

Winnipeg (1). By referring to the legislation from the date of the

union to 1890, il isevideni thai the CatholicB enjoyed the immunity

of being taxed for other schools than their ov. a, the righl of organiza-

tion, the righl of self-government in this scl 1 matter, the right of

taxation of their own people, the righl of Bharing in Government

grants for education, and many other rights under the statute of a

mosl materia] kind. All these rights were swept away by the A.cts

of L890, as well as the properties they had acquired under these

Acts with their tuxes and their share of the public grants for

education. Could the prejudice caused by the Acts of 1890 be

greater than it has been? The scheme that runs through the Acts

of 1871 and 1881 up to 1890, as Lord Watson, of the Privy Council,

is reported to have so concisely stated on the argument of the case

of Barrett v. Winnipeg (which is printed in the Sessional Papers of

Canada, 1893), appears to have been that "no ratepayers shall be

taxed for contribution towards any school except one of his own

denomination," and I will add that this scheme is clearly pointed

out in arts. 5 and 7 of the conditions of union above already

referred to, which were the basis of the Constitutional Act.

Now, is this a legal right or privilege enjoyed by a class of

persons ? In this case the immunity from contributing to any

schools other than one of its own denomination was acquired by the

Catholic minority qud Catholics by statute, and Catholics certainly,

at the time the legislation was passed, represented a class of persons

comprising at least one-third of the inhabitants of the Province of

Manitoba. It is unnecessary, I think, after reading the able judg-

ments delivered in the case of Barrett v. Winnipeg (2) to show by

authority that the right so acquired by the Catholic minority after

the union by the Act of 1871 was a legal right, and that if it is

shown by subsequent legislation, enacted by the Legislature of the

Province of Manitoba, that there has been any interference with such

right, then I am of the opinion that such interference would come

within the very words of this section 22 of the Manitoba Constitu-

tional Act, which gives a right of appeal to the Governor-General

in Council from "any Act of the Legislature" (words which are not

in section 93 of the British North America Act. but are in sub-

section 2 of section 22 of the Manitoba Act) affecting a right

(1) [1S92] AC. 445. (2) 1!» S.C.R. 374; [1802] A.C. 445.
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acquired by the Roman Catholic minority of the Queen'-- subjects in

relai ion to educal ion.

The only other question submitted to us I need refer to is the 4th

question. l><»es sub section 3 of section 93 of the British North
America Act, 1867, apply to Manitoba? The answer to this

question Is to be found in the second section of the Manitoba Act

(33 Vic.) which says "from and after the said date the provisions of

the British North America Act shall apply, except those parts

thereof which are in terms made, or by reasonable intendment, may
be held to he, specially applicable to, or only to affect one or more,

but not the whole of the provinces now comprising the Dominion,

and except so far as the same may be varied by this Act, and be

applicable to the province of Manitoba, in the same way, and to the

like extent as they apply to the several provinces of Canada, and as

if the province of Manitoba had been one of the provinces originally

united by the said Act." The Manitoba Act has not varied the

British North America Act, though sub-section 2 of section 22 has a

somewhat more comprehensive working than the sub-section 3 of

section 93 of the British North America Act, in relation to appeal

in educational matters. A statute does not vary, or alter, if it

merely makes further provision it is simply an addition to it. The
second sub-section is wider but does not vary at all from the third

sub-section of section 93 of the British North America Act, save

in this that there is an addition to it, that it includes it, and goes

beyond it by adding the words "and from any Act of the Legislature."

The third sub-section of the British North America Act provides

that in two cases there is to be an appeal. There is nothing

inconsistent in the Manitoba Act which says that in all cases there

shall be an appeal, it goes beyond the British North America Act,

it does not vary it, but leaves it as it is and adds to it.

We see that by the opinion expressed by some of the Lords of

the Privy Council, how far the right of appeal extends under section

2 of the Manitoba Act, tor in the argument on that question before

the Privy Council, Sessional Papers, No. 33a, 336, 1893, we read,

at p. 134, thai when Mr. Ram (counsel) was arguing on behalf of

Mr. Logan in the case of Winnipeg v. Logan he said :

"I venture to think that under sub-section 2 what was
contemplated was this: that aparl from any question, ultra vires or

not, if a minority said,
-

1 am oppressed,' that was the who party

had had to come under that section 3 and appeal to the Govern-

ment."

Lord Hannen added :

"It has a right to appeal against any Act of the Legislature."

And Lord Shand :

" E\ en intra vires."

This being also mv opinion, I will only add that, having already
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atated thai I think thai weshould read the Manitoba Constitutii

A, i in the Light of the British North America A.-t
, and thai it was

Intended, as regards all civil rights in educational matters, to place

the province of Manitoba on the same footing as the provinci

Quebec and Ontario, and thai Bub-section 1 of section 22 having

been enacted for the purpose of protecting rights held by lawor

practice prior to the anion, bul which have been delared nol to exist,

] am of the opinion thai Bub-section 2 of section 22 of the Manitoba

Constitutional Ah provides for an appeal to the Governor-General

in Council, by memorial or otherwise, on the pari of the Roman

Catholic minority contending thai the two Ads of the Legislative

Assembly of Manitoba, passed in 1890, on the Bubjeci of education,

are subversive of the rights and privileges of the Roman Catholic

ratepayers nol to he taxed for contribution towards schools, except

those of their own denomination, and that Buch right has been

acquired by statute subsequent to the union.

For the above reasons, I answer the questions submitted by

His Excellency the Governor-General in Council, as follows :

1. Yes.

2. Yes.

3. No.
4. Yes.

5. Yes.

Taschereau J.—I doubt our jurisdiction on this reference or

consultation. Is section 4 of 51 and 55 Vic. ch. 25 which purports

to authorize such a reference to this court for hearing "or" con-

sideration intra vires of Parliament? By which section of the

British North America Act is Parliament empowered to confer on

this statutory court any other jurisdiction than that of a court of

appeal under section 101 thereof? This court is evidently made, in

the muter, a court of first instance, or rather, I should say, an

advisory board of the Federal Executive, substituted, pro hac vice,

for the law officer^ of the Crown, and not performing any of the usual

function- of a court of appeal, nay, of any court of justice whatever.

However, I need not, at present, further investigate this point. It

has not been raised, and a similar enactment to the same import

has already been acted upon. This is not conclusive, it is true
J

but our answers to the questions submitted will hind n Le, not

even those who pul them, nay, not even those who give them, no

court of justice, not even this court. We give no judgment, we

determine nothing, we end no controversy; and. whatever our

answers may be, should it lie deemed expedient, at any time, by the

Manitoba Executive to impugn the constitutionality of any measure

that mighl hereafter be taken by the federal authorities against the

provincial legislation, whether such measure is in accordance with,

or in opposition to, the answers to this consultation, the recourse, in
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the usual way, to the courts of the country remains open to them.

That is, I presume the consideration, and a very legitimate one, I

should Bay, upon winch the Manitoba Executive acted by refraining

to take pari in the reference, a course that I would not have been

surprised to sec followed by the petitioners, unless indeed they are

assured of the interference of the federal authorites should it

eventually result from this reference that, constitutionally, the

power to interfere with the provincial legislation as prayed for exists.

For if. as a matter of policy, in the public interest, no action is to

be taken upon the petitioners' application, even if the appeal lies,

the futility of these proceedings is apparent.

Assuming, then, that we have jurisdiction, I will try to give, as

concisely as possible, the reasons upon which I have based my
answers to the questions .submitted.

In the view I take of the application made to His Excellency

the Governor-General in Council by the Catholics of Manitoba, I

think it better to invert the order of the questions put to us, and
to answer first the fourth of these questions, that is, whether sub-

section 3 of section 93 of the British North America Act applies to

Manitoba. To that question the answer, in my opinion, must be in

the negative. That section of the British North America Act
applies to every one of the provinces of the Dominion, with the

exception, however, of Manitoba, for the reason that, for Manitoba,

in its special charter, the subject is specifically provided for by
section 22 thereof. The maxims lex posterior derogat priori, and
specialia generalilms derogant, have both here, it seems to me, their

application. If it had been intended to purehT and simply extend
the operation of that section 93 of the British North America Act
to Manitoba, section 22 of its charter would not have been enacted.

The course since pursued for British Columbia and Prince Edward
Island would have been followed. But where we see a different

course pursued we have to assume that the difference in the law
was intended, I cannot see any other reason for it, and none has

been suggested. True it is that the words "or practice" in sub-

section 1 of section 22 are an addition in the Manitoba charter

which the Dominion Parliament desired to specially make to the

analogous provision of the British North America Act, but that was

no reason to word sub-section 2 thereof so differently as it is from

sub-section 3 of section 93 of the British North America Act.

Then this difference may be easily explained, though its consequences

may not have been foreseen ; I speak cautiously and mindful that

I am not here allowed to controvert or even doubt anything that

has been said on the subject by the Privy Council. It is evident,

to my mind, that it was simply because it was assumed by the-

Dominion Parliament that separate or denominational schools had
previously been, in that region, and were then, at the union, the
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basis and principle of the educational system, and with the Lnt

tinn of adapting such Bystem to the new province, or rather of

continuing it as found to exist, that, in the Union An of 1870, the

words of sub-section 3 of section ' •"• of the British North America

Act, "where in any province a system of separate or dissentient

schools exists by law a1 the anion, or is thereafter established by the

Legislature of the province," were stricken out as unnecessasy and

inapplicable to the ne'w province. And I do not understand that

the Privy Council denies to the petitioners their right to separate

schools.

However, the reason of this difference between tin- constitution

of the province and the British North America A.ct cannot, in my
view of the question, bring much assistance in the present investiga-

tion: the fact remains, whatever may have been the reason for it,

that no appeal is given to the minority, in Manitoba, in relation to

the rights and privileges conceded to them since the union as dis-

tinguished from those in existence at the union, They have no

rights but what is left to them by the judgment in the Barrett case ;

and, if I do not misunderstand that judgment, the appeal they now

lay claim to is not, as a logical inference, thereby left to them.

And in vain now, to support their appeal, would they urge that

the statute so construed is unreasonable, unjust, inconsistent and

contrary to the intentions of the lawgh er :
uselessly would they c intend

that to force them to contribute pecuniarily to the maintenance of

the public, non-Catholic, schools, is to so shackle the exercise of their

rights as to render them illusory and fruitless, or that to tax, not

only the property of each and every one of them individually, but

even their school buildings, for the support of the public schools is

almost ironical ; uselessly would they demonstrate the utter impos-

sibility for them to efficaciously provide for the organization, main-

tenance and management of separate schools, and the essential

requirements of a separate school system without statutory powers

and the necessary legal machinery ; ineffectively would they argue

that to concede their right to separate schools, and withal, deprive

them of the means to exercise that right, is virtually to abolish it,

or to leave them nothing of it but a barren theory. With all these,

and kindred considerations, we, here, in answering this consultation,

are not concerned. The law has authoritatively been declared to be

so, and with its consequences, we have nothing to do. Dura lex,

sed lex. Judex non constituitur ad leges re/ormandas. Non licet

jutlicibus d>- legibus judicare, sed secundum ipsas. The Manitoba

legislation is constitutional, therefore it has not affected any of

the rights or privileges of the minority, therefore the minority lias

no appeal to the federal authority. The Manitoba Legislature had

the right and power to pass that legislation; therefore any

interference with that legislation by the federal authority would be

ultra vires and unconstitutional.
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By .in express provision of the British North America Act of

1871, it must not be lost sight of, the Dominion Parliament has not

the power to, in any way. alter the Manitoba Union Act of 1870.

For these reasons 1 would answer negatively the fourth of the

questions submitted, and say that, in my opinion, sub-section 3 of

section 93 of the British North America Act does not apply to

Manitoba.

I take u]> now the first of these questions : Does the right of

appeal claimed by the petitioners exist under section 22 of the

Manitoba Act? And here again, in my opinion, the answer must
be the negative, for the reason that it is conclusively determined,

by the judgment of the Privy Council, that the Manitoba legislation

does not prejudically affect any right or privilege that the Catholics

had by law or practice at the union, and if their rights and
privileges are not affected there is no appeal. The rights or

privileges mentioned in sub-section 2 of section 22 are the same
rights and privileges that are mentioned in sub-section 1, that is to

say, those existing at the union, upon which sub-section 3 provides
for the interference, in certain cases, of His Excellency the Governor-
General in Council, and it is as to such rights or privileges only that

an appeal is given. The appeal given, in the other provinces, bi-

section 9.
"5 of the British North America Act as to the rights or

privileges conferred on a minority after the union, is, as I have
remarked, left out of the Manitoba constitution. Assuming how-
ever, that the Manitoba constitution is wide enough to cover
an appeal, by the minority, upon the infringement of any of

their rights or privileges created since the union, or assuming that

section 93 of the British North America Act, sub-section 3, applies

to Manitoba, I would lie inclined to think that, by the ratio decidendi

of the Privy Council, there are no rights or privileges of the
Catholic minority that are infringed bv the Manitoba legislation so

as to allow of the exercise of the powers of the Governor in Council
in the matter, as the Manitoba statutes must now be taken not to

prejudicially affect any right or privilege whatever enjoyed by the

Catholic community. It would seem, no doubt, by the language of

both section !••") of the British North America Act. and of section 22
of the Manitoba charter, that theremay be Provincial legislation

which, though intra vires, yet might affect the rights or privileges of

the minority so as to give them the right to appeal to the Governor in

Council. For it cannot lie of ultra vires, Legislation that an appeal
i- given And the petitioner-,, properly disclaiming any intention to

base their application on the unconstitutionality of the Manitoba
statutes, even for infringement of rights conferred upon them since

the union, urge that though the Privy Council has determined that

the legislation in question does not affect the rights existing at the

union so as to render it ultra vires yet that it does affect the rights
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conferred upon them by the Provincial Legislature Bince the union,

si. as to give them, though intra vires, an .-

1

j •}><; l 1 to the Governor in

Council. 1 fail to see, however, how this ingenious distinction, for

which I am free to admit both the British North America Act, and

the Manitoba special charter, give room, can help the petitioners. \

assume here thai the petitioners have an appeal upon rights or

privileges conferred upon them since the union, as conl ra-disl inguished

from the rights previouslyin existence. The case is precisely the

same as it' the presenl appeal was us to their rights existing at the

union. They might argue that though the Privy Council has held

this legislation to have been intra vires yet their right to appeal

subsists, and, in fact, exists because it is intra vires. I>ut what

would be this ground of appeal I Because the legislation affects

the rights and privileges they had at the union. And the answer

would l>e one fatal to their appeal, as it was to their contentions in

the Barrett ease, that none of these rights and privileges have been

illegally affected. Now, the rights and privileges they lay claim to

under the Provincial legislation anterior to 1S90 are, with the

additions rendered necessary by the political organization of the

country to enable them to exercise these rights, the same, in

principle, that they had by practice at and before the union, and
which were held by the Privy Council not to be illegally affected by
the legislation of 1890.

And I am unable to see how, on the one hand, this legislation

might be said to affect those rights so as to support an appeal and,

on the other hand, not to affect the same rights so as to render it

ultra vires.

The petitioners, it seems to me, would virtually renew their

impeachment <>f the constitutionality of the Manitoba legislation of

L890 upon another ground than the one taken in the Barrett ease,

namely upon the rights conferred upon them since the union, whilst

the controversy in the Barrett case was limited to their rights as

they existed at the union. But that legislation, as 1 have said, is

irrevocably held to have been intra vires, and it is not open to the

petitioners to argue the contrary even upon a new ground. And if

it is intra vires, it cannot be that it has illegally affected any of the

rights or privileges of the Catholic minority though it may be preju-

dicial to such right. And if it has not illegally affected any of

those rights or privileges, they have no appeal to the Governor in

Council

It has been earnestly urged on the part of the petitioners, in

their attempt to distinguish the two cases, that in the Barrett case

it was only their liability to assessment for the public schools that

was at issue, and, consequently, that the decision of the Privy

Council, binding though it be, does not preclude them from now
taking, on appeal from the provincial legislation of L890, the ground
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that this legislation sweeps away the statutory powers conceded to

them under the previous statutes, and without which their establish-

ment and administration of a separate school system is impracticable.

But here, again, it must necessarily he on the ground that their rights

and privileges, or some of their rights and privileges, have been

prejudicially affected that they have to rest their ease, and from that

ground they are irrevocably ousted by the judgment of the Privy

Council, where not only the assessment clauses thereof, more directly

in issue, but each and every one of the enactments of the statute

impugned, were, as I read that judgment, held to have been, and to

be, intra vires.

Were it otherwise, and could the question be treated as re*

Integra, it might have been possible for the petitioners to establish

that they are entitled to the appeal claimed on that ground, namely,

that the statutes of 1890, by taking away the rights and privileges

of a corporate body vested with the powers essential to the organiza-

tion and maintenance of a school system that had been granted to

them by the previous statutes, are subversive of those rights and
privileges and prejudicially affect them.

They might cogently urge in support of that proposition, and
might, perhaps, have succeeded in convincing me, that to take away
a right, to cancel a grant, to repeal the grant of a right, to revoke a.

privilege, prejudically affects that grant, prejudically, injuriously

affects that privilege. They might also perhaps have been able to-

convince me that the license to own real estate, the authorization to

issue debentures, to levy assessments, the powers of a corporation, that

had been granted to them, constituted for them rights and privileges.

And to the objection that no appeal lies under section 22 of the

Manitoba charter but upon rights existing at the union they might

perhaps have successfully answered, either that section 93 of the

British North America Act extends to Manitoba, or, if not, that the

legislation of Manitoba in the matter, since the union, prior to 1890,

should be construed as declaratory of their right to separate

schools, or a legislative admission of it, a legislation required merely

to secure to them the means whereby to exercise that right, and
that, consequently, their appeal relates back to a right existing at

the union, so as to bring it, if necessary, under the terms of section

22 of the Manitoba Union Act.

However, from these reasons the petitioners are now .
precluded.

If any of their rights and privileges had been prejudicially affected

this legislation would be ultra vires; and it is settled that it is not

ultra vires.

And the argument against their contention is very strong, that

it being determined that it would have been in the power of the

Manitoba legislature to establish, in 1871, at the outset of the

political organization of the province, the system of schools that they
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adopted in L890, by the statutes w bich tin' petitioners now complain

of, ii cannot !»• thai by their adopting ami regulating a syste t

separate Bchools, thougl I obliged i<> do bo, they, forever, bound

tlir tut u iv general ions of the province i" thai policy, #-" that, as long

;it leasl as there would be even onl) "in- lloinan Catholic left in the

province, the legislature should be, for all time to come, deprived of

the power to alter it, though the constitution vests them with the

jurisdiction over education in the pro\ ince. To deny to a legislative

body the righl to repeal its own laws, it may be said, is so to curtail

its powers thai an express article of its constitution tnusl be shown

fco support the propositions j LI is noi one thai can be deductively

admitted.

If this legislation of 1890, it may be still further argued against

the petitioners' contentions, had been adopted in 1871, i1 would it

must now be conceded, have been constitutional, and thai being bo,

would thr Catholic minority, then, in 1871, have had a righl of

appeal to the Governor in Council? Certainly, that is partly the

same question in a different form. But it demonstrates, put in that

shape, that the petit ioners have now no right of appeal. The answer

to their claim would then have been that they had no appeal because

none of their rights and privileges had been prejudicially affected.

Now in my opinion, they have no other rights and privileges, in the

construction that these words bear in the Manitoba charter, than

the rights and privileges they had in 1870. And if they would

have had no appeal then, on a legislation in 1871 similar to that of

1890, they have none now, if none of their rights and privileges have

been prejudicially affected.

I would answer the first question in the negative. This con-

clusion determines my answers to the other questions submitted to

the court, and, consequently, as at present advised, I would answer

the six of them as follows :

To No. 1, I would answer, No.

To No. 2, I would answer, No.

To No. 3, I would answer, Yes.

To No. 4, I would answer, No.

To No. 5, I would answer, No.

To No. 6, I would answer, No.

Gwynne, J.—The questions submitted in the case stated by the

order of His Excellency the Governor-General in Council for the

opinion of this court are as follows :

(Here follow the questions. See page 71.)

The memorials and petitions referred to in and made part of the

case were presented to His Excellency the Governor-General in

Council in April, 1890, and in September and October, 1892 ; that
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of August, 1890, was signed by His Grace the Archbishop of St.

Boniface and t,266 others, members of the Roman Catholic Church.

(Here follows the petition. See page 28.)

A report of the Minister of Justice, dated 21st March, 1891,

upon the two Acts of the Legislature of the Province of Manitoba,

53 Vic, caps. 37 and 38, has also been made part of the case sub-

mitted to us, in which reference is made to the cases of Barrett v.

Winnipeg and Logan v. Winnipeg, then proceeding in appeal to the

Supreme Court of Canada, and also to the said petition of His Grace

the Archbishop of St. Boniface and others, in the following terms ;

(Here follow extracts from the report. See page 31.)

The petitions of September, 1892, were two, the son of T. A.

Bender, representing himself to be acting president of the body-

called the National Congress, and of eleven others, members of the

Executive Committee of the said body; and the other, daten 22nd

September, 1892, was a petition of His Grace the Archbishop of

St. Boniface.

In the former the petitioners set out at large the above petitions

of August, 1890, and and the report of the Minister of Jusice from

which the above extract is taken, and concluded as follows

:

(Here follows part of the petition. See page 34.)

The petition of His Grace the Archbishop of St. Boniface sets

forth the matter as alleged in the petition signed by him and others

in the petition of April, 1890, and certain extracts from the said

report of the Minister of Justice of March, 1891, including that

above extracted, and concluded as follows :

(Here follow extracts from the petition. See page 35.)

And the petition prayed that His Excellency the Governor-

General in Council might entertain the appeal of the Roman
Catholics of Manitoba and might consider the same and might make
such provisions and give such directions for the hearing and

consideration of the said appeal as might be thought proper and that

such directions might be given and provisions made for the relief of

the Roman Catholics of the province of Manitoba as to His

Excellency in Council might seem fit.

These petitions are framed upon the contention and assumption

that the facts as stated in the petitions as to the rights and

privileges of Roman Catholics in Manitoba in relation to education
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;it the time of the creation of the province entitled them to procure,

by appeals to His Excellency in Council tinder section 22 of the

Manitoba Act, the annulmenl and repeal of pro* incial Acts, 53 \ ic.,

ch. 37 and 38, aotwithstanding that these Acts had been declared

by the judgmenl of the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council in

England to have 1 u, and to 1"-. Acts quite within the jurisdiction

of the Legislature of Manitoba to enact. The petition of November,

1892, is however framed with a further contention. It is signed by

Bis Grace the Archbishop of St. Boniface, T. A. Bernier as

president of the body called the National Congress, James E. P.

Prendergast as mayor of St. Boniface, J. AHard, O. .M.T., V. (!.,

John 8. Ewai-t and" 137 others. The petition 8ets oul verbatim the

matters alleged in the first twelve paragraphs of the above petition

of August, 1890, and it then proceeds.

The pretension of the petitioners therefore appears to be that

the 22nd section of the Manitoba Act entitled the petitioners,

notwithstanding the judgment of the Privy Council in England in

Barrett v. Winnipeg and Logan v. Winnipeg(l), to invoke, and to

obtain, the interference of His Excellency the Governor-General in

Council to compel, in effect, a repeal by the Provincial Legislature

of the said Acts of 53rd Vic, and the re-enactment of the statutes

in force in the province in relation to education at the time

of the passing of the Acts 53rd Vic, upon the grounds following :

1. That the Acts of 53rd Vic. prejudicially affect the rights and

privileges with regard to denominational schools which Roman

Catholics had enjoyed previous to the erection of the province;

and

2. That the said Acts 53rd Vic. prejudically affect the rights

and privileges of Roman Catholics in the province, provided for by

various statutes of the Provincial Legislature enacted prior to the

passing of the Acts of 53rd Vic.

Under these circumstances, the case which has been submitted

to us has been framed in the shape in which it has been for the

purpose of presenting to us purely abstract questions of law.

The learned members of the judicial committee of the Privy

Council who advised Her Majesty upon the appeals in the cases of

Barrett v. Winnipeg and Logan v. Winnipeg (2) adopting the

evidence of the Archbishop of St. Boniface as to the rights and

privileges in relation to denominational schools enjoyed by Roman

Catholics before the passing of the Manitoba Ad in the territory by

that Act erected into the province of Manitoba, say in their

report

:

"Now, if the state of things which the Archbishop describes as

existing before the union had 1 n a system established by law,

(1) [1892] A.C. 1892. (2) [1*921 A.C. 445.
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what would have been the rights and privileges of the Roman
Catholics with respect to denominational schools? They would
have had by law the right to establish schools at their own expense,

to maintain their schools by school fees or voluntary contributions,

and tn conduct them in accordance with their own religious tenets.

Every other religious body which was engaged in a similar work at

the time of the union would have had precisely the same right with

respect to their denominational schools. Possibly the right, if it had
been defined or recognized by positive enactment, might have had

attached to it, as a necessary or appropriate incident, the right of

exemption from any contribution, under any circumstance, to a

school of a different denomination. But in their Lordships' opinion

it would be going much too far to hold that the establishment of

a national system of education upon a non-sectarian basis is so

inconsistent with the right to set up and maintain denominational

schools, that the two things cannot exist together, or that the

existence of one necessarily implies or involves immunity from
taxation for the purpose of the other."

The}7, then minutely review the provisions of the provincial

statutes enacted prior to the passing of the Acts of 1890, and of

the Acts of 1890 themselves, and proceed as follows :

"Notwithstanding the Public School Acts, 1890, Roman Catholics

and members of every other religious body in Manitoba are free to

establish schools throughout the province; they are free to maintain

their schools by school fees or voluntary contributions ; they are

free to conduct their schools according to their own religious tenets,

without molestation or interference. No child is compelled to attend

a public school, no special advantage, other than the advantage of

a free education in schools conducted under public management, is

held out to those who do attend."

To this it may be added, that Roman Catholics are not excluded

from the advisory hoard erected by the Acts. They are equally

eligible as Protestants to such board, and as members thereof can

equally with Protestants exert their influence upon the board with

regard to religious exercises in public schools, and in short, Roman
Catholics and Protestants of every denomination are in every

respect placed, by the Acts, in precisely the same position. The
judgment of the Privy Council then proceeds as follows :

" But when it is said that it is impossible for Roman Catholics or

for members of the Church of England (if their views are correctly

represented by the Bishop of Rupert's Land, who has given evidence

in Logan's case) to send their children to public schools where the

education is not superintended and directed by the authorities of

their church, and that therefore Roman Catholics and members of

the Church of England who are taxed for public schools, and at the

same time feel themselves compelled to support their own schools,
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are in a less favorable position than those who can take advantage

of the free e lucation provided by the Act of 1890 j thai may be so,

but what right or privilege is violated or prejudicially affected by

the lav. .' It is not the law that is in fault, it is owing to religious

convictions \\ 1 1 i . 1 1 everybody must respect, and to the teaching of

their church that Roman Catholics ami the members of the Church

of England find themselves unable to partake of advantages which

tli.' l.iu offers to all alike."

The judgment then summarily rejects the contention that the

public Bchools created by the Acts of L890 are in reality Protestant

schools and concludes in declaring and adjudging that those An- do

not prejudicially affect the rights and privileges enjoyed by Roman
Catholics in the territory now const ituting the province of .Manitoba,

prior to the passing of the Manitoba Act, taking those rights and

privileges to have been as represented by the Archbishop of St.

Boniface, and even assuming them to have been secured or conferred

by positive law, and so that they are not enacted in violation of

section 22 of the Manitoba Act, but are within the exclusive

jurisdiction of the Provincial Legislature to enact.

"Their Lordships of the Privy Council, in Barrett v. Winnipeg

and Logan v. Winnipeg (1) put a construction upon this section 22

which, independently, is to my mind sufficiently apparent, but which

I quote as a judicial enunciation of their Lordships' opinion. They

•say:

"Their Lordships are convinced that it must have been the

intention of the Legislature to preserve every legal right of

privilege with respect to denominational schools which any class or

persons practically enjoyed at the time of the union."

The language of the section is, I think, sufficiently clear upon that

point, and all its sub-sections are enacted for the purpose of securing

the single object, namely, the preservation of existing rights. The

section enacts :

(Here follows the section. See page 1).

If any law should be passed in violation of the qualification

•contained in the first sub-section under the general jurisdiction

conferred by the section, to make laws in relation to education, that

is to say, in case any Act should be passed by the Provincial

Legislature prejudically affecting any right or privilege with

respect to denominational schools which any class of persons had

by law or practice in the province at the union, such an Act would

be ultra vires of the Provincial Legislature to enact, and would

therefore have no force ; and as it was to preserve these rights and

(1) [1892] A.C. 445.
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privileges with respecl to denominational schools, whatsoever they
were, which existed al the time of the union, thai the 22nd section

was enacted, Li is obvious, I think, thai it is against such an
Act of the legislature and againsl any decision of any provincial

authority, acting in an administrative capacity, prejudicially

affecting any such right, that the appeal is given by the 2nd sub-

section, and so likewise the remedies provided in the ord sub-section

relate to the same rights and privileges, and to the better securing

the enjoyment of them. The 2nd and 3rd sub-sections are desigi

as means to redress any violation of the rights preserved by the

section. To subject any Act of the legislature to the appeal pro-

vided in the 2nd sub-section, and to the remedies provided in the

.'h'd sub-section, it is obvious that such an Act must be passed in

violation of the condition subject to which any jurisdiction is

conferred upon the Provincial Legislature to make laws in relation

to education, and must therefore be ultra vires of the Provincial

Legislature, for the language of the section expressly excludes from
the Provincial Legislature all jurisdiction to pas.s such an Act. The
jurisdiction, whatever its extent may be, which the Provincial

Legislature has over education being declared to be excessive, there

can be no appeal to any other authority against an Act passed by
the legislature under such jurisdiction, and any Act of the

legislature passed in violation of any of the provisions in section 22,

subject to which the jurisdiction of the legislature is restricted, is

not within their jurisdiction and is therefore ultra vir s. The
appeal, therefore, which is given by the 2nd sub-section must be
only concurrent with the right of all persons injuriously affected by
such an Act to raise in the ordinary courts of justice the question of

its constitutional^}'. If any doubt could be entertained upon this

point it is concluded, in my opinion, by their Lordships of the

Privy Council in Barrett v. Winnipeg and Logan v. Winnipeg,

(1), in the following language :

"At the commencement of the argument a doubt was suggested

as to the competency of the present appeal, in consequence of the

so-called appeal to the Governor in Council provided by the Act,

but their Lordships are satisfied that the provisions of sub-sections 2

and 3 do not operate to withdraw such a question as that

involved in the present case from the jurisdiction of the ordinary

tribunals of the country."

If an Act of the Provincial Legislature which is impeached upon
the suggestion of its prejudicially affecting such rights and privileges

as aforesaid is not made by the 2nd section of the Manitoba Act
ultra vires of the Provincial Legislature it cannot be open to

appeal under sub-section 2 of that section. The section does not

(1) [1892] A.C. 445.
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profess to confer u] tl secutive of tin- Dominion or the Dom-

inion Parliament, any power of interference whatever with any Acl

in relation to education passed by the Provincial Legislature of

Manitoba which is not open to the objection of prejudicially affecting

some right or privilege with reaped to denominational schools,

which some class of persons had by law or practice in the province

at the union; all Acts of the Provincial Legislature not open to

such objection are declared by the section to be with in the exclusive

jurisdiction of the Provincial Legislature; ami as the Acts of I

aredeclared by their Lordships aol to be open to such objec

and to have therefore been within the jurisdiction of the Provincial

Legislature to pass, those Acts cannot, nor can either of them, Ik-

Ik open to any appeal under the I'm I 3ub-section of this section.

It has been suggested however that the rights and privili

whether conferred or r gnized by the Acts of the Legislature <>f

Manitoba in force prior to and at the time of the passing of the

Acts of 1890 and which were thereby repealed, were within the

protection of the 22nd section and that this was a matter not under

consideration in Barrett v. Winnipeg and Logan v. Winnipeg (I);

and that therefore the right of appeal under sub-section 2 of section

22 against such repeal does exist notwithstanding the decision of the

Privy Council in Barrett v. Winnipeg and Logan v. Winnipeg (2).

This contention appears to have been tirst raised expressly in the

petition presented in October, L 892, although it is impliedly compre-

hended in the paragraphs of the petition of August, L890, which is

repeated verbatim in that of October, L892, wherein the Act of the

Provincial Legislature of L871 is relied upon as having had "the

effect to continue to the Roman Catholic- that separate condition

with reference I lucation which they had enjoyed previous to

the creation of the province, and, in so far as I toman < 'at holies were

concerned, merely to organize the efforts which the Roman Catholics

had previously voluntarily made for the education of their own
children and for the continuance of schools under the sole control

and management of Roman Catholics, and of the education of their

children according to the methods by which alone they believe

children should he instructed."

But this statute of 1871, and all the statutes passed by the

legislature of Manitoba in relation to education prior to 1890, were

specially brought under the notice of their Lordships of the Privy

Council, and were fully considered by them in their judgment as

already pointed out, and if the repeal by the Act of 1890 of the

Acts of the Provincial Legislature then in force in relation to

education constituted a violation of the condition contained in

section 22, subject to which alone the jurisdiction of the Provincial

(1) [1892] A.C. 44?. 2) [1892] A.C. 445.
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Legislature to make laws in relation to education was restricted, it

is inconceivable to my mind that their Lordships, having all these

statutes before them, could have pronounced the Acts of 1890 to be

within the jurisdiction of the Provincial Legislature to pass. But

however this may be there is nothing, in my opinion, in the Manitoba

A>i which imposed any obligation upon the legislature of Manitoba

to pass the Acts, which are repealed hy the Acts of 1890, or which

placed those Acts when passed in any different position from that

of all Acts of a legislature, which constitute the will of the legis-

lature for the time being, and only until repealed,—and nothing

which warrants the contention that the repeal of those Acts by the

Acts of 1890 constitued a violation of the condition in the 22nd
section subject to which the jurisdiction of the legislature was

restricted ; and nothing, therefore, which gives any appeal against

such repeal.

Whether or not the 3rd sub-section of section 93 of the British

North America Act of 1867, assuming that section to apply to the

Province of Manitoba, would have the effect of restraining the

powers of the Provincial Legislature in such manner as to deprive

them of jurisdiction to repeal the said Acts, it is unnecessary to

enquire, for that section does not, in my opinion, apply to the

Province of Manitoba, special provision upon the subject of educa-

tion being made by the 22nd section of the Manitoba Act. For the

above reasons, therefore, the questions submitted in the case must,

in my opinion be answered as follows :

—

The 1st, 2nd, 4th and 5th in the negative; the 3rd in the

affirmative, and the 6th, which is a complex question, as follows :

The Acts of 1890 do not, nor does either of them, affecit any
right or privilege of a minority in relation to education within the

meaning of sub-section 2 of section 22 of the Manitoba Act in such

manner that an appeal will lie thereunder to the Governor-General

in Council. The residue of the question is answered by the answer

to question No. 4.

King J.—It may be convenient first to regard the constitutional

provisions respecting education as they affect the original provinces

of the confederation. By section 93 of the British North America
Act it is provided that in and for each province the Legislature may
exclusively make laws in relation to education, subject and according

to the provisions of four sub-sections. The Hrst sub-section provides

that nothing in any such law shall prejudicially affect any right or

privilege with respect to denominational schools which any class of

persons had by law in the province at the union.

The second sub-section extends to the dissentient schools of the

Queen's Protestant and Roman Catholic subjects in Quebec all the

powers, privileges and duties which were at the union conferred and
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imposed l>y law in Upper Canada (Ontario) on the separate Bchool

trustees of the Queen's Koinan Catholic subjects there.

The third sub-section gives to the Governor-General in (Council

the right on appeal to decide whether or not an Act or decision oi

any provincial authority affects any right or privileges of the Pro-

testant or Roman Catholic minority in relation toeducation enjoyed

by them under a system of separate <>r dissentient schools in the

province, whether such system of separate or dissentient schools

shall have existed by law at the union, or shall have been there-

after established by the legislature of the province.

The fourth sub-section provides that if upon appeal the Governor-

General in Council shall decide thai the educational righl <>r privilege

of the Protestant or Roman Catholic minority has been 30 affected,

and if the Provincial Legislature shall not pass such laws as from

time to time seem to the Governor-General in Council requisite for

the due execution of the provisions of the section, or if the proper

provincial authority shall not duly execute the decision of the

Governor-General in Council on the appeal, then in every such case,

but only as far as the circumstances of each case require, the Parlia-

ment of Canada may make remedial laws for the due execution of

the provisions of this section and of any decision of the Governor-

General in Council under the section. In other words, if the

requisite remedy, either by Act of the Legislature, or Act or decision

of the proper provincial authority in that behalf, is not applied, then

concurrent legislative authority to the requisite extent is given to the

Dominion Parliament : and to this extent the legislative authority

of the Provincial Legislature ceases to be exclusive.

The terms -'separate" and '•dissentient'' schools used in the

above sub-sections were derived from the school systems of 1 pper

and Lower Canada. At the union the two larger confederating

provinces, Upper Canada (Ontario) and Lower Canada (Quebec) had

each a svstem of separate or dissentient school.-,, the Canadian

method of dealing with the question of religion (as betweeen

Protestants and Roman Catholics) in the public school system.

In Upper Canada the Roman Catholics were in the minority,

and in Lower Canada the Protestants were in a -till smaller minority.

In Upper Canada there was a non-denominational public system,

with a righl in the Koman Catholics to a separate denominational

•in. In Lower Canada the general public system was markedly

Roman Catholic with a right to the Protestant minority to schools

of their own. In Upper Canada the minority scl Is were called

parate" schools; in Lower Canada "dissentient" schools. It

Has because the powers and privileges of the Upper Canada minority

in relation to their schools were greater than those <»f the Lower

Canada minority that by the terms of union these were agreed to be

assimilated by adopting tor Quebec the more enlarged liberti
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tin- Upper Canada law ; and this was gives effect to by sub-section

2 of seel ion 93 already cited.

In the case of the two other of the original confederating

provinces. Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, there was not in

either a system of separate or dissentienl schools.

The bounds of the Dominion have been since enlarged : in 1870,

by the admission of the North West Territory and Rupert's Land
;

in 1871, by the admission of British Columbia, and in L872, by the

admission of Prince Edward Island. In the case of British Col-

umbia and Prince Edward Island (these being established and
independent provinces) the terms of union were agreed upon by the

Governments and Legislatures of Canada and the provinies respec-

tively In each ease the above recited provisions of the British

North America Act respecting education were adopted and made
applicable without change. In neither of these newly added
provinces was there a system of separate or dissentient schools.

With regard to the North-West Territories and Rupert's Land
there was no established government and legislature representing

the people, and after the acquisition of the North-West Territories

and Rupert's Land, the Parliament of Canada, after listening to

representations of representative bodies of people, passed an Act for

the creation and establishment of the new Province of Manitoba
out of, and over, a portion of the newly acquired territory : and it is

with regard to this Act, (33 Vict. c. 3) that the present questions

arise.

By section 2 it is declared that :

(Here follows the section. See page 2.)

The Act then deals specially with a number of matters, as for

instance the constitution of the executive and legislative authority.

the use of both the English and French languages in legislative

and judicial proceedings, financial arrangements and territorial

revenue, etc., and by section l>2 makes the following provisions

respecting education :

(Here follows the section. See page 1.)

Sub-section 1 of section 22 of the .Manitoba Act differs from

sub-section 1 of section 93 of the British North America Act of

1867, in the addition of the words " or practice " after the words

"which anj class of persons had by law."

In Winnipeg <\ Barrett (1) the .Judicial Committee of the Privy

Council held that the Manitoba Education Act of 1890 -lid not

(1) (lS'.i-J A.C. 145.
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prejudically affed any right or privilege with respect to denomina

tional Bchools which the R an Catholics practically enjoyed at the

time of the establishment of the pro\ ince.

The 2nd sub-section of section 93, British North America Act,

has of course, no counterpart in any of the Bub sections of section 22,

Manitoba Act, because sub-section 2, section 93, British North

America Act, is a clause specially applicable to, and affecting only,

the 1V<i\ ince of Quebec.

The 3rd sub-section of section 93, British North America Act,

and the 2nd sub-sectiou of section 22, Manitoba Act, deal with the

like subject, viz.: the righl of the religious minority to appeal to

ti H . Governor-General in Council in case of their educational rights

or privileges being affected j and here again there are differences.

One difierence is, that whereas by the clause in the British

North America Act the appeal lies from an " Act or decesion of

any provincial authority" affecting any right or privilege of the

Protestant or Roman Catholic minority in relation to education
;

in

the Manitoba Acl theappeal lies tV.nn "any Act or decision of the

I. gislature of the province" as well as from that of any provincial

authority, This was either an extension of the right of appeal or

the getting rid of an ambiguity, according as the words "any pro-

vincial authority" as used in the British North America Act did

n-i. -r .lid, extend to cover "Acts of the Provincial Legislature."

The addition in the 1st sub-section of the Manitoba Act of the

words '•or practice"; and the addition in suit-section 2 of the words

'of the Legislature of the province," would (so far as the context of

these words is concerned) seem to show an intention on the part of

Parliament to extend the constitutional protection accorded to

minorities by the British North America A. t, or at all events to

make no abatement therein.

Thru there is another difference between the language of the

:'.rd sub-section of the British North America Act and the 2nd sub-

section of the Manitoba Act. The former begins as follows :
"Where

in any province a system of separate and dissentient schools exists

by law 'at the union Or is thereafter established by the Legislature

of th< province, an appeal shall lie," etc., while in the Manitoba Act

the introductory part is omitted, and the clause begins with the

•words "An appeal shall lie," etc., the two clauses being thereafter

identical, with th< exception that in the Manitoba Act (as already

mentioned) the appeal in terms extends to complaints against the

effect oi V I he legislature as well as of acts or decisions of any

pro\ incia ; authority.

After this reference to points of di »n 1 cite subsection -

of the .Manitoba Act again in full, forsake of clearne

•An app.-al shall lie to the Governor General in Council from any

Act or decision of the legislature of the proA ince, or of an\ provinc al
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authority, affecting any right or privilege of the Protestant or Roman
Catholic minority of the Queen's subjects in relation to education."

On the one side it is contended that in order to give the appeal,

the rights or privileges of the religious minority need to have been

acquired and to have existed prior to and at the time of the passage

of the Act. On the other side it is contended that it is sufficient if

the rights and privileges exist at the time of their alleged violation

irrespective of the time when they were acquired.

In the argument before the judicial committee of Winnipeg u.

Barrett, a shorthand report of which was submitted to parliament

last session (No. 11 .Sessional Papers),. Sir Horace Davey, counsel for

the city of Winnipeg, argued that subsection 2 does not relate to any-

thing but what is ultra virts under subsection 1. He says (p. 43).

"I camiot for myself frame the proposition which would lead to the

inference that sub-section 2 was intended to deal with cases which

were intra vires, and I beg leave to observe that it would be contrary

to the whole scope and spirit of this legislation to provide for Par-

liament intervening, not where the Pi-ovincial Parliament has acted

beyond its powers—that I could conceive—but to allow the Domin-

ionParliament to intervene, not to correct mistakes where the

Provincial Legislature has gone wrong and exceeded their power."

In an interruption at this point by their lordships, Lord Mac-

naghton asks:

"Supposing some rights were created after the union, and then

legislation had taken those rights away?"
This question is not directly answered, but afterward- (p. id) Sir

Horace thus continues :

"It all comes back to the same point, that the Protestant and

Roman Catholic minority have a right to come with a grievance to

the Governor General. What is that grievance? Why, that they

arc deprived of some right or privilege which they OUghl to have and

are entitled to enjoy. If they are not entitled by law to enjoy it

they are not deprived of anything, and it would lie an extraordinary

system of legislation, having regard to the nature of this Ad, to say

that the Dominion Parliament has in certain cases bo sit by wayof a

court of appeal from 1 he Provincial Parliament, not to correct mis-

takes where the Provincial Parliamenl has erroneously legislated mi

matters not within its jurisdiction, but on matters of policy. If tli.it

be the effect to be given to these sub sections, I venture to submit bo

your lordships that it will have rather startling consequences, and it

will for the first time make the Legislature of the Dominion Parlia-

ment a court of appeal, or give them an appeal, from the exercise of

the discretion of the Provincial Parliament, or in other words, it will

place the Provincial Parliament in the position that it will be liable

to have its decisions overruled by the Dominion Parliament, and

therefore in a position of inferiority."
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1 have quoted at great length because of the strong presentation

by eminent counsel of that view, and to Bhow that the attention of

their lordships was powerfully drawn to the provisions of sub-section

•_-. The full report shows thai all the sub-sections of the two sections

of the two Acts were exhaustively discussed.

In the judgment their lordships say that

:

-Subsections 1, 2, and 3 of Bection 22 of the Manitoba Act, 1870,

differ but slightly from the corresponding sections of section 93 of

the British North America Act, 1867. The only importanl differ-

ence is that the Manitoba Act in sub-section 1 the words "by law

are followed by the words "or practice" which do not occur m the

corresponding passage in the British North America Act, 1867.

Then- would be a marked and very considerable difference between

the corresponding clauses, it in the one case rights and privileges of

the religious minority were recognized as subjects of protection when-

ever acquired, while in the other case they were not recognized as

subjects of protection unless they existed at the time of the passing

of tlie constitutional act.

Not wanting to put undue stress upon this, let us look at the

clauses for ourselves. In suh-section 1, Manitoba Act, there is an

express limitation as to time; the rights and privileges in denomina-

tional schools that are saved are such as existed, by law or practice,

at the union. But in sub section 2 nothing is said about time at all;

and the natural conclusion upon a reading of the two clauses toget her

is that, with regard to the rights and privileges referred to in the

latter clause, the time of their origin is immaterial. Such also IS the

ordinary and natural meaning of sub-section 2, regarded by itself.

Read by itself it extends to cover rights and privileges existenl at

at the time of the actor thing complained of. The existence of the

right, and not the time of its creation, is the operative and material

fad And this agrees with the corresponding provisions of the

British North America Act, where sub-section 1 refers to rights, etc.,

acquired before, or at, union, while sub-section 3, in terms, covers

rights, etc., acquired at any time. In any other view there was

clearly no necessity to add the words -or any Act of the Legislature

,,, ,l,i. remedial provision Of the Manitoba Act, tor such Ad would

be wholly null and void under sub-section 1.

There is, indeed, an undeniable objection to treating as an

appealable thing the repeal by a Legislature of an Ac passed by

itself. Ordinarily all rights and privileges given by Act of Parliament

are to be enjoyed mb modo, and are subject to the implied right of

the same Legislature to repeal or alter if it chouses to ,1.. so. But

the fundamental law may make it otherwise. An illustration of

this is afforded by the constitution of the I nited States, which

prohibits the State., but not Congress, from passing any law
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impairing the obligation of contract, and this has been held to

prevent the State Legislatures from repealing, or materially altering,

their own Acts conferring private rights, when such rights have

been accepted. It does not extend to Acts relating to Government,

as, for instance, to public officers, municipal incorporations, etc.,

but it extends to private and other corporations, educational or

otherwise, and also to Acts exempting incorporated bodies, by

special Act, from rates or taxes. These are irrepealable, and the

constitutional provision has been found onerous.

It is certainly anomalous under our system and theory of

parliamentary power, that a Legislature may not repeal or alter in

any way an Act passed by itself.

Still weighty as this consideration is. I can give no other

reasonable interpretation to the Act in question than that, under

the constitution of Manitoba, as under the constitution of the

Dominion, the exercise by the Provincial Legislature of its undoubted
j lowers in a way so as to give rights and privileges by law to the

minority in respect of education, lets in the Dominion Parliament

to concurrent legislative authority for the purpose of preserving

and continuing snch rights and privileges, if it sees fit to do so.

By the British North America Act it was not clear whether the

words "act or decision of any provincial authority," covered the

case of an Act of the Provincial Legislature, or was confined to

Administrative Acts, but in the Manitoba Act the words explicitly

extend to an Act of that Legislature.

Any ambiguity in sub-section 2 of the Manitoba Act is, I

conceive, to be resolved in the light of the corresponding provisions

of the British North America Act. As the provisions of the British

North America Act are to be applicable, unless varied, I think it

reasonable that ambiguous provisions in the special Act should be

construed in conformity with the general Act.

Passing, however, from it as a matter of construction, it does not

seem reasonable that Parliament, in forming, in 1870, a constitution

for Manitoba, intended to disregard entirely constitutional limita-

tions such as were three years before established as binding upon

the original members of the confederation. On the contrary by

the addition of the words "or by practice" in 1st sub-section, and of

tiie words "or any Act of tin- Legislature" in 2nd sub-section, and

by the provision of section _•'-> providing for the use of French and

English languages in the courts and Legislature, there is manifested

greater tenderness for racial and denominational differences.

Further, unless sub-section 2 has the meaning suggested, the entire

series of limitation- imposed by sub-sections I. "J and •''> are entirely

inoperative. For the Judicial dommittee has in effect declared thai

no righl or privilege in respecl of denominational schools existed
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prior tn the union, either by lav. or practice, and therefore there

was nothing on which sub-section 1 could practically operate ; and
as there was clearly no system of Beparate or dissentient schools

established in Manitoba by law prior t<> 1 1 1
«

- union, the provisions

of sub-sections - and •"> are inoperative it' the rights ami privileges in

relation to education are to lie limited to rights ami privill

before the union.

There is no don I it that this construction limits the powers of the

Legislature and restrains the exercise of its discretion, bu1 the same
thing may be said of the effecl of .-in appeal againsl "any act or

decision of any provincial authority" in Nova Scotia or New Bruns-

wick, in case either of such provinces were to adopt a system of sep

arate schools. The Legislature might not choose to pass the reme
dial Legislation necessary to execute the decision of the Governor
Genera] in Council, and the Dominion Parliament could then exercise

its concurrent power of legislation in effect overriding the legislative

determination of the Provincial Legislature. The provision may be

lk, one-sided, as giving finality to a chance legislative \ote in

favour of separate schools, inconsistent with a proper autonomy, and
without elements of permanence, hut if it is in the constitutional

system it must receive recognition in the court of law.

Assuming then that clause 2 covers rights and privileges when-
soever acquired, the next question is as to the meaning of the words
"rights and privileges of the Protestant or Roman Catholic minority
in relation to education?" Here again, I think, we are to go to

clause 3 of section 93, British North America Act. I think that the
reference is to minority rights under a system of separate schools,

and that it is essentia] that the complaining minority should have
had rights or privileges under a system of separate or dissentient

schools exist i 1

1

l: Irylaw at the union or thereafter established by the

Legislature of the province. The generality of the words under
clause 2 of the .Manitolia Act is to he explained by clause :;, section

93, British North America Act, and to have the same meaning as

the corresponding words in it.

The two remaining (piest ions then, are: Was a system of separate
or dissentient schools established in .Manitoha prior to tin' passage
of the .Manitoha Education Act of L8901 And. have any rights or

privileges of the Roman Catholic minority in relation thereto been
judicially affected I

One of the learne. | judges of the Queen's Bench of Manitolia thus
succinctly summarizes the schoo] legislation of Manitoha in force at

the time of the passing of the Act in L890:
• Under the school Acts in force in the province previous to the

passing of the Public School Act of L890, there were two distinct sets

of public or common schools, the one set Protestant and the other
Roman Catholic. The hoard of education, which had the general
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management of the public schools, was divided into two sections, one

composed of the Protestant members and one of the Roman Catholic

members, and each section had its own superintendent. The school

districts were designated Protestant or Roman Catholic, as the case

might be. The Protestant schools were under the immediate control

of trustees elected by the Protestant ratepayers of the district, and

the Catholic schools in the same way were under the control of trus-

ts-, elected by the Roman Catholic ratepayers; and it was provided

that the ratepayers of a district should pay the assessments that were

required to supplement the legislative grant to the schools of their

own denomination, and that in no case should Protestant ratepayers

be obliged to pay for a Roman Catholic school, or a Catholic rate-

payer for a Protestant school."

I would only add that assessments were to be ordered by the rate-

payers (Catholic or Protestant, as the case may be) of the school dis-

trict, and that the trustees were empowered in many cases to collect

the rates themselves, instead of making use of the public collectors.

The trustees were empowei'ed to employ teachers exclusively who
should hold certificates from the section of the board of education of

their own faith. By the act of 1871 the board of education was

composed equally of Protestants and Roman Catholics, but by the

Act of 1881 the proportion was 12 Protestants and 9 Roman
Catholics.

Now, the system of education established by the Act of 1881 was

not in terms, and, eo nomine, a system of separate or dissentient schools,

and if the constitutional provision requires that they should be such

in order -to come within the Act, then the minority did not have the

requisite rights and privileges in respect of education. As to this, I

have had doubts arising from the opinion that, where rights and

privileges have no other foundation than the legislative authority

whose subsequent Acts in affecting them is impeached, the restraint

upon the general grant of legislative authority should bfl applied only

where the case is brought closely within the limitation. At the same

time, we are to give a fair and reasonable construction to a remedial

provision of the constitution, and are to regard the substance of the

thing. Now the Roman Catholics were in the minority in 1881, and

are still, and a system of schools was established by law, under which

they had the right to their own schools—Catholic in name and fact

—

under the control of trustees selected by themselves, taught by

teachers of their own faith, and supported, in part, by an assessment

ordered by themselves upon the persons and property of Roman
Catholics, and imposed, levied and collected as a portion of the public

rates, the persons and property liable to such rate being at the same

time exempt from contribution to the schools of the majority, i.e.,

Protectant schools. This, although not such in name, seems to me to

have been essentially a system of separate or dissentient schools, of
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the Bame general type as the separate school system of Ontario, and
giving therefore to the minority rights and privileges in relation to

education in the sense of sub-section 2, section 2l', Manitoba Act, and
sub-section 3, section 93, British North America Act.

It is true that the schools of the majority were Protestant schools,

and that the majority had the same right as the minority, but I do
not think that this renders the minority schools any the less essen-

tially separate schools of the Roman Catholics. In Quebec the
majority schools are distinctly denominational.

Then, was the right and privilege of the Roman Catholic minority
in this system of separate schools prejudicially affected by the Act of
1890 1 And if so, to what extent )

In the judgment of the judicial committee in The city of Winnipeg
v. Barrett (1), speaking of the right there claimed on behalf of the
rights and privileges which they had by practice at the time of the
union, their lordships say:

" Now if the state of things which the archbishop describes as exist-

ing before the union had been established by law, what would have been
the rights and privileges of the Roman Catholics with respect to

denominational schools? They would have had, bylaw, the right to
establish schools at their own expense, to maintain their schools by
school fees or voluntary contributions, and to conduct them in accord-
ance with their own religious tenets. Every other religious body
which was engaged in a similar work, at the time of the union, would
have had precisely the same right with respect to their denominational
schools. Possibly this right, if it had been defined or recognised by
positive enactment, might have had attached to it, as a necessary or
appropriate incident, the right of exemption from any contribution
under any circumstances to schools of a different denomination. But,
in their lordship's opinion, it would be going much too far to hold
that the establishment of a national system of education, upon an
unsectarian basis, is so inconsistent with the right to set up and main-
tain denominational schools, that the two things cannot exist together
or that the existence of one necessarily implies or involves immunity
from taxation for the purpose of the other."

The rights and privileges of the denominational minority under tlie

Act of 1881 and amending acts, were different from the assumed rights
in denominational schools which the same class had by practice at the
time of union. It could not be said to be merely " the right to

establish schools at their own expense, to maintain their schools by
school fees or voluntary contributions, and to conduct them in accord-
ance with their own religious tenets"; it was a right as Roman
Catholics by law to establish schools and to maintain them through
the exercise by them of the state power of taxation, by the imposition

(1)[1S92] A.( . 146.
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levying and collecting of rates upon the persons and property of all

Roman Catholics, such persons and property being at the same time

exempted from liability to be rated for the support of the public

schools of the majority, then denominated and being Protestant

schools. By the Act of 1S90 the Protestant schools are abolished

equally with the Roman Catholic schools, and a system of public

schools set up, which is neither Protestant nor Roman Catholic, but

unsectarian. The question then is whether the language of their lord-

ships is applicable to this state of things, and whether or not it can be

said (changing their lordship's language to suit the facts) that the

establishment of the national system of education upon an unsectarian

basis is so inconsistent with the right to set up and maintain by the

aid of public taxation upon the denominational minority, a system of

denominational schools, that the two cannot co-exist; or that the exist-

ence of the system of denominational minority schools (supposing it

still in existence) necessarily implies or involves immunity from taxa-

tion for the purpose of the other. It rather seems to me that no

reasonable system of legislation could consistently seek to embrace

these two things, viz: 1st, the support of a system of denominational

schools for the minority, maintainable through compulsory rating of

the persons and property of the minority; and 2nd, the support of a

general system of rating all persons and property, both of the major-

ity and minority. The effect of such a scheme would be to impose a

double rate upon a part of the community for educational purposes.

The logical result of this view would be that by the establishment of

a general non-sectarian system (as well as by the abrogation of the

separate school system) the rights and privileges are previously given

by law to the denominational minority in respect of education were

necessarily affected. Of course the minority would obtain equality by

giving up their schools; but the present inquiry at this point is

whether a right acquired by law to maintain a system of separate

schools has been affected by an Act which takes away the legal organ-

ization and status of such schools, and their means of maintenance, by

the repeal of the law giving these things, and which subjects the

persons and property of the denominational minority to an educational

rate for general non-sectarian schools, instead of leaving them subjected

to an educational rate for the support of the separate and denomina-

tional schools. It is true that by the Act of 1881 and amending Acts,

the exemption was an exemption from contribution to the Protestant

schools, and the schools under the act of 1890 are not Protestant

schools; but the substantial thing involved in the exemption under

the Acts of 1881 and amending Acts was, that the ratepayer to the sup-

port of the Catholic schools should not have to pay rates for the

support of the schools established by the rest of the community, but

should have their educational rates appropriated solely to the support

of their own schools. This was an educational right or privilege
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accorded to them, in relation to education, under a system of separate

schools established by law, which the legislature, if possessing

absolute or exclusive authority to legislate on the aubjeel of

education without limitation or restraint, might very well with-

draw, abrogate or materially alter, but which, under the con-

stitutional limitations of the Manitoba Act, can be done only

subject to the rights of the minority to seek the intervention of

the Dominion Parliament, through th xercise of the concurrent

legislative authority ,that thereupon becomes vested in such parliament,

upon resort being first had to the tribunal of the Governor-General in

Council. Although there are points of difference between this case

and what would have been the ease if the prior legislation of Manitoba
had established a system of separate schools following precisely the

< mtario system, I cannot regard the difference as other than nomii al,

and I treat this ease as though the Act of 1881 and amending A.cts

distinctly established a system of separate schools, giving for the

general public a system of undenominational public schools, a.nd to

the Catholic minority the right to a system of separate schoolsc In

such ease I do not see how the passing of such an Act as the Aat of

1890 could tail to be said by abolishing the separate schools* totlfect

the rights and privileges of the minority in respect of educa ion.

With some changes of phraseology, and some change of meth°d, I

think that what has been done in the case before us is essentially the

same. If the clauses of the Manitoba Act are to have any meaning
at all, they must apply to save rights and privileges which have no
other foundation originally than a statute of the Manitoba Legislal ure.

The constitutional provision protects the separate educational status

given by an Act of the Legislature to the denominational minority.

The view that the effect of this is to restrain the proper exercise by
the Legislature, of its power to alter its own legislation, is met by

the opposite view that there is no improper restraint if it is a

constitutional provision, and that in establishing a system of separate

schools the Legislature may well have borne in mind the possibly

irrepealable character of its legislation in thereby creating rights and
privileges in relation to education. I therefore answer the questions

of the case as follows :

1. Yes.

2. Yes.

3. No.

4. Yes, to the extent as explained by the above reasons for my
opinion.

:.. Yes.

6. Yes.
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Petition of the Cardinal, Archbishops, and Bishops of the

Roman Catholic Church in Canada, May, 1894.

To His Excellency the Governor-General of Canada in Council

:

May it Please Your Excellency,—The petition of the under-

signed, His Eminence the Cardinal Archbishop of Quebec, the Most

Reverend Archbishops and the Right Reverend the Bishops of the

Roman Catholic Church in the Dominion of Canada, devoted subjects

of Her Most Gracious Majesty the Queen, humbly sheweth :

1. Since the establishment of the Province of Manitoba until 1800,

the public schools of the province, as established by law, were either

Protestant or Catholic schools. They all enjoyed the same rights

and received respectively their legitimate share of legislative grants.

They were independent one from another, being conducted, directed,

and supported by the respective sections of the population for which

they were established. The system gave such satisfaction that it was

the cause of no complaint, and the two sections of the population

with their respective schools lived in peace, concord, harmony, and

mutual good-will.

2. In 1890 laws were passed changing the school system and

replacing it with enactments which are, for a portion of the com-

munity, a source of grief, regret and hardship. Practically, and in

spite of all assertions to the contrary, the result of the new system is

purely and simply the legal suppression of all Catholic schools, and

the maintenance of all Protestant schools, with all the rights and

privileges they enjoyed previous to the school laws of 1890.

Catholic schools are abolished by law, while Protestant schools have

nothing to suffer from the new enactment ; nay, they gain by it,

as the Catholic ratepayers have now to help to the support of

Protestant schools, which are exactly what they were, and to which,

naturally, Catholic parents cannot conscientiously send their children.

3. The Public Schools Act of 1890, being 53 Vic, ch. 38 (now

ch. 127 of Revised Statutes of 1891) decrees, in sections 241-242,

that " in cases where, before the coming into force of this Act,

Catholic school districts have been established, covering the same

territory as any Protestant school district . . . such Catholic

school districts shall cease to exist." The law has been put in force

wheresoever it could be applied ; for instance, in Winnipeg, Brandon,

etc. There the Catholic trustees have ceased to be recognized since

the 1st May, 1890, while the Protestant trustees remained in office

and caused taxes to be levied on Catholic as well as Protestant

parents, notwithstanding the fact that no Catholic children are

attending the said Protestant schools.
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4. Section 192 says: "Religious exercises in the public schools

shall be conducted according to the regulations of the Advisory

Board." It is, therefore, lawful to have prayers and religious exer

<i.Ms in the pulilic school of Manitoba, provided the same are fixed

and determined l>y the Advisory Board. Just now all the members
<>f the said Board are Protestants, and, ou ring to the condition of the

•country, it is clear that Catholics will never have hut very little influ

ence, if any, in the said Hoard "

Therefore, Protestant children will be allowed to pray according

to their parents' desire, while Catholic children are deprived of the

.same liberty, and this under the penalty of forfeiting their legitimate

share of puhlic money, hecause in order to secure to his or her school

•the government grant, the teacher must declare under oath that

no prayer or religious exercise, except as prescribed by the Advisory

Board, has been used in the school. Suppose a school attended

exclusively by Catholic children, with a Catholic teacher, the sain

school would be deprived of the legislative grant, should the teacher

or the pupils cross themselves or make use of the Hail Mary.

5. Religious instruction is not prohibited in the Puhlic Schools

of Manitoba] in that respect, and under the heading of morals the

regulations framed under the old system by the Protestant section

of the Board are retained under the new system ;
" Stories, memory

gems, sentiments in the school lessons, examination of motives,

didactic talks, teaching the ten Commandments, etc., are means to

be employed." All this, of course, is to be used from a Protestant

point of view, so much so that the actual chairman of the Advisory

Board, who has always been the chairman of the Protestant section of

the Board of Education, and who is no less a personage than the

Archbishop of Rupert's Land, declared before the Synod, in 1893,

that the ahove quoted privileges "are not small things in themselves,

hut they are doubly important because they carry with them for the

teacher a degree of liberty in his teaching of what may come before

the classes in their literature and otherwise," and His Grace adds :

"The teachers who ignore these exercises can hardly be realizing their

position as Christian men."

The liberty above mentioned is naturally for Protestants alone

because it is enacted that those public schools are "non-sectarian,"

that is to say, that no Catholic teaching can be permitted while

facilities are afforded to zealous and intelligent Protestant teachers to

impress upon their pupils their own religious convictions.

See appendix A, pamphlet by Archbishop Taehe, April, 1893,

and appendix B, Dr. J. R. Morrison's paper read before the Junior

Liberal Conservative Association, of St. John, N. B., February 13th,

1894.

6. For the last four years the Catholics of Manitoba have Keen

subjected to unfair and unjust treatment resulting from the change in

s
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the school laws in 1890. They asked in vain for relief. Instead of a

remedy, they have been made the victims of a fresh injustice, the

new Manitoba law, 57 Via, ch. 28, assented to on March 2nd, 1894.

The clause 151 of the Public School Act of 1890 reads as follows:

•' Any school not conducted according to all the provisions of this or

any Act in force for the time being, or the regulations of the

department of education, or the Advisory Board, shall not he deemed

a public school within the meaning of the law, and such school shall

not participate in the legislative grant.

"

To this provision, in force since 1890, has been added this year

the section 4 of the new law, which reads as follows :
" Section 151

of chapter 127 is hereby amended by adding thereto the following

words : Nor the municipal grant, nor shall any school assessment be

levied or school taxes be collected for the benefit of such school."

The consequences of this new enactment is that no municipality,

even one exclusively Catholic, without a single Protestant in its limits,,

has any power to levy a single dollar for Catholic schools, while a

Catholic municipality where are ten Protestant children is obliged

by law to levy on all the Catholics as well as on the parents of the-

ten Protestant children the money required for the education of the

said ten Protestant children.

7. The same law of 1894 goes further and decrees the con-

fiscation of all school property in all the districts which do not

submit their schools to the new law, and it says in section 2, "In
every case in which the organization of a school district fails to be

continued—the council of the municipality in which such school

district lies shall have full power and authority, and it shall be the

duty of the said council to take charge of all the property of such

school district, real and personal, and to administer the same for the

benefit of the creditors of such school district, if any."

Such is the real position of the Catholics of Manitoba, though all

their school property has been acquired with their own money,

without any help from Protestant purse or public fund, and in

Protestant municipalities the Catholic school property, real and

personal, goes to the benefit of Protestants.

8. The example given in Manitoba has been partly followed in

the North-west Territories. There the Catholic separate schools have

been retained, but in virtue, of the Ordinance No. 22, A.D. 1892,.

they are deprived of their own liberty of action and of the character

which distinguishes them from other schools. So that, in reality, the

Catholics of the North-west are reduced, partly at least, to the hard-

ship imposed upon their brethren of Manitoba. In both cases the-

result is very detrimental to the cause of education and really has in

both cases created bad feelings, dissensions, and the most deplorable-

results.

See appendix C, memorial of Archbishop Tache, March, 1894.
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9. The undersigned take the liberty to affirm that they deeply

regret the condition of affairs above mentioned.

The painful experience of the Catholics of Manitoba and the

North-west Territories is also resented by the Catholics of the

Dominion. The undersigned have uo hesitation in stating that a

similar feeling certainly exists among many Protestants, who, though

separated by faith, are united with the Catholics in a sentiment of

justice, fair play, and desire for the prosperity of their common
country.

The undersigned appreciate the political advantages enjoyed by
Canada and have no desire for any other regime, satisfied that there is,

in the institutions of the country and in the spirit of justice and
conciliation which prevails among its inhabitants, a remedy against

what, just now, is the subject of their complaints. The Canadian
constitution acknowledges equal rights for all citizens, and for all

classes of citizens. Therefore, Canadians should not be oppressed

because they are Catholics.

10. The undersigned cannot shut their eyes to a fact closely

connected with the history of their country: Catholic missionaries

have not waited for the facilities and material advantages, now
offered by Canada to bring thereto the light of Christian civilization.

On the contrary, they were the first pioneers of the sacred cause and
they sealed their missions with their blood. Without fear or

hesitation they buried their existence among the most barbarous

savages, whom they tamed and induced peaceably to hand over their

own country to the Canadian authorities. The Catholic missionaries

accompanied that noble task on the banks of the Saskatchewan and
Red Rivers, as well as on those of the St. Lawrence and the Ottawa,

and they did this, when alongside of the crosses they planted, they

fondly rested their gavel on the Jieur de lis flag.

Everyone knows that the same missionaries, while their eyes were

yet moist with the tears they naturally shed, when they had to

sever the ties by which their whole existence had hereto been bound
up, were as faithful to British dominion as they had been to the

banner of the land of their origin. It is well known that it is largely

dm- to the fidelity of Canadian Catholic apostles that England owes

the quiet possession of the noble colony which France had planted on

the St. Lawrence and its tributaries. What then happened among
the inhabitants of La Nouvelle France, was possible solely because

its inhabitants were Catholics, and because England had respected

their religious convictions. The knowledge of what they allude to,

renders more incomprehensible to the undersigned the fact that the

Catholics of Manitoba and the North-west are badly treated because

they are Catholics.

1 1 . Catholics believe in the necessity of religious instruction in

schools. This conviction imposes upon them conscientious obligations,
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and these obligations give theni rights of which they connot be

deprived. They cannot be satisfied by the saying, others do not

believe as you do, therefore you must change your convictions; others

are satisfied and even wish that their children should be brought up

and educated in such a way, therefore, you Catholics, you cannot

stand aside, or, if you do, do so at your own expense. Such an

argument is neither fair nor just.

The undersigned, pastors of souls, are at one with their flocks, in

insisting on the rights they claim, ami they are fully determined to

preserve them in their integrity. There is in this a question of

justice, of natural equity, of prudence and of social economy, closely

connected with the fundamental interests of the country.

The Catholics, being under the obligations of educating their

children, according to their faith, and the religious principles they

profess, have, in our free country, the right of establishing their

separate schools, and that right they must be allowed to exercise,

without being forced to the burden of double school taxes.

The undersigned also take the liberty to state, that the Federal

Parliament has endowed the schools of Manitoba and the North-west

with a large domain, in assigning to the support of such schools the

eighteenth part of all public lands. Those lands are Canadian

property, and how could the Federal Parliament consent to deprive

the Catholics of these countries of their legitimate share in the profit

derived from such lands, simply because this class of citizens adheres

to its religious convictions and wishes to comply with conscientious

obligations 1

See appendix D, "A page of the history of the schools of Manitoba,"

by Archbishop Tache.

12. The undersigned petitioners are fully aware that Manitoba

and the North-west Territories were l-eceived into confederation, after

promises made to the first inhabitants of that vast country in the

name and by the authority of Her Majesty. The immediate

representatives of our beloved Queen assured them, that "respect

and attention would be extended to the different religious persuasions

and that, on their union with Canada, all their civil and religious

rights and privileges would be respected." In the estimation of

Catholics, their religious rights are not respected and their religious

persuasions are not treated with respect and attention, when there are

difficulties thrown, by law, in the way of securing to their children

an education, conducted in accordance with their religious convictions.

13. The undersigned, while petitioning as they do, repudiate the

idea of interference with political parties, or with the direction of

affairs, purely political or temporal. Their sole object is to secure for

the Catholics a protection, needed for the accomplishment of their

religious obligations, anil it is in that view, and in that view only,
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that they petition His Excellency the Governor- General in Council,

and ask the honorable members of the Senate and the House of

Commons of Canada, of whatsoever party they may be, to help in a

fair settlement of the actual difficulties.

Therefore, your petitioners humbly pray His Excellency the

Governor-General in Council :

1. To disallow the Act of Manitoba, 57 Vic, chap. 28, 1894, and

intituled " An Act to amend the Public School Act."

2. To give such directions and make such provisions for the

relief of the Roman Catholics of the province of Manitoba, as His

Excellency in Council may seem tit, with regard to the Manitoba

School laws of 1890.

3. To communicate with the Lieutenant-Governor of the North-

west Territories, in order that, by amending ordinances, redress

should be given to meet the grievances of which the Catholics of the

North-west complain on account of the Ordinance No. 22, assented to

at Regina on the 31st of December, 1892.

And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

(Signed),

E. A. Taschereau, Cardinal, Archbishop of Quebec.

Alex. Tache, Archbishop of St. Boniface, O.M.I.

C. O'Brien, Archbishop of Halifax.

Edward Charles Fabre, Archbishop of Montreal.

Joseph Thomas Duhamel, Archbishop of Ottawa.

John Walsh, Archbishop of Toronto.

James Vincent Cleary, Archbishop of Kingston.

L. N. Begin, Archbishop of Cyrene, Coadjuteur of His

Eminence Cardinal Taschereau.

J. Vital Grandin, Ev. de St. Albert.

L. F. Lafleche, Ev. des Trois Rivieres, O.M.I.

Isidore Glut, O.M.I., Ev. D'Arindele.

Emile Grouard, Ev. dTbara, O.M.I. Vic. Apost.,

Arthab.j MacKenzie.
Albert Paschal, O.M.I., Ev. de Mosinopolis, Vic

Apost.

Paul Durieu, O.M.I., Ev. de New Westminister.

L. Z. Moreau, Bishop of St. Hyacinthe.

John Cameron, Bishop of Antigonish.

J. Sweeny, Bishop of St. John, N.B.

James Rogers, Bishop of Chatham.

James Charles McDonald, Bishop of Charlottetown.

J. N. Lemmens, Bishop of Victoria and Vancouver.

T. J. Dowling, Bishop of Hamilton.

Denis O'Connor, Bishop of London.
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R. A. O'CONNOR, Bishop of Peterborough.

Alexander .MacDonell. Bisho]> of Alexandria.

Joseph Emard. Bishop of Valleyfield.

Pall S. Larocque, Bishop of Sherbrooke.

Maxime Decelles, Bishop of Druzipara.

Elphege Gkavel, Bishop of Xicolet.

Andre Albert Blais, Ev. de St. Germain de Riniouski.

Narcisse Zkphirin Lorrain, Ev. de Cythere et Vicaire

Apostolique de Pontine

M. T. Labrecque, Ev. de Chieoutimi.

Order in Council, 26th July, 1894.

The Committee of the Privy Council have had under consideration

a memorial addressed to your Excellency in Council by His Eminence

Cardinal Taschereau, Archbishop of Quebec, and by the Roman
Catholic archbishops and bishops in Canada, on the subject of the laws

relating to education in the Province of Manitoba and in the North-

west territories. The memorial sets forth the condition of the public

schools in the Province of Manitoba from the establishment of the

province until 1890, and proceeds to state that "In 1890 laws were

passed changing the school system and replacing it by other enactments

which are, for a portion of the community, a source of grief, regret

and hardship." The memorial asserts that " the result of the new

system is purely and simply the legal suppression of all Catholic

schools, and the maintenance of all Protestant schools, with all the

rights and privileges enjoyed previous to the school laws of 1890," and

that the " Catholic ratepayers have now to help to the support of

Protestant schools, which are exactly, what they were, and to which

naturally Catholic parents cannot conscientiously send their children."

The memorial proceeds to state in detail some of the provisions of

the enactments of Manitoba in 18^0, which are claimed to have the

effect previously stated. It further states that " for the last four

years the Catholics of Manitoba have been subjected to unfair and

unjust treatment resulting from the change of the school laws of

1890"; that " they asked in vain for relief; instead of a remedy they

have been made the victims of a fresh injustice in the new Manitoba

law, 57 Vic, chap. 28, assented to on March 2, 1894," one of the

provisions of which forbids aid to be given by any municipality to

any school not conducted according to the school system adopted in

1890. The effect of this enactment is stated by the memorialists to

be "that no municipality, even one exclusively Catholic, without a
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single Protestant in its limits, has any power to levy a Bingle dollar

for Catholic schools, while a Catholic municipality, where there are 10

Protestant children, is obliged by law to levy on all the Catholics as

well as on the parents of the 10 Protestant children, the uaonej

required for the education of the 10 Protestant children." The mem
orial complains also that the enactment of 1894 "decrees the confisca-

tion of all Bchool property in all the districts, which do not submit

their schools to the new law," even though the school property may

have been acquired by Catholics with their own money.

The memorial further states that in the North- west territories

" the Catholic separate schools have been retained, but, in virtue of

the ordinance number 22, of 1802, they are deprived of their liberty

of action and of the character which distinguishes them from other

schools," and that there, as well as in Manitoba, the result is very

detrimental to the cause of education, and really has in both cases

created bad feelings, dissensions and the most "deplorable results."

It adds that " the painful experience of the Catholics of Manitoba and

of the Nonh-west territories is also resented by all Catholics of the

Dominion, and has excited sympathy among many Protestants who,

though separated by faith, are united with the Catholics in a senti-

ment of justice and fair play," and the desire of the prosperity of their

common country. The memorialists make reference to the many

claims to gratitude which Catholic missionaries have established by

their work in times past, in connection with Christian missions and

in spreading civilization as well as religion through what are now the

British possessions in North America, and in encouraging sentiments

of loyalty to British rule and British institutions when those posses-

sions came under the British flag, and they seem (properly, in the

view of the committee) to consider that these circumstances give a

strong claim for generous recognition of the rights of Catholics in

Manitoba and the North-west. They also refer to the fact "that the

Federal Parliament has endowed the schools of Manitoba and the

North-west with a large domain in assigning to the support of such

schools the eighteenth part of all public lands." They cite the promise

made to the inhabitants of Manitoba and the North-west, when

Rupert's Land was acquired by Canada in the name and by the authority

of Her Majesty that "respect and attention would be extended to the

different religious persuasions, and that on their union with Canada

all their civil and religious rights and privileges would be respected."

The memorialists add that "in the estimation of Catholics" their

religious lights are not respected, and their religious persuasions are

not treated with respect and attention, when there are difficulties

thrown, by law, in the way of securing to their children an education

conducted in accordance with their religious conviction.

The memorialists "repudiate the idea of interference with political

parties, or with the direction of affairs political or temporal.
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They state that "their sole object is to secure for the Catholics a

protection needed for the accomplishment of their religious obligations;""

and that "it is in that view only, that they petition His Excellency

the Governor-General in Council, and ask the honorable member*

of the Senate and of the Commons of Canada, of whatsoever party

thev may be, to help in a fair settlement of the actual difficulties ;" and

they pray, first, for the disallowance of the Manitoba School Act of

1894; second, to give such directions and make such provisions for

the relief of the Roman Catholics of the Province of Manitoba as

Your Excellency in Council may see fit with regard to the Manitoba

school laws of 1890; third, to communicate with the Lieutenant-

Governor of the North-west in order that by amending ordinances,

redress should be given to meet the grievances of which the Catholic*

of the North-west complain on account of the ordinance No. .22, of

1892.

The committee, having taken all these matters into consideration,

have the honor to recom.nend that a copy of the memorial above

referred to, and also of this report, if approved, be transmitted to the

Lieutenant-Governor of Manitoba, with a request that he will lay the

same before his advisers and before the Legislature of that province ;

and that copies of the same be also sent to the Lieutenant-Governor

of the North-west, with the request that he will lay them before the

Executive Committee of the Territories and Legislature thereof.

The committee beg to observe to Your Excellency that the state-

ments which are contained in this memorial are matters of deep con-

cern and solicitude in the interests of the Dominion at large, and that

it is a matter of utmost importance to the people of Canada that the

laws which prevail in any portion of the Dominion should not be such

as to occasion complaint of oppression or injustice to any class or por-

tion of the people, but should be recognized as establishing perfect

freedom of equality, especially in all matters relating to religion and

religious belief and practice; and the committee therefore humbly

advise that Your Excellency may join with them in expressing the

most earnest hope that the Legislatures of Manitoba and of the North-

west respectively may take into consideration at the earliest possible

moment the complaints which are set forth in this petition, and which

are said to create dissatisfaction among Roman Catholics, not only in

Manitoba and the Northwest, but likewise throughout Canada, and

may take speedy measures to give redress in all the matters in relation to

which any well-founded complaint or grievance be ascertained.

The committee advise that a copy of this report be sent to each of

the memorialists.
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CHAPTEB I.

ARCHBISHOP TACHE.
Thinks his Ideas with regard t<> Religious Instruction in

Schools full? Corroborated in England.

(Letter to The Free Presa—August, 1889.)

Sik,—In the beginning of the establishment of Canadian authority

in this country, there was little difficulty in securing denominational

schools. After they had been recognised by law, efforts were made
to change their character, l»ut since 1877 nothing was attempted

publicly in that direction. During these last twelve years the

cause of education has made great progress in Manitoba; the fact is,

there are few new countries, if any, which have a larger development

in that direction. Visitors of intelligence are in reality very much

astonished at the harmonious and efficacious work of our system; as

a rule, the population is satisfied with the management of the schools,

by the respective Boards, and if we can judge this management by

the result, surely there is not much reason for complaint. I am per-

fectly aware that the system in itself does not meet the views of

everyone. There are men, earnest and honest, who would like that

it had never been established, but these very men, precisely for the

same reasons, are anxious to avoid rash measures or violation of the

rights of others.

Since last week there has been a good deal of talking and writing

about the question of schools. Without attaching too much weight

to what might have been said under certain impulses, or to please

certain parties, I am fully aware of the importance of the question,

and feel confident that no government will attempt any measure

violating the acquired rights of any important section of the people

of Manitoba. 1 cherish the idea that our public men are not to be

guided by the narrow ideas of bigoted individuals who think it is a

<doriou3 thins to attack others and a meritorious one to do harm to

their neigh bors.

Ignorance is so great among such narrow-minded men that they

think, and they say, that our system of schools is to be changed

because it admits of religious instruction in conformity to the wishes

of the parents, and, to show more blindness, they say that the ideas

which have been predominant in our system are " mediaeval relics, fit

for priestly-ridden people; that they are ideas behind the times, and

not in accordance with the spirit of the air"'; anti -British, and un-

worthy of an English country."
"

f 123 ]
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These, and similar repeated attacks have suggested to me the

thought of bringing before these men the knowledge of what has

occurred in England at a very recent date, and to show thereby that the

views, entertained by Catholics and many Protestants in Manitoba

with regard to religious instruction in elementary schools, are not so

adverse to English wishes and practice as the adversaries of our

schools believe and say. Of course, I have not the presumption of

furnishing information to educated men, who devote some attention

and time to the cause of education, but I think I will say something

new to many who had no chance to consider the facts I am about to

recall.

The facts I am going to speak of are in connection, with :

—

1. The Royal Commission appointed to inquire into the working

of the elementary education Acts in England and Wales.

2. The work accomplished by that commission.

3. Conviction expressed by the commissioners.

4. Some of their conclusions and recommendations.

Of course, I can only touch on the subject in a very light and

inadequate manner. The gigantic work of that commission is shewn

by the reports, of which a copy lies on my table, and is contained in

nine large quarto volumes, forming nearly five thousand pages and

mostly in double columns. It may seem ridiculous to endeavor to

bring within a small compass, adequate information with regard to

such a labor, but as the work is inaccessible to most, I hope I may be

pardoned in writing a few lines in reference to it.

1. ROYAL COMMISSION.

The 15th of January, 1886, a commission was appointed to

enquire into the working of the Elementary Education Acts, England

and Wales, and that by a royal proclamation which reads as follows :

"Victoria R.

"Victoria by the grace of God, of the United Kingdom of Great

Britain and Ireland, Queen, defender of the faith. To our right

trusty and well beloved councillor, Sir Richard Assheton Cross,

Knight Grand Cross of our most honorable Order of the Bath, one

of our principal secretaries."

Then are given the titles of nobility, of official or social position,

of twenty-one other members of the commission, whose names are

repeated below

. . . . "and our trusty and well beloved George Shipton, Esq.

Greeting.
" Whereas we have deemed it expedient that a commission should

forthwith issue to enquire into the working of the Elementary

Education Acts in England and Wales.
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"Now, know ye, that we, reposing great trust and confidence in

your knowledge ami ability, have authorized and appoint, and do by
these presents authorize and appoint you the said .Sir Richard Asheton
Cross, Henry Edward Manning, Cardinal Archbishop, Dudley Francis
Stuart, Earl of Harrowby, Frederic Karl Reauchamp, Frederic Bishop
of London, Charles Bowyer, Baron Norton, Anthony John Mundella,
Sir Francis Richard Sandford, Sir John Lubbock, Sir Bernhard
Samuelson, James Harrison Rigg, Robert William Dale, Robert
(Gregory, Benjamin Frederick Smith, Thomas Daniel Cox Morse,
Charles Henry Alderson, John Gilbert Talbot, Sydney ( 'harles Burton,
Thomas Edmund Heller, Bernard Charles Molloy, Samuel Rathbone,
Henry Richard and George Shipton, to be our commissioners for the
purpose aforesaid. And for the better effecting the purpose of this

our commission, we do, by these presents, give and grant unto you,

or any six or more of you, full power to call before you such persons
as you shall judge likely to afford you any information upon the
subject of this our commission ; and also to call for, have access to

and examine all such books, documents, registers and records, as may
afford you the fullest information on the subject, and to inquire of
and concerning the premises by all other lawful ways and means
whatsoever.

" And we do further, by these presents, authorize and empower you,
or any six or more of you, to visit and personally inspect such places
in our United Kingdom as you may deem expedient for the more
effectual carrying out of the purpose aforesaid.

"And we do, by these presents, will and ordain that this our
commission shall continue in full force and virtue, and that you, our
said commissioners, or any six or more of you, may from time to time
proceed in the execution thereof and of every matter and thing
therein contained from time to time by adjournment.

"And we do further ordain that you, or any six or more of you,
have liberty to report your proceedings under this our commission
from time to time if you shall judge it expedient so to do.

" And our further will and pleasure is that you do, with as little

delay as possible, report to us under your hands or seals, or under the

hands and seals of any six or more of you your opinion upon the

several matters herein submitted for your consideration.
" Given at our Court at Saint James, the fifteenth day of January,

one thousand eight hundred and eighty-six, in the forty-ninth year
of our reign.

By Her Majesty's command,

Richard Asheton Cross.

On the 10th of March. 1886, Her Majesty appointed the Honor-
able E. Lvulnh Stanley as substitute to the Rijdit Honorable H. J.

Mundella, who had resigned his seat upon the commission.
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At a later period Mr. Bernard C. Molloy withdrew from the

commission. His place was tilled by the Duke of Norfolk, who was

appointed a commissioner on the 15th of June, 1887.

There is no doubt that the commission is purely English, it

emanates from our beloved Queen, and is addressed to some of her

most distinguished subjects, selected on account of their known ability,

as well as their love for their country. These twenty-five commis-

sioners have for the field of their labor, England and Wales ; there is

nothing of foreign proclivities in these men. Most of them are

Protestants and belonging to different denominations; their social

position identifies them with all that is honorable and fair; their

loyalty to the Crown does not admit of doubt ; the trust of their

Sovereign imposes upon them the duty to meet her views as fully as

possible ; so we can be assured that such a commission commands

respect and attention, not only in England and "Wales, but through

all the immense domains of Her Majesty.

Let us review what has been accomplished by this commission of

Roval appointment, composed of men of distinction and ability, and

entrusted with a sacred cause.

2. THE WORK OF THE COMMISSION.

The work of the commission is immense, and will give just cause

of surprise to those who believe that the question of education can be

fairly and sufficiently discussed in a political speech, or a careless

letter to the press, or by a fanatic who thinks it is only necessary to

appeal to passions.

I invite those who are not acquainted with the efforts of the said

commission to pay some attention to the short analysis I take the

liberty of publishing, and which suffices to give a striking proof of

the conscientiousness with which a matter of such great moment as

the cause of education is approached in the very heart of the

British Empire.

The Royal Commissioners immediately after their appointment

set to work with a zeal worthy of themselves and of the trust with

which they had been honored by their beloved Sovereign. The

inquiry began on the 20th of January, 1886, and lasted until July,

1 S88. The commissioners themselves state in their reports to Her

Majesty, the sources from which they gather their information and

say :
" After considering the numerous applications received from

persons desiring to give evidence before us, we determined to summon

representatives of all public bodies who were in any way concerned

with the administration and working of the elementary education

Acts, and of all classes of persons whom these Acts, most immediately

affect, in addition to such other witnesses as, either from their special

knowledge, or from their experience, we thought likely to furnish
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valuable information. No representative witness, so far us we

know, lias been precluded from giving evidence before us."

"Mr. Patrick Cumin, Secretary to Your Majesty's Education

Department, was the first witness called, whom we heard at great

length. We next examined several of Your Majesty's Chief

Inspectors of schools ; and these witnesses were followed by repre-

sentatives of the leading educational societies.

" Thirteen consecutive meetings were exclusively devoted to the

evidence of the elementary teachers. In many instances, doubtless,

they express the views of a large and influential organization of

their professional brethren whose carefully formulated opinions had

been, at an early state of our inquiry, placed in our hands."

"The management of Public Elementary schools was the subject

which next occupied our attention ; nine managers of different kinds

of schools appeared before us, and gave us the benefit of their long and

varied experiences."
" After these the representatives of school boards were called. Our

next group of witnesses consisted of representatives of voluntary

schools. These gentlemen were followed by an equal number of

members of school attendance committees.
" The Welsh bi-lingual difficulty has received our attention.

" Full evidence has also been tendered to us on the subject of the

religious instruction given in public elementary schools. Six of the

leading advocates of the policy of separating religious from secular

instruction in daily elementary schools, five of whom belong to

different non-conformist bodies, also appeared before us."

The first report of the commissioners was presented to Her

Majesty in 1886, the second in April, 1887, and the third in July

1887. The three are the minutes of the evidence gathered from the

oral witnesses mentioned above. The three reports fill three large

quarto volumes in double columns, with an aggregate number of

2,421 pages; to arrive at that result the Royal Commissioners sat

for 95 long days ; they called 151 witnesses; scrutinized their ideas

and views on education by asking 59,809 questions, to which these

witnesses gave as many replies. Besides the 95 days devoted to

hearing oral testimony, the Commissioners sat 51 other days to

complete their work.

They conducted "an important statistical inquiry on an extensive

scale ; having come to the conclusion that the opinion of the country

as a whole on the working of the Education Acts ought to he

ascertained, and that valuable documentary information might be

obtained from managers and teachers of public elementary schools,

both voluntary and board, as well as from school boards, we obtained

permission to employ a staff for that purpose, under the superinten-

dence of a statistical official. We accordingly issued circulars

addressed to managers of voluntary schools, school boards and
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teachers. A circular was also addressed to the principals of all the

existing training colleges."'

The knowledge thus acquired was tabulated and was reported to

both Houses of Parliament in 1888 and tills a quarto volume of 487

pages.

Not satisfied with such an accumulation of testimony, the Royal

Commission published further information obtained in answer to

inquiries made by another circular addressed to the principals of

training colleges in England and Wales in receipt of a government

grant : the answers being published in a separate volume. To this

mav be added 95 papers furnished to the commission and published

b\r their order. The commissioners, to facilitate the study of their

-wonderful work, caused an index to evidence and also a digest to

this evidence to be prepared, the two covering no less than 580

pages, quarto.

Interesting reports, from outside of the mother country were

•obtained through Her Majesty's diplomatic agents, and are reported

ay the commissioners in a separate volume of 335 pages. These

accounts of the condition of elementary education in certain foreign

countries were appreciated by Her Majesty's commission, and widely

differ from certain foreign notions recently published. True, the

German empire has been consolidated in such a way that, in some

respects, it is foremost on the list of nations ;
but it would be a

great mistake to believe that this result has been obtained by the

state divorcing from religion or banishing the teaching of religion

from its schools. The Royal Commission proves otherwise :

—

" In Prussia in all the elementary schools the religious instruction

is compulsory as well as the other branches of instruction. The

religious instruction is given by the teacher, exceptionally by clergy-

men and by special teachers of religion."

" The religious instruction is obligatory on all the scholars. Also

for the religious instruction of the minority provisions are made,

partially at the expense of the state : for this pupose means are

regularly granted by the government."
" Saxony—Religious instruction is given in the schools of the

state. In Protestant schools by the master ; in Catholic schools by

priests."

"The religious instruction is obligatory on all the scholars. But

a minority of Catholic scholars would be taught by a local Catholic

priest."
<•' Wurtemburg—The schools of the state give religious as well as

secular instruction; the third part of the school time is devoted to

religious instructions. The greatest part of the religious instruction

is given by the teacher."

" The religious instruction is not obligatory on all the scholars

;

the minority may take part in the religious instruction of the
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majority ; but if the parents prefer that their children may no1 'I" so

they may be excused."
'• Bavaria. -In the Bchools of the Btate religious education forms

pari of the curriculum, and is given by the palish priest." " The
religious instruction is obligatory on all the scholars."

Exhaustive other information is furnished by the Royal Com
mission; not only about the German Empire, but even many
other countries, and no doubt it is desirable to sec its interesting

reports within reach of the men who wish to speak and write aboul

religious instruction and moral training in schools, partly or wholly,

supported by the state.

The above analysis, short as it is, suffices to prove that, very

likely, there arc few among those who talk about education laws, who
have taken so much trouble as the Royal Commission of England to

satisfy themselves what direction ought to he given in order to

secure the good of individuals, the happiness of families, and the

welfare of nations.

I invite my countrymen, whoever they may be, to weigh the

•conviction arrived at by the Royal Commissioners, after an investiga-

tion of such magnitude, that it could be considered as a waste of

money, time and intelligence, were not the great cause of education

At stake.

3. CONVICTION EXPRESSED.

The conscientious conviction of the Royal Commission is expressed

in their final report in a volume of 500 pages, by itself a valuable

source of information and a kind of synopsis of the whole inquiry

conducted with such zeal, patient labor, and wonderful results.

The final report is divided into seven parts.

Part I. deals with the existing law.

Part II. relates to the existing state of facts.

Part III. treats of the machinery for carrying on elementary

education.

Part IV. is confined to the education and instruction given in

public elementary schools.

Part V. deals with the government examination, the parliamen-

tary grant, etc.

Part "VI. treats of local educational authorities.

Part VII. consists of a summary of leading conclusions and

recommendations.

Only two of the seven parts have a general character, the five

others being of more local application. I will quote largely from

Part IV., that is to say, from chapter first of that part, on religious

and moral training; and which covers from page 112 to 127. The

9
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divisions with letters prefixed are mine, and the quotation is taken

passim, but continues through the chapter.

(a) Paramount Importance of Religious and Moral Training in

Schools—"Having been commissioned by Your Majesty to inquire

iuto the Working of the Elementary Education Acts, we should fail

in our dutv did we not review the religious moral effect of the

present system, and of the provisions made by law for enabling and

controlling religious as well as secular instruction. While the whole-

commission is animated by one and the same desire to secure for the

children in the public elementary schools the best and most thorough

instruction in secular subjects, suitable to their year.}, and in harmony
with the requirements of their future life, it is also unanimously of

opinion that their religious and moral training is a matter of stilL

higher importance alike to the children, the parents and the nation,

though the views of its members differ as to the method whereby

this object of supreme moment should be attained."

(b) The parents insist upon Religious Instruction in schools

—

"Upon the importance of giving religious as well as moral intruction,

as part of the teaching in day public elementary schools, much evidence-

was brought before us. . . . All the evidence is practically

unanimous as to the desire of the parents for the religious and moral

training of their children."

ic) Religious instruction given in English schools. "The answers-

we have received to circular A 3, testify that out of 385 school

boards, 348 give daily religious instruction, and 123 have religious

examinations ; and out of 3,496 teachers of departments, who have

sent in replies to circular D, 3,1GI say that they give daily religious

instruction, and 2,372 say examinations in religious knowledge are

held annually.

((/• Sunday school and home religious instructions deficient.

—

" We must add that though we highly value the influence of Sunday

schools, it is admitted that many scholars in elementary schools do

not either attend them or any place of worship, and that then-

parents are often too ignorant or too indifferent to give their children

any religious instruction. Such children, therefore, are entirely

dependent upon instruction in the day schools for any knowledge of

the scriptural truths which ought to be the common heritage of all

the people in a Christian country. We hope that the religious and

moral training in all board schools may be raised to the high standard

which has been attained already in many of them, and that it will be

made clear that the state, while scrupulously maintaining its pro-

visions for safe-guarding the rights of conscience, does not wish to

discourage any of the managers, teachers, and members of school

boards, connected with any of the elementary schools of the country

who are endeavoring to bring up their children in love and obedience?

to God."
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(e) Inspection of religious instruction recommended.—"The need

for annual inspection of religious instruction in board schools corre-

sponding to that made by the diocesan inspector in church schools,

in presence, especially of the strong competition to which religious

instruction is exposed by the restriction of the government exam-

ination to secular subjects, has been recognized in evidence before us

by tin- representatives of many important Bchool boards; and wo
gather that a movement is extending itself for securing that an

annual examination shouhl be held with a view to test the efficiency

of the scriptural instruction."

(
/') Grant to Christian schools not an endowment to religions

education.—"We cannot, therefore, concur in the view that the State

may be constructively regarded as endowing religious education when
under these conditions it pays annual giants for secular instruction in

aid of voluntary local effort to schools in which religious instruction

forms part of the programme."

(g) Prohibition of religious teaching an injury to parents' con-

scientious feelings.
— " But while we are most anxious that conscientious

objections of parents to religious teaching and observances, in the case

of their children, should be most strictly respected, and that no child

should, under any circumstances, receive any such training contrary to

a parent's wishes, we feel bound to state that a parent's conscientious

feeling may be equally injured, and should be equally respected and

provided for, in the case where he is compelled by law to scud his

child, for all his school time, to a school where he can i-eceive no

religious teaching."

•'This grave injury to conscience may easily now arise in the case

where a single board or voluntary school suffices for the whole school

supply of a district, or where only one school is within a reasonable

distance of a man's home. In that school, as we have seen it at this

moment the case, with a certain number of voluntary and board

schools, the Bible may not be read or taught, and there may be no

religious teaching.

"

(/() Proposal to prohibit religious instructions in schools repudi-

ated.
—"The views of those who would remove from day elementary

schools all religious teaching and observance have received our atten-

tive consideration."

"Those who hold this view in favor of purelj secular schools did

not shrink from urging before us, through the witnesses who repre-

sented them, that the State should take the extreme step of prohibit-

ing religious instruction in public elementary schools."

" Even those witnesses, however, who strenuously advocated the

secularization of public elementary education, most emphatically

declared that they regarded religion as the true basis of education,

and only contended for its exclusion from the day school in the belief

that it could be provided in some other and better way.
1
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" In questions of this character it is impossible to have negative

provisions which have not also a positive side. Thus, for children to

at tend day schools in which no religious teaching was given would,

in the opinion of those who think that the daily lessons should he

accompanied with religious teaching, be practically leading them to

undervalue the importance of religion. They would hold that the

impression left upon the children's minds would be that religion was

a matter of inferior moment, at all events, to that secular teaching

which they were acquiring day by day.
-
'

• lu support of the contention that religious instruction should be

excluded from the day school, it was further urged by Dr. Crosskey

that it makes an undesirable tax on the teacher's energies. But, on

the other hand, we have had brought before us trustworthy testimony,

some of it from teachers themselves, that, as a body, they would con-

sider it a great loss if they were debarred from giving Bible lessons

to their scholars. Moreover, the religious instruction given by

teachers, we have been told by the Rev. J. Duncan, greatly increases

the moral influence of th« teacher. The moral character of teachers

themselves, Archdeacon Noiris, formerly Her Majesty's inspector of

schools in various populous counties, thinks, would suffer if they were

forbidden to impart religious instruction, and, finally, against the

attempt, on this or any other ground, to prohibit teachers from giving

moral and religious instruction in their schools, Mr. Cumin, secretary

of the committee of Council on Education, emphatically protests. He
believes that many excellent teachers would absolutely refuse to be

resti'icted in their teaching to secular subjects."

" It was urged that religion was dishonored by being included in

a programme consisting chiefly of secular subjects."

" But we have no evidence tending to show that these results

actually occur, and it can scarcely be supposed that if such were

found to be the result, religious bodies and school boards would still

continue to make such great efforts as we find they now do in order

to maintain an efficient system of religious instruction in the schools

for which they are responsible. On the other hand, we have positive

evidence that children who have received religious teaching in the day

school arc better prepared to profit by Sunday school teaching and to

become themselves teachers in Sunday schools."

"But were there more weight due than we have been able to attach

to these and other like reasons for prohibiting elementary teachers

from giving religious instruction in the day school, there are positive

arguments of great value in favor of the principle of religious instruc-

tion being given by the teachers. We have spoken of the evidence

tending to show that teachers, as a body, would strongly oppose its

removal out of their hands. Even more to be considered, in our

judgment, are the wishes of the parents."

"A large body of witnesses, consisting among others of Her
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Majesty's inspectors, teachers, and managers, speaking both for hoard
and voluntary bcI Is, deposed before us to the great value which the

parents generally Bet on the religious instruction given to their child

ren in the day school."
" We are convinced that, if the State were to secularize elementary

education, it would he in violation of the wishes of the parents, whose
views in such a matter are, we think, entitled to the first consider;.

tion. . . ."

" Many other children would have no other opportunity of being
taught the elementary doctrines of Christianity, as they do not attend
Sunday schools, and their parents, in the opinion of a number of
witnesses, are quite unable to teach them."

(i) No efficient substitute for the system of utilizing school staff
and the hours of school attendance for religious instruction.—-" But
those who contemplate this change and advocate the exclusion of
religious teaching in all public elementary schools state that they look
to supply the void thus created by other, and, as they think, by better
means. It is not asserted by them with much confidence thai the
duty of educating children religiously can In; wholly left to their

parents. Abundant evidence from all classes of witnesses is before
us tending to show that many parents are unable to undertake this

branch of their children's education, even if they were willing, and
that if it were left to them it would be omitted."

" "We concur with those witnesses who gave it as their opinion
that without the ordinary school staff it would he impossible to give
efficient religious instruction, on any large scale, to large bodies of
children. The clerk of* the school board of Liverpool expressed his

conviction that ministers of all denominations would be quite in-

adequate to deal with the instruction of that vast and errowin°

population, and that to forbid religious instruction during the regular
hours of school would he most disastrous. . . ."

" But after hearing all that could be said for it. we cannot recom-
mend the plan thus suggested of religious instruction to be given by
voluntary teachers, on the school premises, out of school hours, for

the -success of which even those most anxious to try the experiment
will not be answerable. It would, in our opinion, be no efficient

substitute for the existing system of utilizing the school stall' ami the

hours of school attendance for this purpose, a system which has taken
deep root in the country, and appears to give general satisfaction to

parents."

(j) Greater support should be given by the State to the moral
element of training in English schools.—"As to the moral training

given in the schools, the opportunities permitted to Her Malesty's
inspectors of enquiring into the efficiency of mora! training have 1 n

under the existing arrangements necessarily limited."

"We are strongly of opinion that much greater support should
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be given by the State to the moral element of training in our
schools. . . . We recommend, therefore, that general funda-

mental and fixed instructions should be laid down as to moral
training, making it an essential condition of the efficiency of a public

elementary school.''

"And as we have found with regret that in recent years this

branch of the inspector's duty has not received the attention it de-

served, we, therefore, think it necessary to make it a distinct recom-
mendation that it should he considered the first duty of Her Majesty's

inspectors to inquire into and report upon the moral training."
• \ *>«.. hearing the arguments for a wholly secular education, we

have come to the following conclusions:

"(1.) That it is of the highest importance that all children should
receive religious and moral training. (2.) That the evidence does not
warrant the conclusion that such religious and moral training can be

amply provided otherwise than through the medium of elementary
schools. (3.) That in schools of a denominational character, to which
parents are compelled to send their children, the parents have a right

to require an operative conscience clause, so that care be taken that

the children shall not suffer in any way in consequence of their taking
advantage of the conscience clause. (4. ) That inasmuch as parents

are compelled to send their children to school it is just and desirable

that, as far as possible, they should be enabled to send them to a
school suitable to their religious connections or preferences. (5.) We
are also of opinion that it is of the highest importance that the teachers

who are charged with the moral training of the scholars should continue

to take part in the religious instruction. We should regard any
separation of the teacher from the religious teaching of the school as

injurious to the moral and secular training of the scholars."

May I respectfully ask those who might read the above quotations

to pause over them, and say if really they could consider as unpro-
gressive, or unreasonable, or adverse to the enlightenment of the

growing generation, the men who conscientiously entertain the same
views as the Roval Commission with regard to religious instruction in

the elementary schools.

4.

—

Conclusion and Recommendation.

Part VII. of the final report consists exclusively of a summary of

leading conclusions and recommendations. It seems that the convic-

tions expressed and the conclusions arrived at, as quoted above from

Part IV. of the report, could be considered as sufficient recommenda-
tion on the part of the commission. The distinguished commissioners

judged otherwise, and, wishing to see their views carried into effect,

they thought proper to have Part VII. of their report exclusively

filled up with their conclusions and recommendations. Some are
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mere repetitions <>f what had been said before; nevertheless, the

commissioners attached such importance to them that they did not

shrink from repeating them again.

They brought the Bame conclusions and recommendations from

uumber 1 to 198. 1 will Belect out of them thirty numbers which
have a more direct relation with certain objections raised against our
school laws and their application. The numbers, the reader will

<lo not all follow one another, but each one is quoted fully. The
whole of the 198 numbers can be found in the final report from page

208 to page 223. Hen; arc my quotations :

"(21' That in framing regulations for fixing the qualifications

required of teachers, it will be desirable to bear in mind that there

are some with a natural aptitude and love for teaching, who have

not received a college training, hut who could not he excluded from

the profession without ;i loss to our schools''

"(25) That the employment of women of superior social position

and general culture as teachers has a refining and excellent effect

upon schools."

"(33 1 That to encourage managers of voluntary schools as well as

school boards to extend the advantages of central class teaching to

their pupil-teachers, extra grants should be offered to those managers

or boards who successfully adopt that course."

"(44) That whilst recommending that facilities should be afforded

in one or other of the ways suggested for the establishment of day

training colleges, we think that no portion of the cost of estab-

lishing or maintaining new day training colleges should fall upon

the rates."

"(45) That, in their proposals, the following points will require

serious attention of Parliament :

"

"(1 ) The question of security for the religious and moral instruc-

tion of those who are to be trained as teachers."

"(57) That while we desire to secure for the children in the

public elementary schools the best and most thorough instruction in

secular subjects, suitable to their years and in harmony with the

requirements of their future life, wa are also unanimously of opinion

that their religious and moral training is a matter of still higher

importance, alike to the children, the parents and the nation."

"(58 That there can be no doubt, from the statement of the

witnesses, whether favorable or hostile to teaching religion in schools,

and from the testimony afforded by the action of both school boards

and voluntary schools, as to the opinion of the country generally on

the subject of religious and moral training in day schools, and that

all the evidence is practically unanimous as to the desire of the

parents for the religious and moral training of their children."

•'(59) That to secularize elementary education would be a violation
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of the wishes of parents, whose views in such a matter are, we think,

entitled to the first consideration."

"(60) That the only safe foundation on which to construct a.

theory of morals, or to secure high moral conduct, is the religion

which our Lord Jesus Christ has taught the world. That as we look

to the Bible for instruction concerning morals, and take its words for

the declaration of what is morality, so we look to the same inspired

source for the sanctions by which they may be enabled to do what

they have learned to be right."

"(61/ That the evidence does not warrant the conclusion that

religious and moral training can be amply provided otherwise than

through the medium of elementary schools.

"(62) That in the case of a considerable number of children, if

thev do not receive religious instruction and training from the-

teachers in the public elementary schools, they will receive none, and

that this would be a matter of the gravest concern to the state."

"(63) That all registers should be marked before the religious-

teaching and observances begin, scrupulous care being taken, in

accordance with the letter and spirit of the Education Act to provide

for the case of children whose parents object to such teaching and

observances."

'\64) That it is of the highest importance that the teachers who
are charged with the moral training of the scholars should continue-

to take part in the religious instruction, and that any separation of

the teacher from the religious teaching of the school would be very

injurious to the moral and secular training of the scholars."

"(65) That we cannot recommend the plan which has been

suggested of religious instruction to be given by voluntary teachers-

on the school premises out of school hours. That such a plan would

be no eflicient substitute for the existing system of utilizing the

school staff and the house of school attendance for this purpose, a

system which has taken deep root in the country, and appears to

give general satisfaction to the parents."

"^66) That the state cannot be constructively regarded as endow-

in"- religious education, when, under the conditions of the Act of

1870, it pays annual grants in aid of voluntary local effort for secular

instruction in schools, in which religious instruction forms part of

the programme."

'•(69) That inasmuch as parents are compelled to send then-

children to school, it is just and. desirable that, as far as possible, they

should be enabled to send them to a school suitable to their religio is-

convictions or preferences."

"(70) That in schools of a denominational character to which

parents are compelled to send their children, the parents have a right

to require an operative conscience clause, and that care be taken that
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the children shall not Buffer in any way in consequence of their taking

advantage of the conscience clause.

"(71) That the absence of any substantiated case of complaint and

the general drift of the evidence convince us that the conscience

clause is carefully observed both by teachers and managers.

"(72) That we recognise, nevertheless, the importance of removing,

if possible, any suspicion of unfair play or undue influence in the

administration of the conscience clause from the minds of those who

entertain such impressions. And any further precautions winch

might tend in that direction, without compromising still higher

interests, are deserving of the most careful consideration."

"(73) That, greatly as the estimate of the value of the religious

instruction given in hoard schools varies with the standpoint from

which it is Regarded, there is good ground for concluding that where

care is bestowed on the organization of such instruction, and sufficient

time is allowed for imparting it, it is of a nature to affed the

conscience and influence the conduct of the children of whose daily

training it forms a part. That it is much to he hoped that the

religious and moral training in all elementary schools may be raised

to the high standard which has been already reached in many of

them."

"(74) That exactly the same facilities to hold annual examina-

tions of their schools in religious knowledge should be given by law

to school-boards as are now allowed under section 76 of the Act of

1870 to the managers of voluntary schools."

"(75» That increased support should be given by the state to the

moral element of training in our schools, almost the only reference

to the importance of such matters made hy the state being that

which is made in the Code under the head of discipline."

"(76) That general, fundamental and fixed instructions to Her

Majesty's inspectors should be laid down as to moral training, making it

an essential condition of the efficiency of a public elementarj school,

that its teachings should comprise such matters as instruction in

duty and reverence to parents; honor and truthfulness in word and

act; honesty, consideration and respect for others; obedience, cleanli-

ness, good manners, purity, temperance, duty to country, the

discouragement of bad language, and the like.

'• (77) Thatit should be the first duty of Her Majesty's inspectors

to impure into and report upon the moral training and condition of

the schools, under the various heads set forth, and to impress upon

the managers, teachers, and children the primary importance of this

essential element of all education.

"(86) That we are opposed to the introduction of a set of official

government text hooks; but that, with the view of indicating to

managers and teachers the range and study intended to be covered

by the requirements of the code, a more or less extended programme
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should he published for each subject, similar to those adopted in the

science and art directory, with a view of showing within what limits

the official examinations should be confined
;
and also, that in the

syllabuses for pupil teachers' definitions, in programmes of studies,

which leave no doubt as to their interpretation, are specially required."

"(80) That the provisions of the code, winch requires that if only

one class subject is taken, it must be 'English/ should be repealed."

"(108) "That in Wales permission should be given to take up
the Welsh language as a specific subject ; to adopt an optional scheme
to take the place of English as a class subject, founded on the

principle of substituting a graduated system of translation from
Welsh to English, for the present requirements in English grammar;
to teach Welsh along with English as a class subject; and to include

Welsh among the languages in which candidates for Queen's scholar-

ships and for certificates of merit may be examined."

"(109) "That the introduction of elaborate apparatus for gymnastic
exercises into playgrounds is not to be recommended.

"(138) That the state should continue to recognize voluntary and
board schools as together forming the national provision for elemen-

tary education ; and that both ought to continue to participate in

equal conditions in the parliamentary grant."

I need not repeat that the commission, whose work I have so

highly reviewed, is entirely English, and that its -conclusions should

not be treated lightly, at least by those who constantly make an
appeal to their British origin or British proclivities. For my part, I

will not hesitate to say that I felt a particular pleasure in ascertaining

once more that my views on religious instruction in the schools, far

from being adverse to those entertained in the mother country, are in

perfect harmony with them.

In my estimation, the school is the church of the children, and
there only, in many instances, could be realized the words of the

best friend of children when He said :
" Suffer little children to come

unto Me." Yes, Christian parents, suffer your little ones to go to

Christ through the religious and moral training thev ought to receive

in their respective elementary schools. For the " Lord is a God of

all knowledge," and that which brings children nearer to God cannot

be an impediment to the acquiring of true and useful knowledge.

These are the cherished ideas of my life ; study, experience and
observation, and the testimony of the most illustrious men of all

ages and countries, have confirmed me in these ideas and, in reality,

they are, as quoted above, the conclusion arrived at by the Royal
Commission appointed by our beloved Queen to inquire into the

working of the Elementaiy Education Acts of England and Wales.

Thanking you for granting me the space in your journal,

I remain, your obedient servant,

f Alex., Archbishop of St. Boniface, O.M.I.



CHAPTEB II

PAMPHLET BY ARCHBISHOP TACHE.

Answering the Question: "Are the Public Schools of Manitoba

the Continuation of the Protestant Schools of the same

Province."

20th April, 1898.

Having learned that the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council

had rendered a decision contrary to the interests of the Catholics of

Manitoba on the school question, I thought it my duty to claim anew

the intervention of the federal authorities, and I did so, in a petition

addressed to His Excellence the Governor General in Council. A
paragraph of that petition has attracted especial attention, both in the

Commons and in the press. Here is the paragraph :

That two statutes, 53 Vic, chap. 37 and 38, were passed in the

Legislative Assembly of Manitoba, to merge the Roman Catholic schools with

those of Protestant denominations, and to require all members of the com-

munity, whether Roman Catholic or Protestant, to contribute through taxation

to the support of what are therein called public schools, but which are in

reality a continuation of the Protestant schools."

Certainly I should never have used that language if I had not

felt convinced of its correctness : my assertions nevertheless have

been denied by some and doubted by others. I owe to myself and

and the sacred cause I endeavor to protect, to give the proofs, which

have forced on my mind the conviction I have expressed. Those

proofs I will adduce ; especially from public documents.

Daily obversation convinces me that the epiestion of the Catholic

schools of Manitoba is far from having been studied in its entire

aspect, and that, not only by the adversaries of those schools, but

«ven by some of those who desire to protect them. The subject is

very dry and in no way attractive ; nevertheless, I pray those who

feel some interest in the matter to examine carefully what follows,

and I take the liberty to dedicate to them what I now write.

I can easily forsee that this new action on my part may pro-

voke the repetition of the abuse which has been lavished on me in

some newspapers. I may assure those so disposed that I will not

answer them. I shall leave them in the enjoyment of such pastime,

coupled with the trouble of finding out why I keep silent under such

attacks.

To secure an easier understanding of what I am going to say. 1

will first give the meaning to be attached to some of my expressions.

I will call "Old Regime" the laws of education passed by the

[139]
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Legislature ut Manitoba, and in force in the province until the 1st

May, 1890. I will call "New Regime" the laws of education in

force since tliat date
" Public Protestant Schools" meant, under the old regime, schools

established, controlled and supported by Protestants for the use of

Protestant children; on the other hand, "Public Catholic Schools
"

meant schools established, controlled and supported by Catholics, for

the use of Catholic children, and were recognized by the law ; the

public schools of to-day are those established by the new regime.

What I undertake to prove is this : The actual public schools of

Manitoba are the continuation of the former Protestant public schools

of the province, and to make my undertaking good, I must first show

the condition of public schools, Protestant and Catholic, under the

old regime and demonstrate afterwards that the new regime, while

destroying the public Catholic schools, maintains the public Protestant

schools, of which they are in reality but the continuation.

I. Old Regime.

The Province of Manitoba was admitted into Canadian Con-

federation on the 15th July, 1870. It began to organize in

September. Its first parliament was summoned for and opened the

loth day of March, 1871. One of the first tasks of the new

legislature was the question of public instruction, and on the 3rd May
the Lieutenant Governor assented to a law, passed under the title

•• An Act to establish a System of Education in the Province."

While entering upon such a grave epiestion, the Government, the

Legislative Council, and the Legislative Assembly of the new

province had to look, and in fact did look, into the constitution of

Canada—the British North America Act, 1867, clause 93, and into the

constitution of the Province of Manitoba—"Manitoba Act, 1870,"

clause 22, for guidance in their task. They easily found there two

things : 1st. That the provincial authorities are not absolute in

matters of education. 2nd. That, regarding the same matter, the

constitution of the whole Dominion, and the constitution of Manitoba

both recognized that the "Subjects of the Queen," formed two

different sections, named respectively "Protestant" and "Roman
Catholic," and that, even if one of the sections was in a minority in

any province.

The two mentioned sections existed in the Province of Manitoba.

A census taken by the government towards the end of 1870, had

just ascertained the numerical relation between the two groups, as

well as that of the whole population. 12,228 was the total

population. The Catholics had registered more than all the others

taken together ; they were then the majority of the Queen's subjects,

while the Protestants were the minority. It was decided, neverthe-
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less, that no attention Bhould be paid to the difference and that the

two sections should be considered as equal in number. The equality

of numbers, supported by equality of rights, dictated naturally the

equality of privileges and obligations, hence the following dispositions

made by the first law of our system of education.

I. The Lieutenant Governor in Council may appoint not less than ton and
not more than fourteen persona t" be a hoard of education for the Province "t

Manitoba, of whom one half shall he Protestants and the other half Catholics.

•J. The Lieutenant Governor in Council may appoint one of the Protestant

members of the board to be superintendent of Protestant schools, and one of

tin- Catholic members to be superintendent of the Catholic schools

10. Each section shall have under its control and management the discipline

of the schools of the section.

II. It shall make rules and regulations for the examination, grading

and licensing of the teachers

13. From the sum appropriated by the Legislature for common school

education, there shall first be paid the incidental expenses of the board and of

the sections, and the residue then remaining shall be appropriate I to

the support and maintainance of common schools, one moiety thereof to the

support of Protestant schools, and the other moiety to the support of Catholic

schools.

This legislation sanctioned the rights and privileges to de-

nominational schools, enjoyed by the population, by practice, before

the union with Canada. The law made the schools denominational

between Roman Catholics and Protestants, according to the distinction

expressed in the constitutional dispositions establishing the Canadian

confederation and the Province of Manitoba.

The increase of the population and other circumstances required

amendments to the first law, but, let it be remembered, those

amendments did not alter the fundamental principle on which the

school system rested ; on the contrary they fortified and supported it

more and more.

In 1875 the numerical equilibrium had ceased, the Protestants had

increased in numbers more rapidly than the Catholics; hence certain

dispositions of the Act 38 Vic, chap. 27. Its first clause fixed at

twelve the number of Protestant members of the Board of Education,

and at nine the number of Catholic members.

Clause 4 says : The sum voted by the Legislature for common school

purposes shall be divided between the Protestant and Etonian Catholic sections

of the board in proportion to the number of children, aged from S to 16 years,

and residing in the different districts in the province.

In order to avoid the confusion which would have been the result

of certain expressions, the clause 28 enacted that the words "dissident

or separate schools" should be replaced by the words "Protestant

district or Catholic district as the case may be."

After ten years of experience all the school Acts till then enacted

and the amendments thereto, were all repealed and the Act 11 Vic.

chapter 4, was passed instead— 1881.
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What was to be the nature of this new law, resulting from
experience, reflection and work ? Had the population manifested any
desire for any change in the principles and general direction

determined by the first laws on education ? Shall legislators, to

answer their own aspiration, and those of their own constituents,

enact radical modifications in the system already adopted ? No, the

principles remained as they were, their application had given general

satisfaction, the interested parties were pleased ; the characteristic

aspect of the school laws of Manitoba not only remained what it was,

but received a new impulse, in the law passed after ten years of

experience. Let us examine it, and if it is necessary to understand

its true spirit, to resort to long quotations, the reader will pardon

them as they seem necessary to comprehend the situation.

The government being the first executive authority of the law, the

latter indicates the duty of the former in the following clauses and
sub-clauses.

1. The Lieutenant Governor in Council shall appoint, to form and
constitute the board of education for the province of Manitoba, a certain

number of persons not exceeding twenty-one, twelve of whom , shall be
Protestants and nine Roman Catholics.

9. The Lieutenant-Governor in Council shall appoint one of the Protestant

members of the board to be superintendent of the Protestant schools, and one
of the Catholic members to be superintendent of the Catholic schools.

The government who has the custody of public monies muct act

as follows in dividing the amount voted by the Legislature for the

school.

8 J.. The sum appropriated by the Legislature for common school purposes
shall be divided between the Protestant and Roman Catholic sections of the
Board of Education, in the manner hereinafter provided, in proportion to the

number of children between the ages of five and tifteen inclusive.

8o. The provincial treasurer and one other member of the Executive

Council, to be appointed by the Lieutenant-Governor, shall form a committee
for the apportionment of education funds and legislative grant, between the

Protestant and Roman Catholic sections of the Board of Education. . . .

The Board of Education mentioned in the law, and whose mem-
bers are appointed by the Government, is to be renewed, and must

act according to the following clauses :

3. It shall be the duty of the Board : (a) To make from time to time such
regulations as they may think fit for the general organization of the common
schools, (b) To make regulations for the registering and reporting of daily

attendance at all the common schools in the province (c) To make
regulations for the calling of meetings

5. The board shall resolve itself into two sections, the one consisting of

the Protestant and the other of the Roman Catholic members thereof ; and it

shall be the duty of each section

(a) To have under its control and management the schools of the

section.
(f>) To arrange for the proper examination, grading and licensing of the

teachers. . . .
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(c) To aelect all the hooks, maps and globes to be used in the soho
unilur its control.

(</) To appoint inspectors, who shall hold office daring the pleasure of the

section appointing them.

The superintendents are the executive officers of their respective

sections, and as .such their duties are well defined in the Act.

The school districts had attracted the solicitude of the Legislature,

which, en that important point as well as on the rest, was unwilling

to disturb the basis on which rested the whole school system.

Here are the principal dispositions of the law on this point

:

l-_\ (a) The establishment of a school district of one denomination shall

not prevent the establishment of a school district of the other denomination in

the same place, and a Protestant and a Catholic district may include the same
territory in whole or in part.

SUPPORT OF SCHOOLS.

It was not enough to establish a system of public and free schools,

where all the children could be admitted and instructed ; it was

absolutely necessary to provide for the expenses and maintenance.

The rules to be followed for the partition of the public moneys and

the legislative grant, have been already quoted from the law. It may
be mentioned now how to provide for the balance of funds required

for the construction and support of the schools.

•25. For the purpose of supplementing the legislative grant it shall be the

duty of the boards of trustees of all school districts from time to time to pre-

pare and lay before the municipal council an estimate of such sums as may be

required for school purposes during the current school year. The said council,

employing their own lawful authority, shall forthwith levy and collect the said

sums by assessment on the real and personal property within the school

district, and shall pay over the same to the said board of trustees as collected.

30. The ratepayers of a school district, including religious, benevolent and

educational corporations, shall pay their respective assessments to the schools

of their respective denominations, and in no case shall a Protestant ratepayer

be obliged to pay for a Catholic school, or a Catholic ratepayer for a Protestant

school.

NORMAL SCHOOLS.

The 30th May, 1882, the Lieutenant-Governor of Manitoba

assented to an Act "To establish Normal Schools in connection with

Public Schools." This Act, 45 Victoria, chap. 8, is a complement of

the preceding, and does not in any way alter the main lines traced

before. Here is its first clause :

1. The Protestant and Catholic sections of the Board of Education are

hereby respectively empowered
(a) To establish in connection with the Protestant public schools of the

City of Winnipeg, and with the Roman Catholic public schools of St Boniface,

normal school departments, with a view to the instruction and training of

teachers of public schools in the science of education and the art of teaching.
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The above mentioned Acts, 44 and 45 Vic, were amended
during the following years, but no modification was made in the

fundamental principle of the laws that I have named. Ihe old

regime—that code, one in its origin, became dual in its application to

the whole province, in order to facilitate education, while safeguard-

ing the just desires of the parents and removing the friction that is

a natural consequence of the domination of a portion of the popula-

tion over the other.

1 have no intention of commencing a dissertation on the merit or

shortcomings of the old school laws ; I am looking after facts, and

will not delay with praise or condemnation of theories and convic-

tions, which have their opponents and supporters. My own views on

the matter of education are not the object of this essay ; I consider

the facts as they existed under the old regime in order to fully

establish the facts as they are under the new regime. For the sake

of clearness I recapitulate.

The system of public schools of Manitoba was created by law.

That law, entrusted to the Government, passed from it to the

interested parties by the nomination of a school board. No one in

the province was ex-officio member of the board ; all its members
were appointed by the Government ; the choice was restricted only

by the consideration that the law entertained for the religious con-

victions of the population. It was also the executive of the province

which remitted to the board and its sections the public money voted

by the Legislature for the maintenance of schools ; the law equally

protected all the religious beliefs ; the faith of some parents did not

deprive their children of the legitimate share of the public money to

which they were entitled as citizens of Manitoba of school age.

The Government knew what was going on each year. Official

reports were submitted and acquainted it with all that was intei'est-

ing in the province regarding schools. The whole was laid before the

representatives of the people, to whom the Government is responsible.

Nothing was concealed, there were no privileges, no exclusion in the

system : equal individual rights were equally protected. The Board

of Education was a second factor in the system. In order that it

could accomplish its duties with more ease and justice towards every-

one, it was divided into two sections, or committees. These two

sections were, as it were, benevolent currents running from the same

spring and circulating through the country in all directions, convey-

ing with them the satisfaction and fecundity of intellectual culture.

The two currents could deepen their channels, increase the volume of

their waters, become stronger or weaker ; the course could be more or

less rapid, more or less regular, according to circumstance, but

they had always to run on parallel lines; the law, in maintaining

them within those parallels, prevented encroachment or confusion, in

order that they could continue their course, spreading everywhere the
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advantages of th<' instruction and the education agreeably to the con-

victions of the parents, permitting the conscience of everyone to

breathe freely and to acknowledge in the law a protection and nol a

tyranny. Alongside of i bese parallel currents were planned the Bchool

districts ; the law entrusted their creation and direction to citizens

whose ideas harmonized with th i feelings of the parents of the child-

ren using the Bchools. Then the teachers, the inspectors, the pro-

gramme of studies, the disciplinary regulations, the religious and
moral teaching; in a word, all that could secure the good manage-
ment of the school, all that was according to the views of the parties

interested and was entrusted respectively to the direction of each

section of the hoard. The fact is, that during nineteen years the two
sections have acted as mentioned above. Each section was perfectly

independent, and consequently the action of one was in no way em-
barrassed by the actions or omissions of the other. If they exerci

influence with one another in any way, it was merely through a

generous emulation which contributed to the "eneral welfare.

The existence of Protestant schools alongside of Catholic schools

never interfered with the good relations between citizens and neigh-

bors ; the result was quite different, as affirmed by the following words

of Mr. J. B. Somerset, superintendent of Protestant schools. His

conviction is expressed in the following words, page 7 of the report

he addressed to the Lieutenant-Governor on April "29th, 18SG :

It is gratifying to all lovers of good citizenship, as well as of educational

•progress, to note that from the organization of this system of management in

1871, at which period the Protestant schools numbered sixteen and the < 'atholie

seventeen, to the present there has been an almost entire absence of the friction

and disagreement that have marked the progress of education in some of the

sister provinces.

After quoting the above, I could easily demonstrate the falsity and

even the absurdity of the accusations heaped upon Catholic schools,

both with regard to their teaching of secular branches and to their

social, religious and moral influence. But no, I must remember what

I promised to prove, and not allow myself to be carried away into side

issues. My contention is that the non-Catholic public schools under

the old regime were really Protestant schools. There is no doubt that

the Catholic section of the Board of Education faithfully discharged

the duty imposed upon them, that of establishing and controlling

their schools, according to Catholic views. It is equally certain that

the Protestant section of the same board were also faithful to their

trust. They established and controlled their schools, according to

Protestant views. Here is what their superintendent, J. B. Somerset,

wrote, on page 27 of his report, already mentioned :

The development of the moral nature is a primary requisite in any

system of education. The board, recognizing this principle, has provided for

i;he most careful inquiry into the character of its teachers, and for such

10
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systematic religious instruction in its schools as may be given with the
object of teaching the principles of Christian truth contained in the Bible, and
accepted by all Protestant denominations.

I need not. say that, in so writing, Mr. Somerset acted in the

name and behalf of the Protestant section of the Board of Education;

liis official report, very elaborate and cleverly written, provoked no

contradiction in parliament, nor in the press, nor anywhere else to

my knowledge. The same report, pages 27 and 28, recites the

regulations of the Protestant section of the board, regarding religions

teaching, as adopted on the 2nd December, 1885, which were in force

when Mr. Somerset wrote his report and continued to be so after :

" Every school established and in operation, under the authority of the
Protestant section of the board of education for Manitoba, shall lie opened
and closed daily with prayers," consisting of "one or more of the forms of

prayer printed on the cover of the authorized school registers, . . . always
including the Lord's prayer, repeated together by teacher and pupils."

"The Bible shall be used as a text book in the Protestant schools of

Manitoba."
"The scripture lesson in each school shall follow the opening prayer, and

shall occupy not more than fifteen minutes daily."

"The pupils of each school, from standard three upward, shall be taught
to repeat from memory the ten commandments and the apostles' creed, and
onedialf hour weekly may be devoted to this exercise and such other instruc-

tion in manners and morals as may be practicable."

In spite of all the proofs heretofore enumerated, some people

contend that the Protestant schools were not sectarian. Surely

they were not in the estimation of those who, very improperly, use

the word sectarian teaching as meaning the teaching of Roman
Catholic doctrine; but it is unquestionably certain that those schools

were sectarian in the estimation of those who attach to the words

the literal signification, or. if you like it better, I will say those

schools were merely and simply Protestant schools. Protestant in

fact, as well as in name; Protestant by those who controlled and
directed them, as their section of the board, their superintendent,

their inspectors, etc., etc. Those schools were Protestant in the

selection of the books used by the teachers, pupils both in schools

and libraries. They were Protestant by their religious exercises and

their "systematic religions instruction .... accepted by all

Protestant denominations." Those schools were Protestant by those

who supported them, Protestants alone being called upon for that

object; they were also Protestant for those who attended them, as

Protestant children alone had the right.

It is so much the more astonishing to deny to those schools the

true character which distinguished them, that at the time they

claimed to be Protestant openly, sincerely, without hesitation as

without intention to ensnare the good faith of anyone ; those institu-

tions were Protestant public schools as well as the others were
< atholic public schools, both showing their true colors in accordance
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with the distinction foreseen and expressed in the constitution of
Canada and in the constitution of Manitoba, and as fully provided
by all the school laws of Manitoba under the old regime.

1 1. The New Regime.

Saving proved that, before the 1st .May. 1890, there were
Protestant public schools in Manitoba, I shall proceed to demonstrate
that the school system, now in vogue, is nothing but their continu-
ation even when the law designates them under tin- title of pti

schools. My proof will cover tin- following subjects :

The administration ami control of public schools ; the nomination
of their inspectors, professors and stall'; the choice of their books;
the determination and practice of their religious exercises; tin?

children who attend them ; the ratepayers who support them; the
sympathies they elicit.

Administration and control—The Act ">.'> Vic, chap. .">7. in-

tituled: "An Act Respecting the Department of Education," reads
as follows in its 18th clause :

From and after the first day of May, A.D. 1890, the Board of Education
and the superintendents of education appointed under chapter 1 of I I Victoria
and amendments, shall cease to held office, and within three days after said
first day ef -May, said boards and superintendents shall deliver' over to the.
provincial secretary all records, hooks, papers, documents and properl
every kind, belonging to said boards.

The provisions of this law were carried into effect and without
compensation, inasmuch as the Catholic section of the Board is

concerned ;
all the Catholics having ant/thing to do in the gen*

management of schools were dismissed and no one was appointed or
could accept an appointment under the new law. It was not so with
the Protestant section and its staff. Several of the members of the
Protestant section were called to the new organization ; the inspec
tors had the same privileges.

Clause 1 of the said Act savs:

There shall be a department of education, which shall consist of the
executive council or a committee thereof, appointed by the lieutenant-governor
in council.

Immediately before the passing of this Aet the executive council
had acted in such a way that no sincere Catholic could join or remain
with them. The members of this executive council were, therefore,
all Protestants; the honorable theAttorney-General had caused his

own appointment as superintendent of the Protestant school section
of the Hoard of Education; he continued the functions of that office

as member and legal advisor of the Department of Education. His
honorable colleagues, all eligible to the position <>t" members of the
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Protestant section under the old regime, became ex-officio members
of the new school administration. Clause IV. of the same act says :

There shall he a board as hereinafter provided to he known as the advisory
hoard,

and clause 5 says :

Said hoard shall consist of seven memhers.

The disposition of the law is such that it is morally impossible

for Catholics to become members of this new organization ; the seven

members will be and are Protestant as well as the five members of

the executive council. Therefore, twelve Protestants continue the

work of the twelve Protestants who formed the Protestant section of

the board of education under the old regime. His Lordship, the

Bishop of Rupert's Land, chairman of the old Protestant section of

the board of education, is chairman of the new advisory board ; the

Rev. Dr. G. Bryce, member of the old board, is also member of the

new board ; all the clerks are not only Protestant, but some are

the same as under the old law.

The Inspectors— All the Catholic inspectorships were abolished, but

the Protestant inspectorships were preserved. Three old incumbents
were maintained in charge, and the two others were replaced by
Protestants. While dismissing all the Catholic inspectors a new
inspectorship was created for the Mennonites, and one of their

denomination was brought from the United States to fill the

situation. The numerous functions of the new comer would seem
strange under the new law, if that law was not in reality a continua-

tion of the old system as far, at least, as Protestants are concerned.

Preparation of Teachers—Each section of the old board of educa-

tion had its normal schools ; those for the Catholics were abolished,

while the Protestant normal schools were quietly continued, and the

principal of the Normal Protestant School of Winnipeg was main-

tained. I pray my readers to observe that I say nothing against the

character or the qualification of any of those above mentioned ; but

I say this : His Lordship the Bishop of Rupert's Land continues to

be the head of the Anglican church in the province ; the Rev. Dr.

G. Bryce is always the Rev. Dr. G. Bryce; the other members of

the school administration are as much Protestant to-day as they

were previous to the 1st May, 1890. I am glad to believe it, all are

honest and sincere ; therefore, it seems evident to me that they

cannot have accepted the management, the control or the action

they exercise in the schools attended by all the Protestant children

of the province without being determined to protect the religious

convictions of those children, in conformity with the desires of their

parents. How is it possible for them to direct, to protect, to teach,

to form the teachers and the pupils of the schools without a certain

tendency to bias in conformity with their own personal convictions?
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Is it possible for any one to he Protestant in every respect, every-
where, and always, except in the Bchool, of which the same person
has the control and direction, with the power of interpreting ami
executing the lawl To illustrate the difficulty, let us .suppose thai
the actual school laws should remain what they are to-day, but that
a complete change is made of the persona who apply and interpret
them; let us suppose thai all the members of the government are
Roman Catholics

;
that all the members of the advisory board and

the staff of the Department of Education are also Roman Catholics;
that all the inspectors, principals and teachers of the Normal schools
will be also Roman Catholics ; what would Protestants believe of the
religious teaching in the schools of Manitoba 1 What would the
•• Equal Rightera" think, say or write 1 Pardon my sincerity, 1 am
also an equal righter, and I say that when all those connected with
the schools are Protestant, it is but natural that such schools should
be Protestant.

The Choice of Books—No one can deny that the books used in
the schools have a great influence on the teaching. As it has been
shown, under the old regime, one of the duties of the Protestant
section of the Board of Education was

To select all the books, maps and glob?s to be used in the schools under
its control.

Under the new regime here is what is read in clause 14 :

Said advisory board shall have the power to examine and authorize text
books and books of reference for the use of pupils and school libraries.

Evidently the advisory hoard is in this the continuation of the
Protestant section of the old board. Surely there is no temerity in

adding that the school books used by the pupils and professors, and
also the reading books placed in the libraries, will be at least in a

great proportion Protestant, and very often absolutely hostile to
Catholic ideas.

The most superficial examination of all that is said and written
everywhere suffices to demonstrate the injustice there would lie in
placing Catholic children in the obligation of using books chosen only
by Protestants.

Religious Exercises—One of the numerous reasons proving that
the schools, now called public, are but the continuation of the
Protestant school of the old regime, is the fact that the exercises and
religious and moral teachings are identically the same.

The prayers adopted and the passages selected in the Scriptures,
by the Advisory Board, are nothing but what had been adopted and
selected by the Protestant section of the Board of Education. The
prayers and readings from the Bible are not the only religious exercises
in use in the public schools ; there is, under the title of " morals," a
whole mine, which the professor can explore, in order to induce, in

the minds of his pupils, the religious convictions he has himself, as it
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was formerly done in the schools called Protestant schools. As a

proof of what I affirm, I offer to the examination of serious-minded

people the resemblance—-nay, the similitude—existing between the

rules prescribed in the old Protestant schools and those pre-

scribed by the Advisory Board in the schools now called public:

1'nigramme of studies for the Pro-

testant public schools of Manitoba,
revised May, 1SS9.

Morals— (a) Duties to self.

'/) Duties to "ih. rs.

(c) Duties to State.

('/) Duties to animals.

To esfca-Wish the habit of right doing,

instruction in moral principles must be

accompanied by training in moral prac-

tices.

The teacher's influence and example.

Current incidents, stories, memory
!/' ms, sentiments in the school lessons.

Examination of motives that prompt
to action, didactic talks, learning the

Ten Commandments, etc., are means
to be employed.

Programme of studies for the public

schools of Manitoba, adopted Sept.

1st, 1891, and readopted Sept. 1st,

1892.

.Morals

—

(a) Duties to self.

(b) Duties to others.

(c) Duties to State.

(/) Duties to animals.

To establish the habit of right doing,
instruction in moral principles must be
accompanied by training in moral prac-

tices.

The teacher's influence and example.

Current incidents, stories, memory
gems, sentiments in the school lessons.

Examination of motives that prompt
to action, didactic talks, teaching the

Ten Commandments, etc., are means
to be employed.

A great effort of imagination is not necessary to discover, in the

above lines, a complete assortment of religious arms, offensive and

defensive, put at the disposition of those whose mission it is to teach

to children—those children so accessible to the most various impres-

sions, and more apt than is generally believed to seize the thought of

the professor and be guided by the influences to which they are

submitted. As a rule, pupils think in the same way as their teacher.

There is still less doubt on the certainty of this result when a

professor is guided by the preceding programme. What cannot be

said by a talented and zealous professor, charged with the teaching of

the Ten Commandments, having to help him, his influence and ex-

ample, the recalling of current incidents ; in narrating to his scholars

stories, memory gems ; in insisting on the sentiments in the school

lessons and the examination of motives that prompt to action; in

making didactic talks and adding to all that an etc. (et cetera) as large,

if it pleases him. as his own religious ideas \

All these means put in the hands of an intelligent and clever

person suffice, under the new regime, as well as under the old, " for

the introduction in the school of a systematic religious instruction

contained in the Bible and accepted by all Protestant denominations."

The regulations used in public schools singularly modify the text of

the Act that says: "The public schools shall be completely non-

sectarian." These last words would not have been accepted as a

criterion of truth by the noble lords of the Judicial Committee of the

Privy Council, had their lordships known what happens here.
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School Population.—There were in Manitoba, and that by law,

some schools which could in conscience be frequented by Catholic

children The new law wishes this no more, bul continues in favor

of Protestanl children the Bchools they formerly had. Official docu-

ments show the unjusi distinction introduced by the practice and
application of the new law.

Under tbe old regime, Protestant schools were not for Catholic

children, who had no tight to them, and, as the schools of the new
regime are but the continuation of the formerly Protestant schools,

•one must not be too much astonished to -
I Catholic children

are counted no more under the new organization than they were

formerly. One may perhaps be surprised at the fact, thai set

boasting of being national, keep no account of the children of a

notable part of the nation. What 1 say here would probably not be

believed if [ could not prove it by an official docu nt whose authen-

ticity cannot he denied. This document is entitled, " Reporl of the

Department of Education, Manitoba, for the year IS!) l,
v
addressed

to the Lieutenant-Governor and signed by the Honorable Daniel

McLean, member of the Government, and charged by the latter with

the direction of the Department of Education.

The following table, taken from page 2 of the report, expresses in

figures the systematic exclusion of which Catholic children are the

victims under the new law.

SCHOOL POPULATION.
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If the department had had in view to prove that the schools under

its direction were but the continuation of the former Protestant schools,.

it could not have employed a stronger argument than the one con-

tained in the figures of the preceding table. Formerly all the schools-

were public, the Catholic as well as the Protestant, and vke versa.

The census taken under oath by each of the two sections were docu-

ments equally official, and are kept on record in the offices of the

Government. How is it that the administration of the public schools-

of the day, which are also qualified as national, can leave out the

whole Catholic school population and merely mention the Protestant

children, and that when the statistics are gathered from 1871, when
Catholic children were the most numerous ? Why two weights and

two measures? why should a part be counted for nothing and the

other part taken as the whole 1

Ratepayers.—Previous to 1890, the non-Catholic public schools of

Manitoba were Protestant, in name as well as in fact ; to-day the

same schools have kept their character, but have lost their name -

T

true, it is a loss, but the loss is compensated in a large measure. In

all places where there was a Catholic district covering the same ground

as a Protestant one, it was decided by the law that all assets of the

Catholic schools would become the property of the Protestant schools,

which woidd then be called public schools, to be supported by the

school assessments of Catholics as well as of Protestants. Let it be

kept in view, the provision of the law was the same, even in a district

where there might be but one school with only ten Protestant child-

ren, although in the same place there would be schools enough to

accommodate several hundred of Catholic children. Yes, by the

terms of this law, in such a case, the school trustees charged with

these hundreds of children would disappear, to make room for trustees-

named by the parents of the ten Protestant children. The new lasvs,

while permitting the Protestant schools to continue to develop and to

prosper, are so prejudicial to Catholic schools that already many have

been closed and others are on the point of meeting the .same fate,

while the rest are maintained, but with difficulty. 1 give Winnipeg

as an illustration: The Catholics have in the city five educational

establishments, frequented by over five hundred children. Under the

old regime, the Catholics of Winnipeg had their own school trustees,,

as the Protestants had theirs; the limits of the two districts were not

similar, nevertheless, the Attorney-General in 1890 decided that the

Catholic school trustees would not be recognized anymore. This decision,

entailed the confiscation of all appertaining to the Catholic school

trustees in favor of the Protestant board. Fortunately, the Catholic

establishments belonged to corporations that the school law could not

reach and the Catholic children remained where they were. There was

something reached by the decision of the then Attorney-General
j

it is the assessment levied on Catholics. For three years past the
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school taxes ol the Catholics, instead of turning to their benefit,

applied to help the schools where Catholic children do not Attend.

The Catholic schools of Winnipeg, deprived of the assessments of

their supporters, deprived also of their legitimate Bhare of the public

money, arc left to the good-will of the parents, helped by the self-

denial of the teachers.

I have witnessed the beginning and the growth of the city of

Winnipeg; at all times I have admired the liberality of its inhabi-

tants; it is perfectly well established that the people of Winnipeg

give freely and generously. How is it that in the sa ity we lind

an unjust meanness such as the one perpetrated ngainsl the Catholic

schools of the place? I know that several of the best citi/.-ns are

ashamed, when thinking that money is taken even from the |
est.

Catholics to help in educating the children of Protestants, even of

Borne of the richest. Unfortunately, this sentiment has'not reached

the main body of the citizens, and the meanness is Mill being enacted.

Its injustice is so much the more manifest that the School I) iard has

not sufficient accommodation, we are told, even tor the Protestant

children. What embarrassment it would be for that School Hoard if,

at a fixed day, all the Catholic children of the city would go and ask

for their place in the public schools, to the maintenance of which

their parents are forced to contribute. The ignorance of the financial

position made for the Catholic schools by the new law can alone

account for the affirmation made by the noble lords of the judicial

committee of the Privy Council. Their Lordships surely were not

aware of the bitter sarcasm they used when they said, "In such a

case the Roman Catholics were really placed in a better position

than the Protestants."

The Friends of the Public Schools.—In 1890. the government

first intended to completely secularize the primary instruction, but it

met with such remonstrance that it modified its bill, merely abolishing

the Catholic schools and securing that the Protestants would he left

with such schools as they had themselves framed by the -introduction

of systematic religious instruction accepted by all their denominations.
'

The partizans of secularization are dissatisfied with the religious

practices maintained in the schools ; they would like to see the

disappearances of prayers, of the reading of the Bible and the • means

to be employed," according to the programme prescribed in tin- new

as well as in the old schools. Complete secularization is not without

supporters in different classes of citizens, but the Protestant clergy

" en masse " look at it as the most dangerous thing after the t lathoUc

teaching. The rev. gentlemen accept with enthusiasm the new laws

because' while repudiating the Catholic doctrine, they do not admit of

secularization and because they are in reality but the continuation ot

the Protestant schools, such as some of the clergy and laity of the

different denominations have made them, through the Protestant

section of the board of education.
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It is very difficult to Imagine what has been printed in the press

and what has been said in different political and religious meetings to

prove, sometimes indirectly, but always with evidence, that the

school question of Manitoba is purely and simply a religious one. I

will not make any quotations, it would take a huge volume to

reproduce what has been said cooly and in a becoming manner, hut it

would take many large volumes to contain the violent language, the

accusations and insinuations of all sorts against that scarecrow, that

people dressed and stuffed according to their ideas, and which through

stupidity or malice they call the " Romish church."

In the midst of this coarse and absurd trash, had anyone, just and

disinterested, the courage to raise his voice to appeal to common sense

or to the most elementary sentiments of justice, what has not been said

against such persons 1 They were so many Judases, traitors to the

Protestant cause, sold to Koine, to the Archbishop, to the hierarchy.

and other stupidities of the kind. I beg the reader's pardon for

making even a passing allusion to all these painful occurrences. I do

it merely to prepare for the following cpiestion : Why become so

blindly sectarian in upholding a school system, if not because the

system itself is sectarian ? Why such appeals to fanaticism, made in

season and out of season, everywhere and on every opportunity, if not

because the schools spoken of are in reality what the people pretend

they are not, Protestant schools : but enough on that humiliating

aspect of the question. I will now prove that the public schools of

Manitoba have secured the official approbation and the support of the

religious denominations, which had most contributed to mould the

Protestant schools under the old regime.

The Presbyterians assembled in synod in Winnipeg, the 22nd of

November, 1892. The question of public schools was again discussed

at great length ; the Rev. Dr. Robertson moved a series of politico-

religious resolutions, which he supported by a speech of the same

character ; contending among other similar reasons :

That a system of separate schools (read Catholic schools) could tend to

fortify a sentiment of annexation.

The Rev. Peter Wright

:

Had very much pleasure in seconding and in cordially and gladly supporting

the resolutions ; the latter did not at all contemplate doing away with any of

the existing religious exercises. If they did he would not second them. . .

Engage only Christian men and women' While there were exceptions, there

was no class of people fur whom he had a higher respect than the school

teachers ; and a Sunday seldom passed that he did not give thanks from his

pulpit for the help rendered him in chur h work bj Christian school teachers.

The Rev. Dr. Pringle :

Regards separate school* as a curse to any province or any town. He was

glad we were not left to the alternative of separate or secular schools ; if we
were, he would go in with his might tor secular schools.
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The Rev. Principal King opposed the lost four resolutions of Dr.

Robertson Baying :

It was a mistake to bring Buch questions before thiB church court to make

their beloved Bynod the tool of some political party. He washed bis hands

clear of the whole thing.

The venerable doctor also said :

That hu could not agree with the sentiment of one Bpeaki r, looking to the

relegation of religion to the church and family alone.

He moved as an amendment to 1 h\ Robertson's resolutions that all

the clauses be omitted except the first one which reads as follows:

That this synod, in accordance with the position taken at previous

meetings of synod, in favor of national schools established in Manitoba in 1890,

desires to express its continued anxiety for then- complete establishment

throughout the hounds of this synod.

The proposition was adopted.

The Rev. Principal King then moved another resolution, seconded

by the Rev. P. Wright.

That the synod, in harmony with the decision of the general assembly of

1889,on the subject of religion and instruction in the public schools, would

earnestly deprecate any change in the existing school law of the province of

Manitoba, in the direction of the withdrawal or the abridgment of the right

now enjoyed by the people. . . . He thinks that such abridgment would

be both dishonoring to God and injurious to the interests of the state.

The resolution was adopted.

I confess that I understand nothing in ordinary, language if

all these assertions of the Presbyterian synod do not mean : (1) That

the Catholic schools must be by all means done away with
; (2) that

secular schools must also be opposed
j (3) that one must use every

effort to maintain the actual schools with the continuance of their

religious exercises. In other words, and according- to my proposition,

the Presbyterian synod proved that the actual public schools, are and

should not cease to be but the continuation of the Protestant schools

of the old regime. Dr. King, himself, in 1892, affirmed his views as

similar to those in the general assembly of 1889.

One member of the synod, the Rev. Dr. Bryce, fearing that some-

body might think there was in the resolution of bis confrere

something in favor of secularizing the schools " which was not so

. . . read from the Act all the clauses providing for religious

exercises in the schools," and to "prove that the synod ought to

firmly and decidely take a stand." The reverend speaker exhibited to

the assembly a precious gem of the first sectarian water. People

would hardly believe it, but the assertion was made in full synod and

nobody was reported as having objected.

I beg pardon from the noble lords of the judicial committee in

daring to quote the words of a most zealous champion of public
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schools, who in the midst of the synod of his church thought proper

to say (The Winnipeg Daily Tribune, Nov. 23. 1892.):

The action of the Presbyterian body as representing the strongest religious

denomination in the North-west in declaring for national schools on two
previous occasions, which declaration was sent to the Privy Council, had an
important effect upon the decision which was given.

Were this affirmation made so solemnly, true, the judicial annals

of Great Britain would have to record that the highest tribunal of

the empire, under the pressure of the declarations of Presbyterian

synods of Winnipeg, had given a decision contrary to the sacred

interests of education among the Catholics of this province.

An Anglican synod met on the 11th January, 1893, in Winnipeg,

under the presidency of His Lordship the Bishop of Rupert's Land.

The meeting numbered more than one hundred and twenty members,

comprising the chief of the clergy and laity of the church ot England.

The Right Rev. president delivered his charge ; most of it being

on the religious teaching in the primary schools. His Lordship

expressed arguments and motives which are found in all Catholic

treatises on the subject and substantiated by statistics. Here are

quotations from the charge :

The known exclusion of religious teaching makes religion itself felt as

something extra and superfluous. . . Pure secular education has been
accompanied by the deterioration of tone and character in the young,
the efforts to supply religious education independently of the school failed. , .

Religious instruction will be given systematically by few parents, not at all

where most needed.

Speaking of " What would happen in England if the present

assistance to separate schools were to cease," His Lordship described

at the same time what would happen in Manitoba and says :

Many schools would be closed, many others would give but inferior

education, still enough will be carried on; that a government system of secular

instruction might call itself national, but would be so in name not in reality.

I have already stated that the Metropolitan of Rupert's Land,

after having been for nineteen years the president of the Protestant

section of the board of education, is since president of the advisory

board for the public schools. He is consecpiently perfectly aware of

the value of the religious exercises, prescribed by each of these two

boards and here is the enumeration and appreciation made by His

Lordship.

There is a short prayer concluding with the Lord's Prayer. There is a
reading of a passage of the Bible. In the teaching of morals, there are the ten

commandments. Now, these are not small things in themselves, but they are

doubly important, because they carry with them for the teachers, a degree of

liberty.

Yes, the bishop knows the value of what has been chosen and
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prescribed, under his presidency, f<»r teaching the children of his

church, as we'll as other Protestant children, and he adds :

The teachers who ignore these exercises can hardly be realizing their

position as Christian men.

After so speaking the president of the Anglican pynod gave the

following advice :

T think the synod would >1<> well i" pass a resolution, expressing the hope
that there would he no interference with the present religious exercise in

public schools.

The charge of the Metropolitan met with full approval and the

committee appointed to report on it, presented the following :

(2) Resolved, that while this synod would gladly see a larger measure of

religious teaching in our schools than at present prevails, it trusts that every
effort will he made, both by the educational authorities and by the Christian
public generally, to render existing regulations on the subject as widely
operative and efficient as possible.

(3) This synod stands pledged to resist to the utmost any attempt to

secularize our public schools.

The Rev. Canon O'Meara in proposing the adoption of the clauses

of the report concerning religious education, reminded the synod that

it is owing to the stand taken in 1890,

by the Bishop and the Rev. Dr. King of the Presbyterian church that the
intention to fasten upon the country an utterly godless system was changed.

The Rev. T. H. Walton seconded the motion.

He argued that in the interests of children, the state, and the church,
education should not be made purely secular.

After that the Metropolitan acknowledged that

:

When the parish schools were given up there seemed to be no doubt that

there would be a certain amount of religious iustruction in the (public) schools.

It is evident that the Anglican Synod (1) repudiates the purely

secular schools as dangerous to all
; (2) that on the contrary it

recognizes the absolute necessity of religious instruction in publici

schools; (3) that it affirms that the Anglicans in giving up their

parochial schools, had no doubt that the public schools would continue

to give religious instruction
; (4) that the synod recognizes that in fact

the public schools have religious exercises,

that are not small things in themselves, but that are doubly important,

because they carry with them for the teacher a degree of liberty in his teaching.

(5) that the synod pledges itself to resist to the utmost any

measure tending to diminish the religious instruction actually given

in public schools. To all that, Mr. Muloek, a member of the synod,

adds :

That as soon as the Protestant bodies agreed upon what they wanted, the

government was willing to take action.
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CONCLUSION'.

As a conclusion of all I have stated, I cannot help being convinced

that the actual public schools of Manitoba are nothing else luit the

continuation of the Protestant public schools, formerly established In-

law in the province and in force since the 3rd May, 1871, until the

1st May 1890. The two systems are the same, as far as Protestants

are concerned, but the result of the introduction of the new system
has been detrimental to Catholics. The old regime had consideration

for all religious beliefs and placed the citizens on the same equal foot-

ing with regard to their religious convictions; the new regime on the

contrary, while hiding under false names, pretends to offer the same
advantages to all, but creates an essential distinction. Some may
conscientiously accept, and in fact do accept, what the law gives,

while others cannot conscientiously avail themselves of the same, and
suffer by the practical conclusion to which they are condemned.

An effort is made to conceal such a painful distinction. The
equality of rights is proclaimed, and we are told:

" It is not the law that is in fault. It is owing to religious convictions,

which everybody must respect, and to the teaching of their church that the
Roman Catholics find themselves unable to partake of the advantages which
the law offers to all alike."

What a queer reasoning, laws favorable to Catholics were repealed,

others were enacted contrary to their religious convictions—such

religious convictions "which everybody must respect" ; and it is said:

It is not the law that is in fault, but it is the Catholic religion ! Just
as if it were said : It is not the fault of the Roman empire, if Christians

were put to death under Nero and his successors, that was " owing to

the religious convictions of those Christians and to the teaching of

their church," which forbade to the faithful certain practices of the

law declared equally advantageous to all alike.

The results secured by the two school systems of Manitoba are

very different. The old regime has not failed to develop a remarkable

advancement in the interest of education; a progress seldom achieved,

if ever, in a new country and, in a way, precious to all, as related by
Mr. J. B. Somerset, when he says:

" There has been an almost entire absence of the friction and disagreement
that have marked the progress of education in some of the sister provinces."

Can anyone say the same with regard to the new system 1 Alas,

no? It materially retards instruction, at least amongst Catholics.

On the other hand, how painful it is to witness every day the friction,.

the disagreements, the injurious proceedings, the disunion and the

uneasiness which prevail in the province since three years. The law
was to unite, and it divides ; it was to assimilate, and it enlarges the

distinction.

The Catholics have undoubtedly to suffer, but that does not close
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theireyes to advantages offered bj their native orudopted land. We
may suffer, but we cannot be traitors Why add to the difficulty of

supporting our schools as under the new law, the unjusl reproach ol

failing in our obligations to country and allegiance. Such grave accu

sations have been uttered against us and the reader will permit me to

repudiate them before closing my remarks and to tell to those unac-

quainted with my position, whai my faith requires from me, both in

religious and in civil order. I am a Christian, as such I raise my
aspirations far above the world. While looking towards Heaven my
faith is increased in the Holy Church of my Saviour, as tin- way which

leads to it. I give my allegiance to that Holy Church, listening to

her teaching by which I am directed to love the Lord my Cod with

ray whole heart, and my neighbor as myself. Her sacred teaching

tells me to do good to them that hate me or wish me evil, ami as I

would that men should do to me, do I also to them in like manner.

I am a Catholic.

My allegiance to my church in the spiritual order is also my guide

in the accomplishment of my civil or political duties. The sun of

Canada has smiled upon my cradle, I hope it will also shine over my
grave. For six generations, mv ancestors were born on the bank

the St. Lawrence. Canada is my country. I never had and never will

have another home. Manitoba and the Northwest have had my life,

my labors and my affections for nearly half a century, they will have

them until my last day. I am a Canadian.

I was born and I have lived in British possessions; my allegiance

is, therefore, to the Crown of England; my conscience and my heart

repudiate anything that should be contrary to my obligations as a

British subject. I feel happy to live under the protection of the

glorious banner of the British empire. Can I be a traitor to my
allegiance because 1 desire that the soft breeze of liberty should wave

the noble standard towards my co-religionists, as well as towards my
other countrymen, in order that everyone may enjoy the protection

and impartiality to which all are entitled in return for their

allegiance?

+Alex., Arch, of St. Boniface, O.M.I.



CHAPTER III.

ADDRESS
Delivered by the Bishop of Rupert's Land Before the

Anglican Synod, December, 1889.

I have thought it might be well to publish in a separate form the

remarks I made to the Synod on the subject of primary education.

In addressing the Synod I did not think it desirable to discuss the

probable change in the method of administration. I contined myself

to the question of religious teaching. But identified as I have been

from the beginning with the past administration of our provincial

system of education, I do not think that it will be out of place for

me to make some remarks on this subject in this publication. I

believe that the Board of Education has been in the execution of its

trust a faithful servant of the State, and impartial in its administra-

tion. It is my opinion, too, that the State has been exceptionally

well served by the successive superintendents of education, and I

think it is a subject of regret that the Province has lost the experi-

ence and administrative ability of the late superintendent.

There is grave objection to the Department of Education being

treated like an ordinary department of the Government. Usually

there is a Minister who decides everything in his department, and
an assistant, with perhaps half the salary, who acts as Deputy Min-
ister. But in this department the real administrator should be, if

possible, a scholar of fair if not high university attainments, well

acquainted with educational questions and methods. And as his

value will be largely increased by experience and knowledge of the

country gained by years of office, he should be a permanent official.

Now, it is impossible to secure and retain a valuable man of such

attainments without a liberal salary. To expect always these

qualifications, even to a very moderate degree, in the statesman

receiving for political reasons the Ministry of Education, is out of the

question. And it would scarcely be right to make such a man the

mere clerk of the politician for the time in office. Besides, it will be

difficult for the Minister in this country to be credited with the

absolute determination of all the questions rising out' of school

matters without giving suspicion of political partiality and embitter-

ing those whose wishes he disregards. On the other hand, I readily

admit that it would be an advantage that the Government should

have a closer connection with the Board of Education than it has had
in the past. The expenditure of the grant for education as proposed

by the board is now voted by the Governor in-Council, and it seems
right that the Government should thus be responsible for the

[160]
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expenditure. But the Bo.ird of Education feels that it is by its

special information a more corapetenl authority. Tims, there La apl

to be friction, if the Govei'nor-in-Council thinks proper to reject any
of the estimates or proposals of the board. This would be avoided
if. as 1 have suggested in the address to the Synod, one of the Minis-
ters occupied the position of chairman of the Board of Education.

Criticisms that have been made on the addi »f i>r. King and
myself, suggest one or two remarks. I have seen it represented that
we would prefer the present Bystem of separate schools tO any merely
secular system. And I do not hesitate to Bay thai I would"; bill at

the SI -time I think this an unfair way of putting the matter.
There is much in the present system that is objectionable thai could
be removed. Under proper restrictions I see a measure of jn

and no injustice in separate schools, and 1 do not think that it, will

be easy to do away with them. However the Roman Catholic
authorities may approve of the subjects of religious teaching that
Protestants would agree upon, they will accepl no teachers but their

own. The great majority of Roman Catholic children will, therefore.

be sent to their own private schools, however inferior, rather than to

:State schools not under Koman Catholic instructors, whether there
l>e religions teaching in them or not. If there is no religious teach-

ing there will be but the stronger expression of dislike. The day
will come when one, if not both political parties, will discover that

it is undesirable for the State to have this inferior secular instruction,

and unjust to the Roman Catholic section of the community, that

while getting no Stale aid for its private schools it should have to

contribute to the support of the state schools. And the separate

schools will reappear—possibly in an objectionable form. If Pro

ants allow the threatened secularization of the the public ache

they may expect to see in a few years these two classes of state schools

—Roman Catholic and secular. Will that be satisfactory i

It is sometimes said that the religions teaching at present in the

Protestant schools does not amount to much. It is still far from

sufficient, but there has been a gradual improvement. The Pit

ant Board of Education has. however, never been chosen to represent

the opinions of the churches. I have been all along aware that

several of the members did not share my views—atone time certainly

1 would have been in a small minority. But I have always regarded

an attitude unfriendly to religious teaching in the schools for our

children, as so unnatural for religions men, that 1 have hoped for the

gradual overcoming of the prejudices so that a more satisfactory

system might be introduced. As long as the school law placed no

obstacle in the way of the adoption of a fuller system of religions

instruction I felt able to work on the Board, and look forward to this.

I am, indeed, perfectly satisfied with the religious subjects now pre-

scribed for the Protestant section. I wish for nothing more—onlv

11
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I desire them not only read or learned by heart but taught. And tilt

this is the case, I must consider the religious teaching of our schools-

insufficient.

THE EXTRACT FROM ADDRESS TO THE SYKOD.

But higher education is not everything, and to-day there are cir-

cumstances that oblige me to refer to primary education. Though we
have not now any primary schools, it is not because, in view of the

church such schools are of small importance. The day was when we
had a church primary school, wherever we had a clergyman. That
was our position when this province was transferred to Canada, and 1

,

it seems probable that the Dominion intended to recognize such efforts

in the past, and to protect the school interests that then existed. But
our church saw such advantagas in a national system of schools, and

such reason to have confidence in the administration of it, that it went
heartily into it, trusting that the schools would be worthy of a

Christian people and give an education in which the first, namely the-

religious, interests of the children would not be lost sight of. And
I may say that the only reason which has led me for so many years

to give up time that I could ill spare, to be a member of the Board of

Education, has been the hope that by conciliatory action I might help-

iu securing a measure of religious instruction reasonably satisfactory

at once to ourselves and the other religious bodies.

The Roman Catholic Church alone continued to have separate-

schools. I may be mistaken, but I am of opinion that this privilege

has been so worked as to £ive it an undue denominational advantage.

I mean that in being enabled to supply the primary education of its-

members, it has been helped to give cheaply a higher education, that

has drawn to it Protestant children, more particularly girls. If separ-

ate schools are aided by the state, I think the state should have the

same securities for a sound secular education as in its other schools.

Although there are separate schools in England there is only one

council of education; there are common qualifications for all teachers ;.

there is one system of inspection and one body of inspectors—there is

one course of education. Further, in England separate schools only
receive the share of the government grant. They get nothing from

rates. This part of their support has to be supplied by voluntary con-

tributions. If this provision be not adopted here, at any rate it should

be seen that there is no opening for such an abuse as I have suggested.

However desirable one system of national education may be, I think

that the system of separate schools^ as it exists in England, assures to-

the state the education it should require, and is at the same time-

eminently just, and one that should be open to any religious body.

The notice given to the Protestant superintendent of education has;

prepared us for some modification^ of the method of administration*.
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But on this I do nol care, as bishop, to address you. I would simply
s;i

.
v ,l '" I consider thai the besl waj for the administration of our

schools would be to adopl the English plan, in that case one of the
ministers would occup} the positiou, which I have had the honour to
till for so many years and preside over the board of education. He
could thus represent and cany oul the policy of the government
withoul any greal call on his time, while a permanent official, a com
petent scholar, well acquainted with education questions and methods,
as deputy minister or superintendent of education, could be the real
administrator, and a small board of independent gentlemen, conversant
with education, could still be responsible forthe decisions come to.

But a more serious question is that ot theeducation to be given in
our common schools. It is certainly mosl desirable that the people
of this country should be thoroughly amalgamated. I, therefore,
greatly prefer that the young people of our communion should be
educated with the other young people, with whom they will after-
wards work. But we must ask what is the education to be given!
Is it to be an education, that will keep out of view those Divine
sanctions, which are the real foundation of morality, an education that
is to take no notice of that to which we owe our modern civilization
and from which we receive the hope of our life—our Christion faith!
I believe that such an education will in the end l>e a poor one Loth
for the individual and the nation. The Bible nit. rates, "The fear
of the Lord is the beginning of knowledge," and again, "The fear of
the Lord is the beginning of wisdom." The noble question that
opens the Westminster Shorter Catechism—one of the standards of
the Presbyterian churches, is " What is the chief end of man I And
the answer is "To glorify God and to enjoy Him for ever." It

seems a miserable education for the future of the man thai could
ignore the very end of his being. Education should be a training
the future help and guidance of the man in all his interests. [n the
present day it is too much the notion that education is the filling of
the mind with information on all possible subjects that may come in
usefully, and every science and branch of knowledge puts in its claim.
but after all the true /education is not so much a laying in of facts as
the training of the mind for its future exercise, and' can that 1 ailed
a wise and true training that loses sight of the most important princi-
ples for the guidance of the man ! Those who most value education,
who most recognize and appreciate its tremendous power, cannot but
be constrained by their sense of the danger of any defect in this. |

would call attention to an important passage in the report of the late
Royal Commission on Primary Education appointed in England in
18G6. This Commission contained leading men of all the chief
religious bodies, and included prominent advocates of secular sch<
But though they differed on many questions, and especially on the
wisest way of imparting religious knowledge, they agr 1 in
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most remark aMr conclusion :
—"That whilst we desire to secure for

the children in the public elementary schools the best and most
thorough instruction in secular subjects, suitable to their years, and
in harmony with the requirements of their future life, we are also

unanimously of opinion that their religious and moral training is a

matter of still higher importance alike to the children, the parents and
the nation." if this be admitted, the first practical question seems to

be, how can this religious and moral training be best secured in the

interest of the nation 1 And the conclusion of the minority, who
favoured more or less a secular system, seems strange—that the State

is bound to promote the lust secular knowledge, but that it is no
concern of the state to see after the other—no concern to see after

that which is admitted by them to be of the first importance for

children, parents, and the nation.

Various classes of objections have been raised to religious worship

and teaching in primary schools, but only one seems to me a serious

one. and that is thai it is not feasible on account of our divided

Christianity. Other objections seem to me without force in view of

the greatness of the desired end. Those alleging want of reality and

the encouragement of hypocrisy would, 1 fear, equally apply to family

worship and divine service. Those pointing to a lessening of the

regard for the Bible are mainly imaginary. I attended a school

where there was daily Bible instruction; I also attended a Sunday
school, and I am perfectly unconscious of any difference with regard

to the Bible in the two cases, of any lessening of reverence or regard

for the Bible from there being lessons from it in daily school, on the

part of myself or any one having those lessons. Objections setting

forth want of qualification on the part of the teachers simply point

to another remedy, where this is fell to be the case. I have full

confidence in the body of teachers in this province ; and we may
expect still greater reason for confidence when the country passes out

of its pioneer stage. The minority of the English commission admit

as regards England "it is with exceptional pleasure that we recall

the deep impression which has been made upon us by the high moral

quality of most of the teachers whom we have examined." It will

be the fault of the country if this is not the testimony that we have

a right to expect. I am sure that ordinarily we should all be only

too glad of the help of the present teachers in our Sunday schools.

As the eminent Principal of Queen's University, Dr. Grant, lately

said: " If the teacher is an unworthy man and wishes to insinuate

evil teaching, he can do so in connection with any subject. In that

case he is not fit to be a teacher at all. This may be safely left in

the hands of the trustees of each district." For myself, I heartily

agree with the majority of the Royal Commissioners, " that it is of

the highest importance that the teachers who are charged with the

moral training of the scholars should continue to take part in the
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religious instruction, and thai any separation of the teacher from the

religious teaching of the school would be injurious to the moral and

Secular training of the scholars." There is still another class of

objections to religious teaching in schools, on account of its

insufficiency and neglect of what is considered the proper aim of

religious teaching. Now, as far as results are ooncerned, 1 am afraid

the same objection might be raised to the Sunday school instruction,

which those objectors would depend on. There may, indeed be the

besl religious teaching applied most tenderly to the heart and
conscience, and vet there may be no loving response from the b(

of the child to God. "Thy face, God, will I ieek. !>''' whVu

look to God's grace for the changing of the beart and drawing it to

love and serve God, still we find that the Spirit of God deals with us

as reasonable beings, and a provision of knowledge of the things of

God is a divine preparation for the soil receiving the good seed. The
Eunuch of Ethopia was prepared for the message of Philip by an

acquaintance with the prophecies of Isaiah. '• How shall they

believe in Him, of whom they have not heard?" The makers of this

class of objections think little of an)' religions instruction which is

not an application of certain special portions of God's truth to the

heart. In that I differ from them. I think there is great value in

the acquisition of the information given us in the Bible, and in the

inculcation of morality from its divine source. So far I would agree

with these objectors that it is not desirable that religious teaching

according to their view should be a subject of daily practice. That I

would leave largely to the Sunday school, though the judicious and
faithful teacher will make use of proper opportunity. I am quite

conscious that, as there may always be too much of the best, so there

may be too much of religious teaching. The time given to it should

be carefully limited and the subjects should be largely historical.

But even those who favor secular schools feel the necessity of

some moral training. The minority of the Royal Commissioners give

a long list of moral duties that they would enforce on the children.

Most of the English school boards have regular religious instruction,

but the Birmingham board is an exception. It has replaced

the Word of God by "outlines" of lessons on honesty, truth-

fulness, obedience to parents, and some forty moral duties. Let

us see the working of such a system, where it is in full force as in

the Australian colony of Victoria. An inspector, we are told, when
examining the children in a primary school asked the question " Why
should we ohey our parents'!" The child referred to the divine sanc-

tion of the 5th commandment. The inspector replied —that he could

not give any marks —the answer should have been, "because they

feed, clothe, and educate me." Thus you see in this system obedience

to parents is simply a moral duty as taught by the natural conscience

—what is the real worth of this l When Bishop Horden began to
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teach the Indians of Rupert's House, be gave them a lesson on the 5th

commandment He bad four men >>f the tribe placed before him. I It-

asked the first who killed his father, the second who killed his mother
and so on. Each answered 'I did,' and we are told, the confession

excited no feeling in the crowded building. It had been the way of

the tribe. When old people became a lnn-den to the wandering family,

they were told they had lived long enough and were put out of the

way. We, indeed, beloved brethren, strike at the whole edifice of

our morality, when we remove this foundation—"Tims saith the

Lord." How often in the history of the world has this sentence of

Holy Scripture been realized: "Professing themselves to be wise,

they became fools." The conclusion of the majority of the Royal Com-
missioners seems unanswerable: "That the only safe foundation, on
which to construct a theory of morals, or to secure high moral conduct,

is the religion, which our Lord Jesus Christ has taught the world.

That as we look to the Bible for instruction concerning morals and

take its words for the declaration of what is morality, so we look to the

same inspired source for the sanctions by which men may be led to

practise what is there taught, and for instruction concerning the helps

by which they may be enabled to do what they have learned to be
right." It is very pleasant to find the Bishop of London, of the

Church of England, Cardinal Manning and the Duke of Norfolk, of

the Church of Rome. Dr. Risr£f. an eminent Methodist minister, and

other leading clergymen and laymen of the various l-eligious bodies

uniting in this important statement.

Now, how is adequate religious instruction to be given, if not in

the primary schools? The answer is, in the home and in Sunday
schools. I think we may soon satisfy ourselves that the home instruc-

tion would be very limited. As the Bishop of Rochester once said:

" There are three things requisite for adequate instruction in religious

as in other knowledge— leisure, capacity, and inclination." In how
many a home would one or more of these necessary conditions be

wanting? Alas! In these busy days in how few homes would they be

combined? The instruction in Sunday schools is of course of great

value, but that value is immeasurably increased where there is careful

instruction in the day school. . ut at best it would be very partial in

its extent and often, as we have reason to regret, not very efficient

As regards England, the commissioners report "that the evidence

not warrant the conclusion that religious and moral training can

1"- amply provided otherwise than through the medium of elementary

schools. That in the ease of a considerable number of children, if

they do not receive religious instruction and training Irom the teachers

in the public elementary schools, they will receive none, and thai this

would In- a matter of gravest concern to the state."

It is true that in this country the full effect of a Becular system of

education will not be immediately felt We have a fine body of sett-
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levs, There probably is no town in wliich the people attend church

better than in Winnii)eg, I presume thai in our present towns must,

of the children attend Sunday school, and though in the country dis-

tricts they can only to a limited extent do this owing to the

distance of children from Sunday Schools, yel the feeling would be

in favor of attendance. Bui this country will nol always be in

this happy condition. We must look forward to larger popula-

tions and careless classes, as seen nol only in the old countries of

Europe, but in the United States. And then the result will be

deplorable. We see in EYai Becular education in its full develop

ment. " Not only is no word of religion taught, bu1 the very name

of God is in strictness forbidden to be uttered." Is it strange that

unbelievers themselves almost tremble for the future of thai country.

The master of one of the schools in Paiis, himself a professed mater-

ialist, when questioned, said that he believed thai in ten yeara few of

the boys in his school would even know the name of Christ otherwise

than as a matter of history, and that he himself even viewed with

apprehension the consequence of such a change, for although a mater

ialist, he felt by no means certain that materialism would be capable

of supplying the wants of a nation.

But it may be thought that there is no danger in a British colony

of going on to this extreme. It is, dear brethren, only the legitimate

•end of the secular system.

I have already referred to the colony of Victoria. The school

system there is not yet absolutely ' Godless/ as in France. It has yet

only reached the stage of being ' Christless,' but it is stated that it has

been seriously proposed to make the thin Theism still left in the text

books still thinner by "omitting any statements that might be offen-

sive to our Chinese fellow-citizens." But though the name of God is

not yet forbidden, how Christ, our Saviour, seems to be dishonored .

One of the text-books in English contains Longfellow's little ballad

"The Wreck of the Hesperus." But it is given in a mutilated form.

'The touching stanza of the child in its distress has been cut out:

"Then the maiden clasped her hands

And prayed that saved she might be,

And she thought of Christ, who stilled fch<

Wave on the Lake of i ralilee."

It is said by an Australian contributor to the London Spectator

that all similar references to Christ and Christianity have been

removed, and thai Messrs. Nelson & Sons, the publishers, have had

to publish special editions of theirschool series for this colony,

fully purged of all taint of Christian fact and sentiment. Th is that

blessed name, which is above every name, is practically treated like an

improper passage in a heathen Latin writer. Surely a Christian may

swell sav that an enemv hath done this. It was nol by such faint-
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hearted Christianity that our religion spread in its first days and our

fathers got the faith. In face of such a fact we may well ask, are we,

the Christians of to-day, at all awake to the preciousness of what has

been committed to us 1 Do we understand the vast responsibility that

rests upon us! What a condemnation the possibility of such results-

is of our divided Christianity! I Tow it calls on us to enter our inner

chamber and pray the last prayer of our Lord with His disciples

before His death " that they all may be one, that they also may be-

one in us, that the world may believe that Thou has sent Me." And
how strange it is, even from a literary point of view, that in a day

when information of all kinds is crowded in on the pupils, it should.

be thought proper to withhold the information which is absolutely'

necessary for the intelligent reading of all our literature! Fancy a.

reader of Milton ignorant of the facts of the Bible !

I have left myself little space to speak of that which is the reallyr

formidable objection, that it is not feasible with our divided Christian-

ity to formulate a scheme of religious teaching which will be accept-

able to all religious bodies. With regard to this I simply say that

I think there should be no difficulty in drawing up a scheme, giving a

very considerable—to my mind a very adequate—amount of religious-

teaching, which should not be inconsistent with the teaching of any

of the chief bodies. In the first place, I give my entire adhesion to-

the following resolution, which I understood was passed unanimously

at the last general assembly of the Presbyterian Church of Canada-
<; The general assembly still adheres firmly to the belief that the Bible

should be made in the public schools the object of regular systematic

instruction, and rejoices to believe that a rule to this effect, combined

with a conscience clause, giving full relief to every objector, and with

a clause empowering trustees to dispense with such instruction when

thev consider it expedient, would be most acceptable to the different

branches of the Christian church." I think it perfectly possible to-

agree on an adequate selection of lessons that might be taken either

from the authorized English version, the Douay version, or a

French version, as trustees of any school might prefer. In the

second place, I approve of a second resolution of the Assembly :
" The

General Assembly acknowledges receipt of a communication from the-

Anglican Synod of the Diocese of Toronto on the subject of religious

instruction in the public schools of Ontario, and expresses its-

sympathy with the object therein contemplated." The communica-

tion referred to suggested the preparation by representatives of the

several religious bodies of a "Short Compendium of the Chief Truths

of Christian Faith and Practice." This I should like to see. I

think the compendium better be confined to the Apostles' Creed, the

Lord's Prayer and the Ten Commandments—which are the common
heritage of all Christendom. Such a manual would probably by no-

means contain all even in these that everyone could wish said, but it
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could contain the obief truths of our faith and yet have nothing

objectionable. Further teaching could be given in Sunday Schools or

when young people are prepared for Confirmation or the Lord's

Supper.

The General Assembly appointed a committee, winch among

other duties, had to take steps to Secure t 1m- CO-Opei at ion of Other

branches of the Christian Church. I should be very glad if we

were to intimate to theii authorities here our desire to co-operate.

Dear brethren in the Lord, we are a Christian people, and should 1)6

very jealous of our faith. 'This is the Divine assurance: "Them
that honor Me, I will honor."

There can be nothing unreasonable in this that we should require-

in the education of our young people that which we regard as of

primary importance for their future. There may lie .lews and other

unbelievers in Christ wishing to send their children to the public

schools- there should be a stringent clause protecting their children

from the religious instruction and guaranteeing that they Buffer in

no way from this.

The Roman Catholic Church might give its sympathy and aid in

all that I propose, but we cannot look for this. In that case I

simply say that I should infinitely prefer that the Roman Catholic

Church should continue to have separate schools under satisfactory

conditions for the State, to our schools being without religious

instruction.

I have taken up a longer time than I like in speaking on this

important subject. I hold no extreme views on this question.

On the contrary, I am very conscious in addressing you that there

are not many likely to fill my position, who may be expected to take.

a broader ami more generous view of secular education or be more

averse to giving to children unsuitable and excessive dogmatic

teaching. And, therefore, some weight may be given to my words

when I say that the establishment of a system of secular instruction

means, I doubt not, a ceaseless agitation. At the present moment

the members of the Church of England in England are paying yearly

three millions of dollars C£600,000) in voluntary subscriptions to

support 11,8'JO separate schools for 2, GOG,880 children in schools

built by voluntary subscriptions, to the amount of seventy millions

of dollars (£14,000,000). The members of our church here may not

have much of this spirit at present, or, if they have, may not be able

to show it, but the day may be expected to come when they will.

Having spoken already at such length, I cannot touch on other

matters to-day. 1 desire, then, simply to commend our deliberations

to the guidance of God's Holy Spirit, that our Church may be an

instrument for promoting the glory of God and the salvation of men.



CHAPTER IV.

KXTRACTS ON PlUMARY EDUCATION PROM .THE ADDRESS OF THE

BISHOP OF RUPERT'S LAND
To the Synod of the Diocese, January, 1893.

In addressing the synod I abstained from remarks on primary

education, as the courts had before them the question whether the

provincial school act was constitutional or not. Even now only the

grave consequences to be apprehended force me to take up the subject.

For the question enters somewhat into that political strife for which

it is well for the Church, if possible, to keep away, and there is

evidently much difficulty in the existing circumstances of the province

in securing what the friends of religious education would wish.

There are some who speak of religious education as something

that is outside the province of the state. I feel a difficulty in under-

standing such a position in the case of anyone who realizes its

importance either for the individual or for the state. For as regards

the state and civil government, belief in a personal God behind the

moral law is surely the strongest, and in fact the only, satisfactory

support for it, and experience shows that this belief is the most

influential motive for inducing obedience even to the laws of the state.

The state, therefore, for its own advantage should seek that its

children should have a religious education. For a Christian state to

set itself against this seems a dishonoring of Cod and disastrous to

its best interests. But in enforcing the necessity of religious

education there must be no depreciation or disparaging of

the best secular education. No one can desire to return to a state of

things common enough not long ago, when there was little instruction

of any kind even of a religious character. This is practically the case

among those Roman Catholics whose ignorant condition and large

proportion of criminals are sometimes thrown against the friends of

religious education. Still a thorough teaching of the Bible with

wholesome home discipline will, with very poor secular instruction,

train up a thoughtful, intelligent, honest, and capable people. This

was the case in Scotland in days of the old parish schools. In

England until recent years there was no state provision for education,

and in general there was no proper instruction for the common people

— in country parishes often only a dame's school conducted by a

respectable elderly woman who could do little but read. One thing is

clear. A good secular education is a necessity of our age. The

question is what is its probable effect if unaccompanied by religious

[170]
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instruction. For education is not simply the imparting of u

knowledge, though as much of this us is consistent with the real

training of the mind is well, but education is above all the inculcating

of Bound principles of life, and the strengthening of the mental powers

and conceptions. Tennyson well said in liis " In Memoriain."

Who Loves not knowledge? Who shall rail

Against her beauty? Mtaj Bhe mix
With men and prosper? Lei her work prevail !

But. . . . Let her know her placi I

She is the Becond, n> >t the first.

A higher hand muat make her mild,

If all be in>t in vain, and guide

Her footsteps, moving side by Bide

With wisdom, like the younger child :

For she is earth! \ <>f the mind,
But wisdom, heavenly of the soul.*'

As the Archbishop of Canterbury said in his opening address at

the Folkstone eongress :

It is ou character infinitely more than on material knowledge, that all

which is vital to the power and estate of England turns. It is truth which has

made her free.

He quoted the following passage of William Law :

The youths that attended upon Socrates, Plato aud Epictetua were thus

educated. Their every day lessons and instructions were . . .
upon the

immortality of the soul, its relation to God, the beauty of virtue and its

agreeableness to the divine nature, upon the dignity of reason, the necessity of

temperance, fortitude and generosity, and the shame and folly of indulging our

passions. Now, as Christianity has, as it were, new created the moral and

religions world, and set everything, that is reasonable, wise, holy and desirable

in its true point of light—one might naturally suppose that every Christian

country abounded with schools for the forming, training and practising youths

in such an outward course of life as the highest precepts, tbestrictest rules and

the Bublimest doctrines of Christianity require. This lofty ideal may be

unattainable, but it is hard to imagine that any religious person can do •

than aim at a measure of it and r it any difficulty should be in the way

of religious instruction. But th differences in belie! eertainlj very

difficulty. The question is whether the loss from the absence ot religious

is not so grave that every effort must be made in the inten st alike oi

the child and the state to overcomi the difficult] as fai as possible. Tins is

simply all that time will allow me to consider with you to-, lay.

There has been now considerable opportunity for forming a

judgment on the probable effects of pure secular education. Such an

education lias existed in France for over ten years, and in the

Australian colony of Victoria for twenty years. Bo perfect is tin-

educational system in this colony that only one out of two hundred

of school age was absent from school. Very full evidence has been
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collected of the effects, more or less traceable to this instruction.

I cannot, in my limited time, lay it but very partially before the

Synod ; but, with the consent of the Synod, I shall, at my own
expense, place some valuable papers and speeches on the subject in

the appendix of the Synod report. At present I wish to point out

certain inferences that may clearly be made out from these papers.

1

.

Pure secular education leads to a growing want of appreciation

of the importance of religion—and so to an indifferention, if not

hostility to religion. The known exclusion of religious teaching

makes religion itself be felt as something extra and superfluous, with

which the children should not be troubled, and which is of secondary

importance. This has a most deadening effect on the religious

feelings of the young, and thus, as has been said, silence on religious

topics during the school hours proves to be a measure of positive

hostility to faith.

This is found to be the case under the most favorable circumstances,

when the parents ai'e church-going and there is still in the community
a degree of religious earnestness. Thus in Wales, where the people

are professedly religious, but in which most of the board schools,

especially numerous there, have established pure secular education,

we are told that, while the young weaver or tinplater used to go to

Chinch, Chapel, and Sunday School almost without exception, now
they loaf about the country lanes on Sundays in dozens.

It need not, then, be wondered at, that where the tone of the

community, as in France, is largely antagonistic to religion, the

supposed neutrality of secular education develops into a vehicle for

infidelity and atheism. Many Frenchmen affirm that religious

neutrality has proved unattainable. They say it is impossible.

2. Pure secular education leads to a growing unfamiliarity with

Holy Scripture.

"The fact has to be faced," reports Mr. Russell, a teacher of long

experience, and now inspector of schools in Victoria, " that a very large per-

centage of our state school pupils are growing into adult life with little or no
knowledge of the Bible."

And this unfamiliarity is not at all confined to those who do not

attend Sundav Schools. An English clergyman thus writes of the

Sunday Schools he visited in Victoria and New Zealand :

" I noticed the ignorance of the Bible, which extends to familiar Scriptural

biographies. While in respect of intelligence and general knowledge the

children were quite up to the level of children of the same age and class

educated in the best elementary schools in England, they fell considerably

below them in religious knowledge.

"

Archdeacon Stretch, of Melbourne, says that once there was not

this deficiency. He remembered when the elder classes could pass,

a highly creditable examination in both Testaments; but now a child
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is rarely found who knows anything of the old Testament, and as

for the knowledge of the new, it is for the most part of the very

thinnest description. It seems, thru, that the efficiency of the Sunday

School depends on the possession of an amount of religious knowledg

not there acquired.

3. Pure secular education has been accompanied by a deterioration

of tone and character in the young, as marked by want of respect for

parents, elders, masters and superiors, by a neglect of the Sabbath, by

a lawless and insubordinate carriage, and the grievous fact of rather

an increase of crime than thai decrease, which should follow the very

improved secular instruction, if it was healthy. The Victorian Year

Book states that 12,469 male criminals wer-e convicted in 1880, and

20,189 in 1890—that 31 were convicted of murder or man-

slaughter in 1880, and 56 in 1890—thai 245 were convicted of crimes

of robbery with violence in L880, and 465 in 1890, while the propor-

tion of educated criminals in 1880 was 71 per cent., and in 1 >'.">. 89

per cent. We read that in France the houses of correction are gorged

with boys and girls. Juvenile crime is increasing at a truly fright-

ful rate. In 188G there were 5, GOG prisoners under 16; in 1888

there were 7,351 : yet in Fiance the number of children of school age

is actually decreasing. The late chief of police in Paris, after stati

that the young crimnals sprang up like weeds between the cracks of

the pavement, said it was the natural fruit of the "secularization

law." One of the French judges has called public attention to the

fact that the increase of juvenile crime was beyond doubt coincident

with the changes introduced into public instruction. The official

report to the Prefect of the Seine, by the inspectors of workshops and

factories in Paris, states :

We have noticed with pain the lack of moral instruction in those children

{the juvenile employees), although they have attended the courses of morals in

the schools they show little trace of it. It is an unpleasant duty to report, Mr.

Prefect, that for want of moral education the children are losing all potions of

respect and duty, and are becoming addicted to bad language. Their miscon-

duct in the public street is often scandalous, and many employers will DO lonf

engage apprentices, on account of the troubles they cause. It is high time to

put an end to these moral disasters.

In Wales there is a general complaint with respect to the young

of waywardness of conduct, bad language, disobedience to parents.

intolerance of reproof.

4. The attempt to teach morals apart from the Divine sanction of

the Bible utterly fails.

In France, while all religious instruction is forbidden, provision is

made for instruction in moral and civil duties. The minister of public

works instituted an inquiry and appointed a commission to conduct
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it. Eteports were made by the inspectors of schools. The conclusion

of the commissioner was:

The religious sentiment is inseparable from morality. Moral teaching

cannot be effectively given without its aid.

We have exactly the same report from Victoria. The reports of

the inspectors of schools, all laymen, tell one .story. Extracts will be

given from a number of them in the appendix. Time will only allow

me to say that the purport of their reports is that there is now little

moral teaching in the Victoria schools, that that little is felt to be

perfectly ineffective, and that the want of a standard of appeal, such

as the Scriptures, is a fatal objection to the expedient of using a text

book in morals instead of teaching religion.

5. The efforts to supply religious education independently of the

schools fail.

Three ways suggest themselves: By family instruction, by week

day instruction out of school hours, by Sunday school.

As to the first, religious education will be given systematically by

few parents, not at all where most needed. The Bishop of .Manches-

ter, formerly Bishop of Melbourne, thus explains what happened with

the other methods in Victoria:

The ministers of the different bodies met the children on the week days.

Lessons were tried before the schools began, after they finished, and on the

Saturday holiday, but they universally and signally failed. But you may say

surely the churches did something on the Sunday, if they could not on the week

day I was told, "Oh, yes, the Sunday schools will make up for all the defects

of the secular system." But these are the facts. In 18S3 there were 1U per

cent, of the children of school age attending Sunday schools. Seven years

later, in 1S90, there were only 39 per cent. No wonder !
If parents and

children alike believe that religious instruction may be neglected, how can you

expect them voluntarily to attend a Sunday school ?

In France the experience has been the same. The schools were

closed on one day in the week besides Sunday, " that parents, if they

so desired, might have the opportunity of getting their children

instructed in religion outside of the school buildings." And the

Protestants, overjoyed at the abatement of the priest's influence, and

relying on the potency of their Sunday and Thursday classes, welcomed

in fact? the now law without reserve. But they have been undeceived.

They now agree in declaring its results deplorable. The Thursday

classes have°failed them. The religious instruction on one day is

found insufficient, and even the attendance on Sunday schools has

alien off.

Lastly, a system of pure secular instruction fails to be a national

system with any truth. Denominational schools gradually rise up, and

are maintained at great cost. Notwithstanding the excellent secular

instruction in the French schools, out of the whole five and adialf millions

of primary scholars in 1890, more than one-fifth (in Paris two-tifthst,
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were in private and denominational Bcbools, and yearly the difference

lessens. Iii 1890 (lie whole number of scholars in primary schools fell

offby nearly i!

-

_',000, owing to the decrease in children of school age, but
while the public schools lost over 40,000, the other schools gained nearly

20,000, 1 have hitherto avoided referring to the United States, as, though
the evils of which I have Bpoken are lamentably apparent their, it is

difficult to separate the causes on Recount of the enormous immigra-
tion and its mixed composition. But on this head the stati

speak plainly. The Federal Commissioner, whose duty it is to

collect, at the central bureau in Washington, educational statistics

from the several states, reports that there is continually going on a
transfer of pupils from the state schools to private and denominational
ones. In 1S88 the enrolment of scholars in these voluntary schools

exceeded a million, and the numbers on their books increase from
year to year much more rapidly than those in the state schools. Mr.
Fitch, one of Her Majesty's chief inspectors of schools, was com-
missioned by the British Government to report on the school systems
of America and France. This is how he explains this constant out-

flow from the state schools :

" By far the most potent of all the influences that are thus detaching so
many scholars from the common schools are to be found in the religious
objections to the school system."

He adds :

"At great personal sacrifice many of the congregations keep up elemental*;
schools at their own cost, in order that they may impart in them the religious

instruction to which the several religious bodies attach most importance.

The conclusion of Mr. Fitch is :

" Where the state system absolutely excludes religious instruction from
its purview, there grows up side by side with it a rival system outside of the
national school organization, and in part hostile to it, administered by religious

bodies, maintained at their own cost and that of the parents, receiving neither
aid nor supervision from public authorities. Experience seems to prove that
in such circumstances the number of voluntary and denominational
tends to increase, and the separation in feeling and interests between such
schools and the common schools more marked, while the area of the state's

influence over public education becomes pro tanto restricted."

This is his inference from his observation :

"A secular system, pure and simple, it would appear, is incapable <>i

becoming a truly national system."

There can be no doubt what would happen in England if th<

present assistance to separate denominational schools were to cease.

Since 1870 the Church of England lias raised for its parish schools-

ninety millions of dollars. It is providing for the education of two
and a half millions of children. The church that has made such

sacrifices to secure a full religious education for its children would
not be found wanting. Many schools would be closed, many others
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would have inferior instruction, but so many schools would still be

carried on that a government system of secular education in England,

that some strive after, might call itself national, but it would be so

in name, not in reality.

Now. what is the position of primary education with ourselves?

There is no religious instruction, and yet we should be thankful that

we are much farther yet from the position of France and Victoria

than many perhaps think. There is a short prayer, concluding with

the Lord's prayer, acknowledging the need of divine guidance and

Messing, and asking God for these gifts. "The fear of the Lord is

the beginning of knowledge." There is the reading of a passage of

the Bible thereby confessing the unique and supreme position of the

word of God. " Wherewithal shall a young man cleanse his way.

even by taking heed thereto, according to Thy word." Then in the

teaching of morals there are the Ten Commandments, thereby

recognizing the Divine sanction for the moral law. Now, these are

not small things in themselves, but they are doubly important.

because they carry with them for the teacher a degree of liberty in

his teaching of what may come before the classes in their literature

or other wi.se. God is not excluded as in France, nor the name of

our Lord Jesus Christ, that blessed name that is above every name,

suppressed as in Victoria. But what would be the position if prayer

were forbidden— if the Bible were made a sealed book—if the Ten

Commandments were excluded ? It is very clear that if the Legisla-

ture were to make these changes, then our teachers would be in the

painful position of those in Victoria. Mr. Itennick, inspector of the

schools in that colony, reports :

" The teachers feel in giving these lessons (on morals) they are treading

on debatable ground, while the sanctions of Scripture are expressly forbidden

by the department."

The teachers who ignore these exercises can hardly be realizing

their position as Christian men, if as a result of the indifferentism of

themselves, of many school trustees and others, the Legislature should

forbid all religious exercises. Surely the principle at the root

of such a prohibition must be carried out far beyond the

mere exercises. Words and ideas would be daily meeting

them in history and literature that would nave to be passed

over in silence, unless the example of Victoria was also followed

in expurgating the text book. As to the charge that these religious

exercises make the schools Protestant, I think it sufficient to say

that in the English school boards the members of the Church of

England mainly rely on the help of the Roman Catholic members to

•secure in the board schools a measure of religious instruction,

and, therefore, I think I am warranted in saying that such an

objection here, whether made by themselves or by others for them, is

lather with the ulterior object of making the present schools more

obnoxious to many than they even now are. But regretable as the
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removal of these exercises would be, they arc only palliative. Potent

forces are, I believe, for the time i:i action within our small com-
munity stimulating church attendance and church interest, bul by

and by, we shall have a larger population and then the evils thai

show f hemselves elsewhere from t he want of religious inst ruction will,

I have no doubt, present themselves here. Bul however dissatis-

fied we may be with the position of religious instruction, tor the

present we are helpless. W we attempt anywheres separate school

there must be no deficiency in the secular instruction. Kven our
town parishes are not in a financial position yet to do this, and dis-

charge the pressing duties for the Church upon them. But if things

remain as they arc. and still more it' they get worse, our clergy musl
he very different from the 20,000 clergy of the mother land, if after

some years when it becomes practicable, they do not encourage
schools of our own.

Into the wide and difficult question <>(' securing more satisfactory

arrangements with the state I cannot now enter, lint 1 think the

Synod might do well to pass a resolution expressing the hope that

there will he no interference with the present religious exercises and
authorizing the appointment of a committee to deal with any oppor
tunity that may present itself in conference with other bodies or

otherwise, for securing a measure of religious instruction. In the

meantime we should do all we can. The clenjv should exert them-
selves to establish Sunday schools. Care must be taken that they do
not occupy the time merely in interesting the children with stories or

in giving addresses with good advice, but that they instruct their

classes in the fulness of the Christian faith. That is often a different

thing. In the Catechism with its teaching on the Commandments,
Lord's Piayer, Creed, and Sacraments, and in the collects, epistles,

and gospels bringing before the children during the year a very full

view of the counsel of God, we have an admirable course of instruc-

tion. With this there should be combined Scriptural lessons partly

historical and partly exhibiting the teaching of the day or season. A
union school can never adequately take the place of a Church school.

It may be very useful where a Church school cannot be maintained
as iong as it is not made subservient to the interests of some special

denomination, but the usual instruction of a union school, however
useful in its place, can only supply the scriptural foundation for the

full systematic instruction in the faith, which the children of the

Church should have.

Secondly, the clergy should impress on their people the duty of

bringing their children and young people to Church, and of having
them sit beside them. The Sunday School is invaluable, but it must

.not, take the place of the Church of God

12
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After the formal opening of the afternoon sitting Archdeacon.

Fortin presented the report of the committee appointed to consider

his Lordship's address. The report was as follows, so far as relates-

to education :

—

Your committee, in common with the whole synod, have heard

with profoundest interest the weighty and supremely important

deliverance of his lordship as to the disastrous effects of a purely

secular system of primary education. In view of the facts cited and

the considerations urged by his lordship, this committee would
propose the following motions for the adoption of the synod :

1. Resolved, that this synod cordially thanks his lordship, the

metropolitan, for the words which he has addressed to it on the sub-

ject of primary education ; and would respectfully request him to

allow of the combination into one pamphlet of that part of his charge,

along with those other papers on the same subject to which he referred,,

so that such a pamphlet may be very widely circulated through the

whole province, with a view to informing and moulding public opinion

on this subject.

2. Resolved, that, while this synod would gladly see a larger-

measure of religious teaching in our schools than at present prevails,

it trusts that every effort will be made, both by the educational

authorities and by the Christian public generally, to render existing'

regulations on the subject as widely operative and efficient as-

possible.

3. Resolved, that whatever changes in the school policy of this-

province may in the future be required for the satisfactory solution

of the educational problems with which, as a province, we have to

deal, this synod stands pledged to resist to the utmost any attempt

to secularize our public schools.

4. Resolved, that his lordship the metropolitan be requested to-

name a committee of this synod whose duty it shall be to give special

and continuous attention to the subject of religious education both in.

its general bearings and in its special relations to the educational

policy of this synod, with power to take such action as may seem to»

them from time to time to be desirable.
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The subject of common school education is one which is likely to

engage in the near future the public mind in this province to an
extent which it has not hitherto done. Important chancres are fore-

shadowed as in contemplation. An attempt is to be made, it appears,
to terminate a system which, however accordant with the views of a
section of the inhabitants, can never, and especially as it has been
wrought, be other than unacceptable to the great majority. The
best thanks of the country aie due, one need not hesitate to say, to
any government which makes an honest endeavour to remedy the
existing evils and place the matter of public school education on a
more satisfactory basis.

The subject is confessedly one of more than ordinary difficulty,

even as it is one of the very last importance. It has not, indeed,
any very close or obvious connection with the work with which,
whether as arts or theological students, we are to be engaged. It is

neiilieraiiHesti.nl of philosophy nor of theology, strictly speaking;
yet u bas claims upon our attention ;,t this moment as one of the
colleges of the province, which only a few questions, whether of
philosophj or theology, possess. It is at hast a live question and
may soon become a burning one. The present lecture is given, not
as an adequate or exhaustive discussion of the subject, but as a
humble aid to its better understanding by the people of this province,
with whom, it is to be honed, its ultimate settlement within the
limits of Manitoba will lie found to 11

Numerous questions are raised when we direct our minds to the
consideration of this subject What form should public bc! !

education assume; education, that is, the details of which are
determined and its cost met in part at least by the state I

Should it be restricted to the elementary branches, or should
it embrace the higher branches also 1 Should it be entirely
free or only partially so I In particular, should it be purely Becularl
or should it be at the same time religious, and if religious, in what
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form is the religious element to find place 1 What I have to say

this evening will have reference to the last only of these questions,

which, however, is also by far the most important.

A purely secular system of education : one, that is, in which there

should be no attempt to combine religious instruction or religious

influence with the teaching of reading, grammar and other such

branches, has some strong and obvious recommendations, especially

in tin' present divided state of religious opinion. First, it is in strict

accord with what appears to be the modern view of the function of

the State. According to this view, it is no part of this function to

teach religious truth. That lies wholly within the domain of con-

science, a domain which a power wielding the sword may not enter.

Civil government, it is claimed, has been instituted for quite other

purposes than that of propagating religious opinions, however true

and however important. To use its resources for this end is to

misuse them, and in doing so even to render a doubtful service to

the truth which it has espoused. Again the purely secular system of

education escapes numberless difficulties which are apt to arise when
religious teaching is made to form an integral part of the system.

There is no longer any question of what kind and amount of Christian

instruction should be imparted. There is no more any room for the

jealousies of rival denominations, so far as the school system is con-

cerned. No branch of the Church, Protestant or Catholic, can feel

that another is getting the advantage of it, when all are treated

alike, the religious opinions of all being equally ignored. Within one

domain, at least, there is absolute freedom from ecclesiastical quarrels,

the bitterest of all quarrels as our legislators are accustomed to say,

with that happy blindness to the character of their own contentions

which is so common. Now, even admitting that the statement

proceeds on a somewhat exaggerated estimate of the danger to peace

and good feeling arising from religious instruction finding a place in

the public school, it is an obvious gain to have in its exclusion the

door shut against one element of jealousy and discord. It may be

added as another advantage, that with religious teaching relegated to

the home and to the church, so much more time is left for those

secular branches which all admit ought to form the staple of public

school instruction, and which in our day have become numerous

enough to tax the brain and the time both of teachers and pupils.

In the light of such considerations as these, it is not, perhaps,

astonishing that a purely secular system of public school instruction

should present itself to many persons as the best, or if not the abso-

lutely best, yet the best practicable in a community where such

diversities of religious opinion exist as exists among ourselves. Is it

the best, then, or even the best practicable ? Is it good at all 1 I

do not think so, and it will be my aim in the first part of this

'lecture to support this opinion in the calmest and most dispassionate
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manner in my power. First, then, 1 ask you to notice, thai when

the purely secular Bystem of education is supported on the plea thai

it is no part of the function of the State to teach religious truth,

consistency demands the exclusion of all religious ideas from the

authorized cexl books, even to thai of the Divine existence, which is

not only a religious truth, but the fundamental truth of religion,

[f there must not be religious instruction in the public school, if the

reading ol the Bible even must form nu part of the exercises, because

the State, which sustains the school, transcends its legitimate and

proper sphere, when it undertakes to teach religions truth, then, on

the same ground, any titerature which expresses religious opinions or

appeals to religious sentiments or enforces religious obligations, m
be excluded from the books used in the class room, oi these must be

purged of the obtrusive if not obnoxious element, prior to their

admission. The principles of morality, if enforced at all by the

teacher, must be enforced by considerations altogether distinct from

the authority, the character or the w ill of the < Ireator. The Ten Com-

mandments, giving the summary of the Divine will in relation toman

and the basis for Over three thousand years of human morals, cannot be

taught. Such are the conclusions which we are compelled by a resist-

less logic to accept, if we adopt the fundamental principle of secularism.

viz., that the state oversteps its proper sphere when it undertakes to

teach religious truth, and on that principle argue for the exclusion of

the reading of the Bible or any definite religious instruction from the

exercises of the puhlic school. And some have not hesitated to accept

them in their entirety. France, logical, if anything, has done so. It

has not. indeed, adopted the blasphemous atheistic catechisms which

have been long current among a certain class of the population,

but it has, if I am rightly informed, with an unhappy consistency,

entirely removed the name of God and the whole group of ideas

connected therewith from the text-books which it puts into the hands

of its youth. An Australian colony, too, has not hesitated, in con-

formity with the secularistic principle, which it has adopted, to excise

from a passage of Longfellow the lines expressive of religious sentiment,

before giving it a place in the book of lessons. The people of Manitoba,

el Sure, are not prepared for any such course in the matter of

public school education. And in rejecting it—in regarding il with

instinctive revulsion—they must be viewed as at the same time

repudiating the purely secular view of the state and its functions on

which it is based and of which ii is the logical outcome.

So far, however, the conclusion is a purely negative one. Religious

instruction in the public schools is not ruled out by the character of

the state asa civil institution. But even if admissible, is it expedient i

Is it requisite? The answer to this question, which is one of the very

highest importance, can only come from a consideration of the end

contemplated in public school education. What, then, is the aim of
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the state in instituting and maintaining public schools? There will

probably be very general accord on this point. The aim surely is, or at

at least ought to be to make good citizens, as far as education can

be supposed to make such ; citizens who, by their intelligence, their

industry, their self control, their respect for law, will tend to build up
a stong and prosperous state; citizens whose instructed minds, whose
trained powers, whose steadfast principles will serve to promote the

public welfare. This, and neither more nor less, must be the aim
of the public schools in the view of the state, and as far as supported

by it; not more,—it overshoots the mark when it seeks to develop

the purely spiritual qualities, the graces of a religious life, except as

these are subservient to the origination and growth of civic virtues
;

and not less, it falls as far short of the mark when it is viewed as

designed simply to give instruction in reading, arithmetic and other

such branches, and thereby to promote intelligence and to train intellect.

The idea of the institution is most defective, so defective as to be virtu-

ally misleading, which makes the school simply a place for imparting

knowledge, or in addition, an intellectual gymnasium. It should be

beyond question, that the state, in undertaking the work of education,

can only find an aim at once adequate and consistent in the

preparation of the youth, so far as public education can prepare them,

for the parts they have to play in civil life. In a single word, the

aim of the public school is to make good citizens, or to train the

youth of the state, that they shall become good citizens. But to

make good citizens, the school must make good men. Character is

at least as requisite as intelligence, virtuous habits as trained intellect,

to the proper equipment for life. The prosperity, whether of the

individual or of the State, rests on a treacherous basis, which does not

rest on integrity and self control. It is often the precursor of ruin.

Against that ruin, learning whether of the school or of the college, is

but a feeble barrier. Nay, learning divorced from morals, disciplined

intellect disengaged from the control of virtuous principle may only

make that ruin more speedy and more complete, may have no other

result than to give us more skilful swindlers, or more expert thieves.

In this way, the school instructing the mind and cultivating the

intellectual facilities while disregarding the moral nature, constitutes

a real danger and may become a positive injury both to the individual

and to society. In any ease it must be obvious that the good man is

necessary to constitute the good citizen, and the education therefore,

which is to promote the society and welfare of the state must be

capable of forming good men—it must at least aim at doing so.

But to make good men there must be moral teaching and

moral training; that is, there must be both instruction in the

principles of morality and the effort to see that these principles are

acted out by those in attendance on the school. The virtues of

truthfulness, purity, gentleness, self-control—the virtues which go to
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make g I men if in any Bense native to the soil of our fallen

nature, find much in ii to retard their growth. They need to be
cultivated. The opposite vices falsehood, selfishness, angry passion,
will show themselves more or less in every school room, and every
play ground. They will need to be wisely I, hi firmly reprea

The school, if its aim be to make not simply experl arithmeticians,
correct grammarians, bul truthful and uplight men, punt minded
an.l gentle women, cannot disregard the workings of the moral
nature, as these come out from day to day within it, now on their

better side, now on their worse. The better must be fostered and
•encouraged, the worse checked and in sane cases punished. The
conscience must be appealed to. The sense of duly must be
cultivated. The habit of obedience must be taught. It is true
that the public school is not primarily a school of morality any more
than it is primarily a school of religion, l>ut a teacher charged with
the oversight of children for five or six hours a day during the most
formative period of life, may not ignore the moral uature, as it reveals

itself every hour in his presence. He must rebuke or punish indolence,
•falsehood, rudeness, malice, even as he must encourage diligence,
truthfulness, purity and gentleness. For him to be indifferent or
neutral in the conflict between good and evil, which goes on in the
-school-room and the play-ground, as really as in the business mart or
the legislative hall, of which the heart of the youngest child is the
«eat, as undeniably as that of the busiest adult, is virtually to betray
the cause of right; and in mercy at once to the child and* to society,

he must make his sympathy with goodness, with right character and
right conduct, clearly and decisively felt. At any rate, if the public
school is to be the seed-plot of noMe character, of generous virtues,

and not simply of scholastic attainments, if it is to furnish societv
with good citizens, and not simply with smart arithmeticians or

possibly with apt criminals, there must be found in it, not only
methodical instruction and careful intellectual drill, hut amid all else,

as the occasion offers or requires, moral teaching and moral influence.

The presiding genius in every school, a genius which may be < -ft en
silent but which should never sleep, ought to be a lofty and generous
morality.

But (and this forms the last link in the argument against a purely
secular system of education) moral teaching, to !> effective in the
highest degree, or in any degree near to the highest, must lean on
religion and he enforced by its considerations. It is this position

especially thai the apologist for a purely secular system refuses to
pt. It is claimed that, it is possible to teach morality, and

morality of a high kind, without introducing the religious element in

any form. Eveiything turns here on what is meant by the teaching
of morality, [f by this is meant simply pointing out in word* what
is proper and dutiful in human conduct, defining the duties which
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ruen owe to each other, then it is possible. The summaries of

morals which are found in the agnostic literature of the period, not

the less excellent that they are, in good part, borrowed without

acknowledgment from the Bible, demonstrate its possibility. Hut

to how little purpose are duties pointed out in the school-room,

or anywhere else, if there are no considerations presented enforcing

their performance, no sanctions of a high and sacred kind to secure

them against neglect or violation. The whole end contemplated in

the teaching of morality, is to bring the teaching into practice, to

have the precept translated into action. And the main difficulty in

the attainment of this end, as everyone knows, has always been in

connection, not with the rule, but with the motive ; it has always-

been, not to point out the direction in which the life should move,

but to cause it to take this direction, in spite of the deflecting force

at work. The failure of Pagan systems of morality was far more due

to defective sanctions, than to wrong rules of conduct ; and the vice and

crime which are found in every Christian country to-day are in only

a small degree the result of ignorance of what is right. They are-

mainly due to sinful dispositions, some of them inherited, to-

unbridled appetites, and to the force of bad example. Now the

problem is, to find and to bring into play a motive or a cluster of

motives powerful enough to overcome these forces of evil, and to

carry the life in spite of them towards what is good. In the absence-

of religion, with that sphere closed, where is the public school to tind

such a motive? Denied access to those which religion supplies, by

what considerations is it to enforce obedience to the moral rules-

which it lays down? There are, of course, considerations of

expediency, of self-respect, of the authority of the teacher, and the-

fear in extreme cases of the rod which he wields, to which appeal can

be made, but who would expect noble and generous character or

action as the result? It is undeniable that the highest and most

powerful motives of right conduct lie within the religious sphere.

Even if it does not require the idea of God to render the conception

of duty intelligible—to ground it— as many think it does, it is certain

that the being and character and moral government of God give to-

the word duty a new force, and invest the whole details of duty with

a new sacredness, presenting them as the embodiment of the Creator's

will. It is not less certain, that added hatefulness and terror gather

round falsehood, selfishness, injustice, all that is undutiful and wrong,

when it is viewed as the object of His displeasure " in Whom we
live and move and have our being;" while a whole circle of moral

excellencies, patience, meekness, gentleness, considerate regard for

others, self-denial, do not so much gain added charms, as they almost

come first into distinct sight, when they are enjoined in the words

and displayed in the life of the Saviour of mankind. There may be

a select few—persons of philosophical thought, who can dispense with
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these sanctions of morality or who think they call ; whose observn

of duty rests on some other grounds, but to th bulk of mankind,

and very specially to children, they furnish the strongesl and n

appreciable motives to virtuous action thej are the indispensable

supports of right conduct. To me, therefore, it is as certain as any

moral truth can be that to shut out religion from the public school,

and thus to refuse to the teacher the employment of these sanctions,

is to render the moral teaching weak and ineffective and therefore to

defeat the very end which alone justi6es the state in maintaining the

school, the training of good citizens, or at the very least, to make the

attainment of that end far less complete than it might be. Even

Euxley says :
" My belief is that no human being, and that no society

composed of human beings, ever did, or ever will, come to much unless

their conduct was governed and guided by the love of an ethical idea,

viz., religion. Undoubtedly your gutter child may be converted by

mere intellectual drill into the 'subtlest of all the Leasts of the field,'

but we know what has become of the original of that description and

there is no need to increase the number."

The necessity of religious truth to effective moral teaching would

In- admitted by some, not by all, of the advocates of a purely secular

system of public education. It would be more or less fully admitted

by most of them who are professedly Christian men. But the ground

is taken, that while the knowledge of religious truth is desirable, >-\<-n

indispensable, it is best, especially in the divided state of opinion on

religious questions, that religious instruction should be communicated

by the parent and by the Church, and that the school should confine

itself to instruction in the secular branches. This is plausible ; it is

no more. 1 believe the position to be essentially unsound. For,

first, if moral teaching, enforced by religious considerations, is re-

quisite in order to make good, law-abiding citizens, that is. in order

to promote the security ami the well-being of society, the state ought

to lie able itself to furnish it, and ought to furnish it in the schools

which it maintains. It is not denied for a moment, that there is a

kind and amount of religious instruction which is more competent to

the parent and to the Church, that there are aspects of religious truth,

as for example, the nature and the necessity of regeneration, the work

of the Holy Spirit, with which perhaps these alone should be exp I

to deal, but the more general truths of religion, as the existence, the

character and the moral government of God—such truths as, we have

seen, add to the sanctions of virtue and strengthen the sense of duty

—these it must be competent for the state to teach, otherwise it does

not possess the means for its own preservation and lor the protection

of its own well-being. Second, the restriction of tin- school to purely

secular instruction, with the relegation of religious instruction and

even moral on its religious side, to the home and the Church, gives no

security that the latter will be supplied at all in many cases There
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arc not a few parents, even in our favored land, who are too indifferent

to imparl moral ami religions teaching to their cihldren,not a few whose
own character ami habits render them quite incapable of effectively

doing so. Ami while the churches, Protestant ami Catholic, are

active, there are no doubt many children and young persons not

found in attendance on the Sabbath schools with which they have

dotted the surface of our vast country. The scattered nature of the

settlements renders attendance in these more difficult, ami. in any
case, the churches have no authority to enforce it, if the youth are

indifferent or indisposed. Make public education strictly secular,

and it can scarcely fail to happen, that in cases not a few the youth
<^f the province will get their arithmetic and grammar from the

school, their morals from the street corner or the saloon. This is not

a result which any thoughtful and patriotic citizen can contemplate
with satisfaction. And lastly on this point, the division of instruc-

tion into secular and sacred, with the relegation of the one to the

public school and of the other to the home and the Church, which is

the ideal of some who should know better, proceeds upon a radical

misapprehension of the constitution of man's being, in which the

intellectual and moral nature are inseparably intertwined, and in

which both parts are constantly operative. It ignores the fact that

man is a single and indivisible entity. It is possible to divide the

branches of knowledge, but it is not possible to divide the child to

whom they are to be taught. Above all. it is not possible to keep
the moral nature in suspense or inaction, while the intellectual is being

dealt with. This is the point on which the whole question before us

turns. The opinion of one who has not taken it into account is very

little. The child can pass from one branch of secular instruction to

another. He can be taught arithmetic this hour, grammar that, and
in learning the second he ceases to have anything to do with the

first, but in learning the one and the other he continues to be moral;

he cannot cease to be this any more than he can cease to breathe and
vet live. During the whole six or seven hours dailv that he is

withdrawn from under the eye of the parents, who are supposed to

be primarily if not exclusively responsible for his moral and religious

training (for the two in any effective sense must go together), amid
nis and amid play his moral nature is operative, sometimes vvvy

actively operative, the principle and habits of a life time are being

•formed under the teacher's eye. Has the teacher any responsibility

in the premises: Must he not hear the profane word in the play-

ground? Must he not observe the falsehood that is spoken in the

class-room? Must he look with indifference on the display of selfish

feeling as he might look upon a wart on a pupil's hand ? Who will

say so? The very idea is abhorrent to every right mind. But if he

lias responsibility for the moral development of his pupil, then there

must not be denied to him the most effective instrument, if not for
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correcting improprieties of conduct, yet for evoking noble and

virtuous action, religious truth, t In- t nit lis of our common Christianity

—in other words, the education ruusl not be absolutely secular. The
welfare of the child and the welfare of the state alike forbid it.

The consideration thai recommends a purely secular system of

education to many, notwithstanding its obvious drawbacks, is, it' I

mistake not, the belief thai only through its adoption can the separate

schools of the Roman Catholic church be abolished without even the

shew ot' injustice to their supporters. The belief is, in my bumble
opinion, ;i mistaken one—hut even if it were not a mistaken one— even

if it were a fact that separate schools could only he ecpiitahly got rid

of through the entire secularization of our public school system,

much as this end is to be desired, I could not consent to purchase it

at such a cost. If the thing is wrong in principle, and likely to he

pernicious in operation, is it necessary to say that a right-minded

man will feel that he has no liberty to employ it to accomplish any
end, however desirable 1 Truth and right disdain the aid of BUch

weapons. The Roman Catholic church errs, indeed, as most

Protestants think, in claiming the absolute right to regulate and

control th« education of its youth. It is a claim which the state, if

it would preserve its independence, cannot afford to concede — cannot

allow to be put in operation in schools supported by public funds.

But that church has hold of a great truth when it asserts, everywhere

and always, that education should be religious, that instruction in the

fundamental principles of morality should go hand in hand with

instruction in reading and arithmetic. As a Protestant, I am
unwilling that it should he left to it to be the only witness for this

important truth—important alike to the State and to the Church,

and that the Protestant churches, through their abandonment of it.

should he to that extent placed at a disadvantage in the conflict,

whether with sceptical thought or with depraved conduct. In the

interests of Protestantism, therefore, as well as of the public well-

being, I would venture to ask those whom my words can teach, or

my opinions can influence, to think twice before they give their

consent to the banishment of the Bible and religious exercises, and

the fundamental truths of the Christian religion from the schools in

which the youth of this province are to he taught. If Rome desires

to see Protestantism weakened, as we may presume it does, it

could wish nothing better than to see it take the twin systems of

ag'nostism and secularism for its ally in the matter of public school

education. A purely seculai system ot' education being open to

these grave objections, it is only whal we mighl expert, to find it

condemned more or less strongly by the various Christian bod

Our own church has testified during recent years with increasing

unanimity and force, to the importance of the religious element in

the instruction given in the public Bohool, and to the desirability of
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its being enlarged rather than reduced and far less eliminated. And
in this respect it has only reflected the trend of opinion among

thoughtful Christian people in general. Accordingly corresponding

action has been taken by the courts of the other churches. A voice

may have Keen raised here and there in favor of a purely secular

system, under the idea that it is demanded by the principle of the

separation of Church and State, but the prevailing opinion has been

and is unmistakably against it or any approach to it. The truth is,

it is not difficult to observe the existence throughout the country of

a deepening conviction of the danger to the state and to public morals,

without which the state can have no stability, of a system of educa-

tion in which religion has no place. As it is in our country, so is it

elsewhere. In some of the Australian colonies, where the system

has been for some time established, it encounters only a fiercer

opposition from the Christian bodies as its results became more

apparent.

It is not easy to state with exactness what the results have been

of the purely secular system of education, where it has been intro-

duced, how far it is responsible for the greater prevalence of certain

forms of crime in our day. It is easy to state what, reasoning from

general principles, we would expect the results to be ;
but it takes

time, not one year but many to develop fully the consequences of

of such an experiment. I could not help, however, being struck

with a paragraph in the Edinburgh Scotsman for September 21st.

In Scotland, if I mistake not, the question of religious instruction is-

left with the school board of each locality. At the time when the

svstem was introduced great opposition was offered in a certain

stirring and somewhat radical border-town of Scotland, to any form

of religious instruction in the public school. Now. in the paragraph

referred to, the provost of that town is reported as saying, " Matters

were getting so bad that he thought the magistrates would have to

meet and appoint a public whipper. They were reluctant to send

bovs of such tender years either to prison or the reformatory, and he

thought the appointment of a public whipper was the only way of

successfully coping with such misconduct. Not only parents, but

teachers were greatly to blame for the reprehensible conduct of the

youth of the town who did not seem to be getting the right kind of

tuition at school." Is the alternative, then, the Bible in the school,

or the whipping post at the police court? And, if so,, who would

hesitate which to choose]

With these words I pass from the consideration of the purely

secular system of public education. I do not know for certain that it

is the intention of the government, or of any member of it, to propose

its introduction into Manitoba. Hints, indeed something like

assurance to this effect, have found their way into the public press.

Should this prove well-founded, and the attempt be nuule to. institute
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a system of public school instruction, in which religion Bhall be

n cognized only by its exclusion. I find it difficult to believe that the

present House, numbering many thoughtful, Christian men, when it

is fully Beized of the question, will give to such a measure its sanction.

In resisting the attempt, if it is made, members may counl onthe

hearty approval and support of many whose voices are Beldom beard,

perhaps too Beldom, on public questions. The hope may be enter-

tained that a bill Beating secularism pure and naked in the public

schools will not be suffered to obtain a place on the tatute book of

this fair province, [f the considerations adduced iii this lecture have

any force, it should encounter the opposition, not only of Christian

men. I. ut of thoughtful and patriotic citizens. In my humble opinion,

and I trust it is the opinion also of many whom I address, a system

of public school instruction, which makes no provision for the

recognition of God, which does no! even allow bucIi recognition, in

which the Bible shall be a scale. 1 hook and the name of the Saviour

of mankind may not be spoken, an.l in which the highest sanctions

of morality and the most powerful persuasions to right conduct—

those. 1 mean, which religion and religion alone supplies—are not

allowed to be employed—such a system could scarcely fail to be

prejudicial to the state, as it ought to he intolerable to the conscience

of a Christian people. ,

At the opposite extreme there is the system of separate or

denominational schools, such as to some extent now obtains in this

province, a system under which not only is religious instruction

given, but the distinctive doctrines and practices of individual

churches are taught. Does the continuance and extension of this

system promise a solution of the educational difficulty ? By no

means. Less injurious probably in its operation, it is even more

indefensible in principle than the one which has been so freely

criticised.

First, it is in direct violation of the principle of the separation of

Church and State. It is unnecessary, indeed it would be quite

irrelevant, to argue this principle here. It is that on which, rightly

or wrongly, the state with us is constituted. I do not understand it

to mean that the state may not have regard to religious considerations,

such as it shows, when it enforces the observance of the Sabbath

rest, or, that it may not employ religious sanctions, as it does when

in its courts of law it administers an oath in the name of God
;
but I

do understand it to mean that the state is neither to give material aid

to the operations of the Church in any of its branches, nor to interfere

with its liberties. Each, while necessarily influencing the other, has

its own distinct sphere, and must bear all the responsibilities of

action within that sphere. Now. when the right of taxation, and

in addition grants of money are given by the state to schools, in

which distinctive doctrines and rites of any church, whether Protest-
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ant or Catholic, are taught, schools which, while giving instruction

in secular branches, are use.l at the same time to extend the inflnenc

if not to increase the membership of that church, then the principle

of the separation of church and state is violated almost us much as if

the officiating minister or priest were taken into the pay of the state,

and the violation (I say it with all frankness, but without any feel-

in <>• of hostilitv to any class), is not more easily borne, that it is mainly

in the interest of a single section of the church. The public school is

surelv meant to be the school of the state by which it is supported.

It does not exist to initiate the youth of the province into the details

of Christian doctrine, or to prepare them for communion. Its main,

if not indeed its sole aim, is to make good citizens; intelligent,

capable, law-abiding citizens. But under our present system, schools

exist and are maintained by the state which are church schools in

everything but in name, which are in fact proselytising agencies.

Their establishment in the early history of the province is an incon-

sistency which is not. perhaps, difficult to explain, but their perpetua-

tion can scarcely fail to be felt by the majority of the inhabitants as

a misappropriation of public funds and an injustice to a large section

of the community.

Second, the system of separate, or sectarian schools operates

injuriously on the well-being of the state. However useful it may
be to the church or churches adopting it. enabling them to keep their

youth well in hand and to preserve them from any danger to faith or

morals which might result from daily contact with those of a different

creed, it is in that measure hurtful to the unity, and therefore to the

strength of the state. It occasions a line of cleavage in society, the

highest interests of which demand that it should, as far as possible be

one. It perpetuates distinctions and almost necessarily gives rise to

sentiments which are at once a reproach and a peril I do not think

the religious differences between the Roman Catholic and the Protest-

ant churches, small or unimportant. As a Protestant, sincerely and

firmly believing our faith to be more scriptural, I could not wish th

differences to be thought of little account, but surely it is possible for

the one party and the other to maintain steadfastly their respective

beliefs without cherishing sentiments of distrust wnd hostility to the

manifest injury of the public weal. And yet they are the almost

necessary result of a sectarian system of education. The youth of

the country, its future citizens, are separated in the school and in the

playground. Separation results in mutual ignorance, and ignorance

begets indifference, misconception, sometimes even contempt. This is

no fancy picture. One has only to listen to the language and mark the

countenance of the children of Winnipeg to-day, when reference is

made to those of the other faith, in order • how much

ignorant scorn exists, which could not exist did children of all faiths

meet in the same school and associate in the same playground. Surely
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the Btate should not, unless compelled to do bo, lend the authority of

law, and the Bupport of public moneys, to a Bystem of education

which bo injuriously affects its unity and therefore its stability and

well-being.

I do not know whether the province has the power to change the-

existing system. That is a question of law with which I feel myself

incompetent to deal, and which in any case eould not be suitably

discussed on an occasion like this. One may certainly wish that it

inav be found to possess the power, or if not, that it may receive it.

The system itself of separate or sectarian schools appears to ho

incapable of justification on any ground of right principle or even of

wise expediency. I do not expect to see any permanent contentment

in relation to the question while the system is maintained. The con-

viction will continue to be deeply and generally cherished, that the

equities of the situation have been disregarded ami that the interests

of the state have been sacrificed to meet the requirements of the

Church of Rome.

But if a purely secular system of education is deemed in the

highest degree objectionable, and a denominational or sectarian

system only less objectionable, what is it proposed to establish in their

place ? I answer, a system of public, unsectarian, but not non-religious

schools. It is admitted on all hands that the main work of the

school ought to be instruction in the various secular branches. Its

primary aim is to tit those in attendance for the active duties of life.

But as" not inconsistent with this aim, rather as in a high degree

subservient to its attainment, it is desired that the religious element

should have a definite place assigned to it in the life of the school
;

that it should be recognized to this extent at least, that the school

should be opened and closed with prayer, that the Bible, or selections

from it, should be read daily, either in the common, or in the Douay

version, as the trustees may direct, that the molality inculcated should

be Christian morality and that the teacher should he at liberty to

enforce it, and should' be encouraged to enforce it, by those consider-

ations at one- solemn and tender, which are embraced in the common

belief of Christendom. A system of public education of this kind, m
which religion has a definite but at the same time strictly guarded

place assigned to it, ought to be acceptable to the great majority of

the people of this province. It has certainly much to re mend it

It has no sectarian features and yet it is not godless. Religion is

recognized in it in such form and degree as to make it possible to

givea high tone to the life of the Bchool, as to ...cure more or less

familiarity with the contents of Scripture on the part of every child,

and as to make available for the teacher those lofty and fULCred

sanctions which have in all ages been found the most effective instru-

ments in the enforcement of morality.

1 can understand it to be objectionable to agnostics and Jews,
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possibly also, though one would desire not, to the Roman Catholic

church. But with a conscience clause, such us would be properly

included, excusing attendance on the religious exercises, where so

desired by the parents, there would be no just complaint in the case

of the former. The number of people in the province who do not

accept the New Testament, even with the addition of those who

cept neither the Old nor the New, who do not believe in God, is

not large, it may be hoped, will never be large; it cannot be reason-

ably claimed that the Bible should on their account be excluded from the

public school. It would be a travesty alike of justice.and of popular

government that a mere fraction of the community should virtually

dictate the form which public education is to assume contrary

to the wishes of the great majority. The people of the province as

a whole abide by the Christian faith. The statistics of the several

•Christian bodies, the amount of money contributed within the province

for religious purposes, show the keen and general interest which

the inhabitants take in .the matter. Well, the schools are theirs, are

sustained by their money. Surely they have the uncontestable right

to give a place in them to their common Christian beliefs, especially

where these are seen to be in a high degree helpful, if not indeed

indispensable, to the ends for which the schools exist.

The system, while so far meeting the views of Roman Catholics,

as it is distinctly religious, will possibly be objectionable to them as a

body, though certainly not to all, as not going far enough. They

would desire that the public schools should be free to teach, not only

the great common beliefs of Christendom, though these surely

embrace, if not all that is most vital, yet enough to enforce the

highest morality, but also the distinctive doctrines and rites of the

Roman Catholic Church. The teacher, while sustained by public

funds, must be free not only to read the Holy Scriptures in the

version most approved by the parents, but to read out of them, or

to read into them, the worship of the Virgin Mary, the invocation of

saints and whatever is held by the Church of Rome. Now I would

not willingly be a party to inflicting injustice in any section of the

community, and there are special reasons why the claims of out-

French-speaking Roman Catholic brethren should be fairly and, if

possible, even generously considered. They were early in this western

land. They have done much, and at great cost—cost not of money

only, but of toil and suffering from the native races. But this claim

—the claim to teach the distinctive doctrines and rites of their

Church in schools sustained by public moneys — is one I have no

hesitation in saying, and as entertaining much regard for some

among us by whom it is made, I say it with regret which the state

•ought not to concede, should not feel itself at liberty to concede. It

is a privilege, which under the system proposed, is not granted to

any other church. No other desires to have the opportunity to
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teach the distinctive doctrines of Preabyterianism, or Methodism,

or even of Protestantism, in the public school, or if any cherish such

a wish it would be very properly denied them. There is no room,

theref re, to speak of injustice to a class who happen to be in the

minority, when exactly the same privileges are granted to them

which are granted to other classes of the oommunity. If it is a

matter of conscience with the Roman Catholic church (i< is obviously

not with all its members) thai the whole body of the faith, as held

hy it. should lie taught even to the youth in attendance on school

and in the day school. I see nothing else tor it than that they should

establish ami support from voluntary contributions the schools in

which such teaching is to lie given. But it were surely far better

that our Roman Catholic fellow-citizens should unite with us in

Becuring a distinct recognition of our common Christianity within the

public school, leaving what is distinctive, and what many on the one

side and on the other feel to he very important to be taughtto the

children in the Sabbath school, or in the church, or, better still, in

the home.

The statement is sometimes made—it has been made more than

once of late in our city—that the ground now taken implies a denial

of right to the Roman Catholic minority in the province, one as real

as it the privilege of separate schools were withdrawn from the

Protestant minority in Quebec. But the schools of the majority in

Quebec are, as we might expect—distinctively Roman Catholic. The
catechisms and formularies of the Church of Rome are taught in them.

It is surely to presume on our ignorance to institute in these

circumstances a comparison between the position of the minority in

our own province and that of the minority in the province of Quebec.

It is to trifle with our intelligence to affirm that the denial of separate

schools in the one case would be on a par with its denial in the other.

The two cases are really essentially different. No well instructed and

impartial mind can put them on a level.

The attempt will no doubt be made to belittle in various ways the

importance of such recognition of religion in our public schools as

h is been advocated.

It will be said, as it has been recently said by a journal published

in another province, but with special reference to the situation in this

one, that little importance is to be attached to religious teaching of a

general character, teaching, that is, from which the distinctive

doctrines of the several Christian bodies have been eliminated. For

such an assertion there is no good ground whatever. The reverse of

it would he nearer the truth. All the most powerful motives to good

conduct, all the most effective supports of morality, are- found within

the common creed of Christendom. They are not the exclusive

property of any of the churches. If the unsectarian teaching, there

fore, of the public school would not be influential and influential for

13
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"ood, it would be due rather to the lack of skill or of earnestness on

the teacher's part, than to the poverty of the resources from which he

was privileged to draw.

Tt is also said that the opening and closing of the school w itli

prayer and reading of the Bible is too small a matter altogether to

have much importance attached to it, one way or another. It

certainly does not bulk largely in the general exercises. But that

settles nothing as to its importance or non-importance. Our national

flag is a small thing—a piece of bunting which can be bought for a

dime or two. Nevertheless, as it floats over our homes, it represents

the power of England. And even so, the divine name invoked in the

opening exercises, the open Bible on the desk, holds up to teacher

and scholar alike, the presence and the majesty of God. It is true,

the exercise may be in some cases little more than a seemly form, just

as the exercise of private or domestic worship may be only a form,

under cover of which the worshipper dismisses himself only the more

securely to a day of unrelieved worldliness. But this possibility is

not supposed to constitute a valid reason for discontinuing the

exercise in the latter case ; nor should it be in the former. It is a

reason why school trustees should have more regard to Christian

character than they often have, in the choice of persons to be the

moral as well as intellectual guides of our youth.

This suggests another objection which is sometimes raised. How
few public school teachers, it is said, are really tit persons to conduct

the religious exercises referred to ] My acquaintance with the

teachers of the province is not sufficiently large to enable me to answer

this question. Some of them, I know, are among the best, the most

consistent and earnest members of the several churches, and if others

are of a different character—if the religious principles or the habits

of any of them are of such a kind as to make the conduct of public

prayer by them, or even the public reading of the Bible, an incon-

gruity, something like a farce, then in any case, whether there are

religious exercises or not, they are obviously not fit persons to

superintend the intellectual and moral training of the youth of this or

of any other province.

It is not the least important consideration connected with this

question, though it is often one lost sight of, that the mode of its

settlement must have a very marked influence on the character of the

public school teachers as a class. Eliminate the religious element

entirely, make the relation of the teacher to his pupil, just such as

that of the tradesman to his apprentice, only that the one teaches

reading, writing and arithmetic, the other a trade or handicraft and the

general character of those in the profession will be lowered. There

will still be those engaged in it of high moral and religious principle,

but the prospect of exercising the profession, and the actual exercise

of it, will no longer furnish the same incentive to the cultivation of
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Buch principle. Almost the reverse. Religion will be a sort of dis-

qualification, or al least inconvenience, inasmuch as the teach

mouth must be shut within the school, not only on all which he

holds mosl sacred, bu1 on all which he has found most helpful to his

own goodness. Now the real attainment may tall below the standard,

will often Pall below it in this imperfect world. It will Beldom rise

above it. With the standard changed, with the position of the

teacher lowered by the elimination of the religious element from his

Bphere, the character of the profession as a whole will be in time

Lowered also to the invariable injury of the youth and, therefore, of

the country.

The final settlement of the question, which is now agitating the

community, may be remote. It is possible it may be the work of

years. Let as cherish the hope, that, when it is reached, it may be

one which will oot signalize the triumph of any political or

ecclesiastical party, but one in which good men of ;ill parties can take

pride, and as the result of which the care and training of our youth

shall become an object of greater solicitude to the people of the

province, and the profession of the teacher, accordingly rise in general

estimation. Gentle n of the college—whether in the theological or

in the arts course, be prepared to contribute your part in accomplish-

ing such a settlement. Your experience in this institution may
perhaps throw valuable light on the question to you, as it has helped,

if not to shape yet to strengthen, my convictions on the subject.

On the benches of this college there have sat during the six years

of my connection with it, and there sit to-day representatives of

almost all the religious denominations in the province, Episcopalian,

Methodist, Baptist, Roman Catholic, and, of course, Presbyterian.

The Bible has been read every morning and its teachings have been

enforced, as occasion offered or semed to require. In addition you

have been led in prayer by the members of the stall' in turn. No
one, so far as I know, has taken offence. No one has asked to

be excused attendance at the religious exercises on conscientious

grounds. We have all, I am sure, been helped by these exercises.

The tone of the college life has been assuredly raised thereby.

Why take away then altogether from the public school that

which we have found at once so inoffensive and so useful ? Let the

politician give us some better answer than this, that the Roman Catholic

Church, her priests al least, demand thai wejshall either tolerate her

sectarian schools or expel the Bible - their Bible as well as ours, from

the public schools, and expel it from the public schools with what

result] To make it possible t'<>r them to recommend or even sanction

the support of these schools by their people? Not at all: their

tvowed principles would forbid it : but to give them obviously and

undeniably the godless character which will go far to justify their

condemnation and rejection of them.



CHAPTER VI.

THE REV. PRINCIPAL GRANT.

(Letter to The Sun—November 16th, 1889. )

I accept your invitation to address a Manitoba audience on the

subject of Religion in the Schools, and will endeavor to be brief.

Public schools are a necessity in a free state. Freedom cannot

exist where the people generally are uneducated. For freedom is not

the mere power of choice, or the right to choose good or evil. No
one has a right to do wrong. Freedom means insight of what is good,

and the power to do the good, against all forces of prejudice or

passion. Educate the people, therefore; that is, make them intel-

ligent and moral if you wish them to remain free.

The state is bound in self-defence to see to it that a public school

is maintained in every district. The matter cannot be left in the

hands of parents, for many of them are either careless or blindly

selfish.

The best school is the family. That, then, is the best public

school which is most like the family. The teacher is in the place of

the parent for the time being, and what would be thought if the state

said to the parent : 'You must not refer to religion when speaking to

your children!' Schools will be good only if you succeed in getting

good teachers, and you will not get good teachers if you deny them

reasonable liberty in their work, that is, liberties within the

boundai'ies of regulations laid down by the government as expressing

the reason and conscience of the community.

Asa rule, there can be only one school in each district. That is

the case in every one of our provinces. It is especially so in

Manitoba, where for various reasons population is more sparse than in

the older provinces. A system that is dual from top to bottom is,

therefore, a great political blunder..

What should be the character of the religious exercises or

instruction in the school ? This is the question that divides men
most, and yet I have always found the difficulty to be theoretical

rather than practical. Now, in political arrangements there can be

no greater mistake than blindly following a theory, without regard to

facts. It is asserted vehemently that the school must be wholly

secular in character, because there are differences of religious opinion

in the district. But there are far wider and more numerous
differences in the country than in any one school district, and yet

[196]
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that does not hinder the Senate from having a chaplain, and the House

of Commons from being opened with prayer. No one objects to the

appointment of publicly paid chaplains to our penitentiaries and

asylums, or to our army and navy ; <>r. where the >hip is small, to a

regulation tli.it the captain <>r doctor shall read prayers. A day <>['

thanksgiving to God is annually ordered. One day in seven is rigidly

protected by law, and ordinary labor is forbidden thereon. All these

things may seem unjust and even oppressive to souk- individuals, but

the statu is not likely to forego common rights on their account. \\ •

are a Christian people, and the only universally recognized text-book

of religion and morality is the Bible. I.'i the public school then he

opened with prayer, and let instruction be given in the Bible or in

selections approved by the different churches, or according to a Bcheme

of readings drawn up by a proper committee. There is no practical

difficulty in this being done. Let prayers and IUMe instruction be

given in the first half-hour of the school-time, so that a strict

conscience clause declaring that no child need be present that half-

hour whose parents objected shall be workable. How many parents

will object! Perhaps one in a thousand, and that one is protected.

He gets fuller protection than the man who wishes to work on

Sunday, or who objects to paying taxes for chaplains for rascals. I

may add here that I do not mean "Reading the Bihle without

note or comment." Bible-reading is not a fetish. If I could not

trust the teacher of my boys to explain the meaning of a Bible-lesson,

or allow them to ask questions on it, I would not trust him to

teach history or to ask them to sing "God Save the Queen.

But, it may be asked, what would you do in the case of a possibly

compact dissentient minority, like Protestants in Quebec or Roman

Catholics in Ontario and Manitoba! It seems to me that the

< Ontario Separate School Law, in its original form might be taken as

the basis of a compromise in such cases. It enacts that those who

desire to establish separate schools may do so, where they are strong

enough to support them. The trustee elections for such, must be the same

as for public schools, the teachers must be duly certified, the regular

text books on ordinary subjects must be used, and there must be

public inspection, and a conscience clause. Each teacher now teaches

only from ten to fifty scholars. If there are enough scholars for two

schools in one district, the one might be public and the other

separate, possibly with good results to both. This matter of separate

schools I would leave absolutely to each province. The provision in

the Confederation Act, that it' separate Bchools should exist or be

established by a province, that province shall not be allowed to

abolish them if the more matured intelligence of the people so

deserves, is most unwise. People do not care to put even a silk-

collar around their necks if they are told that they c in never take it off.

George Monro Grant.
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SERMON BY REV. DR. DUVAL.

(Preached 25thJ^om mher, 1SS9.J

Isa., 54:13—" And all thy children shall be taught of the Lord :

and great shall be the peace of thy children."

I had intended to speak to you upon the public school question

some weeks past, but, understanding that the honored principal of

Manitoba college intended to make it the subject of his lecture at the

opening of the theological department of the college, I felt it most

courteous that the field, so far as Knox church pulpit was concerned,

should be left untrammeled. And no matter what may be the

various shades of opinion upon the subject I am sure we shall all

feel deeply grateful to Dr. King for his very able introduction to, and

discussion of, the question which, more than any other, is now

engaging the public mind.

In the briefer space allotted to me I shall not be able to deal with

the question in full, but can discharge at least my sense of duty to

the formation of public opinion upon the subject. The matter is one

that deals with the highest moral well being of individuals and

society—this is its apology for a place in the pulpit. It is your

concern and mine to see that our children shall be taught of the Lord,

that great may be the peace of our children. And I wish to say at the

beginning, the very dignity and sacred concern of the subject should

keep all who speak upon it, in the attitude of striving for truth more

than victory, and clothe them with a charitable spirit, that the spirit

of Him whose essence is love, may guide us to a wise and beneficial
^> ""V O

issue.

In the School Times for November, an editorial, upon the

desired change of the University from a mere examining body to a

teaching body, speaks of the ministers of the council in this

disrespectful "language: "The clergy, as a matter of course, are

opposed to the change."—which was not true—"but," it goes on to

say, "the clerical mind is a mystery anyway, and we would not be

much surprised at them opposing anything." Is that a proper way

for an organ devoted to education to put before the mind, that is being

educated, the whole body of men whose end in life is to teach religion

and morals] Comment is unnecessary. I do not know the writer

of that editorial, but it savors more of the petulancy of immaturity

than the wisdom of experience—the unguarded expression of one who

[198]
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has felt little of the weight of the moral responsibility which attends

the formation of minds that are to form society and shape the destiny

of the state, and which, in those of experience, has begotten at hast

the grace of prudence.

Reformers are engaged in work too vital to be carried away with

uncalculating enthusiasm.

And the reform we have now hefore us is a matter of such gravity

that we should deal with it kindly, patiently, prayerfully—suffering

no sentiment tinctured with prejudice, petulance or political policy to

militate against the highest well-being of the people considered as a

whole—for the end of the state is the good of the people. Now it is

a well digested judgment that the perpetuity of a free state demands

the general education of its people.

The state must therefore inquire what is the best mode of securing

education, both to maintain itself, and to secure the end for which it

exists, namely, the highest well-being of the people—Can it be left to

private enterprise 1

Centuries of failure have proved this impossible. Can we accept

the Roman Catholic idea that the church is the only authorized

teacher? Without halting to controvert that dogma upon theological

grounds we find (\) That it would be such bad economy as to defeat

it. Each denomination cannot sustain schools. And when you make
the unjustifiable division into Protestant and Roman Catholic, it is

still a serious violation of economy. And if the state should give up
the whole matter of education to the churches, permitting the Catholic

to make his collection for his schools, and all the rest in a general

way unite to make collections for their schools, you would fin A (2)

gross inefficiency. There would remain a vast residuum who from

reasons of indifference or poverty, failing to unite, would be left in

ignorance; the state would suffer. The only way that the Roman idea

could be carried out would be to make the whole state Roman Catholic
;

that is the old mediaeval notion, and since that church is semper eadem,

it is not yet out of it. But the world is out of it, and it does not seem
possible ever to get it back into it again. It seems necessary, there-

fore, in order to efficiency and economy, that the state government

should take control of what we call public education. (1) The state

can tax for its support and gain the greatest results for the least

expense. (2) A system of state education creates national sentiment

which is much needed. (3) It would insure a coherence of the ele-

ments, which by separate schools is sure to nurture hostility. We
have no question of the fundamental right of the state to do away
with separate schools. If, by the constitution, one class has been
specially enfranchised—that I shall leave to constitutional lawyers to

decide ; but even if it be so, it involves an inequity which, though for

peace's sake it has been compromised with, can never stand in th e

-i
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development of constitutional principles which will trend gradually,

but certainl)T
, toward equality of rights.

The plain ground taken in the United States is that the govern-

ment has no power to specialize any denomination or class to a right

not enjoyed by all others. And Roman Catholics ought not to claim

it for themselves. And the more so because in their schools the

education is not simply to make good citizens, but Roman Catholics.

On the contrary you could not tell in one of the so-called Protestant

schools to what denomination teacher or pupils belonged, except upon

special enquiry. Teachers there are simply seeking to bring up the

children to Christian morality, leaving all peculiar tenets to the

respective churches and families whence they come.

It is an error, therefore, for any one to think that the Province

of Manitoba is seeking to do with a Catholic minority what it

would not like Quebec to do with a Protestant minority. Mani-

toba proposes to do away with even the name Protestant schools,

much less Protestant influence. She proposes state schools in

which you could not distinguish the denominational bias of any

teacher. If Quebec will do this, we will all be satisfied—and this

can be done. In the State of Ohio I have had a sweet spirited

Roman Catholic lady teaching my children in one of the classes of the

public schools, and she never obtruded any peculiarity of her church

upon them.

But while it is unwarrantable for the i*espective sects to set

up separate schools, upon public funds, to propagate their peculiar

tenets, and while I believe the government should inaugurate one

system of schools for general public education, I believe it necessary

that these schools should have, some religious influence exercised over

them—it might be as simple as the solemn reading of God's word

and prayer.

This is not inconsistent with the separation of Church and

State. The prophet can ever exhort the king while he does not

rule him. Religious influence is not ecclesiastical influence. The

church does not monopolize prayer- -prayer is native to the soul.

Tacitus, the heathen, speaks with surprise of a tribe of Fins so

degraded as not to pray. It was Franklin, not a confessed Christian,

the philosopher friend (not in every sense) of Voltaire, who with

tremulous solicitude for unity of spirit in the founders of the great

American republic, pleaded in terms akin to inspiration, notwith-

standing the principle of separation of church and state, for prayer

to the source of all Grace for guidance in the national councils. If,

then, the people desire prayer at the beginning of their children's

studies for grace to mould the mind and purify the heart, it is

their natural right to have it. No minority, be it agnostic, infidel,

Jew or Roman Catholic, has the right to deny to the majority

this natural right; while, on the contrary, the majority has no
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tight to compel the minority to conform in any attitude of mind or

heart contrary to its conscience ; nor does the majority wish them to-

coniform. Members of Congress have the right to stay away from

prayer; so in our schools those who wisli can he excused. And
that is all the right that the minority has in such a case. Suppose
an infidel should go to Congress and say, " I am elected to Congress,

but so long as your great majority have prayer I will not come in."

What would the majesty of sixty millions of people reply? Would it

say, " Well, we will just put it all away to satisfy you?" No ; hut
they would say : "We do not interfere with your conscience, you can
come in or go home, just as you please. You can attend prayer or

come after it. The Sovereign Law is the state's collected will,

which sits empress crowning good and repressing ill."

(2) And what is said of prayer applies to the reading of the Bible;,

the church does not monopolize the Bible. It is the good book from
which churches draw their instruction and strength. But it is also

the source of intellectual and moral strength to countless souls that

are not allied to any church. Christ is the Light of the World.
The Christian principles which that book contains, have for ages

been a part of the common law of European civilization, and especially

of the people of the British Isles and their colonies. When our
fathers came to this continent they came in a general sense as a
Christian and Bible-loving people. They read it before starting on
their dangerous voyage, and prayed to the common Lord, of whom it

speaks, for protection by the way. By its instruction and in its Spirit

they gave thanks upon their arrival. They aet up homes in its faith;

their hearthstones were blessed by its presence ; their marriages and
baptisms were solemnized under the sanctions of its truth ; their

funerals were conducted with the sympathy of its grace. It has been
with us the symbol of the presence of God guarding the sanctity of

the oaths of testators and witnesses in courts of law. Our liberties

were born out of it and are sustained by its spirit. Our literature is

filled with it. It is the warp and woof of our whole social character
and there are few, indeed, to dispute that it is the secret of the virtue

and greatness of the peoples whose lives it controls. This being so,

call it what you will, "Word of God" by the Christian; "Great
Work in Moral Science " by the Agnostic—the people have in it a

great heritage, and the majority of the people have a prescriptive

right to continue its influence in some way as a factor in public

education, especially when they impose on no one's conscience—religious

or non-religious scruples—excusing all who desire to be excused, from
any participation in its instruction. Our Jewish fellow-citizens,

Agnostics or Roman Catholics, could not ask more if they have any^

regard for the rights of the majority, the integrity of the country,

and the conscientious duty of that majority to regulate the country
and guide it toward what they deem its highest well-being. And-
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especially do I not see why our Roman Catholic fellow-citizens should

object to such an adjustment, seeing that they can hold their own
Bibles in their hands, or, if in the majority, choose the Douay version

to be read, or be excused from all, as they may elect. The province

<loes not wish to do them injustice. To leave the Bible out of the

schools would seem to make those schools more objectionable to them,

upon the plea of Godlessness. And as Dr. Duryea well points out, it

is not a matter of " the faith " in the Catholic Church that the

Scripture shall not be read, but it has been the policy of the leaders

of that church, for what seemed to them good and sufficient reasons,

to discourage its reading among the common people, and " a matter

of policy," he well says, " cannot bind the conscience." And Roman
Catholic authorities are not agreed in objection to the reading of

the Bible in public schools. Cardinal Manning has published his

views to the world by saying " I am glad that the Bible is read in

the public schools of England."

The Catholic and Protestant Christians have many fundamental
principles in harmony ; enough, indeed, to unite in a system of

national schools under Christian influence, but not under ecclesiastical

control. And a refusal to join in some plan, equitable to all, that

will make the province homogeneous, progrsssive and safe, cannot fail

to impress the public mind with the belief that our Roman Catholic

citizens continue the mediaeval pretensions to the right of absolute

control ; and, in the absence of that, the policy of the non-affiliation

and disposition to draw from the country the strength to ultimately

control it. I hope we may not have reason even to suspect it.

And now with regard to those of non-Christian sentiments, I

appeal to them to think seriously before they oppose Christian

influence in the public schools. And to those younger men who
wich generous impulses are ready to do what seems broad and
generous ; I appeal to them to think carefully. The idea of a

system of schools without any religious influence, where the Jew and
Christian, agnostic and infidel, can all be on the same footing, seems

indeed broad and generous. But it is as specious as broad, as

dangerous as generous. You are to ask on whose footing you are

putting all. Is it not bringing all down to the footing of the agnostic?

Is it not asking, perhaps, ninety per cent, of the people whose souls

have grown to the idea that in all their ways they should acknowledge

God, that He might direct their paths, to say in this most important

way, " We will not acknowledge Him, and don't care whether He
directs our path or not

1?" And you ask men of position, faith and
Godly principle, to do this for the sake of a small minority who are

at best negative on the subject. And you do it heedlessly. You do

it while this great majority is willing to excuse this minority from

any participation in the feature to which they object. (2) You do it

•to "try a dangerous experiment. Daniel Webster, in a masterly
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discourse upon this subject, puts the question : "In what age, by what

sect, where, when, by whom, has religious truth been excluded from

the education of youth? Nowhere! Never! Everywhere and at all

times it lias been regarded as essential." Are we ready to venture the

moral well-being of this province upon a nostrum that has had no

historic warrant from the various schools of reputable psychic

physicians? The experiment has proved a failure in higher education

and how much more might we expect it to fail among those less able

to appreciate the motives furnished by philosophy.

I have in a letter from Dr. Duryea the case of Cornell University.

It was " founded as a secular school and all religious teaching was

to be omitted, if not prohibited. The object was to prevent religious

bias in the pursuit of intellectual work and scientific investigation."

After the experiment had been fairly tried, and while President

White was absent on his foreign mission for the government, the

vice-president, himself an avowed agnostic, entered the parlor of the

Congressional pastor, the Rev. Mr Tyler, one Saturday night, and
abrubtly said : "Mr. Tyler, we must have preaching at the University.'

The pastor with surprise, replied, "What? Do you say that?

And pray why?" "Because we cannot do our work without it."

" Why not?" "Because we cannot get scholarship." "How is that?"
" We have not the motives by which we can get the right spirit and
the needful application on the part of the students; they must be

moved. And as matters are, they can be moved by moral considera-

tions and religious sentiments." The result was the building of

Sage Chapel and the endownment of its pulpit by Mr. Sage's son.

And since this, Mi\ Sage has endowed a chair of ethics from which
principles are set forth in sympathy with the teaching of Christ.

I am lately also informed of another college in the west founded
on agnostic principles, but which had to be sm rendered to a Christian

control for motive power to run it. It is now a Presbyterian

Synodical college. This is simple verification of the truth declared

by that great German Luthardt, "Religion is, as it were, life's fcrcing

power (Triebkraft), and "it is an actual historical fact that human
life owes to religion its best and fullest development." The trouble

with all these " no religion" schemes is, they* mistake the end of

education. When a student in Princeton I learned from Dr.

Arnold Guyot, as from no other man, that the end of education

was moral well-being. He was not a member of that clerical

•class who unjustly get the credit from some supposed wise men
of having no thought untinctured with religious prejudice — a

judgment itself born of narrowness and inexperience. It was
Dr. Guyot, the classmate and compeer of Agassiz who, as pro-

fessor of geology and physical geography, revolutionized America
in the study of geography, who delivered five hundred lectures

on the moral development of the world ; who in his own study
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said to me: "It makes no difference whether a man is Atheist

or Theist, Pagan or Christian, he can never be in harmony with

the universe until he accepts and walks by this law that the

dirt is to serve the vegetable, the vegetable the animal, the animal

the intellectual, the intellectual the moral, whose soul or animating

Bubstance is the spirit of God." Such thought from a scientist leads

us not only to the truth that the moral is the true end of education,

but that its perfection is gained through religious unity with the

spirit of Go I ; and this truth is being more and more felt by deep

thinkers. If, then, education is to be looked upon, not as a lop-sided,

but full development of the whole man in the harmony of all his parts,

we must not neglect to daily weave, in the textures of our children's

character, the sentiments of reverence and love, trust and gratitude

toward God; for if these be lacking, the texture will be coarse, the

character incomplete and mean, and the coming generations will

fail to manifest those sentiments toward their fellow-men in the

degree that they are due. You get no power to make your grateful

flowers grow that is not from the sun in the heavens.

If there are men who will not listen to a preacher of the gospel

on the subject, let them listen to men of science and philosophy. And
to those who think intellectual culture will accomplish everything

let them know that the ante-Christian civilizations had their highest

intellectual culture synchronous with their most beastial depravity.

While philosophy controls in a good degree a few deep thinkers, it

has never held back the mass of society from corruption. Not only

is intellectual culture unable to give moral security—it often destroys-

it. Victor Cousin, the profoundest of the French philosophers, in an

address before the Chamber of Peers, declared that " any system of

school training which sharpens and strengthens the intellectual

powers without supplying moral culture and religious principle, is a

curse rather than a blessing." Gentlemen, this is worthy of your

thought. Mr. Herbert Spencer, after profound research in human

culture, says : "The belief in the moralizing effects of intellectual

culture is absurd." Dr. Thomas Arnold, the eminent educator, of

whom it was said, " If elected to Kugby, he would change the face

of education all through the public schools of England," has said, " If,

having learned all that they (scientific and literary institutions) can

teach us, the knowledge so gained shall hide from us our moral

ignorance and make us look on ourselves as educated men, then they

will be more than inefficient or incomplete —they will have been to

us positively mischievous." Professor Townsend quotes as indisput-

able the aphorism that "mere intellectual training does not inspire

patriotism or reduce crime," and before we make haste to set aside

that great book from a controlling influence in public education, let

us hear the words even of Professor Huxley : " I have always been

strongly in favor of secular education, in the sense of education with-
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out theology; but I must confess I have been no less seriously per-

plexed to know by what practical measures the religious feeling,

which is the essential basis of conduct, was to be kept up in the

utterly chaotic state of opinions on these matters, without the use of

the l'>il>le. By the study of what other book could children be so

humanized 1" The idea of the respective churches and families being
sufficient to offset the moral defect in every-day public education, has
its fallacy in a misconception of the nature of the soul, which is a

unit. You cannot say to Professor B.: "Take my boy and educate
his intellect, and then I will send him to Dr. C. to train his spiritual

nature." You might as well say to A., who has been eating
immoderately, " Go now and pray the pain away." Religion is to

condition the whole life of a man, to bring his evei-y thought, feeling,

and action into harmony with virtue. This position I took in a
lecture before the Educational Association of the State of Delaware
in 1882, and, so far, have seen no reason to change it. Prussia
says: "Whatever you would have appear in a nation's life you
must put in the public schools." I have no alternative to men
tion ; I believe the province should have one system of public
schools ; that they should be under Christian influence, and that,

with the. proper concessions to the consciences of individuals, there
will be no injustice to any man. And I am willing to trust
the people of Manitoba, under the guidance of God, to keep with
integrity that heart which has hitherto thrown, through all their

social body, the pure red blood of their better life.
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I now turn to another, and a different phase of the question. I

suppose it will not be denied that there is a general opinion among
the Protestant majority in this province that the educational clauses

in the Confederation Act, protecting or purporting to protect the

Catholic minority, were incorporated in the constitution at the instance

of Roman Catholics. 1 think I am safe in saying that it is the

universal impression in Protestant circles that the Roman hierarchy,

or Sir George Cartier, managed shrewdly to protect Catholic interests

1 iv the insertion of those clauses. And how often have we heard it

remarked that if the public men of the Protestant faith had not failed

in their duty, through pandering to the Catholic vote, these clauses

would never have appeared in the constitution. Just to give you an

idea that I am speaking correctly as to what the general impression

is, I will quote from Mr. 1 'alton McCarthy. Addressing a great

Protestant meeting in Ottawa in December of 1880, he said ;
—

What have we to boast of as the outcome of the Act of Union? A
separate school system imposed on the people of free Ontario by their own
votes? No Search the records and you will find that the Act for the

settlement of the separate school question was imposed on the people of the

Tipper Province by the vote of the people of the Lower Province, and against

the will of the people of the Upper Province.

It is entirely correct to say that it w;is by the votes of the French

representatives of Lower Canada, and against the votes of the repre-

sentatives of Upper Canada, that the separate school system was

finally settled in Upper Canada in 1863, and so far I quite agree with

the speaker. Mr. McCarthy then tak-'s up the education clauses in

the B. N, A. Act, and continues :

—

Search the P>. X. A. Act and you will see that it was attempted to be

fastened on you for all time by this organic law, the B. X. A. Act, as a part

of the bargain made at the time of Confederation. That and similar enactments

have we to thank for the present state of affairs ; that is the result of Lord

Durham's well meant labours. He brought us together, thinking that the

English majority would ultimately govern ; he brought us together with the

belief that he was doing the greatest possible benefit to us and to them. We
came together; we assembled in a common parliament, but by the skilful

direction of the French Canadian vote, and the desire for power among the

English and consequent division among them, the French Canadians were

ultimately aide to place their feet on our necks and impose laws on us contrary

to our will, and we came out of partnership taking the smaller share of the

assets.

[206]
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Possibly this language! may be open to two meanings, but I

understand the statement that the separate school system was
"attempted to be fastened on us" by the B. N. A. Act, to mean that
it was something sought to be fastened on Protestants by Catholics.

That may be Mr. Dalton McCarthy's opinion, but I want to say
if that be his meaning that there is not a word of truth in it ; and to

prove that I am right let me give you in a few words the situation

of the Protestant minority of Quebec before the Union. Quebec, of
course, as you all know, is tilled chiefly by a French Canadian popula-
tion. The immense majority are French Roman Catholics. They
had in the province two systems of schools as they had in this province
before 1890. In Ontario the Catholics had their separate schools

;

in Quebec the Protestant minority had their dissentient schools.

When the proposition for Confederation came up the Protestant
minority in Quebec were exceedingly afraid that they would be put
under the control of the Catholic majority of that province in

respect to education. They made two demands as a condition of
union, first, that there would be a provision in the constitution where-
by any rights that they had at the Union in respect to their schools
should never be taken away from them, so that the legislature of
Quebec should have no power to interfere with these rights, and
second, that before they entered the Union the school law should be
amended so as to remove certain objections then made to it by the
Protestant minority. They demanded that the school law should be
improved so as to satisfy them, as a minority before the Union, in

order that in the future they would have the law as amended
guaranteed to them. One of the changes they demanded, as I

recollect the history of it, was that they should have a separate board
of education. Now it is fair to state that the position of the Protest-
ant minority in Quebec was in my opinion different altogether from
that of the Catholic minority in Ontario. In the latter the system
of the majority was non-sectarian, in Quebec it was a Catholic system.
It was natural therefore that the Protestant minority in Quebec
should be anxious about their position in the Union. I now propose
to show the demand made by that minority for protection against the
provincial legislature.

Mr. L. H. Holton was then, as you will remember, one of the
leading Protestants representing Lower Canada. Speaking in the
Confederation debate on behalf of that minority at an early period in

the debate, he said :

Another question which he had proposed to put had reference to the
educational system of Lower Canada. The honorable gentleman (Sil John
Macdonald) must be aware that this was a question on which there was a great
deal of feeling in this section of the province amongst the English-speaking or
the Protestant class of the population. Among that class there was no phase
or feature of those threatened changes which excited so much alarm as this
very question of education. Well, the Minister of Finance had said that the
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Government would bring down amendments to the school laws of Lower

Canada, which they proposed enacting into law before a change of Government

should take place, and which would become a permanent settlement of that

question. The question he desired to put was whether they intended to sub-

mit these amendments before they asked the 'House to pass finally upon the

scheme of Confederation, as it would undoubtedly exercise very considerable

influence upon the discussion of the Confederation scheme, and probably in

the last resort from several members from Lower Canada.

On a subsequent date Mr. Holton said

:

The English Protestants of Lower Canada desire to know what is to be

done in the matter of education before the final voice of the people of this

country is pronounced on the question of Confederation. To tins statement

Sir John Macdonald replied : "There was a good deal of apprehension in

Lower Canada, on the part of the minority there, as to the possible effect of

Confederation on their rights on the subject of education, and it was the inten-

tion of the Government, if Parliament approved the scheme of Confederation,

to lay before the House this session certain amendments to the school law to

operate as a sort of guarantee against any infringement by the majority of the

rights of the minority in this matter. . . . Before Confederation is

adopted the Government would bring down a measure to amend the school

law of Lower Canada protecting the rights of the minority.

"

Mr. Holton was not satisfied with that, for a few days afterwards

he returned to it again and said :

I would like to ask the Hon. Minister of Finance as to the course to be

pursued in reference to the Lower Canada school law, which was promised to

he introduced this session.

To this the like reply was made as before, but still Mr. Holton

was not satisfied, and repeatedly thereafter he brought up the question

again, indicating the intense interest felt in the situation by the

Protestants of Lower Canada.

Hon. Mr. Sanborn, another Protestant representative from Lower

Canada, gave expression to the same feeling as follows :

The English, who were a fourth of the population, and who, by habit and

tradition, had their own views of public policy, were left entirely without

guarantee other than the good feelings and tolerant spirit of the French. Was
this safe ?

In the hope of disquieting these fears of the Protestant minority

from his province, Mr. D'Arcy McGee, an Irish Catholic from Lower

Canada, said :

I have no doubt whatever, with a good deal of moderation and a proper

degree of firmness, all that the Protestant minority in Lower Canada can

require by way of security to their educational system will be cheerfully

granted to them by this House.

The Hon. George Brown, the noted champion of national schools

in Upper Canada, had given special attention to the education

clauses, and he recognized fully the deep anxiety felt in Lower

Canada on the question. Referring to the satisfaction that existed
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in Upper Canada with the existing arrangements as to education, he
declared that

:

It was not so as regards Lower Canada, for there were matters of which
the British population have long complained, and some amendments to the
existing school Act were required to secure them equal justice. Well, when
this point was raised, gentlemen of all parties in Lower Canada at once
expressed themselves prepared to treat it in a frank and conciliatory manner
with a view to removing any injustice that might he shown to exist ; and on
this understanding the educational clause was adopted hy the Confederation.

Sir E. P. Tache, then Prime Minister, in further reply to the
fears expressed by Mr. Sanborn, said :

Mr. Sanborn gave expression to the fear that the Protestant English
element of Lower Canada would be in danger if this measure should pass. He
said as much as this, that in the Legislature of Lower Canada Acts might be
passed which would deprive educational institutions there of their rights, and
even of their property. But if the lower branch of the Legislature (that is, the
provincial one) were insensate enough and wicked enough to commit some
flagrant act of injustice against the English Protestant portion of the com-
munity, they would be checked by the general (that is, the Federal) <rovern-
nient.

Hon. Mr. Dorion, the chief of the Rouge party of Quebec, referred
to the demand made by the Protestants of Lower Canada for protec-
tion, and expressed his sympathy with them in these terms

:

There^is at this moment a movement on the part of the British Protestants
in Lower Canada to have some protection and guarantee for their educational
establishments in this province put into the scheme of Confederation, should
it be adopted

; and far from finding fault with them, I respect them more for
their energy in seeking protection for their separate interests. I think it but
just that the Protestant minority should be protected in its rights in every-
thing that was dear to it as a distinct nationality, and should not lie at the
discretion of the majority in this respect, and for this reason I am ready to
extend to my Protestant fellow-citizens in Lower Canada, of British origin,
the fullest justice in all things, and I wish to see their interests as a minority
guaranteed and protected in every scheme which may be adopted.

Hon. Mr. Laframboise, a French Catholic from Lower Canada,
expressed himself in this candid way :

There is one certain fact, and that is that the Protestants of Lower Canada
have said to the Government, "Pass a measure which shall guarantee to us
the stability and protection of our educational system and of our religious
institutions, and we will support your scheme of Confederation

; unless you do
so we will never support you, because we do not wish to place ourselves at the
mercy of a local legislature, three-fourths of the members of which will be
Catholics." I admit that in doing this they have only done their duty ; for
who can say, after all, what ten years may bring forth.

Sir John Rose, one of the most prominent representatives of the
Lower Canadian minority, expressed his sense of the keen feelin»
that prevailed among his people in these terms :

It is a very grave and anxious question for us to consider, especially the
minority in Lower Canada, how far our mutual rights and interests are
respected and guarded.

14
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Again Sir John Rose returns to the subject in these words,

referring to the Protestant minority :

I know you must satisfy them that their interests for all time to come are

safe ; that the interests of the minority are hedged round with such safeguards

that those who come after us will feel that they are protected in all they hold
dear.

And again he says :

Looking at the scheme, then, from the standpoint of an English Protestant
in Lower Canada, let me see whether the interests of those of my own race
and religion in that section are safely and properly guarded. There are certain

points upon which they feel the greatest interest, and with regard to which it

is but proper that they should be assured that there are sufficient safeguards
provided for their preservation.

And once more Sir John Rose declares

:

I believe this is the first time almost in the history of Lower Canada that
there has been any excitement or movement or agitation on the part of the
English Protestant population of Lower Canada in reference to the common,
school question. (Hear, hear.) It is the first time in the history of the
country that there has been any serious apprehension aroused amongst them,
regarding the elementary education of their children. ... I would ask
my honorable friend, the Attorney-General East, whether the system of educa-
tion which is in force in Lower Canada at the time of the proclamation is to

remain and be the system of education for all time to come ; and that what-
ever rights are given to either of the religious sections shall continue to be
guaranteed to them.

To this last question of Sir John Rose, Sir George Cartier

answered

:

It is the intention of the Government that in that law there will be a.

provision that wall secure the Protestant minority in Lower Canada such
management and control over their schools as will satisfy them.

Col. Haultain, a militant Protestant from Upper Canada, said :

An opposition to this scheme has been very decidedly expressed by a
certain section of the Protestant minority in Lower Canada. I am aware from
personal intercourse with many gentlemen belonging to that section of the
community that they do feel a very strong aversion to this scheme because, as

they say, it will place them at the mercy of the French-Canadians. . . . And
I must say, for my own part, that I do think the Protestant minority have
some grounds for this fear. ... I speak what I know when I say there
is a feeling of distrust on the part of a great many of the Protestants of Lower
Canada.

I have troubled honorable members, Mr. Speaker, with somewhat
long extracts from the Confederation debate. I wished to impress on
the House that throughout that discussion, from the beginning to

the end of it, there was hardly a question raised about the rights

that were to be protected by these educational clauses, except for the

Protestants of Lower Canada. Hardly one word. The only sug-

gestion that was made on behalf of Roman Catholics was, that if, in

answer to the demands of the Protestants of Lower Canada these

safeguards were given, it would be only fair that the Catholics of
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Upper Canada slioulil have the same protection accorded them. And
the broad and fair and tolerant spirit of Protestants like George
Brown and Gait, Mackenzie, Macdougall and others prompted them
to provide as a matter of course that the same rights which were

conceded by Catholics to the Protestant minority, at the urgent

demand of the latter, should be conceded to Roman Catholics in the

provinces where they were in the minority. Thus it was that the

settlement was aimed at in a manner satisfactory to all classes. The
House will now see how utterly far from the truth is the oft-repeated

and generally accepted statement that the educational clauses of the

Confederation Act. protecting the rights of the minority in respect to

education, was a concession to Roman Catholic demands.

I now desire to refer to another circumstance connected with this

same matter—a circumstance even more striking than that I have
referred to—and I dare say some of my honorable friends on the

Government benches have not heard of it.

The debate I have quoted from took place in the old Parliament
of Canada in 1865, some time before the Confederation Act was
adopted. That Parliament was then discussing the Confederation

resolutions that had been agreed on between the two Canadian
provinces and the Maritime provinces The provision with respect

to education, embodied in these resolutions, protected only those

rights of the minority which existed at the time of the union, but
there was not one word in them indicative of an intention to pre-

serve under Confederation any rights that they might acquire after-

wards, although such a provision was afterwards put in the Act.

How did the change come to be made % Here's an interesting bit of

history that I want to tell you, and you have only to study the

debates on the question to find out the truth of it. I read you the

promise made by the Government in 1865, that before that session

was over they would amend the legislation so as to satisfy the

Protestant minority. There was a calamity befell the Government,
however, that prevented this being done. There was a defeat of the

union scheme in New Brunswick, and the Legislature had suddenly

to prorogue without passing the amended law. The Protestant

members from Lower Canada protested, but Sir George Cartier, Sir

A. T. Gait and the rest of the leaders said, " We promise you we
will pass the law next session," and they had in fact another session

before the Confederation Act was passed. Well, the Parliament met
in 1866, and a bill was introduced to amend the law as desired by
the Protestant minority. What became of it ? Somebody in the

House got up and moved that if that privilege be given to the Lower
Canadian Protestants a like privilege ought to be granted to the

Catholics in Upper Canada. The Protestant majority of Upper
Canada kicked against this, and the Government, seeing that they

would be defeated on it, either withdrew the bill or it was defeated
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on coming to a vote. They failed, at all events, to carry out the

promise given the Protestants in Lower Canada. What was done

about it ? It is worth while to recall those interesting events in

connection with our position to-day. The Government were thus

placed in a most awkward position. The Protestant minority of

Quebec bad positively refused to come into Confederation if they

could not get their law amended, and they had been told that they

would never be asked to come in until they got it, and unless it was

guaranteed to them for all time to come. The difficulty thus

threatening the Union was solved by Sir George Cartier, the great

chief of the Catholic Frenchmen representing Lower Canada. He
said to the Protestant minority of his province, in effect :

" I ask you
Protestant gentlemen of Lower Canada to take my word for it, and

I now give you my pledge, that when Confederation is formed, and
Then Quebec has a parliament of its own, one of its first Acts will

be to put upon its statute book the law that we could not get on our

statute book here to-day." That, I say, was the promise given by
that French Catholic chief, and the Protestants of Lower Canada
took his word for it. They believed that the promise of a public

man, solemnly given on a solemn occasion and respecting a solemn
claim of a section of the people, would be solemnly respected, and it

was respected. I don't know whether it was in the first or the

second session of the Quebec Legislature that it was done, but that

promise was carried out in good faith. Sir George Cartier was him-

self elected to that Legislature, and I believe he sought election with

the one purpose of being in a position to carry out his solemn pledge,

and so he got the promised law passed The educational clauses

adopted in 1865 provided, as I have said, only for the safeguarding

of rights the minority had at the time of the union. Sir George
Cartier therefore found himself in this position. He could not,

before the establishment of the union, give the Protestants of Quebec
what he had promised to give them ; he had to go and get the

Legislature of Quebec to give it. But the Confederation scheme, as

then settled, did not provide for protecting or safeguarding rights

that might be created by the Legislature of Quebec after the union.

To effect this purpose it was necessary to modify, or rather to widen,

the educational clauses. When, therefore, the Government completed

their draft Confederation Act they inserted in it this further pro-

vision, that not only should the rights of the minority at the time of

the union with respect to schools be perpetuated and never taken

away from them, but that if any legislation was passed with regard

to them after the union, by any provincial legislature, the rights

created thereunder could never be taken away from them.

I have attempted to show you, Mr. Speaker, and I trust I have

offered sufficient evidence to satisfy the House that there has been a

misapprehension, to say the least, as to the cause of these clauses
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appearing in the Confederation Act for the protection of the minority

as to education. I hope I impress some of the hon. gentlemen

present, at least, tliat these provisions were not, as some have

thought, the work of either pope or archbishop, but that they were

placed in the statute with a view chiefly to protecting the Protestant

minority in the maintenance of what they thought their legal and

just rights. I want to know if it will ever be charged again, in

Manitoba at least, that this was a scheme of the Roman Catholics.

And yet I read a few minutes ago from a speech of l)alton Mc-
Carthy's, delivered in 1889, in which he said it was. I have another

speech of his here, delivered in February, 1890, in which he uses the

following language to the same effect

:

I do hope that before long the delegation from the Province of Ontario

will call on this House for its aid to blot out the separate school clause from
the British North America Act, which limits and fetters the people of that

province. That clause was carried by a majority of French-Canadians, and
was imposed upon the people of Ontario against their will. . . . and 1 am
sorry to differ from my hon. leader on that question. He tells us—and I

never feel more humiliated than when 1 hear him speak on that subject—that
he participated in imposing that separate school system upon us.

If Mr. McCarthy was speaking of the imposition of the school

system on Upper Canada in the first place, he was speaking the

truth, but if he applied it to the B. N. A. Act his statement was
utterly without foundation.

As a matter of fact, Lower Canadians were more strongly decided

—I mean their leading men were—vagainst Confederation than Upper
Canadians were, it was the Upper Canadian members, indeed, that

carried Confederation, and many of the leading Frenchmen of Quebec
were against it, so that it could not be true, as suggested by Mr.
Dalton McCarthy, that these limitations in the B. N. A. Act were

imposed upon us at the dictation of Lower Canada.



CHAPTER IX.

THE REV. DR. LAING'S LETTER TO
MR. EWART.

The Manse, Dundas, Ont.,

John S. Ewart, Esq. March 22nd, 1892.

Dear Sir,—Your two open letters on the Manitoba School Ques-

tion* have been put in my hands by a friend. I have read them
with interest. In their main positions I fully agree. The question

as we see to-day in the Prussian agitation, and the proposed 16th

Amendment to the Constitution of the United States, is world-wide,

and will not be settled as long as a Rome claims (1) to be the
Church; (2) as such to have dominion over kings and legislatures,

and to absolve from obedience by the faithful to all laws declared by

Rome to be wrong
; (3) to have the right to interfere in civil affairs,

and be recognized as possessing civil rights as a church in every

nation. The conflict between this Absolutism and Liberty will never

cease until the latter has won the day. All this I acknowledge

and, therefore, to use Hon. A. Mackenzie's phrase, as a "political

exigency," owing to shameful party feeling among non-Roman
Catholics, the education of the young must be conducted in view of

the fact that the Roman Hierarchy claims the jus Divinum to

compel the people which it dominates to submit their judgment and

will to its dictations and control.

Seeing this, I presume in Manitoba, as in Quebec, we shall have

separate state-supported schools for Roman Catholics.

I am far from thinking that the public school system of Ontario,

or of 1890 in Manitoba, is ideally or theoretically the right one,

viz., "Secular education with a vestige." I am strongly in favor of

use by the State of the Bible as the text book in morals which is

preferable to any other. In this I am glad to have the support of

Prof. Huxley. What I complain of is, that while in Quebec the

Protestant schools can and do teach religion as they deem best, the

liberty to do this is taken from us in Ontario and Manitoba, and

devotional exercises are put in place of religious or rather Biblical

moral instruction. And why is this done? (1) We are told because

Protestants cannot agree among themselves. This I believe to be

untrue ; we can, if we get the chance. (2 Because it would be

unfair to Jews and Agnostics to put in the Christian Bible. Not to

dwell on the conscience clause, this is also a false reason. If the

*See pages 219 and 231.
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Bible is the best moral guide, confessedly it should not be rejected

because there are in it certain statements to which Jews object ; or

because Agnostics say that there may be no God and the Book is

not inspired. You will say intolerance may be negative as well as

positive, and it is intolerant to say ; Christian people may not get
the best book because others think it is not what Christians affirm it

is, viz., the Word of God. (3) Because in Ontario we have found,

as claimed by the late Archbishop Lynch and Father Stafford, that the
Roman Catholics not onlv have the exclusive right to have their

schools controlled by the hierarchy, but that the hierarchy, as repre-

senting the Roman Catholic taxpayers, who may be public school

supporters, have the right to object to any book that is opposed to

the Roman Catholic doctrine or Church interests. It is the Roman
Catholic priesthood in Ontario, not the people, who prevent our
Protestant youth being instructed in the Bible. They do not wish
the Bible to be in schools which the Roman Catholic youth may
attend, to the number of 30,000.

On page 4 of your first letter you say "all Protestant denomina-
tions have had the right (in Ontario) to establish Separate schools

for themselves should they desire to do so. But with trifling excep-

tions there has not been a symptom of an effort on the part of

Protestants to avail themselves of the privilege." Now you will

pardon me when I say that statement is far, far from fair or accord-

ing to law or fact.

( 1 ) No denomination can have a school as such. A Separate
school cannot be known as Episcopalian, Methodist or Presbyterian

;

in law it is only Protestant, i.e., non-Catholic.

(2) A Separate Protestant school can only be established when a

Roman Catholic teacher is employed in the public school of that

section. In many places a Roman Catholic teacher is employed in

the public school : the law allows this ; but unless there is priestly

interference or Roman Catholic text-books are illegally used, or altars

put up and Roman Catholic worship practised in the schoolhouses no
objection is made. In some places the priest, who by law cannot be
a trustee, nevertheless through Roman Catholic trustees gets the
control of the school.

(3) As a matter of fact, efforts to have Separate schools have
been successfully opposed, and in one instance valuable school pro-

perty was sold for $5 to the Roman Catholic Separate School Board.

(4) If a Protestant Separate school is established, it cannot
exercise the privileges conferred by law on the Roman Catholic

Separate school. A study of the Ontario Act will prove this

exclusively. If Protestants had like privileges our Public School
system would not exist for a year. Hence everything has been done
to make Protestant Separate schools die out, while Roman Catholic

schools have been sedulously cherished.
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(5) If the Church of England people could establish a church

school, have all their taxes diverted within a radius of three miles

to the Church of England Separate school it would be done in many

cases, and the public school would be hopelessly crippled, but the law

will not allow this. The same might be done by Presbyterians and

Methodists ; but the law forbids these to do what the Roman
Catholics claims as a right. See preamble of School Act, 1863.

You will see, therefore, the injustice of the Ontario law : (1) It

gives the Roman Catholic denomination rights denied to all others.

(2) It allows their priesthood, who are not ratepayers, to control the

Separate schools, while Protestant clergy have no power, except as

ratepayers and visitors in the Public schools, which latter privilege

belongs to the priest also. <3)It allows Roman Catholics in a

district, through their priests, to manage the public schools ;
and

practically the right has been acknowledged by Hon. A. Crooks,

G. W. Ross, and O. Mowat, if the Roman Catholic clergy as such

do object, to revise and interfere with the books used in our high and

public schools.

If the Quebec system were in operation here it would be at

least fair. (1) All schools be either Roman Catholic or Protestant.

(2) All schools be managed by Roman Catholics or Protestants with-

out the interference of the other. (3) All property of each be taxed

for their own schools and not for the support of the other. (4) Re-

ligious instruction be given in each as the parents desire. This would

be fair.

Now, sir, when I took this in hand I did not mean to write

at such length. I take the liberty of sending you what I have

published on the question, I look with anxious concern on the

important issue of this school question, not only in Manitoba and

Canada, but in Germany and the United States. There can be but

one final issue, liberty to parents to educate their children, but before

that is reached there may be much trouble.

Asking your kind forbearance, I am, yours truly,

John Laing.

N.B.—Dr. Laing desires that it should be understood " that the

above letter was not written for publication, but currente calamo in

answer to a private note. It is not, therefore, to be regarded as a full

statement of Dr. Laing's position—that he has carefully stated in two

pamphlets published in 1884 and 1887. His chief desire is to have

religious instruction given in the public schools ; and he contends

against the wrong done to other churches by allowing state education

to be controlled by the Roman Catholic clergy, while Protestants

cannot be allowed the use of the Bible even in giving religious

instruction to their children, because, forsooth, 30,000 Roman
Catholic children in Ontario attend the public schools."
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MR. EWART'S REPLY TO THE REV.
DR. LAING.

Winnipeg, 29th March, 1892.

Dear Sir,—I have read with much interest and gratification

the letter and pamphlets which you were kind enough to send me.

I am glad to have you say that the Quebec system is a fair one.

It was that system which was in force in Manitoba from its

establishment as a province until the Act of 1890. It is for the

restoration of that system that Roman Catholics in this province are

fighting.

You make a strong case for its introduction into Ontario when
you argue that as Roman Catholics have their schools to themselves

Protestants should be accorded similar privileges. You do not ask, as I

understand you, that each Protestant denomination should be allowed

to separate itself, but that all Protestants together should constitute a

class (p. 1 I of your "Letters"), and be permitted to model their schools

to suit themselves. That right the Protestants had in Manitoba until

the Act of 1890 took it away and placed all schools under statutory

management.*
We are therefore agreed upon the fundamental parts of the case.

But I would like to add a few words for your consideration upon
two points suggested by your Letters and Pamphlets.

1. You think that the controversy will never be closed "as long as

Rome claims," etc. To my mind these "claims," as such, have no
bearing upon the question. The claim "to absolve from obedience
by the faithful to all laws, etc.," does not in any way affect our
legislation or the enforcement of our laws. In Quebec the question

of education is well settled, but the pretensions of tiie church are as

vigorously asserted* there as any elsewhere in the world. In
Manitoba there was the same settlement, and it was not the claims of
the Roman Catholics, but the intolerance of the Protestant majority,

which disturbed it.

The church claims to control legislation in Canada as to education

you say. Well, many a man asserts unfounded claims to his

neighbor's property. It is not a wrongful claim which hurts ; it is

the power to enforce it that is injurious. Catholics have no power to

accomplish anything in Canada other than through lawful and

* And Manitoba Protestants approved of the deprivation.

—

(Ed.)
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constitutional means, equally open to all. That they claim to have

authority is unimportant. They must play the game with the same

•counters as other people. The Legislature does not grant privileges

to Roman Catholics, and withold them from Protestants, because of

any "claim," but for other reasons.

And this brings me to the second point, which is that Roman
Catholics play more skilfully and earnestly than Protestants ; and

hence alone (as I see it) the denunciation of them. "What do we
charge against them I That they are better disciplined, act better

together, are more homogeneous, and, taking their creed by authority

from their church, instead of by authority from the Bible, they

naturally subordinate their views to those of their Bishops. As
fittingly might well-justified rebels complain of the discipline of the

regular army. It hurts them, it easily overthrows them, but what

is the remedy? Clearly not assertion that discipline is unfair, but

counter discipline. You cannot properly object to the Bishops and

Priests acting as officers. Your clergymen are the opposing officers,

and once a year you hold a council of war—but your army will not

fight.

You say that Protestants want religious education in the schools.

I think it is the Ministers, and not the people who so advocate

;

just as you think it is the priests, and not the Catholic people, that

want their religion taught in the schools. And I put this to you :

The Protestants can obtain in Ontario anything they really desire in

reference to the schools. Why do they not take what they want 1

You answer me, Politics. But I reply, Politicians play to the

majorities when they are in earnest. Do you not sometimes feel

oppressed with the indifference, the dead inertia, of Protestants, not

only with reference to this subject, but to others which to you seem

far more important'? Believe me, Sir, if Protestants for six months

set their hearts upon Protestant religion in the schools, the

politicians would tumble over one another, that they might be the

first to give it. Test Catholic sincerity in the same way. Here in

Manitoba where there is no pretence, or little, of the people being

-priest-ridden, the politicians know perfectly well that Catholics vote,

almost to a man, for religion in the schools. The liberal candidates in

the last Dominion election know it to their cost.

Perhaps you may have noticed in the Week a criticism of my
pamphlets. I have sent a reply, of which I send you a copy. It

bears upon the second point to which I have alluded.

With kind regards, I am, yours sincerely,

John S. Ewart.



CHAPTER XL

OPEN LETTER FROM MR. EWART TO
THE HON, MR GREENWAY.

2nd January, 1892.
To The Honorable Thomas Greenivay

:

Sir,—Believe me it is only after much hesitation that I have
determined to write a word of criticism upon the policy of your
Government. Nearly four years ago I welcomed your accession to

power as the introduction of a new and brighter era of Government
in Manitoba. Mr. Norquay's Government, I had believed, was not
only incapable and subservient, but extravagant and corrupt. I

hailed the advent of a Liberal administration, as promising relief from
Ottawa domination, and from usless and knavish dissipation of our
income.

I must needs, therefore, have some more than ordinarily good
reasons for publishing any adverse criticism of your conduct of affairs,

immediately, or shortly, before your appeal to the constituencies.

Not that I boast myself much of a factor in elections, for which, indeed,

I have long since been convinced I am singularly ill adapted. But I
do think that you should either have the benefit of my vote, and any
influence I may possess, or that I should be able to offer to myself,

and others, satisfactory reasons for witholding them.

Judging from recent public utterances you appear to have
determined to appeal for support, not upon the general character of
your Government, but upon the very worst feature which has
distinguished your tenure of office. You thus challenge an expression
of opinion upon one question ; and if you are successful you will properly
claim that your views have received public endorsation. You do not
ask us to vote confidence in your Government, but to give you a
mandate and justification for a continuation of your efforts to abolish
all distinction between Protestant and Catholic in reference to educa-
tion, even to the amendment of our constitutional Act should its

provisions be found to stand in your way.
We are, therefore, not asked to vote for, or against, a Liberal

Government, or a good Government, but for, or against, the indefinite

continuation of the present deplorable ferment and turbulence anent
the school question. Upon that question my mind is made up, I

have recently had occasion to make as thorough a study of it as us-
ability permits. It is one requiring study and dispassionate considera-

[219]
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tion. It is a many sided question, but yet one upon which people

are liable without reflection to jump to unwarranted conclusions.

May I ask a patient ear, and a tolerant mood, while I shortly review

the subject.

I base my complaint against your Government upon two grounds :

(1) Upon the ground that your legislation and policy are in direct

violation of election pledges, and (2) upon the ground of their inherent

badness.

The St. Francois Xavier election was held on the 12th January,

1888. Every one knew knew that the life of the Harrison adminis-

tration depended upon the success, in that contest, of the Hon. Mr.

Burke ; while his defeat would mean your accession to office. The

constituency was largely French and Roman Catholic. Mr. Burke was

of that nationality and denomination. His opponent was an English

Protestant. Politically, the majority had hitherto been favorable to

the Conservative Government. You undertook the difficult, and

seemingly hopeless, task of turning the Conservative majority into a

Liberal one ; of prevaling on the French Catholic Conservatives to

support the English Protestant Liberal. You appealed to the

electors for government condemnation upon the ground of extrava-

gance, wastefulness and general mismanagement. In this appeal

you were meeting wtih unexpected success. To offset your arguments

strong efforts were made by the Government to induce the electors to

believe that the Liberals were the natural enemies of the French and

the Catholics. Mr. Joseph Martin and other Liberals, with great

earnestness, repelled the charge, asserted that they were entirely in

sympathy with the French Catholics, and distinctly promised that

their language and institutions should be conserved.

Bv means of such promises the Liberals carried the election, and

four days afterwards you. sir, were sent for to form a new adminis-

tration.' To assist you in this work you personally called upon His

Grace, the Archbishop of St. Boniface. You found him too ill to

meet you. At his request you made your communication through

Vicar-General Allard. You proceeded to assure the Archbishop that

you were in entire sympathy with him upon the two questions of

Catholic schools and French language ; that it would be the policy of

your Government to maintain them inviolate, and you requested that

His Grace would name some one who would be acceptable to his

people as a member of the Cabinet. The Vicar-General listened to

your promises and request, and agreed to meet you in Winnipeg at

nine o'clock the next morning. He did so meet you, and then told

you that His Grace was extremely gratified with your protestations

of good will ; that he believed that Mr. Prendergast had the con-

fidence of his people, and that inasmuch as politics, apart from

defence of his flock, were outside his sphere, no opposition would be

made to the Government as far as he was concerned. You gave the-
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same assurance to the Liberal French members of the House ; and
you thus were enabled to meet the general elections with Mr.
Prendergast as a colleague in your Cabinet, and several French
Catholic candidates in your ranks. After the election you had as
supporters five out of the six French members.

Tliese pledges, sir, have all been broken ; and power obtained
with the assistance of Roman Catholics has been prostituted to their
overthrow. This is my first argument against you.

What answer have you to make 1 It is not that there suddenly
arose any public demand for the reversal of a system in which every-
one had acquiesced for nineteen years. No, sir, the public mind wits

at rest upon that question. It was not, I am convinced, that your
Cabinet had carefully considered the question, and had determined
that there was something so essentially detrimental in the existing
system that an instant end must be put to it.

Your action, therefore, has the appearance of mere wanton viola-
tion of pledges and excitement of religious animosities. From this
charge, however, for my part I am glad to relieve you. The story,
as I read it, runs thus : Mr. Joseph Martin, your 'capable but im-
petuous and head-strong Attorney-General, with that utter disregard
of the feelings, interests or rights of others which did so much to
mar the usefulness of his efforts, of his own mere motion, determined
to abolish both the Protestant and Roman Catholic schools, and to
set up in their stead a system of purely secular schools, without any
vestige of religious instruction or religious exercises. ISTo sooner
thought than said

; and, at Portage la Prairie, he announced that at
the next session it should be done. You did not attempt, sir, to
conceal that this announcement was made without your knowledge
or approval. You made no secret of the fact that you entirely dfs-
approved of it, but you were not strong enough to thwart Mr.
Martin's purpose, and you allowed yourself (under threat of resigna-
tion, probably) to be driven into acceptance of his policy. But°the
public had to be reckoned with. Some Protestants insisted upon the
retention of their schools (waiving the use of the denominational
title, which was of no value), and, being strong in votes and influ-
ence, their insistence was rewarded with substantial success. The
Catholics were weak, and their protests were unavailing. So came
about the Act of 1890.

I blame, therefore, Mr. Martin principally in this matter, and
you, sir, only in so far as you failed to precipitate a rupture in your
Government, rather than adopt a policy of which vou did not approve.
I had, therefore, hoped that upon Mr. Martin's retirement from the
Government (which was always imminent) the policy would have
ceased to constitute a plank in your Government's platform. 1 had
hoped that were the Catholics successful in the Privy Council th-
agitation would have ceased and quiet be again restored.
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( 'c mid I still retain this hope I should now be silent. But recent

events indicate too strongly that while the elections of 1888 were

fought in alliance with the French Catholics, those now at hand are

to be carried (if at all) by the cry of " Down with the Catholic

schools."

I think it important, therefore, that this old question should be

restated and discussed ; and I have some hopes that a presentation

of the considerations which finally triumphed in Ontario in 1863

(after many years of discussion) may not be without effect in Mani-

toba, no matter how feebly I may be able to state them.

You are aware, sir, that the general acceptance of the doctrine of

the duty of the state with reference to education is of very recent

date. You are also aware that notwithstanding the indifference of

the state towards education, nations thrived and flourished and grew

patriotic and vigorous. The "good old times," sir, were such with-

out the help of the national schoolmaster.

In recent years the state has busied itself about the education of

the people, and is already beginning to exhibit strong symptoms of

the same fatal inclination for uniformity, dead-level, and drill-sergeants

which too frequently enters into its conception of government. Up
to date childi-en have been educated as their parents desired. Now,
having at last got into action, the state looks about for an ideal form

of education, cannot agree about it, shakes up the ballot box over it,

and having by ''count of heads" settled the ideal, wants everybody

to be educated in this particular way, and no other.

Pause for a moment, sir, and ask yourself: "Were I in the

minority, how would this suit me?" What would Protestants in

Quebec think of the doctrine 1 I may be told that the cases are

different ; that in Quebec the ideal would be a Roman Catholic edu-

cation, whei-eas here it is secular, with the least possible recognition

of religion. Yes, sir, the cases are diffei-ent, but they are based upon

the same principle, that the state has the right to determine the

character of education—I mean whether it is to be secular or

religious, and if the latter, of what order ; and that principle is un-

questionably wrong.

It is upon this point, the character of education, that Protestants

and Catholics are fundamentally at variance; not whether children

shall be educated (on that they are agreed), but what shall be the

character of the education. The great majority of Protestants think

that secular education during the week, with little moi-e than the

acknowledgment of the Deity twice a day is good enough for their

children. A true Roman Catholic abhors this system and insists

upon all education being permeated with religion. A Protestant is

trained secularly, and religion is relegated to Sunday. A Roman
Catholic is trained to be religious as well as intelligent during all

days of the week. They cannot agree, and perhaps never will.
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I do not stop to discuss which is the better system in theory or

practice. It is sufficient for my purpose to point out the fundamental
antagonism, and to protest against the adoption in Quebec, or Mani-
toba, of the principle that the state ought to control the character of

education. In England it is not done (the denominational system,

aided by the state, is there in full force) ; in Ontario it is not done.

John Stuart Mill says :

The spirit of improvement is not always a spirit of liberty, for it may aim
at forcing improvements on an unwilling people ; and the spirit of liberty, in
so far as it resists such attempts, may ally itself locally and temporarily with
the opponents of improvement ; but the only unfailing and permanent source
of improvement is liberty.

I concede that the state does well to insist upon the education of

all children, and may fairly require of parents that their children

shall attain to a certain standard of knowledge. But I contend that

if parents of their own accord provide for such education, the state-

has no right to do more than see that the standard is reached. So,,

too, I argue that several heads of families may combine and form a
school for the instruction of their young. And so also may a whole
religious denomination. This last would amount to voluntary
separate schools, and no one would, I think, suggest the violent sup-

pression of such schools, even as no one would deny the right of the-

state to see that they were of standard efficiency. John Stuart Mill
is arguing on the same line when he says

:

The objections which are urged with reason against state education, do
not apply to the enforcement of education by the state, but to the state
taking upon itself to direct that education, which is a totally different thing.

Dr. Duval was undoubtedly right* when he said that if

:

The people desire prayer at the beginning of their children's studies for
grace to mould the mind and purify the heart, it is their natural right to
have it.

And lie would get the Catholics' hearty support of his remark :f

The idea of a system of schools without any religious influence, where the
Jew and Christian, agnostic and infidel, can all be on the same footing seems
indeed broad and generous. But it is as specious as broad, and as dangerous as
generous.

The natural right here conceded, is not to be limited to a com-
mencing prayer, but extends to the whole day's studies. I think the
worthy Doctor would agree to this.

You will observe, sir, that my present point is that while the state

may properly interfere with the natural right of the parent, so far a&
to protect itself from ignorance and consequent vice, it ought not to

meddle with the religious aspect of the question. To declare that, in

Manitoba, education is to be entirely secular, or that, in Quebec, it is

to be Roman Catholic, would alike be, in my view, so to meddle with
this religious aspect, and would be alike vicious and unwarranted.

* See page 200. t See page 202.
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But you may tell me that the education afforded by the Catholic

schools is not equal to that obtained in other schools. This is dis-

puted, but my answer does not depend upon the settlement of the

dispute. It is this, that the education is, at all events, sufficient to

provide against absolute ignorance, and consequent vice, and, therefore,

there is no such inefficiency as alone furnishes warrant for the

interference of the state.

Now, sir, what do the Catholics ask ? Merely this, that so long

as they provide efficient education for themselves they should be

permitted to do so at their own expense—that they should be taxed

for their own schools, and that Protestants should be taxed for their

schools. This must commend itself to every one as extremely

reasonable and fair, and something which ought to be accorded, unless

it can be shown to be detrimental to the Province in some degree

more serious than would be the refusal, to a large body of the popula-

tion, of so l-easonable a request.

It is objected by many that if Catholics are allowed their schools,

other denominations cannot be denied equal liberty, and so public

schools become impossible. To this various replies may be made :

1st The objection assumes that everything ought to be made
subservient to the absolute similarity of all schools. Such was the

English idea until quite modern times. Queen Elizabeth, in an

injunction set forth in the first year of her reign, ordained that :

No man shall take upon him to teach, but such as shall be allowed by the

ordinary and found meet, as well for learning and dexterity in teaching, as for

sober and honest conversation, and also for right understanding of God's true

religion.

And by Canon 77 of 1603 there was added that

He first subscribe to the 39 articles of religion, and to the two first clauses

of the second article concerning the Book of Common Prayer.

With what pity, if not contempt, do many Protestants now regard

such regulations. And yet with what do they propose to replace
(

them 1 They also demand a system of uniformity, but one the exact

opposite of Queen Elizabeth's. The good Queen wanted everybody

to be educated in the one religion, but now there is to be substituted

an education in which there is no religion at all, or next to none.

The new notion may indeed be better than that of Queen Bess. I do

not stop to argue that. I merely plead for liberty. I point out that

both systems suffer from the same vice of intolerance, and that each

of them is an undue interference with the liberty of the subject, and

the natural rights of parents. If I had my way I would require

that every one should read Mill's essay on Liberty, especially the

chapter on " Individuality as one of the elements of well-being," and

the "Applications," before expressing himself upon the school ques-

tion.

"2nd. The objection applies to churches as well as to schools. If

•everyone is allowed to worship as he thinks proper, a national church
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becomes impossible. And yet, sir, what a splendid conception is

that of a national church. What a blessing, particularly in Manitoba.
Observe the useless, I had almost said senseless, waste of money,
power, and energy, attendant upon the sectarian system. Every little

hamlet with its three or four impecunious congregations striving, in

ungracious rivalry, for the possession of the few villagers. Why
should not the State compress all these denominations into one grand
national church ] Ought not the State to protect itself from vice ?

And is not an effective church the best antidote 1 Ah ! sir, one
would argue a long time before making a single convert to such
a scheme. And why 1 Because experience lias taught that people
will not, and cannot, be made to agree on matters of religion, and
that it is unjust to insist upon harmony in such matters. And yet,

sir, you do not see that while subscribing to this principle, you are

transgressing it, in providing for a non-religious education, without
escape except upon penalties. Do not think that you can successfully

distinguish between a State selection of religious education, and a
State suppression of religious education, when discussing the right
of the State to interfere with the natural rights of parents.

3rd. The objection assumes that if the Catholics are allowed their

schools the other denominations will demand sectarian schools, and
so public schools will become impossible. Nothing is further from
the truth.

(a) Prior to 1870 the Episcopalians, Presbyterians and Catholics
had schools in this territory. During the first session of the Legis-
lative Assembly an act was passed which provided in a few pages for

the establishment of Protestant schools and Catholic schools. There
was to be an advisory board of fourteen, one half Protestant and
the other half Catholics. The Protestants were given sole and com-
plete control over their schools, with carte blanche to make them as
they pleased. Now, sir, allow me to call your particular attention

to the character of the schools set up by the Protestant section of the
board, at which sat five clergymen and two lay.nen. These Protest-

ants, sir, coming directly from their own sectarian schools, established
schools which are almost the exact counterpart of the schools
attempted by you under the Act of 1890. And not only so, but the
Episcopalians willingly gave up to the State the schools and organiza-
tion which they had established, entering heartily into the new
arrangement. Allow me to quote from the report of the superinten-
dent of Protestant schools (Rev. W. Cyprian Pinkham, now Bishop
of Saskatchewan) for the year 1871 :

Each parish school as it had existed previous to the passing of the School
Act wa3 practically taken on by the Government when it enacted, etc.

Our section of the Board after most mature deliberation determined to
exclude all distinctive religious teachings from its schools, but has enjoined the
reading of the Holy Scripture, and the prayers as published in the by-laws and
regulations, at the opening and closing of the school."

15
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Now observe that by your Act of 1890 the Legislature showed
that it too was " determined to exclude all distinctive religious teach-

ing from its schools,'' but permitted religious exercises (i.e., reading

of the Holy Scriptures and the prayers as published by the Advisory
Board) before the closing hour in the afternoon. Protestants can

hardly find fault with so careful a copy of their own acts, or pretend

that it does not suit them.

(b) From 1871 until the Act of 1890 the Protestant denomina-
tions showed no signs of unrest, or of a disposition to demand separate

schools. On the contrary, when your Act was passed the Presbyterian

Synod by resolution distinctly approved of it. His Lordship the

Bishop of Rupert's Land does not like the new Act, which tak»js away
the power of Protestants to mould their schools to their liking, and
introduce more religion should they think proper to do so. But he

was never dissatisfied with the Act of 1871. All his complaint was
that he did not quite approve of the way in which Protestants used

their power to do as they pleased. The Act was all right, but his

views were those of the minority and did not prevail, and he did not

insist upon them.

(c) The assumption may further be shewn to be erroneous by
reference to the Province of Ontario. There the Catholics have for

many years had their schools, and all Protestant denominations have
had the right to establish separate schools for themselves should they

desire to do so.* But with trifling exceptions there has not been a

symptom of an effort on the part of Protestants to avail themselves

of the privilege.

These considerations, sir", show conclusively that the assumption,

that if the Catholics are allowed their schools, the other denominations-

will demand separate schools, and so national schools will become
impossible, is without foundation.

Before leaving this point allow me to remind you that the

separation of the Catholics does not affect materially even the

economical management of other schools nearly as much as may be

generally supposed. With the exception of the cities there are very

few places in which the population is of a mixed character. In the

districts in which the Catholics have schools there are very few, and
sometimes no, Protestants. You will therefore see that the Catholics

being in this way grouped, the Protestant schools are not affected by
their existence to any appreciable extent.

Should the reasoning from principle, sir, which I have attempted,

appear to you too abstract and inconclusive, allow me to put the

matter before you in practical form, admitting, as I do, that abstract

principles of government must oft-times be modified by circumstances.

The object of school legislation is the education of the people.

*This statement is not quite accurate (see the Rev. Dr. Laing's letter page 215), and the
argument thereby loses much of its force. See, however, the reply to Dr. Laing page 217.—
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This is to be attained l>y (1) setting up schools, and (2) getting

children to attend them. Attendance may be secured (1) by coercion,

or (2) by persuasion. Persuasion is preferable, and coercion only to

be resorted to as an extreme measure. Thus far you agree with me.

Let us apply our notions to Manitoba. There are hero (for the

purposes of my argument) two bodies of people. (1 ) The Protestants

want their children to attend undenominational schools, with a

vestige of religion in them. (2) The Roman Catholics make it a matter

of conscience that their children shall attend Catholic schools—to

them undenominational (that is irreligious schools) are wrong.

Now, sir, having in mind that our practical object is to get the children

to go to school, what are we to do ? We can select one of four

courses. (1) We can please one of the bodies, and setup undenomina-

tional schools (with a vestige); (2) we can please the other body,

and have the system altogether denominational; (3) we can please

neither of them by setting up purely secular schools; or (4) we can

please both of them, by allowing all those who want undenominational

schools (with a vstige) to have theirs that way, and those who want
Catholic schools to have them also. You pay your money and you
take your choice. Recalling, once more, that our object is to persuade

people to send their children to the schools, which of the four systems

would you select ] Is it not clear that children will be sent to schools

approved by the parents, and witheld from those to which they, rightly

or wrongly, object 1 How then are you going to fill your schools 1'

By having them approved by the whole public, or by a majority

only 1 You see my point.

But you may reply, that if the Protestant denominations are

willing to give up denominational schools for the sake of the

advantages to be derived from common schools, the Catholics should

also be willing to do so. If there is no use in repeating that Catholics

cannot do so (which is a sufficient answer), let me point out that

Protestants give up nothing. As between denominational and
common schools, they prefer the latter. And none of them would
argue that the example of the Catholics in refusing to agree with

them would cause them to change their opinion. Catholics have

separate schools in Ontorio, but that has never been given as a reason

why Protestants should give up the undenominational schools they

enjoy, and each sect set up for itself. As you see, six-

, and know,
the Protestants are satisfied with the non-sectarian schools—the

vestige being still visible, and they will be satisfied with nothing

else. It is useless, therefore, to assert that they give up something

for uniformity's sake, and to argue that Catholics should be willing

to follow their example. They give up nothing, but Catholics are

asked to surrender what to them is sacred. It is neither fair, nor

just, nor reasonable to expect them to do so.

But perhaps your desire is to bring the Catholics into line with.
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Protestants upon the question of education ; to remove religious ani-

mosities by uniting the children in common schools ? And do you

seriouslv believe, sir, that the best means of ending intolerance is to

commence the Governmental practice of it ; that Catholics can be

coerced into brotherly love; and that the first and last Btep towards

the removal of antipathies, is to aggravate them? Should I desire

your friendship, sir, do you think I should commence by giving you

a slap in the face? You are not ignorant, sir, of history, nor are

you unfamiliar with human nature. A moment's reflection would

tell you that your present course is the very worst for your asserted

purpose. All experience shows that people will not be driven into

the acceptance of an opinion or course of action. But the spirit of

intolerance and religious animosity burns still as fiercely as ever in

many breasts, and once more it is thought that coercion must succeed

in establishing the much sought for uniformity. It will fail, sir, as

it always has failed when attacking religious opinions. Do you
imagine that you can succeed where kings and czars and autocrats

and parliaments and physical persecutions have failed ? Do you not

see that as coercion ceases, better acquaintance and natural kindness

heal the breach and make for the desired harmony and unanimity 1

Believe me, sir, Protestants and Catholics are mutually intolerant

because they are mutually misunderstood. Did you ever read

Cardinal Newman? Let no Protestant pretend that he can argue

the Catholic question, intolerantly asserting that they are stupidly

"wrong, until he has read their controversial writers.

Your plan was tried, sir, as you are aware in Upper Canada.

You remember the bitterness of the struggle. For years Separate

Schools, and Representation by Population, were the leading questions

upon the platform and in the press. George Brown and Alexander

Mackenzie fought fiercely against the x'e-establishment of separate

schools. Orangemen and Catholics threshed away at the old, old

questions, and left them where they found them. It was a fierce and
savage fight—Protestant and Catholic once more proving how little

education had done for either of them. It ended in 1863, as it only

could end, by the full concession of the separate school principle. Mr.

McKenzie's words, with reference to this memorable contest, spoken

twelve years afterwards, ought to have weight with you, and with

every one who seeks to form an opinion on the subject. He said :

I believe in free schools, in the non- denominational system; and, if I

could persuade my fellow countrymen in Ontario and Quebec, or any other

province, to adopt that principle, it is the one I would give preference to above

all others. For many years after I had a seat in the Parliament of Canada, I

waged war against the principle of of separate schools. I hoped to be able,

young and inexperienced as I then was, to establish a system to which all

would yield their assent. Sir, it was found to be impracticable in operation,

and impossible in political contingencies.

You will also remember the New Brunswick phase of the ques-
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tion. Litigation revealed the fact that in that Province the Catholics
were completely at the mercy of* the majority, and the majority
appeared to be disposed to deal harshly with them. The matter was
debated at length in the Dominion House of Commons in winch you
then had a seat. You listened, 1 have no doubt, to Mr. Mackenzie's
speech in which he declared that the Upper Canada settlement of the
question in 1863 was a fair and reasonable settlement and that he

felt bound to give his sympathy to those in other Provinces who believed
they were laboring under the same grievances that the Catholics in ( hitario
complained of for years." *

You cannot have forgotten sir, that after listening to that speech
you joined with the great majority of both sides of the House in
passing a resolution which requested the Imperial Government to use
its influence to the end that the Catholics might have their schools.

While quoting let me also cite the opinion of Principal Grant,
who is not deficient in Presbyterian combativeness. In his opinion
the concession made in Upper Canada to the Catholics was ' ; a good
practical compromise."

And now, sh*, for what purpose would you re-open this question,
surcharged as you know it to be with all bitterness and angry dispu-
tation] How amicably Protestant and Catholic, in Manitoba, have
worked in matters relating to education has been a matter of thankful
remark. You throw them into discoi'd and enmity by arousing the
long dormant sectarian antipathies. You may, sir, live to see them
at peace again, each with schools after their own design, and perhaps
you may learn to say with George Brown:

I point with glad thankfulness to the banishment of religious jealousy
and discord that so long rent our country.

Yes, sir, you may live to be thankful, but it will be because of the
early defeat of your present policy; and your thankfulness will be
mixed with the bitter regret that it was your hand that fanned the
flame, if it did not light the match. For what purpose, again I ask,
do you pursue this course? You are aware, sir, that in doing so you
are out of sympathy with the Liberal party, and that your policy is

hurtful to that party, as antagonizing Catholics in all parts of the
Dominion. It is not, then, for party purposes that you do it, and I
have said that it is not of your own designing, and has not your
approval.

For what purpose then 1 Am I driven to the conclusion that it

is merely to sustain your own Government in power—for merely
personal purposes] Are you willing to violate election pledges; to
renounce political principle; to injure your own political party; to
provoke ferment, unrest and confusion in so important a matter as
education; to set divines at each others throats; to arouse all the
passions and hatreds and contempts inseparable from religious contro-
versies—to keep yourself in office 1
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It is announced, that should you be beaten in the Privy Council

you intend to continue the agitation and seek an amendment of the

constitution. You are perfectly aware that an amendment cannot be

obtained
;
that both parties in the Dominion parliament would almost

unanimously vote against it. You could not even pretend that

Manitoba had a peculiar grievance, for she has the same control over

education as Ontario and Quebec. Knowing then that an amend-

ment cannot be obtained, why would you seek it? Why perpetuate

and intensify the animosity and turmoil which you have aroused?

Why continue to injilre your political party, and violate your pledges

and principles? Much as I regret it, sir, I can see no reason other

than—to keep yourself in office.

I presume I need not ask you frankly to tell me whether you have

not more or less contempt for people whose votes you can wheedle out

of them in this way—who have passions, there, ready to take the

place of their judgments, at the bidding of a politician at election

times 1 Sir John A. Macdonald carried the last elections by appeal-

ing to passions. You. sir, may do the same. Or possibly you may
find that you have not, with sufficient dexterity, stirred up, to proper

intensity, religious animosity—that your jacks have not, for some
reason, jumped at your pull of the string ; in which case, sir, you
will serve for a parable, and be likened " unto children sitting in the

markets, and calling unto their fellows, and saying: We have piped

unto you, and ye have not danced; we have mourned unto you, and

ye have not lamented !"

One word more. I see that some would advocate that if Catholics

are entitled to be separate in this matter of education they should be

left to get along as best they can; that they should be left disorgan-

ized. Can religious antipathy suggest a more unreasonable proposal?

It means this: That if the Catholics are by law entitled to have

separate schools you would prefer seeing them weak, struggling and

inefficient, rather than organized and capable—you would have

Catholic children uneducated, rather than educated as Catholics!

Such intolerance is not creditable to those who advocate the course,

and is not indigenous to the western prairies, I think, or capable of

transplantation tliere.

I would that I could see anything but an election cry in this

agitation. I believe that our province is indebted to your Govern-

ment for many things, But you have cast your pledges, your

principles, your party and your record to the winds, and have

adopted a cry which, while it may answer your expectations for a

time will certainly recoil upon you ere long; and meanwhile will

work incalculable and irremediable mischief.

I am sir, yours with much regret,

John S. Ewart.



CHAPTER XII.

MR. EWART'S REPLY TO CRITICISMS.

20th January, 1892.
To the Editor of the Free Press :

Sir,—My letter to the Hon. Mr. Greenway has evoked counter-
vailing arguments of various kinds and qualities. I shall reply to
one kind first—the kind which answers arguments by personal
attack :

1. "You are a lawyer, and were paid to write the letter.

True, I am a lawyer. Untrue, that I was, or am to be, paid or
remunerated in any way by Catholics, Free Press, or other body,
paper, or person, whomsoever. The letter was written without the
knowledge or solicitation of anyone.

2. " You wrote another former letter, inconsistent with the
present one, and the Free Press refused to publish it." The document
referred to was an essay (not a letter), written, as are many such for
my own delectation and self-improvement. It was not " inconsistent
with the present one." It was not refused publication by the Free
Press, or any other paper. It is in my house, and may be read by
anyone who will honor me with a visit.

3. " You have deserted your party." Query : If Mr. Greenway
abandons the Liberal party, must I do the same in order to—remain
a member of it? If Mr. Greenway votes one way in 1875, and
another way in 1890, must I change my vote in order to—vote the
same way as before 1 It the Liberal party advocated separate schools
for New Brunswick, where the law gave them none, am I a renegade
if I advocate separate schools for Manitoba, where the law provides
for them 1 I shall be content to be called a traitor when I act as
such, but I reject the title when bestowed merely because I refuse to
duplicate the vacillations of any particular fugleman.

Most of the other arguments (published, as well as privately
communicated ) may best be met, I think, by a restatement of the
case. But first let us see how far all (or nearly all) can go together.

1. The state may protect itself from ignorance and consequent
vice, and for that purpose insist upon a measure of education.

2. It may do so by erecting schools
; and compelling, if need be,

[231]
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children to attend theni. It is much better to secure voluntary

attendance. John Morley recently said (On Compromise, p. 102):

Those who have thought most carefully and disinterestedly about the
matter are agreed that in advanced societies the expedient course is that no
portion of the community should insist on imposing its own will upon any other
portion, except in matters which are vitally connected with the maintenance
of the social union.

3. The state has nothing to do with religion. It has no opinio11

upon the question of Protestantism v. Catholicism, or both versus

Agnosticism. In its view all classes are equally sensible and
sincere Mariolatry and Predestination are to it equally right and
equally wrong—which is right cannot be known. In its opinion all

are entitled to exactly the same rights and privileges. " Absolute

liberty, just and true liberty, equal and impartial liberty, is the thing

that we stand in need of," (Locke's Introduction to his Letters on
Toleration). These are the principles frequently cited against me. I

adopt them, and ask that my opponents will not refuse to pursue

them to their logical conclusions. Let me hereafter speak of them
as the third admission.

4. As a corollary: Legitimate ends of government (such as

education), ought to be attained in such way as will least conflict with

religious freedom.

5. Subject to the principle of state self-protection, parents have
a right to mould the character of the education of their children as

they please—that is to make it Episcopalian, Presbyterian, Catholic,

secular or otherwise.

6. The great majority of Protestants believe in secular schools

with religious exercises. (This is the meaning of the passage in my
former letter, that Boreas misunderstood, and therefore condemned as

bearing "absurdity and insincerity on its face.") The great

majority of Catholics are opposed to such schools and desire

denominational schools. For the purpose of the argument let it be

assumed that the community is divided into these two classes.

For the sake of those who refuse a Ihesion to the third admission

I beg to quote from John Locke's first letter on Toleration.

(Letters, they were, more needed, perhaps, in 1689 than 1892; yet

still much needed).

But if one of these churches hath this power of treating the other ill, I ask
which of them it is to whom the power belongs, and by what right ? It will be
answered undoubtedly, that it is the orthodox church which has the right of

authority over the erroneous or heretical. This is, .in great and specious words,
to say just nothing at all. For every church is orthodox to itself ; to others
erroneous or heretical. Whatsoever any church believes, it believes to be true

;

and the contrary thereunto it pronounces to be error. So that the controversy
between these two churches about the truth of their doctrines, and the purity

of their worship, is on both sides equal ; nor is there any judge, either at

Constantinople, or elsewhere upon the earth, by whose sentence it can be
determined. The decision of that question belongs only to the Supreme Judge
of all men, to whom alone belongs the punishment of the erroneous.
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Ami again (3rd Letter)

:

God never gave the magistrates authority to be judge of truth for another
man.

Dr. Bryce wrote as follows (Free Press, 18th Dec, 1889):

Prelate and Presbyter, Canon and Salvation Army captain, Agnostic
champion and Methodist exhorter, and their followers, should in the eye of the
state all be equal.

Now, remembering this third admission, let me answer the
objection most frequently urged. It is this :

" The common schools
are not Protestant. They are entirely unsectarian. There is no-
religion taught there, and therefore no reason why Catholics should
not attend them." My Protestant friend, can you believe that it is

precisely because '-no religion is taught there" that Catholics
disapprove the place? Catholics believe (as do also in a modified
form His Lordship the Bishop of Rupert's Land, the Rev. Principal
King, and a large number of Protestant divines) that teaching should
accompany and permeate the secular lessons ; that one ought not to
be separated from the other ; that history, philosophy and the rest
should be taught with their religious aspects constantly in view ;.

and that separation of teaching into secular and religious leads to
infidelity and vice. I do not ask you to believe this, I do not myself
believe it (using the word " religious " as they use it) I merely wish
you to acknowledge that such is their belief, and so far as the state is

concerned—which is right cannot be known. Perhays I can help to
make my point clearer by putting "the boot on the other leg."
Suppose that the state were to set up music halls throughout the province-
and provide by local taxation for Sunday lectures of educational value
garnished with classical music. The Protestant conscience would be
outraged. Catholics would see nothing improper and might reply r

" Why do you object 1 There is no religion there." " That is

exactly the ground of my objection," would retort the Protestant.
' You are unreasonable," might answer the Catholic ;

" surely if you
go to church in the morning you can attend a lecture in the after-
noon. Too much religion is unreasonable." My Protestant friend,
you have no more right to judge how much religion Catholic children
ought to have during the week, than have Catholics to prescribe your
limit on Sunday. Which is right cannot be known.

Again, Catholics believe their maxim, " Extra ecclesiam nulla
salus

; or, as taught at St. Boniface " Hors d* VEglise, point du salut
—Outside the church no salvation." (Certain explanatory qualifica-
tions are unimportant here). If any Presbyterian should denounce
this claim as so absurd and unreasonable as to fairly merit their
disregard, I refer him to the Westminster Confession, chap. XXX,
sec. 2, where he may read with elaborate notes to prove it

:

To these officers (church officers) the keys of the kingdom of heaven are
committed, by virtue whereof they have the power respectively to retain and.
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remit sins, to shut the kingdom against the impenitent, both by words and

censures ; and to open it unto penitent sinners, by the ministry of the gospel,

and by absolution from censures, as occasion shall require.

Once more, I do not ask you to believe all this, but it is necessary

that you should admit that Catholics do most heartily believe it and

that "as between you and them the state insists—Which is right can-

not be known.

If I have carried you this far, you will agree with me that it is

the most sacred duty of Catholic parents so to shape the opening and

maturing intelligence of their children that they shall be protected from

a secular education (leading, as they believe it does, to infidelity and

vice) ; and shall be subjected to such daily and hourly influences as

will insure their cordial and unswerving adhesion to the Catholic

church. You and I, my Protestant friend, think that such adhesion

is unfortunate and fettering; and we would wish that Catholics were

Protestants. But remember the third admission, and let the state

reiterate—Which is right cannot be known.

We are now in a position to formulate a school law. We have

before us the principles which must govern our draft, and we know

the people for whom we have to legislate. Let us proceed :

1. Schools to which all children will go are ideally the best.

Let us try then and devise a system acceptable to both classes in the

community. We try and fail. Catholics will not go to schools after

the Protestant notion, and e converso.

2. What are we to do now? Each party is equally sensible and

sincere ; each is entitled to exactly the same rights and privileges
;

which is right cannot be known. (Do not stumble at this now).

What are we to do? Shall we give up our project because the ideal

manner of attaining it is impracticable? Or shall we seek the

practicable, remembering that the ideal is almost always unattainable?

Let me quote Morley's book again (p. 122;:

It is the worst of political blunders to insist on carrying an ideal set of

principles into execution where others have rights of dissent, and those others,

persons whose assent is as indispensable to success as it is impossible to attain.

Burke is to the same effect :

All government, indeed every human benefit and enjoyment, every virtue

and every prudent act is founded on compromise and barter. We balance

inconveniences ; we give and take ; we remit some rights that we may enjoy

others. Man acts from motives relative to his interests ; and not in meta-

physical speculations. (Speech on Conciliation of America).

3. Let me recall what we want to do. It is to educate the people.

One system of schools would be the best. That is impracticable,

because the people will not amalgamate. We must adopt then one

of the following courses: Establish (A) schools liked by neither

party; or (B) schools favored by the majority; or (C) two sets of

schools. Let us consider B and C, assuming that the contention
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must be narrowed to these ; and let us ask which conforms to our
agreed principles taking these seriatim. (Please refer back, and save
repetition of them).

1. Education of the majority of the children will lie attained by
B

j
but of all children by C. (Shall we score one for C.I)

2. Or, if all are educated by B., it will be by compelling Catholics
to go to the schools, which is undesirable. (May we not now score
for C.?)

3. B, although the choice of the majority, may be wrong. It
would certainly be so either in Manitoba or Quebec. All are
entitled to exactly the same rights and privileges. Catholics are as
much entitled to have religious schools, as Protestants are to have
secular (with a vestige). Which is right cannot be known. These
principles condemn the establishment of B and necessitate the
adoption of C. (Another goal for C, I think).

4 and 5. B is an undue interference with the right of parents to
control the character of education. Were B necessary in order to
secure education, then this interference might not be undue. Being
not necessary it is unreasonable (C has 3 to 0).

Once more : Suppose the Catholic system to be injurious, then, as
Morley tells us, " the only question that we need ask ourselves turns
solely upon the possibility of breaking it up and dispersing it, by
methods compatible with the doctrine of liberty " (84). In other
words, people must sometimes be led and not driven. It is the dis-

regard of this principle of political action that constitutes the
stupidest and most disastrous feature in Mr. Green way's policy.
(According to my umpiring, C wins by 4, love.)

At this point I feel the impatience and intolerance of strength
arising

; the hot inclination of the majority to have its way, asserting
itself as against cold reasoning. And I hasten to uphold our
admissions with the remark that intolerance may be exhibited as well
in a negative as in a positive command ; as well in compelling
abstinence, as in obliging performance ; as well in the decree that no
man shall ask a petition of any one but Darius, as in the requirement
that all men shall "fall down and worship the golden image that
Nebuchadnezzar the king hath set up "

; as well in compelling child-
ren to be educated in no religion, as in any particular religion : as
well in limiting the amount of religious instruction to be given to a
child, as in prescribing that he is to have nothing else. Locke says
(1st Letter)

:

As the magistrate has no power to impose by his law the use of any rites
and ceremonies in any church, so neither has he any power to forbid the use
of such rights and ceremonies as already received, approved and practised by
any church.

Catholics desire that all education should be of a religious charac-
ter. Have you a right to say that he shall not have it so? Your
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only j ilea would be that so much religion is wholly unnecessaiw. And
why should you, my homoeopathic friend, be the one to measure out

religious doses ? Why not some one of allopathic generosity 1 Why
not the Rev. Principal King, who would have " the being, the char-

acter and the moral government of God " taught in the schools, but

not " the nature and the necessity of regeneration." or " the work of

the Holy Spirit?" Why not the present government, with its belief

in purely secular schools'? Why not Thomas A. Kempis? You
never read the celebrated " Imitation of Christ," my Protestant

friend. You can get it in English for sixty cents, and it would not

hurt you. Here are a few words :

Christ (loq. ) let my words be thy principal study ; for these awaken
attention, enlighten the understanding, kindle a holy zeal, provoke true con-

trition and heal the wounds they woidd make with a spiritual labor of grace
and solid comfort. Let not the 'growing wiser, and more learned, be the end
thou proposest to thyself in reading ; but read that thou mayest be qualified

to practice, and let thy knowledge be seen by subduing thy vices and passions.

(Cap. XLVIII.)

And again :

How shall we follow a pattern which we but little think of ? The first step,

therefore, toward thus copying after Him, is the employing our thoughts with
great frequency and serious attention upon the perfection of this divine

original. (Cap. I.)

Once more :

The great occasion of the fantastical opinions, and dangerous corruptions,

with which the world is pestered is certainly this, that men propose no end to-

their studies but to be great, and to have other people think as highly of them
as they do of themselves. (Cap. III.)

All fudge and poppy-cock, you say. But suppose that a section

of the community desire to adopt this style of education, with firm

belief in its efficacy, have you a right to prevent them, or even to

make it difficult for them 1

Could the state but know, for certain, exactly how much religious

training is enough, a regulation might well be made upon the sub-

ject. But it does not know, my friend, nor, I think, do you. Can
we not agree, then, that the extent to which a child is to be

surrounded with religious influences is a matter for the parents and

not for the stute '? Remember that while the state may insist upon
education it ought to attain that end in such a way as will least con-

flict with religious freedom.

Let me now answer directly some objections. I am reminded

that the same liberty claimed for Catholics must be accorded to

Protestants. Certainly, I reply, and Protestants in Quebec, I assure

you, appreciate to the full the value of the arguments in favor of

liberty for the minority. Dr. Davidson, of Montreal, besought the

Equal Rights Association to make no attack upon the doctrine of
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separate schools, for, said he, what shall we tlo without our nine
hundred Protestant schools in Quebec I

"And if all the different sects demanded separate schools, educa-
tion of the masses would be almost impossible." It would be much
hampered, I reply; and if all Manitoba children were deaf or blind
their education would, I believe, be extremely difficult But they
are not

; and we need not speculate as to what we would do if they
were. Happily for us, there are but two parties in Manitoba to be
considered in dealing with the subject of education. And it is for
idle men, merely, to cope with the imaginary difficulties of non-
existing conditions.

Another objection may be put in this way :
" The state is justified

in setting up national schools. All idea of national schools is gone if
any sect is left outside their operation. The subtraction would not
qualify merely the nationality of the schools, but destroy it. There
can be no national schools if the Catholics have separate schools. If
we cannot have national schools, then let every denomination set up
for itself." Let us not be fooled by phrases, or misled bv the im-
proper use of an adjective. " National highway " was applied to the
C.P.R. wherewith to conjure votes, and so "national" applied to
schools may help to cloud the issue. Schools in Manitoba are not,
and by reason of the Canadian constitution never can be, properly
called national. Let us assign them the most soaring adjective
which we can truthfully apply, and dub them " provincial schools,"
and the strength derived from the misappropriation of the adjective
is almost gone. It weakens, we see, in proportion as the ideas
associated with provincialism are less stirring than those aroused by
nationalism. The schools of 1890 are, as by statute they are called,
not national schools, but " public schools."

If this answer be thought insufficient, take another. In England
there is a national church, but yet there are many others. In
Canada there may be a national highway, but it has not swallowed
up all the others. There may be national schools, or that which you
may choose to call such, and also separate schools, which may also,
just as properly, be called national schools.

Yet another answer. You want one set of schools. If that be
practically unattainable, what is your next choice—some system
which approaches your ideal, or that which is furthest removed from
it? Your system you argue the best for two reasons : (1) that it is
the cheapest, and (2) that it tends to homogeneity and good-fellow-
ship. Your ideal system being unattainable—the highest possible
degree of economy and homogeneity being out of the question, do
you argue in favor of the greatest extravagance and heterogeneity ?

One set of schools being impossible, do you then argue in favor of
their indefinite multiplication? I think you will not. You will
agree with me that if we cannot get along with one church, better
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have two than twenty ; and if not with one kind of school, your pur-

poses of economy and good-fellowship will bo best subserved by

taking the lowest practicable number.

A criticism of the Brandon Sun, in a well written article, is as

follows : " It is more singular that he should have deliberately closed

his eves to the main features of the issue. He knows that the

demand for a national school system is, in part, to do away with class

legislation, to obliterate all lines of demarcation in the state that

distinguish classes and creeds, to establish uniformity, to promote

harmony and good-fellowship, to be able to provide the necessary

means to establish and maintain the most efficient constitutional

system, to provide approved checks for the suppression of crime, and,

in a word, to lay the foundations of a homogeneous nationality upon

which, etc."

Queen Elizabeth's parliament over three hundred years ago passed

an Act to establish uniformity It proposed to " obliterate all lines

of demarcation in the state that distinguisli creeds, to establish

uniformity, to promote harmony and good-fellowship," by dint of

statutory pressure. When the Emperor Ferdinand interceded on

behalf of the Catholics he was told :

The Queen declares that she cannot grant churches to those who disagree

from her religion, being against the law of her parliament, and highly

dangerous to the state of her kingdom, as it would sow various opinions in the

nation to distract the minds of honest men, and would cherish parties and

factions that might disturb the present tranquility of the commonwealth.

(Hallam's Hist, of Eng., cap. III.)

The author adds :

Yet enough had already occurred in France to lead observing men to

suspect that severities and restrictions are by no means an infallible specific to

prevent or subdue religious factions.

Of course, the statute failed in its object, as have always, and in

every place, failed all similar ordinances. With such experience to

aid our judgments, I would hardly have imagined that any one now

living believed that such objects could be so accomplished, and

would argue in all seriousness what Lowell wrote in satire

:

I du believe wutever trash

'11 keep the people in blindness

—

Thet we the Mexicuns can thrash

Right inter brotherly kindness.

Thet bombshells, grape, an powder 'n' ball

Air good-will's strongest magnets,

That peace, to make it stick at all,

Must be druv in with bagnets.

If Mr. Greenway really is moved by kindly feeling towards the

Catholics, and is legislating for their good, does he not, by confiscat-
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ing all their school liouses, furniture and apparatus, purchased with
their own money, at least leave himself open to the question :

Perhaps you did right to dissemble your love,
But why did you kick us down stairs ?

John S. Ewart



CHAPTER XIII,

ARTICLE IN "THE WEEK"
March 25th, 1892.

The introduction, in the Dominion Parliament, of Mr. McCarthy's

Bill to repeal the dual language, and separate school, provisions of

the North-West Act suggests the renewal of the struggle which is

probably not far distant in respect to Manitoba. The principle

involved is substantially the same in both sections. That principle

is still being earnestly discussed in Manitoba. We have just been

reading what is perhaps the latest important contribution to it, in the

shape of two vigorous pamphlets by Mr. John S. Ewart, of Winnipeg.

The first is " An Open Letter to the Hon. Thomas Greenway "
; the

second " A Reply to Criticisms," reprinted from the Manitoba Free

Press. In these pamphlets we have the advantage of a forcible

re-statement of the arguments in favour of the separate school system

by a clever advocate who is at the same time a Liberal, and

consequently on general principles a supporter of the party by whom
the law abolishing that system has been put upon the statute book.

Into the charges of bad faith which Mr. Ewart presses against Mr.

Greenway and his Government we need not enter, as they do not

affect the general argument. Mr. Ewart does not rest his case upon

the constitutional question, hence we are free from the complication

which is caused by that issue. His letters are a frank and able

attempt to defend the discarded system on its merits, and as such are

worthy of careful study by every one who wishes to reach a sound

conclusion in regard to the right and wrong of a controversy which

is likely, at no distant day, to stir the whole Dominion, and in the

final settlement of which the future peace and progress of the great

North-West provinces of Canada may in no small degree be involved.

Within the limits which necessaril}' circumscribe our discussion of such

a matter we can attempt nothing moi'e than to point out what seem

to us to be certain misconceptions, or invalid assumptions, upon which

Mr. Ewart's arguments are based, and the removal of which

would cause the whole structure to topple. The most fundamental

of these misconceptions or assumptions is that contained in the follow-

ing and similar passages

:

It is upon this point, the character of education, that Protestants and

Catholics are fundamentally at variance ; not whether children shall be educated

(on that they are agreed), but what shall be the character of the education.

The great majority of Protestants think that secular education during the week,

[240]
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with little more than the acknowledgment <>f the Deity twice a day, is good
enough for their children. A true Roman Catholic abhors this system and
insists upon all education being permeated with religion. A Protestant is

trained secularly, and religion is relegated to Sunday. A Roman Catholic is

trained to he religious as well as intelligent all days of the week.

Again :

As you see, sir, and know, the Protestants are satisfied with the non-
sectarian schools—the vestige (of religion) being still visible, and they will be
satisfied with nothing else. It is useless, therefore, to assert that they give up
something for uniformity's sake, and to argue that Catholics should be
willing to follow their example. They give up nothing, but Catholics are

asked to surrender what to them is sacred.

We maintain that it is a misconception to regard the question as

one between Catholics and Protestants. It is rather a question

between Catholics (primarily the Catholic clergy) and all other classes

of citizens. It is a misconception, not to use a stronger term, to say

that Protestants (note the unfairness of making the comparsion

between Protestants generally and true Roman Catholics) think that
" secular education during the week etc.," is good enough for them,

and that they surrender nothing. The true Protestant certainly

attaches no less value to religion as an indispensable factor in all

education, every day in the week than the most devout Roman
Catholic. The difference is that he, as a citizen of the state, recog-

nizes the rights of all other citizens and declines to force the teaching

of his own religious views upon them or their children, and as both

Christian and citizen he denies that it is within either the power or

the duty of the state to provide for genuine religious teaching. He
also refuses to acknowledge the right of the state to make him a

party, by legislation and taxation, to the training of a large class of

the future citizens, under a regime which he honestly believes to be

adapted to make them both worse citizens and worse Christians.

We venture to hope that the distinctions pointed out in the

foregoing remarks, and their fundamental relation to the whole

argument, will without further enlargement be sufficiently obvious to

any one who will take the trouble to consider them carefully. The
fact is, as we understand it, that thoughtful Protestants are very far

from being satisfied with a purely secular education, or regarding

such an education as in any sense a complete or ideal one. They
are fully persuaded that only as it is constantly accompanied and
supplemented with religious training by parents and religious teachers

can it be regarded as taking in the whole, or the highest part, of the

child nature and faculties. But, agreeing heartily with the principle

laid down and advocated by Mr. Ewart in his second pamphlet, viz.,

that " the state has nothing to do with religion," they draw from it a

conclusion which is the direct opposite of that reached by Mr. Ewart.

Instead of reasoning thus: "The state has nothing to do with

religion, and cannot possibly decide what is true religion, and what is

16
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not, therefore it should enter into partnership with a professedly

religious body, which claims to have the true religion, and put the

public schools, to a large extent, into the hands of such a body;"

they say :
" The state has nothing to do with religion, therefore it

should have nothing to do with the teaching of it, nor should it tax

any class of citizens for the purpose of teaching any system of religion

whatever, but content itself with leaving the whole subject to the

voluntary efforts of the various religious bodies who have it in hand,

merely protecting individual liberty of conscience." They see clearly

that the primary responsibility for the education of children belongs

not to the state but to the parents, and that the state's right to

intervene is merely derived and inferential, arising out of its obliga-

tion to protect the state from the injurious effects of ignorance and
to secure at least that minimum of intelligence in its citizens which
is necessary to its self-preservation. They therefore regard the

public school system as an expedient, the best practicable, for securing

this minimum of universal intelligence. The secularization of the

schools they regard as a compromise growing out of the necessities of

the situation and the only means of securing to the individal freedom
of conscience in matters of faith. At the same time they desire that

the state should afiord every reasonable facility for the teaching of

religion by the various churches in connection with the schools

though never as a part of the school machinery, or in any wise at the

expense of the state which, it is agreed, cannot decide what is true

religion and what is not. Religion, they hold, is in its very nature

voluntary, and its fundamental principles are violated the moment
the funds of the state, derived from compulsory taxation, are used in

its support, whether those funds are contributed by Catholics or

Protestants, or by those who are neither the one nor the other, but

whose rights of citizenship are just as sacred as those of the most
ponounced religionists.

And this reminds us of another assumption which is, we conceive,

invalid and misleading, but is nevertheless vital to whatever force or

plausibility there may be in much of Mr. Ewart's reasoning. That
assumption is expressed in the following sentence :

With the exception of the cities there are very few places in which the
population is of a mixed character, In the districts in which the Catholics
have schools, there are very few and sometimes no Protestants.

Granting that these statements are accurate at the present moment,
have the " very few " Protestants no rights, because they are very
few 1

? Again, under the local management system which is happily

characteristic of all our free school methods, a purely Catholic

section would as a matter of course have the choice of their

own teacher, and, while he should not be permitted to teach denomina-
tional tenets during school hours, or as a part of the school course,

there could be little difficulty in arranging the matter of religious-

instruction in such a case. But the Manitoba Legislature is surelv
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bound to legislate for the future, that great future to which we all

look forward, when the country shall be the home of millions instead

of the thousands who are now scattered over its vast and fertile

expanses. It is not surely to be supposed that the North-West
Provinces are to be settled on sectarian lines in that good time

coming. Mr. Ewart would, unless we sadly misapprehend his views,

be one of the first to deplore such a state of things, and to agree with

\is that it would be a strong condemnation of the separate school

system should it tend to favour and perpetuate a division of the

whole population on narrow creed lines.

Mr. Ewart's Letter to The Week, 15th April, 1892.

To the Editor of The Week :

Sir,—In the course of your courteous criticism of my recent
pamphlets you object to my ascribing to Protestants less zeal for the

combination of religious and secular education than I accord to

Catholics. You say:

The true Protestant certainly attaches no less value to religion as an in-

dispensable factor in all education, every day in the week, than the most devout
Roman Catholic. The difference is that he, as a citizen of the State, recog-
nizes the rights of all other citizens, and declines to force the teaching of his
own religious views upon them, or their children ; and, as both Christian and
citizen, he denies that it is within either the power, or the duty, of the state to
provide for genuine religious teaching. . . . The secularization of the
schools they (thoughtful Protestants) regard as a compromise growing out of
the necessities of the situation, and the only means of securing to the individual
freedom of conscience in matters of faith.

My pamphlet dealt with the Manitoba aspect of the question.

The distinction which I drew would, I admit, not hold in England.
Perhaps it may not hold in Ontario, although my own opinion is that
it would. That it exists in Manitoba there can be little question.

Allow me to mention two out of many proofs.

1. From 1870 to 1890 our schools were divided into Protestant and
Roman Catholic, each denomination having full control of its schools,

and carte blanche to make them exactly as they wanted them. The
Protestant Board of Education consisted of five clergymen and two
laymen. One of its first acts was "to exclude all distinctive re-

ligious teachings from its schools," and to enjoin "the reading of the
Holy Scriptures, and the prayers as published in the by-laws and
regulations, at the opening and closing of the school." The secular-

ization (" with a vestige "), you will observe, was not decreed out of
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tender regard for Roman Catholics (for the schools were avowedly

and by name Protestant, and Roman Catholics had no part or lot in

them), hut merely because the Protestants wanted to give their

schools a secular character. Now, contrast the action of the Roman
Catholic Board—but I need not tell you, sir, what that Board did.

2. Oar School Act of 1890 abolished both Protestant and Catholic

schools, and established Public schools. It provides that religious ex-

ercises may (" at the option of the school trustees of the district ") be

conducted "just before the closing hour in the afternoon," and enacts

that " no religious exercises shall be allowed therein except as above

provided." The Act took away, from both Protestants and Catholics,

the ample powers which they had as to religious education under the

previous statute. We may test opinion by asking, How was this legis-

lative divorce between secular and religious education received by the

two bodies? The Rev. Prof. Bryce in an affidavit tells us that "The
Presbyterian Synod of Manitoba and the North-west Territories,

which represents the largest religious body in Manitoba, passed, in

May, 1890, a resolution heartily approving of the Public School Act

of this year ; and I believe it is approved of by the great majority of

the Presbyterians in Manitoba." Contrast the action of the Roman
Catholics—once more, sir, you need no information. The Protestants

gave thanks for the final blow to all chance of religion in the schools,

and for the effacement of their power to provide it. The Roman
Catholics are on their way to the Privy Council to try and get relief.

3. Allow me to forestall your reply to these points, by the remark

that your statement that Protestants regard a secular school system as

an acceptable " compromise" (so I understand you), of itself establishes

my point. In Roman Catholic view their can be no compromise in

the matter. Secular schools violate the dogmatic, and historic, position

of their Church. That Protestants will for the sake of convenience or

economy agree to the secularization of the schools—-that they will dis-

pense with " an indispensable factor in all education," and that

Roman Catholics will not, establishes the difference to which I referred.

Your criticism, moreover, is directed to a statement which, from

your point of attack, is immaterial to the argument. I argued that

Roman Catholics, as a matter of conscience (differing in this respect

from Protestants), insisted "upon all education being permeated with

religion," therefore, (other premisses now understood) they should be

allowed to supply their children with that kind of education, You
take issue upon the parenthesis, " differing in this respect from

Protestants." My argument would have been as valid were the

parenthesis left out, and if Catholics were represented by X. Let

me show this clearly, and for that purpose assume that the true

Protestant does, as you say, attach " no less value to religion as an in-

dispensable factor, etc." Let me also assume your statement to be

correct, that " the true Protestant denies that it is within
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the power, or the duty of the state, to provide for genuine religious

teaching." Protestant and Catholic are now agreed upon premisses,

and may both be included under X. The "true Protestant" argument

now runs this way : The stale ought to protect itself from vice by

education. Religion is " an indispensable factor in all education,

every day in the week." Therefore it is the duty of the state to educate,

but* to have nothing to do tvith religion. The true Protestant should

observe that his conclusion "It is the duty of the state to educate,"

is contradicted the moment he asserts that it is not the duty of the

state to teach "an indispensable factor in all education." It is as

though he said: It is the duty of the state to build warships, but it

is not the business of the state to furnish them with rudders. A
rudderless warship, and an irreligious education are, to Roman
Catholics, similar abominations—great capacities for evil.

The true Protestant clearly argues badly. I submit the alterna-

tive conclusion for his consideration : The state ought to protect itself

from vice by education. Religion is an " indispensable factor in a^
education every day in the week." Therefore it is the duty of the slate

in proceeding to protect itself, not to drop the indispensable, but to de-

vise means by which it may be retained. If means cannot be devised,

then of course the indispensable must go, and education be truncated.

But let us first be very sure that so fatal a step is absolutely neces-

sary. Let us see.

The true Protestant makes his fundamental mistake when he skips

from separation of church and state, to secularization of schools ; and
shuts out all other alternatives. He attributes to me the following :

" The state has nothing to do with religion .... therefore it should

enter into a partnership with a professedly religious body." There-

fore it should do something else, I say.

As pointed out by John Stuart Mill there are two distinct

methods by which the state can deal with education. It can establish

schools of its own, or it can assist denominational or other schools.

In the one case it undertakes the control of the schools and adopts a

scheme of its own for their management—just as it establishes, owns,

and manages, a navy. In the other case it observes merely the

practical results of the management of schools by other bodies, and
renders assistance according to such results. These are (1) state

schools, and (2) state-aided schools. Both of these systems are now in

foi'ce in England. The Province of Ontario acts, to-day, upon both

principles with reference to charitable institutions.

Now it is very clear that there is no breach of the principle of the

separation of church and state, when the city of Toronto subscribes to

the maintenance of some Roman Catholic charity. Good secular work
is being done and the city is glad to help, even if the institution has

* The words "to educate, but" were omitted originally, but were afterwards supplied.
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a religious side to it. In the same way the principle is not violated

in England where denominational schools are helped by public funds.

Good work is being done, and as the state has no objection to religious

education, there is no reason for refusing help, which would otherwise

be granted, merely because religion is taught there. While the state

will not assist in the propagation of religion, it will not refuse to

recognize an institution because of its religion. In other words, the

state will neither patronize, nor antagonize, religion.

The way is now clear for the statement that there is no infringe-

ment of the principle if the state should incorporate all those who
think alike on educational matters, and, instead of giving them
public money (which the Government would draw from the people),

should provide machinery by which they can pay their own money
directly to their own trustees. All the state does, in this case, is to

erect a corporation, to which certain persons may pay their proportion

of money necessary for education, if they think fit so to do.

You admit that parents are primarily responsible for the educa-

tion of their children, "and that the state's right to intervene is

merely derived and inferential, arising out of its obligation to protect

the state from the injurious effects of ignorance," etc. State-aided

education is, therefore, more nearly right than state education. In
both cases public money is used, but in the former the primary right

and responsibility of the parents is preserved, while in the latter all

individual choice of method is annulled, and an " indispensable part"

of education necessai'ily omitted. To put the matter syllogistically :

The state ought to protect itself from vice by education. Education

can better be conducted by agencies other than the state, because of the

latter s incapacity anent a certain indispensability, etc. Therefore,

the state ought to assist other agencies, rather than itself take the

management.

Now, sir, let me point out that separate schools are more nearly

allied to state-aided, than to state, schools. They are, in their

essential characteristics, still less obnoxious to principle (if that were

possible) than state-aided schools. For all that the state does is to

organize Roman Catholics so that they may support themselves apart

from the state. If their revenue be supplemented by a ratable

contribution from the general fund, that is by no means a necessary

part of the system. It might be an easily-answered argument for

the stoppage of the supplement, but not for the abolition of the

schools. It is clear, then, that we are not shut up to a choice

between two alternatives '1) abandonment of separation between

church and state, and (2) abandonment of an " indispensable part of

education." There is a modus vivendi to be found in (a) state-aided

education, or (b) separate schools with no state aid at all—only a

charter.

In fact, the true Protestant is easily driven to admit that the
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question is merely one of money. I f«i wants one set of schools
because it is cheaper than a double set; and, for the sake of economy,
he will forego religion in the schools. Roman Catholics maintain
that the economy would he falsi;, and the divorce disastrous to the
eternal welfare of the children. I gave one answer to the economy
argument, when I pointed out in my pamphlet that, at present, in
Manitoba, the saving would be a bagatelle. But the best answer is

not that, but this : that to Roman Catholics the matter is not one of
money at all, but of conscience. In matters of conscience, Protestant
denominations are wildly prodigal of their money; as witness the
thousands of dollars which they annually spend in ungenerous com-
petition with one another in every little village in Manitoba, and the
North-west Territories. They have a perfect right, no doubt, so to
compete, and to urge subscriptions for the ruinous contest upon
grounds of conscience ; but let them not say to Catholics that in a
very much more important matter their consciences must be sacrificed
to economy.

For summary, I ask you to reperuse the foregoing italicized

sentences, and then consider the following : The state ought to pro-
tect itself from vice by education. The state ought not to interfere
with religion. Yet religion is deemed by some " an indispensable
factor in all education every day in the week." State schools have
advantages over state-aided, or state-chartered, schools, except (princi-
pally) in the matter of this indispensability. Protestants are either
(a) not impressed with the importance of this "indispensability," or
(6) are willing to waive it. Catholics make its retention a matter of
conscience. For Protestants, therefore, state schools, and for Roman
Catholics state-aided, or state-chartered, schools should be prescribed.
If Protestants are impressed, etc., and are not willing to waive, then
they also are entitled to separate schools.

John S. Ewart.

Article in "The Week," 15th April, 1892.

All logical argument should be based on clear definitions. Prob-
ably Mr. Ewart may not be to blame for having failed to understand
some of the terms used in our remarks on the Manitoba school ques-
tion, in the sense in which they were intended, but it must be evident
to the careful reader that, if he had so understood them, a large part
of his rejoinder in another column would not have been written in
its present form. For instance, Mr. Ewart devotes a considerable
part of his article to an attempt to show that our statement that the
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true Protestant attaches no less importance to religion as an indis-

pensable factor in all education than the Roman Catholic, is not

correct ; at least, so far as Manitoba is concerned. Now, in the first

place, what is meant by education ? Mr. Ewart's whole argument
rests apparently on the assumption that it means simply and only

the training which is, or ought to be, given to children in the public

school. We regard the part of education that is, or that can be, im-

parted in the public school as but a fragmentary part of the educa-

tion of the child. He agrees with us that the parent, not the state,

is primarily i*esponsible for the education of the child. But his

whole argument rests upon the assumption that this work of educa-

tion, as a whole, is to be handed over to the state and done in the

public school. We, on the other hand, maintain, as we hoped we
had made clear, that the state's right to intervene in the matter at

all is merely derived and inferential, and that it extends only so far

as may be necessary to secure that minimum of intelligence which
will fit the man or the woman for the discharge of the ordinary

duties of citizenship. Hence, when we said that the true Protestant,

no less than the true Catholic, regards religion as an indispensable

factor of all education, nothing was farther from our thoughts than

the notion which Mr. Ewart seems to work from, that the public

school is the sole educational agency. We regard it as but one, and
by no means the most important one, of a variety of agencies which

are, or ought to be, constantly, or simultaneously, at work in the

educational process. The purely intellectual and moral elements of

this training may be relegated (in part) to the public school. Other
and higher elements of it the public school is, from its very nature

as the creature of the state, unable to provide. It by no means
follows that these elements are • not to be supplied by their own
proper agencies, e.g., the church, the Sunday school, above all the

powerful and perpetual influence of parents, and the sacred associa-

tions of the home circle. If it be objected that the latter are too

often defective, or wholly wanting, we can only reply :
" More's the

pity." But the public school cannot be, and ought not to be, relied

on to supply the lack. It can be supplied only by the zeal and

energy of the agencies which are distinctively religious. When we
denied that it is within " either the power or the duty " of the state

to provide for genuine religious teaching, we should perhaps have

stayed to explain our meaning. By so doing we might have pre-

vented Mr. Ewart from overlooking the word " power " in the con-

struction of his syllogism. That word was of primary importance,

for it is evident that what the state cannot, in the nature of the case,

do, that it cannot be its duty to do. What we meant to insist on
as the true Protestant view is this : Religion is a thing not of the

intellect, but of the heart. In other words, it is spiritual in its

nature, and can be understood and discerned only by the spiritually
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minded. Hence, it can be efficiently taught only by teachers who

aiv spiritually qualified. But the state is not necessarily religious.

The Government which constitutes its executive may be infidel or

agnostic, or even atheistic. Hence it cannot be trusted with the

examination oi teachers to see whether they are religiously qualified.

Tt will be seen, then, that the fault which vitiates Mr. Ewart's first

syllogism is the ambiguity of its middle term, education. In the first

premiss education means, and can only mean, that modicum of

intellectual training which can be imparted in the public school,

whereas in the second premiss it must mean the complete round of

training and influence which mould the whole nature—intellectual,

moral and spiritual.

In the second place, we must point out very briefly another faulty

assumption which quite invalidates Mr. Ewart's argument to show

that Protestants in Manitoba do not attach the same importance to

religious education as do Roman Catholics. This assumption is that

the two-fold division, "Protestant and Roman Catholic," exhausts the

citizenship of the province. But Protestants find themselves bound

by their own cherished principle of liberty of conscience to have

regard constantly to the rights of various classes of citizens who are

neither Protestants nor Catholics. There are always a considerable

number in every community who do not wish their children to be

taught the creeds of either Protestants or Catholics. Some of them

belong to no religious sect. Others object on principle to having

their children drilled in any dogmatic system. Yet Protestants -

recognize that the rights of citizenship of these men are just as sacred

as those of any other class of taxpayers. Another distinction of still

greater importance, in this connection, is the outcome of the prin-

ciple of religious liberty, which is dear to the hearts of all true

Protestants. As a resiilt of the operation of this principle, Protest-

ants are divided into numerous sections among themselves, each

holding its own peculiar views of religious truth, and differing from

others on minor points of doctrinal belief. From these two sources,

their regard for the rights of non-believers, and their differences of

opinion among themselves, as well as from their broader objections

to the teachings of Catholicism, representing as it does the principle

of authority, as opposed to liberty in religion, also from their utter

unwillingness to permit the secular authority to meddle officially with

the sacred doctrines of Christianity, and the no less sacred rights of

conscience, it is surely easy to see why the various Protestant bodies

should reach the conclusion that religious teaching in state schools is

as impracticable in fact as it is objectionable in theory, and so to

acquit them of the charge of being indifferent to religious teaching

itself, for which they make other provision.

Admitting, for argument's sake, the force of the objections to

religious teaching in state schools, as involving the principle of a union
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of church and state. Mr. Ewart goes on to point out what he deems a

way of escape from this difficulty, without the sacrifice of the religious

teaching in the schools. He would substitute for the state school,

the state-aided or the state-organized school. The objections to both

these alternatives are to our thinking so many and serious, that we

are ar a loss to know how to deal with his subject in the small space

still at our disposal. As an illustration of the principle involved in

the state-aided school, Mr. Ewart instances the case in which the

City of Toronto subscribes to the maintenance of some Roman
Catholic charity, and says that it is very clear that there is no breach

of the principle of separation of church and state in such an arrange-

ment. We suppose he will think us hopelessly cantankerous when

we say that, on the contrary, we think it a distinct violation of that

principle. In the same way we hold that the principle is violated

in England, where denominational schools are helped by public

funds. On the religious side, we maintain that the Christian religion

is a system of voluntaryism in its very essence, and that one of its

fundamental principles is violated whenever a professedly Christian

body accepts funds derived by compulsory taxation, for the carrying

on of its work of any kind. From the political side we maintain

that the system is wrong in principle, because the funds collected by

the state are trust funds, and the Government and Parliament, which

are the trustees of these funds, have no right to appropriate them to

any institution which is not under direct Government inspection. Here

we note another confusing ambiguity which lurks in the use of the word

"religion." Would the Catholics be satisfied with any religious

teaching that could possibly be acceptable to Protestants? If not, it

is not religious teaching, but Roman Catholic teaching for which

they are contending. It is well known that doctrines which the

Roman Catholic holds to be of the very essence of religion, the

Protestant regai-ds as the most deadly error, and vice-versa. What
more irrational than for the same Government with the one hand to help

spread the disease, and with the other supply the antidote ? What
more unjust than for it to use the taxes paid by the Catholic to aid in the

propagation of the doctrines which the good Catholic detests, and the

opposite ? What moi-e clear than that the only proper and logical atti-

tude for the Government of a free country in relation to the sects is

that of strict neutrality ? But if not state-aided schools, why not

state-organized schools ? Why not find a modus vivendi in " separate

schools with no state aid at all—only a charter
1?" To prevent mis-

apprehension let us say, just here, that we hold firmly to the right of

any body of people, Catholic or Protestant, or neither, to unite

and organize for the establishment and support of schools for the

-education of their children, on any plan, and according to any system,

which they deem best, so long as the intellectual education provided

is sufficiently thorough to meet the reasonable requirements of the
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state in regard to citizenship. It would be, in our opinion, an out-

rage to forbid the Catholics from continuing their separate schools for

the education of their own children, and, so far as we arc aware, no
such outrage has ever been proposed in Manitoba. The main
question, then, is as to what is meant by state organization— the

charter—under the proposed system ] Why should the aid of the

state be needed 1

? If merely to confer corporate powers, there could

be no objection. But if to enable compulsion to be used to make any
one contribute to, and patronize, a denominational school against his

will, simply because he might happen to be recognized as a member
of that denomination, we should demur. This suggests other serious

objections. Suppose that the different denominations were able and
willing to support their respective separate schools, what would be
done with the scattered remnants of population, those who would
regard it as an infringment upon their rights of conscience to compel
them to choose between the denominational schools] If all citizens

were either Catholics or Protestants, and the Protestants were as

homogeneous in their religious views as the Catholics, the question

would be greatly simplified. Even then, however, there would arise

the serious question whether the state should have nothing to do
with preparing its future citizens for citizenship. On the whole, is

it not pretty clear that the fairest settlement of the difficulty is

secular teaching by the state, and religious teaching by the parents

and the churches?

Article in "The Week," 22nd April, 1892.

We received from Mr. Ewart, too late for its intended use, a note
supplying a few words which had been accidentally omitted from his

letter on the Manitoba School Question, which appeared and on which
we commented last week. As Mr. Ewart deems the omitted words
of special importance to his argument, we repeat the sentence *nd
context with these words supplied :

—

The argument now runs this way : The state ought to protect itself from
vice by education, lleligion is "an indispensable factor in all education every
day in the week." Therefore it is the duty of the state to educate ; but to
have nothing to do with religion ! The true Protestant should observe that his
conclusion, " it is the duty of the state to educate " is contradicted the moment
he asserts that it is not the duty of the state to teach "an indispensable factor
in all education."

The correction, it will be observed, does not affect our position in

the slightest degree ; because, as we have before seen, there is no
contradiction whatever between the Protestant's conclusion that " it
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is the duty of the state to educate," and his assertion that " it is not

the duty of the state to teach an indispensable factor in all education"

—meaning religion. The fatal fault in Mr. Ewart's argument is his

failure to observe that in the first proposition the Protestant, whose

views we attempted to interpret, uses the term " educate " only in a

very restricted sense—as was, we think, clear from the whole tenor

of our reasoning— to denote merely such elementary ami rudimentary

mental training as is deemed indispensable to intelligent citizenship.

In the logical terminology, of which Mr Ewart seems fond, his syllogism

is made worthless by the vice of an "ambiguous middle term." To
suppose us to assent to the statement, " It is the duty of the state to

educate," using the word " educate " to include the whole training of

the child, mental, moral and religious, is to credit us with giving

away our case, with a simplicity so transparent that it would hardly

be worth the while of a clever logician like our correspondent to

expose it.

Mr. Ewart's Letter to "The Week," 29th April, 1892.

To the Editor of The Week :

Sir,—It would not be proper for me again to intrude upon your

columns any lengthened discussion. Permit me, however, to note,

with pleasure, the very close approximation to which the discussion

has brought us. We agree :

1. That the state ought to protect itself from vice by education (or

a modicum thereof).

2. Catholics may " unite and organize for the establishment and

support of schools for the education of their children, on any plan, and

according to any system, which they deem best, so long as the

intellectual education provided is sufficiently thorough to meet the

reasonable requirements of the state in regard to citizenship."

3. "There could be no objection " "to confer corporate powers "

upon them, to enable them so " to unite and organize."

4. But these powers should not "enable compulsion to be used

to make any one contribute to, and patronize, a denominational

school against his will."

5. The state may properly raise money by taxation for the

purposes of education.

6. There is nothing " more unjust than for it to use the taxes

paid by the Catholic to aid the propagation of the doctrines which

the good Catholic detests " (rightly or wrongly is immaterial).
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7. Or, by parity of reasoning (let me add, without agreement
possibly), to use it in diffusing a purely secular education "which
the good Catholic d.-tests" (rightly or wrongly again immaterial;
lait that he is right, a large uumber of Protestant ministers would
warmly testify. Possibly even you, sir, would baulk at the French
notion of a purely secular education).

8. And what more just (can we not agree?) that Catholics (united
and organized by the state for the purpose of education) should be
permitted to pay their own taxes, if they desire to do so, to their own
schools, instead of having them applied to the erection of "rudderless
warships " which they detest.

You have agreed to proposition three and four. If we add to
these, proposition eight (almost self-evident, I think) we have the
separate school system in Ontario

; for there, as you are aware, it is
purely optional with a Catholic whether he pays his taxes to the
Catholic schools or to the public schools. There is no "compulsion."
If it be said that the Catholic schools receive a ratable share of other
moneys, again I answer that that is not "a necessary part of the
system. It might be an easily-answered argument for 'the stoppage
of the supplement, but not for the abolition of the schools."

JOHS S. EWART.

(The foregoing letter was mailed before Mr. Ewart had received
the issue of the Week of 22nd April. After reading the article in
that issue he forwarded an addenda to the above letter as follows.
It reached Toronto too late for publication).

"Allow me one word of direct reply, necessary perhaps for the
cursory reader. In your issue of the 22nd April you reconcile the
statements. " It is the duty of the state to edticate ; but to have
nothing to do with religion," which "is an indispensable factor in all
eduration every day in the week," by explaining that the word
"educate" is used "in a very restricted sense ... to denote
merely such elementary and rudimentary mental training as is, etc."
I so understood you. But this in no way removes the contradiction.
Re-state the proposition and see :

" It is the duty of the state to
provide some education, but to have nothing to do with religion which
is an indispensable factor in all education." I think that you over-
looked the effect of your universal " all "

; nor can you now restrict
that word, for you first used the expression as equivalent, or at hast
not in contrast, to my assertion, that a true Roman Catholic "insists
upon all education being permeated with religion." Your reply was,
"The true Protestant certainly attaches no less value to religion as
an indispensable factor in all education, every day in the week, than the
most devout Roman Catholic."
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Article in The Week, 29th April, 1892.

While we are glad to find ourselves at one with our correspond-

ent, Mr. Ewart, on several points in regard to the school question we
have been discussing, we are sorry to find that, in order to guard

against being supposed to give consent, by silence, to propositions

from which we emphatically dissent, and which seem to us to involve

educational and political principles of the very first importance, we

are obliged to recur to the subject. In so doing we shall merely

point out, as briefly as we may be able, the points of difference which

we deem of fundamental importance. To Mr. Ewart's first six

propositions we take no exception. The assumed " parity of reason-

ing " in the seventh, we are quite unable to concede. The things,

compared— religious "doctrines" and "secular education"—are

utterly disparate, for the purposes of this argument. With the one,

as we have shown, the state has no right to interfere in any way

whatever ; the other, as a matter of self-protection and national well-

being it must of necessity include within its domain. Hence, "while

nothing could be more unjust than for it to use the taxes paid by the

Catholics to aid in the propagation of the doctrines which the good

Catholic detests," the same element of injustice is not at all present,

so far as we can see, when the state uses those taxes for the purpose

of imparting the " purely secular education " which we are agreed it

is the province and the duty of the state to secure amongst all classes

of its citizens. As this secular education is a necessary part of

education, it seems a little absurd to speak of the Catholic as detest-

ing it. If it be said that the emphasis is on the "purely," the reply

is easy. The education need not be purely secular, because the good

Catholic parent is at liberty to mix as much religion with it as he

pleases. Hence, when we have eliminated the fallacy that lurks in

the word " purely," the alleged injustice which would certainly be

present if the state school prevented the Catholic parent, or guardian,

or priest, from infusing as much religion as he chooses into the educa-

tional process, as it goes on from day to day, vanishes. We may just

observe, further, that the mere fact that a Catholic, or any other citi-

zen, detests a certain thing, does not of itself prove that the thing is

wrong or unjust. That must be demonstrated on other grounds.

Many citizens, both Catholic and Protestant, it is to be feared, detest

paying their fair share of the necessary taxes, but that does not make

it unjust for the state to collect those taxes.

Two points more and we have done with the Manitoba School

question for the present. From Mr. Ewart's eighth proposition we

are forced to dissent squarely. First, there is a broad and funda-

mental difference between our admission that corporate powers may

be conferred upon Catholic (or any other) citizens to enable them to
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unite and organize for voluntary educational work, and the proposi-

tion with which our correspondent asks us to agree. The paren-

thetical clause which he has introduced, " united and organized by
the state for the purposes of education," introduces the very principle

against which we have been protesting from the first. The state

has, we hold, nothing to do with uniting and organizing Catholics
or Protestants for educational or any other purposes. The state has
to do only with citizens as citizens. To organize one particular sect

for educational purposes, and to pledge all its resources and all the
machinery of organized society for the carrying out of those purposes,

a principal part of which is the teaching of the doctrines and ritual of
that denomination, would be to violate some of the most fundamental
principles of politics. In the second place, to so organize the mem-
bers of a religious sect, with the understanding, which the proposition

in question implies, that the members of that sect are to be exempt
from the payment of the taxes necessary for the maintenance of the

p ublic schools, which are admitted to be necessary for the safety

and well-being of the state, would be to add wrong to wrong. It

will not do to say that the state may proceed in the same way with
all other denominations, for the result would still be that a large

residuum of the future citizens would be unprovided for, and these of
the very classes whose presence, in every community, makes the state

educational system a necessity.



CHAPTER XIV

THE MANITOBA PUBLIC SCHOOL LAW.

By D'Alton McCarthy, Q.C., M.P.

Public interest is centred more on the fate of the School Law of

Manitoba, and on the novel, and unexampled, proceedings that are

now pending before the Privy Council at Ottawa, with a view, if it be

possible, to find a reasonable pretext to overturn the decision of the

Judicial Committee of the Privy Council, which affirmed that the Act
was constitutional, than perhaps ou any other matter now engaging

attention—the necessity of tariff amendment possibly only accepted.

The proceedings referred to are, in themselves, and quite irrespec-

tive of the deep interest which, for one cause or another, is felt by a

great majority of Canadians in the fate of the measure, sufficient to

excite attention, and even to create alarm. For here we have an Act
of a Provincial Legislature, which has been passed with the approval

of a great majority of the people interested—the inhabitants of Mani-
toba — after it had run the gauntlet of the law courts of the Dominion,

and of the highest legal tribunal of the Empire, assailed by a procedure

unknown to the law, and before unheard of. This extraordinary

attack is made before a body composed of politicians—the Dominion
Cabinet—who, whatever be their qualifications in other respects, are

not, it is safe to say, conspicuous for that impartiality, and freedom

from bias, respecting a matter of great political importance, which we
are accustomed to associate as an indispensable attribute of those who
wear the ermine, and administer justice in the name of the Sovereign.

It is not proposed to discuss the merits or the demerits of the,

Public School Act of the Prairie Province, as to which the minds of

most thinking people of the Dominion are already made up. But
leather is it intended to direct attention to the last function which the

Privy Council of Canada has assumed the right to take part in—to

examine by what authority a new, and hitherto unknown, legal

tribunal has unexpectedly manifested itself—-and to consider, with all

the gravity and earnestness that such an enquiry demands, whether

the role, that the Privy Council is now engaged in playing, is permitted

by the Manitoba Constitution, the British North America Act, or by
any other law known to the British constitutional system.

* Reprinted from The Canadian Magazine, March, 1893.

[256]
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It will be remembered that the legality, or constitutionality, of the

Act was impugned on this ground, that although, generally speaking,

the Legislature of the Province is endowed with power "exclusively

to "make laws in relation to education," it bad violated the limitation

imposed on its general authority in thai by the Public School Act the

Hghts or privileges with respect to denominational schools which the

Roman Catholics " had by practice" (it was not contended that any
class of persons had any right or privilege " by law ") in the Province
at the time of the Union, had been prejudicially affected. After pro-

tracted litigation in which, in the name of one Barrett, the Dominion,
on behalf of the Roman Catholic minority of the Province, claimed

that the Provincial law was ultra vives—this proceeding having in

the courts of the Province terminated adversely to that contention,

to be decided in the Supreme Court of Canada in the opposite way—

-

was finally solved, so far as the power of the Legislature is concerned,

by the judgment pronounced on the appeal to the Judicial Committee
in July last, by Lord Macnaghton. This distinguished jurist on be-

half of the Council, expressed not only the decision that the Public

School Act was within the power of the Legislature to enact, but went
on, having been invited thereto by the line of argument adopted by
the counsel on behalf of the Dominion, to express the opinion of the

Committee,

That if the views of the Respondents (the Roman Catholic minority as

represented by the Dominion) were to prevail, it would be extremely difficult

for the Provincial Legislature, which has been entrusted with the exclusive

power of making laws relating to education, to provide for the educational

wants of the more sparsely inhabited districts of a country almost as large as
Great Britain, and that the powers of the Legislature, which on the face of the
Act appear so large, would be limited to the useful, but somewhat humble
office, of making regulations for the sanitary condition of schoobhouses, im-
posing rates for the support of denominational schools, enforcing the compul-
sory attendance of scholars, and matters of that sort.

This authoritative judgment ought, one would have thought, as

indeed most Canadians did think, to have ended the controversy that

had now raged, exciting much embittered feeling in the Province and
great interest throughout the Dominion, for a period of nearly two
years, in which the somewhat unfortunate, not to say unseemly, ex-

hibition was presented of the Dominion Government assailing the

constitutionality of a provincial Act, as to which the Government, as

such, had no ground of complaint.

But it seems that the end was not yet ; for, unhappily for the

peace of the Dominion, Sir John Thompson made a report to the

Council, which was approved, ostensibly to show why the Public

School Act should not be vetoed by the Governor-General, but as

some supposed to postpone for a season the unpleasant duty of deny-

ing the petition of the Roman Catholic Episcopacy of the Dominion

17
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of Canada (including the Cardinal, and Bishop Cameron of Antigonish),

who prayed

His Excellency in Council to afford remedy to the provincial legislation

. . . and that in the most efficacious way.

In this report the Minister of Justice said, amongst other things,

that

it became apparent at the outset that these questions, namely, whether
the School Act did prejudicially affect any right or privilege which the Roman
Catholic had by law or practice at the Union, required the decision of the
judicial tribunal, more especially as an investigation of facts was necessary to
their determination

;

And went on to say,

If the legal controversy should result in the decision of the Court of

Queen's Bench (which had been in favor of the Province) being sustained, the
time will come for your Excellency to consider the petitions which have been
presented by and on behalf of the Roman Catholics of Manitoba for redress
under sub-sections 2 and 3 of section 22 of the Manitoba Act, etc. , etc.

The decision of the Queen's Bench of the Province has been upheld,

and the event, therefore, has happened, which, as Sir John Thompson
advised His Excellency, would require that the petitions which had
been presented should be "considered;" and the Minister further

explained his meaning by adding that

Those sub-sections contain in effect the provisions which have been made as to
all the provinces, and are obviously those under which the Constitution in-

tended that the Government of the Dominion should prevail, if it should at

any time become necessary that the Federal powers should be resorted to for

the protection of a Protestant or Ptoman Catholic minority, against any act or
decision of the province or of any provincial authority affecting any right or

privilege of any such minority in relation to education.

The parties interested in having the provincial legislation annulled

were not slow to take advantage of the loop-hole which the Minister
of Justice had suggested, based, it must be said, on a construction of

the Manitoba Act unique and unprecedented ; for to no one before

had it ever occured in relation to the kindred subject of the New
Brunswick School Law, on the analogous legislation which was in force

respecting the four old provinces, that the question involved in the

consideration of the policy of the School Law of a province was sub-

ject to review by or before the Dominion Cabinet. Accordingly

petitions were presented, emanating from a body or ''organization,"

as the report of the sub-committee styles it, called "The National

Congress" (" National," it is presumed, as representing the French
nationality sentiment), and from the Archbishop of St. Boniface,

complaining of the two Acts of the province respecting education,

passed in 1890, the constitutionality of which had been upheld ; and
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botli petitions prayed for redress under sub-sections 2 and 3 of section

22 of the Manitoba Act to the Governor-General in Council.

So far, it will be observed, the only law under which redress was
thought of, or the authority of which was invoked, was the Manitoba
Act, which contains in itself a complete code respecting education,

differing in many respects from the cognate provisions of the British

North America Act, which, accordingly, have always been thought
to be inapplicable to the Province of Manitoba.

But in the month of November last, a further and supplemental
petition was presented, emanating from the same "national congress"
whose president, it seems, is the Mayor of St. Boniface, and the
Archbishop of the same place, and repeating the charges made in the
preceding memorials, they claim that the Acts in question violate the

provisions of the British North America Act as well as the Manitoba
Act, in this, that the system of separate schools which had been
established in the first session of its Legislature, had given rights to

the Roman Catholics which the province could not subsequently dis-

regard.

The difference between the enactment as to the provincial legis-

lative powers between the Act confederating the four original

provinces, and the Act constituting the Province of Manitoba, which,
of course, is a Canadian Act, consists in this, that in the former it is

provided that not only when there is a system of separate schools at

the time of the union, but also where one " is thereafter established

by the legislature of the province, that an appeal shall lie " from an
act or decision of any provincial authority affecting any such right to

the Governor-Generalin-Council. There is no such provision in the
Manitoba Act, and it is hardly open to serious question that the sub-

section (3) of section 93 of the British North America Act, in which
the provision is found, does not apply to Manitoba, which, as has
already been stated, has a set of clauses on the subject of education
specifically providing for the new province.

In this paper it is not proposed to " consider " the questions
which have been argued, firstly, before the Sub-Committee of the
Privy Council, and which resulted in the report given to the public

on the 5th January last in the chief Government organ ; and which
were again re-stated and re-enforced ex-parle on behalf of the
" National Congress " and the Archbishop of St. Boniface, on the
22nd January, before the Privy Council (all the members being
present), but not, be it observed, before " the Governor-General-in-

Council." The Government of Manitoba, who, it is said, had been
notified of the proceedings, declined to appear and repudiated the
jurisdiction of this new tribunal. Much may have to be said on this

subject, but for the present it is to the pretence that has been set

up by the Government of Sir John Thompson that in this matter-
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the Government are to act judicially, not politically, that needs the

careful attention of the Canadian public.

That there may be no mistake on this head, it is proper to quote

the report of the sub-Committee, which has been approved by

Council, and on which the subsequent proceedings have been based.

The application comes before Your Excellency (says the report) in a

manner differing from other applications which are ordinarily made under the

constitution to Your Excellency in Council. In the opinion of the sub-

Committee the application is not to be dealt with at present as a matter of

political character or involving political action on the part of Your Excellency's

advisers. It is to be dealt with by Your Excellency in Council regardless of

the personal views which Your Excellency's advisers may hold with regard to

denominational schools, and without the political action of any of the members
of Your Excellency's council being considered as pledged by the fact of the

appeal being entertained and heard. If the contention of the petitioners be

correct that such an appeal can be entertained, the enquiry will be rather of- a

judicial than of a political character. The sub-Committee have so treated it in

hearing counsel, and in permitting their only meeting to be open to' the public.

There is no mistaking this language ; no misinterpreting its

meaning. The Government are declining the duty of advising His

Excellency, who is the Executive under our system of government,

as to whether he should or should not interfere with the Manitoba

School Act. It is

not to be dealt with at present as a matter of political character or involving

political action on the part of Your Excellency's advisers

is the express language of this report. On the contrary it is to be

an enquiry which

will be rather of a judicial than of a political character.

This is a departure so new in our constitutional proceedings that it

has hardly yet been fulK' appreciated. That, so far, if not designed,

it has served a useful " political " purpose, although the enquiry is

to be judicial cannot be gainsayed. For whenever the awkward
Manitoba School question came up it was quietly laid at rest by the

apparently unassailable statement given by the Minister of the Crown,

who up to this time was always supposed to be a responsible Minister,

bound to j ratify every act, nay, every word officially uttered by the

Governor-General, that he had no opinion on the subject, or, if he

had, it would be improper for him to give utterance to it. For was

he not one of the Council, if not of the sub-committee who was to

determine whether the Act should be interfered with—whether a

remedial order should be made directing the Province of Manitoba to

undo its work on the subject of education, and was he not acting

"judicially " and not in a " political" capacity as Minister
1

?

And so at the nomination at the bye-election in Soulanges where

the Hon. Mr. Ouimet graphically pictured his unhappy position in

the face of an excited electorate as that of one " walking on razors,"

he sheltered himself under the sacred character which he filled as

that of a judge who was denied the privilege of speaking of a matter
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that was sub jialice. And when the new Minister of the Interior
went back to his constituents for re-election and some ill-informed
elector, who had been nurtured in the spirit of the British constitu
tional system, and in the belief that for every act of the Government
the Ministers were responsible to Parliament and the constituencies,
innocently asked the Manitoba representative in the Cabinet, whether
he could be relied on to stand by the rights of his province, he was
dumbfounded—it is doubtful whether he has yet recoverd from his

astonishment—when he was told that on this subject the Minister not
only had not, but could not properly have, an opinion. For was not
he the Minister to hear the question of the "appeal" argued as one
of the sub-Committee and afterwards as one of the Council! And
when at the dinner given in Toronto by the Board of Trade, at which
the Premier himself referred to the subject, his language was as
follows :

—

For the Government the guide shall be, as far as I am able to judge, the
constitution of this country by which we propose to be guided and which we
propose to obey from beginning to end."

It is evident, as has already been remarked, that this doctrine
whether so designed or not, was worthy of the most crafty of political
experts. It would indeed reflect no discredit on a Richelieu c: a
Machiavelli and it revives the best days of the Schoolmen. For it

enabled the Minister of Public Works to perform the somewhat
hazardous feat of "walking on razors" without injury; and the
Minister of the interior to bamboozle the honest yeoman of Selkirk;:
and it afforded the Premier the opportunity of figuring in the role
of all others the most congenial, that of an oracle imbubed with
mysterious power, controlled and guided by the overruling principles
of justice and law, and undisturbed by considerations of policy, or
unaffected by motives of expediency which might perchance swav a.

more ordinary mortal. It is "by the constitution," as the enlightened
jurists of the Dominion Cabinet, who up to the moment that they
assumed the judicial garb, had been actively promoting the cause on
behalf of the petitioners, may interpret it, that the fate of the
Manitoba School Law is to depend. If it was not profane it would
not be inappropriate that divine interposition should be invoked on
behalf of the province !

It may not unreasonably be asked, for no grounds for the course
being adopted have been given, on what pretext is this doctrine of
irresponsibility of the advisers of the Crown set up? It is not easy
to answer that inquiry, and it is, perhaps, well that it should be left
to the Minister and to those, if any there be in this era of constitu-
tional government who are willing to defend him, to state their
argument. To the writer, it seems absolutely clear, admitting of no
doubt, that " an appeal to the Governor-in-Council " is a right to ask
the intervention of the Government of the Dominion to be exercised
by the Government, as all other acts of administration and questions
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of policy are determined, as political Acts, in the sense that the

Cabinet is responsible to Parliament, and the country, for them—and

equally clear does it seem that, if the " appeal " was to be dealt with

as a question of legal right, and not as a matter of political discretion,

it would not have been to a body, of which it is not too much to say

that partizanship, not impartiality, is the very essence of its existence.

It is not denied that in the determination of this, as indeed of

almost every question which comes before the Government for decision,

the consideration of legal questions may be involved. The veto power

involves the legal question of the constitutionality of every

Provincial Act. The right to exempt vessels that have passed

through the canals from tolls requires that tin ( iabinet should consider

and determine the meaning of the Washingtoi Treaty, which as an

international obligation, is a law overriding all municipal law. Ami
so with almost every matter that comes up for determination by the

committee known as the Dominion Cabinet or Council.

That it is not a trifling, technical, or practically unimportant matter

but one of the most vital moment, if our system of responsible

Government is to be maintained, hardly needs demonstration. For

if Sir John Thompson's view is correct, that the Manitoba question

is to be considered judicially, then, no matter what conclusion the

Government adopt, there is complete freedom from responsibility.

The Ministers cannot be called to account in Parliament, even though

the Order-in-council as a remedial measure should direct the

Legislature of the province to repeal its School Acts of 1890 ; for a

Judge or judicial tribunal is not answerable for his or its bad law.

It is only when a Judge acts corruptly or dishonestly that his conduct

can be called in question. It would be grossly unfair and unjust to

blame the Cabinet for their legal conclusions arrived at regardless of

the personal views which they "notwithstanding that they are his

Excellency's advisers, may hold with regard to denominational

schools." And so the well-settled practice and theory of responsible

Government is overturned. Let there be no evason, no hairsplitting

in this all important matter on which depends in no small degree

the peace and welfare of the Dominion. Manitoba has had scant

courtesy and but little consideration at the hands of the Government

of Canada. Her railway legislation was vetoed so persistently that

her people were driven to the verge of rebellion. These acts, if

unwise and harsh, were at least within the lines of the constitution.

But the attack now launched against her exclusive right to manage

her educational system is fraught with perilous consequences to the

Dominion ; and for the initial steps that the Government at Ottawa

have taken to accompli.-di that end it should be held to strict account,

or Parliament will lamentably fail in its duty; and the pretence that

the Cabinet, acts as a judicial tribunal, and not as political advisers of

the Crown, should meet with the contempt and condemnation it

invites at the hands of the Representatives of the people.



CHAPTER XV.

ISMS IN THE SCHOOLS.

*

By John S. Ewart, Q.C.

••What a melancholy notion is that which has to represenl all

men, in all countries and times, except our own, as having spent
their life in blind condemnable error—mere lost Pagans, Scandi-
navians, Mahometans—only that we might have the true ultimate
knowledge ! All generations of men were lost and wrong, only that
this present little section of a generation might be saved and right !

They all marched forward there, all generations since the beginning
of the world, like the Russian soldiers into the ditch of Schweidnitz
fort, only to fill up the ditch witli their dead bodies, that we might
march over and take the place. It is an incredible hypothesis.
Such incredible hypothesis we have seen maintained with fierce

emphasis, and this or the other poor individual man, with his sect of
individual men, marching as over the dead bodies of all men, towards
sure victory; but when he, too, with his hypothesis and ultimate
infallible credo, sank into the ditch and became a dead body, what
was to be said 1 Withal, it is an important fact in the nature of
man, that he tends to reckon his own insight as final, and goes upon
it as such." So said Thomas Carlyle (The Hero as Priest), and mourn-
fully added :

" He will always do it, I suppose, in one or the other
way."

And yet one would think that by this time Cromwell's adjuration
addressed to the General Assembly of the Kirk of Scotland :

I beseech you, in the bowels of Christ, think it possible you may be
mistaken,

would in some small measure be commencing to take effect, even upon
Scotchmen. Surely the scantiest information as to the intellectual

and moral development of the human race, would teach any one, that
not the blockheads only among our ancestors, but the wise heads as
well, have been hopelessly— I had almost said .stupidly—wrong upon
countless matters that appeal- to us to be as simple as the addition
of a couple of units. But no ; so far Carlyle's prophecy, " He will

always do it," bids fair to realize itself.

'Reprinted from The Canadian Magazine, July, 1893.

[263]
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And the reason is not far to seek. Toleration is based upon
culture (of which there is but scant crop), and especially upon those-

parts of it included under (I) wide reading, that you may know that

the road to your own opinion has been over many a nobler thinker

now stark in the Schweidnilz ditch ; (2) experience, that you may
have seen your own most cherished opinions go to the ditch ahead of

you ("The latter part of a wise man's life is taken up in curing the

follies, prejudices and false opinions he had contracted in the former,"

said Swift) ; and (3, a certain sympathetic and imaginative power,

that you may patiently investigate the foundations and strength of

opposing opinion, and be able to appreciate its arguments, not from

your own point of view, but from that of your opponents. You
must come to the question as an enquirer -not with heady confi-

dence, arrogantly asserting infallibility and completed investigation ;

but, on the contrary, with open mind ready and willing to re-examine

your best beloved beliefs in the light of that which may be urged

against them—a very rare frame of mind. If the question be one

upon which you have no very fixed ideas, the possibilities are that

your mind will receive its first (and last) impression from the first

person you meet, whether nurse or philosopher. But if it be a question

of politics or religion, and you have arrived at the age of—say

puberty—what prospect is there for the clearest truth, as against the

stupidest falsehood which may have theretofore, in some way or

other, got into your head 1

I am not blaming you, although for like offence you are con-

stantly turning up your intellectual nose at other people. I am not

even saying that you, in your individual list of beliefs, have sub-

sci'ibed to a single false one. All that I am intending is to " beseech

you, in the bowels of Christ, think it possible that you may be mis-

taken "—in some small, but specified, one of these, beliefs, if you
cannot admit as to two of them ; it will do you good as a commence-
ment. You can look back over the little history you know, and
grant that had other people doubted in any smallest measure their

inerrancy, oceans of blood, and infinitudes of misery, would have

been spared ; but for yourself you see no lesson there, for were they

not all wrong, and is it not clear that you are right 1 Ah ! there's-

the rub, you are right—be it a " melancholy notion " or not, " all

generations of men were lost and wrong, only that your little section

of a generation might be saved and right." You and your " ultimate

infallible credo are not bound for the ditch. 1 pray you, do try and
remember that all these poor Schweidnitz fellows had likewise, every

one of them, seen a clear route across the Pagan and Mahometan
stupidities, but nevertheless were plainly, as we now see it, every

one of them, ticketed for the ditch. Aye, and did veritably go there,

they and their hypotheses, and are now plainly not right. And when
you come to think of it, why should you be infallible, and all the
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ditch occupants, and perhaps a large; majority of those still outside

of it, indubitably wrong 1

! Tell me that you have studied more
deeply, inure diligently, and with greater ability than they, and I

shall accept your answer. Tell me merely that you "know" that

you an; right, and I shall merely translate your "know" into "my
father told me," and wonder that you did not know enough to do
that for yourself.

Will you let me tell you something 1 Here is a fundamental
and, you think, easily solvable question, viz., that relating to tolera-

tion of contrary opinion, religious or other. Let me shortly review

it for you.

Plato* prescribed thus for unbelievers

:

Let those who have been made what they are only from want of under-
standing, and not from malice or an evil nature, be placed by the judge in the
house of reformation, and ordered to suffer imprisonment during a period of

not less than five years. And in the meantime let them have no intercourse
with the other citizens, except with members of the nocturnal council, and
with them let them converse touching the improvement of their souls' health.

And when the time of their imprisonment has expired, if any of them be of

sound mind, let him be restored to sane company, but if not, and if he be
condemned a second time, let him be punished with death.

Plato was wrong.

Pagan Emperors (knowing that they were right) persecnted and
put to death thousands of Christians, and Christians did the same
for Pagans in proportion to their power. Pagans and Christians

were wrong.

Roman Catholics (knowing that they were right) persecuted and
put to death thousands of Protestants ; and Protestants did the same
thing for Catholics in proportion to their power. Said Canon
Farrar : f

The idea of man's universal rights, of universal freedom and liberty of

conscience, was alien to the views of the whole ancient world. Indeed, it is

of quite modern introduction. It was not known even in Christendom, not
even in the Protestant part of it, till the seventeenth century.

Catholics and Protestants, including Calvin, Knox, etc., etc., were
wrong.

Hobbes % in 1658 said :

Christians, or men of what religion soever, if they tolerate not their king,
whatsoever law he maketh, though it be concerning religion, do violate their

faith, contrary to the divine law, both natural and positive ; nor is there any
judge of heresy among subjects, but their own civil sovereign. For heresy is

nothing else but a private opinion obstinately maintained, contrary to the
opinion which the public person—that is to say, the representant of the
commonwealth—hath commended to be taught. By which it is manifest that.

•Laws, X., 909; Jowett's Translation, IV., 421.

t History of Free Thought, Note 15.

tLeviathan, cap. 42.
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an opinion publicly appointed to be taugbt cannot be heresy ; nor the sovereign

princes that authorize them, heretics. For heretics are none but private men
that stubbornly defend some doctrine prohibited by their lawful sovereign.

Which heretics he counselled, could they not comply with the

king's requirement, to go off courageously " to Christ by martyr-

dom." and leave the land in peace. Hobbes was wrong.

John Locke gained for himself much renown by his noble plea for

toleration, and was, we think, much in advance of the day when he

wrote (1689) ; but he makes this qualification :*

Lastly, those are not to be tolerated who deny the being of a God.
Promises, covenants and oaths which are the bonds of human society can have
no hold upon a t. The taking away of God, though but even in

thoug Besid . those that by their atheism undermine
and destroy all religion, can have no pretence of religion whereupon to chal-

lenge the privilege of a toleration.

Locke was wrong.

Bishop Warburton,+ in 1736, insists in the strongest terms upon

the natural right of every man to worship God according to his con-

science, and upon the criminality of every attempt on the part of the

state to interfere with his religion :

With religious errors, as such, the state has no concern.

And it may never restrain a religion except when it produces grave

"civil mischiefs." In asserting, however, that:

Religion, or the care of the soul, is not within the province of the magis-

trate, and that consequently matters of doctrine and opinion are without his

jurisdiction, this must always be understood, with the exception of the three

fundamental principles of natural religion—the being of God, His providence

over human affairs, and the natural, essential difference of moral good and evil.

These doctrines it is directly his office to cherish, protect and propagate, and
all oppugners of them it is as much his right and duty to restrain, as any the

most flagrant offenders against public peace.

And the reason of this exception, he says, is obvious :

The magistrate concerns himself with the maintenance of these three

fundamental articles, not as they promote our future happiness, but our

present. . . . They are the very foundation and bond of civil policy.

"Without them oaths and covenants and all the ties of moral obligation upon
which society is founded are dissolved.

Warburton was wrong.

Rousseau, in 1 761
,
J drew up a civil profession of faiths and

prescribed that

:

If any one declines to accept them, he ought to be exiled, uot for being

impious, but for bein^' unsociable, incapable of sincere attachment to the laws,

•or of sacrificing his life to his duty. If any one, after publicly recognizing

• First letter on Toleration, p. 31.

t Alliance of Church and State.

{Contrat Social i\ ., viii., 203.
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these dogmas carried himself as if he did not helieve them, then let him be

punished by death, for he has committed the worst of crimes—he has lied

before the laws.

lloiisseau was wrong.

Blackstone, the great English jurist, in his commentaries (1765)

wrote :

Doubtless the preservation of Christianity as a national religion is,

abstracted from its intrinsic truth, of the utmost consequence to the civil

state, which a single instance will sufficiently demonstrate. The belief in a

future state of rewards and punishments, the entertaining just ideas of the

moral attributes of the Supreme Being, and a firm persuasion that He superin-

tends and will finally compensate every action in human life (all which are

clearlj revealed in the doctrines and forcibly inculcated in the precepts of our

Saviour Christ), these are the grand foundations of all judicial oaths which
call God to witness the truth of those facts which perhaps may be only known
to Him and the party attesting. All moral evidence, therefore, all confidence
in human veracity, must be weakened by irreligion and overborne by infidelity.

Wherefore, all affront to Christianity or endeavors to depreciate its efficacy,

are deserving of human punishment.

Blackstone was wrong.

Burke, in 1773, in a speech in the House of Commons, alluding

to the argument that if non-conformity were tolerated, atheism would
gain protection under pretence of it, said :

If this danger is to be apprehended, if you are really fearful that Christ-

ianity will indirectly suffer from this liberty, you have my free consent

:

go directly and by the straight way and not by a circuit
;
point your arms

against these men who do the mischief you fear promoting
;
point your own

arms against men . . . who by attacking even the possibility of all

revelation, arraign all the dispensations of Providence to man. These are the
wicked Dissenters you ought to fear ; these are the people against whom you
ought to aim the shaft of the law ; these are the men to whom, arrayed in all

the terrors of Government, I would say : You shall not degrade us into brutes.
These men—these factious men, as the honorable gentleman properly called

them—are the just object of vengeance, not the conscientious Dissenter.

. . . . Against these I would have the laws rise in all their majesty of

terrors to fulminate such vain and impious wretches, and to awe them into

impotence by the only dread they can fear or believe. The most horrid and
cruel blow that can be offered to civil society is through atheism. Do not
promote diversity : when you have it bear it : have as many sorts of

religions as you find in your country : there is a reasonable worship in them
all. The others—the infidels or outlaws of the Constitution, not of this

country, but of the human race—they are never, never to be supported, never
to be tolerated. Under the S3rstematic attacks of these people, I see some of
the props of good Government already begin to fail—I see the propagated
principles which will not leave to religion even a toleration Those
who hold revelation give double assurance to their country. Even the man
who does not hold revelation, yet who wishes that it were proved to him, who
observes a pious silence with regard to it, such a man, though not a < Ihristian,

is governed by religious principle. Let him be tolerated in this country, Let
it be but a serious religion, natural or revealed—take what you can get

—

cherish, blow up the slightest spark. . . . By this proceeding you form an
alliance, offensive or defensive, against those great ministers of darkness in

the world who are endeavoring to shake all the works of Cod, established in
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order and beauty. Perhaps I am carried too far, but it is in the road which

the honorable gentleman had led rne. The honorable gentleman would have

us tight this confederacy of the powers of darkness with the single arm of the

Church of England. Strong as we are, we are not yet equal to this. The

cause uf the Church of England is included in that of religion, not that of

religion in the Church of England.

Burke teas wrong.

Paley writing in 1785* perceived

No reason why men of different religious persuasions may not sit upon the

same bench, or right in the same ranks, as well as men of various or opposite

opinions upon any controverted topic of natural philosophy, history or ethics.

Every species of intolerance which enjoins suppression and silence, and every

species of persecution which enforces such injunctions, is adverse to the

progress of truth ; forasmuch as it causes that to be fixed by one set of men, at

one time, which is much better, and with much more probability of success,

left to the independent and progressive inquiry of separate individuals.

Truth results from discussion and from controversy ; is investigated by the

labors and researches of private persons. Whatever, therefore, prohibits

these, obstructs that industry and that liberty which it is the common interest

of mankind to promote. In religion, as in other subjects, truth, if left to

itself, will almost always obtain the ascendency.

But after so much good sense he adds :

Under the idea of religious toleration, I include the toleration of all books of

serious augmentation ; but I deem it no infringement of religious liberty to

restrain the circulation of ridicule, invective and mockery upon religious

subjects ; because this species of writing applies only to the passions, weakens

the judgment, and contaminates the imagination of its readers ; has no

tendency whatever to assist either the investigation or the impression of truth;

on the contrary, whilst it stays not to distinguish between the authority of

different religions, it destroys alike the influence of all.

Paley ivas wrong. He underrated, or rather misrated altogether,

the function of ridicule in argument.

This is somewhat of a formidable list of names to collect together

for the mere purpose of condemning their opinions without a

word of argument. Plato, typical of every body down to the seven-

teenth century (Pagans, Protestants and Catholics), Hobbes, Locke,

Warburton, Rousseau (Voltaire may be added), Blackstone, Burke,

Paley—all more or less wrong, and you and I right? Yes, you

say, most certainly we are—and from Chelsea we may still hear

reverberating, " He will always do it, I suppose."

And we, the infallibles, have our opinions, too, upon the ques

tion of free trade versus protection, no doubt ; although perhaps we

are old enough to have changed them, at the same time that our

leaders did. Prior to 1876 (say) we were all free traders, or at

least revenue-tariff men ; about that time, perhaps, we became eager

protectionists, and so voted in 1S78 ; and we could then have

demonstrated to any one not absolutely imbecile that there was no

* Principles of Moral and Political Philosophy, Bk. VI., Cap. X.
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doubt in the world th;it we were ricrht—could we not distinguish

lift ween successful free trade in England, and triumphant protection

in the United States? But now, oh ! now, we, and thousands such
as we, having lost our prophet, clamorously acclaim a new found
apostle who promises to lead us out of the Egyptian night in which
we have been groping, and show us our land flowing with milk and
honey. Stop a moment here. Have you ever contemptuously and
in real earnest called yourself a fool, for having believed otherwise
than you now do, on this or any other subject 1 If so, perhaps, you
had ground for your charge (although not for your lack of politeness)

;

and possibly you may not have yet much improved in wisdom !

(This is a consideration which should give you a little pause before

throwing stones at others.) On the other hand, if you have never so
characterized yourself, should you not treat with the same leniency
and respect those who continue to hold the opinions which you have
abandoned. There is a possibility that they have been always right.

There is no such possibility for you ! Your insight into your own
mistakes, as well as into those of others, you reckon as final, and you
go upon it as such !

—" He will always do it, I suppose, in one or the

other way."

It is worth while paying attention to the way in which you came
by some of your opinions Looking about you, you seem to observe
that as a rule the son inherits the opinions of his father, in much the
same fashion as he does his real estate. In fact, family opinions seem
frequently to be appurtenant to the family possession; as the lawyer
would say, they run with the land. Lord A's estate produces oak
trees, and liberal politics ; while Lord B's produces beech trees, and
tory politics. Neither of the noble Lords had anything more to do
with the formation of their opinions, than with the growth of their

trees—both came to them ready made. And now when they assert

that trees and opinions are clearly their own, I agree ; and in each case

for exactly the same reason—because they quite lawfully inherited

both. This is all very trite, no doubt, but what, perhaps, is not so

very trite, is that it applies to yourself, and that you do not think
that it does. (I am taking one chance out of a thousand.) You see

that it applies to everybody else : but everybody else sees that it applies

to you. If you do hold the opinions of your father, may it not be
because his trees were oaks'?, and that your boasted insight is limited

to the ascertainment of what kind of ideas you were born with I

Your opinion then (be it live oak, or dead basswood, merely) is

that Plato, and the rest, were indubitably wrong. Not stupid, vou
say, but under the influence of superstition, or other properly discarded
rag-tag : dominated to some extent by their uncultivated environment,
grovelling in the darkness out of which we have arisen to such
effulgent light. Yes, my friend, without having read a word of
these men, you condem them ; but what are you going to say about
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all those of your contemporaries who disagree with yon—effulgent

light notwithstanding; people who believe that all society is hooked

and buttoned together by religion, and that the button-loppers must

be stopped that society may not return to original nudity and
barbarism. I do not wish to argue these points with you, I merely want

to ask you, what do you say about all these contemporaries 1 That you

are right, and they are wrong, and that you can prove it? That may
be so, but they tell me precisely the same thing, namely, that they

are right and you are wrong, and that it is the easiest thing in the

world to demonstrate it.

Now, no one objects to your holding your opinions, as well as

vour trees ; to the advocacy of your opinions, and to the supplanting

of all other trees with oaks, if you can convince the owners of them

that the thing ought to be done. The point I want to come at is this,

that vour opinions are not entitled to one whit greater deference or

respect (even should they be concurred in by vast majorities) than are

the opinions of others. Frankly, and unreservedly, will you go with

me that far ] You believe that all opinions not harmful to society

should be tolerated. A great many other people say, " yes, that is

true but atheistical opinions are harmful and should therefore not be

tolerated." You reply that " atheistical opinions are not harmful."

This is not a question of principle, but a question of fact—Are
atheistical opinions harmful to society 1—and it is a fact that we can-

not aoree about ; several centuries of endeavoring to do so having

pi-oved that matter to us. What then is to be done ? Perhaps we
can <*et some help by a technical statement of the argument :

—

Opinions harmful to society ought to be suppressed : some people (A)

believe atheistical opinions to be harmful; while the others (B)

believe that they are not ; therefore the some people (A) ought to

have their way, and such opinions ought to be suppressed. You see

clearly that this conclusion is wrong ; but how does it help you to

yours; If the conclusion is not right that the some people (A)

must have their way, and the opinions be suppressed ; neither is

the other conclusion right, that the others (B) must have their way

and the opinions be tolerated. If we cannot decide whether the

opinions are harmful or innocent, (A) has as much right to have his

wav as (B), has he not] Let me suggest a solution, for there is no

impasse here. (A) wants the opinions of (B) suppressed ; he has no

right to interfere with other people's opinions, unless they are harm-

ful to society ; on him therefore lies the onus of proof that the opinions

that he seeks to suppress, are harmful. If he cannot prove this (and

in the supposed case he cannot) nothing is done; and the decision is

not that (B) is right, but that (A) has not made a case for interference

with him. The normal condition is liberty. Let him who desires

to circumscribe it prove his right. If he cannot, then he has no title

to interfere.
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But why elaborate all this I No one now-a-days thinks of
interfering with opinions. Think you so, my friend i So far I have
been endeavouring to get you to agree with me upon general principles,

(before proceeding to apply them), and 1 fancy that I have found little

difficulty; but now we are going to separate. You see very little or
no intolerance in the world. On the contrary, I see as much as ever
there was, and more, for the population is rapidly increasing. I do
not mean that we are burning or jailing one another just now— that

was the form merely which intolerance in rougher times assumed.
But I do say that the incapacity to appreciate, and sympathetically
understand, an opinion contrary to our own, is as rare to-day as ever
in the world before. I know that education is more widespread, bat
in my opinion intolerence commences with knowledge (as disease with
life), and succumbs to nothing but much culture, which is far from
being widespread ; and the cocks are as sure now as they ever were.
The " important fact in the nature of man, that he tends to reckon
his own insight as final, and goes upon it as such," has, by many
centuries of culture, to be eiadicted out of human nature, before its.

offspring, intolerance and persecution, will leave the world in peace.
No doubt asperities have been rubbed down, and the more dreaded
penalties for non-conformity to majority-opinion probably for ever
ended; but the old intolerant spirit is still alive, manifesting itself,

and dominating as far it as can, in strict conformity with the softened
manners of the times. Principal Cave (I think it was) said that:

It should be made an unpleasant thing for a man to call himself an infidel.

And he is but frankly stating the tactics of modern inquisitors.
With social penalties, if not with hanging; with sarcasm and contempt,
if not with thumb-screw and boots, the bigot still insists upon
conformity to Ms plans and specifications ; and, to the best of his
ability, limits and controls the liberty and opinions of others. Cock-
sure and its brood " with fierce emphasis " are still vigorously
dragooning the world.

My purpose in this article, however, is not to call attention to
this pigmy war, which must be left to burn itself out (after various
centuries more have passed), but to enter a caveat against its

incursions into a new realm, against the irruption of intolerance in
our public schools. Men seeing that it is becoming more and more
difficult to force their opinions upon adults, are now turning their
attention to the children, where their conquest will be easv if their
access be permitted. I want to see impregnable walls opposed to the
incursion of all proselytizers into the schools.

And, as a basis for my argument, I have been endeavoring to
win assent to these few propositions: (1) That human thought is,

even at the best of it, upon social and religious questions, far from
being infallible; (2) that other people of equal intelligence, who
honestly differ with us, are as likely to be right as we are

; (3) that
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religious and irreligious opinion is in the category of the debatable

(many on both sides say it is not, which to my mind proves that it

is); (-i) that the true policy with inference to all such questions is

that of perfect liberty, for the onus of proving the harmfulnes of

opposing opinion cannot be discharged. Now let me apply these

principles to the schools.

Perhaps you, reader, have been urging that certain things (apart

from mere secular education) should or should not, be taught in the

schools, because, as you say, these things are right or are wrong,

although other people do not agree in your opinion of them. Perhaps

you are an Imperial Federationist, and want to instil Imperial ideas

in the minds of the young. Mr. Parkin has written a book for use

in the schools, emphasizing his hobby. You agree with him and want
his book introduced into all the schools. In other words, you want
to insist that the children of people who do not agree with you are

to imbibe your opinions, and not those of their parents. You would
send these children home to tell their parents that they are acting

dishonorably in advocating a rupture of the British connections, and
that (as Principal Grant has it) the suggestion of union with the

United States " should crimson the faces of people who do not

pretend to be fishy-blooded "—that is, the faces of their parents. I

know that you are, no doubt, right, so do not tell me that ; but again

I would remind you that men whose opinions are entitled to as much
weight as yom*s do not think so, and I beseech you " to think it

possible you may be mistaken." I ask for liberty.

Or, perhaps, you believe in militarism, and the inculcation of a

warlike spirit, and you insist upon flags and drills and painted

muskets, so that the fighting propensities (you call them the capaci-

ties for defence) may be developed. Other good people abhor the

notion of war, and dread the effect upon their boys of these appeals

to their combativeness. You would have the boys tell their peace-

loving fathers that they are old women, and that a fighter is the

highest type of the English gentleman. You are right, of course, and
they wrong ; but again I plead for liberty.

Or, perhaps, you believe that education is a vicious thing,

unnaccompanied by religion, and that the State is turning out "clever

scoundrels " instead of worthy citizens. You insist upon religious

instruction in all the schools. You quote all our old authorities,

a great many of our new ones, and piles of most convincing statistics,

to prove that society is held together by morality, and that there

can be no morality without religion ; and, so far from being shocked

with the idea of setting child against parent, you would pray that "it

might be the means under Providence, of," etc., etc. Beyond per-

ad venture, your "little section of a generation" has arrived at the
" ultimate infallible credo," but, once more, let me remind yon that

many people, your equals in intelligence, believe that the religion
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you want taught is mere superstition and nonsense, which should be
educated out of the parents, and not into the children. Once more, I

say, let there be liberty.

Perchance Sabbatarianism is your particular hobby, and you
believe that a nation which ''desecrates the Sabbath " will be cursed
of God. You probably, therefore, want the commandments, and
particularly the fourth, learned by heart by every Canadian child. It

is not enough for you to teach your own children so, but you insist

upon the children of people, who think your Sabbatarianism Puritan
fudge, to be taught that their parents misbehave themselves shock-
ingly on Sunday. I repeat, let us have liberty.

Or is the abolition of alcoholism your particular ambition ] Then

you desire that the deplorable effects of fermented liquors should be
impressed upon the rising generation—the body

(
God's temple)

should be kept pure from the degrading thing ; nine-tenths of the
vice, sin, and shame are its offspring, etc., etc. All, beyond doubt
.as well founded as are the arguments to support all the other isms of
which you make so little ; but, for the last time, I tell you that

thousands of excellent people believe you to be a mere crazy bigot,

and would much rather have your children taught to think so, than
that theirs should be trained to think like you. There must be
liberty.

And so I would have no isms in the schools at all 1 you ask

—

no Imperial Federation, no Militarism, no Pietism, no Sabbatarian-
ism, no Anti-Alcoholism ? Quite the contrary, my friend : I would
have all these, and every other ism, of such like, you can think of, in

the schools; but upon this one condition, that the parents of all the
children should be willing to have them there. In the name of
liberty, I would say to the parents, certainly you have a right to

teach, or have taught to your children anything you like, so long as

you can agree about it. 1 would not ask that a whole province
should be unanimous before Sabbatarianism could be taught in a
single county ; nor that a whole county should be made unanimous
before militarism should be taught in one of its school districts ; nor
even that a whole school district should be unanimous before Imper-
ialism should be taught in one of its schools. What does the principle

of liberty require 1 This and nothing more, that parents should not
be required to subscribe to the school rates, and at the same time have
their children taught some ism that they abhor; and, on the other
hand, that where the parents of all the children in any school desire

that an ism should be taught, taught it ought to be. And I shall

add, that when I speak of unanimity I mean practical unanimity, and
not such as would make it necessary to include all mere eccentric or

isolated opinion, of every ordinary or extraordinary sort. We can
never expect to have theoretical perfection in the application of
-even undoubted doctrines to all j>ossible conditions and contingencies.

18
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Let me gather up some conclusions. Education can be conceived

as something entirely apart from all isms. Nevertheless in the

community are many people who desire to have particular isms

taught in the schools. Liberty requires that children should not be

taught isms to which their parents are opposed. But at the same

time liberty does not require that children should be allowed to grow

up entirely illiterate. Liberty further requires that where the

parents of the children of any one school desire that a particular ism

should be taught, taught it ought to be. And it further requires

that in arranging the schools, reasonable facilities ought, if possible,

to be given for the combination of such children in separate schools.

It would be the antipode of liberty that such combination should be

prevented in cases in which it did not materially interfere with the

efficiency of other schools.

Let me put a concrete case. In the Province of Ontario there is

a large number of Roman Catholics who believe that their children

would be very improperly educated were they sent to secular schools

or even to schools which Protestants would approve of. In that

case, what does the principle of liberty require? Merely this, that

opportunities should be given for the combination of Roman
Catholics in certain of the schools, if that can be done without dis-

turbing unduly the efficiency of the other schools. They desii-e that

an ism should be taught to their children. By all means let it be so,

if it costs nothing, or very little, to other people. Liberty to them,

and all others, should be accorded even at some expense to the com-

munity, for one of the objects of our institutions is to afford as much
individual liberty as possible. The opportunities they desire may,

without loss to the community, be given to them in two sets of cases :

(1) where the population is dense, and yet mixed, (in these cases

there will be room for two sets of schools); (2) in districts where the

population is sparse, but entirely Roman Catholic. Against the

propriety of granting facilities for separate schools in these cases,

there can be nothing said without intolerance, and the breach of our

most cherished principles of liberty.

One word of application to the Manitoba schools. The Rev. Dr.

Bryce, one of the bitterest opponents of the separate schools, has

recently stated as follows :

Out of 719 school districts in Manitoba, when the Act of 1890 was
passed, 91 were Catholic. Of these all but a very small percentage are in locali-

ties almost entirely French.

I may add that of the " very small percentage " there were only

four school districts in which the population, although mixed, was not

large enough to support a school of each kind. Our principle of

liberty, applied to Manitoba therefore, requires that in all but four out

of the 91 schools the Catholics ought to be allowed to have their way r

and to teach their religion to their children if they wish, provided
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only that the just requirements of the State with reference to secular

learning are observed. Acting upon the very contrary doctrine,

namely, that of intolerance, consciously or unconsciously having in

view the hindrance of the teaching of the Catholic religion as some-

thing depraved, Manitoba has said to a large section of her people,

unless you undertake to stop teaching your own religion, to your own
children, in schools to which no one goes except those of your own faith,

we will not permit you to organize yourselves together for the instruc-

tion of those in whose education the whole community has a decided

interest. We would rather see them illiterate, than Catholic ; but
we hope to avoid illiteracy by driving them into adoption of secular

schools, under stress of financial difficulties with which we shall sur-

round them.

And so we have, even in the last decade of the 19th century, the

spirst of intolerance as rampant and vigorous as ever ; although with

this difference principally, that whereas in the past the churches have
had their innings, and the unbelievers have had to do much active

fielding, the parsons are now out, and are finding it tolerably difficult

to keep within limits the scoring (they are receiving) ; for all of

which, in my humble judgment, the churches have themselves to

thank. Love your enemies was always their doctrine, but never their

practice. And now their day has come, and while the Tudors would
not have allowed any one to teach unless under license from the

Bishop, modern regulations require the Bishop himself to have his

certificate, and charge him straightly not to say a word concerning

that which he believes to be the essence of all education. I do not
mean to imply that unbelievers have now a monopoly of intolerance.

What I would rather say is that, in my opinion, the most intolerant

people of the day are the sceptics (I speak, of course, of the class)
;

that it is they (not merely those so avowed, but that very much larger

class that is practically unbelieving, although still pronouncing the

shibboleths) that are the most determined in their hostility to the

Catholic religion being taught in the Catholic schools. L^rge num-
bers of believing Protestants, no doubt, agree with them, and the

rancour of many individuals among these cannot be exceeded ; but
very many of this class would be glad to accord liberty to the Catho-
lics could they but get a little of it themselves. That they cannot do-

so is due, I believe, to those who deem religion not to be of the high-

est importance—that is, that scepticism avowed and unavowed (per-

haps repudiated, but nevertheless dominating), is now at the wicket.

I know that sceptics believe themselves to be the most tolerant of

people, but J am convinced that my estimate of them is correct.

(Rousseau required all his citizens to be tolerant, having first directed

to be exiled, or executed, all who would not subscribe and live up to
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his profession of faith). Burke, a hundred years ago, spoke of athe-

ists as holding

those principles which will not leave to religion even a toleration.

And Priestly* a few years earlier wrote :

The most unrelenting persecution is to be apprehended not from bigots,

but from infidels. A bigot who is so from a principle of conscience may pos-

sibly be moved by a regard to the conscience of others ; but a man who thinks

that conscience ought always to be sacriliced to political views has no principle

on which an argument in favor of toleration can lay hold.

To the writers of those days I shall add one of the most brilliant of

the present—John Morley,f himself by many thought to be a mere
secularist, because free from the current dogmatic religion :

That brings us to the root of the matter, the serious side of a revolution

that in its social consequence is so unspeakably ignoble. This root of the mat-
tea is the slow transformation now at work of the whole spiritual basis of

thought. Every age is in some sort an age of transition, but our own is char-

acteristically and cardinally an epoch of transition in the very foundations of

belief and conduct. The old hopes have grown pale ; the old fears dim
;

strong sanctions have become weak, and once vivid faiths very numb. Reli-

gion, whatever destinies may be in store for it, is, at least for the present,

hardly any longer an organic power. It is not that supreme, penetrating, con-

trolling, decisive part of a man's life, which it has been and will be again.

The native hue of spiritual resolution is sicklied o'er with the pale cast of dis-

tracted, wavering, confused thought. The souls of men have become void.

Into the void have entered in triumph the seven devils of secidarity.

And so secularism must have its day, and show what of weal or

woe there is in it. It may be the " ultimate infallible credo-" but it,

too, most probably will sink into the ditch and become a dead body,

and another warning for all later cock-sure philosophers. Upon this

it is not necessary that an opinion should be offered by one whose
humble belief is that

Our little systems have their day
;

They have their day, and cease to be,

and that for the most part we are but children crying in the night,

" and with no language but a cry." Let us, I say, while our particu-

lar little system is disappearing, have peace ; let us have sympathy
and tolerance, the one for the other ; and whether these or not, at the

least let us have liberty.

* Essay on the First Principles of Government, 290.

t On Compromise, 136.



CHAPTER XVI.

THE MANITOBA SCHOOL QUESTION.*

By George Bryce, LL.D., Winnipeg.

Mr. John S. Ewart, of Winnipeg, wrote in the July number of

the Canadian Magazine a readable anJ erudite article entitled "Isms
in the Schools," in which, though the field of treatment was much
wider, yet our schools were plainly the objective point.

Mr. Ewart discusses at some length the subject of toleration and

writes many melancholy extracts embodying the intolerance of our

forefathers. These citations from the writings of the great, and may
we not say the good, of the past, would make us pity the race, did not

Mr. Ewart embrace himself and all of us with the rest, and describe

us with a touch of raillery as " we, the infallibles."

We may well admire his adroit and good-humored use of the bon

mot of Oliver Cromwell to the Scottish General Assembly :

I beseech you in the bowels of Christ, think it possible you may be mis-

taken.

No doubt Mr. Ewart regards the writer, whom he calls "one of

the bitterest enemies of the separate schools," as the direct lineal

ecclesiastical descendant of the Scottish Assembly. It must be con-

fessed that those descended from the race to which Mr. Ewart and

the writer belong have a great deal to fight against. The " perfer-

vidum inereniurn " of which we have heard so much as a Scottish

characteristic, overcomes the best of us. We must all plead guilty

to a charge made by a brilliant litterateur against the Scottish

people, that " their obstinacy is truly sublime." Indeed we can all

heartily join in the prayer of that fellow countryman who pleaded for

heavenly direction, saying :

" Lord, thou knowestgif I dinna gae richt, I'll gang far wrang."

So Mr. Ewart's five columns of extracts ranging from Plato to

Paley, each one dismissed with just a spice of dogmatism,—"War-
burton was wrong," " Burke was wrong," and the like—lead us to

conclude that Mr. Ewart's own doctrine of toleration needs some

examination.

* Reprinted from the Canadian Magazine, September, 1S93.
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Carlyle, a favorite of Mr. Ewart, suggested in one of his lectures

that toleration may be abused. He says

:

Well, surely it is good that each of us be as tolerant as possible. Yet, at

oottom, after all the talk there is and has been about it, what is tolerance ?

Tolerance has to tolerate the unessential, and to see well what that is.

Tolerance has to be noble, measured, just in its very wrath when it can

tolerate no longer. But, on the whole, we are not altogether here to tolerate ?

We are here to resist, to control, and vanquish withal. We do not tolerate

Falsehoods, Thieveries, Iniquities, when they fasten on us ; we say to them,

Thou art false ; thou art not tolerable ! We are to extinguish falsehoods and
to put an end to them, in some wise way.

Nor has Carlyle, in the trio—Falsehoods, Thieveries, Iniquities

—

exhausted the intolerable things. We do no tolerate injustice, dis-

loyalty, anarchic tendencies, or official stupidity, against which it has

been said "even the gods fight in vain." We say to them " Get thee

behind me ; thou art false ; thou art not tolerable." What a genuine

ring there is about the words of the sage of Chelsea ! There is a false

—hate it, exclude it, destroy it. There is a right —a true—search

for it, and treasure it up when you find it. It is hard to find, as all

truth is ; but it exists ; it is worth the toil, and sweat, and tears, and

blood, of the search.

Contrast with this Mr. Ewart's doctrine. My right is your wrong;

my wrong is your right. One for me is as good as the other for you.

There is no fixed right. There is no hope of reaching a common
standard.

Surely this is what Mx\ Ewart means, for he says (page 362) :

If we cannot decide (and Mr. Ewart says we cannot decide) whether the

opinions are harmful or innocent, A has as much right to have his way as B,

has he not?

Or again (page 361)

:

Your opinions are not entitled to one whit greater deference or respect

than are the opinions of others.

Plainly Mr. Ewart believes there is no common standard of

opinion ; that there can be no consensus of right ; that there can be

no invariable moral principle in man which can serve as a basis of

agreement, and hence of truth.

That being the case, then each must be allowed to believe, and act,

as he likes. One man's opinion may be harmful to society, but the

man says it isn't so. His opinion is as good as mine. He must

have liberty. Society is thus debarred from interference with him.

Absolute, unrestrained liberty to do as he may choose must be given

him. To the mind of the writer, these are the elementary principles

of anarchy.

In making this statement, the writer is not condemning Mr.

Ewart, who is a prominent and useful member of our Winnipeg com-
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imurity, but simply stating the inevitable drift of the opinions ad-

vanced by Mr. Ewart, for he says :

Religious and irreligious opinion is in the category of the debatable ; the
true policy with reference to all such questions is perfect liberty.

Or again :

In the name of liberty, I would say'to jthe parents, certainly, you have a
right to teach, or have taught, to your children, anything you like, so long as

you can agree about it.

Now it is the contention of the writer, in opposition to these

views :

1. That the state has a right to form and enforce an opinion of its

own at variance with the opinions of many of its subjects, or, in other

words, where it sees cause to disregard the " perfect liberty " claimed
by Mr. Ewart. A few instances may suffice. The state may rightly

insist on the education of all the children in it, whether the parents

approve or disapprove. Ignorance is a public danger : the prejudice

of a parent in favor of illiteracy may not be permitted. Mr. Ewart
is compelled to admit this, when lie says :

But at the same time liberty does not require that children should be al-

lowed to grow up entirely illiterate
;

Though he had just stated that :

Liberty requires that children should not be taught isms to which their
parents are opposed,

knowing perfectly well that one of the commonest isms or pre-

judices, many people have is resistance to the education of their child-

ren. The state may compel vaccination, although, as every one
knows, a good many of the inhabitants of the Province of Quebec are

are as much opposed, in the very presence of smallpox, to the vac-

cination of their families, as they are to their education. The state in

time of epidemic may lightly dismiss the schools, and prevent people

from meeting for public worship, if the public health would thereby

be endangered. Every one knows the great powers of expropriation
vested in the state by which the rights of the individual may be
trespassed upon, although in every rightly constituted state the

individual is entitled to compensation. It is surely useless to show
further how Mr. E wart's doctrine of ''perfect liberty," unwarily
advanced by him, would render the existence of the state impossible.

?. The writer further contends that tlie state, being founded on
justice, may not give special privileges to any class of its subjects.

Lieber says

:

Everything in the state must be founded on justice, and justice rests on
generality and equality. The state, therefore, has no right to promote the
private interests of one, and not of the other.

This is a generally admitted principle. What does Mr. Ewart
propose ? He proposes that the people of Manitoba should have their
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public schools, and that one denomination should be singled out and

be allowed to teach their " ism " in certain schools to be controlled by

them. He was most strenuous, when pleading the Roman Catholic

position before the courts, in insisting that Episcopalians and Pres-

byterians had no rights in the same way. Though they had schools

in the Red River settlement, yet Mr. Ewart contended that their

sectarian wishes might be disregarded, and that they had no rights

except as bulked together with half a dozen other sects as '"Px-otest-

ants.' Is that justice?

Further, the state has now said there shall be public schools for

all classes of the people in Manitoba. Its exact words are :

The public schools shall be entirely non-sectarian.

No one maintains that the ordinary subjects of education are not

within the scope of the action of the state. They are subjects taught

by the Roman Catholics everywhere, as well as by others. Nobody
proposes that the Roman Catholics shall "have their children taught

some ism that they abhor." Since the Roman Catholic people are,

" all, but a veiy small percentage, in localities almost entirely

French," they have local control of their schools. Is there the

slightest ground for Mr. Ewart's unwarrantable statement that,

acting from intolerance,

Manitoba has, consciously or unconsciously, in view the hindrance of the
teaching of the Catholic religion as something depraved ?

Manitoba has simply declared, as the Privy Council has decided she

had a right to do, that the public schools shall be non-sectarian ; and
the Manitoba educational authorities are doing their best justly

and temparately to carry out the law.

But the mild, gentle-faced tolerance that Mr. Ewart so adroitly

pleads for, is not the reality for which he is arguing. He knows
perfectly well that the school which he l-egards as the creation of so

many parents wishing their " ism " taught " so long as they can

agree about it," is not the reality. Mr. Ewart's theoretical school

involves an element just as objectionable to the Roman Catholic

Church as the public schools contain. The Roman Catholic objec-

tion to the public schools is that they are not under the control of

the Church. It is the question of authority that is at issue. See

how ruthlessly the bishops in Quebec crushed out the aspirations of

Mr. Masson and his associates ! Read the assertion of the position of

the Church in the pastoral of the Roman Catholic bishops of the

United States, and see its arrogant claim of control. To have recog-

nition by the state of the teachers which its religious orders provide,

and to decide what text-books shall be used in the schools are most
strenuously insisted on. Under the late separate school law in

Manitoba no text-book could be used in the Roman Catholic schools

without the approval of the " competent religious authority."
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Mr. E wart's decentralizing, and ultra-democratic, suggestions for
overcoming the difficulty will be met with the same disfavor as the
Public Schools Act of 1890. To have a portion of the schools of
Manitoba, say one-eighth, with the relative proportion probably
decreasing, organized separately under the control of the authorities
of a special church

; to have that church dictating the character of
the teaching, certificating teachers, and fixing its imprimatur on
the school and its work, is contradictory to the fundamental idea
involved in a state, is an " imperium in imperio," which a free people
may justly unite in addressing with Carlyle's words :

" Thou art not
tolerable."

3. The writer contends that religion is outside of state inter-
ference, unless religion invade the states domain.

Render to Caesar the things that are Caesar's, and to God the things that
are God's,"

is more than ever coming to be recognized by large numbers of
Christians, and by those outside of Christianity as well, as the true
principle. The declaration of Jesus Christ,

My kingdom is not of this world,

is best interpreted by the statement that the sphere of the Church,
of which Christ is the king and head, is outside that of the state!
The school of thought in which Mr. Ewart, and the writer, were
brought up in Toronto taught this so certainly, and the concensus
of opinion of the vast majority of people in Canada and the United
States is so strongly in favor of it, that possibly it is hardly worth
while to argue it further.

The limitation, however, is somewhat necessary, that the state
may interfere in the religious sphere. The case of Mormonism is

one to the point. There a so-called religious doctrine is regarded by
the state as destructive of social order and is so repressed. Certain
churches regard marriage as a religious contract; the state, for
cause, dissolves the marriage thus formed, by granting a divorce.
Religious bodies, which in their worship destroy the peace of the
Sabbath and interfere with public convenience, are rightly checked
by the state.

But on the whole, the trend of modern thought is to allow as
great liberty as possible to religious opinion. This is willingly
allowed where Mr. Ewart's "perfect liberty" cannot be permitted.
Probably most would say that should Roman Catholics, or others,
desire to educate their children in private schools, at their own
expense, so long as illiteracy does not result, it would be well to
allow it. But where this is permitted, for Roman Catholics then to
put in the plea of exemption from the public school taxes is plainly
unjust

;
for it would violate the condition of equality on which the

state is founded, were this allowed. Many Protestants prefer to>
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educate their children at private schools and denominational seminaries.

They never dream of asking exemption from the public school taxes.

No one rushes to their aid to denounce the state as persecuting them.

And here, too, comes in the opportunity for granting a large amount

of liberty to those who desire special " isms " taught their children,

and who are willing to pay for it. If some parents wish then-

children brought up imbued with the principles of " Imperial Federa-

tion and Militarism," private enterprise provides such schools, and

we might name them, to which they may be sent. The state may
deem it wise to shut its eyes to this so long as illiteracy is avoided.

Should others desire their children to be immersed in the doctrines of

*' Pietism, Sabbatarianism and Anti- Alcoholism," for them, too,

private, or church, enterprise will supply schools, such as we might

name, and the state may shut its eyes again so long as general

education is not neglected. So with schools to educate the young

in Conservatism or Dogmatism, in Anglicanism or Agnosticism. One

may express doubt as to the wisdom of such a course on the part of

parents ; but they may enjoy the luxury, by paying for it.

When, however, such an one approaches the state to demand ex-

emption from paying his public school taxes, the Privy Council, the

people of Manitoba, and, we venture to think, common sense unite

in saying :
" The public schools are for all : they may be useJ by all;

thou art asking an advantage over thy fellow subjects : thy claim is

not tolerable."

Nor does our advocacy of the principle of the separation of church

and state justify Mr. Ewart's dithyrambics at the close of his article,

where he says : "And so secularism must have its day, and show

what of weal or woe there is in it. It may be the ' ultimate infallible

credo '

; but it, too, most probably will sink into the ditch and be-

come a dead body, and a warning for all later cock-sure philosophers."

The public schools of Manitoba are supported by the vast majority

of the religious people of Manitoba. And in Manitoba the religious

education of the children is not neglected. The Church, the Sunday-

School, and the family circle, are all agencies for cultivating the reli-

gious life of the young. The public schools of Manitoba are essen-

tially the same as the public schools of Ontario. In Ontario the

second and third generations of the population have grown up under

this system.

The writer has seen many countries of the world, but can say with

firmest belief that nowhere will be found a more intelligent, sober,

and religious people than the people of Ontario. There are probably

fewer secularists or infidels in Ontario than in any population of its

numbers in the world. As the writer has said elsewhere, if there be

a defect either in Ontario or Manitoba, it is because the Church has

not done its work thoroughly ; it is not the fault of the public school.

In conclusion, the writer is of opinion that the people of Manitoba
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liiive followed a wiser, and more patriotic, course than that suggested

by Mr. Ewart, with his lax and unphilosophic plan of so-called tolera-

tion. The problem facing Manitoba was unique. The province was
made up of people of many nations. Its speech is polyglot, with the

majority English-speaking; it lias eight or ten thousand Icelanders ;

it has fifteen thousand German-speaking Mennonites ; it has some ten

or twelve thousand French-speaking half-breeds and Quebecers ; it

has considerable numbers of Polish Jews; it has many Hungarians
and Finlanders ; it has Gaelic-speaking Crofter settlements. The
Icelanders petitioned the educational board, of which the writer is a

member, for liberty to have the Lutherans prepare their candidates

for confirmation in the schools : the Mennonites with singular tena-

city have demanded separate religious schools : the French had their

Catholic schools, and their spirit may be seen when their late super-

intendent, Senator Bernier, refused to consent to a Protestant being

a member of a French-Canadian society : many of the other foreigners

are absolutely careless about education.

What could patriotic Manitobans do *? They were faced with the

prospect of whole masses of the population growing up illiterate. The
Mennonites, who came from Russia, are more ignorant to-day as a
people than when they came from Russia eighteen yeai-s ago. Yes,
British Manitoba has been a better foster-mother of ignorance than
half-civilized Russia had been.

The only hope for the province was to fall back on the essential

rights of the province, and provide one public school for every local-

ity, and have a vigorous effort made to rear up a homogeneous Cana-
dian people.

It has required nerve on the part of the people to do this, but the

first steps have been taken, and in the mind of most there is the con-

viction that the battle has been won.

And yet the people of Manitoba are not intolerant. They are, as

Mi-. Ewart knows, a generous people. Last year the general election

in Manitoba turned on this question. There was no abuse of Cath-

olics, or Mennonites, or foreigners. There has not been the slightest

animosity manifested. Violence was unknown in the campaign, or at

the polls. There was simply the conviction that public schools are a

great necessity for the province ; that they are the only fair system
yet devised for meeting prevailing ignorance ; and that in order to

make us a united people, a patriotic love of our province demands
this expedient.

Cur French-Canadian and Mennonite fellow-countrymen are com-
ing to see this. Among both of these classes the public schools are

spreading. The Department of Education and advisory hoard are

both in a thoroughly conciliatory mood, and earnestly desire every
locality to avail itself of government co-operation and the government
gi'ant. So mote it be !



CHAPTER XVII.

STATE EDUCATION AND "ISMS."*

By W. D. Le Sueur.

Professor Bryce has done well in replying from his own point of

view to the " readable and erudite article," as he styles it, of Mr.

Evvart, entitled " ' Isms ' in the Schools," which appeared in the July

number of this magazine. Seldom, in my opinion, has a more erron-

eous position been taken up (on the subject of public education) than

that invented for himself by Mr. Ewart, and were it not that the

question at issue is one which calls a great deal of passion into play,

the common sense of the community might safely be left to do justice

to that gentleman's paradoxes. As it is, it hardly seems to me super-

fluous, even after what Pi-ofessor Bryce has written, to attempt a

further brief exposure of the fallacies which Mr. Ewart has offered as

his contribution to the Manitoba School Question.

The tirst part of the article is that which has won commendation

for it as erudite, and consists of a passably long array of instances in

which various authorities, of more or less weight in the intellectual

world, had held and expressed erroneous views on a certain subject

—

to wit, toleration. After citing their several opinions, the writer

asserts that Plato was wrong, that Pagan emperors and Christian

ecclesiastics were wrong, that Hobbes and Locke and Warburton

were wrong, that Rousseau and Blackstone and Burke were

wrong, that Paley was wrong ; and then, turning round on the

reader, asks him whether, like a kind good man, he will not

admit that he also may be wrong. It seems to me that most of

us would have been prepared to make the admission without the

pressure of such a preamble ; nor do I see how the preamble

facilitates the admission in any degree, unless the catalogue of

errors is intended to suggest that nothing but error is possible for

mankind ; in which case the admission demanded should have been

not that we may be wrong, but that we must be wrong. It would

have been just as easy, we may assume, for Mr. Evvart to have given

us a list of right opinions held by Plato, Hobbes and the rest, and

then, following a parallel course, he might have looked pleadingly

into our eyes, and asked us to admit that perhaps we too may be in

the right. Why, indeed, we should be asked to affiliate our opinions.

Reprinted from The Canadian Magazine, October, 1893.
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upon all the errors of the past ages, rather than on the true conclusions

arrived at, is not very apparent. As the case stands, we admit frankly,

fully, and beyond recall, that we may be in error—that we may be
just as wrong in our day, as Plato ever was in his, or Burke in his,

but we go no further. If we are askeil whether, because we admit
our fallibility, we are going to shun the responsibility of putting any
of our opinions into practice, we answer decidely "No." Better some
line of action than none; the business of the world must be carried

on.

Mr. Ewart reminds us that opinions are often inherited. So they
are, and an inherited opinion let me add, is better than no opinion.

There never was a time in the history of the world in which men
carried about with them only such opinions as they had made for

themselves by observation, experience and reasoning; and if the
future is destined to bring such a condition of things it will probably
be a very distant future indeed. But what are we going to do about
it? The only thing to do is to use all the means in our power to

vanquish prejudice in ourselves and others, and to perfect both our
own knowledge and the general intelligence of the community, and
then go ahead with some definite line of action.

The conclusion which Mr. Ewart draws from his preamble is one
for which few of his readers not previously acquainted with his views
can have been prepared. It may be expressed thus : Seeing that
Plato and Locke and Burke and Paley all fell into more or less

serious error, and that, like those illustrious men, we are all liable to

blunder, it would be advisable to dispense with any general and
uniform system of education, and let each local group throughout the
country wield the taxing power conferred by the school law, for any
purpose that may seem good to a decisive majority of them. The
only proviso he throws in is that children must not " be allowed to
grow up entirely illiterate." Roc salvo he would have "every
ism you can think of" taught in the schools provided that "the
parents of the children should be willing to have them there." In
stipulating thus for local unanimity he means, as he explains,
"practical unanimity—not such as would make it necessary to include
all mere eccentric or isolated opinion, of every ordinary or extroardin-
ary sort."

Well, now let us get back to the fundamental theory of public
school education. Imagine that in a given community there is no
system of state education, and that the disadvantages of such a con-
dition of things are making themselves painfully felt. It is pro-
posed to establish public schools and to support them by taxation.
What all are agreed upon is that the children of the country should
have better means of acquiring the elements of education as ordinarily
understood. One would suppose, therefore, that there would be no
difficulty in arranging a system of education to meet this special
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object ; nor would there be, if certain sections or elements of the popu-

lation did not seek to take advantage of the new machinery for pur-

poses entirely different from those primarily in view. But all at once

come demands which virtually imply the capturing of the machinery

of education, for the advancement of various interests, with which edu-

cation, in the general sense, has nothing to do. All the "isms"
clamor at once for recognition, and it becomes quite evident that edu-

cation is going to be made a cloak under which a great many differ-

ent secondary projects are going to seek sustentation and advance-

ment. Upon reading, writing, arithmetic and geography, etc., as ele-

ments of education all are agreed ; in regard to other matters there is

no general agreement. Mr. Ewart's advice to the community under
the circumstances is :

" Well, start the taxing machinery anyway,

and go and fight it out in your several localities. Choose your
' isms ' by a majority vote, and let those who want education

•straight' and who cannot get it in the local schools, do the best

they can. They may be very sensible people in their way,

more sensible, perhaps, than those who go in for the ' isms,'

but if they are a minority they must suffer." That this is really

Mr. Ewart's view there is no possibility of doubting. He speaks of
" practical unanimity," but he must and does know perfectly well that

if the legitimacy of "isms," as he understands the expression, is once

recognized, no " practical unanimity" would be required for their

introduction into a school. What power does he look to to check a

school district which, dispensing with " practical unanimity," wants to

introduce some fad into the school by a majority vote ? If there is a

power that should, and could, interfere in such a case might not that

power equally pronounce a fad a fad, and forbid its introduction

altogether 1

But it is not for the fads or the " isms," as he himself calls them,

that the writer in question is arguing. He has constructed an

argument which requires him to champion the fads, but they are not

his chief care. His chief care is the claim of an influential section of

the community to use the public school system for the furtherance of

the power and influence of their church. Plato was wrong and Hobbes
was wrong and so were Blackstone and Burke, ergo, the Roman
Catholics may possibly, or quite probably, be right in demanding that

the taxing power should be given to them for a purpose altogether

apart from education in the commonly understood sense of the word.

It is hard to see why the argument should take this exact shape.

Why might not Mr. Ewart's allocution, with its erudite preamble,

have been addressed to the Roman Catholics, inviting them to

recognize that, whereas the mighty dead had erred, they might be in

error also? Alas, that would not have worked; for, while there is

no difficulty in getting an admisaion of fallibility from nous autres,

fallibility is precisely what the opposite side will not acknowledge.
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Supposing now that on that simple ground we were to withdraw
our acknowledgment of fallibility, saying to those who demand the
taxing power for ecclesiastical purposes : "You arc infallible, you say,

or infallibly directed, which comes to the same thing. Well, we are

going to be infallible too, pro hac vice. We don't believe in our
infallibility one bit, but we can't afford not to be infallible when you
are." I fail to see wherein it would be in the least unjust or

unreasonable if the opponents of the Catholic claims took up this

position, but fortunately there is no need for them to do so. It is

sufficient to take their stand on the broad ground that the power of

the state should not be used to advance religious opinions peculiar to

one section of the population.

We may be met here by the argument that the power claimed is

a limited power, that taxes are only to be taken from those who are

willing to pay them and have them applied in the specific manner
proposed. To this the reply is, that though the scope of the power
is limited, the power itself is the power that belongs to the state as

a whole, while the purpose to which it is to be applied is not one in

which the state as a whole has any interest. Let us get back to the

question. Is, or is not, ignorance in relation to the ordinary branches

of secular knowledge an evil, which the power of the state should be
used to combat? Upon this point I am myself a bit of a heretic,

not believing as devoutly in the need for state interference as is the

almost universal fashion to-day. But that is neither here nor there
;

the verdict of the country on the point is a powerful, and practically

unanimous, affirmative. Catholics as well as Protestants say :
" Yes,

the power of the state is required for that purpose." The state may
therefore be said to get a mandate to establish secular schools. Does
the state get any similar mandate to teach theology in the schools, or

to place the schools in the hands of those who will teach theology 1

Most unquestionably it does not. It gets from a part of the com-
munity a demand to have their own theology taught in the schools ;

but the answer to that, and a sufficient answer as it seems to me, is

that there is no national demand for the teaching of theology, nor is

there any one theology that could be taught, and that, therefore, so

far as the state schools are concerned, theology shall not be taught
in them, nor any " ism " not approved by the people at large. How
impossible it would be to obtain the passage of any general law
specilically providing for the teaching of different kinds of theology

in different sections of the country it is needless to point out ; but if

so, why should that be done indirectly which could not be done
directly—which woidd not even be proposed, or hinted at, as a

desirable policy 1 Surely the state has a right to say :
" Teach all

the theology you like, and all the ' isms ' you have a fancy for, but

do not ask that the schools which have been established for the

great national purpose of teaching branches of knowledge, which all
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agree are not only useful but necessary, shall be made subservient to

the propagation of your peculiar ideas in these matters.

This seems to be the proper place to remark that Mr. Ewart's

idea of handing over local minorities to local majorities without any

check from the general law ©f the land would, if carried into effect,

simplv mean political disintegration, and local tyranny of the most

odious kind. A recent writer, Mr. Wordsworth Donisthorpe, has

treated this subject of local legislation very instructively :

"If local authorities," he says, "are to be permitted to legislate in-

dependently, it is clear we are brought back to the original position of local

anarchy."*

Under such a condition of things the individual citizen' instead of

enjoying the full measure of rights which his position as a free

member of the whole community, whether province or nation, entitles

him to, has these rights cut and trimmed according to the good

pleasure of his neighbors. He wants his children taught to read,

write and cipher ; but his neighbors say that his children shall not be

taught these things unless he is willing to have them indoctrinated at

the°same time in some "ism" or fad. Mr. Donisthorpe neatly

exposes the fallacy of those who hold that local majorities onght to

rule in matters of this kind.

The right of a majority in a locality, he observes, is not based on the

superior force of the majority in that locality, but on the superior force of the

effective majority in the country of which it is a part, which force is delegated

to the numerical majority or other portion of the inhabitants of the said district.

Thus the local majority has no more right to act on its own initiative

than the local minority, or than the policeman who carries out the will of the

state.

Should the state think fit, he adds, to enact that the will of a

majority in a given district shall in all tilings prevail,

the process, to whatever extent it is carried, is one of political disintegration.

It is also a process fatal to any broad conception, or full enjoy-

ment, of individual liberty. Imagine for one moment, if we can. a

country given over to " isms " or fads, not held as matters of private

speculation or individual practice, but enforced by multitudinous

local laws ! Mr. Ewart invokes a reign of " isms " in the name of

liberty ; he should have done it in the namr? of tyranny. Liberty

consists in being as little governed as possible, and in having the

largest possible scope left for private initiative ; whereas the policy

suggested implies an intolerable quantity of government, to a mere

pennyworth of individual freedom. Liberty consists not in the

power to make other persons do your will, but in bein:* able to pre-

vent other people imposing their will on you. When Mr. Ewart

pleads, therefore, for power to local majorities to introduce any

variations they like into public school education he is pleading for

tyranny, not for liberty. The minorities in the case supposed are

« Individualism ; A System of Politics." Page 25.
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not seeking to impose their will on the majorities, because what the

minorities want the majorities want also, nor is the majority in the

country at large agreed upon anything el.su than just what the local

minorities are conceived as wanting—the simple elements of secular

education. The local minorities, therefore, those who do not want
the fads, stand— as Mr. Ewart places the case before us—for liberty,

and the local majorities (supposing them to want the fads) for

tyranny.

The public school system, we cannot too frequently remind our-

selves, derives its authority from an assumed national admission that

popular education should be the care of the state. It is possible that

if the Government of Manitoba stands firm in not consenting to

have theology mixed up with state education, a portion of the com-
munity may withdraw their assent from the proposition and say :

" No ; education, we now tind, is not a matter with which the state

should meddle, because it cannot be satisfactorily given under state

auspices— at least, not to our satisfaction. We therefore no longer

join in the demand for state education." What course should the

state take in such a contingency? My own opinion, in which I

know many who will have followed me thus far with approval will

not concur, is that in such a case those who withdrew their adhesion

to the demand for state education, if at all a considerable body,

should be allowed to count themselves out, and should be both

exempted from taxation for school purposes, and excluded from the

benefits accruing therefrom. School laws are passed because the

people demand them, and a legislature has no warrant for passing

them, apart from a popular demand. If, then, the demand ceases

throughout a large section of the community, should schools, and
taxation for schools, still be forced on that section 1 I cannot see

that they should. At least, the only case in which they should

would, in my humble opinion, be when the resulting ignorance—if

ignorance resulted in the section concerned—became a clear and

specific source of danger to the rest of the community. It would not

be right, however, to presume that ignorance would result, nor

should any rash theorizing be indulged in as to the effects of an

ignorance not yet a developed fact. I plead for liberty, not the

liberty to seek out " isms," and get them imposed by rough-shod

majorities upon prostrate minorities, for I am too much impressed by

Mr. Ewart's preamble for that ; but I plead for liberty in the sense

of the lightest, and simplest, and least intrusive, form of government,

consistent with social order, and the largest possible exemption for

all of us from legalized fads and " isms " and theologies. We can

make or choose all these things for ourselves, and enjoy them
privately to the top of our bent ; but why in the name of common
sense and common justice should we seek to impose them by force

upon others?

19



CHAPTER XVIII.

THE MANITOBA SCHOOL QUESTION.

By John S. Ewart, Q.C.

In the July number of the Canadian Magazine, I pleaded for

liberty of thought and opinion. As one argument, I suggested that

possibly even the cockiest bigot might be wrong ; and I mentioned a

few out of the millions of opinions that had already gone to the ditch.

Might his not go too 1

I beseech you in the bowels of Christ, think it possible you may be
mistaken.

After seven pages, I summarized the proposition, to which I had
" been endeavoring to win assent," as follows :

( 1 ) That human thought is, even the best of it, upon social and religious

questions far from infallible ; (2) That other people of equal intelligence, who-

honestly differ with us, are as likely to be right as we are
; (3) That religious

and irreligious opinion is in the category of the debatable . . . ; (4) that the

true policy, with reference to all such questions, is that of perfect liberty ; for

the onus of proving the harmfulness of opposing opinion cannot be discharged.

Then follow four pages wherein I applied these principles to the

schools.

The Rev. Dr. Bryce in the September number, makes reply, and

that in the very simplest manner possible. He puts into my pages

opinions, and contentions, that are not there, and, so far as I am aware,

I never entertained ; and then, without much effort, victoriously

confutes them. He might have spared himself the confutation, for

the poor, miserable things, with all possible shifts, straddles, and

devices, could never have stood upright, even if left alone. The
worthy Doctor would have accomplished all his purpose had he

contented himself with saying, in a single sentence, "Mr. Ewart 's

whole article is a foolish defence of the geocentric theory." My
discomfiture would thus have been sufficiciently apparent to all men.

without wasting pages to disprove the antiquated absurdity.

Not that Dr. Bryce had the slightest intention of misrepresenting

me. He is merely a singularly good example of that " incapacity to

appreciate, and sympathetically understand, an opinion contrary to hia

own," to which I referred in July. Instead of either understanding

'Reprinted from the Canadian Magazine, January, 1892.
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my argument, or telling me that it was something "no fellow couid

understand," he flings a heap of wretched inanities at me, saying :

" Your opinion is that

my right is your wrong ; my wrong is your right. One for me is as good as

the other for you. Tliere is no fixed right. There is no hope of reaching a
common standard . . . Plainly Mr. Ewart believes there is no common
standard of opinion ; that there run In no consensus of right ; that there can be
no invariable principle in man which can serve as a basis of agreement, and
hence of truth. That being the case, then each must be allowed to believe, and
act, as he likes. Absolute, unrestrained liberty to do as he may choose must be
given him.

He might just as well have added :

And Mr. Ewart believes that alligators are Divine emanations, and ought
to be protected with forty-rive per cent.

He seems to say :

—

" As for you,

Say what you can, my false o'erweighs your true."

In order to justify his ascription to me of these absurdities. Dr.

Bryce quotes four passages from my article. They are as follows

(numbered and italicised) :

—

First Passage.—" If we cannot decide (and Mr. Ewart says we
cannot decide) whether the opinions are harmful or innocent, A has

as much right to have his way as B, has he not ?' What opinions was

I alluding to 1 Whether alligators are emanations or not 1 Whether
A. is to have "absolute and unrestrained liberty to do as he may
choose." or not

1

? No neither of them ; but whether atheistical opin-

ions are so certainly harmful to society as to warrant the state in

suppressing them. That is what I said could not be decided. Was
I not right?

Second Passage :

—

"Your opinions are not entitled to one whit

greater deference or respect than are the opinions of others." If Dr.

Bryce refuses to admit " that other people of equal intelligence, who
honestly differ with him, are as likely to be right as he is," then in

all politeness, I shall make an exception in his favor. With this

qualification, I believe the statement to be perfectly accurate. Never-

theless I will reverse it entirely, if he wishes, and say that every

person's opinions are entitled to " greater deference and respect than

are the opinions of others." But it must be understood that the

change was made to oblige Dr. Bryce. Plato, more modest than the

Doctor, would have said :*

To be absolutely sure of the truth of matters concerning which there are

many opinions is an attribute of the gods, not given to man, stranger ; but I

shall be very happy to tell you what I think.

"Laws, Bk. I.; Jowett's Trans. IV., L72.
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Third Passage:—" Religious and irreligious opinion is in the

category of the debatable ; the true policy with reference to all such

questions is perfect liberty." With the same understanding I will

reverse this, too ; I shall say : Religious questions are not " in the

category of the debatable ; " that from the time of Elijah and the

Prophets of Baal, down to the time of Prof. Briggs and Prof. Camp-

bell, they never have been debated. I shall further say that "the true

policy with reference to all such questions is" not that of liberty at

all, perfect or otherwise ; but that of the Doctor's Confession of Faith

in the words following :

The civil magistrate . . . hath authority, and it is his duty, to take

order that unity and peace be preserved in the church ; that the truth of God
be kept pure and entire ; that all blasphemies and heresies be suppressed ; all

corruptions and abuses in worship and discipline prevented, or reformed ; and

all the ordinances of God duly settled, administered, and observed. For the

better effecting thereof, he hath power to call synods, to be present at them,

and to provide that whatsoever is transacted in them be according to the mind

of God.

It must, however, again be most distinctly understood that the

change was made to oblige Dr. Bryce. (I find myself still muttering

something like
i: E pur si muove")

Fourth Passage :
—" In tlie name of liberty, I would, say to the

parents : Certainly you have the right to teach, or have taught, to

your children anything you like, so long as you can agree about it."

Robbed of all its own context, and surrounded with a totally

different one, this sentence might be taken to mean that I thought

that parents were acting quite properly, did they teach their children

"falsehoods, thieveries, iniquities, injustice, disloyalty, anarchic ten-

dencies." With its own context it is plainly limited to Imperial

Federationism, Militarism, Pietism, Sabbatarianism, Anti-alcoholism,

and every other ism "of such like you can think of."

These are the four quotations to prove that one of my principles

must be that

absolute unrestrained liberty to do as he may choose must be given him.

Of course they are laughably worthless for that purpose ; but they

serve excellently another (probably not intended), namely, to show

with what extroardinaay fitness the Doctor selected, for his opening

page, the words :

"Lord, thou knowest gif I dinna gae richt, I'll gang far wrang."

In future he can apostrophise all Canada as well.

But he goes much further " wrang " than this. Having tripped

up quite successfully the rickety Aunt Sallys, that the first passing

butterfly would have tumbled over, he proceeds to enunciate three

propositions which he says are " in opposition to these views." Three

propositions—every one of them as certain, as well known, and as
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broad-based as Ararat, Blanc or his own Nevis ! Three propositions

—and not one of them in opposition to anything, so far as my views

are concerned. On the contrary, while the first of them is as irrele-

vant as would be any proposition in Euclid, the other two are among
the foundations of my July argument. These are the three (num-
bered consecutively and italicised) :

I. That the State has a right to form, and enforce, mi opinion, at variance
ivith the opinions of many of its subjects."

Why this platitude, rather than any other—" Some things are

good to eat." for example— I cannot imagine. " The State has a per-

fect right to form and enforce an opinion" upon some matters " at

variance with the opinions of many of its subjects," is, surely, what
the Doctor intends, lie does not mean that the State ought to form,

and enforce, an opinion upon all matters—upon the literal v value of

the Psalms, upon the use of meat on fast-days, upon attendance at

church, etc. He does not advocate (probably) the return to Acts of

Conformity, and Test Acts. His proposition, if intended to be uni-

versal, is unquestionably wrong. If intended to be limited, it is per-

fectly correct, but at the same time perfectly worthless ; for there

always remains to be proved that the matter under discussion is one
of those upon which the State may form and enforce an opinion.
" Far wrang !"

II. The writer further contends that the State, being founded on justice, may
not give special privileges to any class of its subjects.

Most certainly, Doctor ; that is what I was hitting at, and you
were objecting to, when I said :

" A. has as much right to have his

way as B., has he not?" "Your opinions are not entitled to

one whit greater deference or respect than are the opinions of

others ;" and " The true policy with reference to all such questions is

perfect liberty." A few pages ago you said that " these are the ele-

mentary principles of anarchy." What do you think of them now 1

" No special privileges to any class of its subjects,"—let us adhere to

that, for it is good.

And it is not in the least opposed to my views, as the Doctor
seems to think. He says :

What does Mr. Ewart propose ? He proposes that the people of Manitoba
should have their public schools, and that one denomination should be singled

out, and be allowed to teach their " isms," in certain schools, to be controlled

by them.

To which I can only reply that I never proposed any such thing,

or anything having the faintest resemblance to it ; and that the whole

drift of my article is entirely opposed to any such notion, and directly

contrary to any such contention. " Far wrang !
" " Far wrang !

"
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The Doctor tries in another way to make it appear that my pur-

pose is as he alleges. He says that I

was most strenuous, when pleading the Roman Catholic position before

the courts, in insisting that Episcopalians and Presbyterians had no rights in

the same way.

Which is to say, that because I argued as to the meaning of cer-

tain words, in a certain statute, therefore my contention must be that

that statute, with that certain meaning, upon abstract principles is

just and good. Far, " tar wrang" again ! A lawyer might argue as

to the meaning of one of Dr. Bryce's sermons surely, without being

compelled to justify it ) But the Doctor is wrong, not only in his

logic, but in his facts. I did not so argue, for I was not even en-

gaged in the case in which the question was debated. Once more
" far wrang !

"

Why does not the Doctor tell me that my real object is to destroy

all belief in an isosceles triangle? And why, at all events, does he

not doggedly adhere to that method of arguing, rather, at all events,

than change to another very much worse? For, on the whole, I

would much rather be told that I had said something that I did not,

than have it alleged that the " mild, gentle-faced tolerance that Mr.

Ewart pleads for, is not the reality for which he is arguing." This

means, either that I am endeavoring to mislead, or that I do not

know what I am arguing for—sufficiently uncomfortable horns both

of them. I take some comfort, however, in the fact that it is the

"far wrang " professor that so charges me, and the chances are infin-

ity to one that he is '• far wrang " again.

But what is this dreadful, or evasive, " reality, for which " I am
arguing—this thing too horrible to mention, or too elusive for com-

mon apprehension
1

? Veritably this : a desire to place the schools

"under the control of the church "—that is, under the same kind of

control as is the college in which Dr. Bryce has spent the best part

of his life, as a most worthy and estimable professor ! He sees nothing

improper in his school being governed by a church, but deems the de-

sign of a similar government for other schools, a purpose altogether

too heinous for public acknowledgment. Were he the professor of

"far wrang" (and I do not think he ever did lecture on exegesis), he

could not go much further " wrang " than this, surely ? He may en-

deavor to distinguish. He will s*y that his school is sustained by

private subscription. The distinction does not appeal to me as hav-

ing much validity. Some of my income goes directly to the support

of his school, and some of it indirectly (through the tax-collector), to

the support of the other schools. To me, it is either well, or ill, that

all these schools should be under church government— well or ill, that

is, for the pupils. Whence come the salaries, can, by no means, affect the

benefit or disadvantage to the children. He may urge, too, that

theology is taught in his college, and that there is, therefore, for it, a
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necessity for church-government. But I do not refer to the theologi-

cal department of his college, which, in numerical proportion, is but

an adjunct of it ; but to the larger body of the institution, the part

in which the Doctor himself labors so successfully—to the ordinary

everyday school for general education. Is church government for

such schools well, or ill, Doctor? You spend a little of your time

arguing for the suppression of them, because :

( 1

)

The only hope for the province was to * * have a vigorous effort

made to raise up a homogeneous Canadian people.

And
(2) In order to make us a united people, a patriotic love of our province

demands this expedient.

And you employ the main energies of your life in working in, and

seeking support for, a particular school of that very class. I know
that you can distinguish again, and that your church is always right,

and the others always wrong ; so do not tell me that. But, " I be-

seech you, in the bowels of Christ, think it possible that you may be
"

gone " far wrang !

"

I say that this, the second of the Doctor's propositions, is not only

not opposed to my views, but that it is one of the foundations of my
July argument ; and I further say that it is entirely opposed to the

action of the Manitoba Government.

Let us suppose that there are in a community three classes of

persons, each with desires and ideas in reference to education. There

are (A.) those who desire it to be purely secular; (B) those who de-

sire to have a certain spice, or flavor, of religion in it; and (C) those

who desire to have it distinctly religious—history taught as in the Old

Testament (God acting all the time), and not as in Gibbon (chance

and circumstances at play). And now, Doctor, what I want to know
is : How, upon the " no special privilege " plan, you pick out B, and

determine that he must have his way 1 This is what Manitoba did.

Do you say that B is in the majority? Very well, then, we must
amend our principle, and say " that th state may not give special

privileges to any class of its subjects, except the majority. Is it right

now ? If you think so, take it down to Quebec, set it to work, and

watch it a little while. You will change your mind !

ITI. The last of the broad-based propositions (said to be opposed

to my contentions), for which the Rev. Doctor contends is,

That religion is outside of state interference, unless religion invade the

state's domain.

But this is not opposed to my contentions. On the contrary it is

one of them, and the one to which I constantly make appeal as

against the action of the Manitoba Legislature. What did that

Legislature do ? There were two sets of schools in existence—in one

was a little religion suitable to Protestants, and in the other a little
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more religion suitable to Catholics. Under such circumstances, if

the Doctor desires to know "What could patriotic Manitobans do!"

I can have no objection to say, that if in the name of patriotism (or

of all biology), they felt bound to abolish the one set of schools, and

to strengthen the other, they could not have hit upon a more stupid

reason for their action than that " religion [all religion that is] is

outside of state interference." Any first-come law of dynamics (the

science which treats of the action of force), would have been much

more appropriate. Surely, far, "far wrang !"

For religion has not been removed from the schools. Episco-

palian and Presbyterian Synods thank God annually that it is still

there; while Roman Catholics bemoan its character. At present

religion is taught, but taught perfunctorily, indirectly, circuitouslv.

and as though people were ashamed of it, This may be taught,

and that may not. The Bible may be read, but it must be read

" without note or comment." The meaning of words, probably, cannot

be given ; the local customs, or notions, must not be referred to ; the

connection with the previous chapter must not be pointed out.

Christ's life is to be read in this foolish fashion, and in detached

snatches, with a minimum of ten verses at a time ; but no one must

say a word to help the children to understand, or appreciate it. All

which, to my mind, is worse than making a fetish of the Bible ; it is

making a bore and an annoyance of it. Why does not some educa-

tionist propose that history or philosophy be taught in the same

way 1 There must be no note or comment on the Bible ; but, on the

other hand, some of the means to be employed for " instruction in

moral principles," are "stories, memory-gems . . . didactic talks,

teaching the Ten Commandments, etc." Should the professor again

write upon the school question, I beg of him to tell us : (1) Whether,

working under these prescriptions, religion is, or is not, taught in the

schools; (2) whether religion ought to be taught in the schools; (3)

if yea, how it comes that his maxim, "that religion is outside of

state interference," leads to state-directed religion in state schools.

And let me anticipate one of his replies :
" Yes, there is religion in

the schools, but it is purely of a non-sectarian character." I shall

still (1) ask him to apply his maxim, or to submit to its amendment,

so that it shall read " Religion, other than non-sectarian religion, is

outside of state interference;" but further (2) I shall beg him to

remember (as said DTsraeli) that "a non-sectarian religion is a new
religion." " Non-sectarian," is it 1 Look at the " Form of Prayer,"

and tell me if any Jew or Unitarian would join in it. Read at one

sitting a Presbyterian and a Roman Catholic catechism, and see

what they would respectively make of "teaching the Ten Command-
ments." Will Dr. Bryce say that he would consent to Roman
Catholics, in their way, " teaching the Ten Commandments " to

Protestant children] Of course he will not, but he thinks it quite
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right in the name of " patriotism, " and of '• homogeneity," and of "a
united ])eoj>le," to require Roman Catholic children to take their

ideas from Protestant teachers. As he says, " a patriotic love of our
province demands this expedient." "Far wrang!" "Far wrang!"
Toujours perdrix !

One more effort to make myself understood. In my July article,

quoting from Dr. Bryce, I said that of the Catholic school districts :

All but a very small percentage are in localities almost entirely French.

And I added :

Manitoba has said to a large section of her people : Unless you undertake
to stop teaching your own religion, to your own children, in schools to which
no one goes except those of your own faith, we will not permit you to organize
yourselves together for the instruction of those in whose education the whole
community has a decided interest.

This is too true to be denied, and the Doctor does not deny it.

He contents himself with denying the motive which actuated it. Let
the motive go ; there is the fearful fact. Catholics are thrown upon
voluntary effort and subscription, unless they will abandon that

which is to them a sacred duty. If this be not intolerance and
persecution, then the world never saw those horrid monsters and
never will see them.

Dr. Bryce helps me splendidly here :

Probably most would say that should Roman Catholics or others desire to
educate their children in private schools, at their own expense, so long as
illiteracy does not result, it would be well to allow it.

There are three conditions: (1) "Private schools"; (2) "at
their own expense," and (3) "so long as illiteracy does not
result." The difference between private and public schools

(apart from expense) is that in the latter there is public inspec-

tion and oversight, a common standard, control by the vote of the
people. It could be no reason for not allowing Roman Catholics to

educate their children that they were willing to permit public inspec-

tion and oversight, to adopt the common standard, and to substitute
control by the people for control by the church. Upon the contrary,

this would evidently remove an objection quite formidable to many
minds, and make Manitobans all the more willing one would think,

to allow the Roman Catholics to proceed in their own way. Shall

we, therefore, rub out the first condition? By so doing we shall also

dispose of the third, shall we not? Where are we now? We have
Catholics in public schools, under public regulation, governed by
the people, working up to a common standard. Well, then, the

only condition left is—" at their own expense," and they (mirabile

dictu) unanimously reply, " Why, certainly ! We do not want a

sixpence of anybody's money but our own." What do they propose?
Merely this (they are not beggars, although most of them are poor),
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that they should be allowed to organize themselves for the purpose of

taxing themselves to raise monev for their own schools.

Take an example. In the district of X there is an exclusively

Roman Catholic population. Up to 1890 there was a state school

there. To-day there is none. This is what is known as providing

" one public school for each locality."; The people, therefore, pay

no taxes for school purposes at all. They contribute voluntarily,

but not in a sufficiently systematic way, for the purpose of providing

private education for their children. They want power to tax

themselves, in order better to support their schools—schools which

shall have all the qualities of public schools. And Manitobans (" as

Mr. Ewart knows, a generous people ") reply :
" Certainly you

may do so, but upon one condition. You must promise to

read the Bible ' without note or comment' of any kind, and either

refrain from teaching religion altogether, or else adopt and teach this

emasculated thing called ' non-sectarian religion.' This is our ulti-

matum. Accept, or go and be hanged—you and your children." " A
patriotic love of our province demands this expedient," coolly adds

Dr. Bryce, seated comfortably in his study—and continues to act on

the exact contrary of " this expedient."

In addition to the right to tax themselves, and as something

which Manitobans may or may not, according to their sense of justice

(no one asks for generosity ), withhold, the Catholics further propose

this : Out of public funds there is paid to each school a certain sum
in aid of the amount raised by taxation. These public funds belong

to the people, Protestants and Roman Catholics alike, and '' the State,

being founded on justice, may not give special privileges to any class

•of its subjects." The people of district X say : Give us our share.

We will conform to all your secular requirements, to inspections, to

regulations, to standards ;
" religion is outside of State interference ;

"

leave it, therefore, outside of your regulations. Pay us our share, if

in every respect we do the proper and efficient work of a secular

school. And " generous " Manitobans reply : No
;
your school may

be the best in the Province, but you will not get a cent if you com-

ment on the Bible. When we said that " religion was outside of

State interference," we meant that the State could quite properly

interfere with the teaching of religion, and that, by one of the most

drastic of penalties, namely, the threatened illiteracy of your children;

it could with the most perfect justice, indeed in the exercise of much
generosity, prevent Catholics teaching Catholic children the Catholic

religion in the only way in which Catholics believe it can effectively

be done.

Let us dissect a little this seemingly simple proposition, " Religion

is outside of state interference," and let US distinguish, because in not

understanding it, simple as it is, lie many difficulties for many peo-
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pie. Guizot says* church and state have maintained four forms of

relations to one another:

—

(1) "The state is subordinate to the

church;" (2) " It is not the state which is in the church, but the

church which is in the state ;
" (3) " The church ought to be inde-

pendent, unrestricted in the state ; the state lias nothing to do with

her ; the temporal power ought to take no cognizance of religious

creeds;" (4) " The church and the state an; distinct societies, it is

true, but they are at the same time close neighbors, and are nearly

interested in one another ; let them live separate, but not estranged
;

let them keep up an alliance on certain conditions, each living to

itself, but each making sacrifices for the other ; in case of need each

lending the other its support."

Many people apprehend clearly enough the two first situations?

but the last are usually jargogled together. And yet what a wide
difference between them. Under the one principle, a man-of-war goes

to sea, and many of her crew go to their graves beneath the water,

without the services or offices of a clergyman. Under the other, the

state recognizes the fact of religion (although refusing to say anything
as to its truth), and, among each ship's officers, places one of the

spirituality. The state in this case has regard to the wants of the

crew. Even as provision is made for food and raiment as wants, so

provision is made for de facto spiritual wants. It may be considered

by many to be a very foolish thing to wish to have a clergyman with

you on a battle-ship ; e/en as others think it very absurd to want
" baccy " or grog. But the state recognizes the existence of these wants
(not their wisdom), and refuses the men neither the one nor the other.

Again, under the one principle, the name of God, and everything

which could suggest the fact of religion, is excluded from the schools.

While under the other, the state takes cognizance of the existence of

religion ; and the wants of the parents respecting it are, so far as

practicable, recognized and acceded to. The distinction is now, I

think, sufficiently clear. Which of them is correct
1

? To my mind,
he who is actuated by the true spirit of liberty will undoubtedly choose

the latter.

With this understanding, let us return to Dr. Bryce's proposition,
" Religion is outside of state interference." By this is properly meant
that, revolving as they do in different orbits, they ought not to col-

lide with, or clash, or oppose one another. It does not mean that one
can deny the existence of the other, or act as though it did not exist,

or invade the territory of the other, saying, " Make way, for we must
not collide." It means, so far as the state's action is concerned, that

the fact that religion exists must be recognized ; and that in so far as

its orderly observance and propagation are concerned, it is " outside

of state interference." Dr. Bryce himself concedes that "on the

•Civilization in France, Lect. 3, Vol. I, p. 317, and see Lect. 12, Vol. II, p. 27.
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whole the trend of modern thought is to allow as great liberty as

possible to religious opinion."

Let us go back to District X. Prior to 1890, the school there

was understate control and governance ; the people taxed themselves

to support the school ; and according to the secular work accom-

plished, they obtained the same assistance from public funds that

other schools received. In addition to secular instruction, the child-

ren were taught the way of salvation, as believed by the parents of

every child in the school. The state, true to principle, inter-

posed no obstacle. It allowed as "great liberty as possible."

It did not interfere. It did not oppose. It did not ob-

ject. Then Manitobans (" as Mr. Ewart knows, a generous

people") informed these poor parishioners, that unless they would
cease telling the children about Jesus, they would be deprived of

their organization, they would lose their share of the public moneys,

and might get along as best, (or as worst) they could. Since then

the Government (the people have not yet approved the step) has had
the astounding hardihood to send agents to these poor people to sym-

pathize with them, and to urge them to forego their conscientious

convictions, in order that they may have the pecuniary advantages of

which, for their religion's sake, they were deprived. Than this his-

tory records nothing more intolerant, and, but that it is done without

proper reflection, more base. I use the word deliberately. These

people have been taught to believe, and do most thoroughly believe,

that it is their duty to provide a certain kind of education for their

children. It is not proposed to remove this belief by argument. It

is proposed to tempt these people with money to act contrary to their

belief. If the word " base " is not too strong to apply to the Judas
who exchanges conscience for mere cash does not the tempter who,

to accomplish a base betrayal, appeals to the basest of motives, also

richly merit the same word.

And is it not in the last decree extraordinary, that of all prin-

ciples, social or scientific, mundane or divine, or other whatsoever, the

one which most strongly and clearly condemns such gross interfer-

ence with religious liberty

—

Religion is outside of State interference—
is the very principle selected by Dr. Bryce to support it 1 We must
leave him, venturing and proffering this suggestion, namely, that if, at

any time, he does

heartily join in the prayer of that fellow-countryman, who pleaded for

heavenly direction, saying, '

' Lord, gif I dinna gae richt, Thou knowest I'll

gang far wrang,"

the proper hymn for the occasion would be, in my humble opinion,

" For those at sea"—far, far at sea. Failing relief by this method, I

am afraid nothing remains hut the traditional surgical operation.

Si quid per jocum dixi, nolito in serium convertere ;
for

Though they may gang a kennin wrang,
To step aside is human.
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The few passages of my July article which escaped misconstruction

at the bands of Dr. Bryce, have, at those of Mr. Le Sueur, shared the
general fate. This latter gentleman seems to think that one of ray

contentions was, that because opinion might be erroneous, theiefore

we ought to

shun the responsibility of putting any of our opinions into practice.

This is not my "therefore," nor the proper "therefore;" but this

rather : that as our opinions may be erroneous, we ought not
unnecessarily to ride rough-shod over the opinions of others—that
while acting upon our opinions, we should proceed, not as if they
were certain to be right, but as if, possibly, they might be wrong ; and
that, therefore, if in our economy, scope can be left, or made, for the
free play of contrary opinion, left or made it ought to be. A general
may be of the opinion that the enemy is 40,000 strong. He ought
to act upon that opinion

; but he would be a fool if he made no
provision for a sudden reversal of his idea.

Suppose that the city of London determined to establish a number
of public hospitals, and that there came to be determined the question
of the system of medicine to be adopted. Alderman A proposes the
allopathic system (which he knows to be the best), and has the majority
on his side. Alderman B, who is an homceopathist, urges that many
of the people are of his way of thinking ; that, possibly, the majority
may be wrong; and that both kinds of hospitals ought to be established,
so that the people of both opinions may be accommodated. Alderman
A says :

" Certainly not. The majority must act upon its opinion,
and not be deterred by the fact that they may be entirely wron». If
homceopathists want special treatment they can have it at their own
expense, and at other places." In such case, Alderman B, in my
opinion, is, most undoubtedly, right. A is wrong, because he acts
upon his opinion as though it were the " ultimate infallible credo."

Is my meaning now clear 1 This imagined case may be
made further useful. Allopathic hospitals may be taken to
represent Protestant schools, and homoeopathic hospitals, Catholic
schools. In such case Alderman C proposes that, inasmuch as
the people are not agreed upon the question of medicine, there
should not be any practice at all of a sectarian character, in the
hospitals. " We are all agreed," he says, " upon surgical matters

;

we are all agreed that nursing and low diet are beneficial in
fever cases ; there is much about which there is unanimity.
There is a national mandate thus far. Let us, then, have
non-sectarian hospitals, and if any patient wants more than that,
let him pay for it out of his own pocket." Then, quoting Mr. Le
Sueur, he adds :

" Do not ask that the hospitals, which all agree are
not only useful, but necessary, shall be made subservient to the
propagation of your peculiar ideas in these matters." Manitoba has
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established non-sectarian hospitals (as she chooses to call them), and
many of the people will make no use of them. Could not Alderman
B have given them a better idea 1

Mr. Le Sueur gives me credit, also for the

idea of handing over local minorities to local majorities, without any check
from the general law of the land.

Mv article was, as I understand it, one long argument against this

idea

—

against the exercise of the power of majorities ; and 1 am
indebted to my critic for the great support which he gives me. The
single sentence in my article which has led Mr. Le Sueur astray

refers to unanimities, and not to majorities and minorities at all.

"Practical unanimity," or the disregard of merely "eccentric, or

isolated opinion," I, for one, can by no means translate into a

" majority vot<j ." And if I am asked, " What power does he look to,

to check a school-district which, dispensing with practical unanimity,

wants to introduce some fad into the school by a majority vote?"

the answer is very simple : I look to the "check from the general

law of the land," which my critic makes me say that I do not look to.

I must have some little license to speak for myself.

Passing from these misconceptions, Mr. Le Sueur says that

the State may, therefore, be said to get a mandate to establish secular

schools. Does the state get any similar mandate to teach theology in the

schools.

I beg to recommend these sentences to Dr. Bryce, and to Mani-

tobans in general. There is more point in them, I venture to say,

than will be admitted ; for they avoid the inconsistency of arguing

from the principle of entire separation of Church and State to the

practice of teaching some certain limited religion in the schools, and

the exclusion of a few degrees more of it. But Mr. Le Sueur is

speaking beside the facts. If there was any mandate about which

Manitobans were more emphatic than another, it was that the

schools should not be secular. For the rest, the mandate of the

majority was to continue non-sectarian schools, and the mandate of

the minority to re-establish the old system. Mr. Le Sueur's argu-

ment, leading, as it does, to secular schools, therefore, may for present

purposes be disregarded. The subject is interesting, but purely

academic, so far as the pending controversy is concerned.

I have to thank Mr. Le Sueur for another sentence :

Liberty consists in being as little governed as possible, and in having the

largest possible scope left for private initiative.

Apply this to district X and some scores of other districts in Manitoba.

In them, the Catholics, if "governed as little as possible," will be

required to keep their schools up to certain secular standards ; and

will not be forbidden (for it is unnecessary) to comment on the

Bible-reading of the day, if unanimously they desire to do so. Am I
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not right? Is it in the name of liberty, or of tyranny, that all such
comment, when unanimously desired, is by law stringently prohibited?

Is this imposing the will of other people upon them, or is it freedom
to act as they like?

Mr. Le Sueur is more successful, if I may be allowed to say so,

when he advocates the rights of the Catholics to "be allowed to

count themselves out." as he expresses it. Suppose this was done,

and that the Catholics of district X applied for a chrter under which
they could organize themselves for the support of education. This
would not, surely, be refused them, so long as every other good
purpose is being aided in similar fashion. The charter having
been granted, suppose that the Catholics in district X all

became members of the Association, and agreed to pay certain

rates per annum into the exchequer, and to charge their properties with
the amounts, Mr. Le Sueur would, I think, see nothing wrong in all

this. How far would he then be away from the separate school system ?

He will say that the arrangements would be purely voluntary. He
is aware that in Ontario every Catholic must support the public schools

unless he voluntarily supports some separate school. Make the law
the same in Manitoba, and give each school district a separate charter,

or provide for all by one general law as you wish. That ditfeience,

if insisted upon, would not cause much grumbling or discontent.

Mr. Le Sueur is, I think, more with me than with Dr. Bryce to whom,
nevertheless, he says, "well done."



CHAPTER XIX.

Extract from an Address by

MR. JOSEPH MARTIN, M.P.

(Before the Liberal Club, Winnipeg, 20th Feb. 1894.)

The next question was how far should the government go in the

matter of education
1

? And here he would like to turn aside for a

minute to speak on the existence of separate schools. They were

aware that a considerable section of the community were not in favor

of the government undertaking the education of their children, and

were of opinion that secular and religious training should be given in

the same school. He regretted that the carrying out of the principles

in which he believed should have met with such bitter opposition, but

his attitude was due to deep conviction of the rights of the case, and

to no personal issue. He denied the right of the state to deal with

the question of religion. It must be decided by the individual. It

was agreed that a state church in Canada was an impossible thing.

Then if that were clearly followed up it would appear that any inter-

ference by the state with the question of religion would not be in

accordance with the principles of our constitution. Roman Catholics

said that the proposed legislation in favor of separate schools was a

violation of their constitutional rights, but the courts had disproved

this assertion, and for his part he believed that the Roman Catholics

would be found willing to submit to the law of the land, even when

contrary to their personal opinions. He was himself not satisfied

with the school act, and had never been so. He had made a strong

effort to have the public schools, controlled by the Government, really

made national schools, with religion obliterated. And he was now

more convinced than ever that that was the only school which could

be justified as constitutional. They said that the state had no right

to interfere with the different denominations, but had the right to

interfere in the matter of religion ; but he contended that they could

not do the one without the other. It had been urged by satisfied

supporters of the Act that none could complain of the devotional ele-

ment introduced, as it was of the broadest nature, but they found that

the Roman Catholics had the very greatest objections to this provision

of the Act,and he was dissatisfied himself, and was glad many Protestants

shared his objections. It had been said, that in the event of his

opinions being adopted our public schools would be Godless schools
;
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but by many staunch supporters of the school Act it had been privately

admitted to him that the religious exercises practised in the schools

at that time were without value. But as a matter of sentiment, they
added,—Oil, as a matter of sentiment, perhaps—but he could not
understand such an argument. Of what value was the form if no
good resulted; and of how much harm was it productive if it acted as

a stirrer up of strife
1

? The Roman Catholics had honestly stated that

in their belief the two forms of education should go together. The
Protestants admitted, on the other hand, that it was impossible to

have religious training in schools, and only asked that it be recognized,

insisting, however, on imposing their views on others in that respect,

Rather than that small amount of religious training should be done
away with in the schools, the Protestants said they would prefer the
old state of affairs. He would leave it to his audience to determine
which was the more honest stand of the two.

20



CHAPTER XX.

Extract from Speech of

HON. MR. LAURIER.

(Winnipeg, Srd Sept., 1894-)

I am a firm believer in Provincial rights. In the Dominion House

of Commons I have stood up for the authority of the Provinces.

When I took up the petition of my fellow-religionists of Manitoba,

complaining of the legislation of the Government of Manitoba, I asked

myself, What is the complaint? I took the petition of the late Arch-

bishop Tache, a man who, I believe, was revered in this Province by

friend and foe. I took up the petition of the Archbishop and those

who signed it with him, and the complaint which was made was that

the Government of Manitoba—I speak here in the presence of the

members of the Government—had adopted legislation which, instead

of imposing Public Schools upon the minority, imposed upon them

Protestant schools, and that they were bound to send their children to

Protestant schools. On the other hand, the Government of Manitoba

denied the statement in toto. They did not admit that the legislation

had that effect. They did not admit that the legislation was to have

the effect of sending Roman Catholic children to Protestant schools.

I said to the Goyernment, Here is a simple question of fact. You
have to determine whether the statements are true or not; but instead

of doing that, they went on appealing to the courts and evading the

question. I did more. I said then— I say it here now— if the com-

plaint of the Catholics were true, that Catholic children had been

forced to attend Protestant schools—if that were true, it would be

such an outrage upon the rights of conscience that no community

would permit it. I said upon the floor of the House of Commons:

—

"Prove to me that the complaint of the Roman Catholic minority is

true, that their rights are outraged to this extent, that, instead

of sending their children to schools where there is no religious teach-

ing, they are forced to send their children to schools where there is

religious teaching, not their own, and I will be prepared to go before

the people of Manitoba and tell them that such legislation should not

stand. I have nothing else to sav in Winnipeg than what I have said

on the floor of Parliament, in Quebec and elsewhere.
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Extract from a Speech by

MR. DALTON McCARTHY.
(Creemore, 24 July, 1894.)

He gave an explanation of his statement about which the Conserva-
tive press has been making a clamor, that he would rather have Separate
Schools than secular schools. A secular school system was one from
which the word of God was excluded. This was a Christian country,
and it would be a scandal, he said, if there was no opportunity given
to have the religion common to the whole people taught in the schools.

Although there were some people in this country who did not believe
in any religion, their number was small, and it would be a terrible

hardship to the people generally if the word of God were the only
book excluded from the schools. Surely, he said, there were in the
Bible chapters on which all could agree and which would not promote
sectarianism. But he was not meaning to dictate to the 66,000
people of the Northwest. He would let them do as they think best,

and make the choice they see fit, whether it be Separate, or secular
schools, or the Ontario system of Public Schools.
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PART III.

The Manitoba Act
AS A TREATY.

PROTESTANT PROMISES.

BY

JOHN S. EWART





CHAPTER I.

INTRODUCTORY.

When it is urged on behalf of the Roman Catholic minority, that

the Manitoba Act was the result of negotiation and treaty, between

the Red River settlers, and the Dominion Government, it is some-

times answered with contemptuous, but ignorant sneer, that "the Red
River settlers" were nothing more than "a few Red River priests, and
half-breeds "; and sometimes with lofty patriotism, that " Her Majesty

did not barter terms with rebels." It is the object of the succeeding

pages to prove:—
1. That the provisions of the Manitoba Act were the result of

negotiation and treatv.

2. That the Imperial Government refused to sanction resort to

military measures, to foi'ce " the sovereignty of Canada on the popula-

tion of Red River, should they refuse to admit it"; and agreed to it

only " provided reasonable terms are granted to the Red River

settlers."

3. That the Dominion Government sent, to the settlers, commis-

sioners, who invited them to send delegates to Ottawa.

4. That delegates were sent to Ottawa in pursuance of the Gov-

ernment's request.

5. That "the Red River settlers" who sent the delegates, were

not "a few Red River priests and half-breeds "; but on the contrary,

that prior to the departure of the delegates, and as a result of three

general elections held in the settlement within a period of four months

(Nov. 1869; Jan. 1870; and Feb. 1870, a Provincial Assembly and
Government had been set up. established, and concurred in by the

almost unanimous vote of the freely chosen representatives of the set-

tlers.

6. That protracted negotiations took place daily at Ottawa,

between the delegates and a Committee of the Dominion Government,

lasting from the 23rd April, to 2nd May; and that on this latter date

an understanding was arrived at, and the Manitoba Act introduced

into the House of Commons. It was passed 12th May.
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7. That the delegates forthwith returned to Red River, carrying

with them the Act, which was accepted by the Legislative Assembly

by unanimous resolution, amidst enthusiastic cheering :

—

"That the Legislative Assembly of this country do now, in the name of

the people, accept the Manitoba Act, and decide on entering the Dominion of

Canada, on the terms proposed in the Confederation Act."

8. That while the establishment of self-government, without the

sanction of Her Majesty, was undoubtedly illegal, yet that the whole

movement found its sufficient causes (1) in the attempt to transfer

the people of Red River, and their territory, to the Dominion of

Canada "like so many head of cattle" (in Col. Wolsely's phrase),

without a word of communication with the settlers upon the subject,

without a hint as to the form of government to be imposed upon them,

without a suggestion as to policy wich reference to the ownership of

lands, and without the slightest evidence of good- will ; (2) in the

" anticipation by the Canadian Government of the transfer," by un-

dertaking "certain operations in respect to land," thus "giving

occasion to an outbreak of violence; "
(3) in the overbearing and insult-

ing conduct of l'epresentives and agents of the Dominion Govern-

ment, and in their open threats, and endeavors to possess themselves of

lands claimed by the Metis; (4) in the utterly illegal, and criminally

reckless, efforts on the part of agents of the Dominion Government,

and others, to establish authority over the settlers; and (5) in the

turbulence, and absurd agitation and resistance, of the Canadian party,

after the great majority of the settlers had concurred in the necessity

for the establishment of a Provincial Government, and after every

part of the settlement had elected representatives in its Assembly.

9. That there was no rebellion against Her Majesty, or the

Sovereignty of the Empire; that there was a well-regulated defence

against unauthorized agents of the Dominion Government—for

Canada had no jurisdiction in the settlement until after " the troubles
'

were all over; that the only object of the Metis was to obtain assur-

ances as to the form of government proposed, as to their titles to lands,

and other matters, about which it was reasonable that their rights,

interests, and desires, should have been consulted.

10. That the object of the Metis was attained, and large and im-

portant benefits procured by their action.

11. That, upon the whole, the conduct of the Metis throughout

the movement was characterized not only by great moderation and

self-control, but by a regard for legal forms, and constitutional action,

which, remembering the character and education of the people, must

be regarded as striking and surprising.

12. And that the passage by the Manitoba legislature of the school

Acts was a violation of faith pledged to Catholics, upon at least three

several occasions :
—
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(1) It was a violation of the spirit and true intent of the Manitoba

Act—of a treaty entered into under the direction, and with the sanc-

tion and approval of the Imperial Government.

(2) It was a violation of pledges made to the Catholics in 1876>

when the Catholic members of the Manitoba Legislative Assembly

agreed to the abolition of the Provincial Senate, and thus to the
it • m A.

abolition of the strongest guarantee for the maintenance of minority

rights.

(3) It was a violation (most flagrant, and heartless) of the pledges

made in 1888, on behalf of the Liberal party in Manitoba, at the

election (St. Francois Xavier) which enabled it to defeat the Harri-

son Government, and thus paved the way for its own accession to

office.

As the pages which follow are in some sense an argument

(although it is hoped a perfectly fair one) the writer has italicized

words in many of the quotations to which he desires to call attention,

and thus in many cases saved the repetition of language, with obvious

remarks as to its relevancy. This has been done so frequently that

it is better to guard the reader in the Introduction, rather than by

repeated foot-notes.



CHAPTER II.

THE RED RIVER SETTLERS.

The 15th day of July, 1870 fnote it well), is the date upon which

the North Western Territory was admitted into, and became part of

the Dominion of Canada ; and consequently the date at which all

claim to jurisdiction, on the part of the Hudson's Bay Company
came to end. For some years prior to that date, however, the Com-
pany had with increasing difficulty, maintained its authority ; and in

the previous November (l.v 6!i', that authority had been completely

superseded by the promoters of the Provisional Government. In

truth, the power of the Company to establish courts of law, and to

punish criminals, was never well-settled or acknowledged. During

long years, when the only white people were either associated with the

Company, or were at all events not antagonistic to it, there was little

disposition to question the despotic power which its officers asserted.

But the advent of "Canadians" bent upon competition with the

Company, and of a "Canadian party," at once put in question the

legality and authority of its proceedings ; and the Company, feeling

its position to be far from secure, first parleyed with those who treated

its process with contempt, and finally submitted to such humiliating

compromises as it could secure. One historian* puts it thus

:

" So long as the people of the country were in a state of peace, order and
contentment, it was neither a hard, nor an expensive undertaking to frame and
«arry out the few laws necessary for their guidance ; but when unprincipled

men put them at defiance, and preached to the otherwise quiet settlers that

they were abused people, then the Hudson's Bay Company found that it re-

quired both money and force to carry out the laws.

"

The population of the Ked River settlement in 1870 was com-

posed of about 2,000 whites, 5,000 English half-breeds, and 5,000

French half-breeds or Metis, f There was a gross -division into three

parties, viz.: the English, the French, and the Canadians.

"The French Half-breed, called also Metis, and formerly Bois-Brule, is

an athletic, rather good-looking, lively, excitable, easy-going being. Fond of

a fast pony, fond of merry-making, free-hearted, open-handed, yet indolent and
improvident, he is a marked feature of border life. Being excitable, he can
be roused to acts of revenge, of bravery, and daring . . . .The Metis, if a friend,

is true, and cannot in too many ways oblige you. . . . Louis Itiel was undoubt-
edly the embodiment of the spirit of unrest and insubordination in his race.

Tribes and peoples do at times find their personification in one of their num-

* Mr. Begg. t See Dominion Census, 1871.
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her. Ambitious, vain, capable of inspiring confidence in the breasts of the
ignorant, yet violent, vacillating and vindictive ; the rebel chieftain has died,

etc.*"

English Half-breeds. "As different as is the patient roadster from the
wild mustang, is the English-speaking half-breed from the Metis. "+

The Canadians. " Unfortunately for Canada, the very men who maligned
and defied the law of the land, styled themselves the Canadian party in Red
River, and their principal cry seemed to be the superiority of Canadians gener-
ally over the Red River settlers. ' You will see what Canada will do when
she takes hold of the country,' was a common observation. "+

Numerically the Canadians were insignificant, but, in point of

education, ability, energy, and progressiveness, they were an ex-

tremely important factor in the settlement. They saw clearly enough
that both " patient roadster," and "wild mustang," would have to

give way before Canadians ; and they seem to have been at no pains

to conceal their views, and their contempt for the old-fashioned

methods of Company rule. In 1868 the Canadian Government sent

Messrs. Snow & Mair into the settlement to commence some road-

making. This was nearly two years prior to Canada having any
jurisdiction there. Naturally enough, but quite indiscreetly, they
became associated with the Canadian party ; and the boastings of

these latter thus seemed to receive official confirmation.

" Coupled with this, Mr. Mair made himself particularly busy in speaking
and writing in favour of the principles of the party. Instead of confining him-
self to his government duties, he employed a portion of his time in preaching a
doctrine sufficient of itself to cause distrust in the minds of the Red River
people as to the intentions of the Canadian Government. "§

*"The Old Settlers of Red River." By Rev. Dr. Bryce.

t Ibid. J Begg's History, 21. § Begg's History, 21.



CHAPTER III.

CAUSES OF THE OUTBREAK—" PROCEED
WITH THE SURVEYS."

Here thm, we have all the materials necessary for an explosion.

" Patient roadster " and " wild mustang," divided by disposition, by

race, and by religion, yet united in interest, about to be driven out

of their old-fashioned methods by these new people, who hold the

methods of both in contempt. Roadster and mustang, alike, want to

know what is going to be done, and especially why anything is being

done, prior to the transfer of the territory to Canada. Roadster and

mustang are given to understand that they are to have nothing to

say upon the subject. Roadster and mustang wanting to know who

is to rule them, and with what kind of bridles and bits ? Roadster

and mustang objecting that their drivers have not yet bought them,

or got title to them.] What nonsense! Nonsense, perhaps, but

roadster and mustang can kick, one patiently, the other somewhat

wildly ; and kick they do, five men being killed in the sequence of

it, as will hereafter be related.

Does the above fairly indicate the causes of the outbreak 1 It

does. The proof is overwhelming. .

Until the 1 5th July, 1870, the Canadian Government had no

more right to exercise jurisdiction at Red River than had the Presi-

dent of the United States. Let this clearly be borne in mind—there

could by no possibility be a rebellion against Canada prior to July,

1870. There might be an invasion by Canada, and an usurpation by

it of power ; but the Tasmanian Government could have acted in the

same way, and with the same right, and, probably, have met with

the same resistance ! Canada was, no doubt, in treaty for the acquisi-

tion of the territory, but she had not got it, and every act of her gov-

ernment, in anticipation of the grant, was entirely illegal.

Notwithstanding this fact (well-known, and admitted, as it was),

the government sent Col. Dennis, with a body of surveyors, into the

settlement, for the purpose of laying off in lots the land which the set-

tlers had so long peaceably occupied. As the survey progressed some

of the " Canadian party " laid claim to such parts as pleased them,

and took possession of them by ploughing furrows, or by driving in

stakes carrying their names.
" Wild mustang" is unable to watch all this with that perfect

equanimity, and stoical indifference, which a philosopher, in the most

advanced stages, might be expected to exhibit. On the contrary he
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grows fretful, apprehensive, indignant, angry
; and Col. Dennis, on

the 21st August, 18(59, reported to Ottawa as follows :

—

"I find that a considerable degree of irritation exists among the native
population in view of surveys and settlements being made without the Indian
title having been first extinguished. ... In connection therewith, /
would reiterate to you my conviction, as expressed while at Ottawa, that no
time should be lost. The necessity for prompt action is more apparent to me
now than it seemed even then. ... In the meantime, the French half-
breeds, who constitute about one-fourth or one-fifth (say 3,000 souls), of the
settlement, are likely to prove a turbulent element. This class has gone so
far as to threaten violence should surveys be attempted to be made."

Afterwards, on the 28th August, 1869, Col. Dennis reported :

—

" I have again to remark the uneasy feeling which exists in the half-breed
and Indian element, with regard to what they conceive to be premature action
taken by the Government, in proceeding to effect a survey of the lands, without
having extinquished the Indian title, and I beg permission to reiterate the
conviction expressed on a former occasion, that this must be the first question of
importance dealt with by the Government."

But this was not the first question dealt with. ., It was not dealt
with at all, until everything Col. Dennis easily enough foresaw, had
happened. " Dealt with "

! it was dealt with in this fashion :

—

" Ottawa, Oct. 4, 1869.

"Sir,—I have the honor to inform you that the Government, upon the
recommendation of the Minister of Public Works, has approved of the system
proposed by you, in your report dated the 28th August last, for the survey and
sub-division of townships in the North- West Territories. You are, there/ore,
authorized to proceed with the surveys on the plan proposed.

I have the honor to be, sir,

Your obedient servant,

J. Stoughton Dennis, P.L.S., F. Braun,
Red River Settlement. Secretary.

" Proceed with the surveys" ! Col. Dennis and the settlers say,
" Settle these title matters as ' the first question of importance '."

After the difficulties had seriously commenced, the Canadian Govern-
ment sent delegates to pacify the settlers, and to assure them of
reasonable terms. But prior to the outbreak the word is one of
lofty and contemptuous command—" Proceed with the surveys."

And "proceed with the surveys" they did, but with no great,

success. " Patient roadster " becomes restive, and " wild mustan" "

raises his heels :

—

"No arms were seen with the party, but by standing on the surveyor's
chain and using threats of violence, if the survey was persisted in, it became
evident that to go on with the surveys would probably have led to a serious
collision."*

* Schedule to letter—Hon. W. McDougall to Secy. State, 31st Oct., 1869.
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And thus the heels have been raised, but, as yet, not to strike

—

merely to be shown, and then put down again, firmly, on the chains :— " These chains have no right here ; take them off, and yourselves

too!" Col. Dennis has no alternative ; "proceed with the surveys "

has become impossible, and so gathering up the chains he makes his

way south to the boundary, there to report to Mr. McDougall, and
receive further impossible orders As he journeys let us peruse the

testimony of some of the historians, and others, as to the causes of the

outbreak.

Rev. Dr. Bryce's Testimony.

The Rev. Dr. Bryce, whose writings show little sympathy with

those who were trying to get terms from their proposed new masters,

testifies as follows :
*

" Suffice it to say that the hasty action of the Canadian Government in

sending roadmakers and surveyors to the North-west, before the transfer had
been made, the unwise conduct of a number of these forerunners, and the
natural fear of the Red River people that their interests would be neglected,

account for the rising. To these must be added the restless character of the
French hal'-breeds, who, as hunters and traders, were accustomed to the use
of fire-arms, had a hereditary bent to insubordination, and were led by a few
daring leaders."

Mr. Begg's Testimony.

Mr. Begg's "Historv of the Red River Troubles" is bv far the

most complete account obtainable of the events it deals with. Mr.
Begg resided at Fort Garry throughout the whole period, and kept a

carefully compiled diary, not only of events, but of the rumors and
anticipations of the days as they passed. His story has therefore

much interest. At page 24, he says :

—

"Soon after Col. Dennis had commenced his surveying operations through-
out the settlement, these same men began to lay claim to all the most valuable
spots of land not actually belonging to the settlers. The plan adopted was as

follows :—When a lot was chosen by an individual, he proceeded to cut a fur-

row round it with a plough, and then drive stakes with his name marked upon
them into the ground here and there. This was considered sufficient to give
the claimant a right to the land ; and in this way hundreds of acres were taken
possession of, for the purpose of speculation. It seemed, as soon as there ap-

peared a certainty that the Hon. Win. McDougall was to be Governor, that the
men, who professed to be his friends in lied River, made it a point to secure as

much of the country to themselves as possible. It is notorious that the prin-

cipal one in this movement, the leader of the so-called Canadian party, staked
off sufficient land (had he gained possession of it) to make him one of the largest

landed proprietors in the Dominion. Can it be wondered at if the people looked
with dismay at this wholesale usurpation of the soil? Is it surprising if they

foresaw the predictions of the very men who acted as ursurpers as likely to

come true, namely, that the natives were to be swamped by the incoming
strangers."

* 'Tt.o Pr visional Governments in Manitoba," p. 3.
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Mr. McTavish's Testimony.

Mr. McTavish, who was Governor of the Hudson's Bay Com-
pany at Fort Garry, in a letter to Mr. McDougall, at Pembina, (9th

November, 1869) thus delicately says the same thing:

—

"It is unquestionable that the preservation of the public peace is the para-
mount duty of every government ; but while in ordinary circumstances it

might be reasonable enough to cast upon us the exclusive responsibility of
preserving the public peace, it may perhaps at the same time admit of doubt
whether some degree of responsibility did not also rest upon others in a case
of so exceptional a character as this— a case in which not merely a whole
country is transferred, but also in a certain sense a whole people, or where at
least the political condition of the people undergoes such a great change ; mid
it may moreover be a question whether, on tin- part of the Dominion, the prelimi-
nary arrangementsfor introducing that change have proceeded upon such a just
and accurate appreciation of the country, and (hi- peculiar feelings and habits

of its people, as on such an occasion was desirable, if not absolutely essential,
and whether the complications by which we are now surrounded may not, to a
great extent, be owing to that circumstance."

Thk Bishop of Rupert's Land's Testimony.

The Anglican Bishop of Rupert's Land, on the Gtli December,
186i), wrote as follows to Col. Dennis, who was then engaged in

levying troops to attack Riel :-

—

" Further, it would be well not to act till you ascertain clearly the mind of
the Canadian Ministry and people on the way of settling this affair, and I

think something is due to the people from Governor McDougall. 1 for one
am at this moment perfectly ignorant of any detail of the character or policy of
this Government. Personally, I do not care for this. I am not only ferventty
loyal to the Queen, but I have unquestioning confidence in the management of
Canada. I know all will be right ; still there is not less a great want, a very
conciliator// attitude is what is wanted from Governor McDougall, and a plain
setting forth of how the Government is to be conducted, meeting, as far as possible,
any of the wishes expressed by the disaffected persons, and perhaps referring
others to Canada, but promising a generous consideration of the whole
grievance."

Col. Dennis's Testimony.

Col. Dennis was (later on) Mr. McDougall's Lieutenant, and as
Conservator of the Peace empowered by him to make war on the
settlers. His testimony will not probably be biased in their favor.

Before a House of Commons Committee he swore as follows :

—

" I have little doubt that the primary causes of tin outbreak ux re mi unsettled
feeling in the minds of the people as to tin- form of government that was likely to be

estaliiislnd, and a generalfear and anxiety that their interests might be sacrificed,
inasmuch as there had been no previous communication with them, with a
view to ascertaining the exact political situation—and forming a system of
government appropriate to the country. The French half-breeds were evidently
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jealous of the action of the Hudson's Bay Co. with regard to the transfer of the

territory unless they shared in the payment. This feeling was participated

in to a certain extent by the other classes of the inhabitants, namely, the

English half-breeds and the Canadian settlers. Before I reached the territory

I was told that there was an uneasy feeling."

Lord Dufferin's Testimony.

Lord l)ufferin in a despatch of 10th December, 1875, said:

"Your Lordship is so well aquainted with the history of the troubles which

were occasioned by the somewhat precipitate attempts made in the year 1869 to

incorporate the present Province of Manitoba with the Dominion, be/ore the

conditions of the proposed union had been explained to its inhabitants, that, etc."

—

Mr. George Stewart's Testimony.

Mr. Geo. Stewart, Jr., the historian of the " Administration of

the Earl of Dufferin," writes as follows (pp. 381-6) :

—

''Early in the year 1869 surveying parties proceeded to Fort Garry, with

the intention of laying out portions of the country in townships and lots. The

overbearing conduct of some of these persons, and the injudicious speeches and
movements of the others, very speedily provoked the hostility, and aroused the

fears of the settlers, mostly men of crass ignorance and narrow prejudices, who
saw in the action of the surveyors an interference with their proprietary rights.

Nor was any effort made to disabuse their minds of these fears. A contrary

line of conduct, either through malice or ignorance, was followed, and this and

other causes aroused the squatters to feelings inimical to Canada, and bitterly

hostile to the Government."
" Rumors of all kinds prevailed. It was said that the plots of ground,

where some of them had dwelt and reared families for rifty years, would be torn

from their possession by the Government of Canada, and themselves cast adrift;

their rights to the soil would be invaded, their houses taken from them, enor-

mous taxes would be levied, and the most absolute tyranny forced upon them.

They would be bought and sold like slaves. With these views firmly estab-

lished in the very hearts of the populace we cannot wonder at the popularity of

the movement which was created to resist to the death what some called Cana-

dian coercion. Our only astonishment is, all things considered, that there was

not more blood spilled, and more cruelties practised than there were."

"The mad freaks of Colonel Dennis and Captain Cameron did not a little

to increase the hostility of the forces of Riel, and Mr. Macdougall's presence on

the border was a constant menace to the rebels, who, with wonderful forbear-

ance, committed scarcely any violence to him or his immediate staff."

Major Boulton's Testimony.

Major Boulton was not only a participant (upon the Canadian side)

in the events, but was for a time one of Kiel's prisoners. His

history of the "rebellion" is nevertheless wonderfully fair. He tells

us , Reminiscences of the North-West Rebellion, pp. 61, 75, 52, 58) :

—

" There did not seem to be any disposition on his (Riel's) part, or that of

his people, to oppose the cession of the country to Canada ; but the opposition
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he offered seemed to be confined to the entrance of the Covernor, or the estab-

lishment of the authority of Canada, until certain rights, which he, and his

supporters claimed to be their privilege, and to have been granted them aa in-

habitants of the country, had been conceded."

"As Canadians on the spot, we beheld with pleasure the advent of the
Lieutenant-Governor, and were disposed to judge severely all who were not in-

clined to view the coming of the Queen's representative in the same light. in
this we represented the ambition and hopes of Canada, in having so magnifi-

cent a domain added to her boundaries, the value of which, being resident in

the country, we thoroughly appreciated. We could not enter into the feelings

of those who were about to be subjected to a new order of things, the effect of
which, no one, at this time, could know."

" This was followed by a surveying party, under Colonel Dennis, to run
the meridian lines and lay the foundation of the future surveys of the territory,

upon the American principle of scpuare blocks, containing six hundred and forty
acres each, with a road allowance around the four sides. T/us proceeding
created a feeling of hostility among the population, which had not been con-

suited, and were not cognizant of any policy propounded, or that might be pur-
sued tmvards them, in regard to their holdings."

"Some of the party were struck with the beauty of the country in the
neighborhood, and determined upon taking up land. Then and there they

staked it out for fidure occupation. This gave rise to jealousy on the part of

the half-breeds in the neighborhood, who watched their proceedings ; and Riel,

as it turned out, followed us down to ascertain what our movements were
likely to be."

Testimony op Messrs. Buckingham and Ross.

In their " Life of Alexander McKenzie," Messrs. Buckingham
and Ross write :

'

' When it became known to the settlers at Fort Garry and other points
in the Territories that the Dominion Government was to assume the control of

their affairs, they became greatly alarmed—perhaps without^ sufficient reason,

although had the government exercised proper forethought, it is quite clear the

alarm of the inhabitants would not have assumed the aggressive form which it

did. They felt that to send up a ready-made government to take charge of

their affairs was a poor compliment to their intelligence, Many of them, half-

breeds as they were, were well educated and had accumulated considerable
property during their residence in the country. They had been contented and
prosperous under the Hudson's Bay rule, and they felt that their transfer to

another power, without consultation, was treating them somewhat cavalierly.

Besides, rumors, no doubt false, with regard to Mr. McDougall's treatment of

the Indians, while Commissioner of Public Lands, were promulgated for the
purpose of arousing the hostility of the half-breeds. And so, personal opposi-

tion to their future ruler was added to their aversion to the methods by which
it was proposed to govern them.

"Colonel Dennis, who had been sent up in advance of Mr. Macdougall to

survey the country, was also regarded with suspicion. The settlers could not
understand what the surveying of their lands by a band of officers meant, if

they had no sinister object in view, as they believed that their farms were al-

ready sufficiently well defined for their own purposes. To add to their alarms,

Mr. Howe's visit, as Secretary of State, was inopportune. Instead of pouring
oil upon the troubled waters, and reassuring the discontented that due con-
sideration would be given to all their complaints, he connived at their threat-

ened opposition to Mr. McDougall, should he presume to enter the country as

Lieutenant-Governor, and in this way, perhaps, inadvertently strengthened
their determination to offer resistance to his authority."

21
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Col. Wolsley's testimony.

Col. Wolslev, as is well known, led the expedition which was

sent from Ontario to Red River in 1870. After his return he wrote

an article in Blackwood * from which the following extract is made :

" We are warned by a Krench proverb that the first step in all transactions

is a most important one ; and that taken by the Dominion Government towards
establishing their authority was no exception to the rule. Their first direct

step was to send forward surveyors to plot out the country into townships
;

and this was the actual circumstance that gave run to thefirst overt act of rebt llion

on the part of the French people there. The men employed on the service, as well

as their assistants and followers, were all either from England or Ontario.

Around these surveyors, as round a centre, were collected '/ email band of.

Canadian*, who had followed in their wake, hoping to obtain large grants of land

and make fortunes when the new Government was established.

The people of the country were thoroughly discontented at the cavalier

way in which they had been treated, as their will had never be* n consulted by
any of the three parties who had arranged the terms of transfer. A feelii

irritation was abroad, which the bearing of the surveyors, and other Canadians,
towards them served to increase beyond measure. Many of the latter fcx

to stake out fafnys for themselves', which they openly declared they meant to

claim as soon as the new Governor had arrived.

The Hudson Bay officials residing in the territory were loud-spoken in

denouncing the bargain entered into by their Directors in London ; they said it

injured them materially, without providing any compensation for the loss they
were about to sustain ; that they, the Working bees of the hive, were to receive

nothing, whilst the drones of stockholders in England were to get all the honey
in the shape of the £300,000.

The English speaking farmers, although thoroughly loyal, and anxious for

annexation to Canada, so as to be delivered from what many called the

"thraldom of the Hudson Bay Company,'' regarded the terms of the transfer

in no favorable light.

They thought that they should havr been consultrd ,• and the injudicious

silence of the Canadian Ministry with reference to the form of Government to

be established, caused many divisions amongst this party. Although they

would have scorned to take part in any actual resistance against the new order

of things, yet they were by no means sorry to see the Ottawa Ministry in

difficulties. They considered themselves slighted, and were sulky in

consequence. They had no intention of giving themselves any trouble to aid a

Government that had not only failed to consult, or to consider, fl<<ir interests, but

had ignored (heir existence altogether.

With the exception, therefore, of the small handful of Canadian adventur-

ers already alluded to, no one residing in the settlement in 18o!) was pleased

with the arrangement, and many were loud-spoken in denouncing it. Where
such active elements of discontent existed, it may easily be imagined how
simple it was to fan the smouldering embers into a flame of active rebellion.

Unfortunately the arrangement entered into had an air of pur-

chase about it, and a cry resounded throughout the Northwest that its inhabit-

ants were being bought and sold like so many rattle. With such a text the most
commonplace of democrats could preach for hours

;
and poor indeed must have

been their clap-trap eloquence if an ignorant and impressionable people such as

those at Red Kiver had not been aroused by it.

The surveyors were at work all through the autumn of 18G9, and in

prosecuting their operations frequently ran chain-lines across the farms of m< n

1 December, 1870, p. 206, fl.
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whose language they could not spud-, and with whom they had no fit-lings in com-
mon. A report soon got abroad that the Canadian Govenment intended pos-
sessing themselves of all the land, for the purpose of alloting it amongst the
host of emigrants who, rumor said, were to follow the establishment of the
new order of things. A large proportion of farmers could produce no title-

deeds to the lands they claimed ; many could not even assert what is generally
recognized as the outward visible symbol of possession in such matters—namely,
the fact of their being fenced in . . .

No attempt was made by tin Ottawa Government to conciliate their newly
acquired subjects. The Governor appointed by the Hudson Bay Company who
was to exercise authority until Mr. McDougaU reached Fort Garry, was never
even communicated with. One would have thought that common civility, if

not political tact, would have caused the Ottawa Ministry to have informed
him in writing of Mr. McDougall's appointment, and of the date at which his
arrival might be expected; the old (Jovernor's co-operation and assistance in

establishing the new order of things might, with advantage, have been solicited

at the same time. No explanations w< n made as to what was to be the policy of
Canada in its dealings with Rupert's Land. In fact the people of that country
were so thoroughly ignored, they were easily led to believe that their material
interests would be so also, in favor of the emigrants that rumor, and the Can-
adian surveyors, said might shortly be expected to arrive at Red River."

Captain Huysche's Testimony.

Captain Huysche accompanied the expedition to Red River, and
testifies as follows :

*

" In these negotiations between the Hudson's Bay Company and the
Imperial and Dominion Governments, it does not appear mat the feelings of the

lime colony at Red Hirer were taken into account at all. The French Kmperor
had not then set the world the example of a plebiscite vote ; the concurrence
of the people so vitally interested does not appear to have been asked, nor was
any guarantee that their rights ami privileges should be respected held out as

an inducement to the settlers to acquiesce quietly in the new order of things.
Though there can be no doubt that they would have been fairly and justly
treated by Canada, yet it cannot be a wonder to any impartial person that
they did not take quite the same view of the matter, but objected to be
transformed from a crown colony to a "colony of a colony," and handed over
to the Dominion, bon gre mal gre, like so many head of cattle.

During the summer of 1SG9, a surveying party under a Colonel Dennis,
of volunteer fame, hail been engaged surveying the country, and dividing it

into townships, etc., for future allotment by the Canadian Government. The
proceedings of this party had given great offence to the French half-breeds.

The unsettled state of the land tenure, as regards the half-breeds and Indians,

not unnaturally excited apprehensions in their minds that their lands would be
taken from them and given to the Canadian immigrants, and the injudicious

conduct of some of the members of the surveying par/;/, who put up claims, here

and there, to tracts of land that they liappi ned to tah a fancy to, di<l not h nd to

allay these angry feelings. The irritation raised by these causes operating
together on the uneducated French half-breeds culminated on 10th October,
1869, in open opposition to the surveying party : a band of some eighteen men,
headed by a man named Louis Riel, stopped one of Colonel Dennis's surveying
parties and compelled them to discontinue their operations. . .

* " The Red River Expedition " p. 3 ff.
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On 24th November,* Riel, with an armed party, took posseesion of Fort
Garry, ostensibly to prevent its falling into the hands of Mr. McDougall, but in

reality to obtain funds and provisions for carrying out his plans of making
himself sole ruler of the country. Governor McTavish had twelve hours' notioe

of the intended occupation of the fort, but took no measures to prevent it.

And here I must observe, that the uniform success of the insurgents in all their

plans points undoubtedly, not only to advice and assistance from their own
clergy (which is too notorious to need any argument), but also to sympathy, if

not collusion, on the part of some of the Hudson's Bay Company's officials

at Fort Garry. It is impossible to acquit the latter of all blame. Their utter
inertness, and laissez alter policy, cannot be explained away by the illness of

the Governor. He had the advice of a council, composed of many of the lead-

ing residents, to whom the prevalant feeling of discontent must have been
well known, but yet nothing was done to check the rising spirit of rebellion,

which soon passed beyond the control of its originators. Nothing could have been
easier than to have prevented Kiel's occupation of the fort by simply shutting
the gates and refusing to let him in. Without the fort and its stores of money,
arms, and ammunition, and provisions, the dmeute must have fallen to the ground
of itself, and have collapsed for want of the necessaries of life. The only
rational inference can be, that the Company's officials at Fort Oarry were
secretly pleased to find that Canada was not going to have such an easy time of it

as she expected ; and loth to lose the government of the country themselves,
they looked on with indifference at the troubles which welcomed their

successors."

The British Government's Testimony.

Canada was to pay £300,000 to the Hudson's Bay Company for

a release of its rights to the territories, and had, in the first instance,

agreed to make the payment on the 1st December, 1869. The
Canadian Government claimed, however, that peaceable possession

should be given, and objected to pay until this could be accomplished.

Recriminations ensued between the Company and the Government
as to which of them was l'esponsible for the outbreak. Neither of
them claimed that the settlers were the real offenders—each blamed tlie

other. In a despatch from Earl Granville to the Governor-General
(30th November, 1866), the Company's position is thus stated :

—

"This being the state of the case, the Canadian Government, in anticipation

of the transfer, now agreed on by all parties, undertook certain operations in

respect of land, subject in the first instance to a faint protest from the Com-
pany, and directed the future Lieutenant-Governor to enter the territory.

The result, unfortunately, has not met the expectations of the Colonial Gov-
ernment. Mr. McDougall was met, it appears, by armed resistance, and the
disturbances caused by his presence seem to have resulted in the plunder of the
Company's stores and the occupation of Fort Garry by the insurgent portion of

the population. But the Canadian Government having, by this measure, given
occasion to an outbreak of violence in a territory which they have engaged to
take over, now appear to claim the right of postponing indefinitely the com-
pletion of their engagements to the Company."

•This should be 2nd Nov.
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The Canadian Government's Testimony.

The Canadian Government, on its part, retorted upon the Com-
pany by an Order-in- Council (lGth December, 1869), as follows :

" That there would be an armed resistance by tlie inhabitants to the transfer
was, it is to be presumed, unexpected by all parties ; it certainly was so by the
Canadian Government. In this regard the Company cannot be acquitted of all
blame. They had an old and fully organized Government in the country, to
which the people appeared to render ready obedience. Their Governor was
advised by a Council, in which some of the leading residents had seats. They
had every means of information as to the state of feeling existing in the country.
They knew, or ought to have known, the light in which the proposed negotia-
tions were viewed by the people under their rule. If they were aware
of the feeling of discontent, they ought frankly to have stated it to the Imperial
and Canadian Governments. If they were ignorant of the discontent, the
responsibility of such wilful blindness on the part of their officers must rest
upon them. For more than a year these negotiations have been actively
proceeded with, and it was the duly of the Company to hare prepared th<> people
under its rule for the change ; and have explained the precautions taken to
protect the interests of the inhabitants, and to have removed any misapprehen-
sions that may have existed among them. It appears that no steos o/ am/ kind,
in that direction, were taken. The people have been led to suppose that they hare
been sold to Canada, with an utter disregard of their rights and position. .

The resistance of these misguided people is evidently not against the sovereian/u
of Her Majesty, or the government of the Hudson's Bay Company, but to the
assumption of the Government of Canada. They profess themselves satisfied to
remain as they are, and that if the present system of government were allowed
to continue they would at once disperse to their homes.

" It is obvious, then, that the wisest course to pursue is, for the present, to
continue the authority of the Company, which the insurgents appear to respect,
while steps are being taken to remove the misapprehensions which exist, and
to reconcile the people to the change. Any hasty attempt by the Canadian
Government to force their rule upon the insurgents would probably result in an
armed resistance and bloodshed."

It required no seer so to prophesy, and no great statesman so to
divine. But, unfortunately, while resort to force was deprecated,
and postponement of change of government arranged, at Ottawa, Mr.
McDougall proceeded to act as though the change had already been
accomplished, as though he were already Governor, as though force
were the only course in honor open to him ; and this, as was
probable, resulted " in armed resistance and bloodshed."



CHAPTER IV.

THE HON. W. MACDOUGALL, AT PEMBINA.

The Hon. W. McDougall was the Minister of Public Works,
upon whose recommendation (as we have seen) Colonel Dennis was
" authorized to proceed with the surveys." It had been determined

that after the transfer of the territories to Canada he should be the

Lieutenant-Governor, and should frame and administer the laws for

the prairie land. In anticipation of the transfer he had been

directed to proceed to the settlement in order to make investigations

and preliminary arrangements. He arrived at Pembina on the 30th

October, 1869, on the American side of the international boundary,

and about 60 miles south of Fort Garry, where Col. Dennis, unable

to "proceed with the surveys," joined him on the 1st November.
By this time "standing on the chain" has developed into a

determination on the part of the French, to prevent, by force, if

necessary, the entrance of Mr. McDougall into the settlement ; and
the "wild mustangs" have thrown up a barricade across the road, with

intent to defend it until assurances and information are obtained.

The " patient roadsters," meanwhile, have expressed themselves in this

way :—
'

' ^Ve feel confidence in the future administration of the government of this

country under Canadian rule. At the same time, we have not been consulted in

any way as a people, in entering the Dominion. The character of the new
government has been settled in Canada without our being consulted. We are

prepared to accept it respectfully, to obay the laws, and to become good
subjects ; but when you present to us the issue of a contiict with the French
party, with whom we have hitherto lived in friendship, backed up as they
would be by the Roman Catholic Church, which appears probable by the

course at present being taken by the priests—in which conflict it is almost
certain the aid of the Indians would be invoked and perhaps obtained by that

party—we feel disinclined to enter upon it."*

Everything, theiefore, now depends upon tact and diplomacy.

Taking possession of the territory illegally, and without deigning

information as to intentions—" proceed with the surveys," has

produced armed resistance by the French, and stolid indifference on

the part of the English. A change of attitude mav still avert all

violence. What will Mr. McDougall do 1 In his despatch to the

Secretary of State (31st Oct., 1870) he says :

—

"This morning I determined to send Mr. Provencher . . . . to Fort Garry,

if permitted to go so far, with a verbal message to Governor McTavish announc-

* Dennis Report, 27th Oct., 1669.

[3C6]
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ing my arrival within his jurisdiction, and claiming his protection for myself

and party. Mr. Provencher was instructed to ascertain from the insurgents, by
frirndly conference, if possible, their object, and the extent of the force at

their command. He was instructed to assure them of the determination of

the Government to deal quietly with all classes, and to respect existing rights

without reference to race or religion. But he was to explain to them that

until the n< w gorerumi nt was organized, and so long as they /< maineil until arms
in their hands, no official communication could be had with them by me or any
one "ii my behalf."

Two clays afterwards Mr. Provencher returned, and reported to

Mr. McDongall that he had not been permitted to proceed further

than the Sale River, when; he had talked with the leaders of the

men :
—

" I was surprised to hear that they did not know anything about what had

been done either in the Canadian or imperial Parliament relating to the North-

West Territory. They only knew that Canada had paid to the H. B. Co.

£300,000 for their rights in that country.
•' The general complaint of these men, as far as I could ascertain, was that they

had not been consulted on the new political changes about to take place. They said

they tolerated the government of the Company from the mere fact of its exist-

ence, and because in reality the charges where so light that they had no reason

to ask for a change, though for many years they had agitated the question of

electing their representatives in the Council of Assiniboia, and now they were

resolved to take advantage of the recent changes to realize that desire. They
said moreover that they had been greatly abused by a few people, looked upon as

representing the views of the Canadian i/o rernment, and that they had been led

to fear that great danger would arise to them from the establishment of the

new contemplated government. Under these circumstances they decided to pre-

vent at once any possibility of establishing that new form of government by not

allowing the newly-appointed governor to come into the country. At about 4

o'clock, p. m. , I was introduced to the President of the so-called Special Committee

of the half-breeds, who began by asking me in what capacity I was there. I ex-

plained what was your mission and my own, when he told me that as the newly -

appointed chief of the half-breeds he could not acknowledge the validity of any

of the proceedings of the Canadian Government towards them, nor our ap-

pointment; nevertheless if the Canadian Government was willing to do it.

they were ready to open negotiations with them, or ivith any person vested with full

powers, in view of settling the terms of their coming into the Dominion of Canada."*

During the rest of November Mr. McDougall remained at Pembina.

He expected that the territory would be united to Canada on the 1st

of December, when his authority would commence, and he could

" proceed with the surveys," by force, if necessary. Meanwhile he

did various other things. He appealed to Mr. McTavish, the gov-

ernor of the Hudson's Bay Company, to issue a proclamation (which

was done on the 16th November) ; he intimated to one who '• would

report my remarks as he passed through the rebel camp " that

" I had been sent as a civil governor, and was prepared to treat all classes and

parties in the most friendly and impartial manner ; but if they prt ferreda mili-

tary regime and martial law, they were taking tin proper courst to secure »*."+

* Report of Mr. Provencher, 3rd Nov., 1869.

t Mr. MacDoujjall's letter to Secretary of State, 5th Nov., 1869.
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he enabled the " loyal " party to contradict false reports as to

Canadian intentions, but " avoided direct communication with unoffi-

cial persons " *
; and for the rest was engaged in making " efforts to

arouse the loyal people of the settlement for a fight." f

One can hardly think that this was the best method of dealing

with people whose general complaint was (as reported both by Col.

Dennis, and Mr. Provencher), ;< that they had not been consulted

on the new political changes about to take place "
; more particularly

when those persons had come to

"understand, perfectly, that I (Mr. MacDougall) have no legal authority to act,

or to command obedience, till the Queen's proclamation is issued." +

He himself, it seems, was, in reality, a mere " unofficial person."

While he is thus waiting, and preparing, for the 1st of December,

when he hopes to become " official," and to have forces enrolled

sufficient to " proceed with the surveys," meanwhile refusing all

" communication with unofficial persons," let us return to Red River,

and recount the events of the month.

* Mr. MacDougall's letter to Secretary of State, 20th Nov., 1869.

t Mr. MacDougall's letter to Secretary of State, 2nd Dec, 1869.

X Mr. MacDougall's letter to the Secretary of State, 14th Nov., 1869.



CHAPTER V.

NOVEMBER AND EARLY DECEMBER AT
RED RIVER.

While Mr. McDougall awaits the 1st of December, when he
expects to be Lieutenant Governor, the settlers are not inactive.
Their grievances are already partly known to us. Up to the present
their actions have not only been natural, but perfectly reasonable.
And if it be said that Mr. McDougall, as a British subject, had as
much right to come into the territories, as they had to be there—that
they were acting illegally in opposing his entrance; it may fairly be
replied that their opposition was not to a British subject, but to a
person claiming to represent, with power, a colony that had no greater
jurisdiction in the territory than had South Australia. It may be
justly added, too, that their act was not the first that was illegal.

Who can answer Earl Granville's indictment of the Canadian
Government, that it had "given occasion to an outbreak of violence,"
by undertaking "certain operations in respect of land," "in anticipa-
tion of the transfer" of the territory to Canada? The outbreak was
a vigorous protest against these " certain operations in respect of
land," which to the settlers bore such sinister aspect.

And the opposition was not of such wild character as one would
have expected from unbridled " mustangs." On the contrary they
surrounded their proceedings with much regard to legal form, and
constitutional usage. Indeed, nothing is more forcibly impressed upon
the student of this period than the strong parallelism between its

events and those of the American revolution, in regard to the display
of legal ability, the observance of legal forms, and the gradual
increase of resistance, well-proportioned to the more strenuous efforts

to enforce sovereignty.

Council of Assiniboia. Prior to the period at which we have now
arrived, the government of the territory, within a radius of 50 miles
from Fort Garry, had been carried on by the " Council of Assiniboia,"
members of which were nominated by the Hudson's Bay Company.
It is very difficult to ascertain whether the Company, and this Council,
were in reality in sympathy with Riel or not. Mr. McDougall
writing from Larose's farm on 7th Nov., 1869, enclosed a communi-
cation which he had received from friends at Fort Garry, in which it

is said that " The Hudson's Bay Company are evidently with the
rebels, and their present role is to prevent your having any official in-

tercourse with them. It is said the rebels will support the government
[329]
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of the Hudson's Bay Company as it exists." Mr. McDougall, him-

self, came to hold that opinion ; and Captain Huysche /page 8) also

believed it. On the other hand an address to Mr. McDougall by the

Council (19 Oct., 1869) tends strongly the other way. The impres-

sion left upon the mind of the present writer, after a perusal of all

papers accessible to him, is that while officially the Council protested

against all resistance to Mr. McDougall. and while, officially, Gover-

nor McTavish issued a proclamation denouncing those engaged in it,

yet that privately the Governor, and many of the Council, were not

sorry that an attempt was being made to extract information as to

the future government of the territory; and that all, without excep-

tion, were convinced that the Canadian Government had brought the

ti'ouble upon itself.

On the 25th October, 1869, the Council held a meeting The fol-

lowing is an extract from the minutes:—

"The Council unanimously expressed their reprobation of the outrageous
proceedings referred to by the President, but feeling strongly impressed with
the idea that the parties concerned in them must be acting in utter forgetful-

ness, or even perhaps ignorance, of the highly criminal character of their actions

and of the very serious consequences they involved, it was thought that by
«alm reasoning and advice they might be induced to abandon their dangerous
schemes before they had irretrievably committed themselves. With this object

in view, therefore, Mr. Riel and Mr. Bruce, who were known to hold leading
positions in the party opposed to Mr. McDougall, had been invited to be present
at the meeting of the Council, and on being questioned by the Council as to the
motives and intentions of the party they represented, Mr. Eiel, who alone
addressed the Council on the occasion, substantially said, in the course of along,
and somewhat irregular, discussiou, that his party were perfectly satisfied with the

present Government and wanted no other; that they objected to any Government
comingfrom Canada without their being consulted in the matter; that they would
never admit any Governor, no matter by whom he might be appointed, if not by
the Hudson's Bay Company, unless delegates were previously sent with whom they

might negotiate as to the terms and conditions under which they would acknow-
ledge him ; that they were uneducated, and only half civilized, and felt that if a
large immigration were to take place they would probably be crowded out of a
country which they claimed as their own that they knew they were in a sense
poor and insignificant, but that it was just because they were aware of this

that they felt so much at being treated as if they were even more insignificant

that they in reality were ; that their existence, or at least their wishes, had been
entirely ignored ; that if Mr. McDougall were once here most probably the
English-speaking population would allow him to be installed in office as Gover-
nor, and then he would be our " Master," or King, as he says, and that there-

fore they intended to send him back ; that they consider that they are acting
not oidy for their own good, but for the good of the whole settlement ; that they

did not feel that they were breaking any law, but were simirfy acting in defence of
their own liberty ; that they did not anticipate any opposition from their English-

speaking fellow-countrymen, and only wished them to join, and aid in securing
their common lights ; that they might be opposed by some Canadian party in

the country, but for that they were quite prepared ; and that they were deter-

mined to prevent Mr. McDougall from coming into the settlements at all

hazards.

2nd, November 1869. If the opposition to Mr. McDouuall was to

be effective, Riel saw that the possession of Fort Garry was all
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essential. He had no antipathy to, or fear of, the Company ; hut a

far less able man would have at once comprehended the disadvantages

of his position, were the "Canadian party" once installed within the

fortifications. The steps he took are related in Mr. McTavish's

letter to Mr. McDougall (Nov. 9th, 1809) :—

" The occurrence to which I have alluded in the preceding paragraph as

being serious is this, that on the afternoon of Tuesday, the 2nd inst, a number
of these daring people suddenly, and without the least intimation of their

intention to make such a move, took possession of the gates of Fort Garry,
where they placed themselves inside and outside the gates to the number, in

all, of about 120, and where, night and day, they have constantly ke]>t a

pretty strong armed guard. On being asked what they meant by such a
movement upon the fort, they said their object was to protect it. Protect it

from what? they were asked. Their answer was, From danger. Against
what danger? they were asked. To this question they replied that they would
not now specify the danger, but that they would do so hereafter, and obstin-

ately took up the position they have since kept, in spite of all our protests

and remonstrances at such a bold and high-handed proceeding. On coming
into the fort they earnestly disclaimed all intention of injuring either person or

property within it—and it must be allowed that in that respect they have kept
their word."

Mr. McTavish added

" with a feeling of inexpressible regret, that to the Council and myself it appears
that your early return to Canada, is not only essential for the peace of the country,

but also advisable in the interest of the establishment in the future of the Canadian
Government."

It is very easy to be wise after the event—to realize that Mr.
McDougall did wrong in remaining at Pembina alter having received

this letter. Had he returned at once, (he did so six weeks after), it

is almost certain that there would have been nothing further to

relate. In justice to Mr. McDougall, however, it must be said that

he had some reason for suspecting the good faith of the suggestions

made to him by Mr. McTavish. He was informed by the Canadian
officials that, were he to show his authority the, " rebellion" would
dissolve into nothing before the most trifling display of force. That
this information was absurdly erroneous was no fault of Mr.
McDougall's. All that can be fairly charged to him is that reports

of enthusiastic military men, with their contempt for half-breed

methods, were not sufficiently discounted. The Dominion Govern-
ment at Ottawa (as has already appealed), saw clearly enough,
before the event, that "any attempt by the Canadian Government to

force their rule upon the insurgents would probably result in armed
resistance and bloodshed." The Governor of the Hudson's Bay
Company, at Winnipeg, foresaw the same result. Mr. McDougall,
at Pembina, misled by Col. Dennis, and others, saw nothing but a

few simpletons who would properly retire before imposing grandeur
as soon as displayed.
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Riel's reason for taking possession of Fort Garry is given by him-

self in his letter to Lieutenant-Governor Morris (3rd Jan., 1873 :)

"On the following day, he (Mr. McDougall) entered the Province, and
proceeded towards Fort Garry, with a view of taking up his residence at the

seat of government. The self-styled soldiers then took up a very threatening

attitude amongst us. They talked of taking Fort Garry. The knowledge of

this scheme, which we were afraid would be Carried out, suggested to us the

idea of seizing the Fort ; and we endeavored to keep Mr. McDougall at a dis-

tance in order that his party, which were so hostile to our interests, might not,

under such circumstances, get possession of the government of our native

country."

6th November, 1869. Thus far the French had proceeded with-

out the concurrence, but also without the opposition, of the English;

Pciel now bent his energies upon enlisting these latter upon his side,

and to arouse them to action in defence of their own interests. With
this object the following public notice was issued:

" PUBLIC NOTICE TO THE INHABITANTS OF RUPERT'S LAND.

"The President and representatives of the French-speaking population of

Rupert's Land in Council (the invaders of our rights being now expelled),

already aware of your sympathy, do extend the hand of friendship to you, our

friendly fellow-inhabitants ; and in doing so, invite you to send 12 representa-

tives from the following places, viz

:

St. John's 1 St. Margaret's 1

Headingly 1 St. James' 1

St. Mary's 1 Kildonan 1

St. Paul's 1 St. Andrew's 1

St. Clement's 1 St. Peter's 1

Town of Winnipeg 2

in order to form one body with the above Council, consisting of 12 members, to

consider the present political state of the country, and to adopt such measures

as may be deemed best for the future welfare of the same.

A meeting of the above Council will be held in the Court House at Fort

Garry, on Tuesday, the 16th day of November, at which the invited represen-

tatives will attend.
By order of the President,

Winnipeg, Nov. 6th, 1869. Louis Riel, Secretary.

Elections were held in pursuance of this request, and the following

English representatives were sent to the Council.

„ , TT7 . . \ Henry McKenney.
Town of W innipeg

| H. F. O'Lone.

Kildonan James Ross.

St. John's Maurice Lowman.
St. Paul's Dr. Bird.

St. Andrew's Donald Gunn.

Si. Clements Thomas Bunn.

St. Peter's Henry Prince.

St. James' Robert Tait.

Headingly William Tait.

St. Anne's George Gunn.

Portage-la-Prairie John Garrioch.
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It would have been difficult to have secured twelve men better
entitled, or qualified, to represent these districts—two of them, at
least, were then members of the Council of Assiniboia. The
Council of November (let it so be called), sat on the 16th, 17th
22nd, 23rd and 24th of November.

"The proceedings resulted in the French members declaring their intention
to form a Provisional Government for the purpose of treating with ( anada for
the future government of the country, and at the same time they asked their
English brethren to join them. As the English delegates were not prepared
to act in this emergency, without first consulting the people whom they repre-
sented, it was decided that the convention should be adjourned till Wednesday,
the 1st December."*

1st December, 1869. Meetings for discusssion of this proposal

having being held in the constituencies ( those in Winnipeg, where
the Canadian party was strongest, being fully as lively as those of
late years), the English delegates met on the 1st December for

separate conference.

At 6 o'clock, p.m., of the same day the French and English
delegates met together, when the former presented a Bill of Rights
for discussion. The Bill, and the action upon it appear in an
enclosure sent with a report made by Mr. McDougall to the Secretary
of State, dated December 16th, 1869 :

—

"list of rights.

1. That the people have the right to elect their own Legislature.

2. That the Legislature have power to pass all laws local to the territory
over the veto of the Executive by a two-thirds vote.

3. That no Act of the Dominion Parliament (local to the Territory) be
binding on the people until sanctioned by the Legislature of the Territory.

4. That all sheriffs, magistrates, constables, school commissioners, etc.,

etc. , be elected by the people.

5. A free homestead and pre-emption land law.

6. That a portion of the public lands be appropriated to the benefit of
schools, the building of bridges, roads, and public buildings.

7. That it be guaranteed to connect Winnipeg by rail with the nearest line
of railroad within a term of five years ; the laud grant to be subject to the
Local Legislature.

8. That for a term of four years, all military, civil, and municipal expenses
be paid out of the Dominion funds.

9. That the military be composed of the inhabitants now existing in the
Territory.

10. That the English and French languages be common in the Legislature
and ( 'ourts ; and all Public Documents and Acts of Legislature be published in
both languages.

11. That the judge of the Supreme Court speak the English and French
languages.

*Begga' History, p. 97.
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12. That treaties be concluded and ratified between the Dominion

Government and the several tribes of Indians in the Territory, to ensure peace

on the frontier.

13. That we have a fair and full representation in the Canadian Parliament.

14. That all privileges, customs and usages existing at the time of transfer

be respected.

" All the above articles have been severally discussed, and adopted by the

French and English representatives, without a dissenting voice, as the conditions

upon which the
5

people of Rupert's Land enter into Confederation. The French

representatives then proposed, in order to secure the above rights, that a dele-

gation be appointed, and sent to Pembina to see Mr. McDougall. and ask him

if he could guarantee these rights by virtue of his commission, and if he could

do so, that, then the French people would join, to a man, to escort Mr. McDougall to

his government seat. But on the contrary, if Mr. McDougall could not guar-

antee such rights, that the delegates request him to remain where he is, or

return till the rights be guaranteed by Act of Canadian Parliament.

" The English representatives refused to appoint delegates to go to Pembina

to consult with Mr. McDougall, stating they had no authority to do so from

their constituents, upon which the Council dissolved.

"The meeting at which the above resolutions were adopted, was held at

"Fort Garry, on Wednesday, December 1st, 1869.

One cannot help regretting this refusal on the part of the English

to send delegates to Mr. McDougall. As a basis of
:
negotiation the

list of rights cannot be thought to be unreasonable. At all events

the English believed it to be fair and proper. Why did they not

send delegates to present it ] The present writer is disposed to think

that the real, and only, difference between the English and French, at

this period, was that the latter were determined to negotiate first and

be governed afterwards ; whereas the former were willing to reverse

the* order. The English, therefore, while willing to present the

List of Rights, were not willing to refuse Mr. McDougall's entry into

the settlement pending discussion of it. The result, as will appear

hereafter, justified the French view, that better terms would be

obtained by adopting their methods, rather than taking what would,

without pessure, have been conceded.

The events of November and early December, at Red River, may-

be summed up in this:— Riel and his friends had formed themselves

into a Provisional Government; they had by a display of force com-

pelled Mr. McDougall to leave the territory and denied him re-entry;

they had taken possession of Fort Garry, the principal and strongest

fort in the settlement; a Council of 24 persons freely elected by the

different parishes had been formed; this Council had met and con-

sulted, had adjourned in order to obtain the views of the constituents,

had met again and agreed upon a list of rights, but had disagreed upon

the policy of resistance pending the discussion of these rights. On

the other hand the Canadian party was only less openly active because

of the restraint put upon them by Mr. McDougall. As yet Canada

had no jurisdiction, and Mr. McDougall no more legal authority than
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Riel. He would not therefore sanction the belligerent proceedings pro-

posed to him by the more impetuous of the Canadians. He appears
however to have quite approved the military preparations which were
being made in anticipation of the great 1st of December, when the

mantle of authority was expected to, fall upon him. Organization of

companies, and the drilling of them; formation of a •' committee of

public safety "
; negotiations for the assistance of the Indians; threats

of an Indian uprising, etc., were the engagements and business

this month of November

—

tliis weary wait for the 1st of December.
And Riel, it is supposed, ought to have refrained from all preparations
upon his side; should have left Fort Garry to be si-i/.cil by his oppon-
ents (as, after the 1st December, they seized the other Hudson's Bay
Fort); should have mildly waited to be captured and shot

!

Let it be frankly admitted (but upon both sides) that in the eye
of the law all this was irregular and illegal ; but let it be also acknow-
ledged that "the Canadian Government" first gave the "occasion

to an outbreak of violence" by " certain operations in respect to land";

that Riel, withstanding these operations, endeavored to justify,

as well as fortify, himself by obtaining the sanction of Councillors-

elected by the people; and that if he seized Fort Garry, it was to

prevent it falling into the hands of his enemies--it was a strategic
measure, necessarily incident to the general design, namely, that the
settlers must be consulted before their political status is changed.

This further must be observed—and it is a remark which will

apply to the events related, as well as to those to come—that the sever-
ity of Riel's actions increased in direct proportion to the opposition
which was offered to him by the Canadian party. The French settlers
were determined upon negotiation first, and government afterwards;
the English settlers thought this reasonable, but were not willing to
fight for it; the Canadian party were determined to fight agai st it by
"hasty attempt ... to force their rule upon the insurgents,"
with the result of "armed resistance, and bloodshed."

We are now ,ar enough advanced in the recital of the events to
say that the Canadian party (and not Riel) was the cause of all the
difficulty at Red River.

In the Canadian party must be included Col. Dennis and his
body of surveyors, and also Mr. McDougall and his entourage.
Mr. McDougall's blameworthiness (apart from his direction to

"proceed with the surveys,") was principally in that he allowed him-
self to be misled as to the state of feeling in the settlement

;

in his refusal to communicate directly with any " unofficial per-
sons "; and, finally, in that he illegally directed Col. Dennis to levy
war upon the people. Upon the others of the Canadian party lies

heavy responsibility. Some of them, in times but recently passed,

had shown the example of opposition to, and defiance of, the Hudson's-
Bay Company. By their unconcealed contempt for the Metis, and by
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"certain operations in land," they had plainly pointed to themselves as

the superior successors, not to say masters, of the " illiterate half-

breeds." When the French demanded negotiation prior to new

government, it was not the English settler, but the Canadian party

that placed itself in opposition, and stirred up, to the best of its power,

race and religious antipathy. While the Council of Assiniboia was

counselling Mr. McDougall to return to Canada as a step " not only

essential for the peace of the country, but also advisable in the interest

of the establishment, in the future, of the Government of Canada," *

it was the Canadian party that not only urged him to the contrary

course, but offered, upon their own responsibility, to institute armed

opposition to Riel.

* See page 331

.



CHAPTER VI.

MR. McDOUGALL STILL AT PEMBINA.

The great 1st of December is approaching, and we must return to

Mr. McDougall. What he did, and why he did it, he shall himself
narrate (Report to Secretary of State):

—

" Sir, I have the honor to report that I am still at Pembina in the territory
of the United States . . , and unable, in consequence of the continued
occupation of the road by armed men to proceed to Fort Garry.

"I have further to report that / have not received any instruction for my
guidance on and after the day of the transfer of the territory to Canada, nor
any notice of the Order-in-Council, which has no doubt been passed to effect it.

" In these circumstances I am compelled to act upon the general powers and
directions of my commission, and of the Acts of Parliament, Canadian and
Imperial, which seem to bear upon the case.

" I have accordingly prepared a proclamation to be issued on the 1st day of
December, reciting so much of the several Acts of Parliament as seemed neces-
sary to disclose the requisite authority, and stating, by way of recital, the fact
of surrender by the Hudson's Bay Company, acceptance by Her Majesty, and
transfer to Canada, from and after the 1st December, A. D., 1869. Thorn facts
J gather from the newspapers, from a private letter to me of the Deputy Gov-
ernor of the company, and my own knowledge before I left Ottawa, that the 1st
of December had been agreed upon as the date of the transfer."

This was Mr. McDougall's great mistake. He had much reason
for knowing, before he left Ottawa that it was the intention to issue

the Queen's proclamation on the 1st of December; but he could not
and did not know, whether or not that intention had been changed.
Unfortunately for him it had, been changed, and all his actions based
upon his idea that he was now governor were wholly illegal

Mr. McDougall issued three documents. The first was a proclama-
tion in the name of the Queen, which, after reciting that Her Majesty
had "declared that Rupert's Land, and the North- Western Territory,

shall from the first day of December, 1869, be admitted into and
become part of the Dominion of Canada," proceeded

:

" Now know ye, that we have seen tit by our Royal Letters Patent .

to appoint the Hon. William McDougall . . . on, from, and after the day
to be named by us . . . to wit, on, from and after the 1st day of Decem-
ber, 1869, to be, during our pleasure, the Lieutenant Governor of the North-
West Territories."

This document he, and his secretary signed, and issued in the name
of the Queen, having no more right so to do than they had to proclaim
him Czar of Russia. Lord Granville said of it (26th Jan. 1870):

"The proclamation recited that Her Majesty has transferred Rupert's Land
to Canada, which has not been done ; assumed the authority of Lieuteuant-

22 [ 337 ]
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Governor, which did not legally belong to him ; and purported to extinguish the

powers belonging to Mr. McTavish, who is in fact the only legal Governor of

the Territory."

The second document issued by Mr. McDougall, after declaring

the admission into Canada, and that he had been appointed Lieu-

tenan-Governor proceeded as follows:

"I do hereby require, and command, that all and singular the public officers

and functionaries, holding office in Rupert's Land, and the North Western
Territory, at the time of their admission into the Union as aforesaid, excepting

the public officer or functionary at t/tr head of administration of affairs, do con-

tinue in the execution of their several and respective offices, duties, plans and
employments until otherwise ordered by me," etc.

The third document was of more formidable character. The
powers granted by it to Col. Dennis are worth transcribing in full.

" Know that reposing trust and confidence in your courage, loyalty, fidelity,

discretion and ability, and under and in virtue of the authority in me vested,

I have nominated and appointed, and by these presents do nominate and appoint

you, the said John Stoughton Dennis to be my Lieutenant, and a Conservator of
the Peace, in and for the North-West Territories; and do hereby authorize and
empower you, as such, to raise, arm, equip, and provide, a sufficient force

to attack, arrest, disarm, or disperse, the said armed men, so unlawfully assem-

bled, and disturbing the public peace ; and for that purpose, and with the force

aforesaid, to assault, lire upon, pull down, or break into any fort, house, strong-

hold, or other place, in which the said armed men are to be found. And I here-

by authorize you, as such Lieutenant and Conservator of the Peace, to hire,

purchase, impress, and take all new ssary clothing, arms, ammunition, and supplies,

and all cattle, horses, waggons, sleighs, or other vehicles which may be required for

the use of the force to be raised as aforesaid. And I further authorize you to

appoint as many officers and deputies under you ; and to give them such orders

and instructions, from time to time, as may be found necessary for the due
performance of the service herein required of you, reporting to me the said

appointments, and orders, as you shall find opportunity for confirmation or

otherwise.

"And I hereby give you full power and authority to call upon all magis*

trates, and peace officers, to aid and assist you, and to order all, or any, of the

inhabitants of the said North- West Territories, in the name of Her Majesty the

Queen, to support and assist you in protecting the lives and property of Her
Majesty's loyal subjects, and in preserving the public peace ; and for that pur-

pose to seize, disperse, or overcome by force, the said armed men, and all others,

who may be found aiding or abetting them in their unlawful acts.

" And the said persons so called upon, in Her Majesty's name, are hereby

ordered, and enjoined, at their peril, to obey your orders and directions in that

behalf ; and this shall be sufficient warrant for what you, or they, do in the

premises, so long as this commission remains in force.

"Given under my hand, and seal at arms, at Red River, in the said Terri-

tories, the first day of December, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight

hundred and sixty-nine, and in the thirty-third year of Her Majesty's reign.

William McDougall,

" By command J. A. N. Provencher, Secretary.



CHAPTER VII.

"CALL TO ARMS," AND WHAT CAME OF IT.

Col Dennis, armed with this awe-inspiring parchment, proceeded
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that as representing the government, I did not desire a guard continued on the

provisions at the risk of its causing a collision at the present time."

On the 6th Dec. Col. Dennis issued a general "call to anus,"

which, after reciting his commission as " my lieutenant, and a con-

servator of the peace," proceeded as follows :

—

" By virtue of the above commission from the Lieutenant-Governor, I now
hereby call on, and order, all loyal men in the North-West Territories, to assist

me by every means in their power, to carry out the same, and thereby restore

public peace and order, and uphold the supremacy of the Queen, in this part of

Her Majesty's Dominion. Given under my hand at the Stone Fort, Lower
Settlement, this 6th day of December, A.D., 1809.

J. S. Dennis,
Lieutenant-Colonel.

"

On the same day a further order was sent to " the enrolled Cana-

dians at Winnipeg," in which Col. Dennis said :

—

'
' I cannot be a party to precipitating such an event just at the present time,

and must therefore reiterate my orders of the 4th inst., to the enrolled Cana-
dians, to leave the toivn, and establish themselves at Kildonan school-house," etc.

All this organizing, drilling, proclaiming, haranguing of Indians,

and calling to arms, had its quite natural, but (strange to say) to the

Canadians, wholly unexpected, effect upon Riel. Until this time Dr.

Schultz, and the other Canadians who resided at Winnipeg, within

gunshot of Fort Carry, had taken part in the public meetings, and

exercised openly their influence against Riel. Col. Dennis seized the

Lower Fort on the 1st December ; assembled the Indians there on
the 2nd ; issued his " call to arms " on the 6th. Riel responded by
paying Dr. Schultz's house an unfriendly visit on the night of the

2nd ; a still more unfriendly one on the night of the 3rd : and by
establishing a state of siege a few days afterwards. Col. Dennis

continues :

—

" 7th Dec.—She brought a verbal message from Dr. Schultz to me . . .

that some forty Canadians were in a state of siege in his house ; that they
could not go out either to get food or water, and begged for help. This, it is

clear, would not have occurred, had my previous orders, repeatedly given, for the

Canadians to leave the town, been obeyed. . . . Thinking however of the

moral effect on the object I had in view, should the Canadians be captured, it

seemed a duty to relieve them, if possible, and believing, as Mrs. Black said,

the French in the town were not more than fifty in number, that on the mere
appearance of a considerable body of men coming from the Lower Fort, the

French guard would fall back on Fort Garry, and so leave time for the besieged

party to come out and return with us, and that the relief could be effected in

this way, without necessarily having had a collision, I determined on that course.
" I found, however, that the requisite force would not be forthcoming.

Indeed, there appeared to be an entire absence of tlve ardor which existed

previously . . . and it became evident that the project for the relief of

the Canadians must fall to the ground."

Desiring to investigate how it was that the settlers thus refused

to go to the relief of the Canadians, Col. Dennis called a meeting of
" the leading men in the Scotch settlement" :

—

" 7th Dec.—I speedily became satisfied that the only condition on which the

Scotch people would now arm and drill would be to act strictly on the defensive.
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Indeed, I was informed that a public meeting held in the vicinity, had just

broken up, at which delegates were appointed to visit me at the Stone Fort,

without delay, to request that aggressive measures might for the present be
abandoned. . . . Taken altogether, it appears to me probable that the

resort to arms, to put down the French party at th\ present time, must be given up.

I shall not, however, discontinue the drill going on in the several parishes,

believing that such will not be without good moral effect on probable

negotiations."

Two days afterwards Col. Dennis wrote to Mr. McDougall, saying :

—

" You may rely upon it, these people are fully in possession for the winter,

and say themselves that with the promises they have of Fenian and Fillibus-

terers' support, they will be able to hold the country. / sliould not bt surprised

but they may (jet main/ people here to join titan too. I think they would do any-

thing, many of them, rather than offend the French now, as (they say) they see

per " list of rights" that the French ask nothing very unreasonable."

Col. Dennis' " call to arms" was issued on the 6th December.
" On the 7th of December Kiel harangued his men in front of Dr. Schultz's

house, and in the course of his speech he produced a copy of Col. Dennis'

commission, which he read aloud, and then, throwing it on the ground, he
trampled it under his feet."

Before might Dr. Slmltz and his Canadians (forty-five in all)

had surrendered, and been marched off to Fort Garry. " The moral

effect " of organizing, and drilling, seems to have been really more
immediate than Col. Dennis anticipated. In fact he sadly mistook

not only the number, but the kind, of men he had to deal with ; he

succeeded, not in frightening them, by " mere appearance, " as he had

hoped, but only in goading them on to severer action.

On the 6th December Col. Dennis issued his " call to arms." On
the 7th he called a public meeting to ascertain the feeling of the

people ! On the 9th, after his actions, and the stubbornness of the

Canadians, had resulted in the imprisonment of forty-five persons, he

issued the following :

—

a
"Lower Fort Garry,

Red River Settlement, Dec. 9th, 1869.
" To all whom it may concern

:

—
" By certain printed papers of late put in circulation by the French party,

communication with the Lieutenant-Governor is indicated, with a view to laying

before him alleged rights on the part of those now in arms. I think that course

very desirable, and that it would lead to good residts. Under the belief that

the French party are sincere in their desire for peace, and feeling that to

abandon for the present the call on the loyal to arms, would, in view of such

communication, relieve the situation from much embarrassment, and so

contribute to bring about peace, and save the country from what will otherwise

end in universal ruin and devastation, / now call on, and order, tin loyal party

in the North- West Territory to cease from further action under the appeal to

arms made by me, and I call on the French party to satisfy th<' people of their

sincerity in wishing for a peaceful ending of all these troubles, by s< nding a

deputation to the Lieutenant-Governor at Pembina, without unnecessary delay.

"Given under my hand at the Lower Fort Garry, this 9th day of December,
1869.

J. S. Dennis.
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Insincerity, imbecility and stupidity mark every word of this

document. Not one week ago the French had desired to send

delegates from the Provisional Council to Mr. McDougall, but ' : the

English representatives refused to appoint delegates, . . . stating

they had no authority to do so from their constituents." Mr.
McDougall, moreover, had steadfastly refused to hold communication
with " unofficial persons." as Col. Dennis must have well known.
Col. Dennis now pretends to believe that " the French party are

sincere in their desire for peace," yet he held a commission to make
war upon them, and had been acting up to it, as best he could !

Col. Dennis underrated entirely the intelligence of the French,

when he announced, as the reason for his abandonment of the " call to

arms," the " printed papers of late put in circulation by the French
party. " Every one knew that the true, and onlv, reason that led him
to disband his army was his ignominious failure.

And now, having issued his " call to arms," stirred up people in

all the parishes, harangued and excited the Indians, hurried hither

and thither, crying first " To arms, to arms! " and a week after " Cease

from further action," the Colonel hurries back, once more, to Mr.
McDougall, (disguised as a squaw), this time to report that he can

make no better progress under the direction to " levy war " than

under the old " proceed with the surveys," and leaving behind

him forty-five Canadians in gaol, and the whole country in wild

ferment of excitement. On the 15th December, just seventeen days

after he left Pembina, he returned, having accomplished this much.

It is fitting here to quote a few words from a despatch written by
the Secretary of State for Canada, to Mr. McDougall (24th December,

1869) anent Col. Dennis' report of his own proceedings :

—

" Had the inhabitants of Rupert's Land, on the breaking out of the disturb"

ances, risen and put an end to them, or had Governor Mc lavish organized a

force to occupy his forts and maintain his authority, all would have been well,

and Kiel and his men would have been responsible for any bloodshed or property

destroyed. But, Col. Dennis, with no legal authority, proceeds to sieze the fort,

not in possession of the insurgents, but of t/w, Hudson's Bay Company, and to

garrison it with a mixed force of whites and Indians, and proposes to give battle to

the insurgents, should a junction be formed with some forces which he has
ordered to be drilled on the Assiniboine. He appears never to have thought
that the moment war commenced, all the white inhabitants would be at the

mercy of the Indians, by whom they are largely outnumbered, and divided as

they would be, might be easily overpowered.

" It is impossible to read the Colonel's account of his attempt to persuade
Judge Black to aid him in proclaiming martial law, without strong feelings of

regret that you should have been represented in the settlement by a person ofso
little discretion. It is no wonder that Judge Black was "frightened" at the

proposal, as he must have known that Cul. Dennis would have to answer at the

bar of justice, for every life lost, by such an assumption of authority," etc.

Rather lucky for Col. Dennis, it would seem, that his " call to

arms " fell so flat !



CHAPTER VIII.

MR. McDOUGALL STILL AT PEMBINA.

Col. Dennis returned to Pembina, as we have said, on the 15th
December, with the doleful news of the frightful mess into which he
had precipitated affairs. Mr. McDougall had heard it before (namely,
on the 1 1th Dec.) and had wondered what he should now do—still out-

side, as he was, of the promised land, and still calling himself its

Governor. He had " thus far avoided direct communication with
unofficial persons,"—even while unofficial himself—which, as we have
seen, was much to be regretted. He was now, he thought, Lieutenant-
Governor, and Kiel had become something worse than a mere
"unofficial person,"—a person in arms, namely, against constituted

authority . The disparity was wider than ever. What could be
done ? This :

—

" Pembina, December 13th, 1869.
" To Louis Riel, Esq. :

Sir,—I hear from the Hudson's Bay Bay Post that you are expected to arrive
there from Fort Garry to-night, I send this note to inform you that / am
anxious to have a conversation with you, before answering despatches which
I have recently received from the Dominion Government.

" I have not yet had any communication from you, or from any one else on
behalf of the French half-breeds, who have prevented me from proceeding to
Fort Garry, stating their complaints or wishes in reference to the new govern-
ment.

" As the representative of the sovereign, to whom you, and they, owe, and,
as I am told, do not wish to dent/, allegiance, it is proper that some such communi-
cation should reach me. It will be a great misfortune to us all, I think, if I am
obliged to return to Canada, and hand over the powers of government here to a
military ruler. This will be the inevitable result unless we find some solution
of the present difficulty very soon.

"I have full powers from the government, as well as the strongest desire
personally, to meet all just claims of every class and section of the pecple.
Why should you not come to me and discuss the matter ?

" I beg you to believe that what has occurred will not affect my mind against
you, or those for whom you may l>e authorized to speak.

"The interview proposed must be without the knowledge or privity of

certain American citizens who pretend to be en rapport with you.

" I trust to your honour on this point.

Very faithfully yours,

William McDougall.

Four days afterwards, without having received reply from Riel,

without knowing whether the letter had reached its destination, Mr.

[343]
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McDougall commenced his return journey to Canada (taking with

him Col. Dennis, and, it is presumed, the " Seal-at-arms "), thus tardily

following the advice of Governor McTavish, and the Council of Assini-

boia, but having, by the delay, aroused bitter enmities, and fierce pas-

sions, which were not to be allayed without bloodshed. Prior to

leaving he had the humiliation of having to acknowledge to Governor
McTavish (16 Dec. > that his assumption of the position of Lieutenant-

Governor, and all his other official acts, were possibly illegal:

" If, in consequence of the action of the Dominion Government, the surren-
der and transfer of the country did not take place on the first of December, as

previously agreed upon, then you are the Chief Executive Officer as before, and
responsible for the preservation of peace, and the enforcement of the law".

And so Mr. McDougall turns his back upon Governor McTavish
and the Red River people, leaving them to fight it out, or settle it, as

best they can. Could he but have taken some of the Canadians with

him all would have been well; but with them still in the territory,

their pride, temporarily, in their pockets, and some of their pockets

temporarily, in gaol—the elements of further trouble were not wanting.

Before parting with Mr. McDougall it will be well to quote from

the despatch t# him of the Canadian Secretary of State (24 Dec. 1869):

" Sir,—Your despatch, dated Pembina, 2nd December, and its enclosures

A.& B. reached this office on the 18th inst., and were promptly laid before the
Governor-General and Council.

" As it would appear, from these documents, that you have used the Queen's
name without Her authority, attributed to Her Majesty acts which she has not yet

performed, and organized an armed force within the Territory of the Hudson's
Bay Company without warrant or instruction, I am commanded to assure you
that the grave occurrences which you report have occasioned here great
anxiety.

" The exertion of military force against the misguided people now in arms,
even if under the sanction of law, was not to be hastily risked, considering the
fearful consequences which might ensue were the Indians—many of them but
recently in contact with the white inhabitants of the neighboring states—drawn
into the conflict. But, as the organization and use of such a force by you, was,
under the circumstances entirely illegal, the Governor-General and Council cannot
disguise from you the weight of responsibility you have incurred."

Mr. Begg has the following with reference to Mr. McDougall's
departure

:

" About the time of Mr. McDougall's departure from Pembina it became
generally known throughout the settlement that the proclamation which he had
issued as coming from the Queen was a false one, and it was strange to perceive
the complete revulsion of feeling that took place among the settlers generally.

If there was one thing more than another that assisted to strengthen the hands
of Kiel it was that. People who professed to be supporters of the incoming
government at once cooled in their ardor, and this led the way, more than any-
thing else, to place Riel in the position which he afterwards held."



CHAPTER IX.

CANADIAN COMMISSIONERS-DELEGATES TO
OTTAWA-PROVISIONAL GOVERNMENT.

Canada had now to l-etrace her steps. Her representatives had
endeavoured by force, and (as it appeared to the settlers) by fraud, to

impose a new government upon a people who had long occupied the

country. Force and fraud had alike failed, and the position of Riel

had thereby been immeasurably strengthened. Few of the settlers

now questioned the wisdom of his policy of negotiation prior to gov-

ernment. He had become a statesman and a hero. Under these

circumstances Canada might have adopted the methods usual to the

sti'onger—methods generally condoned by what is called (absurdly

enough) national honor and prestige—that is to say, she might have
treated the settlers as mere Chinese or Afghans, awarding them con-

tempt for complaint, and bayonets for answers to " lists of rights."

Canada, however, pursued a much more honorable course. Acknow-
ledging openly to the settlers that her officials had acted wrongly, she

sent to them three i-epresentatives (and afterwards a fourth) to quiet

their apprehensions, to explain her policy, and to win them over to

her side.

And the men were well chosen. They were the Very Rev. Grand
Vicar Thibault, Col. de Salaberry, and Mr. Donald A. Smith. The
instructions of the two former bear date the 4th Dec, 1869, and en-

trust to them " the delicate task of representing the views and policy

of this government to the people of the Hudson's Bay Territory," and
continue thus :

—

" I think it unnecessary to make more than a passing reference to the acts

of folly and indiscretion attributed to persons who have assumed to represent

the Dominion and to speak in its name, but who have acted on their own re-

sponsibility, and without the knowledge or the sanction of this government."

The instructions of Mr. Donald A. Smith (10th Dec, 1869) direct

him to act as a

" special commissioner to inquire into anil report ... on the cause of the

discontent and dissatisfaction at the proposed changes, which now exist there
;

also to explain to the inhabitants the principles upon which tht Government of

Canada intend to govern the country, and remove any misapprehension which

may exist on the subject."

The sincerity and loyalty of the Metis will be tested by their re-

ception of such delegates as these. To Mr. McDougall, who came
refusing all communication with " unofficial persons," the Metis re-
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fused entrance into the settlement. How will they receive nego-

tiators ? They have always professed to be anxious to discuss first,

and be governed afterwards.

Vicar-General Thibault arrived at Fort Garry on the 26th De-
cember, having left Col. de Salaberry at Pembina. His report has
the following ;

—

" I at once informed the President that I was sent by the Canadian Gov-
ernment, with Col. de Salaberry, and that I wished to know at once whether
that hon. gentleman would be permitted to enter Red River. After some mom-
ents' reflection, and in view of the assurance that I gave him, that his integrity
might be relied on, I was told that he would be sent for, aud that he might
enter as soon as possible ; and, accordingly, on the 6th of January, I had the
pleasure of welcoming my companion."

Concerning Mr. Smith's arrival Mr. Begg has the following :

—

" On the 27th of December, Donald A. Smith in company with Mr. Har-
disty, of the Hudson's Bay Company service, arrived at Fort Garry, and were
met at the gate by Kiel, who demanded to see their papers before he would
admit them. Mr. Smith, having left his jjrincipal papers at Pembina, showed
those he had in his possession, which were found to have little, if any, con-
nection with the affairs of the country, and, on declaring that these were the
only documents he had with him, he was admitted into the Fort. It was not
until sometime afterwards that it became known that Mr. Smith was a com-
missioner from Canada, although Riel had some idea that he knew more than he
would disclose, and therefore kept a strict watch over his movements, and
would not allow him outside the Fort walls.

"*

In his report the Grand Vicar further says: —
" We immediately communicated our instructions to the President and his

Council, and they were taken into consideration.
"Some days afterwards, we were invited to appear before the Council, and

the President then said that he was sorry to see that our papers gave us no
authority to treat with them, but that they would, at the same time, be very
glad to hear us, trusting that we had only good news to tell them

.

" ' Since you have kindly done us the honor of hearing us,' said we to them,
' we will commence by telling you that we are in truth the bearers of good
news ; and we are enabled to assure you that the instructions of the govern-
ment, who have sent us to you, are altogether those of peace. ami good- will.

It desires to respect your persons, and your rights, to labour for the improve-
ment of your country by making a road in order to communicate more easily

with Canada,' etc.
'

' It acknowledges that it has been deceived in the. choice of those employe's whose
foolish conduct may possibly have compromised it in the territory ; but it strongly
condemns the arbitrary acts of tliose particular employes who have so shamefully
abusfd its confidence.

" At the close of the conference, which lasted some hours, during which we
were listened to with much attention and respect, we ventured to take upon our-
selves to propose a delegation, as being the surest means of arriving most
speedily at a conclusion satisfactory to both parties. Then the President, after
thanking us very courteously, without indeed giving us any official assurance,
gave us reason to hope that we might arrive at a satisfactory settlement, telling
us he would look into the matter with his Council, which seemed sufficient for
us at the moment, aud that he would give us an answer later. What contrib-

* Begg'8 History, 201, 2.
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uted not a little to inspire us with hope was a few words which the President

whispered to Colonel De Salabury as he was leaving the hall. Colonel, said

he, don't be in a hurry to leave, it is probable I may entrust you with a com-

mission, which cannot but be agreeable to you."

Kiel was evidently very distrustful of Mr. Smith. While the

other delegates were allowed full liberty, Mr. Smith seems to have

been kept under strict surveillance. The difference in tone between

the reports of the Grand Vicar and Mr. Smith, shows clearly the

reason for the difference in treatment. Mr. Smith was in keen sym-

pathy with the Canadians, and did not dissemble his antagonism to

Fuel; while the Grand Vicar's r6le was that of the placating negotia-

tor. Mr. Smith's first interview with Kiel was quite enough to put

a less able man on his guard against him. Mr. Smith in his report

(12th April, 1870) described it in this way :

' The gate of the Fort we found open, but guarded by several armed men,

-who, on my desiring to be shown to Governor McTavish's house, requested me
to wait till they could communicate with their chief. In a short time Mr.

Louis Kiel appeared. I announced my name ; he said he had heard of my
arrival at Pembina, and was about to send off a party to bring me in. I then

Accompanied him to a room occupied by ten or a dozen men, whom he intro-

duced to me as members of the '* Provisional Government." He requested to

know the purport of my visit ; to which I replied in substance, that 1 was con-

nected with the Hudson Bay Company, but also held a commission from the

Canadian Government to the people of Red River, and would be prepared to

produce my credentials as soon as they, the people, were willing to receive me.

I was then asked to take an oath not to attempt to leave the Fort that night,

nor to upset their government legally established. This request 1 peremptorily

refused to comply with ; but said that being very tired, I had no desire to go

outside the gate that night ; and promised to take no immediate .steps forcibly to

upset the no-sailed " Provisional Government," legal or illegal, as it might be,

without first announcing my intention to do so. Mr. Riel taking exception to the

word illegal, while 1 insisted on retaining it, Mr. O'Donoghue, to get over the

difficulty remarked, ' That is as he ' (meaning myself) ' understands it ;
' to

which I rejoined, 'Precisely so.'"

This is very dignified—very much after Mr. McDougall's fashion

of refusing to communicate with '" unofficial persons," and meanwhile

threatening great things. He says in effect :

—

I hold a commission to the people of Red River, and I will pro-

duce it " so soon as they, the people, are willing to receive me "
; and

I will take " no immediate steps forcibly to upset the so-called Pro-

visional Government . . . without first announcing my intention to do

so." Why could not Mr. Smith have said, plainly, "I am here ' to

remove any misapprehensions which may exist . . . and to report on

the best mode of quieting, and removing, such discontents and dissatis-

factions'.* My errand is entirely peaceful, and I have no authority

to appeal to force. What are your grievances ? " Here he was in the

*See his Commission, p 347. It is not intended to assert that Mr. Smith's oonduoj of the

negotiations was unwise. Mr. Heat;, a competent authority, is of opinion that the mission was

•characterized by much skill. That Mr. Smith's treatment by Kiel was the natural outcome of

the attitude he assumed, is the the point attempted in the text.
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very presence of the discontented and dissatisfied, and to them he hints

of force instead of investigation ; he will appeal to " the people," and
not bother with the disaffected ; and yet he was sent to call, not the

righteous, but the sinners, to repentance. One can hardly wonder
that he was treated as though he meant what he said.

Nevertheless, he had his way, and a mass-meeting of the settlers

was called for, and held on, the 19th January (hereafter referred to as

the Mass-meeting).

" So many were present that the assembly had to be held in the open air,

and this when the thermometer stood at about 20 degrees below zero. The
meeting lasted some tive hours.

"On motion of President Kiel, seconded by Pierre Lavellier, Mr. Thomas
Bunn was called to the chair.

" Mr. Kiel was elected interpreter, and on the motion of Mr. Angus McKay,
seconded by Mr. O'Donoghue, Judge Black was appointed secretary to the

meeting."*

Mr. Donald A. Smith then read, and explained to the meeting, his

commission. The New Nation gives the following account of what
followed :

—

" Business being resumed, Mr. Riel, seconded by Mr. Bannatyne, moved
that twenty representatives shall be appointed by the English population of

Red River to meet twenty other representatives of the French population, on
Tuesday, the 25th inst., at noon, in the Court House, with the object of con-

sidering the subject of Mr. Smith's commission, and to decide what would be best

for the welfare of the country.—Carried.

"On a motion of Judge Black, seconded by Mr. O'Donoghue, it was
resolved that a committee consisting of Thomas Bunn, Rev. J. Black, the

Bishop of Kupert's Land, John Sutherland and John Fraser be appointed to

meet and apportion the English representatives for the different parishes in the

settlement, .*>.n<l to determine the mode of election. Committee to meet to-

morrow at noon at the Bishop's.
" Bishop Machray was sure that every one woidd heartily respond to the

kind feeling expressed, and do what was possible to promote union and concord.

(Loud cheers). The rights of all present were the same, and on all reasonable

propositions there could not be very much difference of opinion. (Cheers).

For his part he had the greatest hope that their coming together on that
occasion, and their gathering next week as proposed, would lead to a happy
settlement of public affairs. (Cheers). And therefore he hoped that we would
be as united in future as we had been in the past. ( Loud and repeated cheers.

)

"Mr. Riel then addressed the meeting as follows :— Before the assembly
breaks up I cannot but express my feelings, however briefly. I came here
with fear. We are not yet enemies, (loud cheers) but we came near being so.

As soon as we understood each other we joined in demanding what our English

fellow subjects in common with us believe to be our just rights. (Loud cheers).

I am not afraid to say our rights, for we all have rights. (Renewed cheers).

We claim no half rights, mind you, but all the rights we are entitled to.

Those rights will be set forth by our representatives, and what is more, gentle-

men, we will get them. (Loud cheers).
" The meeting then adjourned."

Forty representatives having been elected in accordance with the

foregoing resolutions, they met for business on the 26th January.

Begg's History, 222.
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Lord Du fierin says of tliis convention (Despatch 10th Dec, 1875)
that it

" was composed of a number of French and English delegates, fairly fleeted

from the population at large; that persona of very great respectability were
member* of it, and tuck part in its /ir<i<-< <t/i>u/s.''

On the motion of Riel, Judge Black was appointed chairman, and
Mr. Caldwell and Mr. Schmidt secretaries. The Council of Forty
(as we may style it) remained in session until the 11th day of February.
Its proceedings (reported at great length in The New Nation) were
conducted in usual parliamentary style \ and the debates will not
suffer by comparison with those of later provincial assemblies. Mr.
Smith at the opening of the proceedings made an address, in good
taste, after which a committee of six was appointed to draft a new
" List of Rights." This list was debated, clause by clause ; the discus-

sion extending from the 29th January to the 3rd of February. On
the 8th of February Mr. Smith again appeared before the Council,
and Riel pressed him
•' to give a guarantee that the list of rights, or even a part thereof, would be
granted by Canada, which, however, that gentleman did not feel sufficiently
authorized to do. The result of this was that the list of rights was reviewed
clause by clause by Mr. Smith, and his opinions taken upon the several articles
contained in it, so far as the probability of their being granted by Canada was
concerned."*

About the same time two of the Canadian commissioners invited
the Council to send delegates to Canada with power to negotiate.

The New Nation has the following account of the invitation as made
to the Council :

—

" Father Thibault—We were trusted by the Canadian Government to a
certain extent (cheers) ; and as such we counselled this course—a course which
we were sure would be good if the people of the country could adopt it, viz.:—
to send a delegation to the Canadian Government in order to treat with the
Canadian Parliament. This delegation should be invested with the necessary
power to negotiate for what the nation wants (cheers). I must say, of course,
that this is more advice than anything else. But at the same time I am cer-
tain that the delegation would be well received by the Canadian Government.

" Mr. Smith—This being the case, and looking at the suggestion put for-

ward by the Very Rev. the Grand Vicar, with reference to a delegation from
this country to Canada, I have now on the part of the Dominion Government,
and as authorized by them, to invite a delegation of the residents of Red River
to meet, and confer with, them at Ottawa (cheers). A delegation of two or more
of the residents of Red Hiver, as they may think best : the delegation to confer
with the Government and Legislature, and explain the wants and wishes of the
Red River people, as well as to discuss and arrange for the representation of
the country in Parliament (cheers)."

Thereupon it was moved by Mr. Ross, seconded by Mr. Riel, and
carried unanimously :

—

" That inasmuch as the Canadian Commissioners invited delegates from this
country to Canada, to confer with the Canadian Government as to the affairs oL

•Begg's History, 267.
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this country, and as a cordial reception has been promised to said delegates :

Be it therefore resolved that the invitation be accepted, and that the same be
signified to the Commissioners."

On the 8 f h and 9th of February, according to The New Nation,

speeches, of which the following are extracts, were delivered :

—

'

' Mr. Riel— But there has been a spirit of moderation and friendship under
all this earnest working to secure the rigiits of the people. One of these days,

then, manifestly, we have to form a government in order to secure the safety

of life and property, and establish a feeling of security in men's minds, and re-

move a feeling of apprehension which it is not desirable should continue for a
moment

" Mr. Ross—The tone and sense of Mr. Riel's speech this morning, the spirit

it breathed, and the object at which it was aimed, were such as to command
our approbation. We can no longer waive this question (cheers). We are not

in a satisfactory position in this settlement at present. We feel that we are

met here to take such steps as may be best for the future welfare of the coun-

try. We must deal with this question of government. I hold it to be our

dutv before we separate to come to some basis of a government in which we
can work on a common cause — the good of the whole country (cheers). The fact

is, we have no option in the matter. We must restore order, peace, and quiet-

ness to the settlement.

" Mr. Sutherland—I would like to say that we did not take any active

part in the proceedings alluded to, because we did not see our way clearly.

Many of our people to-day sav that they did not consider these proceedings at

all necessary. The greater part of the list of rights which has been drawn up
we expect to get at all events. The commission given to Mr. McDougall in-

cludes in the main your bill of rights ; and on these grounds we did not con-

sider it neccessary to join in the former proceedings. But at present we occupy

a different position, and are willing to form a government for the sake of har-

mony and good will. We, are willing to go as far as we can with our friends

on the other side, and form a government. Another point is, that it is gen-

erally felt that by joining the Provisional Government, our people incurred too

much responsibility, and threw away a certain portion of loyalty. We are all

British subjects, and the general inquiry among our people was how far it

would be right and proper for us to join a Provisional Government unless we
have legal authority for so doing, and where can we get that authority .... In

order to clear away my own doubts I went with Mr. Fraser to see Gov. Mc-
Tavish, I asked his opinion as to the advisability of forming a Provisional Gov-

ernment. He replied, "Form a government for God's sake, and restore peace

ami order in the settlement " (cheers).

" Mr. Ross—The greatest difficulty the English people had to come into a

union with their French brethren was the legality of the Government. We
did not like to go outside of the law, lest it might involve us in responsibilities

which we did not like to incur. The difficulty is, I conceive, now done away
with. The man in this county who has, if anybody has, legal authority

—

authority from England, has told us plainly that for his part we are at perfect

liberty to go forward and form any government we think best for the welfare

of the country. (Cheers).

"Mb, Fraser, seconded by Mr. D. Gunn, moved that the committee

previously appointed to draw up the list of rights, be reappointed to discuss

and deckle on the basis of details of the Provisional Government, which we have

agreed is to be formed for Rupert's Land and the North- West Territories.—
-Carried, with the substitution of Mr. O'Donoghue for Mr. Schmidt, who was
absent.
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The following is the report of the committee :

—

"1. That the Council consist of twenty-four members; twelve for the

English and twelve for the French-speaking population.
" 2. Each side shall decide as to the appointment of its own members of

Council.
"3. That Mr. Jas. Ross be Judge of the Supreme Court.

"4. That all Justices of the Peace, Petty Magistrates. Constables, etc.,

retain their places, with the exception of Mr. Dease, J. P., whose place shall he

taken by Herbert Laronce.
"5. That Henry McKenney be Sheriff as before.

" 6. That Dr. Bird be Coroner as before.

"7. That the General Council be held at the same times and places a»

formerly ; and that the Petty Court be held in five districts (naming them).
" 8. That Mr. Bannatyne be continued postmaster.
" 9. That John Sutherland and Roger Goulet be Collectors of customs.
" 10. That the President of the Provisional Government be not one of the

twenty-four members.
"11. A two-thirds vote to over-ride the acts of the President of theProvi-

sional Government.
" 12. That Mr. Thomas Bunn be Secretary to the Provisional Government

and Mr. Louis Schmidt, Under-Secretary.
" 13. That Mr. VV. B. O'Donoghue be Treasurer.

After some discussion the report was adopted and Kiel elected

President of the Provisional Government " without a dissenting voice"

—the chairman (Judge Black), Mr. Boyd, and Mr. Cummings, not

voting.

The President then nominated as delegates to Canada, the Rev.

Mr. Richot, Judge Black, and Alfred H. Scott (one of the members

for Winnipeg); and a general election was directed to be held for the

formation of an Assembly composed of 24 representatives from every

portion of the colony.

" It was now near midnight, and as soon as the decision of the convention

was known the guns of Fort Garry thundered out the news, which was

answered by a few parties in the town in the shape of bonfires and fireworks—

the latter, curious to say, were those intended for the celebration of Mr. Mc-

Dougall's entrance into Ked River ; and it may therefore be imagined that the

individuals who made use of them on the occasion we have been describing

were very well pleased with the results of the convention. Governor McTav-

ish, Dr. Cowan and Mr. Bannatyne were released that same night, and a

promise was given that the rest of the political prisoners would be set at liberty

soon afterwards."*

With reference to the abdication of Governor McTavish, Lord

Dufferin reported (Despatch 10 Dec, 1875):

" On the other hand, it is to be noted that when the proposal to constitute

a Provisional Government was mooted in the convention, a certain portion of

the English deputies declined to take part in the proceedings, until they had

ascertained whether or no, Governor McTavish, the legal ruler of the territory,

still considered himself vested with authority. A deputation accordingly was

appointed to wait upon him in his sick chamber, for this gentleman had unfortun-

ately during many previous weeks been suffering from the mortal disease of which

*Begg, 272.
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he soon after died. In reply to their enquiries Governor McTavish told them
that he considered his jurisdiction had been abolished by tlir proclamation of Mr.
McDomjiill, thai he whs a "dead man," and that they hud therefore, better con-

Struct a grow rnment of their own to maintain the peace of the country. Returning
to their colleagues, the deputation announced to the convention what (lOvernor
McTavish had said, and as a result, Riel and his colleagues were nominated to

their respective offices."

Here at last we have a somewhat broad basis for a Provisional

Government :

—

1. Commissioners are sent from Canada to the settlers.

2. These Commissioners call a Mass-meeting.

3. The Mass-meeting directs elections to be held for the selection

of forty representatives " with the object of considering the subject

of Mr. Smith's commission, and to decide what would be best for the

welfare of the country."

4. Elections are held and good men appointed.

5. This Council of Forty agrees to send delegates, with a list of

rights to Canada, and meanwhile to form a Provisional Government.

6. The Hudson's Bay Company was the only authority claiming

any jurisdiction which could be displaced by the Provisional Govern-

ment, and it, through its Governor, had intimated that " we are at

perfect liberty to go forward, and form any government we think best

for the welfare of the country."



CHAPTER X.

THE PORTAGE ESCAPADE.

The Canadians were far from pleased at the turn events had
taken. A Provisional Government was the very thing that all along
they had fought most strenuously against ; and a Provisional Govern-
ment with Kiel (a Metis) at its head, although agreed to by represen-
tatives of all the people, was more than they intended to put up with.

Riel was elected on the 10th, and the Council of Forty finished
its labors on the 11th day of February.

" On the forenoon of the 14th February it became known in Fort Garry that
a party of Canadians and others from Portage la Prairie had arrived at
Headitigly, on their way to this place, with the avowed object of liberating
the prisoners and overthrowing the French party.

"Simultaneously with this movement a general rising took place in the
lower part of the settlement, in the parishes of St. Andrews and St. Clements,
from which a multitnde of several hundred men came to Fro» Plain, where
they were joined by the party of more than 100 men from the Portage.

'

' The party from the lower settlement was led by Dr. Schultz, and on their
arrival at Frog Plain they billeted themselves in the Scotch church at that
place. They sent a message to Fort Garry demanding the liberation of the
prisoners, which had been promised by Riel on the formation of the Provisional
Government, but had only been partially fultiled. The French party had
collected to the number of about 700 men, and were prepared to defend the
fort."*

The opinion of Mr. Donald A. Smith as to this foolish escapade
is worth transcribing :

—

" Had these men, properly armed and organized, been prepared to support
the well-affected French party, when the latter took action about the middle
of January, or even in the beginning of February, during the sitting of the Con-
vention, order might have been restored, and the transfer to Canada provided
for, without the necessity for firing a single shot ; but now the rising was not only
rash, but purposeless, as, without its intervention, the prisoners woukl unquestionably
have been released. . . . My sympathies were, in a great measure, with the
Portage men, whom I believed to have been actuated by the best of motives

;

but under the circumstances it was not difficult to foresee that the issue could not
be otherwise than disastrous to their cause. The attempt was, therefore, greatly
to be deplored, as it resulted in placing the whole settlement at the feet of
Riel. The great majority of the settlors, English and Scotch, discountenanced the
movement and complained bitterly of those who had set it on foot."f

Major Boulton was in command of the Portage men. His
opinion of the affair is important! :

—
" Our sources of information were meagre, as all mail communication was

stopped, and we knew nothing about the action of the convention, nor did we

Extract from letter. Governor McTavish to H. B. Co., 6th April, 1870.

tMr. Smith's report, 12th April, 1870.

{Reminiscences, pp. 100-107.
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know what was going on at the Fort. Some of the people had friends among
the prisoners, and were anxious about their safety. Humors came from time
to time that they were Buffering from close confinement and were ill-treated.

Attempts had been made on one or two occasions to organize a party to secure
their release, which I discouraged, knowing that Commissioner* had been ap~
pointi-d by tin' Canadian Government on a mission of peace. My orders from
Colonel Dennis, moreover, wen to do my utmost to keep things quiet. . . .

•• As it was known that I had previously discouraged such attempts, the
meetings for the purpose of -organization were held secretly, and information
withheld from me. But when I discovered that that they were determined to

go, I felt it my duty to accompany them, and endeavor to keep them to the
legitimate object for which they had been organized. . . .

" We took our departure, lightly armed, many of the men having only oak
clubs. . . .

'•This trying march of sixty miles, without transport, and without pro-

vision*, the boldness of the undertaking will be seen to be great. . . .

• • S, one of the settlers, seeing us arrive at Kildonan, were alarmed at the
sudden turn affairs had taken. The action of the convention, they expected,

was about to bring << peaceful solution of the difficulties, which they had hoped
would be realized, but the appearance of another armed force on the scene

cast all their hopes to the wind."

Major Boulton gives it as his opinion that the release of Kiel's

prisoners was a consequence of the Portage rising. This is a mistake.

Mr. Donald A. Smith, residing, as he was, at Winnipeg, had much
better opportunity for judgment, and lie, as we have seen, says :

• Without its intervention the prisoners would undoubtedly have been re-

leased."*

Major Boulton admits too that :

—

" Before leaving Portage la Prairie, we had, of course, no knowledge of the
arrangements that had been made between the commissioners, and Kiel, and
the population, a few days before."f

Mr. Begg relates the events with close circumstantiality. From
his account, all the prisoners were released on the evening of the 15th

February, while Norquay (Major Boulton's messenger) did not reach

Riel until the morning of the 16th ! The Council of Forty had
separated only on the 11th. Some of the prisoners were released

almost at once, and all the others by the evening of the 15th. The
delay was caused by the disinclination on the part of some of the

prisoners to take the oath not to take up arms against the Provisional

Government. When Norquay arrived at Fort Garry, Riel was able

to reply :

—

"Fort Garry, Feb. 16th, 1870.

" Fellow Countrymen, —Mr. Norquay came this morning with a message,
and even he has been delayed. He will reach yon time enough to tell you that

for my part I understand that war, horrible civil war, is the destruction of this

country ; and Sehultz will laugh at us if, after all, he escapes. We are

ready to meet any party, but peace, our British rights, we want before all.

Gentlemen, the prisoners are out—they have sworn to keep the peace. We have

*See p. 335. t Reminiscences, p. 105.
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taken the responsibility of our past act. Mr. William M.Tavish lias asked
you, for the sake of <;<><!, to form ami complete the Provisional Government.
Yum- representatives Inn; j, ,;„,,/ „* on that ground. Who will now com.- and
destroy Red River Settlement. LotJlfl Ell It I

Mi-. Hill * agrees with Mr. Bess :

—

"On the assembling of the people at Kildonan, a meeting was held, and Tom
Norquay appointed to proceed to Fort Garry, and demand the release of the
prisoners. By the time, however, that Tom had reached the Fort, the desired
end had been accomplished."

Notwithstanding that the "great majority " of the settlers dis-

approved the movement ; that it " cast all their hopes to the winds";
that it rendered impossible "a peaceful solution of the difficulties "

;

and that the people, by their representatives, had unanimously estab-

lished a Provisional Government, the Portage men arrogated to them-
selves, without the least pretence of authority, the fight, not merely
to protest against such a Government, but to make war upon it, and
to arrest, and detain as prisoners, those whom they deemed to be its

partizans. Among the prisoners was a half-breed named Parisien.

The unfortunate circumstances relating to this incident are thus
recounted by Mr. Beggf :

—

" The chances for peace now appeared to be good, when the next morning
information was received that changed, for a time, the whole aspect of affairs

—

namely, that young Sutherland had been shot by Parisien, who, having suc-
ceeded in escaping from his guard, and meeting his victim riding along the
river on the ice, fired at him, wounding him in the wrist. Young Sutherland
then partly fell from his horse, when Parisien again tired at him, this time in-
flicting a mortal wound. The object of the murderer must either have )>een to
obtain the horse to facilitate his escape, or else he must have been actuated by
a dread that Sutherland intended to intercept him ; whereas the young man
was merely riding down to the English camp, to see what was going on , he
never having mixed himself up in any way in the rising on either side. The
avengers, however, were soon on the track of the murderer, for hardly had he
fired at young Sutherland the second time, and before he could capture the
horse, his pursuers from the English camp were close upon him. Parisien,
on seeing this, darted into the woods, but was soon afterwards overtaken, and
in the struggle that ensued, he received injuries from which he died some days
afterwards."

Major Boulton says that, " His feet were tied together with a
sash, and he was being dragged along the ice by another sash which
was tied around his neck."|

For over three months Riel had maintained himself as President

of the Provisional Government without shedding a drop of blood. He
had met Col. Dennis' " call-to-arms " firmly and courageously, but with
moderation and forbearance; and had so far won the confidence of the

English settlers that, at last, they had agreed to join in the project of

self-government. This is the moment selected by the Portage men
for an attempt which was not only fruitless, but had been almost
entirely innocuous were it not for the Parisien incident. Blood had

* History of Manitoba, 286. tHistory, p. 284-5. J Reminiscences, p 108.
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now been shed, and for it the Portage men were directly reponsible.

If it be said that had there been no Riel, there had been no Portage

men, it is not difficult to reply that had there been no McDougall,

and no Dennis, and no Canadian party, there had been no Riel.

The opinion of the "great majority " soon made itself felt. Col.

Dennis had issued his " call-to-arms " on the 6th December, and had

withdrawn it on the 9th. The Portage men joined with the lower

settlement party on the 14th February, and on the 16th they had

determined to disperse to their homes. But meanwhile the Metis had

been thorough lv aroused, seven hundred of them had been brought

together, and the excitement of threatened war, and the death of

Parisien, with its savage accompaniments, had set wildly flowing the

hot " mustang" blood. English and French had but a few days ago

met in friendly convention, and now by the foolishness of a few of the
" members of Col. Dennis' surveying party who had been left behind

by the conservator, when he started back with Mr. McDougall for

Canada,"* all the good that had been accomplished by conciliation was
roughly undone.

Col. Dennis by his " call-to-arms," his musterings and haranguings

and organizings had consigned 45 persons to imprisonment at Fort

Garry. The only result of the Portage escapade was to send 48 more
to the keeping, this time, of men who felt that vengeance was now
more in order than fm-ther forbearance. The last of the first party of

prisoners had been released on the 15th February, in a spirit of friend-

ship and union. On the 17th, amid anger and hate, the Portage party

came to occupy their places.

Riel, with some show of reason, now regarded himself as the head

of a duly organized government. In point of law, the Queen's sanction

not having been obtained, the proceedings were technically irregular;

but this does not seem to have occurred to any of the representatives

at the Council of Forty, whether English or French. The Provisional

Government, too, whether legal or illegal was the only authority in

the settlement. The government of the Hudson's Bay Company was

too weak to preserve order even prior to the advent of Col. Dennis;

its authority had now been completely ended, and superseded, by the

assent of its governor, and the action of the people.

What government, moreover, it may well be asked, did the Port-

age men propose to set up, that would have had better right to acknow-

ledgment? Were we to regard Riel's government as that of mere
usurpers, its opponents could claim no higher status than that of

those they attacked. They, at all events, had not even the semblance

of authority, or warrant, either from the Queen, or from the people.

It must be remembered, too, that the now established govern-

ment was, and was acknowledged to be, merely provisional—organ-

ized for the purpose of negotiating for, and obtaining, information, and

* Begg 283.
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assurances as to the new forms about to be imposed upon them, and
to preserve order in the meantime. It must also be remembered that,
so far, no force not necessary for the accomplishment of these objects
had been resorted to. That Riel was always polite and considerate;
that the personification of a race of "wild mustangs" was always self-
controlled, and deferential, is not pretended; but that moderation,
wisdom, and self-control, were displayed, in marked degree,* is
strongly evidenced by the fact that throughout all the stormy' and
exciting incidents hitherto related, not a drop of blood had been
spilled for which Riel was responsible—hundreds of Metis, armed and
eager to fight with Canadians whom they hated, for the contempt
shown them, and not a bullet has yet searched its billet !

That Riel—now President by the voice of the people—was greatly
angered, and much inflamed, by the Portage episode ; and that he
regarded it not only as an attack upon the Government set up by the
people, but also as an absurd and criminal breach of the peace,
requiring, in the interest of the community, to be put down with
strong hand, are abundantly apparent. In the heat of the moment
four of the new batch of prisoners (their leader, Major Boulton, and
three others)were condemned to be shot. Almost immediately after-
wards the three were pardoned, but it was not without much entreaty
that the Major's life was given him. Mr. Donald A. Smith, who
was one of the intercedes, thus relates the events :

" Riel was obdurate and said that the English settlers and Canadians, but
more especially the latter, had laughed at and despised the French half-breeds,
believing that they would not dare to take the life of anyone ; and that, under
these circumstances, it would be impossible to have peace and established order in
the country ; an example must, therefore, be made, and he had firmly resolved
that Boulton's execution should be carried out, bitterly as he had deplored the
necessity for doing so. I reasoned with him long and earnestly, until at length,
about ten o'clock, he yielded ; and addressing me, apparently with much
feeling, said, " Hitherto I have been deaf to all entreaties, and in now granting
you this man's life," or words to that effect, "may I ask you a favor?"
''Anything," I replied, "that in honor I can do." He continued, " Canada
has disunited us, ivill you use your influence to re-unite us ? You can do /his, and
without this it must be war, bloody, civil war !" I answered that, as I had said
on first coming to the country, I would now repeat, that, "I would give my
whole heart to effect a peaceable union of the country with Canada." " We
want only our just rights as British subjects," he said, " and toe want the English
to join us simply to obtain these:' "Then," I remarked. " I shall at once see
them, ^and induce them to go on with the election of delegates for that pur-
pose

;
" and he replied, " If you can do this, war will be avoided ; not only the

lives, but the liberty of all the prisoners will be secured, for cm your success
depend the lives of all the Canadians in the country." He immediately pro-
ceeded to the prison and intimated to Archdeacon McLean that he had' been
induced by me to spare Captain Boulton's life, and had further promised to me
that immediately on the meeting of the Council shortly to be elected, the whole
of the prisoners would be released, requesting the Archdeacon, at the same
time, to explain these circumstances to Captain Boulton and the other
prisoners."

* See letter Arch. Tache to Secretary of State, 11th March, 1870.



CHAPTER XI.

THE PRISONERS.-THOMAS SCOTT.

It will be remembered that on the 7th December, 45 Canadians
had been taken from Dr. Schultz's house, as a reply to Col. Dennis'
" call-to-arms," and confined as prisoners in Fort Garry. The guard
kept upon them was not sufficient to prevent the escape of some of

them, and others, as cause for apprehension disappeared, were released.

On the 2nd January, Nimmons escaped. On the 3rd, 6 or 7 were
released.* On the '.»th, "a number of the prisoners escaped through
a window of the court house."f "It was at this time also that Mr.
Thos. Scott escaped. "J

" On Sunday, 23rd January, Dr. Schultz

succeeded in making the escape from prison. "§ The Council of Forty
closed with the establishment of a Provisional Government, and the

election of Riel as its President, on the 10th of February. On the

12th, Riel liberated 16 prisoners.|| Shortly afterwards "all the

prisoners, except 24 were released ; those remaining having, from some
misunderstanding, refused to sign or take the oath not to take up
arms against the Provisional Government."** Finally on the 15th
February, all the prisoners were induced to sign a paper agreeing to

keep the peace and all were released. +f
To this extent Riel must be held accountable, that he arrested and

locked up, those whom he thought to be dangerous to the success of

his movement; butter contra, this must be credited to him, that he
interfered with no others ; and that he released those arrested as he
became assured of their neutrality. The majority of the prisoners

seem to have steadfastly refused to give any such assurance until after

the Council of Forty had unanimously agreed upon the establish-

ment of a Provisional Government, and that Riel should be President

of it. This was, as we have seen, on the 10th of February. The
union of the English and French, thus accomplished, and the general

acknowledgment of the new government, removed the scruples of the

prisoners, and opened an easy way to accommodation and release. On
the 15th they signed, and were released. On the 17th, as we have
seen, 48 of the Portage men came to fill the vacant cells.

Thomas Scott was a Canadian and one of the most active against

Riel. He had come up with Mr. Snow's surveying party, and must
have been of turbulent and quarrelsome disposition, for when Mr.
Snow declined to pay him certain sums which he demanded, he with

*Begg207. t lb. 215. Jib. Jib., 246. || lb., 276. **Ib..277. ft lb., 284.
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a few others, dragged their chief to a river and there aa Mr. Snow
states " lie was forced under threats and grievous bodily barm bo pay

to Scott and others of the working party, the sums oppo ite their

respective names." He had bad some quarrel with Riel, Hnd there

existed private enmity between the men.*
Scott was among those who had assembled at Dr. Schultz's house

about the time of Col. Dennis' "call to-arms," and was arrested about

the siime time as theSchultz party of 45 was imprisoned (7th Dec).

He escaped about the middle of January, and early in February

joined the Portage party with a view of attacking the French, and

shortly afterwards he made a descent upon a house where he thought

Riel was, with a view of arresting him. f Scott was one of the 4S

taken prisoners by Riel—the only result of the Portage escapade.

There he seems to have conducted himself in turbulent, swaggering

fashion, for which on the 1st of March, he was placed in irons. Even

here his tongue w : is uncontrollable, and at length he succeeded in

inflaming his keepers to such an extent that a short session of an

irregular court martial condemned him to be shot. The court appears

to have been little more, if anything, than a pretence. Scott's fate

was evidently fixed in advance—he was not even present at his own
trial. Great efforts were made by his friends to save his life, but

this time Riel was thoroughly enraged, and proved completely inexor-

able. The poor fellow was shot (4th March).

This was Riel's great mistake. To him it may have appealed an

imperious and unfortunate necessity of peace, but it cannot so appear

to one now calmly studying the events of the time. The Canadians

had evidently made their last attempt at resistance. Riel had the

" great majority " of both English ami French on his side, and had

merely to continue in the constitutional methods voted by the Council

to attain all that be could properly desire. One cannot read the

able despatch to Earl Carnarvon by Lord Dufferin (10th Dec, 1?>75)

and not agree with the conclusion "that all the special pleading in the

world will not prove the killing of Scott to be anything else than

cruel, wicked and unnecessary crime." At the same time it is not fair

to lay this crime at the door of the French as a party. Mr. Begg [ who
was on the spot) says :

"The feeling of horror at the deed was as strong amongst a large portion of

the French as it was with the English ; and it must not be thought that it

was the desire of the French people that Scott should suffer, for such was not

he ease."+

A memorandum of the acting Canadian Minister of Justice at the

time has some pertinent remarks:

" No one, outside of the circle of the difficulties existing for some time in

the Red River Settlement, can come to any other conclusion than that the

shooting of Scott, without speaking of the illegality, was, to say the least of it,

* Hill'a History of Man, 293. t Boulton's Reminiacenaea, 105. } History, p. 308.
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an act of excessive abuse of power, and of cruel brutality ; but to well appre-
ciate the character of the deed, one must, as it were, transport oneself into the
midst of the excited community, at the time the deed was perpetrated, and
must consider well the habits, and current of thought, of that community, and
also consider well the links in the chain of illegal events which unfortunately
took place for several months before the perpetration of the deed.

" To begin First, there is no doubt that there was a strong feeling of an-
tagonism—unanimously, almost, it may be said—in the half-breeds, of all races
and religions, against the introduction of Canadian authority into the settle-

ment ; but at no time before or after the trouble did those feelings exist against
the sovereign power of the Queen, nor even against the political rule of the

Hudson's Bay Company, which, though weak, was considered as benevolent
and patriarchal, and to some extent was popular.

" It is beyond doubt that the few who were opposed to the growing rule of
the Hudson's Bay Company before the disturbances, were mostly settlers from
Canada, who seem to have directed their energy in opposing the Hudson's Bay
Company's government ; and who advocated it being replaced by the Canadian
authorities. These few Canadians, by their opposition, and their policy against
the Hudson's Bay Company, rendered themselves most objectionable, and to
some extent detestable to the half-breeds of all origins and creeds, almost unani-
mously, who had been brought up to like and respect the patriarchal rule of the
Hudson's Bay Company.

" The unauthorized Major Boulton movement placed the community of

settlers of all creeds and races, and Kiel in particular, in a very difficult

position. That additional movement of a nature of warlike invasion in the
Red Kiver settlement, must have increased, in an immense degree, the
violence of feelings of the majority of the community, and of Riel himself as a
matter of course.

" Riel and his co-associates in their extreme desire to protect the community
of Red River against the further invasion of their territory, by the unauthor-
ized movements of the Canadians, must, very likely, have become excited
to madness, and under their over-excited feelings, come to the conclusion
that some of the so-called Canadian invaders should perish as an example of
warning to any temerarious invader, according to their own appreciation.

" Riel must have been under the delusive conviction, that, in ordering the
shooting of Scott he was saving the community from future danger of invasion,
and was meeting the feelings of the majority of the community."

It is fair, also, to allow Riel to speak for himself. From a com-
munication addressed by him and Lepine to Lieut. Governor Morris,
(3rd January, 1873) the following extract is made :

—

"The Indians of the entire country—those below Fort de Pierre and those
at the Portage, who were apparently the most excited—seemed ready to
threaten the country with one of their attacks. Even the prisoners who were
kept at Fort Garry, having had wind of these plottings outside, and being
encouraged by them, were hurried on to acts of violence. Many of them,
notably Mr. McLeod and T. Scott, beat their prison gates and insulted, and
went so far as to strike their guards, inviting their fellow-prisoners also to
insult them.

"Seeing then that a punishment, long deserved and terrible, could alone
restrain these excited men, and rinding ourselves compelled to avert evils with
which we were threatened by the inhabitants of the Portage conspiring with
the Indians— in a word, to secure the triumph oj peace and order, which it was
our duty to establish throughout the settlement, we had recourse to the full

authority of government.
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" Consider the circumstances ; let the motives be weighed ; if there was a
single act of severity, one must not lose sight of the long course of moderate
conduct which (jives us the right to say that during our troubles of 1869-70,
we sought to disarm, rather than fight, the lawless strangers who were makint;
war against us.

" We succeeded in establishing quiet. We availed ourselves of it to hurry
the departure of our delegates, who repaired at once to Ottawa."

As for the rest of the Portage prisoners, one-half of them were
released on the 15th of March, being the day on which the Council
of the new Provisional Government commenced its proceedings, and
the remainder were discharged shortly afterwards. Riel still dreaded,
it seems, a revival of the Portage affair, and had deemed it prudent
to keep in confinement, for a time, those who had been most promi-
nent in the previous effort.*

•Begg, 319.



CHAPTER XII.

THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.

The election of members of the Council of the Provisional Gov-

ernment (or Legislative Assembly, as it was afterwards called) were

held on the 26th February. This was the third set of elections that

had been held. The first (as may be remembered) was held about

the middle of November, 1869, when twenty-four members were

elected as a Council (the Council of November), " to consider the

present political state of the country, and to adopt such measures as

may be deemed best for the future welfare 'of the same." The second

was held in pursuance of the resolution passed at the mass-meeting,

when forty representatives were chosen (the Council of Forty), " with

the object of considering the subject of Mr. Smith's commission, and

to decide what would be best for the welfare of the country. " Those

forty representatives had resolved to establish a Provisional Govern-

ment, consisting of a president and a council of twenty-four members,

and had directed elections for membership of this Council. These

last elections having now taken place, the Assembly met for the

despatch of business on the 9th of March.

Amongst a mass of other business, resolutions were passed as

follows :

—

" That notwithstanding the insults and sufferings borne by the people of

the Northwest heretofore—which sufferings they still endure—the loyalty of

the people of the Northwest towards the Crown of England remains the same, pro-

vided the rights, properties, usages, and customs of the people be respected,

and we feel assured that as British subjects such rights, properties, usages

and customs will undoubtedly be respected.

" That the Constitution of the Provisional Government for Rupert's Land
and the Northwest Territories be now drawn up—that a committee be

appointed to draft the same and submit it for the approbation of the Legisla-

tive Assembly, and that said committee be composed of French representa-

tives ; The Hon. the President, and Hon. Messrs. Lepine, O'Donoghue, and

Bruce ; English representatives, Hon. Messrs. Tait, Bird, Bunn, and Jas.

Ross, Esq., Chief Justice.

The following is the preamble and the principal clause of the con-

stitution as adopted :

" That we the people of Assiniboia, without disregard to the Crown of Eng-

land, under whose authority we live, have deemed it necessary for the protection

of life and property, and the securing of those riglits and privileges which we
are entitled to enjoy as British subjects, and which rights and privileges we have

seen in danger, to form a Provisional Government, which is the only acting

authority in this country and we do hereby ordain and establish the following

constitution.

[362]
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"That all legislative authority be vested in a President and Legislative

Assembly composed of the members elected by the people, and that at any
future time another House, called a .Senate, shail l>e established when deemed
necessary by the Legislature."

The business of the Assembly terminated on the 26th March,
according to the report in the New Nation, as follows:

—

''The President then addressed the House, announcing that the business of
the session was over, and urging strongly on the members the duty of doing all

in their power to promote a spirit of conciliation among the people."

Some prejudiced persons will read these pages, and continue to

assert that the actors, in the events related, " were nothing inure

than a few Red River priests, and French half-breeds." That the
assertion may be made more difficult, the names of some of the

English-speaking representatives in the Assembly an- here given :
—

A. G. B. Bannatyne, W. Fraser, Thos. Brison, Geo. Gunn, John
Norquay, E. Hayes, A. H. Scott, Dr. Bird, Win. 'fait, etc. Any
one at all acquainted with the settlers of INTO, will at once recognize
that some of the most prominent of the English-speaking section of
them were among the members of the Assembly. If this be not
enough, it may be added, that both in the Council of Forty, and in

the Legislative Assembly, the English, and not the French, took the
leading part in the debates, and work of the session. For example,
it was Mr. Sutherland (now Senator) and Mr. Fraser, both English,

who formed the deputation to Governor McTavish, for the purpose of

consulting him, as to the propriety of forming a Provisional Govern-
ment (page 350). It was on motion of Mr. Fraser, seconded by Mr.
Gunn, both English, that a committee was appointed, to decide "on
the basis of details of the Provisional Government, which we have
agreed is to be formed " (p«ge 350). It was Mr. Scott, seconded by
Mr. McKay, both English, who moved the resolution affirming loyalty

to the Crown, " notwithstanding the insults, and sufferings, borne by
the people of the North-west heretofore—which sufferings they still

endure " (page 362). It was upon motion of Mr. Bunn, seconded by
Mr. Bannatyne, both English, that it was resolved. "That the

Constitution of Provisional Government for Rupert's Land, and
the North-west Territories, be now drawn up." And, finally, the
the resolution declaring that the people of Assiniboia " have deemed
it necessary, for the protection of life and property ... to form
a Provisional Government " (page 362), was moved by Dr. Bird,

seconded, only, by Riel.



CHAPTER XIII.

THE RED RIVER DELEGATES, THE LIST OF RIGHTS
AND THE MANITOBA ACT.

It may be remembered that the Canadian commissioners, invited

the Council of Forty to send delegates to Ottawa "to confer with the
Government and Legislature, and explain the wants and wishes of the

Red River people, as well as to discuss and arrange for the representa-

tion of the country in Parliament ;
"* that this invitation had been

accepted by the Council ; that three delegates had been nominated,
viz., the Rev. Mr. Richot, His Honor Judge Black, and Mr. Alfred
H. Scott; and that a list of rights had been settled and approved by
the Council.

It had been understood that these delegates should leave for

Ottawa immediately after the Council adjourned (10th Feb., 1870).

The Portage escapade effectually prevented this, by precipitating a
state of war, and thus not only interposing reasons personal to the

delegates for remaining at their homes, but, by destroying the unan-
imity of their mandate, rendering their mission less representative.

Nothing (curiously enough) seems to have been said about the non-
departure of the delegates during the session of the Legislative Assem-
bly which lasted from the 9th to the 26th of March. On the 23rd of

this month, the executive sent the delegates off upon their mission.

By this time over two months had elapsed since the Council of Forty
had prepared its List of Rights. Since then a regular constitution

had been formed, elections held, and a settled form of government
brought into existence. Much discussion, too, had taken place in the

House, and opinion had, probably, in this way become much more
matured. Be this as it may, certain it is that the delegates did not
carry with them the " List of Rights " framed by the Council of

Forty in February, but that the executive of the Provisional Govern-
ment drew out another list, and that it was this new list which the

delegates carried with them to Ottawa.
Controversy has arisen as to the exact form of this new list. The

difference between the asserted lists may best be seen by placing

them in parallel columns :

—

No. 3. No. 4.

1. That the territories hereto- 1. That the territory of the

fore known as Rupert's Land and North-West enter into the Con-

* See page 349.
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North-West shall not enter into

the Confederation, except us ;i

province, to be styled and known
as the Province of A.ssiniboia, and
with all the rights and privileges

common to the different Provinces
of the Dominion.

2. That we have two repre-

sentatives in the Senate, and four

in the House of Commons of

Canada, until such time as an
increase of population entitles the

province to a greater representa-

tion.

3. That the Province of Assini-
boia shall not be held liable at

any time, for any portion of the

public debt of the Dominion con-

tracted before the date the said

province shall have entered the

Confederation, unless the said

province shall have first received

from the Dominion the full

amount for which the said pro-

vince is to be held liable.

4. That the sum of $80,000
be paid annually by the Dominion
Government to the Legislature of

the province.

5. That all properties, rights

and privileges enjoyed by the

people of this province up to the

date of our entering into the

Confederation be respected, and
that the arrangement and con-

firmation of all customs, usages

and privileges be left exclusively

to the Local Legislature.

federation of the Dominion of
( ianada as a province, wil h all the

privileges common with all the

different Provinces in the Dom-
inion.

That this province bfl governed :

1. By a Lieut. -Governor, ap-

pointed by the Governor-
General of Canada.

2. By a Senate.

3. By a Legislature chosen by
the people with a respon-

sible Ministry.

2. That, until such time as

the increase of population in this

country entitles us to a greater

number, we have two representa-

tives in the Senate, and four in

the House of Commons of Canada.

3. That in entering the Con-
federation, the Province of the

North-West be completely free

from the public debt of Canada

;

and if called upon to assume a
part of the said debt of Canada,
that it be only after having
received from Canada the same
amount for which the said Pro-

vince of the North-West should

be held responsible.

4. That the annual sum of

$80,000 be allotted by the Dom-
inion of Canada to the Legislature

of the Provinces of the North-
West.

5. That all properties, rights

and privileges enjoyed by us up
to this day be respected, and that

the recognition and settlement of

customs, usages and privileges be

left exclusively to the decision of

the Local Legislature.
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6. That during the term of

live years the Province of Assini-

boia shall not he subject to any

direct taxation, except such as

might he imposed by the Local

Legislature for municipal or local

purposes.

7. Tiiat a sum equal to eighty

cents per head of the population

of this province be paid annually

by the Canadian Government to

the Local Legislature of the said

province, until such time as the

said population shall have in-

creased to 600,000.

8. That the Local Legislature

shall have the right to determine

the qualifications of members to

represent this province in the

Parliament of Canada, and in the

Local Legislature.

9. That in this province, with

the exception of uncivilized and

unsettled Indians, every male

native citizen who has attained

the age of twenty-one years ; and

every foreigner being a British

subject, who has attained the

same, and who has resided three

years in the Province, and is a

householder ; and every foreigner,

other than a British subject, who
has resided here during the same

period, being a householder, and

having taken the oath of allegiance

shall be entitled to vote at the

election of members for the Local

Legislature and for the Canadian

Parliament. It being understood

that this article be subject to

amendment exclusively by the

Local Legislature.

10. That the bargain of the

Hudson's Bay Company in respect

to the transfer of the government

6. That this country be sub-

mitted to no direct taxation

except such as may be imposed

by the Local Legislature for

municipal or other local purposes.

7. That the schools be separ-

ate, and that the public money
for schools be distributed among
the different religious denomina-

tions in proportion to their re-

spective population according to

the svstem of the Province of

Quebec.

8. That the determination of

the qualifications of members for

the Parliament of the Province,

or for the Parliament of Canada

be left to the Local Legislature.

9. That in this province, with

the exception of the Indians who
are neither civilized, nor settled,

every man having attained the

age of twenty-one years, and every

foreigner being a British subject,

after having resided three years

in this country, and being pos-

sessed of a house, be entitled to

vote at the elections for the

members of the Local Legislature,

and of the Canadian Parliament,

and that every foreigner other

than a British subject, having

resided here during the same

period, and being proprietor of a

house, be likewise entitled to vote

on condition of taking the oath of

allegiance.

10. That the bargain of the

Hudson's Bay Company with re-

spect to the transfer of govern-
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of this country to the Dominion of

Canada be annulled so far as it in-

terferes with the people of Assini-

boia, and so far as it would affect

our future relations with Canada.

11. That the Local Legislature

of the Province of A ssiniboia shall

have full control overall the pub-

lic lands of the province, and the

right to annul all acts or arrange-

ments made or entered into with
reference to the public lands of
Rupert's Land and the North-
West, now called the Province of

Assiniboia.

12. That the Government of
Canada appoint a commission of

engineers to explore the various
districts of the Province of As-
siniboia, and to lay before the

Local Legislature a report of the
mineral wealth of the province
within five years from the date of
entering into confederation.

13. That treaties be concluded
between Canada and the different

Indian tribes of the Province of

Assiniboia, by and with the ad-

vice and co-operation of the Local
Legislature of this province

14. That an uninterrupted
steam communication from Lake
Superior to Fort Garry be guar-

anteed to be completed within the

space of five years.

ment of this country to the Do-
minion of Canada, never have in

any case an effect prejudicial to

the rights of the North West.

11. That the Local Legislature

of this province have full control

overall the lands of the North-
West.

15. That all public buildings,

bridges, roads, and other public

works, be at the cost of the Do-
minion Treasury.

16. That the English and
French languages be common in

12. That a commission of en-

gineers, appointed by Canada, ex-

plore the various districts of the

North-West, and lay before the
Local Legislature, within the
space of five years, a report of

the minerals of the country.

1 3. That treaties be concluded
between Canada and the different

Indian tribes of the North- West,
at the request and with the co-

operation of the Local Legisla-

ture.

14. That an uninterrupted
ste#.m communication from Lake
Superior to Fort Garry be guar-

anteed to be completed within the

space of five years, as well as the

construction of a railroad con-

necting the American railway, as

soon as the latter reaches the in-

ternational boundary.

15. That all public buildings

and constructions be at the cost

of the Canadian exchequer.

16. That both the English and
French languages be common in
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the Legislature, and in the courts,

and that all public documents, as

well as all Acts of the Legisla-

ture, be published in both lan-

guages.

17. That whereas the French

and English-speaking people of

Assiniboia are so equally divided

in numbers, yet so united in their

interests, and so connected by
commerce, family connections,

and other political and social re-

lations, that it has happily been

found impossible to bring them
into hostile collision, although re-

peated attempts have been made
by designing strangers, for reasons

known to themselves, to bring

about so ruinous and disastrous

an event.

And whereas, after all the trou-

ble and apparent dissensions of

the past, the result of misunder-

standing among themselves, they

have, as soon as the evil agencies

referred toabove were removed, be-

come as united and friendly as ever;

therefore, as a means to strengthen

this union and friendly feeling

among all classes, we deem it ex-

pedient and advisable

;

That the Lieutenant-Governor,

who may be appointed for the

Province of Assiniboia, should be

familiar with both the English

and French languages.

18. That the Judge of the Su-

perior Court speak the English

and French languages.

19. That all debts contracted

by the Provisional Government
of the Territory of the North-

West, now called Assiniboia, in

consequence of the illegal and in-

considerate measures adopted by

the Legislature, and in the courts;

and that all public documents, as

well as the Acts of the Legisla-

ture, be published in both lan-

guages.

17. That the Lieutenant-Gov-

ernor to be appointed for the Pro-

vince of the North-West be famil-

with both thelar

French languages.

English and

18. That the Judge of the Su-

preme Court speak the English

and French languages.

19. The same.
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Canadian officials to bring about
a civil war in our midst, be paid

out of the Dominion Treasury,

and that none of the members of

the Provisional Government, or

any of those acting under them,

be in any way held liable, or re-

sponsible, with regard to the

movement, or any of the actions

which led to the present negotia-

tions.

20. That in view of the pres- 20. The same.
ent exceptional position of As-

siniboia, duties upon goods im-

ported into the province shall, ex-

cept in the case of spirituous

liquors, continue as at present for

at least three years from the date

of our entering the confederation,

and for such further time as may
elapse until there be uninter-

rupted railroad communication
between Winnipeg and St. Paul,

and also steam communication
between Winnipeg and Lake Su-

perior.

These lists may be referred to hereafter as lists Nos. 3 and 4, in

order to distinguish them from the list (p. 333) prepared in December
by the first Council (list No. 1) ; and the list (p. 349) formulated by
the Council of Forty in February (list No. 2).

Attention is called to paragraph 7 in list No. 4 :
—" That the

schools be separate." There is no reference to schools in list No. 3.

Hence the dispute. Did, or did not, the Provisional Government
demand that the schools should be separate 1 On the one hand is

produced what is said to be " the official copy, found in the papers of
Thomas Bunn (now deceased) secretary of Fuel's Government."
This is identical with list No. 3. Mr. Begg in his history gives

this list No. 3 as the true one, and accompanies it with a copy of the
instructions given to the delegates. That such a list is among Mr.
Bunn's papers is sufficient to show that it had actual existence It

is no evidence, of course, that it was not superseded (as already two
others had been superseded) ; and Mr. Begg, although careful aud
trustworthy, may have been misled through not having heard of a
subsequent list.

The best, and only direct, evidence that has been adduced upon the
subject, is the sworn testimony of the Rev. Mr. Ritchot (himself one

24
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of the delegates), who was called as a witness when Lepine was being

tried for the murder of Scott (1874), and when no one could have had

any object in misstating the facts. At that trial Mr. Ritchot pro-

duced list No. 4, and swore that it was the list given to him as a

delegate.

Other evidence, and of very strong character, may be added :

—

After much consultation between Sir John A. Macdonald and Sir

George Cartier, on the one hand, and the Rev. Mr. Ritchot and Judge

Black on the other, a draft Bill was submitted to the delegates as that

which the Government was prepared to concede. The Rev. Mr.

Ritchot made observations in writing upon all the clauses in the

draft and sent them to the Ministers. Section 19 of the draft dealt

with the schools, and the following are the observations made upon

it by Mr. Ritchot :

—

" Cette clause etant la merae que celle de l'Acte de l'Ainerique Britaimique

du Nord, confere, je Pinterprette ainsi, comme principe fundamental, le

privilege des ecoles separees dans toute la plenitude et, en cela, est comforine

a Particle 7 de nos instructions."

(This clause being the same as the British North America Act, confers, so

I interpret it, as fundamental principle, the privilege of separate schools to the

fullest extent, and in that is in conformity with article 7 of our instructions.)

Internal evidence, too, is not wanting in support of Mr. Ritchot's

statement. Paragraph 1 of list No. 4 demands a Senate for the new

province, and a Senate was granted, although the expense of it was

much objected to. List No. 3 says nothing about a Senate. Again,

list No. 4 (paragraph 7) demands "that the schools be separate," and

clauses were inserted to that end in the Manitoba Act. List No. 3

says nothing about schools. It would be strange if both these

points could have got, by chance, into the Manitoba Act—an Act

which, as we shall soon see, was the result of elaborate negotiations

with the delegates. It may be added that list No. 3 asks that the

province shall be " styled and known as the Province of Assiniboia."

List No. 4 suggests no name. It is inconceivable that the Dominion

should have deliberately refused to adopt the name " Assiniboia,"

had it been asked, for the Dominion has since then called a large part

of the territories by that very name.

Comparison of the lists will show that No. 3 was probably the

draft, and No. 4 the finally revised form of the list of rights. Observe

that while No. 4 often adopts the language of No. 3, it varies from it,

not only in the important respects already referred to, but frequently

in mere verbal expression. Judge Fournier, of the Supreme Court,

in his recent judgment adopts No. 4 as the true list (see p. 82).^

There can be no doubt that it was a list of the Provisional

Government, and not that of the Council of Forty (No. 2), that formed

the basis of negotiation. The radical difference between these lists

lies in this, that the list of the Council of Forty is based upon the
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settlement becoming a territory, under governmental control from
Ottawa

; whereas the first article of the other lists (whether No. 3, or
No. 4) requires that the settlement should at once become a province,
with local government :>s such. And this was accorded, although
much against the Canadian Government's desire.

Enough has been said about these different Lists of Rights. The
importance of the controversy is not, to the mind of the present writer,
very great. The underlying point lias usually been taken to be this :

If the settlers asked for separate schools, then the Manitoba Act in
granting them may be regarded, in some aspects, as a treaty ; but if

the settlers did not ask for them, then the appearance of treaty is

taken away. But this is not a fair way of looking at the matter, nor
is the conclusion justified. The delegates asked for several things
which by the Manitoba Act were not accorded. Suppose then that

separate schools and other things, not demanded, were, neverthe-
less, made part of the Act ; the effect of this, so far as the settlers

are concerned, is that the offer of the settlers (taking the offer

as a whole) is rejected by Canada, and Canada by her Manitoba
Act, makes a counter proposition, which counter proposition is

accepted by the settlers. Let it be remembered that when the
Manitoba Act was passed, the territory had not yet become Cana-
dian, and that Canada was under Imperial direction to negotiate with,
and, if possible, to satisfy the settlers. Troops were not to be used
unless " reasonable terms are granted to the Red River settlers."

Whether, therefore, the settlers asked for separate schools, or the idea
came from Canada, makes no difference as to the result. In either

case the Manitoba Act was a treaty.

Clearing our sight of all technicalities, it is not difficult, how-
ever, to see where the idea of separate schools came from. Whether
List No. 4 is authentic or not, it is clear that it was the one used
by the Rev. Mr. Ritchot ; that it was that gentleman who took the
leading part in the negotiations ; and that the idea of separate schools

came from clause seven of that list No. 4. Canada thought, at all

events, that separate schools had been demanded ; acceded to that

demand ; and the Provincial Assembly agreed to it, as shall presently

appear.

The delegates had no sooner arrived in Ontario that two of them
were arrested as accessories to the murder of Thomas Scott. It would
appear as though nothing was to be left undone, that stupidity could
devise, to incense once more the settlers of Red River. The dele-

gates were in Canada on the express invitation of the Government,
and their coming had been eagerly looked forward to, both by the

Imperial and Canadian authorities. And yet, without the slightest

evidence, Canadians—(showing much more of the " wild mustang "

than did the French at Red River)—were found excited and foolish

enough to arrest a priest and a respectable citizen of Winnipeg,.
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neither of whom had anything to do with Scott's death. This was

the result :

—

" Mr. Lees, after the opening of the court, informed his Lordship, that he
had had a conversation with the witnesses intended to have been called, and
with the private prosecutor. He was satisfied that the evidence he could pro-

duce would not justify a committal. As neither the Crown nor the private

prosecutor could produce any further evidence on the charge, he begged to

withdraw it."

The Governor-General in a despatch to Earl Granville (21st April)

says with reference to the arrest of the delegates :

—

" Nothing could well heve been more untoward than this turn of affairs. In
addition to the feelings to which it may give rise within the limits of the Do-
minion, it cannot fail to arouse anger, and possibly the desire for retaliating

measures, in the minds of Riel and his followers when the news reaches Fort
Garry. It has prevented me seeing the delegates, and delayed the opening of

negotiations. The Ministers join with me in deploring the event, but are un-

able to prevent a private individual, over whom they have no control, from
availing himself at his discretion of the ordinary forms and process of law."

No retaliating measures at Red River ensued.

It has been said that the arrival of the delegates had been eagerly

looked forward to, by both the Imperial and Canadian authorities.

Prior to their arrival, numerous telegrams had passed between the

two governments, with reference to the organization of a military ex-

pedition, and the Imperial Government had declined to assent to the

use of force, until reasonable terms of settlement had been granted.

On the 5th of March Earl Granville telegraphed :

—

" Her Majesty's Government will give proposed military assistance, pro-

vided reasonable terms are granted to the Red River settlers."

And on the 22nd March a despatch from the Under-Secretary of

the colonies directs that

" troops should not be employed in forcing the sovereignty of Canada on the

population of Red River, should they refuse to admit it."

On the 17th March Earl Granville cabled :

—

'
' Let me know by telegram when you know delegates have started from

Fort Garry."

On the 4th April the Governor-General telegraphed :

—

"They say the delegates are coming."

And on the 7th as follows :

—

"Last of the delegates is expected at St. Paul on Thursday, the 1 1th ; the

others arrived there to-da} -

, and may reach Ottawa on Saturday, the 9th."

On the 9th Earl Granville cabled

" Let me know as soon as you can by telegram result of negotiations with
Red River delegates."
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On the 23rd of April, Earl Granville thus informed the Governor-
General :

" Canadian Government to accept decision of Her Majesty's Government on
all portions of the settlers' ' bill of rights.'

"

The negotiations with the delegates were carried on by Sir John
A. Macdonald and Sir Geo. E. Carrier, who had been appointed by
the government to be a committee for that purpose.

The interviews extended from the 23rd April to the ind of May,
conferences taking place on the 23rd. 25th, 26th, 27th, 28th, 29th and
30th April, and the 2nd of May. On the 3rd of May, the Governor-
General was able to cable

:

" Negotiations with the delegates closed satisfactorily."

To this Earl Granville replied (18th May):

" I take this opportunity of expressing the satisfaction with which I have
learned from your telegram of the 3rd Last., that the Canadian ( iovernment and
the delegates have come to an understanding a* to the terms an which the settle-
ments on the Red River should he admitted into the union."

These papers should be sufficient to show that negotiations were
carried on with the delegates as delegates; but it may not be uninter-
esting to quote the commission which the delegates carried with them
and the official acknowledgment of their position.

" To the Rev. N. J. Richot, Ptr., etc.:

"Sir,—The President of the Provisional Government of Assiniboia in
Council, by these presents grants authority and commission to you, the Rev.
N. J. Ritchot, jointly with John Black, Esquire, and the Honorable A. Scott,
to the end that you betake yourselves to Ottawa, Canada

; and that when
there you should lay before the Canadian Parliament the list entrusted to your
keeping with these presents, which list contains the conditions and propositions
under which the people of Assiniboia would consent to enter Confederation with
the other Provinces of Canada.

" Signed this 22nd March, 1871. By Order,

Thomas Bunk,
Secretary of Stat,

.

Ottawa, April 26th, 1S70.

" Gkntlkmen,—I have to acknowledge the receipt of your letter stating
that as delegates from the Northwest to the Government of the Dominion of
Canada, you are desirous of having an early audience with the government, and
am to inform you in reply that the Hon. Sir John A. Macdonald and Sir Geo.
E. Cartier have been authorized by the government to confer with you on the
subject of your mission, and will be ready to receive you at eleven clock.

" I have the honor to be, gentlemen,
Your most humble servant.

" To the Rev. N. J. Ritchot, Ptr. JOSEPH BoWB.
" J. Black, Esq.
" Alfred Scott, Esq.

If it be thought material to determine whether the delegates were
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received officially as delegates from the Provisional Government, or

merely as delegates of the people, the present writer has no hesitation

in saying, that the evidence corroborates the sworn statement of Sir

John A. Macdonald (before the Common's Committee, May, 1874):

"Judge Black took me aside and stated that they had received and brought

with them an authority from Kiel, aa Chief of the Provisional Government, to

act on behalf of that Provisional Government, and also a certain claim, or Bill

of Rights, prepared by that government, lie asked me what was to be done

with the authority, and the Bill of Rights. I told him they had better not be

produced, as the Governor-General could not recognize the legal existence of

the Provisional Government, and would not treat with them as such. / stated

how ver, that the claims asserted in the last mentioned " Bill of Rights" could be

pressed by the delegates, and would be considered on th ir merits."

At the same time there can be no doubt that in every unofficial

way, the Assembly set up by the settlers for their self-government

was sufficiently recognized. Sir John A. Macdonald's letter of in-

structions*to Archbishop Tache twho was sent by the Government as

a peace-maker to Red River) is evidence of almost official recognition :

" Will you be kind enough to make full explanation to the Council."

We have seen that on the 3rd of May the Governor-General cabled

that the negotiations with the delegates had been closed satisfactorily.

On the 2nd of May Sir John A. Macdonald introduced into the House

of Commons the result of the agreement come to, in the form of a

Bill, which ten days later became the Manitoba Act. There was a

short discussion on the clauses relating to education—detailed in Han-

sard (1870, p. 1546) as follows :—

" Mr. Oliver moved in amendment that the education clause be struck

out.

" Hoy. Mr. Chauveau hoped that the amendment would not be carried.

It was desirable to protect the minority in Manitoba from the great evil of

religious dissension on education. There could be no better model to follow in

that case than the Union Act which gave full protection to minorities. It was
impossible to say who would form a majority there, Protestants or Catholics.

If the population were to come from over the seas then the Protestants would

be in the majority. If, as had been asserted, Manitoba was to be a French

preserve, then the Catholics would be a majority. He did not care which,

because he desired only to see the new province freed from discussions which

had done so much injury in the old provinces of Canada. They presented a prob-

lem to the whole world, and the question was, could two Christian bodies almost

equally balanced be held together under the British Constitution. He believed

that problem could be worked out successfully.

"Hon. Mb. McDo'jgall, said the effect of the clause if not struck out,

would be to fix laws which the Local Legislature could not alter in future, and

that it would be better to leave the matter to local authorities to decide as in

the other provinces. He quit*' agreed with his hon. friend in giving the same
j,<jir> rs tu /his province as tin- others and it was for that reason that he desired to

strike out the clause.

" Hox. Mr. McKenzie was prepared to leave the matter to be settled

exclusively' by the Local Legislature. The B.N. A. Act <jave all the protection

necessary for minorities, and local authorities understood their own local wants
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better than the general legislature. It was his earnest desire to avoid intoduc-
ine into the iif\v province tho*e detrimental discussions which had operated bo
unhappily on their own country, and therefore hoped that the amendment
would he carried.

•' After a long discussion a division was taken on the amendment, which
was lost by 34 yeas to 81 nays."

It is quite apparent from this discussion tint the only difference
of opinion was as to whether Manitoba was to be in the same position
(as to its powers in reference to education i as were I ho oi her provinces,
or was to occupy a better position. The effect of the amendment if

carried would have been that the provisions of the Confederation Act
(p. I) would have applied to the new province. It was the design of
the bill as drawn, and as carried, to make the position of the future
religious minority stronger than under the Confederation Act. The
judgments of the courts of law as they now stand interpret the Mani-
toba Act as placing the minority in the province in a very much worse
position than it would be in any of the other provinces.



CHAPTER XIV.

RED RIVER DURING ABSENCE OF DELEGATES.

During the absence of the delegates (24th March to 17th June)
peace and happiness reigned at Red River. The Canadians, convinced
at last of their helplessness, if not of their foolishness, enjoyed the

liberty which, notwithstanding their turbulence, was accorded to

them. The last of the prisoners was released about the 22nd of

March.*
On the 2nd of April, an agreement was arrived at between the

Hudson's Bay Company and the Provisional Government, and on the

8th, the keys of the several warehouses were returned to Governor
McTavish.

On the 7th April the following proclamation was issued : f

"Government House,
Fort Garry, April 7th, 1870.

" To the Inhabitants of the North and of tht North- West Territories:

" Fellow Countrymen,—You are aware, doubtless, both of the series of

events which have takeu place at Red River, and become accomplished facts,

and of the causes which have brought them about.

"Youknow how we stopped, and conducted back to the frontier, a Governor,
whom Canada,—an English colony like ourselves—ignoring our aspirations

and our existence as a people, forgetting the rights of nations, and our rights,

as British subjects, sought to impose upon us, without consulting or even
notifying us.

"You know also that having been abandoned by our own government,
which had sold its title to this country, we saw the necessity of meeting in
council, and recognizing the authority of a Provisional Government, which
was proclaimed on the 8th December, 1869.

" After many difficulties raised against it by the partisans of Canada and
the Hudson's Bay Compan}', this Provisional Government is to-day master of
the situation—because the whole people of the colony have felt the necessity
of union and concord ; because we have always professed our nationality as
British subjects ; and because our army, though small, has always sufficed to
hold high the noble standard of liberty and of country.

"2s*ot only has the Provisional Government succeeded in restoring order
and pacifying the country, but it has inaugurated very advantageous negotia"
tions with the Canadian Government, and with the Hudson's Baj Company
You will be duly informed of the results of these negotiations.

" People of the North and of the North-West ! You have not been strangers
either to the cause for which we have fought, or to our affections. Distance,
not indifference, has separated us.

" Your brethren at Red River, in working out the mission which
assigned them, feel that they are not acting for themselves alone ; and that, if

* Evidence of Mr. Bunn before Commons Committee. t Begg 377.

[370]
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their position has given them the glory of triumph, the victory will be valued

only in so far as you share their joy and tlieir liberty. The winning of their

rights will possess value in tlieir eyes, only if you claim those rights with them.

" We possess to-day, without partition, almost the half of a continent. The
expulsion and annihilation of the invaders has rendered our land natal to its

children. Scattered throughout this vast and rich country, but united to a

man,—what matters distance to us, since we are all brethren, and are acting

for the common good ?

" Recognized by all classes of the people, the Government reposes upon the

good will and union of the inhabitants.

" Its duty, in officially informing you of the political changes elh -.- 1 « d among
us, is to reassure you for the future. Its hope is that the people of the North
will show themselves worthy of tlieir brethren in Red River.

"Still the Government fears that, from a misapprehension of its views, the

people of the North and of the North- West, influenced by evil-intentioued

strangers, may commit excesses fitted to compromise the public safety.

" Hence it is that the President of the Provisional Government deems it his

duty to urge upon all those who desire the public good, and the prosperity of

the country', to make the fact known and understood, by all those half-breeds or

Indians who might wish to take advantage of the so-called time of disorder, to

foment trouble, that the true state of public affairs is order and peace.

"The government, established on justice and reason, will never permit
disorder, and those who are guilty of it shall not go unpunished. It must not

be that a few mischievous individuals should compromise the interests of the

whole people.
'

' People of the North and of the Northwest ! This message is a message of

peace. War has long enough threatened the colony. Long enough have we
been in arms to protect the country and restore order, disturbed by evil-doers

and scoundrels.

"Our country, so happily surrounded by providence with natural and almost

insuperable barriers, invites us to write

" After the crisis through which we have passed, all feel more than ever,

that they seek the same interests,—that they aspire to the same rights,— that

they are members of the same family.

"We hope that you will also feel the need of rallying round the Provisional

Government to support and sustain it in its work.

" By order of the President,

"Louis Schmidt,
" Asst. Secretary of Stale."

On tho 9th April the following further proclamation was issued :

—

" To the People of the North- West :

"Let the Assembly of twenty-eight representatives which met on the 9th

March be dear to the people of Red River. That assembly has shewn itself worthy

of great confidence. It has worked in union. The members devoted themselves

to the public interests and yielded only to sentiments of good will, duty and gener-

osity. Thanks to that noble conduct, public authority is qow Btrong. That

stivngt.li will be employed to sustain and protect the people of the country.

To-day the government pardons all those whom political differences had led

astray only for a time. Amnesty will be generously accorded to all those who
will submit to the government, who will discountenance and inform against

dangerous gatherings. From this day forth the public highways are open.

The Hudson's Bay Company can now resume business. Themselves contribut-
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ing to the public good, they circulate their money as of old. They pledge

themselves to that, of course. The attention of the government is also directed

very specially to the northern part of the country in order that trade there may
not receive any serious check, and peace iu the Indian districts may thereby

be all the more securely maintained. The disastrous war which at one

time threatened us has left among us fears and various deplorable results.

But let the people feel reassured. Elevated by the grace of Providence and the

sufferings of my fellow-citizens to the highest position in the government of my
country, I proclaim that peace reigns in our midst this day. The government
will take every precaution to prevent this peace from being disturbed. While
internally all is thus returning to order, externally also matters are looking

favorable. Canada invites the Red River people to an amicable arrangement.

She offers to guarantee us our rights, and to give us a place in the < ontedera-

tion equal to that of any other province. Indentiried with the Provisional

Government, our national will, based upon justice, shall be respected. Happy-

country to have escaped many misfortunes that were prepared for her. In

seeing her children on the point of a war, she recollects the old friendship that

used to bind them, and by the ties of the same patriotism she has re-united

them again, for the sake of preserving their lives, their liberties, and their

happiness. Let us remain united, ami we shall be happy. With strength of

unity we shall retain prosperity. O, my fellow-countrymen, without distinction

of language or without distinction of creed—keep my words in your hearts. If

ever the time should unhappily come when another division should take place

amongst us, such as foreigners heretofore sought to create, that will be the signal

for all the disasters which we have had the happiness to avoid. In order to

prevent similar calamities, the government will treat with all the severity of the

law those who will dare again to compromise the public security. It is ready

to act against the disorder of parties as well as against that of individuals. Hut
let us hope rather that extreme measures will be unknown and that the lessons

of the past will guide us in the future.
" Lodis Kiel.

41 Government House, Fort Garry, April 9, 1S70."

From the 26th April to the 9th May the Legislative Assembly
was again in session. The laws which it enacted cover twenty-five

pages of Mr. Begg's book, and include such subjects as the admin-

istration of justice, custom's duties, intestate estates, postal arrange-

ments, setting out fires, animals at large, liquor traffic, roads, etc.,

etc.

The following are extracts from the report of the proceedings in

The New Nation. The first of them is given as showing Kiel's

attitude at that time, and the second (Mr. McKay's speech) because

it helps to a solution of the question of the form of the "List of

Plights," which the Red River delegates carried with them to Ottawa.

" The President in opening the proceedings addressed the House in French
and subsequently in English. He said : It is a matter of sincere congratulation,

gentlemen, that we have been enabled to meet here at this time under a
condition of public affairs on which we may congratulate ourselves (hear, hear

and cheers). You have each been, in your several parishes, among your
people, and have been able to join in congratulations that you have had the

happiness, some of you, to avoid the misfortune which, at one time, threatened

all (hear, hear). But this is past ; and none are, 1 am sure, sorry that they
have heard the last of it (cheers). ' Our business now is to act—to show the

people that we deserve their confidence by securing to them what they desire

and expect of us (cheers).
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" Hon. Mr. McKay—Put at the same time I have observed in the other
reports which have reached us that some importance is attached to one idea,

namely, that the people here are divided, and that the conditions on which we
were to receive Canada had been changed before they left here, with the
Commissioners. It it true that there hat been a change, but it it J think one. for
the better, as the terms proposed in the long run could more easily he assented
to, than those agreed on in the convention. Some changes were found to be
necessary by the executive, and they had to be quickly decided upon, as the
Commissioners were expected in Canada, and the people here were anxious to

see them starting to Ottawa. Heine the manner of making the alterations.

But I would like to place them before the House so that hon. members might
judge for themselves. Hon. Mr. Bunn, the Secretary, was with us while the
alterations were being made, and so limited was our time for the work that we
had to work day and night in order to finish and enable the Commissioners to
start at the time they did. The Commissioners, of coarse, had certain powers
in regard to these demands, but before anything was finally settled they were
instructed that the approval of the Legislative Assembly of this country was
necessary,— so that while complying with circumstances, we had at the same
time a saving clause that the ratification of the action of our Commissioners
depended altogether on the will of the Legislature of this country (cheers).

To-morrow, if it is the wish of the House, I will place on the table the List of
Rights as given the Commissioners printed in English and French.

" The President then (9th May) closed the session and intimated that in
the event of anything official coming from the Commissioners in Canada he
might call a special session of the Legislature."

" The 24th M;iy, Queen's Birthday, was celebrated in good style;

people assembled in parties all over the settlement to enjoy them-
selves —horse-racing was the principal feature of the day—but, alto-

gether, so much good feeling existed beiween all classes, that one could
only wonder at the change from a few weeks previous."*

•Begg, 377.



CHAPTER XV.

RETURN OP ONE OP THE DELEGATES-

The Rev. Mr. Ritchot reached Fort Garry on the 17th June, and

on the 24th a special session of the Legislative Assembly was held to

hear his report. He had brought with him a copy of the Manitoba

Act, which he explained at length to the members. The following

extracts from The New Nation detail the proceedings which ensued :

" Hox. Mr. Busk—I have much pleasure in proposing a vote of thanks to

Rev. Mr. Ritchot. We must all feel indebted to that gentleman and his co-

delegates for the successful manner in which their work was performed, for the

risk incurred, and the time, trouble, and expense taken in its accomplishment
(cheers). In the first motion placed before our Parliament at its first session,

I took the liberty of expressing our confidence that England would attend to

the wants of our people as soon as they were made known ; and she has done

so (cheers). From the report brought by Kev. Mr. Ritchot, it will be found

that that confidence was not misplaced, but that Kngland is Old England still

(loud cheers). I have much pleasure in proposing a vote of thanks to our dele-

gate Mr. Ricthot (cheers). Hon. Mr. Bannatyne seconded the motion.
" Kev. Mr. Ritchot—For myself I have expressed about the same thing to

the Governor-General and Sir Clinton Murdock. I told them that the people

had expelled Mr. McDon gall, but were sure that as soon as England knew their

causes of discontent she would be willing to satisfy them (cheers).

" Hon. Mr. Schmidt heartily endorsed the vote of thanks to Rev. Mr.
Ritchot. The resolution passed amid loud cheers.

" The President—We have seen the Manitoba Act—have heard the re-

port of our delegation—and now we have to proceed to something else. Is it

the intention of the House to pronounce on the Manitoba Act ?

" H ft. Mr. Schmidt— I would move that the Legislative Assembly of this

country do now, in the name of the people, accept the Manitoba Act and de-

cide on entering the Dominion of Canada on the terms proposed in the Con-

federation Act (cheers).

"Hun. Mb. Poitkas seconded the motion, which was put and carried, the

members cheering enthusiastically.
" Hon. Mr. Schmidt—I will now make another motion consequent on the

former ones. I propose that we welcome the new governor on his arrival

(cheers). The motion passed unanimously.
"ThkPrkstdent—We must not expect to exhaust the subject. If we have

the happiness soon to meet the new Lieutenant-Governor, we will have time

and opportunity enough to express our feelings. For the present let me say

only one thing—I congratulate the people of the North- West on the happy
issue of their undertakings (cheers). I congratulate them on their moderation

and firmness of purpose, and I congratulate them on having trust enough in the

Crown of England to believe that ultimately they would obtain their rights

(cheers). I must, too, congratulate the country, on passingfrom under this Pro-

visional rule to one of a more, permanent and satisfactory character. From all

that can be learned, also, there is great room for congratulation in the selection

of the Lieutenant-Governor which has been made. Kor myself, it will be my
duty and pleasure more than any other, to bid the new Governor welcome on

[380]
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his arrival (loud cheers). I would like to be the first to pay him the respect
due to his position as representative of the Crown (oheers). Something yet
remain* to be done. Many people are yet anxious and doubtful. Let us -till

pursue the work in which we wire lately engaged -the cultivation of peace and
friendship, and doing what can be done to convince these people that we have
never designed to wrong them (cheers) j but that what has been done was as
much in their interest as our own (hear)."

The Rev. Mr. Ritchot then spoke ;is follows :
—

*

•'As delegate, you will understand, of course, that my position was a very
difficult one. The Manitoba Hill passed ; but you will observe it differed from
our Bill of Rights, aud, as delegates, we could not say if the people of the
North-West could accept it. Hence, though fully alive to the fact that we
had many friends in Canada—in the Legislature as well as out of it,—we could
not express to them our sense of gratitude. The only thing we could do was
to thank them for their sympathy. But now that our work, and that of the
Canadian Parliament has been ratified by this House, my desire is, Hrst, to
thank the people of this country for the noble stand they have taken on this
question. I have to thank the Canadian Ministry—particularly Sir John A.
Macdonald and Sir George Cartier—for the liberal Bill framed by them, with
the assistance of the delegation. I have to thank the Dominion House of
Commons and Parliament generally, for while P20 voted with us, only eleven
were found against us. I have to thank also the Queen of England, whose
subject I have always been—whose subject I am to-day. But, above all, I

have to express thanks and gratitude to a higher power than all others ; I have
to thank an over-ruling Providence for having been led through so many
difficulties and dangers. Nor must we, at this time, think harshly of those
who did not dare to come with us and demand rights ; for it was a very risky
and imprudent thing. That we succeeded is due to Providence. We have
succeeded—but we have seen how difficult the task was. Why ? Because we
were divided. But now that we are united, we will be a strong people, and
our little province will be the model province of Confederation. We will have
an influx of strangers here. We want them, and will be glad to receive them.
But let us be intelligent enough to distinguish between the good, and those
who only came with selfish ends—to work against us. Let me add to what
I have stated, in regard to the Manitoba Act, that, at first it was intended
that Portage la Prairie should be left out of the province. This had been
opposed by the delegates—those who worked for it were the enemies of the
Portage—and as soon as Ministers understood the matter fully, they included
that district in the Bill. I would, for my part, like it to be well understood
that all I have done in the past has been done in good faith, and with a
desire to serve the country. I have never tried to work against any part of

the people. As one of the delegates, 1 brought the Bill to < 'auada. and
on that Bill worked for the people of the country, as a whole, without
distinction. I offer my sympathy to every denomination in the country,
and will repeat that, if there were some among us who did not dare to
oppose McDougall, they were, perhaps, right. While in Canada, let me say
in closing, not only had we all the sympathy and attention we could have
expected, but admiration was expressed for the stand taken by the people,
who had, it was held, shown themselves to be a reflective, prudent people
—wise to plan—resolute to act—so that, although jeopardized through dangers
of the greatest magnitude, they passed almost unscathed through the crisis.

It is easy to raise objections to the Manitoba Act, starting from an American
point of view. I have heard many such objections. But these possess no
weight with us.

'

' After the reverend gentleman had spoken as above, the assembly
adjourned."

Begrg, 379.



CHAPTER XVI.

COL. WOLSBLBY-OUTRAGBS AGAINST THE METIS
-FENIAN INVASION.

On the 24th of August, 1870, Col. Wolseley arrived at Fort Garry

with the expeditionary force. No amnesty having been yet pro-

claimed, Kiel crossed into the United States. He returned in March
of the following year, and remained until February, 1872, when Sir

John A. Macdonald gave him $1,000, and the Hudson's Bay Com-
pany gave him and Lepine £600 more, on condition that they would

temporarily withdraw from Canada, where many people were " wish-

ing to God they could catch them."

If during the many exciting months in which the " wild mus-

tangs " conducted the affairs of government, dealing with plots, and

risings, and "calls to arms"—if in the effort to enforce peace and

quiet, Riel was responsible for the loss of one life (his opponents be-

ing accountable for two), the cultured from the east were now to show

that under their rule, not many months, and not many weeks, were

to pass without bloodshed—and bloodshed unretributed and un-

avenged.

On the 13th of September, Elzear Goulet (a Metis) was set upon,

in Winnipeg, by a man who had been one of Riel's prisoners, and by

some of Wolseley's volunteers. Goulet took refuge in the Red River,

and in trying to escape by swimming to the other side, was struck by

a pursuing missile, and was drowned.

" As no coroner had been appointed, Gov. Archibald ordered an investiga-

tion before two magistrates—Robert McBeth and Sam Hamelin—and H. G.

McComville, a lawyer newly arrived from Montreal, was appointed to conduct

the case. A verdict was returned that Goulet's death was caused by these

three men, who belonged to the Canadian loyal party. It was felt, however,

that to make an arrest in the excited state of the public feeling would have

precipitated a conflict between the two nationalities and religions, far more
disastrous than that of the preceding winter. It was, therefore, deemed ex-

pedient to defer action in the matter until popular feeling had quieted down.*"

Which is to say, that " popular feeling" would be less affected by

the murder of a Metis by Canadians, than by the arrest of the mur-

derers ! Riel's rule was not very much below this standard of gov-

ernment ! It is almost needless to add that the deferred time for

prosecuting Goulet's murderers never arrived.

Nor was there in respect of this event any wild ebullition

from Ontario : mass-meeting resolutions concerning the sanctity of

'Hill's History of Manitoba, 328.
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British Wood
;
rewards for captures

; indignant denunciations of de-
linquent and dilatory magistrates, such as darkened the air when
Scott was killed. The news went to Ontario as an ordinary " item "

and was published (The Daily Telegraph) under the caption

"A MISCREANT DISPOSED OF."

Nevertheless it was to these very miscreants, that Canada little
more than a year afterwards, turned for help and protection and
turned not in vain. To-day they are rebels, banditti, robbers, mis-
creants; to-morrow they shake hands with the Lieutenant-Governor
of the Province of Manitoba, and find their courage, loyalty and
patriotism beyond adequate praise

!

O'Donoghue had been one of Riel's supporters, and was either a
fenian, or of fenian sympathies. Counting upon the divided character
of the people, after the departure of Col. Wolseley, O'Donoghue organ-
ized an invasion from United States territory, with a view to plunder,
if not to annexation. Lieut.-Governor Archibald at once bethought
him of the " miscreants"—are they going to unite with the invaders!—
and put himself in communication with some of them. There was,
however, in his way, this very practical difficulty, that warrants of
arrest for the leaders of these very men were in the hands of the local
police! How could they be expected to appear at Fort Garry to
defend it?—they might have to remain there to defend themselves!
Under these circumstances, the Rev. Mr. Ritchot sent to the Lieut.-
Governor a note, to which he received the following reply:

" Government House,

"October 5th, 1871.

" Reverend Sir,—Your note has just reached me. You speak of the diffi-
culties which might impede any action of Mr. Riel, in coming forward to use
his influence with his fellow-citizens, to rally to the support of the province in
the present emergency.

" Should Mr. Riel come forward, as suggested, he need be under no appre-
hension that his liberty shall be interfered with in any way, to use your own
language, pour la circonstance actuelle.

ir v
Ifc^ hardlv necessary for me to add that the co-operation of the French

half-breeds, and their leaders, in support of the Crown, under present circum-
stances, will be very welcome, and cannot he looked upon otherwise than as
entitling them to most favorable consideration.

" Let me add that in giving you this assurance with promptitude, I feel my-
self entitled to be met in the same spirit.

" The sooner the French half-breeds assume the attitude in question, the
more graceful will be their action, and the more favorable their influence.

" I have the honor to be Rev. Sir, Yours truly,

" A. G. Archibald,
" Lieut. -Governor.
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This letter having been communicated to Riel, Lepine and Paren-

teau—the leaders of the Metis—they joined in a note to the Lieut.-

Governor, which elicited the following reply

:

"Government House,

"Fort Garry, 8th October, 1871.

"Gentlemen,—I have it in command from His Excellency the Lieut. -

Governor to acknowledge receipt of your note of this morning assuring His

Excellency of the hearty response of the Metis to the appeal made to them in

His Excellency's proclamation.

'• You may say to the people, on whose behalf you write, that His Excellency

is much gratified to receive the assurance which he anticipated in his communi-

cation with the Rev. Pere Ritchot, and which your letter eonveys ; and that he

will take the earliest opportunity to transmit to His Excellency the Governor-

General, the evidence of the loyalty and good faith of the Metis of Manitoba.

" His Excellency will be pleased to be furnished, as soon as possible, with a

nominal list of the persons in each parish who desire to enroll for active service

in the present emergency. His Excellency will rely upon their readiness to

come forward the moment they receive notice.

"I have the honor to be, Gentlemen,

" To Messrs. L. Riel. Your obedient servant,

A. D. Lepine. Wm. O. Buchanan,

Pierre Parenteau. Acting Private Secretary.

The Lieut.-Governor afterwards described the position in a memo-

randum as follows:

"With some (I cannot say how many) of the volunteers who went up, a de-

sire to avenge the murder of Scott was one of the inducements to enlist. Some

of them openly stated that they had taken a vow before leaving home to pay off

all scores by shooting down any Frenchman that was in any way connected with

the event. The great bulk of the French population having been, one way or

other, concerned in the troubles, the feeling gradually grew to he one of intense

dislike towards the whole race, which was heartily reciprocated by the French.

" When the volunteers came to be disbanded, and were thus freed from all

restraint, the hatred of the two classes exhibited itself more and more. Some
of the immigrants from Ontario shared the feelings of the disbanded volunteers,

and acted in concert with them. A body of French half-breeds had made a

selection of a tract of land at Riviere aux Islets de Bois ; some of them had

made farms, or at all events enclosures, at that place. There was abundance

of land elsewhere equally good, but the new comers preferred this spot. They

entered on that ground and staked it off, put up huts, and declared they would

hold it against all comers. To give character to their occupation, they dis-

carded the name by which the river had been known, and called it the Boyne.

Of course the half-breeds were enraged ; they thought it bad enough to lose

land they believed to be theirs, but in the new name they saw something worse

—an insult to their religion. They seemed to think that property, race, and

creed were all to be trodden under foot, unless they took care of themselves.

They met in their parishes on the Assiniboine and Red River, and determined

to march to the settlement and drive off the intruders. Fortunately I heard

of their intentions.

" I sent some leading men among them, and warned them that if they lifted

a hand or struck a blow, it was all over with them.
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"The collision was arrested, but not without great risk. Sad blood been
shed on that occasion we should have had a civil war in which every French
half-breed would have been an active participator

; while from the En
half-breeds, in accord on the question of property with the Front h, ai atrality
was the utmost that could have been counted on, and at this moment we hail a
garrison of only eighty men to defend all our military stores at FortGarry, and
to preserve the peace of half a continent besides.

"The danger was over for the moment, hut the feelings of sullen discon-
tent remained. This was in July. Iu October came the raid. // was predi-
cated mi die discontent known to /"< vail among tin- French half-breeds.

"The leader of the raid had been a member of the Provisional < Government

;

the other members of that government were in the Province, outlawed for their
offences, abused by one press, and thrown over by the other, and yet exercising
a large influence among their own race and creed. Under these circumstance*,
tin' chances were that the French would join the enemy. I had a tough battle
to fight.

" At last my remonstrances and persuasions bes>an to take effect. The clergy
assisted me in the movement. The colleagues of O* Donoghue in the Provisional
Government, on whom he had counted, began to come out against him. Riel
went into the French settlements, and used his influence against <)'Donoghue.
These two men are said never to have been friendly.

" 0'Donoghue was always a Fenian, an annexationist ; Riel was neither. His
feelings were those of a Frenchman, and a Catholic. He could see a chance
for his race and creed in the Dominion, where a large part of the population is

French. The clergy who were of the same race naturally shared his feelings

in this respect, and they felt more inclined to side with Riel, one of themselves,
than with O' Donoghue, who differed from them in race, and as a Fenian, was
not necessarily a good Catholic.

" With these influences operating on the French side, their sullenness and
resentment were gradually overcome, and they were brought to take a stand in

favor of the Crown."

Lord Dufferin (despatch 10th Dec, 1875) thus sums up these and
some subsequent events : -

" It will be observed that the Lieutenant-Governor reviewed the troops which
had been collected under the command of Riel, Lepine, and their companions;
that he accepted their services ; that he promised them at least a temporary
immunity from molestation on account of the crime of which they were accused;

that he shook hands with them ; that he received a letter signed by them ; and
that, through his secretary, he addressed to them an official reply, compliment-

ing them on the loyalty which they had shown, and the assistance which they
had rendered. He further states that he has convinced himself—though Sir

John Macdonald appears to have had misgivings on this point—that this exhi-

bition of fidelity was genuine and bona fide, and that it largely contributed to

the preservation of Her Majesty's Dominions from insult and invasion. In
short, he is satisfied, to use his own language, that"»/ the Dominion has, at

this moment, a province to defend, and not one to conquer, they owe it to the

policy of forbearance. If I had driven the French half-breeds into the hands
of the enemy, 0'Donoghue would have been joined by all the population be-

tween the Assiniboine and the frontier, Fort Garry would have passed into the

hands of an armed mob, and the English settlers to the north of the Assiniboine

would have suffered horrors it makes me shudder to contemplate."

The Lieutenant-Governor afterwards in his evidence before a com-

mittee of the House of Commons testified as follows :

—

" I believe that the action of the half-breeds, at the time of the Fenian raid

25
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•was attributable to the negotiations with their leaders which I have described ;

and 1/ the half-breeds had taken a different course, I do not believe the pro-

vince would now be in our possession."

Canadian volunteers are lauded year by year, because when Fenians

-were on the frontier, they took their places in the ranks, and did

their duty. Has ever anyone lauded the French half-breeds, because,

forgetting the insults heaped upon them, forgetting their well-placed

antipathy to many of the " new comers," they saved a province to

the Dominion, and protected the English settlers from " horrors it

makes me shudder to contemplate"] Scott has been wept and can-

onized ; are the names, even, of Goulet, and of Parisien, known to

those who speak of banditti and miscreants ? On the whole, can one

wonder that, as Lieutenant-Governor Archibald testified before the

Common's committee :

—

" It fact the whole of the French half-breeds, and a majority of the Eng-

ish, regarded the leaders in those disturbances as patriots and heroes ; and
ANY GOVERNMENT WHICH SHOULD ATTEMPT TO TREAT THEM AS CRIMINALS

WOULD BE OBLIGED VIRTUALLY TO DISREGARD THE PRINCIPLES OF RESPON-

SIBLE GOVERNMENT."



CHAPTER XVII.

"REBELLION," AND SUCCESS.

Nothing, it is said, justifies rebellion but success. Of the exist-

ence of a "rebellion" many people will remain well assured, notwith-

standing all that has. and can be said. The foolish frenzy into which

the Province of Ontario worked itself, while in absolute ignorance of

all the facts, has left its drift of beliefs and prejudices, such as will

require the lapse of another hundred years or so, wholly to remove. It

might, by possibility, shorten the time a week or two, could the ques-

tion be widely put, and fairly answered, Against whom was the

rebellion?

THE REBELLION WAS NOT AGAINST HER MAJESTY THE

QUEEN, OR BRITISH SOVEREIGNTY.

This much at all events is perfectly clear, and a short review will

easily demonstrate it.

6'h Nov., 1869. Riel's first published declaration calls upon the

English-speaking settlers to elect 12 councillors,

"in order to form one body with the above council, ... to consider the pre-

sent political state of the country, and to adopt such measures as may be
deemed best for the future welfare of the same "

(p. 332).

24th Nov., 1869. The meetings of the Council

''resulted in the French members declaring their intention to forma Provisional

Government, for the purpose of treating with Canada for the future government of

the country " (p. 333).

2nd Dec. 1869. English and French at the Council agreed upon

a List of Rights, and the French desired to send a deputation to Mr.

McDougall to confer with him thereon (p. 334).

8th Dec, 1869. A proclamation is issued declaring,

"That we refuse to recognize the authority of Canada, which pretends ta
have a right to coerce us, and impose upon us a despotic form of government,

still more contrary to our rights and interests as British subjects, than was that

government to which we had subjected ourselves, through necessity, up to a
recent date (p. 335) That meanwhile we hold ourselves in readiness to enter into

such negotiations with the Canadian Government as may be favorable for the good
government and prosperity of this people " (p. 33(5).

19 Jan., 1870. At the mass-meeting, Riel declared his position

as an English subject.
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8th Feb., 1870. The Council of Forty upon a motion seconded by
Riel, determined to send delegates to confer with the Canadian Gov-
ernment as to the affairs of the country.

19 Feb., 1870. Riel declared to Mr. Donald A. Smith

" We want only our just rights as British subjects."

March, 1810. The Legislative Assembly resolved,

" That notwithstanding the insults and sufferings borne by the people of the
Northwest heretofore—which sufferings they still endure

—

the loyalty of the

people of the Northwest tov;ards the Crown of England remains the same, provided
the rights, properties, usages and customs of the people be respected, and we
feel assured that as British subjects such rights, properties, usages and customs
will undoubtedly be respected."

7th April, 1870. A proclamation of the Provisional Government
declared that,

" We have always professed our nationality as British subjects." (p. 376.)

and gave as a reason for stopping Mr. McDougall, that he forgot

"the rights of nations and our rights as British subjects. " (p. 376.)

If doubt remain, read the proclamation of 9th April (p. 377); Kiel's

speech, 26th April, (p. 378); the account of the celebrations of the

Queen's birthday (p. 379); the proceedings of the Legislative Assembly
after the return of the delegates (p. 380); and finally remember the

loyal assistance rendered by Riel and the Metis against the Fenians
and filibusterers—"that if the half-breeds had taken a different course,

I do not believe the province would now be in our possession."

If doubt still remain let the following authorities be cited:

Sir John A. Macdonald, before the Commons' Committee deposed

as follows:

"The armed resistance was a very aggravated breach of the peace, but we
were anxious to hold, and did hold, that under the circumstances of the case it

did not amount to treason. We were informed that the insurgerits did not desire

to throw off allegiance to the Queen, or sever their allegiance from the Empire, but
that their action was in the nature of an armed resistance to the entering into

the country of an officer, or officers, sent by the Dominion Government."

Sir George Cartier, in a memorandum of 8th June, 1870, when
acting as Minister of Justice, said:

—

*o

" First, there is no doubt that there was a strong feeling of antagonism,
unanimously it may be said, in the half-breeds of all races and religions,

against the introduction of Canadian authority into the settlement ; but at no
time be/ore, or during the troubles did those feelings exist against the sovereign

power of the Queen, nor even against the political rule of the Hudson's Bay Co."

The Canadian Government, by an Order-in-Council ' 16th Dec,
1869) adopted a report of Sir John A. Macdonald, in which is found
the following :

—

" The resistance of these misguided people is evidently not against the

sovereignty of Her Majesty, or the government of the Hudson's Bay Company
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but to the assumption of the government by Canada. They profess themselves
satisfied to remain as they are, and that if the present system of government
were allowed to continue, they would at once disperse to their homes."

Nor was the Rebellion against the Hudson's Bay Company.

The extracts above given are ample to prove this statement. Rebellion

against, and defiance of, that company had been commenced and
carried on somewhat successfully, before Riel's appearance, not by the

half-breeds, but by the Canadian party ; and that defiance and resist-

ance had gone to the extent of the rescue by violence of those in gaol.

If it be said that Riel seized one of the forts of the company, it may
well be replied that if this, an incident of a struggle with Canadians,

be rebellion against the company, then that the Canadians were also

rebels against the company, for they, just as unceremoniously, seized

another of the forts. The truth is that the company had received a

mortal wound by the passing of the Confederation Act, and its coup-

de-grdce, by the Act of the Dominion Parliament (1869), which in

advance of the transfer made provision for the future government of

the North-West. It was in its death-agonies when the Canadian
surveyors commenced the operations, and was as little able, as, unfor-

tunately, was its Governor (through illness) to take any part in the

struggle between settler and Canadian. Both sides treated it as

defunct.

Against whom then was the "rebellion"? A Minister of the

Crown is said to have described it as a " rebellion against the Hon.
Wm. McDougall." And if the word is to be retained, the present

writer cannot suggest a better sentence in which to place it.

And what was the measure of success attained 1 for by that we
are told we must to some extent judge it. To answer this question

we must compare the position in which the half-breeds would have
occupied had there been no resistance, with their position under the

Manitoba Act—their position in two respects, first as to form of

government, and second as to lands, language, education, etc.

As to form of government the answer is not difficult, for the

Dominion Parliament had declared, prior to any outbreak, the manner
in which it was intended to govern the territory.* A Lieutenant-

Governor, and a Council of seven to fifteen persons, were to be ap-

pointed by the Government at Ottawa

" to make provision for the administration of Justice therein, and generally

to make, ordain and establish all such laws, institutions and ordinances as may
be necessary.

" The Lieutenant-Governor shall administer the government under instruc-

tions from time to time given him by Order-in-Council."

And the Council was to have such powers

" as may be from time to time conferred upon them by Order-in-Council."

*See the Statute, 32 and 33 Vic. c. 3.
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In other words, a branch, or agency, of the Dominion Govern-

ment was to be established at Winnipeg, while the head-office re-

mained at Ottawa. And this policy the Dominion Government en-

deavored, through its delegates, to induce the settlers to accept*

Under the Manitoba Act the settlement at once became a Pro-

vince, with all the powers enjoyed by all the other Provinces ; and

with the same proportional representation in the Dominion Parlia-

ment. This is point number one gained by the " rebellion against

the Hon. Mr. McDougall."
Although a very substantial point, it was not the principal one.

The quarrel has been traced to "certain operations in land " of sin-

ister aspect—the settlers particularly wanting to know what is to be-

come of the land ; what is the significance of all this surveying and
staking out? This was the principal topic debated between the Do-

minion Government and the Red River delegates. Until then no
policy had been adopted by the government, and is impossible to say

what, had there been no resistance, the future policy might have

been. All one can say is that the delegates obtained more than the

government would for some time, during the negotiations, consent to

give; and one may judge from that whether, without a lever, they

would have succeeded so well. By the Manitoba Act (1) all grants

of any estate made by the Hudson's Bay Company were to be con-

firmed by grant from the Crown in fee simple
; (2) all titles by occu-

pancy with the sanction of the company were to become estates in

freehold
; (3) all persons in peaceable possession were to have pre-

emptive rights; (4) rights of common and of hay-cutting were to be

adjusted; and (5) 1,400,00<J acres were to be distributed among the

children of the half-breeds ! This is point number two gained by

the " rebellion against the Honorable William McDougall."

Then there was the language question English and French are

equally divided, what language shall be officially used 1 Section 23

of the Manitoba Act provided in a manner quite satisfactory to a

population equally divided, that both languages should be used—

a

provision which the English (in a spirit of " English fair play "), now
that they are in a majority, have completely disregarded ; and by

statute,, so far as they can, have repudiated. This was point number
three gained by the " rebellion, etc."

And, lastly, there was the question of education, settled also to the

satisfaction of an equally divided population—as it had been settled

long before in Ontario and Quebec.

Settled ? Everyone, at the time, thought that it was settled ; but

owing to some looseness in the drafting, the present position is as in-

dicated in one of the best of the Toronto periodicals :

" That the constitution of the Province does not provide for the perpetuation

of separate schools is now certain. But it is scarcely less certain that it was

•See Letter of Instructions, Hon. Mr. Howe to the Rev. Mr. Thibault, 4th Dec, 1869.
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the intention of the original Jramert of ihat eonttitution <<> secure th ir perpelu*

ation. Such being the case, it would seem at ( i r.s t thought tli.it the provincial

authorities should, as honorable men. be guided by the intention, rather than

by the letter of that charter.... Bat here a variety of considerations pri

themselves to modify or reverse these conclusions."

Among which are named (1) "The. justice and the wisdom of the

intention" ; (2) That the expectation "that the new province would

be peopled to a very great extent by members and adherents of the

Roman Catholic Church has utterly failed of realization"; (3) and

that there can he no rest until the intention is violated or set aside.

A solemn compact is made, and is to be violated, (1) because it

was not a wise one to enter into ; (2) because the party attacked is

not so strong as it was thought it would be (in which case it would

have looked after itself) ; and (3) because the stronger party is rest-

less—public opinion, once more, become too sensitive! If Cath-

olics so reasoned it would be denounced as ''Jesuitical casuistry ;" and

fathered upon their supposed principles that " there ought to be no

faith kept with heretics "
; that the " end justifies the means," etc.

But such bare-faced word-juggling is not a whit worse than the

bare-faced repudiation of the acknowledged agreement, some of the in-

cidents of which must now be related.



CHAPTER XVIII

PROTESTANT PROMISES.

Almost every step in the constitutional history of Canada has
been accompanied by assurances given to Roman Catholics. (Pro-

testants have also received assurances, but they are not detailed here.)

The capitulations of Quebec and Montreal provided (1759 and
1760)

" That the free exercise of the Catholic, Apostolic and Roman Religions
shall be preserved."

The Treaty of Paris (1763), containing the cession of Canada
from France to Great Britain, had the following :

—

"His Britannic Majesty on his side agrees to grant the liberty of the
Catholic religion to the inhabitants of Canada ; he will consequently give the
most precise, and most effectual orders, that his new Roman Catholic subjects
may profess the worship of their religion, according to the rites of the Romish
Church, as far as the laws of Great Britain permit."

The Quebec Act (1774)—the first Imperial Statute as to the
government of the colony, 14 George III., cap. 83, sec. 5, enacts

that

"... subjects may have, hold and enjoy the free exercise of the religion
of the Church of Rome subject to the King's supremacy . . . and that the
clergy of the said Church may hold, receive and enjoy their accustomed dues
and rights, with respect to such persons only as shall profess the said religion."

The Constitutional Act (1791;, 31 George III., cap. 31, sec. 42,
provides that

" Whenever any Bill shall be passed containing any provisions which shall
in any manner relate to, or affect the enjoyment or exercise of any form, or
mode of religious worship ; or shall impose or create any penalties, burdens,
disabilities or disqualifications in respect of the same ; or shall in any manner
relate to, or affect the payment, recovery or enjoyment of any of the accustomed
dues or rights," etc., then the Royal assent was not to be given until thirty
days after the Bill should have been laid before the Imperial Parliament.

The Union Act (1840,) 3 and 4 Vic. cap. 35, contained the clause

just quoted.

The Confederation Act (1867) has the provisions with reference

to education already quoted (p. 1), and provisions for the official

use of the French language.

The Manitoba Act, and its safeguarding clauses have already been
referred to.
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The assurances which rendered that Act possible, and acceptable,

must now be collected. They are :
—

1. In the instructions to Col. de Salaherry and the Rev. Mr.

Thibault, Commissioners from the Canadian Government to the Red

River Settlement, is the following :

—

" You will not fail to direct the attention of the mixed society, inhabiting

the cultivated borders of the Red River and Assiniboine, to the fact which

comes within your daily knowledge and observation, and is patent to all the

world, that in the four Provinces of this Dominion, men of all origins, creeds,

and complexions, stand upon one broad footing of perfect equality in the eye

of the government and the law ; and that no administration could confront

the enlightened public sentiment of this country, which attempted to act in the

North-West, upon principles more restricted and less liberal titan those which

are fairly established here."

2. In the letter of instructions to the other Canadian Commis-

sioner (Mr. Donald A. Smith) from the Governor General there is

the following :

—

"The people may rely upon it that respect and protection will be extended to

the different religious denominations ; that titles . . . ; and that all the franchises

which have existed, or which the people may prove themselves qualified to

exercise, shall bo duly continued or liberally conferred.

"In declaring the desire and determination of her Majesty's Cabinet, you
may safely use the terms of the ancient formula, that ' right shall be done in all

cases.'
"

3. In a letter written by the Governor-General to Mr. McTavish,

then the Governor of the Hudson's Bay Company, about the same

date (fith Dec, 1869) is this:

"And the inhabitants of Rupert's Land, of all classes and persuasions, may
rest assured that Her Majesty's Government has no intention of interfering with

or setting aside, or allowing others to interfere with the religions, the rights, or the

franchises hitherto enjoyed, or to which they may hereafter prove themselves equal."

4. About the same time (7th Dec. 1869) the Canadian Secretary

of State wrote to Mr. McDougall

:

" You will now be in a position to assure the residents of the Northwest
Territories :

" 1. That all their civil and religious liberties will be sacredly respected.

" 7. That the country will be governed, as in the past, by British law, and

according to the spirit of British justice.
"

5. That these assurances might carry all the weight of Her
Majesty's name, the Governor-General issued a proclamation (6 Dec,

1869) having the following:

" By Her Majesty's authority, I therefore assure you that, on the union with

Canada, all your civil and religious rights and privileges "'ill be respected, your

properties secured to you, and that your country will be governed, as in the

past, under British laws and in the spirit of British justice."

And the Governor intimates that there will always be a remedy in

case of just complaint:
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" Her Majesty commands me to state to you, that she will always be ready,

through me, as her representative, to redress all well founded grievances ; and
that she baa instructed me to hear and consider any complaints that may he

made, or desires that may be expressed to me, us Governor-General."

To all of these, some persons will answer, "Their religion has been

respected; justice lias been done; they have no well-founded griev-

ance." But the assurances did not mean this: '"Your religion will be

respected in relation to education; your religion requires that your

children's education should be accompanied by daily religious instruc-

tion; you will be permitted to indulge this fancy, but we will tax you

for education of a very different character, on the ground that in our

opinion it is a fancy, and that if you are foolish enough to insist upon

it you must pay double. When we said that we would respect your

religion, we did not say that we would not tax von on account of it!"

Had this been thus plainly stated, does any one think that it would

have gone very far towards the pacification of the Metis, or helped to

pass the Manitoba Act?

The Manitoba Act (1870) contains in intention and spirit the

promise of the Dominion of Canada that the religious minority is to

be entitled to separate schools. This Act was. as we have seen, the

embodiment of a solemn agreement, entered into under circumstances

well-calculated to ensure its subsequent observation. But if it be

permissible to urge for its breach that it is an old agreement, a foolish

one, and moreover not binding unless the minority is strong enough

to make it so, what can be said for the three following further assur-

ances.

1. Compact of 1876. In a quite remarkable speech delivered by

the Hon. Senator Bernier in the Senate (3rd and 4th April, 18i)4)

occurs the following

:

o

'

" During the administration of Mr. Mackenzie, the Local Government of

Manitoba came to Ottawa for better financial terms. Mr. Mackenzie was not
willing to help the province at the time, except on the condition that the pro-

vince would abolish its Legislative Council, then a part of the legislative ma-
chinery. Our Manitoba pilgrims went back to Winnipeg and made the propo-
sition to their colleagues. The Legislative Council could not be abolished vnlh-

out the co-operation, and, in fact, the consent, of the Catholic representatives of
the Province, who felt at once that it was for them a serious action to take.

Their Legislative Council was considered as their safeguard against any future
aggression upon their rights and privileges. An appeal was made to their in-

telligence and patriotism. And at last, for the sake of the provincial interests

at large, they did consent, and by their action assured the improvement of the

financial condition of the province. As soon as the vote had been registered, a

most interesting parliamentary scene took place. The generosity of our re-

presentatives on this occasion, the public spirit exhibited by them, and their

expressed confidence in the loyalty of their English and Protestant country-

men had made a deep impression on the minds of their fellow representatives,

and one of these immediately arose, and amidst the enthusiasm of the moment,
And on behalf of the English and Protestant population, on behalf of the pro-
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vince, he eulogised the Catholic and French population, and pledged hit people

and province that the rights and privileges ol the Catholics would never be
interfered with, and for doing so Be was cheerfully applauded by the whole
Bouse. That man was Mr. Luxton, who is still living, and was then a promi-
nent member in the Legislature. Be, a1 least, I must say. used liis best efforts

to have this pledge faithfully kept, and I am happy t<> send to him from un-

seat iii Parliament the expression of the ;ratitudi of the people whose righl

has bo vigorously defended. But I am Borry t<> say that, unlike the people of

Quebec under similar circumstances, our Province of Manitoba, as a whole, has

failed to honor itself as did the old province on the banks of the St. Lawrence ;

and since 1SWI we have been deprived, by tbe will of the Legislature, notwith-
standing that solemn pledge, of our most cherished rights and privileges, our
schools, and the official use of our language."

It may lie as well to recall the language of some of the leading

men who took part in the debate preceding the passing of the l>i

abolish the Provincial Senate :

—

The Premier (Mr. Davis)— " It may be said that the Council is a safeguard

to the minority. He could assure t?ie minority thai their rights would never be

trampled upon in this province. There would always he sufficient English

speaking members in this House, who would insist on giving their French
fellow subjects their rights, to protect them."

Mb. Norquay (afterwards Premier)— " In 1870 when the Dominion Govern-
ment invested the people of this province with the responsibility of self-govern-

ment, they gave them a constitution, which, in their belief, would meet the
demands of those who had offered opposition to the inauguration of Canadian
authority in this province. . . . There was a certain class of people in this

province, who in the belief that they would soon be iu the minority required

the protection of the Upper House. ... No doubt the time will come when
the privilege claimed by those speaking the French language will be waived,
but he, for his part, would never like to see them deprived of the privilege

of speaking their language on the floor of the House, and in the Courts of

Justice ; and also of being able to make themselves acquainted with the

laws of the country by reading them in their own language if they cannot
read them otherwise."

Mk. Luxton (then and still a very influential journalist)— " There were
some cmestions of sentiment which lay close to the hearts of the IV nch
"people, and he could assure them that the English speaking members would
not ruthlessly deal with these, if the French representatives were sufficiently

patriotic to support the measure before the House. They would recognize

their generosity and not forget it."

Mk. Frank Cornish (then aprominent lawyer) "believed the old settlers

and the Freuch would make a common cause if their rights were infringed

upon ; and he could assure them that when the Canadian (that is the

English speaking) party became the great majority it would not I" found
oppressive. ..."

These assurances were accepted in the spirit in which they were

given, and without the slightest suspicion that they were to l>e so

soon violated. Mr. Royal, always a leader anion.,' the French

Catholics, after referring to the power of disallowance, said :
—

" But there was something else, for himself, which had not been guaranteed

by any Act; he found it yesterday in the remarks of the Bon. Messrs.

Davis and Norquay, in the applause given by Mr. Brown to the sentiments

of Mr. Luxton, and in the expressions of Mr. Cornish."
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Mr. McKay said—" He was very much pleased to hear the generous and
just remarks of the Hon. Premier, the Hon. Prov. Secretary, and also that

of the Hon. member for Rockwood, which gave the minoity in the House
that confidence which the members of this House, and by their vote on this

Bill would express, the security they felt in the ftands of that majority."

Will you walk into my parlor 1

Said the spider to the fly.

2. Promises of Liberal Party in 1888. In a speech delivered

by Mr. James Fisher, M.P.P., (a life-long Liberal) in the Manitoba
Legislature (2nd March, 1893) may be found the following :

—

" I now desire to speak of a delicate matter, which may be somewhat dis-

tasteful to some who hear me, but I am bound to tell the truth, even if it may
offend some. / make the grave charge, that this school legislation was put

upon the statute book of this province in defiance of the most solemn pledges of

the Liberal party. In January of 1888, an event occurred which brought the

Liberals into power in this province. My hon. friend had for years been en-

gaged in an effort to defeat the Noiquay government, in which I helped them
all in my power, because we felt that it would be to the advantage of the pro-

vince to have a change. The crisis came when the St. Francois Xavier election

took place at the time I have mentioned. Dr. Harrison was at the time

Premier of the province, and he chose as his Provincial Secretary Mr. Joseph

Burke, who, though he bears an Irish name, is really a French Canadian. He
was living among his own people in the district of St. Francois Xavier, and had
been elected as a member of the House in 1886 by acclamation. On accepting

the office he went back for re-election. It was proposed that we should oppose

him, though for myself I thought it was useless. Mr. F. H. Francis, an Eng-
lish-speaking Presbyterian, and a son-in-law of the late Rev. Dr. Black, the

great pioneer Presbyterian missionary of this country, was asked to take the

field against Mr. Burke in this French constituency. He could not possibly be

elected, unless he got. a large proportion of the votes of the French population.

Without this, I say, his election was an absolute impossibility. Now, I state,

on information and belief, that Mr. Francis, when consulted by leading mem-
bers of the Liberal party, and asked to accept the nomination, said he would
not accept unless empowered to give the electors a pledge that if the Liberals

^

got into office they would not interfere with the institutions of the French,

their language, or their school laws. I am informed that he was authorized to

make that promise, that he went to the electors and gave them the pledge. I

did not know that of my own knowledge, but I knew from the newspaper re-

ports, and from information brought to the Winnipeg Liberals, that strong

speeches were being made by Mr. Burke and his friends in the riding, calling

upon half-breeds and French Canadians to vote against the Liberal candidate,

on the ground that Liberals would likely pass laws interfering with their in-

stitutions. It was said. " Are you going to put into power people, who. when
they get into office, will legislate away your schools and your language ? " and
the electors were appealed to oppose Mr. Francis for that reason. This be-

came practically the leading question of that campaign, and the contest icas a

crucial one. Should the Liberals win, it was plain, in view of the losses sus-

tained by the government, that they must resign. So that the success

of the Liberal candidate meant that the party would at once attain power,

while the election of Mr. Burke would almost certainly have ensured the

continuance of the Liberals in opposition till this day. It became neces-

sary for the party leaders, therefore, to meet this appeal to the religious and

race feelings of the French and half-breed voters—the pledge given by Mr.
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Francis appearing to be insufficient to satisfy them. Now, tin- Liberal* had a
defined platform, and their views were weD understood. Personally, I knew
well what our policy was. Perhaps no one, apart from Mr. Qreenway and Mr.

Martin, was in a better position to know fully our attitude on these questions.

There was do doubt about that attitude. There is no doubt we were denounc-
ing the abuses of the Norquay government with regard bo the French printing,

the 1 rge amount of money expended ; and the Liberals were determined, it tin-

party came into power, that tiny would do away with those abuses ; hut the
idea of interfering with rights guaranteed, or supposed to have been guaranteed
by the constitution, had never been suggested. On the contrary, it hail fre-

quently been pointed out on the public platform by Liberal leaders that the in-

stitutions were protected, and that our remedy was in correcting abuses and
not in abolishing institutions. It was promised that the expenses arising from
the use of the French language would be cut down and the grant for education
increased. No one had ever asked or suggested that we should go a step
further. When the question about the Liberal policy became so prominent
and urgent in St. Francois Xavier, I was consulted, with others, about it, and
Mr. Martin was asked to go out and assist the candidate. I was told that he
went out and attended a meeting, and I was told of promises he had publicly

made, which were, to my knowledge, in accord with what was intended he
should make. I went with him myself to a second meeting. It was a large

gathering, mainly composed of French and half-breed Catholics. The same
charges were made by Burke as to what the Liberals would do if in office. The
same appeals were made to his countrymen and co-religionists to defeat Mr.
Francis for that reason. Mr. Martin, in a powerful speech, denounced the
statements of Burke and his friends as false. He told the meeting that it had
never been the policy of Liberals to interfere with the language or institutions

of the French Catholic population, and he appealed to them to trust the Lih-

erah, and to support their candulate. At that time 1 was president of the
Provincial Association of Liberals, and Mr. Martin referred to my presence at

the meeting, and said I could put him right if he was wrong. He went further,

and not only said that Liberals had no idea of interfering with their institutions,

but he gave a positive pledge, in the name of the Liberal party, that they

would not do so. I have always thought that the movement to establish the

present school law, abolishing all Catholic schools, against the strong protest

of the minority, was, under the circumstances, and in the face of that promise,

a gross wrong. Personally, I made no promise, I felt as much bound by the
pledge given as if I had given it myself."

And the poor fly walked in.

3. Further promises of the Liberal Party in 1888.

Bv means of the assurance.-t just referred to the liberal party car-

ried the election in St. Francois Xavier, and as a consequence .Mr.

Greenway, the liberal leader, was called upon to form a government.

To assist him in the work he personally called upon His Grace, the

Archbishop of St. Boniface. His Grace being unwell, the interview

was had with Vicar-General Allan!. Mr. Greenway proceeded to

assure the Archbishop (through the Vicar General) that be was in

entire sympathy with him upon the two questions of Catholic schools,

and French language (as well as the maintenance of the French

electoral divisions); that it would be the policy of his government

to maintain them inviolate; and he requested that His Grace would
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name some one who would be acceptable to his people as a member
of the Cabinet. The Vicar-General at a subsequent interview,

informed Mr. Greenway that His Grace was extremely gratified with

hi.s protestations of good-will, and that he believed that Mr. Prender-

gast had the confidence of the people. Mr. Greenway gave the same
assurances to the Liberal French members of the House, and as a

result he met. the elections with Mr. Prendergast as a colleague, and

various French Catholic candidates as followers. After the election it

was found that he had thus secured, as supporters, fine out of the six

French members, and a large majority in the House."

And the door closed on the poor fly.

Proof of these facts. Besides the evidence of Mr. Fisher, already

quoted, there have been published the two following statutory declara-

tions:

" Manitoba, County of Selkirk, to wit :

" I, the Very Rev. Joachim Allard, O.M.I., of the town of St. Boniface, in

the province of Manitoba, Vicar-general of the archdiocese of St. Boniface, do
solemnly declare

:

" I am now, and was during all the year of our Lord one thousand eight hun-

dred and eighty-eight, the Vicar-general of the said archdiocese of St. Boniface,

having my residence in the episcopal residence at St. Boniface.
" I distinctly remember that during the early part of the said year of our

Lord, one thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight, the Hon. Thos. Greenway ^

with whom 1 was not then personally acquainted, called at said episcopal resid-

ence in St. Boniface in the company of Mr. W. F. Alioway, whom 1 personally

knew, and the said Mr. Alloway then introduced the said Hon. Thos.

Greenway to me, and the said Mr. Greenway then stated to me that he had
called to see His Grace the Archbishop personally, touching a confidential matter.

His Grace was then sick and confined to his bed, and I so informed the said Mr.

Greenway and stated to him that, as the Vicar-general of His Grace, I could

receive any confidential communications, and communicate the same to His

Grace ; and 1 then assured him that he could rely upon my discretion in any
confidential communication that he wished to make, and that His Grace the Arch-

bishop would also respect his confidence.

" The Hon. Mr. Greenway then stated to me that he had been called to form

a new government in this province, and that he was desirous to strengthen it by
taking into his cabinet one of the French members of the legislature, who would
be agreeable to the Archbishop ; whereupon I remarked that I did not think that

His Grace would favor any French member joining the new administration

unconditionally, and without any previous understanding as to certain questions

of great importance to His Grace. Mr. Greenway replied that he had already

talked the matter over with his friends, and that he (Mr. Greenway) was quite

willing to guarantee, under his government, the maintenance of the then exist-

ing condition of matters with regard

—

1. To separate Catholic schools.

2. To the official use of the French language.

3. To the French electoral divisions.

" I received the assurances of the said Hon. Thomas Greenway as above

stated to me, and I promised him that I would convey the same to His Grace the
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Archbishop, and I further told him that I believed his assurances so made would
give great satisfaction to His Grace.

"The said Hon. Thomas Greenway then proposed to come again on the fol-

lowing day, to receive an answer as to the nomination of the French member of
his cabinet

;
but I told him that I would not put him to that inconvenience,

but that I would meet him in Winnipeg on the following day for that purpose
;

and it was then agreed between myself and him, that such meeting should take
place on the following morning in Mr. Alloway's office, at the hour of nine
o'clock. This finished the tirst interview I had with the said Hon. Thomas
Greenway.

" During all the time that elapsed between the introduction of Mr. (.Veen-
way and the end of the said interview, as above set out, and his departure from
said residence on that day, Mr. W. K. Alloway was personally present and
heard all that took place between the said Hon. Thomas Greenway and myself as
above stated by me. In pursuance of my promise, I, on the said day of the
interview, visited His (.race the Archbishop in his bedroom and reported to him
fully and faithfully what had taken place at said interview.

His Grace expressed his satisfaction, ami instructed me to answer the lion
orable Thomas Ureenway that he would throw no obstacle in the way of his
administration, and that I could say to him that His Grace would have no objec-
tion to Mr. Prendergast being taken into the new cabinet as a French repre-
sentative, and His Crace particularly requested me to convey to Mr. Greenway
the satisfaction given him by the assurance and promise made to me by the said
Mr. Greenway.

"On the following morning, in pursuance of the appointment so made,
I attended at the office of Mr. Alloway in Winnipeg, and then, again, met the
said Hon. Thomas Greenway, and I then communicated to him the message of
His Grace, so entrusted to me as above set out, aud Mr. C-reenway then expressed
to me his personal gratification at the said message and attitude of His Crace,
and he then assured me that faith would be kept by his government with His
Grace ; and, then again, and in specific terms, repeated tome the assurance that

First—The Catholic separate schools ;

Secondly—The official use of French language
;

Third—The number of French constituences ; would not be disturbed dur-
ing his administration.

" I had promised not to violate the confidence of the Hon. Mr. Greenway by
disclosing the particulars of said promises and aasurances by the said Mr.
Greenway on the floor of the legislature, notwithstanding that he had violated

tbe terms of the same before that time, and but for such open denial by him of

such promises, and his mistatements of what took place, I would not have felt

at liberty to now disclose the same.

"Mr. W. F. Alloway was present at his office during the second interview
with said Hon. Thomas Greenway, as above set out, and remained in the room
where we where closeted during much of the time during which said second
interview lasted.

" And I make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing the same to

be true and by virtue of the Act respecting extra judicial oaths.

J. Allard,

O.M.I., V.C.

"Declared before me at the Town of St. Boniface in the County of Selkirk,

this 1st day of April, A.D., 1S92.

Alex. Haugart,

A Commissioner in B.R., etc.
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" I, William Forbes Alloway, of the City of Winnipeg, in the County of

Selkirk, banker, do solemnly declare that I have seen ami read the statutory

declaration of the very Rev. Vicar General Allard, made before Alex. Haggart,

a Commissioner of the B. EL, etc., on this first day of April, A. I). 1S92, and I

say that I was present as therein stated hv him, and I did on said Hrst occasion

introduce the Hon. Tbos. Greenway to the Vicar General, and T say that the

account of said interview, as set out in said declaration of the Vicar General,

is true in substance and in fact.

" I was present at the whole of the said interview and heard all that tran-

spired between the Vicar General and said Thos. Greenway.
"I further say that I was present at my banking office on the following day

when the Vicar General and the said Hon. Thos. Greenway met according to

appointment made the day previous, and I heard most of the interview which
took place between them on that second day, and I say that the promises and
pledges as set out in the Vicar General's said statement were repeated in the

said second interview, and the said Greenway then expressed himself as very

much gratified with the attitude assumed by His Grace the Archbishop towards

his Government, and expressed such satisfaction not only then, but in my
presence afterwards.

" And I make this solemn declaration, conscientiously believing the same
to be true, and by virtue of the Act respecting extra-judicial oaths.

W. F. Alloway.
" Declared before me this 1st day of April, 1792, at the City of Winnipeg,

in the County of Selkirk, aforesaid.

J. Stewart Topper,
A Commissioner in B.R., etc."

All Compacts Broken—The assurances just referred to were given

by the liberal leaders in 1888, and thereby they gained office and a

majority.

In 1890 the same men crushed their fly—they passed the School

Acts!

And thus the humiliating history of Protestant promises ends :

—

In 1867, to the Province of Quebec—Let us form a Confederation

—a Dominion ! Have no fear. The rights of minorities shall be

always safeguarded and protected. Rupert's Land and the North-

Western Territory, should they join, are to be admitted, " on such

terms and conditions, in each case, as are in the addresses expressed,

and as the Queen thinks fit to approve, subject to the provisions of

this Act"*—minorities there, too, shall be justly dealt with.

In 1870, to the French Metis—Lay down your arms
;
join the

Canadian Confederation. Your religion, your rights, your privileges

will all be respected. " Right shall be done."

In 1876, to the French members of the Manitoba Legislature—
Give up the Legislative Council, which is uselul only as a constitutional

check. You have nothing to fear. Your rights will " never be

trampled on." The majority will never "be found oppressive."

B. N. A, Act, Sec. 146.
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Should you concede, you iuuy be sure the majority will recognize

your "generosity and never forget it."

In 1888 to the Electors of St. Francois Xavier :—Elect the Liberal

candidate. We have no idea of interfering with Catholic institutions.

We give you a " positive pledge in the name of the Liberal party,

that we will not do so."

In 1888 to the Archbishop of St. Boniface, and the French candi-

dates :—We are " willing to guarantee under our government the

maintenance of the three existing conditions with regard (1 ) to separ-

ate Catholic schools
; (2) to the official use of the French language

;

(3) to the French electoral divisions."

Two short years after the last of these solemn pledges, they are

all torn to shreds and cast to the winds !

Yes, yes ; his faith attesting nations own,
'Tis Punic all, and to a proverb known.

Memory has dimmed the fitness of the word " Punic " to express

the lowest possible depth of treachery and perfidy. For an appro-

priate substitute Canadians need search neither ancient history, nor

modern geography.

Sidney Smith in 1827 closed his celebrated essay on " Catholics "

with words which, sage and true then, have special application now.

They shall close this work also :

" TO THE NO-POPERY FOOL.

" You are made use of by men who laugh at you, and despise you

for your folly and ignorance* ; and who, the moment it suits their

purpose, will consent to emancipation of the Catholics, and leave you

to roar and bellow No-Popery ! to vacancy and the moon.

"To THE N0P0PERY ROGUE.

"A shameful and scandalous game, to sport with the serious inter-

ests of the country, in order to gain some increase of public power !

' " To the Honest No-Popery People.

" We respect you very sincerely—but are astonished at your exist-

ence.

"To the Catholics.

" Wait. Do not add to your miseries by a mad and desperate re-

bellion. Persevere in civil exertions, and concede all you can concede.

All great alterations in human affairs are produced by compromise."

•Ignorance of this, namely, relating to the Catholic priesthood :—" No other b
men have ever exhibited a more single-minded and unworldly seal, refracted by no personal

Interests, sacrificing to duty the dearest of earthly objects, and confronting with undaunted

heroism every form of hardship, of suffering, and of death."—Lecky's History of European

Morals, II., 335.
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